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special applications to individuals and through interest ex-

cited by the publications thus far made. It is hoped that ad-

ditional impulse may be given to the researches of this class

of persons by the timely publication of bulletins setting forth

the discoveries and contributions of the various scholars who

thus co-operate with the Bureau.

In order to set forth satisfactorily the operations of the

Bureau somewhat in detail, the subject will be divided into

three principal parts, the first relating to the publication made

by the Bureau, the second to the work prosecuted in the field,

and the third to the office work, being to a large extent the

preparation for publication of the results of field work, with

the corrections and additions obtained from the literature of

the subject and by correspondence.

PUBLICATIONS.

During the early part of the year the First Annual Report

was issued and distributed. It was a royal octavo volume of

638 pages, besides 56 full page plates, the whole number of

illustrations being 346. The papers accompanying the official

statement of the Director were as follows

:

On the evolution of language, by J. W. Powell.

Sketch of the Mythology of the North American Indians, by J. W.Powell.

Wyandot Government, by J. W. Powell.

On liiiitations to the use of some anthropologic data, bj J. W. Powell.

A further contribution to the study of the mortuary customs of the North American

Indians, by H. C. Yarrow.

Studies in Central American picture writing, by E. S. Holden.

Cessions of land by Indian tribes to the United States, by C. C. Royce.

Sign language among North American Indians, by Garrick Mallery.

Catalogue of linguistic manuscripts in the library of the Bureau of Ethnology, by

J. C. Pilling.

Illustration of the method of recording Indian languages, from the manuscripts of

Messrs. J. O. Dorsey, A. S. Gatschet, and S. R. Riggs.

Of the Second Annual Report 465 pages, comprising the

whole volume except the official introduction by the Director

and the index, were stereotyped during the year.

Pages 493-571 of the English-Klamath part of the diction-

ary of the Klamath language, by Mr. A. S. Gatschet, to form,

when completed. Vol. II of the series of Contributions to North

American Ethnology, were stereotyped.
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Pages 480-665 of the Dakota Dictionary, by Rev. S. R.

Riggs, edited by Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, were stereotyped, com-

pleting the Dakota-English portion of the work, which will

form part of Vol. VII of the last mentioned series.

Pages 97-5 1 2 of Mr. J. C. Pilling's Bibliography of the Lan-

guages of the North American Indians were also placed in

type.

FIELD WORK.
This includes, first, explorations with reference to material

objects produced by the native tribes; and, second, examination

of the members of those tribes, both as individuals and as aggre-

gations. These divisions are related, but the tirst chiefly con-

cerns archaeology and technology, and the second philology,

mythology, and sociology. It is manifest that without the au-

thority and assistance of the Government little u.^eful work can

be done in the first of these divisions. The object of private

explorers in this direction is usually to procure relics or speci-

mens for sale or merely to gratify curiosity, with the result that

these are often scattered and lost for any comprehensive study,

while their receptacles, whether mounds, graves, or ruins, are

in many cases destroyed without intelligent examination or

record The trained explorers of the Bureau preserve all

useful facts touching the localities concerned, and the objects

collected, both ancient and modern, are deposited in the Na-
tional Museum. Experience has also shown that individual

travelers, unguided and without common system, have failed

to obtain the best results in the second of the above men-
tioned divisions. The precious accounts of early explorers

cannot be understood without the interpretation and correc-

tions still, though for a limited time, to be gained from among
existing tribes.

MOUND EXPLORATIONS.

WORK OF PROF. CYRUS THOMAS.

The Bureau of Ethnology was first organized on the basis of

work developed by the Director while in charge of explorations

and surveys in the valley of the Colorado River of the West.
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It tlierefore did not embrace any plan for archseologic investi-

gations in the eastern portion of the United States, and

in particular did not contemplate researches relating to the

mounds : but Congress having directed that such work should

be added to the functions of the Bureau, a limited amount of

work was accomplished in this field during the past year.

The experience thus gained showed that a more thorough

systematization of the work was necessary. Early in the

year, therefore, a Division of Mound Explorations was organ-

ized, for a comprehensive examination of mounds and other

ancient works in the United States east of the Rocky Mount-

ains, and Prof. Cyrus Thomas, of Illinois, was appointed an

assistant in the Bureau in charge of the division. It is pro-

posed to make a thorough investigation of the mounds and

other works connected therewith, in their structure, contents,

and geographic distribution, with a view to determining the

purposes for which they were used, the grade of culture of

their authors, and the relations existing between the builders

and the tribes inhabiting the country on the advent of Euro-

pean civilization to this continent.

P"'rom examinations made by the Director, years before the

inauguration of this work, it was apparent to him that a few,

at least, of the important mounds of the valley of the Missis-

sippi, had been constructed and used subsequent to the occu-

pation of this continent by Europeans, and that some, at least,

of the mound builders were therefore none other than known

Indian tribes.

For the purpose of carrying on the work, Professor Thomas

was authorized to employ such field assistants as the means

allotted to this ])urpose would justify. The regular assistants

employed during the year were Dr. Edward Palmer, who had

been engaged for a number of years in this department of

work, Mr. P. W. Norris, and Mr. James D. Middleton Be-

sides these, Mr. L. H. Thing, Mr. John P. Rogaii, Mr. F. S.

Earle, ^Ir. William McAdams, and Mr. John W. Emmert were

engaged for shorter periods as temporary assistants.

Dr. Palmer's field of operations was confined chiefly to West

Tennessee and Arkansas, though he devoted a short time on
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his way out to an examination of the mounds along the Wa-
bash.

Mr. Norris devoted his time chiefly to an exploration of the

mounds along both banks of the Mississijipi River from North-

ern Iowa to the mouth of the Arkansas.

Mr. Middleton was engaged during the first part of the fiscal

year in opening mounds in Southern Illinois, after which his

field of labor was in East Tennessee and the adjacent portions

of Georgia and Alabama.

During the time Mr. Thing was employed his work was con-

fined to Southern Illinois and Southeast Missouri.

Mr. McAdams was employed but a short time to make a sur-

vey and examination of the mound groups in Madison County,

Illinois.

Mr. Rogan was engaged, near the close of the year, to ex-

plore certain mounds in Cald\Yell County, North Carolina,

which had been reported by Dr. J. M. Spainhour, of Lenoir, in

that State, who also rendered great aid in this work, which

proved very successful and probably the most interesting of

the year. During the time Mr. Emmert was employed, he

was engaged in opening mounds and graves in East Tennes-

see and in investigating the manufacture of fraudulent Indian

soapstone relics in Western North Carolina,

Mr. Earle was also employed to examine the localities and

the character of the various ancient works in Southeast Mis-

souri and to prepare descriptions of them. This he did in a
satisfactory manner.

Previous to the organization of the division, ProfessorThomas
made some explorations in person in Southern Illinois and

Southeast Missouri. From the survey made by him at this

time a model of some remarkable works in Jackson County,

Illinois, was prepared under his direction for the National Mu-
seum.

The number of specimens obtained and placed in the Na-

tional Museum, as shown by the preliminaiy catalogue, amounts

to over four thousand one hundred. These embrace almost

every type of article hitherto found in mounds, as well as a
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number of instructive specimens found in Indian graves on the

sites of old Indian villages and elsewhere.

The collection of pottery is large, embracing several hun-

dred complete specimens, presenting almost every type, both

as to form and as to ornamentation, heretofore discovered in

the earthworks, also a few unique in form and decoration.

The craniological collection contains a number of perfect

specimens. It is especially valuable because of the full record

kept regarding locality and all the particulars relating to each

specimen.

The collection of articles of stone includes, besides arrow

and spear points, scrapers, hoes, diggers, chipped celts, dis-

coidal and chunkee stones, grooved axes, pitted stones, hammer
and pounding stones, a remarkably fine series of polished celts,

a large number of steatite pipes, three remarkable winged

pipes of green chlorite slate of the finest workmanship, two

large image pipes, gorgets, plummets, and boat-shaped orna-

ments.

A number of shell and bone ornaments were obtained, also

some of the finest engraved shells so far discovered, and sev-

eral copper implements and ornaments.

Among the articles obtained indicating contact with Euro-

pean civilization are some specimens of hammered iron from

a North Carolina mound; some bracelets, brooches, crosses,

and other objects of silver from a Wisconsin mound; fragments

of copper plate bearing the impress of machinery on a metallic

stamp from an Illinois mound, and a hog's tooth from an Ar-

kansas mound.

The value of this collection is enhanced by the care taken

to have the specimens properly labeled and numbered from

the time they were found in the field until they received the

Museum catalogue number and by preparing a corresponding

catalogue giving the locality where each specimen was ob-

tained, the name of the collector, and the environment of spec-

imen found— for examjjle, whether in a mound, in a grave, or

on the surface— which catalogue has been filed in the National

Museum as a means of future reference and verification.

A large number of mound groups and other ancient works
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have been found and mapped, and a considerable collection

of drawings, photographs, and sketches has been made of the

more important

The result of the year's work has been of much value in the

solution of vexed questions relating to the "Mound Builders,"

so styled, a special report on which is in preparation.

ARCHiEOLOGIC CARTOGRAPHY.

Scheme of Convenlioiisfor the Archaologic Curloijruphij of North America.

^. Indian village.

H Wood lodge.

£^ Group or village of wood lodges.

^ Earth lodge.

•'^ Group or village of earth lodges.

^ Stoue lodge.

iD Group or village of stone lodges.

^ Cliff lodge.

B Group or village of cliff lodges.

d Cavate lodge.

M Group or village of cavate ledges

TT Suliterraneau lodge.

i-iJ Group or village ofsubterranean lodges

6- Igloo lodge.

^ Group or village of igloo lodges.

™- Inhabited stone village (pueblo).

© Assembly lodge of wood.

© A.ssembly lodge of earth.

'8' Assembly lodge of stone.

^ Cliif assembly lodge.

® Cave assembly lodge.

'5' Subterranean assembly lodge.

* Tower.

^ Mound.

••» Group of mounds.

© Assembly mound.

* Effigy mound.

,AA Group of effigy mounds.

* Domiciliarv mound.

id. Burial mound.

JO. Mouud with single stone grave.

J& Mound with stone graves.

\-i Grave or single burial.

vu Cemetery,

«" Stone grave.

Mn/ Stone-grave cemetery.

\xi Ossuary.

c luclosure.

C luclosure with interior mound.

^ luclosure with exterior mouud.

^J" Excavation.

•O* IvesiTVoir.

zsa Canal.

— Copper mine.

"^ Flint mine or quarry.

•-I Soapstone mine.

•-• Mica mine.

A. Cave deposit,

ii Cave burial.

.a. Refuse heap.

.m. Shell heap.

fi. Sculpture.

ffl Group of sculptures.

% Petroglyph.

J8 Group of petroglyphs.

Cache.

A Cairn.

— Trail.

The geographic distribution of archreologic phenomena

being of great importance, and the statute having provided

4 ETH III
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for general arclijeologic research in tlie United States, it was

thong'lit best by the Director to prepare a system of symbols

to be used in the cartography of the subject. In the prepa-

ration of such a sclieme, the symbols used in Europe were

examined, for the purpose of adopting- the same where possi-

ble; but, on careful study of the subject, it was found that

the phenomena of tlie two continents differ so widely that

no European scheme cculd be utilized in North America. A
new scheme was therefore prepared, adapted to North iVmer-

ica, and especially tlie United States, as above presented.

It is believed that this scheme requires no general discussion

for its explanation. The mnemonic system embraced therein

is perhaps sufficiently obvious.

As the work of investigation extends southward through

Mexico and Central America, it may be found necessary to add

somewhat to the above plan.

EXPLORATIONS IN THE SOUTHWEST.

WORK OF MR. JAMES STEVENSON.

Mr. James Stevenson, with the party committed to his

charge, started from Fort Wingate, N. Mex., early in August,

1882, with instructions to direct his work to an exploration

and study of that class of ancient remains in Arizona and New
Mexico commonly known as "cave and cliif dwellings."

The field of his first investigations was the Canon de Chelly,

a branch of the San Juan Valley in Northeastern Arizona.

He noted carefully the various ruins he successively met,

while those of a more remarkable character which were acces-

sible were thoroughly examined, photographed, and described.

Among these was the extensive ruin discovered by General

Simpson in 1848 and called by him "Casa Blanca." Of this,

the photographer of the party secured an excellent negative,

and an accurate survey was made for the purpose of pre-

paring a model.

The party was unable to explore more than one of the

branches of this canon, but in this a remarkable and well pre-

served village was found which probably once was the home
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of between a thousand and tifteen hundred persons. The ex-

tremes of the habitable floor were 1,500 feet apart, while from

the rear wall of the cave to the edg-e of the precipice was about

half that distance. The floor of the two wider jjortions of

the cave was thickly studded with dwellings, built of square

stones laid in mortar, all of which were in ruins. An edifice of

grander proportions, three stories in height, and almost as well

preserved as in the day of its occupation, nearly filled up the

narrow space in front of a dividing rock projection. It stood

300 feet from the bed of the canon, and was accessible only at

one point, where an accumulation of rocky debris formed a

steep sloping ascent. Many distinctive architectural features

were noted. All the materials out of which the structure was

built had been worked by stone implements, as was evidenced

by the rough chiseling of the blocks. Cross pieces were laid

upon the joists for the flooring of the towers, and upon these

pieces twigs about the diameter of a man's finger were arranged

side by side, but in series which formed a peculiar mosaic of

angles and squares.

In each division of the cave was found one circular struct-

ure, which probably was a place of assemblage for religious

rites or amusement. Structures of this kind are common in

that sectio)! of the country, but these were diff"erent, in many
respects, from any before examined by the members of the

party, and especially different in their interior ornamentation,

which was quite elaborate. In one of them a wide band was

laid on in bright durable colors, resembling a Greek fret, with

narrower bands above and below, and with the interior spaces

filled with curious artistic designs, the meaning of which is

unknown. The roofs of the building were ffone and the floors

were covered with rocky debris. Good photographs of this

village were obtained and a survey was completed for the

preparation of a model.

Among the delu'is of the declivity two skeletons were found

buried in a pentagonally-shaped cyst. They were in a sitting

posture, having the knees drawn upward toward tlie chin and

the hands crossed on the breast. The bodies were wrapped

in coarse nets made of some vegetable filne, and, with the
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exception of a few grains of Indian corn, the grave was empty.

Hair of a brownish hue was found still clinging to one of the

skulls, while the shriveled flesh and skin, as hard as stone, re-

mained upon some of the lower limbs. From the discovery of

these skeletons Mr. Stevenson gave to this branch the name of

Canon de los Muertos.

Anotlier village in this canon of equal extent and similarly

situated, though in a more advanced stage of ruin, was visited

and some interesting discoveries were made. Among the

debris of the fallen buildings were found finely woven sandals,

resembling nothing with which the present occupants of this

region are familiar ; also, portions of matting and of gar-

ments made from the fiber of yucca. Evidences of great

antiquity of some of these ruins are mixed with indications

of later occupancy in a manner most confu.sing to the ai-chaa-

ologist.

The party traveled fifteen miles in the Canon de los Muer-

tos and discovered seventeen villages or clusters of dwellings,

some of which were situated five hundred feet from the bed of

the cailon. The entire number of cliff villages visited by the

party was forty-six.

The whole of November was devoted to an examination of

cave dwellings. Remarkable illustrations of this class were

found about fifteen miles north of the pueblo of Cochiti, N.

Mex. These were situated in a canon called by the Mexicans
" Kito de los Frijoles," and by the Cochiti Indians, Yu-nu-ye,

or the place where customs and rites are prescribed. Here

were found remains of human habitation in the shape of nu-

merous caves cut in cliffs of friable tufa, varying from 50 to

100 feet in height. In many of the caves which were exam-

ined a flooring of fine red clay, very neatly and smoothly

spread in several thin layers, is still seen, as also a plastering

of red or yellow clay upon the walls. In some of them the

lower part of the wall is of one color and the upper part and

ceiling of another, the two colors being separated by a broad

line of dark brown or black which runs around the cave about

two feet from the floor. In the walls were found small niches.

Beneath some of these caves, which were situated higher in
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tlie face of tlie cliff, were evidences of the former existence of

annexed exterior chambers below. The cliff walls beneath

these apertures had evidently been hollowed out to form the

rear wall of the annexed chamber, and were nicely plastered

with red and yellow clay. Rows of small round holes were

seen which, it was thought, had been used as rests for the

rafters, while large quantities of roughly-squared stones used

in building lay scattered about the base of the cliff. In some

cases there appeared to be two and even three tiers of houses

constructed in this manner.

The ruins of six large circular chambers or estufas and of

several other dwellings were found distributed over the slope

which reaches from tlie foot of the cliffs to the small stream

that flows in the bottom of the canon.

Photographs, sketches, and complete notes were also made

explanatory of the industries, religion, and habits of the Pueblo

Indians of Cochiti, whom Mr. Stevenson visited on his return.

These are preserved for future reference and study.

ZUNI RESEARCHES.

WORK OF MK. F. H. CITSHING.

On the 3(^th of August Mr. Frank Hamilton dishing pro-

ceeded to tlie Seneca Reserve, in Western New York, with the

Zuni Indians who had accompanied him on his eastern trip,

mentioned in the last annual report. Here he learned im-

portant and obscure facts relative to the social organizations

of the Seneca, more especially the "medicine" fraternities.

In the latter he found evidence of a society of "medicine

priests," functionally identical with a similar organization

among the Zuni, viz, that of the Ka-ka-thla-na, or "grand

medicine dance." He afterwards went to Zuni, N. Mex., ar-

riving there on the 23d of September.

Here, in the month of October, he resumed note taking and

the sketching of Zuiii dances and ceremonials as they occurred,

adding to his vocabularies and memoranda on the sociologic

S3'stem of the tribe, ceramic art decorations, and mythology.

Thence he proceeded to Keam's Canon, Arizona Territory, the
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point of rendezvous for a projected party to Oraibe, one of the

Moki towns. Here it was deemed advisable that he alone

should make a visit of reconnaissance to Orail^e. Pi'oceed-

ing thither, a severe snow storm compelled him to seek shelter

at ArVolpi, where he had the good fortune to meet a visiting

Oraibe chief, with whom he consulted and negotiated, after-

wards, in accordance with authorit}', making him the messenger

of his arrangements for trading with the tribe in question. He
then returned to Ream's Caiion.

Pending the arrival of goods at Moki, he returned across

country to Zufli, a measure rendered necessary on account

of his relations to the tribe and one enabling him to observe

more minutely than on former occasions the annual sun cere-

monial.

P2n route he discovered two ruins, apparently before unvis-

ited, both, according to Zuili tradition, belonging to the Hle-

e-ta-kwe, or the northwestern migration of the Bear, Crane,

Frog, Deer, Yellow-wood, and other gentes of the ancestral

Pueblo. One of these was the outlying structure of K'in 'i

K'el, called by the Navajo Zinni ju'nie, and by the Zuiii,

He-sho-ta-pathl-taie. In this remarkable ruin he discovered

peculiarities worthy of note. It is a two-story Ijuilding, almost

intact, most of the floor of the second story, the roof, lintels,

&c., being in a good state of preservation, built of selected red

sandstone slabs around tlie base and over the sunmiit of a

huge outcropping bowlder. It is situated in tlie mouth of

one of the arms of a canon called by the Zufii K'in 'i K'el,

25 miles nortliwe.st of the station of Navajo Springs, on the

Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. In the ground room of this

structure, leaning against a trap opening in the floor of the

second stor}^, he found the poles of a primitive ladder, notched

with stone instruments at regular intervals on the correspond-

ing sides. To the lower portion of the.se poles was bound

with yucca fiber a much decayed round, still complete but

too much decayed to be disturbed. In the rooms of the

second story he observed features indicating the relationship

of the building to the ruin of K'in 'i K'el, and thus, in a

measure, confirming the Zufii tradition.
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As soon as the ceremonials of the sim had been completed

Mr. Gushing again set out for Moki, via Holbrook, Arizona

Territory, in company with Nanalie, a Zufii of Moki nativity,

as interpreter, and on the 9th of December he reached the

winter camp of tlie Unite<l States Geological Survey, below

the town of Holbrook. He was met here by the Director, and

from him received orders to invoice the store of trading ma-

terial at the camp and add to it, in preparation for immediate

departure on scientific duty with the expedition in charge of

Mr. Victor Mindeleff, an account of which is given below,

reaching Oraibe on December Id. On January 19, 1883, he

set out on his return to Zuni, where he continued the work

before indicated ; also exploring in May the southwest ruin-

sections of Zuni tradition, making important archseologic dis-

coveries near the Escadilla and further north in Eastern Ari-

zona.

RESEARCHES AMONG THE MOKI.

WOKK OF MR VICTOR MINDELEFF

In August Ml-. Victor Mindeleft', with an organized partv,

went to tlie Moki villages in Northeastern Arizona, where he

secured fully detailed architectural plans of the seven inhab-

ited villages, together with sketches and diagrams of construct-

ive details, photographs, and, in general, such data as were

necessaiy for the preparation of accurate large scale models

of these pueblos. This work was carried on until November

2, being in charge of Mr. Cosmos Mindeleff during the time

of Mr. Victor Mindeleff's absence as mentioned below. The
ground plan of an old ruined pueblo, known by the Navajo

name of "Talla-Hogan," was also secured This pueblo be-

longed to the original Province of Tusayan and was the site

of an early Spanish mission.

About the end of September Mr. Mindeleff joined Mr. James

Stevenson's expedition to the Cliff-ruins of Canon de Chelly

and branches, securing a number of plans and sketches of

these remains. He returned to the surveying work at Moki,

October 16.

On December 1 3 he was placed in general charge of an ex-
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pedition to Oraibe and the other Moki villages for the collec-

tion of ethnologic specimens, assisted in the scientific branch

of the work by Mr. F. H. Gushing and in the business of trans-

portation between Moki and the railroad by Mr. J. D. Atkins

Owing to the unfriendly attitude of the Oraibe only a small

collection, numbering about two hundred pieces, could be se-

cured there. After a stay of several days, with no further ad-

ditions to the collection, camp was moved on December 25 to

the vicinity of Mashong-ni-vi of the middle mesa. Here about

twelve hundred specimens were collected, principally from

the inhabitants of the three villages on this mesa. Pottery

comprised the largest portion of the collection, although stone

implements, dance paraphernalia, and a great variety of de-

signs in basketwork were also well represented. The collec-

tion included also more than one hundred and fifty examples

of ancient pottery. This feature was the most valuable por-

tion of the collection, as such specimens have become rare and

are highly prized by the Moki.

The packing and shipment of all specimens to the railroad

were finally accomplished by February 5, 1883, and Mr Min-

deletf reported at the oifice at Washington on February 1 5.

The necessary data for a full descriptive catalogue of the

Oraibe collection were secured by Mr. Gushing and similar

data for the collection of ancient ware made at Ma-shong-

ni-vi. These catalogues form portions of a special detailed

report on Oraibe, in preparation by Mr. Gushing, in which

the social and regulative features of Oraibe are treated, together

with some notes on their architecture and industrial arts. The

peculiar causes of the violent opposition shown by these people

to the purposes of the expedition will also be set forth by Mr.

Gushing in that paper.

PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS.

WORK OF MR. J. K. HILLKRS.

Mr. J. K. Hillers, the photographer of the U. S. Geological

Survey, in connection with his regular duties, succeeded in

obtaining fifty photographic views of the ruins near Fort Win-
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gate, N. Mex., and in tlie Canon de Chell}-, Arizona. Tliese are

of much value in supplementing the surveys, descriptions, and

explorations of the region.

LINGUISTIC FIELD WORK.

WORK OF MR. J. O. DORSEY.

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, in September, 1882, visited the res-

ervation of the Six Nations, on Grand River, Upper Canada,

and gathered some linguistic material pertaining to the Tutelo,

a tribe recently assigned by Horatio Hale to the Siouan ftimily.

In November he went to the Indian Territory for the

purpose of spending some time among the Kansa, Osage,

and Kwapa, tribes speaking dialects related to that ot the

Ponka and Omaha, with which he is familiar. On his return

to Washington, in February, 1883, he brought the following

material

:

Kansa.— Most of the pages of the second edition of the In-

troduction to the Study of Indian Languages were filled. He
also obtained grammatical notes ; material for a dictionary of

about three thousand words; texts, consisting of myths, his-

torical papers, and letters (epistles) dictated in the original by
the Indians, to be prepared with interlinear translations ; crit-

ical notes, and free English translations; an account of the

social organization of the tribe, with names of gentes, proper

names of members of each gens, &c., the kinship system and

marriage laws, with charts; an account of the mourning and

war customs, with a curious chart (one similar being used by

the Osage) prepared by the leading war chief of the tribe,

from one inherited from his grandfather; a partial classifica-

tion of the flora and fauna known to the tribe; and maps

drawn by the natives, with native local names.

Osage.—From the Osage similar information was obtained,

with the addition of accounts of a secret order of seven degrees

connected with the gentile or clan organization of the tribe and

serving as the sole custodian of the tribal traditions. Each

of the twenty-one Osage gentes has its peculiar tradition, which

is chanted by the principal man of that gens but only in the
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presence of the initiated. As Mr. Dorsey had gained portions

of similar traditions among some of the cognate tribes, he was

able, after repeating these, to obtain from the Osage portions

of tlieir traditions, a hundred and six lines of one and tifty-six

of another, with the chant and a part of the symbolic chart

associated with them.

Knapa.— From two Kwapa he obtained a small vocabu-

lary, the kinship system of their tribe, the names of some of

the gentes and villages, and a few proper names.

WORK OF MRS. E. A. SMITH.

Heretofore the researches of Mrs. Erminnie A. Smith among
the Iroquois tribes had been confined to their several reserva-

tions in New York State and Upper Canada. During the

past vear.they have been continued in Lower Canada among
the descendants of those Iroquois, principally Mohawk, whom
the early French missionaries converted to Christianity and

transplanted from south of Lake Ontario to the missions jn'O-

vided for them on the banks of the St. Lawrence.

The almost entire isolation of these Indians from the other

Iroquois tril)es during two hundred years renders a study of

their dialect, peculiar customs, and progress toward civiliza-

tion both interesting and important. Their old aboriginal

folk stories, through the influence of the Roman Catholic

Church, have been replaced by those of a religious character,

such as the wonderful preservation of the old church bell, or

the remarkable miracles of their aboriginal saint, Te-gah kwi-

ta, whose portrait decorates the sacristy of the mission church

where her bones are carefully enshrined and revered to this

day.

Although nominally presided over by chiefs, few of the

old pagan customs are retained at Caughnawaga. The old

wampum belts are, however, carefully preserved. It is wor-

thy of note that the clans of these representatives of the Mohawk
outnumber the clans in any of the other Iroquois tribes, and

comprise several not found among the others, as the Lark, the

Rock, and the Calumet.
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The old mission church at Caughnawaga and the Semi

nary of tlie Sulpicians at Oka, on the Ottawa River, are now
the principal repositories of those sermons, catechisms, vocab-

ularies, gTammars, and dictionaries which represent the labors

of the French Koman Catholic missionaries among the Iroquois

during two hundred years.

Through the courtesy of the Superiors Le Clair and Antoine

and the Rev. Father Burtin, several hundred titles were secured

by Mrs. Smith for the bibliography of Indian Linguistics in

preparation b}' Mr. Pilling. The most remarkable and the

most important of these rare books in manuscript is the French-

Mohawk dictionary compiled during the early part of this cent-

ury by the Rev. Father Marcoux, which was of great utility

to Mrs. Smith in her office work, as mentioned under that head-

ing.

WORK OF DR. W. J. HOFFMAN.

From August to November, 1883, Dr. W. J. Hoffman, under

the direction of Col. Garrick Mallery, prosecuted investiga-

tions among the several Indian tribes of California and Nevada
with special reference to gesture language and pictographs.

The total number of tribes visited amounts to between forty

and fifty, and they are embraced in the following linguistic

divisions, viz: Yuman, Shoshonian, Mariposan, Moquelumnan,

Yukian, Mendocinan, Copean, Pujunan, and Washoan.

Through the assistance of an intelligent Alaskan, at San

Francisco, Cal., an exhaustive collection of Alaskan gestures

was obtained, in addition to valuable material and interpreta-

tions, with original texts of narratives and records carved on

walrus ivory. A number of drawings were also prepared

from the original ivory carvings and pictographs in the mu-

seum of the Alaskan Commercial Company. Besides these,

small collections were obtained from Japanese, and from indi-

vidual Indians belonging to tribes not included in the above

list of linguistic stocks.

WORK OF DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS.

Dr. Washington Matthews, Assistant Surgeon U. S. A.,

while on his regular military duty at Fort Wingate, N. Mex.,
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was steadily engaged in collecting material for a grammar and

a dictionary of the Navajo language. He was also occupied

in the preparation of the paper on "Navajo Silversmiths" and

that on " Navajo Weavers," published respectively in the second

and third annual I'eports, and in the investigation of other

branches of anthropology in relation to the above mentioned

tribe with a view to future publication.

OFFICE WORK.

Former reports have recognized the demand made by the

public for certain publications as fundamental to the study of

Indian anthropology : to furnish these is conceived to be the

first and most obvious duty of the Bureati These publications in

the order of inquiry and request are : ( 1 ) a series of charts show-

ing the habitat of all tribes when first met by Europeans and

at subseqvient eras; (2) a dictionary of tribal synonymy, which

should refer the multiplied and confusing titles, as given in

literature and in varying usage, to a correct and systematic

standard of nomenclature; (3) a classification, on a linguistic

basis, of all the known Indians of North America, remaining

and extinct, into families or stocks.

The order of possible })reparation of these publications is

the reverse of the above. The charts cannot be drawn until

the tribes, as villages, confederacies, and leagues, shall have

been resolved from multiplicity and confusion into identifica-

tion and simplicity. The linguistic classification precedes the

whole of the work, and the difficulties attending it have at

times suspended its satisfactory progress until expeditions of

research had been sent forth to clear up the obstacles of un-

certainty or ignorance. Numerous publications of ethnologic

charts, of partial synonymies, and of tentative classifications

have appeared from various sources, but all have been im-

perfect and more or less erroneous. The personal attention of

the Director and of all the officers and employes of the Bureau

has been steadily directed, in addition to the several branches of

work from time to time undertaken, to presenting them in a

proper form. The labor and study required have been beyond
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expression, but may be partially indicated by the fact that,

apart from the linguistic and sociologic problems involved, the

mere mechanical compilation has produced over twenty thous-

and cards of synonymy. The present condition of this inter-

connected work is encouraging.

Col. Gareick Mallery was engaged during the year in the

continued study of sign language and pictographs. A num-

her of important collections of gesture signs were procured

from parts of the United States not before thoroughly explored

in this respect. Collections of great value were also obtained

from Japan, Asiatic Turkey, and from several of the Polynesian

groups. These increase the probability of preparing a useful

monograph on the gesture speech of man.

The amount of material now collected, with its collation and

study, confirms the view stated in a former report, that while a

general system of gesture speech has long existed among the

North American Indians it is not to be regarded as one formal or

definite language. Several groups, witliin which there is a con-

siderable body of distinctive signs, with tlieir centers of origin,

are indicated, though, as before explained, the fundamental char-

acter of sign language permits of communication by its means

between all the groups. Five of these groups appear, from pres-

ent information, to be defined as follows : First, the Arikara, Da-

kota, Mandan, Gros Ventre or Hidatsa, Blackfeet, Crow, and

other tribes in Montana and Idaho; second, x\rapaho, Cheyenne,

Pan!, Kaiowa, Cnddo, Wichita, Apache of Indian Territory,

and other tribes in the Southwest as far as New Mexico, and

possibly portions of Arizona; third, Pima, Yuma, Papago,

Maricopa, Hualpai (Yuman), and the tribes of Southern Cali-

fornia; fourth, Shoshoni, Banak, Pai Uta of Pyramid Lake,

and the tribes of Northern Idaho and Lower British Colum-

bia, Eastern Washington, and Oregon; fifth, Alaska, embracing

the Southern Eskimo, Kenai (Athabaskan), and the lakutat,

and Tshilkaat tribes of the T'hlinkit or Koloshan stock. The

gestures of Alaskan tribes present some distinctive features

as compared with those of any of the southern groups. The

collections of the gestures still used by the Indians of British

Columbia and of the northern part of Vancouver's Island, also
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by the Iroquois of Canada, are not sufficiently extensive for

classification, and are chiefly valuable as illustrating the an-

tiquity and universality of that medium of communication.

The results of Colonel Mallery's study of pictographs are

sufficiently indicated in his paper on that subject published in

the present volume.

In the whole of these studies Colonel Mallerv has been as-

sisted by Dr. W. J. Hoffman.

Mrs. Erminnie A. Smith, who had already collected a vocab-

ulary of eight thousand words in the Tuscarora dialect and a

great number in Onondaga and Seneca, found their synonyms
in Mohawk in the manuscript dictionary of Father Marcoux
before mentioned. From this dictionary she translated over

twelve thousand words into English, rewriting the Mohawk
and changing the old manner of spelling employed by the

missionaries into the phonetic system prescribed by the Bureau

for transcribing Indian words. Some of the words preserved

in this dictionary have long since fallen into disuse and numy
are such as would be used only in the service of the chiu'ch.

Those containing records of old customs or which are suggest-

ive of Indian characteristics have been carefully analyzed and

noted by Mrs. Smith in this translation.

A chrestomathy of the Mohawk dialect has also been care-

fully filled out by Mrs. Smith during the year. This contains

the names of many towns and their derivations, as well as a

large number of names of trees, plants, and shrubs, names of

the months, days, &c., and their connotation.

A table containing a large number of words in use among
the isolated Mohawk of Cauglmawaga and their synonyms as

used by the Mohawk on the "Six Nations Reserve," Ontario,

Canada, exhibits as complete differences in words representing

the same object or thought between these two separated por-

tions of one tribe as exists between corresponding words in

different dialects. The completion of this Iroquoian dictionary

composed of synonyms of the six dialects may be expected to

reveal many important facts regarding the formation of dia-

lects and relating to Indian languages in general.

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey was engaged during much of the year
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in the preparation of the elaborate paper on Omaha Sociology,

with maps and many illustrations, which appeared in the third

annual report of the Bureau. He also continued and carried

to completion 665 pages, quarto, of the Dakota-P^nglish part

of the Dakota dictionary of Rev. S. R. Riggs, D. D. The
venerable author did not live to see the publication of his

work in the revised form. He died at Beloit, Wis., in August,

1883 For several months before his death he was unable, on

account of his failing health, to correct the proof-sheets, which

also compelled him to transfer the preparation of the English-

Dakota part of the dictionary to another missionary, Rev.

John P. Williamson.

On his return fi-om field work, Mr. Dorsey was engaged in

the preparation of a dictionary of the Kansa language.

Mr. Albert S. Gatschet was engaged in compiling from

his Klamath-English dictionary, completed and stereotyped in

491 pages, quarto, a second part forming an English-Klamath

dictionary. This language is spoken in Southwestern Oregon

by the Klamath Lake and Modoc Indians, and a series of

texts in that language will accompany the dictionary.

In compiling the English-Klamath portion of the dictionary,

Mr. Gatschet confined himself to the terms embodied in Part

I, although the material had increased in his hands since the

completion of the latter. He, however, increased the value of

this manual by not confining himself to a mei-e accumulation

of the corresponding terms in each langiiage. An attempt at a

synonomy of this Oregonian tongue was made, and sometimes

it became .lecessary to present the distinctions in elaborate

articles. The extreme complexit} of Klamath derivation,

through prefixes and suffixes, enhances the difficulty as well as

the value of the synonymic arrangement of Part II. It is to

be noted that here, as well as in many other unwritten lan-

guages, there are no single equivalents for many abstract terms

of English, as distance, hurry, quality, time, or for such verbs

as to behave, to let, to prompt, but that a multitude of phrases,

locutions, and compound terms are required by which alone

.these ideas can be expressed with accuracy.

Incidental work was done in augmenting the synonomy of
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North American tribes by many hundred new cards of refer-

ence.

Mr. Frank Hamilton Gushing was engaged at Washington

during the months of July and August, 1882, iii transcribing

his voluminous field notes on the gentile, esoteric, religious,

and governmental organizations of the Zuni, preparatory to

an essay on the Zuni Sociology in a broader sense He also

prepared the greater portion of his field notes on other sub-

jects, including archjeologic and linguistic studies, for systema-

tizing in a series of short papers, when such should be rendered

possible by additional research, for which he resumed field

work, as specified under that heading.

By request of the Director, he prepared in April, for reading

before the National Academy of Sciences, a short paper on the

"Relationship between Zuni Mythologic and Sociologic Sys

tems and Institutions." Following out some of the principles

laid down in that address, he wrote a paper on Zuni Fetiches,

which was published in the second annual report of the Bureau.

Mr. James C. Pilling continued the preparation of a Bibli-

ography of North American Languages, but, as stated in pre-

vious reports, was able to give to it but a portion of his time.

During the year proof-sheets of pages 97 to 512 were received

from the Public Pi'inter, and copies of each signature were dis-

tributed to competent persons at a distance for the purpose

of obtaining suggestions, additions, and corrections. Among
those who greatly aided the work were Seiior Icazbalceta, of

the city of Mexico; Mr. Wilberforce Eames, of New York City;

Mr. C. A. Cutter, of the Boston Athenaeum ; and Mr. Addison

Van Name, of Yale College.

In December, 1882, Mr. Pilling made a trip to several libra-

ries in New York City, Boston, and Providence for the purpose

of settling certain disputed points; and in the following spring

he visited the library of Mr. H. H. Bancroft, at San Francisco,

Cal. While en route, the archives at Chihuahua, in Mexico,

were examined. Later, the library of the Wisconsin Historical

Society, at Madison, and the Cincinnati Public Library were

visited and good results obtained.

Mr. Charles C. Royce, who, for nearly two years, had been
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engaged in duties not connected with the Bureau of Ethnology,

resumed his former relations therewith on the 1st of January,

1883, since which time he has been occupied in the continua-

tion of an historical Atlas of Indian Affairs, an outline sketch

of the plan of which was given in the first annual report of

this Bureau. Notwithstanding many difficulties encountered

in procuring detailed and accurate information, occasioned by
the confusion or the careless destruction of many of the earlier

official records of the Government, Mr. Eoyce has made sat-

isfactory progress toward the completion of the work. This,

Avhen finished, will afford a complete and valuable history of

the official relations that have existed between the Government

of the United States and the various Indian tribes from the

beginning of the Federal period down to the present day.

A prominent feature of the work will be a series of maps
of the different States, about 27x34 inches in size, upon which

will be delineated the boundaries of the various cessions ot

land that have been made to the United States, from time to

time, by the different Indian tribes by treaty or other agree-

ment. Upon these maps will also be designated the location

of all points or places of historical interest in connection with

Indian wars and diplomacy, as well as the former and present

location of all known Indian villages. Accompanying this

series of maps will be an historical text, giving a brief recital of

the location, character, and condition of each tribe in its earliest

relations with the whites; its migrations, wars, and diplo-

macy from that date to the formation of the Federal Govern-

ment, and from thence a more detailed and particular account

of the various treaties entered into with the United States,

the causes that led to the negotiation of such treaties, and tlie

results emanating therefrom. The work in its present con-

dition shows the completion of the maps and the delineation

thereon of the various cessions, jjyrimary and secondary, of the

States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,

Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, and Kansas, and Indian

Territory. The maps of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebraska, Da-

kota, and Colorado are not entirely completed. For the his-

4 BTH IV
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torical text, a large amount of material in the shape of notes

has been collected concerning the various tribes, and nuich of

the manuscript has already been prepared concerning the his-

torA- of the Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, Shawnee,

Wj^andot, Miami, Kickapoo, Kaskaskia, Peoria, Piankeshaw,

Wea, Osage, and other tribes.

Mr. IIexry W. Hensh.\w was engaged during tiie year in

tabulating the returns of the Indian census and in preparing,

from thdse returns, from historical data, and from his own field

notes, a report on Indian industries. This report will explain

tlie pristine industries and means of subsistence of the several

tribes and trace their advance toward civilization.

Mr. William H. Ho mes has continued to supervise the

illustrations of the publications of the Bureau, and lias had

general charge of the collections made under it and deposited

in the National Museum. In order to facilitate this work he

has been made honorary curator of pottery in that institution.

Collections of variety and importance were made during the

year. A number of utensils of stone from the southern shore

of Humboldt Lake, Nevada, were procured by Mr.I C. Russell,

of the United States Geological Survey. They comprised

about a dozen mortars and pestles of large size and rather rude

finish, which were probabl}' used by some of the modern tribes

of the region in pounding grass seeds.

A collection of pottery made by Messrs. Cushing and Min-

deleff comprises a series of antique pieces of great interest,

and Mr. James Stevenson has added largely to the collections

of modern Pueblo art products.

A small collection of antiquities, consisting chiefly of stone

implements from Oregon, was presented by Capt. Charles

Bendire, U. S. A.

Much material has been added to the collection from the

mounds by Pi'ofessor Thomas and his assistants, as elsewhere

specified in detail.

In addition to the above Mr. Holmes has undertaken such

archseologic studies as are mainly connected with art. The

scope of these studies is indicated in the three ])apers presented

in this volume.
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Mr. Vici'oE MiXDELEFF was occupied during the mouth of

July and the early part of August in completing a large scale

model of the pueblo of Zuiii, N. Mex , the plans and other data

for which had been collected during the preceding year.

After his return from the field in February, 1883, he com-

menced a series of models of the seyen Moki villages to a scale

and finish uniform with the model of Zufii. This work w^as

carried on until June, when it was interrupted for the prepara-

tion of a series of duplicate models of cliff' ruins and pueblos,

which were exhil)ited at the Louisyille Exposition in the autumn

of 1883.

Prof CvKUs Thomas, in addition to the general direction

of the mound explorations already described, was person-

ally engaged in marking and arranging the collections ob-

tained and in preparing catalogues of them for the Bureau and

the National Museum.

He was also engaged in a study on the results of the explo-

rations, in connection with former knowledge on the subject,

and in preparing a paper on what he designates as the "north-

ern t3'pe" of burial mounds, embraced in the district of the

United States lying north of Tennessee and east of the Rocky
Mountains but including North Carolina. This paper .will

appear in the fifth annual report of the Bureau.

Dr. H. C. Yarrow continued and nearly completed his ex-

haustive work on the mortuary customs of the North American

Indians, and was also occupied in the preparation of a paper

upon their medical practices.

Pi'of Otis T. Mason made further progress in his report

on the history of education among the North American In-

dians. In this he has studied the work of the Indian Office,

corresponded with all the schools and colleges, and made ab-

stracts from the enumerators' sheets of the Tenth United States

Census respecting the Indians not on reservations, besides

compiling the special statistics of the Indian census.

Mr. Jeremiah Curtin became connected with the Bureau

on February 5, 1883, when he began an examination of the

linguistic material belonging to it; also, with the assistance of

Mr. Ferryman, of the Indian Territory, he filled a volume of
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the "Introduction to the Study of Indian Languages" with

words and data from the Muskoki or Creek languajre, and in

addition to the words indicated in the Introduction eiglit

hundred others were collected. Of these nearly three hundred

were verbs. He then transferred to tiie recognized alphabet

a vocabulary of words in the Caddo language, and arranged

in the same alphabet a considerable collection of words in the

Chinook iaro-on made bv Lieutenant Belden. This collection

contains many words not found in Gibbs's vocabulary and

will be useful in a new publication of the jargon or as a con-

tribution to a collation of its different existing forms. He
also filled a volume of the Introduction in Seneca and beaan

the collection of the Seneca folk lore, obtaining some suggest-

ive tales and accounts of beliefs and superstitions.

ACCOMPANYING PAPERS.

The papers presented in this volume fairly illustrate the

number of objects and the range of facts collected bv the

Bureau, and the character of the studies made thereon, in

conducting its investigations. These papers are all so inti-

mately connected with the graphic or plastic arts in their

origin and application as to have required a large amount of

illustration, there being five hundred and sixty-five figures in

the text besides eighty-three full page plates. Special mention

of each of these papers follows in their order as printed.

It is proper to note that two other papers were prepared

and stereotyped with the intention of including them in this

volume, but it was found that they would increase its bulk to

inconvenience. These last mentioned papers, which will ap-

pear in the fifth annual report, are as follows:

Burial mounds of the nortliern sections of the United States, by Prof. Cyrus

Thomas, pp. 1-119.

The Cherokee nation of ludiaus; a narrative of their official relations with the

Colonial and Federal Governments, by Charles C. Royce, pp. 121-378.

PICTOGRAPHS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS, BY GARRICK
MALLERY.

In the winter of 1876, Brevet Lt. Col. Garrick Mallery, U.

S. A , was in command at Fort Rice, on the Upper Missouri
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River, and became acquainted with a pictorial chart repre-

sented to be a history of the Dakota. He ascertained that

its true character was not historic, but that its design was to

desiffnate successive vears bv the most remarkable, or rather

the most distinguishable, events that occurred in each. The

chart, therefore, became useful as a calendar, and was actually

in use as such. Colonel Mallery published it, with interpreta-

tions and explanations, under the title of "A Calendar of the

Dakota Nation," in a bulletin of the United States Geological

and Geographical Survey of the I'erritories, issued in 1877.

The diffusion of this publication, awakening general interest

on the subject among Army officers and other persons in the

Indian country, resulted in bringing to light other copies of

the chart and additional fsxcts relating to its origin, interpreta-

tion, and use. The material thus gathered has been the

nucleus around which further information on the subject of

pictography has been accumulated. The systematic study

of sign language, upon which sul)ject Colonel Mallery pre-

pared a preliminary paper published in the first avmual re-

port, also brouglit under his observation many points connected

with pictography, both modes of expression being graphic and

pictorial. The research, study, and correspondence for the

preparation of a monograpli on the gesture speech of man has

been continued by him since the preliminary paper before

mentioned, with which a similar undertaking upon the general

subject of picture writing lias proceeded pari passu. Both of

these modes of conveying ideas and facts, by one of which

they are also recorded, prevail among- the North American

Indians with a development beyond that found among any

other existing peoples, and therefore the study of both devel-

opments among them is most advantageous when combined.

It was deemed advisable to pursue a plan successfully

adopted by the Bureau in other departments of work, viz, to

publish a preliminary paper before undertaking an exhaustive

monograph. By this means the amount and character of the

information so far obtained is communicated to persons al-

ready interested in the subject. The interest of others is ex-

cited and their collaboration is invited, while their researches
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are facilitated by tlie suggestions derived from the author's

precursory experiences. The present paper carries out that

plan. All other intentions are subordinated in order to explain

the characteristics of pictographs, to classify them convenientlv,

and to ofter suggestions for the collection, description, and study

of specimens. Theories are postponed until after careful ex-

amination of exhaustive collections.

For this purpose the author has first stated the distribu-

tion in North America of pictures on rocks, either painted or

incised or both, with a few illustrative comparisons from for-

eign countries. He has then enumerated the instruments used

at different times in pictography, together with the coloring

matters employed and the methods of application. The ma-

terials upon which pictographs are made are discussed, the

objects being divided into natural and artificial. The first

division includes many objects, consisting chiefly of stone,

bone, living trees, wood, bark, skins, feathers, gourds, horse

hair, shells, earth, and sand, and the human person. Designs

upon the human person are in paint and by tattooing. Under

this head much information is presented for the first time, and

it is compared with some recently published accounts of the

process in the Pacific Islands.

The subject is tlien considered with reference to the special

purposes for which pictography has, in fact, been employed

by the North American Indians. They are : 1st, Mnemonic,

embracing order of songs, traditions, treaties, war, and time;

2d, Notification, comprising notice of departure and direction,

of condition, warning, and guidance, geographic features,

claim or demand, messages and communications, and record of

expeditions ; 3d, Toteniic : this embraces tribal, gentile, clan

and personal de.signations, insignia, and tokens of authority,

personal names, property marks, status of individuals, and

signs of particular achievements ; 4th, Religious, comprising

mythic personages, shamanism, dances and ceremonies, mortu-

ary practices, grave posts, charms, and fetiches; 5th, Cus-

toms and habits, reouiring details rather than classification;

6th, Tribal histor}' ; 7th, Biographic, in which are examples
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giving continuous record of events in a life and other cases of

particular exploits and occurrences.

The manner in which pictographs have long been employed

bv the North American Indians, showing their advance from

simple objective representations to true ideographs, is then dis-

cussed, and instances are given of their expression of abstract

ideas of emblems and of symbols. Indications for classifica-

tion are noted by identifying the pictographers through their

general style or type and through the presence of character-

istic objects. Modes of interpretation are recommended, with

cautions originating in experience. Attention is invited to

the important bearing of conventionalization, hints are given

for avoiding errors, and, finally, practical suggestions are sub-

mitted intended to assist investigation and simplify its record.

Under every heading several examples appear, with requisite

graphic illustrations.

The circumstances under which Colonel Mallery entered

upon the study of pictography, as above explained, are both

fortunate and exceptional. Some of the writers who have

dealt with the subject, either in treatises or in fragmentary

notices, have regarded in the nebulous light of hieroglyphic

symbols the specimens of petroglyphs or other forms of pict-

ure writing treated by them, while others have endeavored

to distort them into alphabets, and still others have disparaged

them as idle scrawls. The first studies of Colonel Mallery

were upon the remarkable chart before mentioned, which was

altogether objective and practical, tliough beautifully illustrat-

ing ideography. His next study in this direction, sign lan-

guage, was also practical, objective, and ideographic, show-

ing instructive parallels with the Dakota calendar and witli

other forms of pictography then thoroughly interpi'eted. He
therefore apjjroached the subject from a point of view the

reverse of that taken by most previous writers. There was

in him no bias toward a mystic interpretation, or any pre-

determination to discover an occult significance in pictographs,

whether on rocks, skins, or bark. The probability appeared,

from his actual exjjerience, that the interpretation was a simple

and direct, not a mysterious and involved process, and the
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course of his studies naturally tended to ascertain, collocate,

and compare facts, but to eschew suppositions. At the same

time, the author b}- no means denies or forgets that poetry and

imagination nuiy be discerned in the Indian pictographs as

well as in their gesture speech and in their spoken languages-

He acknowledges, and illustrates by examples given, that pic-

tographs are, in many cases, figurative, metaphoric, and sym-

bolic. It is also recognized that in a very few instances devices

may be so far esoteric as to have been adopted as emblems,

with some concealed significance, by the secret religious asso-

ciations long known to have existed among the tribes. Tliis

admission is not, however, to allow of resort to mystic symbol-

ism as a normal mode of interpretation. In the examination

of pictographs of the North American Indiahs, so far as it has

progressed, the order in which to direct interjDretation is tlie

same as that of theoretic evolution and of ascertained historic

sequence. The probability is that they are, 1st, objective rep-

resentations; 2d, that they are ideographic, and 3d, with the

burden of proof against the proposition, that they have some

connection with symbolism. It is well understood that any

design 2)rfmarily objective can be adopted as an ideograph and

furthermore can be used symbolically. An example of this

used bv the author is the cross, which design appears in many

significations given in the paper with reference exclusively to

North American Indians, and many other instances of this mul-

tifarious use in all parts of the world are familiar. It is one

of the most readily executed devices and has been employed

by all peoples objectively, ideographically, and symbolically.

The author has, therefore, presented the facts so far known

to him, simply as facts. When a pictograph has appeared from

intrinsic or extrinsic evidence to convey an idea beyond its

objectivity, the fact has been noted. Decisive extrinsic evi-

dence in each case is required for the adoption of mx'stic sym-

bolism as the true mode of interpretation. By this method of

treatment, the subject of pictographs has been rescued from

the limbo of morbid fancy to be marshaled with proper place

in the evolutionary order of human culture.
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POTTERY OF THE ANCIENT PUEBLOS, BY WILLIAM H. HOLMES.

This paper is a study of the pottery of the ancient Pueblo

Indians made on the vahiable collection obtained by tlie Bureau

of Ethnology, which had commenced with collections made
personally by Major Powell before the establishment of the

Bureau. This study relates to the more ancient or prehistoric

groups of ware in that collection, which are considered under

the heads of coiled ware, plain ware, and painted ware, the

fir-st being the most archaic. All of these, witii the processes

of their manufacture, are described, distinguished, and illus-

trated. A full discussion of the more modern forms is reserved

for future papers.

The distribution and the environment of the Pueblo peoples

are specified, but the author does not study the arts of their

province with the direct object of ascertaining the origin of

the peoples themselves or of their arts. He has used the infor-

mation in his possession to elucidate the processes by which

culture has been achieved and the stages through which it

has passed. It is to be noted, however, that the Pueblos were

sedentary, and thus practiced ceramic art continuously for a

long period; also, that in their arid country there was special

need of vessels for the transportation and storage of water.

From the first of these peculiarities of habitat and environ-

ment, their ceramic art is without any indications of distinct

periods; from the second, very many specimens have been

produced and preserved.

The author directs attention to the practical details, viz,

material used in pottery (often clay of a remarkably fine grain),

to the modes of tempering, construction, surface finish, firing,

hardness, and varieties of color and of form. The Pueblo

potteiy is also classified by its functional characteristics. In

examining the illustrations some designs will attract attention

from their resemblance to the most exquisite patterns of classic

art and of Oriental decoration, witli which they will bear favor-

able comparison.

The special feature of this paper is that it explains more

fully than has been explained before, with practical examples,
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the development of geometric ornamentation. It is shown
that forms of decoration, originating- in the previously existing

textile art and hence purely conventional, were imposed upon

the potter's art, which, at the time of the Sjjanish conquest,

had not vet acquired a style purely its own.

ANCIENT POTTERY OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY, BY WILLIAM
H. HOLMES.

The ancient relics discussed in this paper are divided into

three groups, viz, those found in the Upper Mississippi, the

Middle Mississippi, and the Lower Mississippi or Gulf prov-

ince. The much greater amount of ware obtained from the

mounds and graves of the province of the Middle Mississippi

Valley, as compared with that found in the other districts, has

required tliat this paper should be mainly devoted to this

province. It embraces the greater part of the States of Mis-

souri, Arkansas, and Tennessee, large portions of Kentuck}^,

Mississippi, and Illinois, and extends into Iowa, Alabama,

Indiana, and Texas. The author dwells upon the age of the

objects, their use, construction, material, colors, form, finish, and

ornamentation. He gives special classifications and descrip-

tions, with numerous illustrations, under the heads of bowls,

pot shaped vessels, wide mouthed bottles or jars, and high

necked bottles. It is noted that the vessels, though generally

found in connection with human sepulchers, were not to any

extent cinerary, probably not even mortuary, in the sense of

construction for the purpose of inhumation with the dead.

They were ordinary receptacles for food and drink placed

in the grave, together with other possessions of the deceased.

The material employed in their manufacture was clay in all

grades of refinement. The tempering materials, varying

in quantity, were shells, sand, and pulverized potsherds.

The stage of the art represented was that of primitive hand

building. No lathe or wheel was used. Molds, such as

could be made from baskets, nets, and coarse cloth, were

employed in some sections. The period was also one of open-

air baking. A prominent feature is the great diversity of form,

indicating the long practice of the art, a high specialization of
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uses and considerable variety in tlie originals copied. The

manual skill was of a fair order, and symmetry of form, com-

bined with grace of outline, was achieved without the use of

the wheel. The rank of this ware is higher in these respects

than that of the prehistoric pottery of Central and Northern

Europe, though inferior to that of Mexico, Central America,

and Peru. In characterizing the degree of culture ' repre-

sented l)v tliis ware, Mr Holmes decides that there is no

feature in it that cannot reasonably be attributed to the

more advanced historic tribes of the valley where it is found.

It indicates a culture differing in many particulars from that

of tlie Pueblo Indians, ancient or modern, but, on the whole,'

is rather infei-ior to it.

This paper is especially valuable to American archaeologists

in its relation to the culture system of the people who built the

mounds, theories upon which have been so numerous and so

fanciful.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FORM AND ORNAMENT IN CE-
RAMIC ART, BY WILLIAM H. HOLMES.

The two papers last mentioned were preceded by a paper

from the same author, " Prehistoric textile fabrics of the

United States, derived from impressions on pottery," published

in the third annual report. These three ]:)apers present the

results so far obtained bv the author, each being- a detailed

study in its own field, of the objects collected and discussed.

While each study is complete in itself, it shows by comparison

its relation to other groups. The objects are presented, com-

pai'ed, classified, and studied in tlie same manner and with the

same intention as those with which tlie naturalist uses the spec-

imens within his domain.

The prominent feature of the present paper, which com-

bines the results of tlie three former papers, is that it pre-

sents the evolution of form and ornament in the ceramic art

and suggests the same evolution in all other developments of

art. The course of development here as elsewhere is shown

to proceed from the simple to the complex, and the causes and

processes of the developments are explained, analyzed, clas-
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sified, and illustrated from examples never before presented.

The accessible material on the subject shows tliat in America

there is opi)ortunity for the study of the origin of art beyond

any hitherto enjoyed in the Eastern Hemisphere. In the

order of evolution, the character of the specimens now under

examination ends where classic art begins, and though the

recent discoveries by Schliemann and others have brought to

notice the lower archaj-ologic substi-atum of the East, its pro-

ductions ai'e few and meager compared with the multitudes of

representative objects of the same general character already in

the National Museum. These now open to the student the

advantage of a method which examines into the beginnings

of art in reference to form and ornamentation, as well as

into the earliest traces of manufacture or construction and of

function, which show a widely different evolutionary line. Mr.

Holmes does not consider that he has made moi'e than a par-

tial and tentative paper on the subject, and he is preparing

a monograph on a comprehensive basis. The present summary
is confined to the geometric side of the study. Otherwise

considered, it is the non-ideographic side continued u])wards

until it reaches the point where it meets the ideographic side, the

history and evolution of which are distinct. The general obser-

vation to be deduced from the subject, as now presented, is

that no metaphysical law of beauty is to be ascertained. The

aesthetic pi-inciple is not to be found directly in or from nature,

but is an artificial accretion of long descended imitations of

objective phenomena. Objects are not made because thev are

essentially pleasing, but are actually pleasing because they

have been customarily made. The primitive artist does not

deliberately examine the departments of nature and art, and

select for models those thing's which are most agfreeable to an

independent fancy, nor even those which simple reasoning

would decide upon as most convenient Neither does he ex-

periment with any distinct purpose to invent new forms. What
he attempts in improvement is what happens to be suggested

by some ])receding form familiar to him. Each step is not

only limited but prescribed by what he already possesses in

nature or in art, and knowing his resources his results can be
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closely predicted. On the other hand, knowing liis products,

much can be safely predicated of his environment and past

stag-es of development.

Mr. Holmes, by his artistic analysis and philosophic classifi-

cation, has set forth the laws of this branch of research more
clearly and more completely than any other student of the

subject. Though some of his propositions are not presented

by him as entirely original, even those are enforced by example

and made intelligible by illustration, so as to be substantiall3'

novel to most readers. Indeed, the general result of his studies

as expressed differs widely from the current conservative theo-

ries.

A STUDY OF PUEBLO POTTERY, AS ILLUSTRATIVE OF ZUNI CULT-
URE GROWTH, BY FRANK HAMILTON GUSHING.

Mr. Cushing's paper, while on the same general subject as

that of Mr. Holmes first above mentioned, differs from the

latter in that it presents additional evidence of a different kind

in support of the propositions deduced which are common to

botii writers. Mr. Holmes treats of the objects on which his

study is based wholly from the standpoint of an archaeologist.

Mr. Cashing lias had and used tlie opportunity to examine ety-

mologically the names of the objects which have been retained,

even when their forms and uses have been modified, and also

to observe the minute processes of their present manufacture.

By noticing the traces in the language of the Zuni and their

continued employment of some archaic and apparently object-

less methods, only to be explained through their traditions

and mythology, the evolutionary history of form and ornament
among them is set forth with surprising completeness.

The author first explains the effect upon the Zuni art of their

peculiar habitat, not only in the requirements of their semi-

desert region, but in the necessary tendency towards rectan-

gular forms ill their primitive architecture.

The logical inductions made by Mr. Holmes from his point

of examination, as before explained, are confirmed by the

additional considerations presented by Mr. Cushing; in partic-

ular, that the general effect of gourd forms suggested basket
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types and that the latter produced the forms and ornamentation

of earthenware. That the forms and ornaments were reproduced

strictly through the effect of custom and association is show^n

by an amount and kind of concurrent evidence never before

so well presented. It is equalU^ remarkable and well estab-

lished that the most festhetically beautiful of the forms have

been produced merely from the absolute requirements of man-

ufacture, and also that many designs, apparently purely orna-

mental and symbolic, owe their origin to necessity and servile

imitation.

Mr. Gushing agrees with the other authors of the papers in

this volume in his warning against the attribution of symbolism

without special evidence. While it is shown by him that sym-

bolism exists among the modern Zuiii, it is also clear that

they have applied symbolic as well as emblematic ideas to

designs which at first had no significance. That ascertained

fact alone should prevent an attempt at symbolic interpreta-

tion when not indicated in any other manner than by the fig-

ures themselves.

Since no subjective principle has had an important influence

upon form and ornament, their development being thoroughly

objective, its history can be traced with far more certainty than

was once supposed. The arclueologist can l)e guided by the

indications which form and ornament afford with as much ac-

curacy as by any particulars of material, construction, and

function, with which they are closely connected and which they

explain.

From the studies so far made in the ceramic art of the North

American Indians, it seems possible to deduce general laws

applicable to the study of pottery whei'ever found, and to dis-

cover what were the types of the pre-ceramic vessels, thereby

deriving information as to the environment of their makers be-

fore the latter had acquired the potter's art, and therefore an-

terior to the period of any relics. Thus their lost history may,

to a certain extent, be recovered. Such laws will assist the

archaeologists of the Old World, where the relics yet found of

a corresponding culture period have been less numerous and

certainly afford a less continuous history and explanation.
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The results of all the studies made by the writers in this vol-

ume and their colaborers in the Bureau favor the view of a

continuity of the pre-Columbian population of North America,

subject to known evolutionary laws, as against cataclj'smic

theories postulating intrusive or extinct races, such as the sup--

posititious "Mound Builders" or "Cliti' Dwellers."

EXPENDITURES.

Classification of expenditures incurred during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1883.

Classification.
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ON THE PICTOGRAPHS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIANS.

By Garrick Mallery.

INTRODUCTORY.

A pictograph is a writing by picture. It conveys and records an idea

or occurrence by graphic means without the use of words or letters.

The execution of the pictures of which it is comjiosed often exhibits

the first crude efforts of graphic art, and their study in that relation

is of value. When pictures are employed as writing the conception

intended to be presented is generally analyzed, and only its most essen-

tial points are indicated, with the result that the cliaracters when fre-

quently repeated become conventional, and in their later forms cease

to be recogiiizable as objective portraitures. This exhibition of con-

ventionalizing also has its own import in the history of art.

Pictographs are considered in the present paper chiefly in reference

to their significance as one form of thought-writing directly addressed

to the sight, gesture-language being the other and probably earlier

form. So far as they are true ideographs they are the permanent,

direct, visible expression of ideas of which gesture-language gives the

transient expression. When adopted for isylhibaries or alphabets,

which is known to be the historical course of evolution in that regard,

they have ceased to be the direct and have become the indirect expres-

sion of the ideas framed in oral speech. The writing common in civili-

zation records sounds directly, not primarily thoughts, the latter having

first been translated into sounds. The trace of pictographs in the latter

use shows the earlier and predominant conceptions.

The importance of the study of pictographs depends upon their exam-

ination as a phase in the evolution of human culture, or as containing

valuable information to be ascertained by interpretation.

The invention of alphabetic writing being by general admission the

great step marking the change from barbarism into civilization, the

history of its earlier development must be valuable. It is inferred from

internal evidence that i>icture-writiug preceded and originated the

graphic systems of Egypt, Xineveh, and China, but in l^orth America
its use is still modern and current. It can be studied there, without any
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requirement of infereuce or Lypotlicsis, in actual existence as applied

to records and communications. Furthermore, its transition into signs of

sound is apparent in the Aztec and the Maya characters, in which stage it

was only arrested by foreign conquest. The earliest lessons of the birth

and growth of culture in this most important branch of investigation

can therefore be best learned from the Western nemis])herc. In this

connection it may be noticed that picture-writing is found in sustained

vigor on the same continent where sign-language has prevailed or con-

tinued in active operation to an extent unknown in other parts of the

world. These modes of expression, i.e., transient and permanent idea-

writing, are so correlated in their origin and development that neither

can be studied with advantage to the exclusion of the other.

The limits assigned to this paper allow ouly of its comprehending

the Indians north of Mexico, except as the pictographs of other peoples

are introduced for comparison. Among these no discovery has j et been

made of any of the several devices, such as the rebus, or tlie initial,

adopted elsewhere, by which the element of sound apart from signifi-

cance has been introduced.

'The first stage of pic' ure-writing as recognized among tlie Egyptians

was the representation of a material object in such style or connection

as determined it not to be a mere portraiture of that object, but figura-

tive of some other object or person. This stage is abundantly exhibited

among the Indians. Indeed, their personal and tribal names thus ob-

jectively represcTited constitute the largest part of their picture-writing

so far thoroughly understood.

The second step gained by the Egyptians was when the picture be-

came used as a symbol of some quality or characteristic. It can be

readily seen how a hawk with bright eye and lofty flight might be se-

lected as a symbol of divinity and royalty, and I.hat the crocodile should

denote darkness, while a slightlj' further step in metai)hysical symbolism

made the ostrich feather, fi'om the equality of its filaments, typical of

truth. It is evident from examples given in the present paper that the

Xorth American tribes at the time of the Columbian discovery had

entered upon this second step of picture-writing, though with marked

inequality between tribes and regions in advance therein. None of

them appear to have reached such proficiency in the expression of con-

nected ideas by picture as is shown in the sign-language existing among
some of them, in which even conjunctions and prepositions are indi-

cated. Still many truly ideographic pictures are known.

A consideration relative to the antiquity of mystic symbolism, and

its position in the several culture-periods, arises in this connection. It

appears to have been an outgrowth of human thought, perhaps in the

nature of an excrescence, useful for a time, but abandoned after a cer-

tain stage of advancement.

A criticism has been made on the whole subject of pictography by

Dr. Richard Andree, who, in his work, Etlinographische Parallelen und

Yergleiche, Stuttgart, 1878, has described and figured a large number of
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examples of petrogljphs, a name given by liim to rock-drawings and

adopted by the present writer. His view appears to be tbat these

figures are frequently the idle marks which, among civilized people,

boys or ignorant persons cut witli their penknives on the desks

anil walls of school-rooms, or scrawl on the walls of lanes and re-

tired places. From this criticism, however, Dr. Andree carefully ex-

cludes the pictographs of the North American Indians, liis conclusion

being that those found in other parts of the world generally occupy a

transition stage lower than that conceded for the Indians. It is possi-

ble that significance may yet be ascertained in many of the characters

found in other regions, and perhaps tliis may be aided by the study of

those in North America; but no doubt should exist that the latter have

purpose and meaning. Any attempt at the relegation of such picto-

graphs as are described in the present paper, and have been the subject

of the study of the present writer, to any trivial origin can be met by

a thorough knowledge of the labor and pains which were necessary in

the production of some of the petroglyplis described.

All criticism in question with regard to the actual significance of

North American pictographs is still better met by their practical use 1 v

historic Indians for important i)urposes, as important to them as the art

of writing, of which the present paper presents a large number of con-

clusive examples. It is also known that when they now make picto-

graphs it is generally done with intention and significance.

Even when this work is undertaken to sui)ply the demand for ])aiuted

robes as articles of trade it is a serious manufiictnre, though sometimes

imitative in character and»not intrinsically significant. All other in-

stances known in which pictures are made without original design, as

indicated under the several classifications of this paper, are when they

are purely ornamental; but in such cases they are often elaborate and
artistic, never the idle scrawls above mentioned. A main object of this

l)aper is to call attention to the subject in other parts of the world, and

to ascertain whether the practice of jjictography does not still exist in

some corresponding manner beyond what is now published.

A general deduction made after several years of study of pictographs

of all kinds found among the North American Indians is that they

exhibit very little trace of mysticism or of esotericism in any form.

They are objective representations, and cannot be treated as ciphers or

cryptographs in any attempt at their interjjretation. A knowledge of

the customs, costumes, including arrangement of hair, paint, and all

tribal designations, and of their histories and traditions is essential to

the understanding of their drawings, for which reason some of those

particulars known to have influenced pictography are set forth in this

paper, and others are suggested which possibly had a similar influence.

Comparatively few of their picture signs have become mei'ely conven-

tional. A still smaller proportion are either symbolical or emblematic,

but some of these are noted. By far the larger jiart of them are merely
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mnemonic records and are treated of in connection with material objects

formerly and, perhaps, still used mnemonically.

It is believed that the interpretation of the ancient forms is to be ob-

tained, if at all, not by the discover}- of any hermenentic key, '
'it by

an nnderstanding of the modern forms, some of which fortnnately can

be interpreted by living men ; and when this is not the case the more
recent forms can be made intelligible at least in part by thorough knowl-

edge of the historic tribes, including their sociology, philosoi)hy. and

arts, such as is now becoming acquired, and of their sign-language.

It is not believed that any considerable information of value in an

historical point of view will be obtained directly from the interpretation

of the pictographs in North America. The only pictures which can be

of great antiquity are rock-carviugs and those in shell or similar sub-

stances resisting the action of time, which have been or may be found

in mounds. The greater part of those already known are simply" peck-

ings, etchings, or paintings delineating natural objects, very often

animals, and illustrate the beginning of i)ictorial art. It is, however,

probable that others were intended to commemorate events or to repre-

sent ideas entertained by their authors, but the events which to them

were of moment are of little importance as history. They referred gen-

erally to some insigniticant fight or some season of plenty or of famine,

or to other circumstances the evident consequence of which has long

ceased.

While, however, it is not supposed that old inscriptions exist directly

recording substantively important events, it is hoped that some mate-

rials for history can be gathered from the characters in a manner similar

to the triumph of comparative philology in resurrecting the life-history

and culture of the ancient Aryans. The significauce of the cliaiacters

being granted, they exhibit what chiefly interested their authors, and

those particulars may be of anthropologic consequence. The study has

so far advanced that, independent of the significance of individual char-

acters, several distinct types of execution are noted which may be ex-

pected to disclose data regarding i)riscan habitat and migration. In

this connection it may be mentioned that recent discoveries render it

l)robable that some of the pictographs were intended as guide-marks to

])oint out trails, springs, and fords, and some others are supposed to in-

dicate at least the locality of mounds and graves, and possibly to record

specific statements concerning them. A comparison of typical forms

may also usefully be made with the objects of art now exhumed in large

numbers from the mounds.

Ample evidence exists that many of the pictographs, both ancient

and modern, are connected with the mythology and religious practices

of their makers. The interpretations obtained during the present year

of some of those among the Moki, Zuni, and Navajo, throw new and

strong light on this subject. It is regretted that the most valuable and

novel part of this information cannot be included in the present paper.
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iis it is ill the possession of the Bureau of Ethnology in a shape not yet

arranged for publication, or forms part of the forthcoming volume of the

Transactions of the Anthropological Society of Washington, which may
not 1)0 anticipated.

The following gener;' remarks of Schoolcraft, Vol. I, p. 351, are of

some value, though they api)ly with any accuracy only to the Ojibwa

and are tinctured with a fondness for the mysterious:

For their pictiigraiihic devices the North American lucllanshave two terms, namely,

Kekeeiviti, or sucli things as are generally understood by the tribe; and A'cAcenoioid,

or teachings of the meclas or priests, and jossakeeds or prophets. The knowledge of the

latter is chiefly confined to persons who are versed in their system of magic medi-

cine, or their religion, and may be deemed hieratic. The former consists of the com-
mon figurative signs, such as are employed .at places of sepulture, or by hunting or

traveling parties. It is also employed in the m«zzi«a'6iJs, or rock-writings. Many
of the figures are common to both, and are seen in the drawings generally; but it is

to be understood that this results from the figure-alphabet beiug precisely the same
in both, while the devices of the nugamoons, or medicine, wabino, hunting, and war
songs, are known solely to the initiates who have learned them, and who always pay
high to the native jirofessors for this knowledge.

It must, however, be admitted, as above suggested, that many of the

pictographs found are not of the historic or mythologic significance

once supposed. For instance, the examination ot the rock carvings in

several parts of the country has shown that some of them were mere
records of the visits of individuals to important springs or to fords on

regularly established trails. In this respect there seems to have been,

in the intention of the Indians, very much the same spirit as induces

the civilized man to record his initials upon objects in the neighborhood of

])laces of general resort. At Oakley Springs, Arizona Territory, totemic

marks have been found, evidently made by the same individual at

successive visits, showing that on the number of occasions indicated he
had passed by those springs, probably camping there, and such record

was the habit of the neighboring Indians at that time. The same
repetition of totemic names has been found in great numbers in the

pipestone quarries of Dakota, and also at some old fords in West Vir-

ginia. But these totemic marks are so designed and executed as to

have intrinsic significance and value, wholly different in this respect

from vulgar names in alphabetic form. It should also be remembered
that mert^ graffiti are recognized as of value by the historian, the anthro-

pologist, and the artist.

One very marked i)eculiarity of the drawings of the Indians is that

within each particular system, such as may be called a tribal system, of

pictography, every Indian draws in precisely the same manner. The
figures of a man, of a horse, and of every other object delineated, are

made by every one who attempts to make any such figure with all the

identity of which their mechanical skill is capable, thus showing their

conception and motive to be the same.

The intention of the present work is not to present at this time a
view of the whole subject of pictography, though the writer has beea

4 ETII 2
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prepariug materials with a lefeieuce to tbat more ambitious project.

The paper is limited to the presentation of the most important known

pictograpbs of the North American Indians, with such classification as

has been found convenient to the writer, and, for that reason, may be

so to collaborators. The scheme of the paper has been to give very

simply one or more examples, with illnstrations, in connection with each

one of the headings or titles of the classihcatious designated. This

l)lau has involved a considerable amount of cross reference, because, in

many cases, a character, or a group of characters, could be considered

with reference to a number of noticeable characteristics, and it was a

question of choice under which one of the headings it should be pre-

sented, involving reference 1o it from the other divisions of the paper.

An amount of space disproportionate to the mere subdivision of Time

under the class of aineiuonics, is occupied by the Dakota Winter Counts,

but it is not believed that any apology is necessary for their full present-

ation, as they not only exhibit the device mentioned in reference to their

use as calendars, but furnish a repertory for all points connected with

the graphic portrayal of ideas.

Attention is invited to the employment of the heraldic scheme of

designating colors by lines, dots, etc., in those instances iu the illustra-

tions where color api)eared to have significance, while it was not prac-

ticable to produce the coloration of the originals. In many cases,

however, the figures are too minute to permit the successful use of that

scheme, and the text must be referred to for explanation.

Thanks are due and rendered for valuable assistance to correspond-

ents and especially to officers of the Bureau of Ethnology and the United

States Geological Survey, whose names are generally mentioned in con-

nection with their several contributions. Acknowledgment is also made

now and throughout the jjaper to Dr. AV. J. Hofl'mau who has oflicially

assisted the present writer during several years by researches iu the

field, and by drawing nearly all the illustrations presented.



DISTRIBUTION OF PETROGLYPHS IN NORTH AMERICA.

Etchings or paiutlngs ou rocks in ISTortb America are distributed gen-
erally.

Tbey are found throughout the extent of the continent, on bowlders
formed by the sea waves or polished by ice of the glacial epoch : on the
faces of rock ledges adjoining streams

; on the high walls of caiions

and clifli's; on the sides and roofs of caves; in short, wherever smooth
surfaces of rock appear. Drawings have also been discovered on stones
deposited in mounds and caves. Yet while these records are so fre-

quent, there are localities to be distinguished in which they are espe-

cially abundant and noticeable. Also they differ markedly in character
of execution and apparent subject-matter.

An obvious division can be made between characters etched or pecked
and those painted without incision. This division in execution coin-

cides to al certain extent with geographic areas. So far as ascertained,

jininted characters prevail perhajjs exclusively throughout Southern
California, west and southwest of the Sierra Nevada. Pictures, either

painted or incised, are found in perhaps equal frequency in the area ex-

tending eastward from the Colorado River to Georgia, northward into

AVest Virginia, and in general along the course of the Mississippi Eiver.
In some cases the glyphs are both incised and painted. The remain-
ing i>arts of the United States show rock-etchings almost exclusive of
l)aintings.

It is proposed with with the accumulation of information to portray
the localities of these records upon a chart accompanied by a full de-
scrii)tive text. In such chart will be designated their relative fre(iuency,

size, height, position, color, age, and other particulars regarded as im-
portant. With such chart and list the classification and determination
now merely indicated may become thorough.

In the present paper a few only of the more important localities will

be mentioned; generally those which are referred to under several ap-

propriate heads in various parts of the i)aper. Notices of some of these
have been published; but many of them are publicly mentioned for the
first time in this paper, knowledge respecting them having been obtained
by the personal researches of the oflicers of the Bureau of Ethnology,
or by their correspondents.

NORTHEASTERN ROCK CARVINGS.

A large number of known and described pictographs on rocks occur
in that portion of the United States and Canada at one time in the pos-

session of the several tribes constituting the Algonkian linguistic stock.

19
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This is piirticularly uoticeable throughout the country of tlie great'

lakes, and the Northern, Middle, and New England States.

The -voluminous discussion npon the Dighton Rock, Massachusetts,
inscription, renders it impossible wholly to neglect it.

The following description, taken from Schoolcraft's History, Condi-

tion, and Prospect of the Indian Tribes of the United States, Vol. lY,

p. 119, which is accompanied with a plate, is, however, suflQcient. It is

merely a type of Algonkin rock-carviug, not so interesting as many
others

:

The aucieut iuscriptiou ou a bowlder of greenstone rock lying in the margin of the

Assouet, or Taunton River, in the area of ancient Viuland. was noticed by the New
England colonists so early as 1680, when Dr. Danforth made a drawing of it. This
outline, together with several subsequent copies of it, at different eras, reaching to

1830, all differing considerably in their details, but preserving a certain general resem-
blance, is presented in the Antiquatc's Americanes [sic] (Tab. XI, XII) and referred to

the same era of Scandinavian discovery. The imperfections of the drawings (includ-

ing that executed under the auspices of the Rhode Island Historical Society, in 1830,

Tab. XII) and the recognition of some characters bearing more or less resemblance to

antique Roman letters and tigures, may be considered to have misled Mr. Magnnsen
in his interpretation of it. From whatever cause, nothing could, it would seem, have
been wider from the purport and true interpretation of it. It is of purely Indian
origin, and is executed in the peculiar symbolic character of the Kekeewin.

ROCK CARVINGS IN PENNSYLVANIA.

Many of the rocks along the river courses in Northern and Western
Pennsylvania bear traces of carvings, though, on account of the char-

acter of the geological formations, some of these records are almost, if

not entirely, obliterated.

Mr. P. W. Shafer published in a historical map of Pennsylvania, in

1875, several groups of pictographs. (They had before appeared in a

rude and crowded form in the Transactions of the Anthropological Insti-

tute of New York, N. Y., 1871-'72, p. 6C, Figs. 25, 26, where the locali-

ties are mentioned as "Big" and "Little" Indian Eock.s, respectively.)

One of these is situated on the Susquehanna River, below the dam at

Safe Harbor, and clearly shows its Algonkin origin. The characters are

nearly all either animals or various forms of the human body. Birds,

bird-tracks, and serpents also occur. A part of this pictograph is pre

sented below. Figure 149, page 226.

Ou the same chart a group of pictures is also given, copied from the

originals on the Allegheny River, in Venango Ooimty, 5 miles south of

Franklin. There are but six characters furnished in this instance, three

of which are variations of the human form, while the others are unde-

termined.

Mr. J. Sutton Wall, of Monongahela City, describes in correspondence
a rock bearing pictographs opposite the town of Millsborough, in Fayette
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Couuty, Peiiusylvaiiia. This rock is about 390 feet above tlie level of
Mouongahela River, and belongs to the Waynesbuig stratiiiu of saiul-

stone. It is detached, and rests somewhat below its true horizon. It

is about G feet in thickness, and has vertical sides; only two figures are
carved on the sides, the inscriptions being on the top, and are now con-

siderably worn. Mr. Wall mentions the outlines of animals and some
other figures, formed by grooves or channels cut from au inch to a mere
trace in depth. No indications of tool marks were discovered. It is

presented below as Figui-e 147, page 224.

The resemblance between this record and the drawings on Dighton
Rock is to be noted, as well as that between both of them and some in

Ohio.

Mr. J. Sutton Wall also contributes a group of etchings on what is

known as the "Geneva Picture Rock," in the Monongahela Valley, near
Geneva. These are foot-prints and other characters similar to those
mentioned from Hamilton Farm, West Virginia, which are shown in

Figure 148, page 225.

Schoolcraft (Vol. IV, pp. 172, 173, PH. 17, IS), describes also, preseut-

ing plates, a pictograph on the Allegheny River as follows:

One of the most often noticed of these inscriptions exists on the left bank of this

river [the Allegheny], about six miles below Franklin (the ancient Venango), Penn-

s.vlvania. It is a prominent point of rocks, around which the river deflects, rendering

this point a very conspicuous object. * The rock, which has been lodged here in some
geological convulsion, is a si)ecies of hard standstone, about twenty-two feet in length

by fourteen in breadth. It has an inclination to the horizon of about fifty degrees.

During freshets it is nearly overHown. The inscription is made upon the inclined

face of the rock. The present inhabitants in the country call it the 'Indian God.'

It is only in low stages of water that it can be ex.amined. Captain Eastman has suc-

ceeded, by wading into the water, in making a perfect copy of this ancient record,

rejecting from its borders the interpolations of modern names put there by boatmen,

to whom it is known as a point of lauding. The iuscriiitiou itself appears distinctly to

record, in symbols, the triumphs in hunting and war.

ROCK CARVINGS! IN OHIO.

In the Final Report of the Ohio State Board of Centennial Managers,
Colnmbus, 1877, many localities showing rock carvings are noted. The
most important (besides those mentioned below) are as follows : Newark,
Licking County, w here human hands, many varieties of bird tracks, and
a cross are noticed. Iudei)endence, Cuyahoga County, showing humau
hands and feet and serpents. Amherst, Lorain Couuty, presenting

similar objects. Wellsville, Columbiana County, where the characters

are more elaborate and varied.

Mr. James W. Ward describes in the Journal of the Anthropological

Institute of New York, Vol. I, 1871-'72, pp. .57-64, Figs. 14-22, some
sculptured rocks. They are reported as occurring near Barnesville, Bel-

mont County, and consist chiefly of the tracks of birds aed animals.

Serpentine forms also occur, together with concentric rings. The au-
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thor also quotes Mr. William A. Adams as describing, iu a letter to

Professor Silliman in 1842, some figures on the surface of a sandstone

rock, lying on the bank of the Muskingum Eiver. These figures are

mentioned as being engraved iu the rock and consist of tracks of the

turkey, and of man.

ROOK CARVINGS IN WEST VIRGINIA.

Mr. P. W. Norris, of the Bureau of Ethnology, reports that he found

numerous localities along the Kanawha River. West Virginia, bearing

pictographs. Eock etchings are numerous upon smooth rocks, covered

during high water, at the prominent fords of the river, as well as in the

niches or long shallow caves high in the rocky cliffs of this region.

Although rude representations of men, animals, and some deemed

symbolic characters were found, none were observed superior to, or

essentially diftering from, those of modern Indians.

Mr. John Haywood mentions (The Natural and Aboriginal History

of Tennessee, Nashville, 1823, pp. 332, 333) rock etchings four miles be-

low the Burning Spring, near the mouth of Campbell's Creek, Kanawha

County, West Virginia, These consist of forms of various animals, as

the deer, buffalo, fox, hare; of fish of various kinds; "infants scalped

and scalps alone," and men of natural size. The rock is said to be in

the Kanawha Itiver, near its northern shore, accessible only at low

water, and then only by boat.

Ou the rocky walls of Little Coal River, near the mouth of Big Horse

Creek, are cliffs upon which are many carvings. One of these meas-

ures 8 feet in length and 5 feet in height, and consists of a dense mass

of characters.

About 2 miles above Mount Pleasant, Mason County, West Virginia,

on the north side of the Kanawha River, are numbers of characters,

appai-ently totemic. These are at the foot of the hills flanking the

river.

On the cliff's near the mouth of the Kanawha Eiver, opposite Mount

Carbon, Nicholas County, West Virginia, are numerous pictographs.

These appear to be cut into the sandstone rock.

See also page 225, Figure 148.

ROCK CARVINGS IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.

Charles C. Jones, jr., in his Antiquities of the Southern Indians, etc.,

New York, 1873, pp. 62, 63, gives some general remarks upon the pic-

tographs of the southern Indians, as follows :

111 painting and rock writing the eiforts of the Southern Indians were confiueil to

the fanciful anil jirofiiso ornamentation of their own persons with various colors, iu
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wbicb red, yellow, and black jiredominated, and to marks, signs, and fignrcs depicted

on skins and scratched on wood, tbo shonldcr blade of a bnft'alo, or on stone. The
smooth balk of a standing tree or the face of a rock was used to commemorate some
feat of arms, to indicate the direction and strength of a military oxiiedition, or the

solemnization of a treaty of peace. Hijjh np the perpendicular sides of mouutaiu
gorges, and at points apparently inaccessible save to the fowls of the air, are seen

representations of the sun and moon, accompanied by rude characters, the signifi-

cance of which is frequently unknown to the present observer. The motive which
incited to the execution of work so perilous was, doubtless, religious in its character,

and directly connected with the worship of the sun and his pale consort of the uiglit.

The same author, page 377, particuhtrly describes and illustrates oue

in Georgia, as follows :

In Forsyth County, Georgia, is a carved or incised bowlder of fine-grained granite,

about 9 feet long, 4 feet 6 inches high, and 3 feet broad at its widest jioint. The
figures are cut in the bowlder from one-half to three-fourths ofan inch deep. * It is

generally believed that they are the work of the Cherokees.

These figures arc chiefly circles, both plain, nucleated, and concentric,

sometimes two or more being joined by straight lines, forming what is

now known as the "spectacle-shaped" figure.

Dr. M. F. Stephenson mentions, in Geology and Mineralogy of Geor-

gia, Atlanta, 1871, p. 199, sculptures of human feet, various animals,

bear tracks, etc., in Enchanted Mountain, Union County, Georgia. The
whole number of etchings is reported as one hundred and forty-six.

ROCK CARVINGS IN IOWA.

Mr. P. W. Norris found numerous caves on the banks of the Missis-

sippi River, iu Northeastern Iowa, 4 miles south of New Albion, con-

taining incised pictographs. Fifteen miles south of this locality paint-

ings occur on the cliffs.

ROCK CARVINGS IN MINNESOTA.

Mr. P. W. Norris has discovered large numbers of pecked totemic

characters on the horizontal face of the ledges of rock at Pipe Stone
Quarry, Minnesota, of which he has presented copies. The custom
prevailed, it is stated, for each Indian who gathered stone (Catlinite)

for ])ipes to inscribe his totem upon the rock before venturing to

quarry upon this ground. Some of the cliffs in the immediate vicinity

were of too hard a nature to admit of pecking or scratching, and upon
these the characters were placed in colors.
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ROCK CARVINGS IN WYOMING AND IN IDAHO.

A uiimber of pictograplis in Wyoming are described in the report on

Northwestern Wyoiuiug, including Yellowstone National Park, by Capt.

William A. Jones, U. S. A., Washington, 1875, p. 2CS ct srq., Figures

50 to 53 in that work. The last three in order of these figures are re-

produced in Sign Language among North American Indians, in the

First Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology, pages 378 and 379, to show
their connection with gesture signs. The most important one was dis-

covered on Little Popo-Agie, Northwestern Wyoming, by members of

Captain Jones's party in 1873. The etchings are upon a nearly vertical

wall of the yellow sandstone in the rear of Murphy's ranch, and appear

to be of some antiquity.

Further remarks, with specimens of the figures, are presented in

this paper as Figure 150, on page 227.

Dr. William H. Corbusicr, L^. S. Army, in a letter to the writer,

mentions the discovery of rock etchings on a sandstone rock near the

headwaters of Sage Creek, in the vicinity of Fort Washakie, Wyoming.
Dr. Corbusier remarks that neither the Slioshoni nor the Arajiaho In-

dians know who made the etchings. T!ic two chief flgnrcs appear to be

those of the human form, with the hands and arms partly uplifted, the

whole being surrounded above and on either side by an irregular line.

The method of grouping, together with various accompanying appen-

dages, as irregular lines, spirals, etc., observed in Dr. Corbusier's draw-

ing, show great similarity to the Algonkin type, and resemble some

etchings found 7iear the Wind River Mountains, which were the work

of Blackfeet (Satsika) Indians, who, in comparatively recent times, occu-

pied portions of the country in question, and probably also etched the

designs near Fort Washakie.

A number of examples from Idaho appear infra, pages 228 and 229.

ROCK CARVINGS IN NEVADA.

At the lower extremity of Pyramid Lake, Nevada, pictographs have

been found by members of the United States Geological Survey, thougli

no accurate reproductions are available. These characters are men-

tioned as incised upon the surface of basalt rocks.

On the western slope of Lone Butte, in the Carson Desert, Nevada,

pictographs occur in considerable numbers. All of these appear to

have been produced, on the faces of bowlders and rocks, by pecking

and scratching with some hard mineral material like quartz. No
copies have been obtained as yet.

Great numbers of incised characters of various kinds are found on

the walls of rock flanking Walker River, near Walker Lake, Nevada.
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AYiiviug lines, rings, and ^ybat ai)i)ear to be vegetable forms are of

frequent occurrence. The human form and footprints are also depicted.

Among the copies of jiictographs obtained in various portions of the

Northwestern States and Territories, by Mr. G. K. (rilbert, is one referred

as to as being on a block of basalt at Eeveill6, Nevada, and is mentioned

as being Shinumo or Moki. This suggestion is evidently based upon the

general resemblance to drawings found in Arizona, and known to liave

been made by the Moki Indians. The locality is within the territory of

the Shoshonian linguistic division, and the etchings are in all prol>-

ability the work of one or more of the numerous tribes comprised within

that <livision.

ROCK CARVINGS IN OREGON AND IN WASHINGTON.

Numerous bowldei's and rock escarpments at and near the Dalies of

the Columbia River, Oregon, are covered with incised or pecked picto-

graphs. Human figures occur, though characters of other forms pre-

dominate.

Mr. Albert S. Gatschet reports the discovery of rock etchings near

Gaston, Oregon, in 1S7S, which are said to be near the ancient settlement

of the Tualati (or AttVilati) Indians, accoriling to the statement of these

Ijeople. These etchings are about 100 feet above the valley bottom,

and occur on six rocks of soft sandstone, projecting from the grassy

hillside of Patten's Valley, opjiosite Darling Smith's farm, and are

surrounded with timber on two sides. The distance from Gaston i»

about i miles ; from the old Tualati settlement probably not more than

2i miles in an air-line.

This sandstone ledge extends for one-eighth of a mile horizontally

along the hillside, upon the iirojecting portions of which the inscriptions

are found. These rocks differ greatly in size, and slant forward so that

the inscribed portions are exposed to the frequent rains of that region.

The first rock, or that one nearest the mouth of the caiion, consists of

horizontal zigzag lines, and a detached straight line, also horizontal-

On another side of the same rock is a series of oblique parallel lines.

Some of the most striking characters found upon other exposed portions

of the rock appear to be human figures, i. e., circles to which radiating

lines are attached, and bearing indications of eyes and mouth, long ver-

tical lines running downward as if to represent the body, and terminat-

ing in a bifurcation, as if intended for legs, toes, etc. To the right of

one figure is an arm and three-fingered hand (similar to some of the

Moki characters), bent downward from the elbow, the humerus ex-

tending at a right angle from the body. Horizontal rows of short ver-

tical lines are placed below and between some of the figures, probably

numerical marks of some kind.

Other characters occur of various forms, the most striking being an
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arrow pointing upward, with two horizontal lines drawn across the

shaft, vertical lines having short oblique lines attached thereto.

Mr. Gatschet, furthermore, remarks that the Tualati attach a trivial

story to the origin of these pictures, the substance of which is as fol-

k)ws : The Tillaniuk warriors living on the Pacific coast were often at

variance with the several Kalapuya tribes. One day, passing through

I'atten's Valley to invade the country of the Tualati, they inquired of

a i)assiug woniau how far they were from tbeircamp. The woman, de-

sirous not to betray her own countrymen, said that they were yet at a

distance of one (or two ?) days' travel. This made them reflect over the

intended invasion, and holding a council they preferred to retire. In

commemoration of this the inscription with its numeration marks, was

incised by the Tualati.

Capt. Charles Bendire, U. S. Army, states in a letter that Col. Henry

C. Merriam, IJ. S Army, discovered pictographs on a perpendicular cliff

of granite at the lower end of Lake Chelan, hit. 4:8° K, near old Fort

O'Kinakane, on the upper Columbia Eiver. The etchings appear to

have been made at widely different i)eriods, and are evidently quite old.

Those which appeared the earliest were from twenty-five to thirty feet

above the present water level. Those appearing more recent are about

ten feet above water level. The figures are in black and red colors,

lepresenting Indians with bows and arrows, elk, deer, bear, beaver, and

fish. There are four or five rows of these figures, and quite a uumber
in each row. The present native inhabitants know nothing whatever

regarding the history of these paintings.

For another example of pictographs from Washington see Figure

109, p. 190.

ROCK CARVINGS IN UTAH.

A locality in the southern interior of Utah has been called Picto-

graph Rocks, on account of the numerous records of that character

found there.

Mr. G. K. Gilbert, of the United States Geological Survey, in 1875

collected a number of copies of inscrii)tious in Ten)ple Creek Canon,

Southeastern Utah, accompanied by the following notes :
" The draw-

ings were found only on the northeast wall of the canon, where it cuts

the Vermillion cliff sandstone. The chief part are etched, apparently

by pounding with a sharp point. The outline of a figure is usually

more deeply cut than the body. Other marks are produced by rubbing

or scrajjing, and still other by laying on colors. Some, not all, of the

colors ai'e accompanied by a rubbed appearance, as though the material

hail been a dry chalk.

" I could discover no tools at the foot of the wall, only fragments of

pottery, flints, and a metate.
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•' Several fallen blocks of sandstone have rubbed depressions that may
liave been ground out in tlie sharpening of tools. There have been
]uany dates of inscriptions, and each new geueration has unscrupu-
lously run its lines over the pictures already made. Upon the best
protected surfaces, as well as the most exposed, there are drawings
dimmed beyond restoration and others distinct. The period during
which the work accumulated was longer by far than the time which has
passed since the last. Some fallen blocks cover etchings on the wall,

and are themselves etched.

"Colors are preserved only where there is almost complete shelter from
rain. In two places the boles worn iu the rock by swaying branches
impinge on etchings, but the trees themselves have disappeared. Some
etchings ai'e left high and dry by a diminishing talus (15-20 feet), but I
saw none partly buried by an increasing talus (except in the case of the
fallen block already mintioned).

"The ])ainted circles are exceedingly accurate, and it seems incredible
that they were made without the use of a radius."

In the collection contributed by Mr. (lilbcrt there are at least fifteen

series or groups of tignres, most of which consist of the human form
(from the simplest to the most complex style of drawing), animals,
either singly or in long files, as if driven, bird tracks, human feet and
hands, etc. There are also circles, parallel lines, and waving or undu-
lating lines, sjwts, and other unintelligible characters.

Mr. Gilbert also reports the discovery, in 1883, of a great number of
pictographs, chiefly iu color, though some are etched, in a canon of the
Book Cliff, containing Thompson's spring, about 4 miles north of Thomp-
son's station, on the Denver and Colorado Railroad, Utah.

Collections of drawings of pictographs at Black Eock spring, on
Beaver Creek, north of 3Iilford, Utah, have been furnished by Mr.
Gilbert. A number of fallen blocks of basalt, at a low escarpment,
aie filled with etchings upou the vertical faces. The characters are
generally of an "unintelligible" nature, though the human figure is

drawn in complex forms. Footprints, circles, etc., also abound.
3Ir. I. C. Eussell, of the United States Geological Survey, furnished

rude drawings of pictographs at Black Rock spring, Utah (see Figure
153). Ml. (iilbert Thompson, of the United States Geological Survey,
also discovered pictographs at Fool Creek Canon, Utah (see Figure 154).
Both of those figures are on page 230.

ROCK CARVINGS IN COLORADO.

Captain E. L. Berthoud furnished to the Kansas City Review of
Science and Industry, VII, 1883, No. 8, pp. 489, 490, the following

:

The place is 20 miles southeast of Rio Del Norte, at the entrance of the cauou of
the Piedra Pintada(Painted Rock) Creek. The carvings are fouud on the right of the
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canon, or valley, and upon volcanic rocks. They beartlie marks of age and are cut in,

not painted, as is still done by the Utes everywhere. They are found for a qnarter

of a mile along the north wall of the canon, on the ranches of W. M. Magniro .and F.

T. Hudson, and consist of all manner of pictures, symbols, and hieroglyphics done by
artists whose memory even tradition does not now preserve. The fact that these

are carvings, done upon such hard rock merits them with additional interest, as

they are quite distinct from the carvings I s.iw in New Mexico and Arizona on soft

sandstone. Though some of them are evidently of much greater .antifiuity than

others, yet all are ancient, the Ures admitting them to have been old when their

fathers cou(iuered the country.

ROCK CARVINGS IN NEW MEXICO.

Ou the north wall of Canou de Chelly, one fourth of a mile east of the

mouth of the canon, are several groups of pictographs, consisting- chiefly

of various grotesque forms of the human figure, and al.so nHm1>crs of

animals, circles, etc. A few of them are ])ainted black, the greater por-

tion consisting of rather shallow lines which are in some places consid-

erably weathered.

Further up the canon, in the vicinity of clift'-dwellings, are numerous
small groups of pictographic characters, consisting of men and animals,

waving or zigzag lines, and other odd and "unintelligible" figures.

Lieut. .1. n. Simjison gives several illustrations of pictographs copied

from rocks in the northwest part of New JNIexico in his Iteport of an Ex-

pedition into the Navajo Country. (Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 64, 31st Cong.,

1st sess., 18.50, PI. 23, 24, 25.)

Inscriptions have been mentioned as occurring at El Moro, consist-

ing of etchings of human figures and other unintelligible characters.

This locality is better known as Inscription I'ock. Lieutenant Simp-

.son's remarks upon it, with ilhistiations, are given in the work last

cited, on i)age 120. He states that most of the characters are no higher

than a man's head, and that some of them are undoubtedly of Indian

origin.

At Arch Spring, near Zufii, figures are cut upon a rock which Lieu-

tenant Wliipple thinks present some faint simihirity to those at Kocky
Dell Creek. (Rep. Tac. E. R. Esped., Vol. Ill, 1856, Pt. Ill, p. 39,

PI. 32.)

Xear Ojo Pescado, in the vicinity of the ruins, are pictographs, j-e-

porled in the last mentioned volume and page, Plate 31, which are very

much weather-worn, and have " no trace of a modern hand about them."

KOCK-CARVINGS IN ARIZONA.

On a table land near the Gila Bend is a mound of granite bowlders,

blackened by augite, and covered with unknown clmracters, the work

of human hands. On the ground near by were also traces of some of
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the figures, showing some of the pictographs, at least, to have been
the work of modem Indians. Others were of undoubted antiquity, and
the signs and symbols intended, doubtless, to commemorate some great
event. (See Ex. Doc. No. 41, 30th Cong., 1st sess. (Emory's Recon-
naissance), 1S4S, p. 89;, 111. opposite p. 80, and on p. 90.)
Characters upon rocks, of questionable antiquity, are reported in the

last-mentioned volume, Plate, p. 63, to occur on the Gila River, at 32o
?8' 13" N. lat., and lOQo 07' 30" long. [According to the plate, the fig-
ures are found upon bowlders and on the face of the cliff to the heic-ht
of about 30 feet.]

"

The party under Lieutenant Whipple (see Rep. Pac. R. R. Exped.,m 1856, Pt. in, p. 42) also discovered pictographs at Yampais Spring!

^ ilhams River. " The spot is a secluded glen among the mountainsA high shelving rock forms a cave, within which is a pool of water and
a crystal stream flowing from it. The lower surface of the rock is
covered with pictographs. None of the devices seem to be of recent
date."

Many of the country rocks lying on the Colorado plateau of Northern
Arizona, east of Peach Springs, bear traces of considerable artistic
workmanship. Some observed by Dr. W. J. Hoffman, in 1871 were
rather elaborate and represented figures of the sun, human bein-s in
various styles approaching the grotesque, and other characters not yet
understood. All of those observed were made by pecking the surface
ot basalt with a harder variety of stone.

Mr. G. K. Gilbert discovered etchings at Oakley Spring, eastern Ari-
zoua, m 18/ 8, relative to which he remarks that an Oraibi chief ex-
plained them to him and said that the " Mokis make excursions to a
locality in the canon of the Colorado Chiquito to get salt. On their re-
tnrii they stop at Oakley Spring and each Indian makes a picture on the
rock Each Indian draws his crest or totem, the symbol of his gens [(?)!He draws it once, and once only, at each visit." Mr. Gilbert adds
lurther, that " there are probably some exceptions to this, but the etch-
ings show its general truth. There are a great many repetitions of thesame sign and from two to ten will often appear in a row. I„ several
instances I saw the end drawings of a row quite fresh while the others
were not so. Much of the work seems to have been performed by pound-
ing with a hard point, but a fov, pictures are scratched on. Maliy draw-
ings are weather-worn beyond recognition, and others are so fresh that
the dust left by the tool has not been washed away by rain. Oakleybprmg IS at the base of the Vermillion Cliff, and the etchings are on
folleu blocks of sandstone, a homogeneous, massive, soft sandstone.Tubi the Oraibi chief above referred to, says his totem is the rain cloud
but It will be made no more as he is the last survivor of the gens "
A group of the Oakley Spring etchings of which Figure 1 is acopy, measures six feet in length and four feet in height. Interpreta-
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tioiis of many of the separated characters of Figure 1 are presented on

page 46 et seq., also iu Figures 156 et seq., page 237.

1^

T A >"^>J^V
\^

/I.

Fig. 1.— Petroglypbf at Oakley Springs, Arizona.

Mr. Gilbert obtained sketches of etchings iu November, 1S7S, on

Partridge Creek, northern Arizona, at the point where the Beale wagon
road comes to it from the east. "The rock is cross-laminated Aubrey

sandstone <ind the surfaces used are faces of the himin;e. AH the work

is done by blows with a sharp point. (Obsidian is abundant iu tiie

vicinity.) Some inscriptions are so fresh as to indicate tliat the locality

is still resorted to. Xo Indians live iu the immediate vicinity, but tlie

regiou is a hunting ground of the Wallapais and Avasupais (Cosninos)."

Xotwithstandiug the occasional visits of the above uamed tribes, the

characters submitted more nearly resemble those of other localities

known to have been made by the Moki Pueblos.

Eock etchings are of frequent occurrence along the entire extent of

the valley of the Pio Verde, from a short distance below Camp Verde

to the Gila River.

Mr. Thomas V. Keam reports etchings on the rocks in Canon Segy,

and iu Ream's Caiiou, northeastern Arizona. Some forms occurring at

the latter locality are found also upon Moki pottery.

ROCK CARVINGS IN CALIFORNIA.

From information received from Mr. Alphonse Pinart, pictographic

records exist in the hills east of San Bernardino, somewhat resembling
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those at Tule River in the southeru spurs of the Sierra Nevada, Kern
County.

These pictograjjhic records are found at various localities along the

hill tops, but to what distance is not positively known.

In the range of mountains forming the nortlieastern boundary of

Owen Valley are extensive groups of petroglyphs, apparently dissimi-

lar to those found west of the Sierra Nevada. Dr. Oscar Loew also

mentions a singular inscriiition on basaltic rocks in Black Lake Valley,

about i miles southwest of the town of Benton, INIoao (Jouiity. This is

scratched in the basalt surface with some sharp instrument and is evi-

dently of gieat age. (Ann. Eeport ujion the Geog. Surveys west of the

lOOth meridian. Being Apix ndix J J, Ann. lleport of Chief of Engin-

eers for 187G. Plate facing p. 326.)

Dr. W. J. Hoffman, of the Bureau of Ethnology, reports the occur-

rence of a numl)er of series of etchings scattered at intervals for over

twenty miles iu Owen's Valley, California. Some of these records were

hastily examined by him in 1871, but it was not until the autumn or

188i that a thorough examination of them was made, when measure-

ments, drawings, etc., were obtained for study and comparison. The
country is generally of a sandy, desert, character, devoid of vegetation

and water. The occasional bowlders and croppings of rock consist of

vesicular basalt, upon the smooth vertical faces of which occur innumer-

able characters difl'eient from any hitherto reported from California, but

bearing marked similarity to some figures found in the country now occu-

pied by the Moki and Zuni, in New Mexico and Arizona, resjjectively.

The southernmost group of etchings is eighteen miles south of the

town of Benton; the next group, two miles almost due north, at the

Chalk Grade ; the third, about three miles farther north, near the stage

road ; the fourth, half a mile north of the preceding; then a fifth, five

and a half miles above the last named and twelve and a half miles south

of Benton. The northernmost group is about ten or twelve miles norf li-

west of the last-mentioned locality and southwest from Benton, at a

place known as Watterson's Eanch. The principal figures consist of

various simple, complex, and ornamental circles, some of the sim]>le

circles varying as nucleated, concentric, and spectacle-shaped, zigzag,

and seri)eutine lines, etc. Animal forms are not abundant, those read-

ily identified being those of the deer, anteloi)e, and jack-rabbits. Kei)-

resentations of snakes and huge sculi)turings of grizzly-bear tracks oc-

cur on one horizontal surface, twelve and a half miles south of Benton.

In connection with the latter, several carvings of human footprints

appear, leading iu the same direction, i. e., toward the south-southwest.

All of these figures are pecked into the vertical faces of the rocks,

the depths varying from oue-fourth of an inch to an inch and a quarter.

A freshly broken surface of the rock presents various shades from a

cream white to a Naples yellow color, though the sculptured lines are all

blackened by exposure and oxidation of the iron contained therein. This

fact has uo importance toward the determination of the age of the work.
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At the Chalk Grade is a large bowlder measuring about six feet ia

lit'iglit and four feet either way in thickness, upon one side of which is

one-balf of what appears to have been an immense mortar. The sides

of this cavity are vertical, and near the bottom turn abrui)tly and hor-

izontally in toward the center, which is marked by a cone about three

inches high and six inches across at its base. The interior diameter

of the mortar is about twenty-four inches, and from the appearance of

the surface, being considerably grooved laterally, it would appear as if

a core had been used for grinding, similar in action to that of a mill-

stone. No traces of such a core or corresponding f rm were visible.

This instance is mentioned as it is the only indication that the authors

of the etchings made any prolonged visit to this region, and perhaps

only for grinding grass seed, though neither grass nor water is now
found nearer than the remains at Watterson's Eancb and at Benton.

The records at Watterson's are pecked upon the surfaces of detached

bowlders near the top of a mesa, about one hundred feet above the

nearest spring, distant two hundred yards. These are also placed at

the southeast corner of the mesa, or that nearest to the northern most

of the main group across the Benton Eange. At the base of the east-

ern and northeastern portion of this elevation of land, and but a stone's

throw from the etchings, are the remains of former camps, such as stone

circles, marking the former sites of brush lodges, and a large number
otobsiilian Hakes, arrowheads, knives, and some jasper remains of like

character. Upon the tlat granite bowlders are several mortar-holes,

which perhaps were used for crushing the seed of the grass still growing

abunda-ntly in the immediate vicinity. Pinou nuts are also abundant

iu this locality.

Upon following the most convenient course across the Benton Range
to reach Owen's Valley proper, etchings are also found, though in lim-

ited numbers, and seem to partake of the character of " indicators as

to course of travel." By this trail the northernmost of the several

groups of etchings above mentioned is the nearest and most easily

reached.

The etchings upon the bowlders at Watterson's are somewhat ditier-

«nt from those found elsewhere. The number of specific designs is lim-

ited, many of them being reproduced from two to six or seven times,

thus seeming to partake of the character of personal names.

One of the most frequent is that resembling a horseshoe within which

is a vertical stroke. Sometimes the upper extremity of such stroke is

attached to the upper inside curve of the broken ring, and frequently

there are two or more parallel vertical strokes within one such curve.

Bear-tracks and the outline of human feet also occur, besides several

unique forms. A few of these forms are figured, though not accurately,

in the Ann. Report upon the Geog. Surveys west of the 100th meridian

Jast mentioned (1876), Plate f;icing p. 326.

Lieutenant Whipple reports (Rep. Pac. R.R. Exped. Ill, 1856, Pt. Ill,
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p. 42, ri. 36) the discovery of pictograpbs at PaiUte Creek, about 30

miles west of the IVIojave villages. These are carved upon a rock, "are

uuuierous, appear old, and are too confusedly obscure to be easily trace-

able. "

These bear great general resemblance to etchings scattered over

Northeast Arizona, Southern Utah, and Western New Mexico.

Eemarkable pictographs have also been found at Tule River Agency.

See Figure 155, page 235.

COLORED PICTOGRAPHS ON ROCKS.

Mr. Gilbert Thompson reports the occurrence of ])aiuted characters

at Paint Lick Mountain, 3 miles north of Maiden Spring, TazeweU

County, Virginia. These characters are painted in red, blue, and yel-

low. A brief description of this record is given in a work by Mr.

Charles B. Coale, entitled "The Life and Adventures of Wilburn

Waters," etc., Richmond, 1878, p. 13G.

Mr. John Haywood (The Natural and Aboriginal History of Tennes-

see, Nashville, 1823, p. 110) mentions painted figures of the sun, moon, a

man, birds, etc., on the blufts on the south bank of the Holston, 5 miles

al)ove the mouth of the French Broad. These are painted in red colors

on a limestone bluff. He states that they were attributed to the Cher-

okee Indians, who made i.iis a resting place when journeying through

the region. This author furthermore remarks :
" Wherever on the rivers

of Tennessee are perpendicular bluffs on the sides, and especially if

caves be near, are often found mounds near them, enclosed in intrench-

ments, with the sun and moon painted on the rocks, etc.

Among the many colored etchings and paintings on rock (Uscov-

ered by the Pacific Eailroad Expedition in 18o3-'.jl (Rei). Pac. K. R.

Exped., Ill, 1856, Pt. Ill, pp. 36, 37, Pll. 28, 29, 30) may be mentioned

those at Rocky Dell Creek, New Mexico, which were found between the

edge of the Llano Estacado and the Canadian River. The stream flows

through a gorge, upon one side of which a shelving sandstone rock

forms a sort of cave. The roof is covered with jiaintings, some evi

dently ancient, and beneath are innumerable carvings of footjirints, ani-

mals, and symmetrical lines.

Mr. James H. Blodgett, of the U. S. Geological Survey, calls atten-

tion to the paintings on the rocks of the bluffs of the Mississippi River,

a short distance below the mouth of the Illinois River, in Illinois, which

were observed by early French explorers, and have been the subject of

discussion by ranch more recent observers.

Mr. P. W. Norris found numerous painted totemic characters upon

the cliffs in the immediate vicinity of the pipestone quarry, Minnesota.

These consisted, probably, of the totems or names of Indians who had

4 ETH 3
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visited tbat localitj" for the purpose of obtainiug catliiiite for making

pipes. These had been mentioned by early writers.

Mr. Xorris also discovered i)ainted characters ui)on the cliffs on the

Mississippi Elver, 19 miles below New Albin, in northeastern Iowa.

Mr. Gilbert Thompson reports his observation of pictographs at Sau

Antonio Springs, .'50 miles east of Fort Wingate, New Mexico. The

human form, in various styles, occurs, as well as numerous other char-

acters strikingly similar to those frequent in the country, farther west,

occupied by the Moki Indians. The peculiarity of these figures is that

the outlines are incised or etched, the depressions thus formed being

filled with pigments of either red, blue, or white. The interior portions

of the figures are simply painted with one or more of the same colors.

Charles D. Wright, esq., of Durango, Colorado, writes that he has

discovered "hieroglyphical writings" upon rocks and upon the wall of

a cliff house near the Colorado and New Mexico boundary line. On
the wall in one small building was found a series of characters in red

and black paints, consisting of a "chief on his horse, armed with spear

and lance, wearing a pointed bat and robe; behind this were about

twenty characters i-epresenting people on horses, lassoing horses, etc.

;

in fact, the whole scene represented breaking camp and leaving in a

hurry. The whole painting measured about 12 by 1(5 feet." Other rock-

paintings are also mentioned as occurring near the San Juau River,

consisting of four characters representing men as if in the act of taking

an obligation, hands extended, etc. At the right arc some characters

in black paint, covering a space 3 by 4 feet.

The rock paintings presented in Plates I and II are reduced copies of

a record found by Dr. W. J. Hoffman, of the Bureau of Ethnology, in

September, 1884, 12 miles west-northwest of the city of Santa Barbara,

California. They are one sixteenth original size. The locality is almost

at the .summit of the Santa Ynez range of mountains ;
the gray sand-

stone rock on which they are painted is about 30 feet high and projects

from a ridge so as to form a very m arked promontory extending into a

narrow mountain canon. At the base of the western side of this bowl-

der is a rounded cavity, measuring, on the inside, about 15 feet in width

and 8 feet in height. The floor ascends rapidly toward the back of the

cave, and the entrance is rather smaller in dimensions than the above

measurements of the interior. Al)Otit 40 yards west of this rock is a fine

spring of water. One of the four old Indian trails leading northward

across the mountains passes by this locality, and it is probable that this

was one of the camping- places of the tribe which came south to trade,

and that some of its members were the authors of the paintings. The

three trails beside the one just mentioned cross the mountains at various

points east of this, the most distant being about 15 miles. Other trails

were known, but these four were most direct to the immediate vicinity of

the Spanish settlement which sprang up shortly after the establishment

of the Santa Barbara Mission in 1786. Pictographs (not now described)
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appear upon rocks found at or near the origin of all of the above-men-
tioned trails at the base of the mountains, with the exception of the
one under consideration. The appearance and position of these picto-

graphs appear to be connected with the several trails.

The circles figured in h and d of Plate I, and c, r, and to of Plate II,

together with other similar circular marks bearing cross-lines upon the
interior, were at first unintelligible, as their forms among various tribes

have very different signification. The character in Plate I, above and
projecting from <?, resembles the human form, with curious lateral bands
of black and white, alternately. Two similar characters appear, also,

in Plate II, «, h. In a, the lines from the head would seem to indicate

a. superior rank or condition of the person depicted.

Having occasion subsequently to visit the private ethnologic collection

of Hon. A. F. Coronel, of Los Angeles, California, Dr. Hoffman discov-

ered a clue to the general import of the above record, as well as the signi-

fication of some of the characters above mentioned. In a collection of
colored illustrations of Mexican costumes some of them probably a cen-
tury old, he found blankets bearing borders and colors, nearly identical

with those shown in the circles in Plate I, d, and Plate II, c, r, w. It is

more than probable that the circles represent bales of blankets which
early became articles of trade at the Santa Barbara Mission. If this

supposition is correct, the cross-lines would seem to represent the cords
used in tying the blankets into bales, which same cross-lines appear
as cords in /, Plate II. Mr. Coronel also possesses small figures of
Mexicans, of various conditions of life, costumes, trades, and pro-
fessions, one of which, a painted statuette, is a representation of a
3Iexicau lying down flat upon an outsi)read serapc, similar in color and
form to the black and white bands shown in the upper figure of d, Plate
I, and a, h, of Plate II, and instantly suggesting the explanation of those
figures. Upon the latter the continuity of the black and white banJs is

broken, as the human figures are i)robably intended to be in front, or
on top, of the drawings of the blankets.

The small statuette above mentioned is that of a Mexican trader, and
if the circles in the pictographs are considered to represent bales of
blankets, there is a figure in Plate I, d, still more interesting, from the
union of one of these circles with that of a character representing the
trader, i. e., the man ])ossessing the bales. Bales, or what appear to be
bales, are represented to the top and right of the circle d, Plate I, and
also upon the right hand figure in /, Plate II. To the right of the latter

are three short lines, evidently showing the knot or ends of the cords
used in tying a bale of blankets without colors, therefore of less impor-
tance, or of other goods. This bale is upon the back of what appears
to be a horse, led in an upward direction by an Indian whose head-dress,
and ends of the breech-cloth, are visible. Other human torms appear iu
the attitude of making gestures, one also in /, Plate II, probably carry-

ing a bale of goods. Figure u represents a centipede, an insect found
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oceasioually south of the mountains, but reported as extremelj' rare in

the immediate northern regions. (For ,r, see page 232.)

Mr. Coronel stated that when he first settled in Los Augeles, in 1843,

the Indians living north of tbe San Fernando mountains manufactured
blankets of the fur and hair of animals, showing transverse bands of

black and white similar to those depicted, which were sold to the iu-

liabitauts of the valley of Los Angeles and to Indians who transported

them to other tribes.

I' is probable that the pictograph is intended to represeut the salient

features of a trading expedition from the north. The ceiling of the

cavity found between the drawings represented in Plate I and Plate II

has disappeared, owing to disintegration, thus leaving a blank about 4

feet long, and 6 feet from the toj) to the bottom of the original record

between the parts represented in the two plates.

Dr. W. J. Hoffmaii also reports the following additio!ial localities in

Santa Barbara and Los Angeles counties. Fifteen miles west of Santa
Barbara, on tlie northern summit of the Santa Ynez range, and near

the San Marcos Pass, is a group of paintings in red and black. One
lignre resembles a jiortion of a checker-board in the arrangement of

squares. Serpentine and zigzag lines occur, as also curved lines with

serrations on the concave sides ; figures of the sun, groups of short ver-

tical lines, and tree forms, resembling representations of the dragon-fly,

and the human form, as drawn by the Moki Indians, and very similar

to Fig. e, PI. II. These paintings are in a cavity near the base of an
immense bowlder, over twenty feet in height. A short distance from

this is a flat granitic bowlder, containing twenty-one mortar holes,

which had evidently been used by \isiting Indians during the acoru

season. Trees of this genus are very abundant, and their fruit formed

07ie of the sources of subsistence.

Three miles west-northwest of this locality, in the valley near the

base of the mountain, are indistinct figures in faded red, painted upon
a large rock. The characters appear similar, in general, to those above

mentioned.

Forty-three miles west of Santa Barbara, in the Najowe Valley, is a

promontory, at the base of which is a large shallow cavern, the opening

being smaller thau the interior, upon the "roof and back of which are

numerous figures of similar forms as those observed at San Marcos Pass.

Several characters appear to have been drawn at a later date than

others, such as horned cattle, etc. The black color used was a manga-

nese compound, while the red j)igments consist of ferruginous clays,

abundant at numerous localities in the mountain canons. Some of the

human figures are drawn with the hands and arms in the attitude of

making the gestures for surprise or astonishment, and negation.

One of the most extensive records, and probably also the most elab-

orately drawn, is situated in theCarisa Plain, near Senor OieSa's ranch,

.sixty or seventy miles due north of Santa Barbara. The most conspicu-
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ous figure is that of tbe suu, resembling a face, with ornamental appen-

dages at the cardinal iioints, and bearing striking resemblance to some

Moki marks and pictographic work. Serpentine lines and numerous

anomalous forms also abound.

Four miles northeast of Santa Barbara, near the residence of Mr.

Stevens, is an isolated sandstone bowlder measuring about twenty feet

high and thirty feet in diameter, upon the western side of which is a

slight cavity bearing figures corresponding in general form to others in

this county. The gesture for nerjation again appears in the attitude of

the human figures.

Half a mile farther east, on Dr. Coe's farm, is another smaller bowlder,

in a cavity of which some portions of human figures are shown. Parts

of the drawings have disappeared through disintegration of the rock,

which is called " Pulpit Rock," on account of the shape of the cavity,

its position at the side of the narrow valley, and the echo observed

upon speaking a little above the ordinary tone of voice.

Painted rocks also occur in the Azuza Canon, about thirty miles north-

east of Los Angeles, of which illustratious are given in Plate LXXX,
described on p. 15G.

Dr. Ilott'mau also found other paintings in the valley of the South

Fork of the Tule River, in addition to those discovered in 1882, and given

in Figure 155, p. 235. The forms are those of large insects, and of the

bear, beaver, centipede, bald eagle, etc.

Upon the eastern slope of an isolated peak between Porterville and

Visalia, several miles east of the stage road, are pictographs in red and
black. These are chiefly drawings of the deer, bear, and other animals

and forms not yet determined.

Just previous to his departure from the Santa Barbara region. Dr.

Hofifmau was informed of the existence of eight or nine painted records

in that neighborhood, which up to that time had been observed only by

a few sheeiJ-herders and hunters.

Other important localities showing colored etchings, and other painted

figures, are at San Diego, California ; at Oueida, Idaho ; in Temple
Creek Canon, southeastern Utah, and in the Canon de Chelly, north-

western New Mexico.



FOREIGN PETROGLiYPHS.

The distribiitiou and the description of the petroglyphs of Mexico, as

well as of other forms of pictographs found there, are omitted iu the

present paper. The subject is so vast, and such a large amount of in-

formation lias already been given to the public concerning it, that it is

not considered in this work, which is mainly devoted to the similar pro-

ductions of the tribes popularly known as North American Indians,

although the pre-Columbian inhabitants of Mexico should, in strictness,

be included in that category. It is, however, always to be recognized

that one of the most important points in the study of pictographs, is

the comparison of those of Mexico with those found farther north.

Copies of many petroglyphs found in the eastern bemisi)here have

been collected, but the limitations of the present paper do not allow of

their rc])roduction or discussion.

PETROGLYPHS IN SOUTH AMERICA.

"While the scope of this work does not contemplate either showing

the distribution of the rock carvings in South America, or entering upon

any detailed discussion of them, some account is here subjoined for the

purpose of indicating the great extent of the ethnic material of this

character that is yet to be obtained from that continent. Alexander

von Humboldt, in Aspects of Nature in different lands and different

climates, etc.. Vol. I, pp. 196-201, London, 1850, gives the following gen-

eral remarks concerning pictographs from South America:

In the interior of South America, between the 2(1 and 4tli degrees of North latitude,

a forest-covered plain is enclosed by four rivers, the Orinoco, the Atabapo, the Rio

Negro, and the Cassi(|uiare. In this district are found rocks of granite and of sye-

nite, covered, like those of Caicara and Uruana, with colossal symbolical figures of

crocodiles and tigers, and drawings of household utensils, and of the sun and moon.

At the present time this remote corner of the earth is entirely without human inhab-

itants, throughout an extent of more than 8,000 square geographical miles. The

tribes nearest to its boundaries are wandering naked savages, iu the lowest stages of

human existence, and far removed from any thoughts of carving hieroglyphics on

rocks. One may trace in South America an entire zone, extending through more

thau eight degrees of longitude, of rocks so ornamented ; viz. from the Eupuuiri, Esse-

quibo, and the mountains of Pacaraima, to the banks of the Orinoco and of the Yupura.

These carvings may belong to very different epochs, for Sir Robert Schouiburgk even

found on the Rio Negro representations of a Spanish galiot, which must have been of

a later date than the beginning of the 16th century; and this in a wilderness where

38
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the natives were probably as rude tben as at the present time. Bat it must not be
forgotten that * * nations of very different descent, when in a similar nncivilized
state, having the same disposition to simplify and generalize outlines, and being im-
l)ellcil by inherent mental dispositions to form rythmical repetitions and series, may
be led to produce similar signs and symbols. * * • Some miles from Encaramada,
there rises, in the middle of the savannah, the rock Tepu-Mereme,or painted rock.
It shews several lignres of animals and symbolical outlines which resemble much
tho.se observed by us at some distance above Encaramada, near Caycara, in 7° 5' to
/^ 40' lat., and 6G° SJS' to 67° 23' W. long, from Greenwich. Rocks thus marked are
found between the Casaiquiare and the Atabapo (in 2° 5' to 3° 20' lat.), and what is

particularly remarkable, 560 geographical miles farther to the East in the solitudes
of the Pariiue. This last fact is placed beyond a doubt by the journal of Nicholas
Hortsman, of which I have seen a copy in the handwriting of the celebrated D'Anville.
That simple and modest traveller wrote down every day, on the spot, what had ap-
peared to him most wonhy of notice, and he deserves perhaps the more credence be-
cause, being full of dissatisfaction at having failed to discover the objects of his
researches, the Lake of Dorado, with lumps of gold and a diamond mine, ho looked
with a certain degree of contempt on whatever fell in his way. He found, on the 16th
of April, 1749, on the banks of the Rupunuri, at the spot where the river winding be-
tween the Macarana mountains forms several small cascades, and before arriving in
the district immediately round Lake Amucu, "rocks covered with figures,"—or, as he
says in Portugese, " de varias letras." We were shown at the rock of Culimacari, ou
the banks of the Cassiqniare, signs which were called characters, arranged in lines—
but they were only ill-shaped figures of heavenly bodies, boa-serpents, and the uten-
sils employed in preparing manioc meal. I have never found among these painted
rocks (piedras pintadas) auy symmetrical arrangement or any regular even-spaced
characters. I am therefore disposed tothink that the word "letras" in Hortsmann's
journal must not be taken iu the strictest sense.

Schomburgk was not so fortunate as to rediscover the rock seen by Hortsmann, but
he has seen and described others on the banks of the Esseqnibo, near the cascade of
Warrapnta. " This cascade," he says, " is celebrated not only for its height but also
for the quantity of figures cut ou the rock, which have great resemblance to those
which I have seen in the island of St. John, one of the Virgin Islands, and which I

consider to be, without donbt, the work of the Caribs, by whom that part of the An-
tilles was formerly inhabited. I made the utmost efforts to detach portions of the
rock which contained the inscription, and which I desired to take with me, but the
stone was too hard and fever had taken away my strength. Neither promises nor
threats could prevail on the Indians to give a single blow with a hammer to these
rocks—the venerable monuments of the superior mental cultivation of their predeces-
sors. They regard them as the work of the Great Spirit, and the different tribes who
we met with, though living at a great distance, were nevertheless acquainted with
them. Terror was painted on the faces of uiy Indian companions, who appeared to
expect every moment that the fire of heaven wonlil fall ou my head. I saw clearly
that my endeavors would be fruitless, and I contented myself with bringing away a
complete drawing of these raenmrials." » • » Even the veneration everywhere
testified by the Indians of the present day for these rude sculptures of their predeces-
sors, shews that they have no idea of the execution of similar works. There is an-
other circumstance which should be mentioned : between Encaramada and Caycara,
ou the banks of the Orinoco, a number of these hieroglyphical figures are sculptured
ou the face of jirecipices at a height which could now be reached only by means of
extraordinarily high scaffolding. If one asks the natives how these figures have been
cut, they answer, laughing, as if it were a fact of which none but a white man could
be ignorant, that " in the days of the great waters their fathers went in canoes at that
height." Thus a geological fancy is made to afford an answer to the problem pre-
sented by a civilization which has long passed away.
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Mr. A. Piuart has for several years past been engaged in ethnologic

researches, in which, as he explained to the present writer, orally, he

has discovered a very large number of pictographs in the islands of the

Caribbean Sea, in Venezuela, and Nicaragua, with reuiarliable corre-

.si)on(len(;es between some of them, and strongly demarkatiug lines in

regard to different types. His report will be of inestimable value in the

complete discussion of this subject.

PETR0GITPH8 IN RBITISH GlIAXA.

In particular, a copious extract is given from the recent work Among
the Indians of Guiana, by Everard F. im Thurn : London, 1883. His

account is so suggestive for comparison with the similar discoveries

made in North America that there is a temptation to extract from it

even more liberally than has been done.

The following is taken from pages 391, et seq., of that author:

The pictured rocks, which are certainly the most striking and mysterious of the

antiquities of Guiana, are—and this has apparently never yet been pointed out—not
all of one kind. In all cases various figures are rudely depicted on larger or smaller

surfaces of rocks. Sometimes these figures are painted, though such cases are few

and, as will be shown, of little moment ; more generally they are graven on the rock,

and these alone are of great importance. Rock sculptures may, agaiu, be distin-

iruished into two kinds, differing in the depth of iucision, the apparent mode of execu-

tion, and, most important of all, the character of the figures represented.

Painted rocks in British Gniana are mentioned by Mr. C. Barrington Brown, well

known as a traveler in the colony. He says, for instance, that in coming down past

Amailah fall (in the same district and range as the Kaieteur), on the Cooriebrong

River, he passed ' a large white sandstone rock ornamented with figures in red paint.'

When in the Pacaraima mountains, on the Brazilian frontier, I heard of the existence

of similarpaintings in that neighborhood, but was unable to find them. Mr. Wallace,

in his account of his 'Travels on the Amazons,' mentions the occurrence of similar

drawings in more than one place near the Amazons ; and from these and other ac-

counts it seems probable that they occur in various parts of South America. If,

as seems likely, these figures are painted with either of the red pigments which the

Indians use so largely to paint their own bodies as well as their weapons and other

implements, or, as is also possible, with some sort of red earth, they must be

modern, the work of Indians of the ^jresent day ; for these red pigments would not

long withstand the effects of the weather, especially where, as iu the case quoted

from Mr. Brown, the drawings are on such an nnenduring substance as sandstone.

Some further account of these paintings is, however, much to be desired; for, though

they are probably modern, it would be very intei-esting to know whether the designs

resemble those depicted on the engraved rocks, or are of the kind with which the

Indian at the present time ornaments both his own skin and his household utensils and

paddles. It may l)e mentioned that in the Christy collection there is a stone celt from

British Guiana on which are painted lines very closely resembling in character those

which the Indian commonly paints on his own body.

The engraved rocks, (m the contrary, must be of some antiquity ; that is to say, they

must certainly date from a time before the influence of Europeans was much felt in

Guiana. As has already been said, the engravings are of two kinds and are proV)-

ably the work of two different people ; nor is there even any reason to suppose that

the two kinds were produced at one and the same time.
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These two kinds of engraviugmay, for the sake of convenience, be distinguished as

'deep, '[a typical example ofwhich is in Figure 2] and 'shallow' [typical example Figure

3,] respectively, according as the figures are deeply cut into the rock or are merely

scratched on the surface. Theformer * ' vary from one-eighth toone-half of aniucb,

or even more, in depth ; the latter are of quite inconsideralile depth. This difl'erence

prohably corresponds with a difl'erence in the means by which they were produced.

The deep engravings seem cut iLto the rock with an edged tool, probably of stone;

the shallow tigures were apparently formed by long continued friction with stones

and moist sand. The two kinds seem never to occur in the same place or even

near to each other ; in fact, a distinct line may almost be drawn between the districts

in which the deep and shallow kinds occur, respectively ; the deep * * form occurs at

several spots on the Mazeruni, Essequibo, Ireug, Cotinga, Potaro, and Berbice Rivers.

Tlie .shallow form has as yet only been reported from the Corentyn River and its tribu-

taries, where, however, examples occur in considerable abundance. But the two
kinds differ not only in the depth of incision, in the apparent mode of their produc-

tion, and in the place of their occurrence, but also—and this is the chief difference be-

tween the two—in the figures represented.

They (the shallow engravings) .seem always to occur on comparatively large and
more or less smooth surfaces of rock, and rarely, if ever, as the deep figures, on de-

tached l)locks of rock, piled one on the other. The shallow figures, too, are generally

much larger, always comljinations of straight or curved lines in figures mucli more

elaborate than those which occur in the deep engravings ; and these shallow pictures

always represent not animals, but greater or less variations of the figure which has

been described. Lastly, though I am not certain that much significance can be at-

tributed to this, all the examples that I have seen face more or less accurately east-

ward.

The deep engravings, on the other hand, consistuot of asingle figure but ofa greater or.

less number of rudo drawings. * * These depict the human form, monkeys, snakes,

and other animals, and also very simple combinations of two or three straight or

curved lines in a pattern, and occSisionally more elaborate combinations. The in-

dividual figures are small, averaging from twelve to eighteen inches in height. Imt a
considerable number are generally represented in a group.

Some of the best examples of this latter kind are atWarrapoota cataracts, about

six days' journey up the Essequifjo.

* * * The commonest figures at Warrapoota are figures of men or perhaps

sometimes monkeys. These are very simple, and gensrally consist of one straight

line, representing the trunlc, crossed by two straight lines at right angles to the body
line: one, about two-thirds of the distance from the top, represents the two arms as

far as the elbows, where upward lines represent the lower part of the arms; the

other, which is at the lower end, represents the two legs as far as the knees, from

which point, downward lines represent the lower part of the legs. A round dot, or a
small circle, at the top of the trunk-line, forms the head ; and there are a few radiat-

ing lines where the fingers, a few more where the toes, should be. Occasionally the

trunk-line is produced downwards as if to represent a long tail. Perhaps the tail-

less figures represent men, the tailed monkeys. In a few cases the trunk, instead of

being indicated by one straight line, is formed by two curved lines, representing the

rounded outlines of the body; and the body, thus formed, is bisected by a row of

dots, almost invariably nine in number, which seem to represent vertebrie.

Most of the other figures at Warrapoota are very simple combinations of two, three,

or four straight lines similar to the .so-called 'Greek meander pattern,' which is of

such widespread occurrence. Combinations of curved lines and simple spiral lines

also frequently occur. Many of these combinations closely resemble the figures which
the Indians of the present day paint ou their faces and naked bodies. The resem-

blance is, however, not so great but that it may be merely due to the fact that the
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figiiios are just such simple combinations of lines nbich would occur indepeudeiitly

to the rock-engravers and to the body-painters as to all other untaught designers.

Fill. 2.—Deep carvin^a in GiiLiDa.

The same author (pp. 368, 369) gives the following account of the

superstitious reverence entertained for the petroglyphs by the living

Indians of Guiana

:

Every time a sculptured rock or striking mountain or stone is seen, Indians avert

the ill-will of the spirits of such places by rubbing red peppers (Capsicum) each ia his

or her own eyes. For instance, on reaching the Timehri rock ou the Corentyn River,

I at once began to sketch the figures sculptured thereon. Looking up the next mo-

ment I saw the Indians—^men, women and children—who accompanied nie all grouped

round the rock-picture, busily engaged in this painful operation of pepper-rubbing.

The extreme pain of this operation when performed thoroughly by the Indians I

can faintly realize from my own feelings when I have occasionally rubbed mj' eyes

with fingers which had recently handled red-peppers ; and from the fact that, though
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the older practitioners intiict this self-torture with the utmost stoicism, I have again
and again seen that otherwise rare sight of Indians, children, and even yonng men,
sobbing under the infliction. Yet the ceremony was never omitted. Sometimes
when by a rare chance no member of the party had had the forethought to provide
pepi)prs, lime-juice was used as a substitute; and once, when neither peppers nor

Fig. 3.—Shallow carvings iu Guiana.

limes were at hand, a piece of blue indigo-dyed cloth was carefnlly soaked, and the
dye was then rubbed into the eyes. These, I believe, are the only ceremonies ob-
served by the Indians. One idea underlies them all, and that is the attempt to
avoid attracting the attention of maliguant spirits.

The followino- extract from a paper on the Iiuliau picture writing
ill T>ritisli Guiana, by Mr. Charles B. Brown, iu the Journal of the An-
thropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 1873, Vol. 11,254-
257, gives views and details somewhat difierent from the foregoing:

These writings or markings are visible at a greater or less distance in proportion
to the depth of the furrows. In some instances they are distinctly visible upon the
rocks on the banks of the river at a distance of one hundred yards ; in others they are
so faint that they can only be seen in certain lights by reflected rays from their pol-
ished surfaces. They occur upon greenstone, granite, quartz-porphyry, gneiss, and
jaspcrous sandstone, both in a vertical and horizontal position, at various elevations
above the water. Sometimes they can only be seen during the dry season, when the
rivers are low, as in several instances on the Berbice and Cassikytyn rivers. In one
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instance, on Ibo Corentyne river, the markings on the rock are so much ahove the

level of the river when at its greatest height, that they could only have been made
by erecting a staging against the face of the rock, unless the river was at the time

much above its usual level. The widths of the furrows vary from half an inch to

one inch, while the depth never exceeds one-fourth of an inch. Sometimes the mark-

ings are almost level with the surrounding surfaces, owing to the waste or degrada-

tion by atmospheric influences, which have acted with greater force upon the rough

rock than on the polished face of the grooved markings. The furrows present the

same weather-stained aspect as the rocks upon which they are cut, and both the rocks

and the furrows are in .some instances coated with a thin layer of the oxides of iron

and manganese.

The Indians of Guiana know nothing about the picture writing by traditiou. They
scout the idea of their having beeu made by the hand of man, and ascribe them to

the handiwork of the Makunaima, their great spirit. Nevertheless, they do not re-

gard them with any superstitious feelings, looking upon them merely as curiosities,

which is the more extraordinary as there are numbers of large rocks without any

markings on some rivers, which they will not even look at in passing, lest some ca-

lamity should overtake them. Their Peaimen or sorcerers always squeeze tobacco

juice in their eyes on approaching these, but pay no regard to tlie sculptured

rocks. In the Pacaraima mountains, between the villages of Mora and Itabay, the

path passes through a circle of square stones placed on one end, one of which has a

carving upon it : some of these blocks have beeu thrown down and broken by the

Indians, clearly proviug their utter disregard for them. If then there were any tra-

ditions regarding these writings handed down from father to son, I conclude that the

Indians of the present day—the most superstitious of beings—would undoubtedly

treat them with awe and respect. Again, if their forefathers were as indolent as

they now are, they never would have gone to the trouble of making these pictures

merely for the purpose of passing away their time, which they could have more easily

accomplished by lying in their hammocks from morning to night in a semi-dreamy

sort of state, as their descendants do at present. As these figures were evidently

cut with great care and at much labor by a former race of men, I conclude that they

were made for some great purpose, ]uol)ably a religious one, as some of the figures

give indications of Phallic worship.

PKTltOfilTPHS IN BRAZIL.

The following i.s au abstract from a paper by J. Whitfield on Eock

Inscriptions in Brazil, in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland, 1874, Vol. Ill, p. 114:

The rock inscriptions were visited in August, 186.5, during au exploring expedition

for gold mines in the province of Ceani. Several similar inscriptions are said to exist

in the interior of the province of Ceara, as well as in the provinces of Peruambuco and

Piauhy, especially in the Sertaos, that is, in the thinly-wooded parts of the interior,

but no mention is ever made of their having beeu seen near the coast.

In the margin and bed only of the river are the rocks inscribed. On the margin

they extend in some instances to fifteen or twenty yards. Except in the rainy reason

the stream is dry. The rock is a silicious schist of excessively hard and flinty texture.

The marks have the appearance of having beeu made with a blunt heavy tool, such

as might be made with au almost worn-out mason's hammer.

The situation is about midway betweeu Serra Grande or Ibiapaba and Serra Meri-

oca, about seventy miles from the coast and forty west of the town Sobral. There

are not any indications of works of art or other antiquarian remains, nor anything

peculiar to the locality. The country is gently undulatiug, and of the usual character

that obtains for hundreds of miles extending along the base of the Serra Ibiapaba.

The native population attribute all the ' Letreiros' (inscriptions), as they do every-
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tLius else of which they have no infoiiuation, to the Dutch as records of hidden
wealth. The Dutch, however, only occupied the country for a few years in the early
part of the seventeenth century. Along the coast numerous forts,"the works of the
Dutch, still remain; but there are no authentic records of their ever having estab-
lished themselves in the interior of the country, and loss probability still of their
amusing themselves with inscribing puzzling hieroglyphics, which must have been
a work of time, on the rocks of the far interior, for the admiration of wanderino-
Indians. "

PICTOfiRAPHS I\ PERI.

Dr. J. J. Vou Tscbiuli mentions in Lis Travels in Pern dnring the years
1838-1842, [Wiley ami Pnttiani's Library, Vols. XCIII-XCIV, 'Mew
York, 1847. J

Pt. II. p. .•!4r,-,34G, that the ancient Pernvians also I'lsed a
certain kind of " hieroglyphics" which they engraved in stone, and pre-
served in their temples. Notices of these "hieroglyphics" are given
by some of the early writers. There ai)pears to be a great similarity
between these Pernvian pictographs and those fonnd in Mexico and
Brazil.

The temptation to qnote from Charles Wiener's magnificent work
Perou et Bolivie, Paris, 18S0, and also from La Antigiiedad del Hombre
en el Plata, by Florentino Ameghino, Paris (an.l Bnenos Aires), 1880,
mnst be resisted.



OBJECTS mSPBESEXTET) ITs^ PICTOGHAPIIS.

The objects depicted in pictographs of all kinds are too miuierous and

varied for auy iniuiediate attempt at classification. Tbose upon the

petroglyphs may, however, be usefully grouped. Instructive particu-

lars regarding them may be discovered, for instance the delineation of

the fauna io reference to its present or former habitat in the region

where the represeutatiou of it is found, is of special interest.

As an example of the number and kind of animals pictured, as well as

of their mode of representation, the following Figures, i to 21, are pre-

sented, taken from the Moki inscriptions at Oakley Springs, Arizona,

by Mr. G. K. Gilbert. These were selected by him from a large number
of etchings, for the purpose of obtaining the explanation, and they were

explained to him by Tubi, an Oraibi chief living at Oraibi, one of the

Moki villages.

Jones, in his Southern Indians, p. 377-379, gives a resume of objects

depicted as follows

:

Upon the Enchanteil Mountain in Union County, cut in plutonic rock, are the tracks

of men, women, children, deer, bears, bisons, turkeys and terrapins, and the outlines

of a snake, of two deer, and of a liiunau hand. These sculptures—so far as they have

been ascertained and counted—number one hundred and thirty-six. The most ex-

travagant among them is that known as the footprint of the " Great Warrior." It

measures eighteen inches in length, aud has six toes. The other human tracks and

those of the animals are delineated with commendable fidelity. » » »

Most of them i>re8ent the appearance of the natural tread of the aninuil in plastic

clay. * » • These intaglios closely resemble those described by Mr. Ward [Jour.

Anthrop. Inst, of N. Y., No. 1, 57 ei seq.'], as existing upon the upheaved strata of coarse

carboniferous grit iu Belmont Couuty, Ohio, near the town of Barnesville.

The appearance of objects showing the influence of European civil-

ization aud christianization should always be carefully noted. An in-

stance where an object of that character is found among a multitude of

others not liable to such suspicion is in the heart surmounted by a cross,

in the upper line of Figure 1, page 30 ante. This suggests missionary

teaching.

4f)
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The following is the esplaiiatiDii of tlic Hgiire.s:

Fig. 4. A beaver.
5. A bear.
6. A mountain sbecp (Ovis monlaiiii).

7. Three wolf heads.
8. Three Jackass rabbits.
9. Cottontail rabbit,
to. Bear tracks.
11. An eagle.
12. Eairle tails.

Fig. 13. A turkey tail.

14. Horned toads {I'hnioxomu sp. ?).

15. Lizards.
16. A butterfly.

17. Snakes.
18. A rattlesnake.

19. Deer track.
20. Three Bird irac ks.

21. Bitterns (wadinj; birds).



INSTRUMENTS FSED IN PICTOGRAPHY.

These are often of aDtLi'ojJologic iuterest. A few examples are giveu

as follows, though other descriptions appear elsewhere in this paper.

INSTRUMENTS FOR CARVING.

This includes etching, i)ecking, and scratching.

The Hidatsa, when carving upon stone or rocks, as well as upon i)ieces

of wood, use a sharply pointed [liece of hard stone, usually a fragment

of quartz.

The bowdrill was an instrument largely use<l by the Innuit of Alaska
in carving bone and ivory. The present method of cutting figures and

(itlier cliaracters, to record events and personal exploits, consists in tlu^

use of a small blade, thick, though sharply pointed, resembling a graver.

INSTRUMENTS FOR DRAWING.

When in haste, or when the necessarj' materials are not at hand, the

Ilidatsa sometimes prepare notices by drawing upon a piece of wood or

the shoulder blade of a buffalo with a pii'ce of charcoal obtained from

the fire, or with a piece of red chalk, with which nearly every warrior is

at all times supplied.

INSTRUMENTS FOR PAINTING.

Painting upon robes or skins is accomi)lished by means of thin strips

of wood, or sometimes of bone. Tufts of antelope hiiir are also used,

by tying them to sticks to make a brush. This is evidently a modern

innovation. Pieces of wood, one end of each chewed so as to produce

a loose fibrous brush, are also used at times, as has been observed

among the Titon Dakota.

The Hidatsa, Arikara, and other jS^orthwest Indians usually employ

a piece of bufiVilo rib, or a i)iece of hard wood, having somewhat of an

elliptical or lozenge-shajjcd form. This is dii)ped in thin glue and a

tracing is made, which is subsequently treated in a similar manner with

a solution of glue, water, and color.

48
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INSTRUMENTS FOR TATTOOING.

The Hidatsa say that formerly, when tattooing was practiced, sharp

pieces of bone were used for pricking the skin.

The tribes of Oregon, Washington, and northern California used sharp

pieces of bone, thorns, and the dorsiil spines of fish, though at present

needles are employed, as they are more effective and less painful, and

are readily procured by purchase.

iJfeedles are used by the Klamath Indians, according to Mr. Gatschet.

Rev. M. P^ells reports (Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey IT, p. 7.j)

that for tattooing theTwana Indians use a needle and thread, blacken-

ing the thread with charcoal and drawing it under the skin as deeply

as they can bear it.

Stephen Powers says (Goutrib. to N. A. Ethnol. III., p. 130) that tat-

tooing among the Yuki is done with i)itchpine soot, and a sharp-pointed

bone. After the designs have been traced on the skin the soot is rubbed

in dry.

Paul jMarcoy mentions in his Travels in South America, N. Y., 1875,

Vol. II, 353, that the Passes, Yuris, Barres and Chumanas, of Brazil,

use a needle for tattooing.

The following quotation is from Te Ika a Maui, or New Zealand and

its Inhabitants, by Kev. Kichard Taylor, London, 1870, pp. 320, 321:

The substance generally used as coloring matter is the resin of the laitri or rimii,

which, when burnt, is ponniletl and converted into a line powder.

The uhi or iustrnmeut used was a small chisel, made of the lioue of an albatross,

very narrow and sharp, which was driven by means of a little mallet, he ma/iof, quite

through the skin, aud sometimes completely through the cheek as well, in which case

when the person uudergoiug the operation took his pipe, the smoke found its way out

through the cuttings; the pain was excruciating, especially in the more tender parts,

and caused dreadful swellings, only a small piece could be done at a time; the op-

erator held in his hand a piece of miika, tlax, dipped iu the pigment, which he drew
over the incision immediately it was made ; the blood which Uowed freely from the

wound was constantly wiped away with a hit of Hax ; the pattern was lirst drawn
either with charcoal or scratched in with a sharp-pointed instrument. To tattoo a

person fully was therefore a work of time, and to atten pt to do too much at once en-

dangered life. I remember a poor poraiigi, or insane person, who, during the war, was
tattooed most unmercifully by some young scoundrels ; the poor man's wounds were

so dreadfully intianu'd, as to occasion his death ; whilst any one was being operated

upon, all persons in the pa were tapu, until the termination of the work, lest any evil

should befall him; to have fine tattooed faces, was the great ambition of young men.

both to render themselves attractive to the ladies, and conspicuous iu war : for even if

killed by the enemy, whilst the heads of the untattooed were treated with indignity

and kicked on one side, those which were conspicuous by their beautiful moko, were

carefully cut otf, stuck on the tiiruluni, a pole with a cross on it, and then preserved:

all which was highly gratifying to the survivors, and the spirits of their late pos-

sessors.

The person oper.ated upon was stretched all his length on the ground, and to en-

courage him manfully to endure the pain, songs were continually sung to him.

4 KTH 4
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COLORS AND METHODS OF APPLICATION.

I\ THE I'MTED STATES.

Since tbe establishment of traders' stores most colors of civilized

manufacture are obtained by the Indians for painting and decoration.

Frequently, however, the primitive colors are.prejjared and used when

Indians are absent from localities where those may be obtained. The

ferru<;inous clays of various shade of brown, led, and yellow, occur so

widely distributed in nature that these are tbe most common and leading

tints. IJlack is generally prepared by grinding fragments of charcoal

into a very tine powder. Among son:e tribes, as has been found in some

of the " ancient" pottery froni the Arizona ruins, clay had evidently been

mixed with charcoal to give better body. Th^ black color of some of

the Innnit tribes is blood and chiircoal intimately mixed, which is after-

wards applied to the incisions made in ivory, bone, and wood.

Among the Dakota, colors for dyeing porcupine quills are obtained

chiefly from plants, or have been until very recently. The vegetable

colors, being soluble, penetrate the substance of the quills more evenly

and beautifully than the mineral colors of eastern manufacture.

The black color of some of the Pueblo pottery is obtained by a special

burning with ])ulverized manure, into which the vessel is placed as it is

cooling after the first baking. The coloring matter—soot produced by

smoke—is absorbed into the pores of the vessel, and will not wear off as

readily as when colors are applied to the surface with sticks or primi-

tive brushes.

In decorating skins or robes the Arikara Indians boil the tail of the

beaver, thus obtaining a viscous fluid which is in reality thin glue.

The figures are first drawn in outline with a piece of beef rib, or some

other flat bone, the edge only being used after having been dipped into

the liquor. The various pigments to be employed in the drawing are

then mixed with some of the same liquid, in separate vessels, when the

various colors are applied to the objects by means of a sharpened piece

of wood or bone. The colored mixture adheres firmly to the original

tracing in glue, and does not readily rub off.

When similar colors are to be applied to wood, the surfiice is fre-

quently picked or slightly incised to receive the color more securely.

For temporary purposes, as for mnemonic marks upon a shoulder blade

of a buffalo or ujion a piece of wood to direct comrades upon the course

to be pursued to attain a certain object, a piece of red chalk, or a lumj)

of red ocher of natural production is resorted to. This is often carried

by the Indian for personal decoration.

A small pouch, discovered on the Yellowstone Kiver in 1873, wiiich

had been dropped by some fleeing hostile Sioux, contained several

fragments of black micaceous iron. The latter had almost the appear-

ance and consistence of graphite, so soft and black was the result upon
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rubbing it. It had evidently been used for decorating tbe face as war-

paiut.

Mr. Dall, in treating of tbe remains found in tbe nuimniaiiau layers in

the Amakuak cave, Unalasbka, remarks (Contributions to X. A. Eth-

nology, I, p. 79) that ''in the remains of a woman's work-basket, found

in thtj uppermost layer in the (;ave, were bits of this resin [from the bark

of pine or spruce driftwood], evidently carefully treasured, with a little

birch-bark case (the bark also derived from drift logs) containing piece.s

of soft ha?matite, graphite, and blue carbonate of copper, with which

the ancient seamstress ornamented her handiwork."

The same author reports, op. cit. p. 86, " The coloration of wooden

articles with native pigments is of ancient origin, but all the more elab-

orate instances that have come to my knowledge bore marks of compara-

tively recent origin. The pigments used were blue carbonates of iron

and copper; the green fungus, or pcziza, found in decayed birch and

alder wood ; hsematite and red chalk; white infusorial or chalky earth ;

black charcoal, graphite, and micaceous ore of iron. A species of red

was sometimes derived from pine bark or the cambium of the ground

willow."

Stephen Powers states in Contributions to N. A. Ethnology, III, 24-1,

that the Shastika women "smear their faces all over daily with choke-

cherry juice, which gives them a bloody, corsair aspect."

Mr. A. S. Gatschet reports that the Klamaths of southwestern Oregon

employ a black color, Igii, made of burnt plum seeds and bulrushes,

which is applied to the cheeks in the form of small round spots. This is

used during dances. Red paint, for the face and body, is prepared from a

resin exuding froiu the spruce tree, pdnam. A yellow mineral paint is

also employed, consisting probably of ocher or ferruginous clay. Mr.

Gatschet says the Klamath spdl, yellow mineral paint, is of light yellow

color, but turns red when burned, after which it is applied in making
small round dots upon the face. The white infusorial earth (?), termed

chalk by Mr. Gatschet, is applied in the form of stripes or streaks over

the body. The Klamaths use charcoal, hjum^ in tattooing.

The various colors required by a tribe were formerly obtained from

plants as by the Dakota, while some of the earthy compounds consisted

of red and yellow ocher—oxides of iron—and black micaceous ore of iron

and graphite. Some of the California Indians in the viciuity of Tulare

River also used a white color, obtained at that locality, and consisted of

infusorial earth—diatomaceous. The tribes at and near the geysers,

north of San Francisco Bay, obtained their vermilion from croppings

of sulphuret of mercury—cinnabar. The same is said to have been the

case at the present site of the New Almaden mines, where tribes of the

Mutsuu formerly lived. Black colors were also prepared by mixing

fiuely powdered charcoal and clay, this being practiced by some of the

Pueblos for painting upon pottery. Some of the black color obtained
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from pictograpbs iu Sauta Barbara County, California, proved to be a

hydrous oxide of mangauese.

For black color iu tattooing the Yuki, of California, use soot. The
juice of certain plants is also used by the Karok, of California, to color

the face.

The Yokuts, of Tule River Agency, California, employ the roots of the

cedar (red) and willow (white) split and rendered uuifonn in caliber.

During work the materials are kept mois*^ened, so as to permit of easy

manipulation and to prevent fracture of the vegetal fibers.

Kev. J. Owen Dorsey, of the Bureau of Ethnology, reports regarding

the Osages thatoue mode of obtaining black color for the face consists iu

burning a quantity of small willows. When these are charred they are

broken in small pieces and placed iu pans, with a little water in each.

The hands are then dipped into the pan and rubbed together, and finally

rubbed over the parts to be colored.

Formerly tattooing was more frequently practiced among the Hidatsa

than at present, the marks being caused by pricking the skin with a

sharp splinter of bone and the ai)plication of a paste consisting of

flnelj'-powdered charcoal and water.

The Hualpais, lixing on the western border of the Colorado Plateau,

Arizona Territory, were found by Dr. Hoffman, in 1871, to decorate their

persons by a disgusting process. Various individuals were observed who
appeared as if their persons had been tattooed in vertical bands from the

forehead to the waist, but upon closer examination it was found that

dark and light bands of the natural skin are produced in the follow-

ing manner : When a deer or an antelope has been killed, the blood is

rubbed over the face and breast, after which the spread and curved

fingers—to resemble claws—are sciatched downward from the forehead

over the face and over the breast, thus removing some of the blood;

that remaining soon dries, and gives the ajjpearance of black stripes.

The exposed portion of the skin retains the natural dark-tanned color,

while that under the coating of coagulated blood naturally becomes

paler by being protected against the light and air. These individuals

do not wash off such marks of success in the chase, and after a while

the blood Ijegins to drop off by desquamation, leaving lighter sputs and

lines, which for a short period of a week or two appear like tattoo

marks.

The Mojave pigments are ocher, clay, and probably charcoal, mingled

with oil. See Pac. K. E. Exped., Vol. Ill, Pt. Ill, p. 33.

The colors, at present used by the Indians and obtained from the

traders, consist generally of the following compounds, viz.: vermilion,

red lead, chromate of lead (yellow), Prussian blue, chrome green, ivory

black and lamp black, Chinese white, and oxide of zinc. All of these

are in the form of powder or in crude masses, and are subsequently

prepared for use as required.
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IX BRITISH firiAXA.

Everard F. im Tburii, oj). cit., p. 316, gives the following details:

Tlic lives used ^>y tlie Indians to paint their own bodies, and occasionally to draw,

patterns on their inii>!ements, are red faroah, purple caraweera, bine-black lana

white felsjiathic clay, and, thongh very rarely, a yellow vegetable dye of nukuown
origin.

Faroah is the deep red pnlp .aronnd the seed of a shnib {Bixa orellaiia), which grows
wild on the banks of some of the rivers, and is cnltivated by the Indians iu their

clearings. Mixed with a large quantity of oil, it is then either dried and so kept in

lumps which can be made soft again by the addition of more oil, or is stored in a

liquid condition in tubes made of hollow bamboo-stems. When it is to be used, either

a mass of it is taken in the palm of the hand and rubbed over the skin or other surface

to be painted, or a pattern of fine lines is drawn with it by means of a stick used as a

pencil. The True Caribs also use faroah largely to stain their hammocks.
Caraweera is a somewhat similar dye, of a more inirplish red, and by no means so

commonly used. It is prcjiared fmm the leaves of a yellow flowered bignonia (B.

chicka), together with some otheruuinijiortant ingredients. The dried leaves are boiled

for a few minutes over a tire, and then some fresh-cut pieces of the bark of a certain

tree and a bundle of I wigs and fresh leaves of another tree are added to the mixture.

The whole is then boiled for about twenty minutes, care being taken to keep the bark
and leaves under water. The pot is then taken from the fire, and the contents, being

poured into bowls, are allowed to subside. The clear water left at the top is poured
away, and the sediment, of a beautiful purple colour, is put into a cloth, on which it is

allowed to dry ; after this it is scraped off and packed in tiny baskets woven of the
leaves of the cokerite palm. The pigment is used for body-painting, with oil, just as
is faroah.

Lana is the juice of the fruit of a small tree ( Genipa amiricinia), with which, without
further preparation, blue-black lines are drawn in patterns, or large surfaces are
stained on the'skin. The dye thus applied is for about a week indelible.

One or more of the three body paints already mentioned is used by most Indians
and in large quantities. But the w bite, and still more the yellow, pigments are used
only rarely, in lines or dots, and very sparingly, by some of the Savannah Indians.

The white substance is simply a very -semi-liquid felspathic clay, which occurs in

pockets in one or two places on the savannah ; this is collected and dried in lumps,
which are then pierced, threaded, and so put aside for future use. The nature of the
yellow dye I was never able to trace ; all that the Indians could or would say was
that they received it in small quantities from a tribe living beyond the Wapianas,
who extracted it from a tree which only grows in that neighborhood.

Paul Marcoy, in Travels la South America : N. Y., 1S75, Vol. II, p. 353,

says the Passes, Yuris, Barr^s, aud Chuniauas, of Brazil, employ a de-

coctiou of iudigo or genipa in tattooing.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COLORS.

Significance has been attached to the several colors among all peoples
aud in all periods of culture. That it is still recognized in the highest
civilizations is shown by the associations of death aud mourniug con-

nected with black, of innocence and peace with white, danger witii red,

and epidemic disease, officially, with yellow. Without dwelling upon
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the modern poi)ular fancies on this subject, some illustrations from

antiquity niay be useful for comparison.

The Babylonians represented the sun and its sphere of motion by
gold, the moon by silver, Saturn by black, Jupiter by orange. Mars by
red, Venus by pale yellow, and Mercury by deep bhie. Red was an-

ciently and generally connected with divinity and power both priestly

and ro,yal. The tabernacle of the Israelites was covered with skins

dyed red and the gods and images of Egypt and Chaldea were noticeably

of that color, which to this day is the one distinguishing the Roman
Pontiff and the cardinals.

In ancient art each color had a mystic sense or symbolism, and its

proper use was an important consideration and carefully studied. With
regard to early Christian art, the following extract is given from Mrs.

Clement's Handbook of Legendary and Mythologic Art, Boston, 1883.

The associations with the several colors therein mentioned differ widely

from those in modern folk-lore—for instance, those with green and yel-

low, from tlie same colors stigmatized in the song produced by Mr. Black

in his Three Feathers, exhibiting the belief in Cornwall that "green's

forsaken and yellow's forsworn."

Wliito is worn by the Saviour after his resurrectiou, by the Virgin iu repieseutatidus

of the Assumption; by women as the emblem of chastity; by rich men to indicate

humility, and by the judge as the symbol of integrity. It is represented sometimes

by silver or the diamond, and its sentiment is purity, virginity, innocence, faith, joy,

and light.

Red. tlie color of the ruby, speaks of royalty, fire, divine love, the holy spirit, cre-

ative power, and heat. In an opposite sense it symbolized blood, war, and hatred.

Red and black combined were the colors of Satan, purgatory, and evil spirits. Red

and white roses are emblems of love and innocence, or love and wisdom, as in the

garland of St. Cecilia.

Blue, that of the sapphire, signified heaven, heavenly love .and truth, constaucy

and fidelity. Christ and the Virgin Mary wear the blue mantle, St. John a blue tunic.

Green, the emerald, the color of spring, expressed hope and victory.

Yellow or gold was the emblem of the sun, the goodness of God, marriage and fruit-

fulness. St. Joseph and St. Peter wear yellow. Yellow has also a bad .signification

when it has a dirty, dingy hue, such as the usual dress of Judas, .and then signifies

jealousy, inconstancy, and deceit.

Violet or amethyst signified passion and suffering, or love and truth. Penitents, ,as

the .Magdalene, wear it. The Madonna wears it after the crucifixion, and Christ after

the resurrection.

Gray is the color of penance, mourning, humility, or accused innocence.

Black wilh white signified hnmility, mourning, .and purity of life. Alone, it spoke

of darkness, wickedness, and death, and belonged to .Satan. In pictures of the Temp-
tation Jesus sometimes wears black.

It is probable that, at one time, the several colors, at least in the same
Indian tribe, had each special significance. This general significance

was, however, modified by specific xiositions of the colors.

Colors are generally applied at this day according to fancy and with-

out regard to special signification. The warriors make a distinction

when on the warpath, and when mourning a deceased relative or en-
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gaged in dances and religious ceremonies the members of most of the

tribes still exhibit precise care in the selection and arrangement of color.

The Dakota at Grand River Agency, now abandoned, generally painted

the face red from the eyes down to the chin when going to war. The
whole face was blacked with charcoal or ashes when mourning. The
women frequently resorted to this method of expressing grief.

The Absaroka, or Crow Indians, generally paint the forehead red

when on the war path. This distinction of the Crows is also noted by
the Dakota in recording pictographic narratives of encounters with the

Crows. See page OJ, and Figures 124 et, seq,

Haywood, Nat. and Aborig. Hist, of Tennessee, 1823, p. 228, says of

the Chei'okees:

" When going to war their hair is combed and aunointed with bear's

grease and the red-root [Sangtdnaria canadensis?], and they adorn it

with feathers of various beautiful colours, besides copper and iron rings,

and sometimes wampum or peak in the ears. And they paint their faces

all over as red as vermillion, making a circle of black about one eye
and another circle of white about the other."

Wuen a Modoc warrior paints his face black before going into battle

it uieans victory or death, and he will not survive a defeat. See Ban-
croft's Native Races, I, p. 333.

The Los Angeles County Indian girls paint the cheeks sparingly with
red ocher when in love. (Bancroft, I, 403.) This prevails, to some ex-

tent also, among the northern bands of the Sioux, and among the An-
kara at Fort Berthold, Dakota.

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey reports that when the Osage men go to steal

horses from the enemy they paint their faces with charcoal.

The same authority gives the following description of the Osage paint
for war parties

:

Before charging the foe the Osages warriors paint themselves anew.
This is called the death paint. If any of the men die with this paint on
them the survivors do not put on any other paint.

All the gentes on the Tsiou side use the "fire paint" or isiama", which
is red. It is applied by them with the left hand all over the face. And
they use prayers about the fire : "As the fire has no mercy, so should
we have none." Then they put mud on the cheek below the left eye, as
wide as two or more fingers. On the Han}(a side this mud is put on the
cheek, below the right eye. It is the young buffalo bull decoration
(Tse-jvi-oiri'i[a kinu" itaadi aii). With reference to it, a man says, "My
little grandfather (the young buftalo bull) is ever dangerous, as he makes
attempts. Very close do I stand, ready to go to the attack" (Witsijju

oiii'jia wacku" nii^'pewafe ehnu"di aii. Ecii°qtsita waiia^'fa d(|;e atqa"'hi

an!) The horse is painted with some of the mud on the left cheek,
shoulder, and thigh.

For the corresponding Hanka decorations, substitute the right for the

left wherever the latter word occurs above.
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Some who act like a black bear paint with charcoal alone.

Some paint in tlie wind style, some in the lightning style, and others

in the panther or i)unia style.

See also pages 8.5 and 1C2.

When aThlinkit arms himself for war he paints his face and powders
his hair a brilliant red. He then ornaments his head with white eagle-

feathers, a token of stern vindictive determination. See Bancroft,

Native Races, etc., I, page 105.

Blue signifes peace among the Indians of the Pueblo of Tesuque.

See Schoolcraft, III, 306.

In several addresses before the Anthropological Society of Washing-
ton, D. C, and pai)ers yet unpublished, in the possession of the Bureau
of Ethnology, by Mr. James Stevenson, Dr. Washington Matthews, U.

S. Armj, and Mr. Thomas V. Keam, the tribes below are mentioned as

using in their ceremonial dances the respective colors designated to

represent the four cardinal points of the compass, viz.:

?f. S. E. W.
Stevenson—Zuni Yellow. Red. White. Black.

Matthews—Navajo Black. Blue. White. Yellow.

Keam—Moki . White. Bed. Y'ellow. Bine.

Capt. John Ci. Bourke, U. S. Army, in the Snake Dance of the Moquis
of Arizona, etc., New York, 1884, p. 120, says that the Moki employ

the following colors: yellow in prayers for pumpkins, green for corn,

and red for peaches. Black and white bands are typical of rain, while

red and blue bands are typical of lightning.

The Central Galiforniaus (north of San Francisco Bay) formerly wore

the down of Asclepias (?) (white) as an emblem of royalty. See Ban-

croft, Native Races, I, 387, 388, quoting Drake's World Encomp. pp.

124-12G.

The natives of Guatemala wore red feathers in their hats, the nobles

only wearing green ones. Ibid, p. 091.

See with reference to the Haidas, Mr. J. G. Swan's account, page 66,

infra.

The following extract relative to the color red among the New Zea-

lauders is from Taylor's Te Ika a Maui, etc., pp. 209-210.

Closely connected with religion, was the feeling they entertained for the Kura, or

Red Paint, which was the sacred color; their idols, I'alalca, sacred stages for the

dead, and for offerings or sacrifices, XJrupa graves, chief's houses, and war canoes,

were all thus painted.

The way of rendering anything tapu was liy making it red. When a person died,

his house was thus colored; when the tapu was laid on .inything, the chief erected a

post and painted it with the kura; wherever a corpse rested, some memorial was set

up, oftentimes the nearest stone, rock, or tree served as a monument; but whatever

object was selected, it was sure to be made red. If the corpse were conveyed by

water, wherever they landed a similar token was left ; and when it reached its des-

tination, the canoe was dragged on shore, thus distinguished, and abandoiieil. When
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the hahunga took plaee, the scraped bones of the chief, thus ornamented, and wrapped
in a red-sta,ne,l mat, were deposited in a box or bowl, smeared with the sacred colorand placed u. a ton.b. Near his tinal resting-place a lofty and elaborately carved

ToTorZ
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'" '" """"'"' ''" ""'' '"'"'''''" "''' -^^'^^ -- •'1- tl^-

In former times the chief annointed Lis entire person with red ochre; when fuUvdressed on s a e occasions, both be and his wives had red paint and oil ,onred „ponhe crown o the head and forehead, which gave them a gory appearance, as tbou^h
their skulls had been cleft asunder.

« - .
i , luu^u

A large uiimber of examples occur in the preseut paper where the
use and significance of color is mentioned. Among these see pa^es 64
16o-'6-'7, and 183.

" '



MATERIAIiS I PO]S" WHICH PICTOGRAPHS ARE MADE.

These may be divided into:

1st. Natural objects other than the human person.

2d. The human person.

3d. Artificial objects.

NATURAL OBJECTS.

Under the first head, the most important division is that of rocks

and stones, many examples of which have already been presented. In

addition to those respecting stone, Mr. Gilbert furnishes some data

relating to the sacred stone kept by the Indians of the village of Oraibi,

on the Moki mesas. This stone was seen by Messrs. John W. Young
and Andrew S. Giiibon, and the notes were made by Mr. Gilbert from

those furnished to him by Mi . Young. Few white men have had access

to this sacred record, and but few Indians have enjoyed the privilege.

Mr. Gilbert remarks that " the stone was evidently squared by the

eye and not by any instrument. The engraving seems to have been

done with some rude instrument, but executed with some degree of

skill, like an ancient art faded into dim remembrance of the artist or

writer of the characters. The stone is a red clouded marble, entirely

ditierent from anything found in tlie region, so I learn by the Indians.

The stone is badly worn, and some of the characters are difficult to

determine."

According to the notes accompanying the rude drawings of this

stone, it is an oblong rectangle, measuring llf inches long, 7^ inches

wide, and H inches thick. On one side there is an interior space, also

an oblong rectangle measuring about three-fourths of the size of the

whole tablet, between which and the outer margin are six nude human
figures resembling one another, one at either end and two on each of

the two sides. The interior space may have contained characters,

though no traces are now visible.

On the other side are drawings of the sun, clouds with rain descend-

ing therefrom, lightning, stars, arrows, foot-prints of the bear, and

several other undeterminable characters.

No history of the origin and import of this tablet has been obtained.

Other materials may be mentioned as follows:
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BOXE.

For instances of the use of bone, refer to several Alaska ivory carv-

ings in this paper, e. g., Figure 111, page 192; Comancbe buffalo

sboukler blade, Figure 137, page 21G; Hidatsa shoulder blade, page

151 ; New Zealand human bone, Figure 34, page 74.

THE IIVING TREE.

An example is to be found in Schoolcraft, IV, p. 253, PI. 33, Fig. A,

where it is stated that Mr. Ricliard IT. Kern furnished a copy of an

Indian drawing, which was "found on the trunk of a cottonwood tree

in the valley of King's River, California, and evidently represents the

manner of catching different wild.animals with the lasso."

The use of the lasso, and the characters being upon the bark of a

living tree, show sufficient reason to believe that this record was of

modern workmanship.

WOOD.

The Indians of the Northwest Coast generally employ wood upon

which to depict objects of various kinds. These appear to partake of a

mythical nature, sometimes becoming absurdly grotesque. Totem posts

(Plate LXXXIII, i)age 190), boats, boat paddles, the boards constitut-

ing the front wall of a house, and masks are among the objects used

u])on which to display artistic skill.

Ottawa drawings are also found upon pipe-stems made of wood,

usually ash. Figure 120, page 204, is an example of this.

Among the Arikara boat paddles are used upon which marks of per-

sonal distinction are reproduced, as shown in Figure 80, page 182.

Wooden dancing ornaments, such as fanciful rei)resentations of the

human figure, idols, etc., are generally ornamented with a variety of

colors, having them sometimes arranged to represent designs closely

,
related to, if not actually signifying, marks of gentile distinction.

In Alaska, mortuary records are drawn ujion slabs of wood. See

Figures 113 and 114, page 198. Mnemonic devices, notices of departure,

distress, etc., are also drawn upon thin narrow slips of wood, averaging

an inch in width, and of sufhcient length. See Figures 58 and 59, page

154. A circular piece of wood or board is sometimes drawn upon,

showing the human face, and placed upon a pole, and facing in a cer-

tain direction, to show the course taken by the survivors of a settlement

which has been attacked by an enemy. See Figure 50, page 152.

BARK.

The Ojibwa have, until very recently, been in the habit of tracing-

characters of various kinds upon the inner surface of birch bark.

These records are usually mnemonic, though many pertain to personal

exploits. An illustration is given in Figure 139, page 218. The lines

appear to have been traced with a sharply-pointed instrument, probably

bone, and in some examples the drawings are made by simple punct-

uring. Sometimes color is applied to the objects delineated, and
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apparently with reference to specific signification. Tiie strips of bark,

varying from an incli to several feet in lengtli, roll up upon drying,

and are straightened out for examination by heating near the fire.

SKINS.

This includes scalps. A large number of records upon the hides of

animals are mentioned in the present paper. Plate IV with its descrip-

tion in the Dakota Winter Counts is one instance.

FEATHERS.

The Sacramento tribes of California are very expert in weaving
blankets of feathers, many of them having really beautiful figures

worked upon them. This is reported by Edward M. Kern in School-

craft, V, 049, 050.

The feather work iu Mexico, Central America and the Hawaiian
Islands is well known, often having designs ])roperly to be considered

among pictographs, though iu general not, at least in modern times,

passing beyond ornamentation.

(iOlTRDS

After goui'ds have dried the contents are removed and handles are

attached; they serve as rattles in dances, and in religious ami shaman-

istic rites. The representations of natural or mythical objects for which

the owner mhy have special reverence are often depicted upon their sur-

faces. This custom i)revails among the Pueblos generally, and, also,

among many other tribes, notably those constituting the Siouan lin-

guistic stock.
HORSE HAIR.

The Hidatsa, Arikara, Dakota, and several other tribes of the North-

west plains, n.se horse hair dyed red as appendages to feathers worn

as personal marks of distinction. Its arrangemen't is significant.

SHELLS, IMllDIMi WAMPIM.

The illustrated and exhaustive paper of Mr. W. U. Holmes, iu the

Second Annual repoi t of the Bureau of Ethnology, removes all necessity

for present extended mention under this head.

EARTH A\U SA>D.

Papers by Dr. Washington ]\ratthews, U. S. A., Dr. W. H. Corbusier,

U. S. A., and Mr. James Stevenson were read in the Anthropological

Society of Washington during the season of 1S84-5, giving account of

important and entirelj' novel paintings by the Navajo, Yuman, and

Zuni Indians. These paintings were made upon the ground by means

of sand, ashes, and powdered vegetable matter of various colors. These

were highly elaborate, made immediately preceding certain ceremonies,

at the close of which they were obliterated.

Dr. W. J. Iloft'man states that when the expedition under command
of Capt. (j. M. Wheeler, U. S. A., passed through 'Southern Nevada in
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1871, tlie eucaiiipmeiit for oue night was at Pai-Uta Charlie's raucheria,

where it was visited by many of the Pai-Uta Indians of that vicinity. On
leaving camp the following morning representations of many mounted

men, the odometer cart and pack animals were found depicted upon the

hard, flat surface of the sand. The Indians had drawn the outlines in

life size with sticks of wood, and the work was very artistically done. A
mounted esj)editiou was a new thing iu that part of the country and

amused them not a little.

The well-known animal mounds, sometimes called efflgy mounds, of

Wisconsin come in this category.

THE HUMAN PERSON

Pictographs upon the human person may be divided into, 1st, paint

on the face ; 2d, paint on the body ; and, 3d, tattooing, which is also

divided into tattoo marks upon the head and tattoo marks upon the

bodv.
PAINT

Dr. Hoffman, who visited the Hualpai Indians of northern Arizona

iu 1<S71, gives an account (see ante, p. 52) of their habit of besmearing

their bodies and faces with the blood of game killed.

A colored plate, facing page 33 of the report of the Pacific Railroad

Expedition, 1856, pt. Ill, shows the designs adopted by the Mojave In-

dians for painting the body. These designs consist of transverse lines

extending around the body, arms, and legs, or horizontal lines, or dif-

ferent parts may partake of different designs. Clay is now generally

used, as was observed by Dr. Hoffman, who visited Camp Mojave in 1871.

For other notices of paint on head and body and the significance of

color see ante, page 53 et scq.

Everard F. im Thurn, in his work before cited, page 196, describes

the painting of the Indians of Guiana as follows :

The i>aiut is applied eitbor in large masses or in patterns. For example, a man,

wlien be wants to dress well, perbaps entirely coats botb bis feet up to tbe ankles with

a crust of reil ; his whole trunk be sometimes stains uniformly with blue-black, more

rarely with red, or covers it with an intricate pattern of lines of either colour ; be puts

a streak of red along the bridge of his uose ; where bis eyebrows were till be pulled

them out he jiuts two red lines ; at tbe top of the arch of his forehead he puts a big

lump of red paint, and probably he scatters other spots and lines somewhere on bis

face. The women, especially among the Ackawoi, who use more body-paint than

other ornament, are more fond of blue-black than of red ; and one very favorite orna-

ment with them is a broad Ijand of this, which edges tbe mouth, and passes from tbe

corners of that to the ears. Some women especially affect certain little figures, like

Chinese characters, which look as ifsome meaning were attached to them, but which

the Indians are either unable or unwilling to explain.

The Serranos, near Los Angeles, California, formerly cut lines upon

the trees and posts, marking boundaries of laud, these lines correspond-

ing to those adopted by the owner as facial decorations. See page 182.
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During his connection with the Yellowstone expedition of 1873, under

the command of General Stanley, Dr. Hoft'inaii found elaborate narra-

tives of hostile encounters between the Absaroka and Dakota Indians

incised upon the bark of cotton wood trees, in the valley of the Mussel-

shell River. The Absaroka were shown by having" the bark in the fore-

head removed, thus corresponding to their war custom of painting that

portion of the face red, while the Dakota were denoted by having only

the part of the face from the eyes down to the chin removed, refei-riug

to their custom of painting that part of the face. The number of indi-

viduals was sLiown by the outline of one individual of either tribe, with

added short lines. The total number of arms was shown by drawing

one gun and the requisite number of spots. The number of horses was

indicated in a similar manner.

See also with reference to paint on the human person, pages 105 and

107.

The present writer, when reading the magnificent work of Conte

Giovanni Gozzadini, Di Ulteriori Scopcrte ISTell' Antica Neci'opoli a

Marzabotto nel Bolognese, Bologna, 1S70, noticed in Plate XII, Figurel,

the representation of a human head in bronze of great antiquity, and

that it shows incised lines over the superior malar region, below and
outward from the outer canthus of the eye. To any one recently fa-

miliar with tattooing and the lines of face painting this gives a decided

suggestion, and is offered as such.

The head is reproduced in Figure 22.

Fig. 23.—Bronze head from the Xecropoli^ of ilarzabotto, Italy.

A less distinct suggestion arose from the representation of a " Frag-

ment of a lustrous black bowl, with an incised decoration filled with
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white cLalk," pictured in Troja, etc., by Dr. Henry Schliemanu, New
York, 1884, p. 31, No. 1, and here presented, Figure 23. In the absence

of knowledge as to the connection of the two sets of parallel lines on

each side of the face, with the remainder of the bowl, it is not possible

to form any decision as to whether there was any intention to portray

face painting or tattooing, or whether the lines merely partook of the

general pattern of the bowl. The lines, however, instantly caught tlie

present writer's eye as connected with the subject now under consider-

ation.

Fig. 23.—Fragmeut of bowl from Tioja.

TATTOOING.

Tattooing, a permanent marking of the skin as distinguished from
the temporary painting, and accomplished by the introduction of color-

ing matter under the cutaneous epidermis, was formerly practiced ex-

tensively among the Indians of North America. Some authorities for

this statement are here quoted, as also some descriptions of the custom
where still practiced.

Capt. John Smith, in ' The True Travels, Adventures, etc.," Rich-

mond, 1819, Vol. I, page 130, is made to say of the Virginia Indians:
" They adorne themselues most with copper beads and paintings.

Their women, some hane their legs, hands, breasts and face cunningly

imbrodered with divers workes, as beasts, serpents, artificially wrought
into their flesh with blacke spots."

The Innuit, according to Cook, practiced tattooing perpendicular lines

upon the chin of women, and sometimes similar lines extending back
ward from near the outer portions of the eyes.

Mr. Gatschet reports that very few Klamath men now tattoo their

faces, but such as are still observed have but a single line of black run-

ning from the middle of the lower lip to the chin. The women have
three lines, one from each corner of the mouth and one down over the

center of the chin.

The Modoc women tattoo three blue lines, extending perpendicularly
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from the center and corners of the lower lip to the chin. See Bancroft,

Native Races, I, p. 332.

Stephen Powers says (Contrib. N. A. Etbnol., Ill, p. 20) that the

Karol, California, squaws tattoo in blue three narrow fern leaves per-

pendicularly on the chin, one falling from each corner of the mouth and

one in the middle. For this purpose, they are said to employ soot gath-

ered from a stone, mingled with the juice of a certain plant.

The same author reports, page 76 :
" Nearly every (Hupa, California)

man has ten lines tattooed across the inside of the left arm, about half

way between the wrist and the elbow ; and in measuring shell-money, he

takes the string in his right hand, draws one end over his left thumb-

nail, and if the other end reaches to the uppermost of the tattoo lines,

the five shells are worth $25 in gold or $5 a shell. Of course it is only

one in ten thousand that is long enough to reach this high value."

The same author, on page 96, says : The squaws (Pat'awat, Cal.) tattoo

in blue three narrow pinnate leaves perpendicularly on their chins,

and also lines of small dots on the backs of their hands.

He reports, page 148, of the Kas'tel Pomo: The women of this and

other tribes of the Coast liange frequently tattoo a rude representation

of a tree or other object, covering nearly the whole abdomen and

breast.

Of the Wintuns of California the same author says (page 233) that

the squaws all tattoo three narrow lines, one falling from eacli corner

of the mouth, and one between.

See also page 167 mfra.

Eev. M. Eells says (Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey, III, p. 75)

of the Twana Indians : A little of this tattooing is done, l)ut much less

than formerly, and chiefly now among the children.

Blue marks tattooed upon a Mojave woman's chin denotes that she

is married. See Pacific K. E. Exped., Ill, 1856, p. 33.

The only remarkable instance of tattooing now among the Hidatsa is

that of Lean-Wolf, the present second chief of the tribe. The ornamen-

tation consists of horizontal stripes, from one-third to one-half an inch

broad, running from the middle of the breast around the right side of

the body to the spinal column. The right arm and the right leg are en-

circled by similar bands, between which there are sjiaces of equal width.

Lean-Wolf professed not to be able to give the origin and history of

this ornamentation, although he represents himself with it upon picto-

graphs relating to personal events of warfare and the chase.

Bancroft (Native Races, Vol. I, p. 48) says of the Eskimo, that the fe-

males tattoo lines on their chins; the plebeian female of certain bands

has one vertical line iu the center and one parallel to it on either side.

The higher classes mark two vertical lines from each corner of the

mouth. On page 72 he says that young Kadiak wives tattoo the

breast and adorn the face with black lines. The Kuskoquim women
sew into their chin two parallel blue lines. This color is applied bj'
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drawing a thread under the skin or pricking it with a needle. On page
117 lie says that the Chippewyans have tattooed cheeks and foreheads.

Both sexes have blue or black bars or from one to four straight lines

to distinguish the tribe to which they belong; they tattoo by entering

an awl or needle under the skin and on drawing it out, immediately

rubbing powdered charcoal into the wounds. Ou page 127 he states

that on the Yukon River among the Kutchins, the men draw a black

stripe down the forehead and the nose, frequently crossing the forehead

and cheeks with red lines and streaking the chin alternately with red

and black, and the women tattoo the chin with a black pigment.

It will be observed that these statements by Bancroft, about tattoo-

ing among the Hyperboreans, seem to be confined to the face, except as

is mentioned among the Kadiak, where the women tattoo the breast,

and that these tattoo marks seem to be simple straight lines, either

vertical or horizontal.

In this place is properly inserted the following report of original re-

search among the Haidas on this subject, by Mr. James G. Swan, of

Port Townsend, Washington, for which the thanks of this Bureau are

tendered to him.

4 ETH 5



TATTOO MARKS OF THE HAIDA INDIANS OF QUEEN
CHARLOTTE ISLANDS, B. C, AND THE PRINCE OF
AVALES ARCHIPELAGO, ALASKA,

By James G. Swan.

H. H. Baucioft, in his " Native Races, Pacific States," Vol. I, p. 155,

includes iu the Haida family the nations occupying the coast and

islands from the southern extremity of Prince of Wales Archipelago to

the Bentiuck Arms in about 52° N.

Their territory is bounded on the north and east by the Tbliukeet

and Carrier nations of the Hyperboreans, and on the south by the

Nootka family of the Columbians.

Its chief nations, or, more correctly speaking, bands, whose bound-

aries, however, can rarely be fixed with precision, are the Massets, Skidde-

gates, Cumshawas, Laskeets, and the 8kringwai, of Queen Charlotte

Islands: the Kaigani, Howkan, Klemakoau, and Kazan, of Prince of

Wales Archipelago ; the Cbimsyans, about Fort Simpson and on Chat-

ham Sound; the Nass and the Skenas, on the rivers of the same name;

the Sebasses, on Pitt Archipelago and the shores of Gardiner Cliaunel,

and the Millbank Sound Indians, including the Hailtzas, Bella Bella,

Bella Coola, etc.

Among all the tribes or bauds belonging to the Haida family, the

l)ractice of tattooing the person in some manner is common ; but the

most marked are the Haidas proper, or those living on Queeu Charlotte

Islands, and the Kaigauis, of Prince of Wales Archipelago, Alaska.

Of the Haida tribe, II. H. Bancroft says (Works 1882, Vol. I, p. 159),

"Besides the regular lip piece, ornaments various iu shape and material,

of shell, bone, wood, or metal, are worn, stuck in the lips, nose, and

ears, apparently according to the caprice or taste of the wearer, the skin

being sometimes, though more rarely, tattooed to correspond." The

authors quoted by Bancroft for this information are Mayne's British Co-

lumbia, p. 283; Barrett-Lennard's Travels, pp 45, iG ; Poole's Queen

Charlotte Islands, pp. 75-311 ; Dunn's Oregon, pp. 279, 285, and Keed,

who says, " The men habitually go naked, but when they go off on a

journey they wear a blanket."

How this latter writer, presuming he speaks from personal experience,

could have seen naked Haida men without noticing tattoo marks, I

cannot understand. On page 182 of the same volume of Bancroft, foot-

note, is the following :
" ' The habit of tattooing the legs and arms is

common to all the w men of Vancouver's Island; the men do not

adopt it.' Grant, in Lond. Geog. Soc. Jour., Vol. XXVII, p. 307. ' No

66
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such practice as tattooiug exists amoug these natives.' Sproat's

Scenes, p. 27."

What Grant says applies not to the women of Vancouver's Island, but

to those of Queen Charlotte Islands. Sproat seems to have given more
of his attention to some fancied terminal in their language, upon which
he builds his theory of the "Aht" nation, than to the observance of their

l)ersonal peculiarities. I am of the opinion, judging from my own ob-

sei-vation of over twenty years among the coast tribes, that but few
females can be found among the Indians, not only on Vancouver's

Island, but all along the coast to the Columbia River, and perhai)s even

to California, that are 7wt marked with some device tattooed on their

hands, arms, or ankles, either dots or straight lines ; but of all the

tribes mentioned, the Haidas stand pre eminent for tattooing, and
seem to be excelled only by the natives of the Fiji Islands or the King's

Mills Group in the South Seas. The tattoo marks of the Haidas are

heraldic designs or the family totem, or crests of the wearers, and are

similar to the carvings depicted on the pillars and monuments around

the homes of the chiefs, which casual observers have thought were idols.

In a memoir written by me on the Haida Indians, for the Smith-

sonian Institution, and published as Ko. 267 of Contributions to Knowl-
edge, I have given illustrations of various tattoo designs and heraldic

carvings in wood and stone, but did not attempt to delineate the posi-

tion or appearance of those designs upon their bodies or limbs, although

all the tattoo marks represented in that memoir were copied by me di-

rectly from the persons of the Haidas, as stated in the illustrations.

The publication of this memoir, with its illustrations, which I showed
to the Haidas and Kaiganis in 1875, during my cruise to Alaska in

the United States revenue steamer Wolcott, gave them confldence in

me that I had not made the drawings from idle curiosity, and in Febru-

ary, 1879, I was fortunate enough to meet a party of Haida men and
women in Port Townsend, Washington, who permitted me to copy their

tattoo marks again.

These designs are invariably placed on the men between the shoul-

ders, just below the back of the neck on the breast, on the front part

of both thighs, and on the legs below the knee. On the women they

are marked on the breast, on both shoulders, on both fore-arms, from
the elbow, down over the back of the hands, to the knuckles, and ou

both legs below the knee to the ankle.

When the Haidas visit Victoria or the towns on Puget Sound they

are dressed in the garb of white people and present a respectable ap-

pearance, in marked contrast with the Indians from the west coast of

Vancouver's Island, or the vicinity of Cape Flattery, who dress in a

more primitive manner, and attract notice by their more picturesque

costumes than do the Haidas, about whom there is nothing outwardly
of unusual appearance, except the tattoo marks on the hands of the

women, which show their nationality at a glance of the most careless

observer.
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As I before remarked, almost all of the Indian women of the north-

west coast have tattoo marks on their hands and arms, and some on the

face ; but as a general thing these marks are mere dots or straight lines,

having no particular significance. With the Haidas, however, every

Fig. 24.—UaiUa Totem Post.

mark has its meaning; those on the hands and arms of the women indi-

cate the family name, whether they belong to the bear, beaver, wolf, or

eagle totems, or any of the family of fishes. As one of them quaintly
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remarked to me, " If you were tattooed with the design of a swan, the

Indians would know your family name."

Although it is very easy to distinguish the Haida women from those

of other tribes by seeing the tattoo marks on the backs of their hands,

yet very few white persons have cared to know the meaning of these

Fig -Haida man, tattooed. Fig. 26.—Haida woojau, tattooed.

designs, or are aware of the extent of the tattoo marks on the persons

of both sexes.

In order to illustrate this tattooing as correctly as possible, I inclose

herewith a view (Figure 24) taken at Massett, Queen Charlotte Island, of
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the carved columns in front of the chief's residence; and also sketches

of the tattoo marks on two women and their husbands taken by me at

Port Townsend.

It should be borne in mind that during their festivals and mas-

querade performances the men are entirely naked and the women have

only a short skirt reaching from the waist to the knee; the rest of their

Flc. 27.—Haida womau, tattooe.l. Fig. 28,—Haida niau, tattooed.

persons are exposed, and it is at such times that the tattoo marks show

with the best effect, and the rank and family connection known by the

variety of designs.

Like all the other coast tribes, the Haidas are careful not to permit

the intrusion of white persons or strangers to their Tomanawos cere-
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monies, and as a consequence bnt few white people, and certainly none
of those wlio have ever written about those Indians, have been present
at their opening ceremonies when the tattoo marks are shown.

Fir. 29.-Skiiliiiii.

Fir,. 30.—Frog. Fig. 31.—Cod.

Fig 32.—Squid or octupus. Fig. 33.—Wolf.

My information was derived from the Haidas themselves, who ex-
plained to me while I was making the drawings, and illustrated some
of the positions assumed in their dances by both sexes.
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Fig. 25 represents a man. On bis breast is tbe cod (kabatta) split

from tbe bead to tbe tail and laid open ; on eacb tbigb is tbe octopus

(uoo), and below eacb knee is tbe frog (flkainkostan).

Figure 26 represents a woman. On ber breast is tbe bead witb fore-

paws of tbe beaver (tscbing); on each sboulder is tbe bead of tbe eagle

or tbuuder-bird (skamskwin) ; on eacb arm, extending to and covering

tbe back of tbe band, is tbe balibnt (bargo) ; on tbe rigbt leg is tbe

sculi)in (kuU) ; on tbe left leg is tbe frog (tlkauikostan).

Figure 27 is a woman witb tbe bear's bead (boorts) on ber breast. Ou
eacb sboulder is tbe eagle's liead, and on ber arms and legs are figures

of tbe bear-

Figure 28 shows tbe back of a man with tbe wolf (wasko) split in

halves and tattooed between bis shoulders, which is shown enlarged in

Figure 33. Wasko is a mythological being of the wolf species similar

to tbe cbucbubmexl of the Makah Indians, an antediluvian demon
supposed to live in tbe mountains.

Tbe skulpin on tbe right leg of the woman in Figure 26 is shown en-

larged in Figure 29; tlie frog in the left leg in Figure 30.

The codfish on the man in Figure 25 is shown enlarged in Figure 31,

tbe octopus or sqid in Figure 32.

As the Haidas, both men and women, are very light colored, some

of the latter, full blooded Indians too, having their skins as fair as

Europeans, the tattoo marks show very distinct. These sketches are

not intended as portraits of persons, but simply to illustrate the posi-

tions of tbe various tattoo marks. To enter into a detailed descrii)tion

would require more space and study than is convenient at this time.

Enough is given, it is hoped, to convey to you an idea of this interest-

ing subject, which will require much study to properly elaborate or

understand.

This tattooing is not all done at one time nor is it every one who can

tattoo. Certain ones, almost always men, have a natural gift which

enables them to excel in this kind of work. One of the young chiefs,

named Geneskelos, was tbe best designer I knew, and ranked among his

tribe as a tattooer. He belonged to Laskeek village ou tbe east side of

Moresby's Island, one of tbe Queen Charlotte group. I employed him

to decorate tbe great canoe which I sent to tbe Centennial Exposition

at Philadelphia in 1876, for tbe National Museum. I was witb him a

great deal of tbe time both at Victoria and Port Townsend. He bad a

little sketch book in which he had traced designs for tattooing, which

he gave to me. He subsequently died in Victoria of small-pox, soon

after be had finished decorating the canoe.

He told me the plan he adopted was first to draw tbe design carefully

on the person witb some dark pigment, then prick it in with needles

and then rub over the wound witb some more coloring matter till it

acquired tbe proper hue He had a variety of instruments composed
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of needles tied neatly to sticks. His favorite one was a flat strip of

ivory or bone, to wliicli he bad firmly tied five or six needles, with their

points projecting beyond the end just far enough to raise the skin with-

out inflicting a dangerous wound, but these needle points stuck out

quite sufiflciently to make the operation very i^ainful, and although he

applied some substance to deaden the sensation of the skin, yet the

eftect was on some to make them quite sick for a few days; conse-

quently the whole process of tattooing was not done at one time. As
this tattooing is a mark of honor, it is generally done at or just prior

to a Tomanawos performance and at the time of raising the heraldic

columns in front of the chief's houses. The tattooing is done in open
lodge and is witnessed by the company assembled. Sometimes it takes

several years before all the tattooing is done, but when completed and the

person well ornamented, then they are happy and can take their seats

among the elders.

It is an interesting question, and one wortlu* of careful and patient

investigation. Why is it that the Haida Xatiou alone of all the coast

tribes tattoo their persons to such an extent, and how they acquire the

art of carving columns which bear such striking similarity to carving in

wood and stone by the ancient inhabitants of Central America, as shown
by drawings in Bancroft's fourth volume of Native Races and in Habel's

investigation in Central and South America ?

Some of these idols in design, particularly on pages 40 to 58, and
notably on pages 49-50 (Bancroft, op. cit), are very like some small

carvings I have in Port Townsend which I received from Alaska, show-

ing a similarity of idea which could not be the result of an accident.

The tattoo marks, the carvings, and heraldic designs of the Haida
are an exceedingly interesting study, and I hope what I have thus

hastily and imperfectly written may be the means of awakening an in-

terest to have those questions scientifically discussed, for they seem to

me to point to a key which may unlock the mystery which for so many
ages has kept us from the knowledge of the origin of the Pacific tribes.

TATTOOINC IN THE PACIFIC ISLANDS.

The following quotations and illustrations of tattooing in the islands

of the Pacific Ocean are presented for comparison, and in hopes that the

discussion of the subject may aflbrd further information upon the sig-

nificance of tattoo marks. It is by no means probable that they were

originally altogether or chiefly for ornamentation.

The accompanying illustration. Figure 34, is taken from a bone ob-

tained from a mound in i!few Zealand, by Mr. I. C. Russell, of the United

States Geological Survey, several years ago. Mr. Russell says that

the Maori formerly tattooed the bones of enemies, though the custom

now seems to have been abandoned. The work consists of sharp, shal-
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low lines, as if made with a sharp-poiuted steel instrument, into which
some blackish pigment has been rabbed, tilling up some of the markings,

while in others scarcely a ti'ace remains.

Fig. 34.—Tattoo designs ou bone, New Zealand.

In connection with the use of the tattoo marks as rejiroduced on ar-

tificial objects see also. Figure 37, page 76, and Figure 116, page 200.

The following is extracted from Te Ika a Maui, or New Zealand and

its inhabitants, by Eev. Richard Taylor, London, 1870, p. 320, etc.

Before they went to fight, the youth were accustomed to mark their countenance

with charcoal in difJ'erent lines, and their traditions state that this was the beginning

of the tattoo, for their wars became so continuous, that to save the trouble of thus

constantly painting the face, they made the lines permanent by the moko ; it is how-

ever a question whether it did not arise from a different cause; formerly the grand

mass of men who went to fight were the black slaves, and when they fought side by

side with their lighter colored masters, the latter on those occasions used charcoal to

make it appear they were all one.

Whilst the males had every part of the face tattooed, and the thighs as well, the

females had chiefly the chin and the lips, although Occasionally they also had their

thighs aud breasts, with a few smaller marks on different parts of the body^as well.

There were regular rules for tattooing, and the artist always went systematically to

work, beginning at one spot and gradually proceeding to another, each particular

part having its distinguishing name. Thus,

1. Te kaioe, which are four lines on each side of the chin.

SJ. Te pukawae, .six lines on the chin.

3. Xga rere hnpe, the lines below the nostrils, six in number.

4. 2fga kohiri, a curved line on the cheek-bone.

5. Nga koroaha, lines between the cheek-bone and ear.

6. Xga wakarakau, lines below the former.

7. Nga pongiangia, the lines on each side of the lower extremity of the nose.

8. Nga x>ae tarewa, the lines on the cheek-bone.

9. Nga rerepi, and Nga ngatareiva, lines on the bridge of the nose.

10. Nga Hwana, four lines on the forehead.

11. Nga rewha, three lines below the eyebrows.

Vi. Nga titi, lines on the center of the forehead.

13. I2)n raiigi, lines above the former.

14. Te tonokai, the general names for the lines on the forehead.

15. He ngutii pu rua, both lips tattooed.

16. Te rape, the higher part of the thighs.

17. Te paki paki, the tattooing on the seat.

18. Te paki tjtrj, the lower thigh.

19. Nga tata, the adjoining part.

The following are female tattoos :

—

1. Taki taki, lines from the breast to the navel.

2. Hope hope, the lines on the thighs.

3. Waka te he, the lines on the chin.
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Figure 35 is a copy of a tattooed head carved by Hongi, and also of

the tattooing on a woman's chin, taken from the work last quoted.

Fifi. 35.—New Zealand tattooed head aud chin mark.

Figure 36 is a copy of a photograph obtained in New Zealand by

Mr. Russell. It shows tattooing upon the chin.

Fig. 36.—New Zealand tattooed woman.

Two beautifully tattooed heads are in the collection of the Army
Medical Museum at Washington, D. 0., of which illustrations are pre-
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seuted in the accompanying Plate, III. No history of these heads can

be obtained. The skin is ahnost perfect, and has become much brighter

in tint than the original color. The tattooing is a bine blact, and in

certain lights becomes almost bright indigo. In many of the markings

there appear slight grooves, which add greatly to the general ornamenta-

tion, breaking the monotony of usually plain surfaces. AVhether any

mechanical work was performed upon the heads after death is not posi-

tively known, though from the general appearance of the work it would

be suggested that the sharp creases or grooves was done subsequent to

the death of the individual. The tattooing shows sub-cutaneous color-

ing, which indicates that at least part of the ornamentation was done

in life.

Figure 37 is an illustration from Te Ika a Maui, etc., op. cit., facing page

378. It shows the " grave of an Australian native, with his name, rank,

tribe, etc., cut in hieroglyphics on the trees," which "hieroglyphics" are

sup])osed to be connected with his tattoo marks.

llG -Australian grave and carved trees.

Mr. I. 0. Eussell, in his sketch of New Zealand, published in the

American Naturalist, Volume XIII, p. 72, February, 1879, remarks, that

the desire of the Maori for ornament is so great that they covered their

features with tattooing, transferring indelibly to their faces complicated

patterns of curved and spiral lines, similar to the designs with which

they decorated their canoes and their houses.

In Mangaia, of the Hervey Gronj), the tattoo is said to be in imitation

of the stripes on the two kinds of iish, avini and paoro, the color of

which is blue. The legend of this is kept in the song of Ina'. See

Myths and songs from the South Pacific, Loudon, 1876, p. 94.
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Mr. Everard F. im Thuni, in liis work previously cited, pages 195-96

among tbe Indians of Gniana, says :

rainting the body is tbc simplest mode of adornment. Tattooing or any other per-

manent interference with the snrface of the skin by way of ornament is practiced

only to a very limited extent by the Indians; is used, in fact, only to produce the small

distinctive tribal mark which many of them bear at the corners of their mouths or on

their arms. It is true that an adult Indian is hardly to be found on whose thighs and
arms, or on other parts of whose body, are not a greater or less number of indelibly in-

cised straight lines ; but these are scars originally made for surgical, not ornamental

purposes.

Tlie following extracts are taken from Samoa, by George Turner,

LL. D., London, 1884

:

Page 55. Taenia and Tilafainga, or Tila the sportive, were the goddesses of the

tattooers. They swam from Fiji to introduce the craft to Samoa, and on leaving

Fiji were commissicned to sing all the way, "Tattoo the women, but not the men."

They got muddled over it in the long journey, and arrived at Samoa singing, "Tattoo

the men and not the women." And hence the universal exercise of the blackening art

on the men rather than the women.

Piige 88. "Herodotus found among the Tbracians that the barbarians could be ex-

ceedingly foppish after their fashion. The mau who was not tattooed among them
was not respected." It was the same in Samoa. Until a young man was tattooed, he

was considered in his minority. He could not think of marriage, and he was con-

stantly exposed to taunts and ridicule, as being poor and of low birth, and as having

no right to speak in the society of men. But as soon as he was tattooed he passed

iuto his majority, and considered himself entitled to the respect and privileges of ma-

ture years. When a youth, therefore, reached the age of sixteen, he and his friends

were all anxiety that he should be tattooed. He was then on the outlook for the tat-

tooing of some young chief with whom he might unite. On these occasions, six or

a dozen young men would be tattooed at one time ; and for these there might be four

or five tattooers employed.

Tattooing is still kej)t up to some extent, and is a regular profession, just as, house-

Imilding, and well paid. The custom is traced to Taenia and Tiliifainga; and they

were worshipped by the tattooers as tbe presiding deities of their craft.

The instrument used in the operation is an oblong piece of human bone (o.s ilium),

aliout an inch and a half broad and two inches long. A time of war and slaughter

was a harvest for the tattooers to get a sujiply of instruments. The one end is cut

like a small-toothed comb, and the other is fastened to a piece of cane, and looks

like a little serrated adze. They dip it into a mixture of candle-nut ashes and water,

and, tapping it with a little mallet, it sinks into the skin, and in this way they

imncture the whole surface over which the tattooing extends. The greater part of

the body, from the waist down to the knee is covered with it, variegated here and
there with neat regular stripes of the untattooed skin, which when they are well

oiled, make them appear in the distance as if they had on black silk knee-breeches.

Behrens, in describing these natives in his narrative of Roggewein's voyage of 1772,

says: "Tliey were clothed from the waist d'lwuwards with fringes and a kind of

silken stuff artificially wrought." A nearer inspectiou would have shown that the

fringes were a bunch of red ti leaves (Dracinia termiiialis) glistening with cocoa nut
oil, and the "kind of silken stuff," the tattooing just described. As it extends over

such a large surface the operation is a tedious and painful affair. After smarting and
bleeding for awhile under the hands of the tattooers, the patience of the youth is

exhausted. They then let him rest and heal for a time, and, before returning to him
again, do a little piece on each of the party. In two or three months the whole is

completed. The friends of the young men are all the while in attendance with food.

They also bring quantities of fine mats and native cloth, as the hire of the tattooers;

connected with them, too, are many waiting on for a share in the food and property.
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Among the fellahs, as well as among the laboring ]ieople of the cities,

the women tattoo their chin, their forehead, the middle of the breast, a

portion of their hands and arms, as well as feet, with indelible marks
of blue and green. In Upper Egypt most females puncture their lips

to give them a dark bluish hue. See Featherman, Social Hist, of the

Races of Mankind, V, 1881, p. 545.

Professor Brauns, of Halle, reports (Science, III, No. 50, p. 69) that

among the Ainos of Yazo the women tattoo their chins to imitate the

beards of the men.

The antiquity of tattooing in the eastern hemisphere is well estab-

lished. \Yith reference to the Hebrews, and the tribes surrounding

them, the following Biblical texts may be in point

:

"Ye shall not make any cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor print

any marks upon you." Lev., XIX, 28.

« * * a Though thou rentest thy face with painting, in vain shalt

thou make thyself fair." Jer., IV. 30.

ARTIFICIAL OBJECTS.

The objects of this character, on which pictographs are found, may
be mentioned as follows :

1. Lances.

'2. Arrows.

3. Shields.

4. Canoes.

5. Paddles.

6. Habitations.

7. Utensils.

8. Pottery.

9. Sinews or thread.

10. Artificial beads.

It is believed that examples showing the use of each of these objects

are presented in various parts of the present paper, but the following

do not appear under other headings :

Many of the California tribes are expert workers in grass and roots

in the manufacture of baskets, upon which designs are frequently

worked, other than mere ornamentation, in geometric forms. The Yo-

kuts, at Tule River Agency, in the southeastern part of the State, fre-

quently incorporate various forms of the human body, in which the

arms are suspended at the sides of the body with the hands directed

outward to either side. Above the head is a heavy horizontal line. In

the manufacture of these vessels grass is taken, carefully cleaned, and

soaked, so as to become smooth and uniform in size.

Among the Tlilinkit, boats as well as paddles are ornamented with

painted figures, and the family coat of arms. See Bancroft's Native

Races, etc., I, 106.

There is no need to give evidence concei'ning the designs upon pot-

tery, after the numerous illustrations in the Second Annual Report of

this Bureau, from Zufii, etc.



MNEMONIC.

This has been the most apparent, and probably the most ancient, pur-

l)ose for which pictographs have been made. It commenced by the use

of material objects which afterwards were reproduced graphically in

l)aiutiugs, etchings, and carvings.

Ill the present paper many examples appear of objects known to have

been so used, the graphic representations of which, made with the same
purpose, are explained by knowledge of the fact. Other instances are

mentioned as connected with the evolution of pictographs, and possibly

to interpret some of the latter which are not yet understood.

The quipu of the Peruvians is one of. the most instructive devices for

the general aid of memory, and as applicable to a variety of subjects,

also having value for comparison with and reference to all other objects

of this character. A good account of the quipu, quoted from Travels

in Peru, during the years 1838-1842, * * by Dr. J. J. von Tschudi

[Wiley and Putnam's Library, Vols. XOIII-XCIV], New York, 1847,

Pt. II, pp. 344, 345, is as follows

:

THE QUIPU OF THE PERUVIANS.

The ancient Peruvians had no mamiscript characters for single sounds ; but they

had a method by which they composed words and incorporated ideas. This method

consisted in the dexterous intertwining of Icnots on strings, so as to render them aux-

iliaries to the memory. The instrument consisting of these strings and knots was
called the QuiPU. It was composed of one thick head or top string, to which, at cer-

tain distances, thinner ones were fastened. The top string was much thicker than

these pendent strings, and consisted of two doubly twisted threads, over which two
single threads were wound. The branches, if I may apply the term to these pendent

strings, were fastened to the top ones by a single loop ; the knots were made in the

pendent strings, and were either single or manifold. The length of the strings used

in making the quipu were various. The transverse or top string often measures

severiil yards, and sometimes only a foot long; the branches are seldom more than

two feet long, and in general they are much shorter.

The strings were often of different colors; each having its own particular significa-

tion. The color for soldiers was red; for gold, yellow; for silver, white; for corn,

green, &c. This writing by knots was especially employed for numerical and statisti-

cal tables; each single knot representing ten ; each double knot stood for one hundred;

each triple knot for one thousand, &c. ; two single knots standing together made
twenty; and two double knots, two hundred.

This method of calculation is still practiced by the shepherds of the Puna. They
explained it to me, and I could, with very little trouble, construe their quipns. On
the first branch or string they usually place the numbers of the bulls" on the second,

79
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that of the cows ; the latter being classed into those which were milked, and those

which were not milked; on the next string were numbered the calves, accordinj; to

their ages and sizes. Then came the sheep, in several subdivisions. Next followed

the number of foxes killed, the quantity of salt consumed, and, finally, the cattle that

had been slaughtered. Other qnipus showed the produce of the herds in milk, cheese,

wool, &c. Each list was distinguished by a particular color, or by some peculiarity

in the twisting of the string.

In this manner the ancient Peruvians kept the accounts of their army. On one

string were numbered the soldiers armed with slings; on another, the spearmen; on

a third, those who carried clubs, &c. In the same manner the military reports were

prepared. In every town some expert men were appointed to tie the knots of the

quipu, and to explain them. These men were called quiputamaitocuna (literally, offi-

cers of the knots). Imperfect as was this method, yet in the nourishing period of the

Inca government the appointed officers had acquired great dexterity in unriddling

the meaning of the knots. It, however, seldom happened that they had to read a

quipu without some verbal conuiu'utary. Something was always required to bo

added if the quipu came from a distant province, to explain whether it related to the

uiiuibering of the population, to tributes, or to war, &c. Through long-continued

practice, the officers who had charge of the quipus became so perfect in their duties

that they could with facility communicate the laws and ordinances, and all the most

important events of the kingdom, by their knots.

All attempts made in modern times to decipher Peruvian quipus have proved un-

satisfactory in their results. The principal obstacle to decii)hering those found in

graves consists in the want of the oral communication requisite for pointing out the

subjects to which they refer. Such communication was necessary, even in former

times, to the most learned quipucamayocuua. Most of the quipus here alluded to

seems to be accounts of the population of particular towns or provinces, tax-lists, and

information relating to the property of the deceased. Some Indians in the southern

provinces of Peru are understood to possess a perfect knowledge of some of the ancient

quipus, from information transmitted to them from their ancestors. But they keep

that knowledge profoundly secret, particularly from the whites.

That the general idea or invention for mnemonic pnrpo.se.s appearing

in the quipu-s, was used pictoriallj- is indicated in the illustrations

given by Dr. S. Habel in The Sculptures of Santa Lucia Cosumal-

whuapa in Guatemala, etc., Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge,

[No. 269], 1878, Yol. XXII, page 85. Upon these he remarks

:

It has been frequently affirmed that the aborigines of America had nowhere arisen

high enough in civilization to have characters for writing and numeral signs ; but

the sculptures of Santa Lucia exhibit signs which indicate a kind of cipher writing,

higher in form than mere hieroglyphics. From the mouth of most of the human beings,

living or dead, emanates a statf variously bent, to the sides of which nodes are at-

tached. These nodes are of different sizes and shapes, and variously distributed on

the sides of the statf, either singly or in twos and threes,—the last named eitlier sepa-

rated or in shape of a trefoil. Thismannerof writing not only indicates tluit the person

is speaking, or praying, but also indicates the very words, the contents of the speech

or prayer. It is quite certain that each staff, as bent and ornamented, stood for a

well-known petition which the priest could read as easily as those acquainted with a

cipher dispatch can know its purport. Further, one may be allowed to conjecture

that the various curves of the staves served the purpose of strength and rhythm, just

as the poet chooses his various meters for the same purpose.

lu connection with the quipu, Dr. Hofitman reports a corresponding

device among the Indians formerly inhabiting the mountain valleys

north of Los Angeles, California, who frequently came to the settle-
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nieuts to dispose of native blankets, skins, aud robes. The man dele-

gated by tbe tribe to carry away and sell these articles was provided

with a number of strings, made of some flexible vegetable fiber, one
string for each class of goods, which were attached to his belt. Every
one contributing articles mentioned the prices to be asked therefor, aud
when the salesman disposed of a blanket the proper cord was taken,

and a single knot was tied for each real received, or a double knot for

each peso. Thus any particular string indicated the kind of goods dis-

posed of, as well as the whole sum realized, which was finally distributed

among the original contributors.

NOTCHED STICKS.

The use of these mnemouically was very frequent. A few iustauces

only of this obvious expedient need be given.

The Dakotas formerly residing at Grand Eiver Agency, the Hidatsa,

aud the Shoshoni from Idaho were observed to note the number of days

during which they journeyed Irom one place to another, by cutting lines

or notches ujion a stick of wood.

The coup sticks carried by Dakota warriors are often found bearing a

number of small notches, which refer to the number of individuals the

owners may have hit after they had been shot or wounded.

The young men and boys of the several tribes at Fort Berthold, Da-

kota, frequently carry a stick, upon which they cut a notch for every

bird killed during a single expedition.

Dr. Hofi'man states that he found in the collection of the Hon. A. F.

Coronel, of Los Angeles, California, a number of notched sticks, which
had been invented and used by the Indians at the Mission of San Gabriel.

The history of them is as follows: Immediately after the establishment

of the mission the Franciscan father appointed major domos, who had
under their charge corporals or overseers of the several classes of labor-

ers, herders, etc. The chief herder was supplied with a stick of hard
wood, measuring about one inch in thickness each way, and from twenty

to twenty-four inches long. The corners were beveled at the handle.

Upon each of these facets were marks to indicate the kinds of cattle

herded, thus: one cut or notch, a bull; two cuts, a cow; one cross,

a heifer; and a >-shaped character, an ox. Similar characters were

also used for horses, respectively, for stallion, mare, colt, aud gelding.

Where only cattle were owned no difference was made in the upper end
of the stick; but when both kinds of animals wei-e owned near the same
localities, or by the same settler, the stick referring to cattle was notched

V-shaped at the head end, and reversed or pointed to deuote horses.

Sticks were also marked to denote the several kinds of stock, and to

record those which had been branded. In all of these sticks numbers
4 ETH 6
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were indicated by cutting notches into the corners, each tenth cut ex-

tending across the face of the stick. For instance, if the herder had

thirteen oxen in charge, he selected that edge of the stick which bore

upon the handle the >-shape, and cut nine short notches, one long one,

and three short ones.

Labor sticks were also used by the Indians. On one side was a circle

intersected with cross lines to denote money, and on the opposite side,

which was reserved for time, cither nothing or some character, accord-

ing to the fancy of the owner. Short notches on the money side indi-

cated reals, long cuts ^jesos. On the opposite side short cuts indicated

days, and long cuts weeks.

For further reference to this subject, see Eeliquiie Aquitanicie; etc.,

by Edouard Lartet and Henry Christy, * * London, 1875, p. 183

et seq.

ORDER OF SONGS.

Many instances have been published in regard to the use of mnemonic

characters to preserve the remenibrance of songs. The words of these

are invariable as well as the notes to which they are chanted. Both

words and notes must have been previously memorized by the singers.

Ideographic characters might give the general interpretation, but would

not suggest the exact words.

Schoolcraft, 1, 361, remarks: Sounds are no further preserved by these

mnemonic signs, than is incident, more or less, to all jiure figurative or

representative i)ictures. The simple figure of a quadruped, a man, or a

bird, recalls the ««H)e of a quadruped, a man or a bird. * * We may

thus recall something of the living language from the oblivion of the

past, by the pictorial method. Mnemonic symbols are thus at the

threshold of the hieroglyphic.

One of the best examples of this mnemonic device is one of the Ojib-

was, found in Schoolcraft, op. cit., I, page 362 et seq., and called by him

Songs of the JNIeda. His illustration is reproduced as Plate IV, and his

explanation, much condensed, is as follows:

No. 1. A medicine lodge filled with the presence of the Great Spirit,

who, it is affirmed, came down with wings to instruct the Indians in

these ceremonies. Themeda,or priest,sings, "The Great Spirit's lodge

—

you have heard of it. I will enter it." While this is sung, and repeated,

the priest shakes his shi-shi-gwun, and each member of the society holds

up one hand in a beseeching manner. All stand, without dancing. The

drum is not struck during this introductory chant.

No. 2. A candidate for admission crowned with feathers, and hold-

ing, suspended to his arm, an otter-skin pouch, with the wind repre-

sented as gushing out of one end. He sings, repeating after the priest,

all dancing, with the accompaniment of the drum and rattle: * * "I

have always loved that that 1 seek. I go into the new green leaf lodge."
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No. 15. A stick used to beat the Ta wa-e-gnn or drum. " How rings

aloud the drumstick's sound."

No. 16. Half of the celestial hemisphere—an ludian walking upon it.

The idea symbolized is the sun pursuing his diurnal course till noon.

" I walk upon half the sky."

No. 17. The Great Spirit filling all space with his beams, and en-

lightening the world by the halo of his head. He is here depicted as

the god of thunder and lightning. " I sound all around the sky, that

they van hear me."

No. 18. The Tawa-e-gun, or single-headed drum. " You shall hear

the sound of my Ta wa-e-gun."

No. 19. The Ta-wa e-gouse, or tambourine, ornamented with feathers,

and a wing, indicative of its being prepared for a sacred use. " Do
you understand my drum !"

No. 20. A raven. The skin and feathers of this bird are worn as

head orimments. " I sing the raven that has brave feathers."

No. 21. A crow, the wings and head of which are worn as a head-

dress. " I am the crow— I am the crow—his skin is my body."

No. 22. A medicine lodge. A leader or master of the Meda society,

standing with his drum stick raised, and holding in his hands the clouds

and the celestial hemisphere. " I wish to go into your lodge—I go into

your lodge."

In conuection with this topic reference may be made to the Lenap6

and their Legends : with the complete text and symbols of TheWalam
Olum, by Daniel G. Brinton, A. M., M. D., Phila., 1885. 8 vo. pp. 262,

with numerous illustrations.

TRADITIONS.

As an example of a chart used to assist in the exact repetition of

traditions, Figure 38 is presented with the following explanation by

Eev. J. Owen Dorsey:
" The chart accompanies a tradition chanted by members of a secret

society of the Osage tribe. It was drawn by an Osage, Hada otiose. Red
Corn, who was adopted in childhood by a white man named Matthews;

hence he is also known as Wm. P. Matthews, or " Bill Nix." He is one

of the tribal lawyers. He obtained his version of the tradition from a

member of his gens, Sadekiif-e. Another version of the aame tradition

was obtained by him from Pahii-skil, White Hair, the chief ot the Bald

Eagle subgens of the Tsiou gens, ^ahiyje wa;ayiiiT|e, Saucy Chief,

gave me other parts of the tradition, which Hada otiose had forgotten.

He also chanted a few lines of the tradition of the Waoaoe gens.

Wayiits'ai[aai, of the Black Bear gens, told me a little of his tradition
;

and I obtained part of the Waoaoe tradition from Hu^ak^i", Good Voice,

of the Mi°k'i" gens.
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The tree at the top represents the tree of life. By this flows a river.

The tree and the river are described later in the degrees. When a

woman is initiated she is required by the head of her gens to take four

sips of water (symbolizing the river), then he rubs cedar on the palms

of his hands, with which he rubs her from head to foot. If she belongs

to a gens on the left side of the tribal circle, her chief begins on the left

side of her head, making three passes, and pronouncing the sacred name
of Deity three times. Then he repeats the process from her forehead

down ; then on the right side of her head ; then at the back of her head;

four times three times, or twelve passes in all.

Beneath the river are the following objects: The Watse juj[a, male
slaying animal (f ), or morning star, which is a red star. 2. Six stars

called the " Elm rod " by the white people in the Indian Territory. 3.

The ev'euing star. !. The little star. Beneath these are the moon,
seven stars, and sun. Under the seven stars are the peace pipe and
war hatchet, the latter is close to the sun, and the former and the moon
are on the same side of the chart. Four parallel lines extending across

the chart, represent four heavens or upper worlds through which the

ancestors of the Tsiou people passed before they came to this earth. The
lowest heaven rests on an oak tree : the ends of the others appear to be

supported by pillars or ladders. The tradition, according to Sadeki^g,

begins below the lowest heaven, on the left side of the chart, under the

peace pipe. Each space on the pillar corresponds with a line of the

chant; and each stanza (at the opening of the tradition) contains four

lines. The first stanza precedes the arrival of the first heaven, pointing

to a time when the children of the " former end " of the race were with-

out human bodies as well as human souls. The bird hovering over the

arch denotes an advance in the condition of the i)eople ; then they had
human souls in the bodies of birds. Then followe d the progress from

the fourth to the first heaven, followed by the descent to earth. The
ascent to four heavens and the descent to three, makes up the number
seven.

The tree on which the Tsiou was called piisiihii, jack oak, or a sort

of a red oak. When they alighted, it was on a beautiful day when the

earth was covered with luxuriant vegetation. From that time the paths

of the Osages separated; some marched on the right, being the war
gentes, while those on the left were peace gentes, including the Tsiou,

whose chart this is.

Then the Tsiou met the black bear, called Kiixe-wAhiisa"' in the tra-

dition. Kaxewahii-sa"', Crow-bone-white in the distance. He offered

to become their messenger, so they sent him to the different stars for

aid. According to the chart he went to them in the following order:

Morning star, sun, moon, seven stars, evening star, little star ; but, ac-

cording to the chant related, they were as follows: Watse ^u^ia (morn-

ing star) ; Watse mi°jia (female animal that slays another star) ; Ha"-

pa^a^-Wakauja (Wakanda or Deity during the day, the sun) ; Wa-
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kanjaba" (fiilkce (Deity of the nigbt, inoon) ; Mikak'e pe(J-u"da, Seven
Stars ; Ta adfi", Three Deer ; Mikak'e tailjia, Big Star ; Mikak'e oif»>ia,

Little Star. Theu the BUick bear went to the Waoiuna-oii:}se, a female

red bird sitting- on her nest. This grand-

mother granted his request. She gave
them human bodies, making them out of

her own body.

The earth lodge at the end of the chart

denotes tlie village of the Hafijia uta(J'a"jsi,

who were a very warlike people. Buffalo

skulls were on the tops of the lodges, and

the bones of the animals on which they

subsisted, whitened on the ground. The
very air was rendered offensive by the de-

caying bodies and offal. The Haujia

uta('a";si made a treaty of i)eace with ihe

Waoace and Tsiou gentes, and from the

union of the three resulted the present

nation of the Osages.

The Bald Eagle account of the tradi-

tion begins very abruptly. The stars

were approached thus : Ha"da^a"-Wakanja

(sun), Watse jujja (morning star), Wadaha
(Great Dii)per), Tapa (Pleiades) Mikak'e-

ha"-da^a" (Day Star). This version gives

what is wanting in the other, the meeting

of other gentes, Hafika oinjja, Wiioaoe,

Hah5{auta(|'a"^8i, etc., and the decisions of

the chief of the Hafij[a-uta(j'a";si.

The people on the war side had similar

adventures, but the accurate account has

not yet been obtained.

The whole of the chart was used mnemonically. Parts of it, such as

the four heavens and ladders, were tattooed on the throat and chest of

the old men belonging to the order."

Fig. 38.—Osage chart.

TREATIES.

The most familiar example of the recording of treaties is the employ-

ment of wampum belts for that iJurpose. An authority on the subject

says: "The wampum belts given to Sir William Johnson, of immortal

Indian memory, were in several rows, black on each side, and white in the

middle ; the white being placed in the center was to express peace, and
that the path between them was fair and open. In the center of the
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belt was a figure of a diamond made of white wampum, which the

Indians call the council fire." See Voyages and Travels of an Indian

interpreter and trader, etc., by J. Long, London, 1791, p. 47.

More minute statements regarding wampum is made su[)ertluous after

its full discussion bj' Mr. W. H. Holmes iu his work, "Art in Shell of

the ancient Americans," in the Second Annual Report of the Bureau of

Ethnologj', pages 253 et seq. One of his illustrations specially iu point

for the present purpose is here reproduced in Plate Y. Ilis remarks

upon it are as follows

:

The remarkable belt shown has an extremely interesting, although a somewhat in-

complete, history attached to it. It is believed to be the original belt delivered by

the Leni-Lenape sachems to William Penn at the celebrated treaty under the elm tree

at Shackamaxon in 1682. Although there is no documentary evidence to show that

this identical belt was delivered on that occasion, it is conceded on all hands that it

came into the possession of the great founder of Pennsylvania at some one of his

treaties with the tribes that occupied the province ceded to him. Up to the year

1857 this belt remained in the keeping of the Penn family. In March, 1H57, it was
presented to the Pennsylvania Historical Society by Granville .John Penn, a great-

grandson of William Penn. Mr. Penn, in his speech on this occasion, states that there

can be no doubt that this is the identical belt used at the treaty, and presents his

views in the following language:
" In the first place, its dimensions are greater than of those used on more ordinary

occasions, of which we have one still in onr possession—this belt being composed of

eighteen strings of wampum, which is a proof that it was the record of some very im-

portant negotiation. In the next place, in the center of the belt, which is of white

wampum, are delineated in dark-colored beads, in a rude but graphic style, two fig-

ures—that of an Indian grasping with the hand of friendship the hand of a man evi-

dently intended to be represented in the European costume, wearing a hat ; which

can only be interpreted as having reference to the treaty of peace and friendship

which was then concluded between William Penn and the Indians, and recorded by
them in their own simple but descriptive mode of expressing their meaning, by the

employment of hieroglyphics. Then the fact of its having been preserved in the

family of the founder from that period to the present time, having descended through

three generations, gives an authenticity to the document which leaves no doubt of its

genuineness; and as the chain and medal which were presented by the parliament to

his father the admiral, for his naval services, have descended among the family

archives unaccompanied by any written document, but is recorded on the journals of

the House of Commons, equal authenticity may be claimed for the wampum belt con-

firmatory of the treaty made by his son with the Indians; which event is recorded on

the page of history, though, like the older relic, it has been unaccompanied iu its

descent by any document in writing."

WAR.

Material objects were often employed in challenge to and declaration

of war, some of which may assist in the interpretation of pictographs.

A few instances are mentioned

:

Arrows, to which long hairs iire attached, were stuck up along the
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trail or road, by tbe Florida ludians, to signify a declaration of war.

See Captain Laudonniere in Hakhiyt, III, 415.

Challenging by beralds obtained. Thns the Shumeias challenged the

Ponios [in central California] by placing three little sticks, notched in

the middle and at both ends, on a mound which marked the boundary

between the two tribes. If the Pouios accept, they tie a string round

the middle notch. Heralds then meet and arrange time and place, and

tbe battle conies off as appointed. See Bancroft, Native Eaces, I, p. 379.

A few notices of the foreign use of material objects in connection

with this branch of the subject may be given.

ItappearsintheBible: Ezek., XXXVII, 16-20, and Numbers, XVII, 2.

Lieutenant-Colonel Woodthorp says (Jour. Antb. Inst. Gr. Brit.,

Vol. XLI, 1882, 11. 211) :
" On the road to Niao we saw on the ground

a curious mud figure of a man in slight relief presenting a gong in the

direction of Senna; this was supposed to show that the Fiao men were

willing to come to terms with Senna, then at war with Niao. Another

mode of evincing a desire to turn away the wrath of an approaching

enemy, and induce him to open negotiations, is to tie up in his path a

couple of goats, sometimes also a gong, with the universal symbol of

peace, a palm leaf jilanted in the ground hard by."

The Maori had neither the quipus nor wampum, but only a board

shaped like a saw, which was called he ralcau waMpa-paranga, or gen-

ealogical board ; it was in fact a tally, having a notch for each name,

and a lilank sjiace to denote where the male line failed and was suc-

ceeded by that of the female
;
youths were taught their genealogies by

repeating the names of each to which the notches referred. See Te Ika

a Maui.—Rev. Eichard Taylor, London, 1870, p. 379.

TIME.

Dr. William H. Corbusier, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, gives the

following information

:

The Dakotas make use of the cii'cle as the symbol of a cycle of time

;

a small one for a year and a large one for a longer period of time, as a

life-time, one old man. Also a round of lodges, or a cvcle of 70 years, as

Fig. 39.—Device denoting succession of time. Baliota.

in Battiste Good's Winter Count. The continuance of time is sometimes

indicated by a line extending in a direction from right to left across the

page, when on paper, and the annual circles are suspended from the

line at regular intervals by short lines, as in Figure 39, and the ideo-
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graph for the year is placed beneath each one. At other times the line

is not continiions, bnt is interrupted at regular intervals by the yearly

circle, as in Figure 40.

-ooo
Fig. 40.—Device dcDoting succe-ssion of time. D.ikota.

The large amount of space taken up by the Dakota Winter Counts,

now following, renders it impracticable to devote more to the graphic

devices regarding time. While these Winter Counts are properly under

the present head, their value is not limited to it, as they suggest, if

they do not explain, points relating to many other divisions of the

present paper.

THE DAKOTA WINTER COUNTS.

The existence among the Dakota Indians of continuous designations

of years, in the form of charts corresponding in part with the orderly

arrangement of divisions of time termed calendars, was first made pub-

lic by the present writer in a paper entitled " A Calendar of the Dakota
Xation," which was issued in April, 1877, in Bulletin III, No. 1, of the

United States Geological and Geogra])hical Survey. Later considera-

tion of the actual use of such charts by the Indinns has induced the

change of their title to that adopted by themselves, viz., Winter Counts,

in the original, waniyetu wowapi.

The lithographed chart published with that paper, substantially the

same as Plate VI, now presented, was ascertained to be the Winter Count
used by or at least known to a large portion of the Dakota peo])le, ex-

tending over the seventy-one years commencing with the winter of A.
D. ISOO-'Ol.

The copy from which the lithograph was taken is traced on a strip of

cotton cloth, in size one yard square, which the characters almost en-

tirely fill, and was made by Lieut, n. T. Eeed, First United States In-

fantry, an accomi)lished ofHcer of tlie present writer's former company
and regiment, in two colors, black and red, used in the original, of which
it is a/flc simile.

The general design of the chart and the meaning of most of its

characters were ascertained by Lieutenant Reed, at Fort Sully, Dakota,

and afterwards at Fort liice, Dakota, in November, 1876, by the present

writer ; while further investigation of records and authorities at Wash-
ington elicited additional details used in the publication mentioned and
many more since its issue.

After exhibition of the coi)y to a number of military and civil ofii-

cers connected with the Departments of War and of the Interior, it

appeared that those who, from service on expeditions and surveys or

from special study of American ethnology, were most familiar with
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the Indian tribes west of the Mississippi, had never heard of this or

any other similar attempt among them to establish a chronological

system. Bragging biographies of chiefs and partisan histories of par-

ticular wars delineated in picture writing on hides or bark are very

common. Nearly every traveler on the plains has obtained a painted

robe, on which some aboriginal artist has stained rude signs purport-

ing to represent tribal or personal occurrences, or often the family con-

nections of the first owner. Some of these in the possession of the

present writer have special significance and are mentioned under appro-

priate heads in the present work.

It is believed that, in the pictographs of all of these peoples discov-

ered before the chart mentioned, the obvious intention was either his-

torical or biographical, or more generally was to chronicle occurrences

as such, and that there was not an apparent design to portray events

selected without exclusive reference to their intrinsic interest or import-

ance, but because they severally occurred within regular successive in-

tervals of time, and to arrange them in an orderly form, specially con-

venient for nre as a calendar and valuable for no other purpose.

The copy made by Lieutenant Keed was traced over a duplicate of

the original, which latter was drawn on a buffalo robe by Lone-Dog, an

aged Indian, belonging to the Yanktonai tribe of the Dakotas, who
in the autumn of 1876 was near Fort Peck, Montana, and was reported

to be still in his possession. His Dakota name is given him by cor-

respondents who knew him, as in the ordinary English literation,

Shunka-ishnala, the words respectively corresponding very nearly with

the vocables in Eiggs's lexicon for dog-lone. Others have, however,

identified him as Chi-nosa, translated as "a lone wanderer," and as-

serted that he was at the time mentioned with the hostile Dakotas

under Sitting Bull. There appear to have been several Dakotas of the

present generation known to the whites as Lone-Dog.

Plate VI is a representation of the chart as it would appear on the

buffalo robe, but it is photographed from the copy on linen cloth, not

directly from the robe.

The duplicate from which the copy wa3 immediately taken was in the

possession of Basil Clement, a halfbreed interpreter, living at Little

Bend, near Fort Sully, Dakota, who professed to have obtained informa-

tion concerning the chart from personal inquiries of many Indians, and

whose dictated translation of them, reduced to writing in his own
words, forms the basis of that given in the present paper. The genu-

ineness of the document was verified by separate examination, through

another interpreter, of the most intelligent Indians accessible at Fort

Rice, and at a considerable distance from Clement, who could have had

no recent communication with those so examined. One of the latter,

named Good-Wood, a Blackfoot Dakota and an enlisted scout attached

to the garrison at Fort Rice, immediately recognized the copy now in

possession of the writer as "the same thing Lone-Dog had," and also
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stated that lie bad seen another copy at Standing llock Agency in the

hands of Bhie-Thuuder, a BlacJjfoot Dakota. He said itsbowed " some-

thing put down for every year about their nation." He knew how to

use it as a calendar, beginning from the center and counting from right

to left, and was familiar with the meaning of many of the later charac-

ters and the events they commemorated, in which he corroborated

Cl<;ment's translation, but explained that he had forgotten the interpre-

tation of some of the earlier signs, which were about those things done
before his birth.

All the investigations that could be made elicited the following ac-

count, which, whether accurate or not, the Indians examined certainly

believed : Probably with the counsel of the old men and authorities of

his tribe, Lone-Dog ever since his youth has been in the habit of de-

ciding upon some event or circumstance which should distinguish each

year as it passed, and when such decision was made he marked what
was considered to be its appropriate symbol or device upon a buffalo

robe kept for the purpose. The robe was at convenient times exhibited

toother Indians of the nation, who were thus taught the meaning and use

of the signs as designating the several years, in order that at the death of

the recorder the knowledge might notbe lost. A similar motive as to the

preservation of the record led to its duplication in 1870 or 1871, so that

Clement obtained it in a form ending at that time. It was also reported

by .several Indians that other copies of the chart in its various past

stages of formation had been known to exist among the several tribes,

being probably kept for reference, Lone-Dog and his robe being so fre-

quently inaccessible.

Although Lone-Dog was described as a very old Indian, it was not

supposed that he was of sufficient age in the year 1800 to enter upon

the duty as exi)laiued. Either there was a predecessor from whom he re-

ceived the earlier records or obtained copies of them, or, his work being

first undertaken when he had reached manhood, he gathered the tradi-

tions from his elders and worked back so far as he could do so accurately,

the object either then or before being to establish some system of chro-

nology for the use of the tribe, or more probably iu the first instance

for the use of his particular band.

Present knowledge of the Winter Count systems renders it improba-

ble that Lone-Dog was their inventor or originator. They were evi-

dently started, at the latest, before the present generation, and have

been kept u]) by a number of independent recorders. The idea was
one specially appropriate to the Indian genius, yet the peculiar mode
of record was an invention, and is not probably a very old invention,

as it has not, so far as known, spread beyond a definite district or been

extensively adopted. If an invention of that character had been of

gre.at antiquity it would probably have spread by intertribal channels

beyond the bands or tribes of the Dakotas, where alone the copies of

such charts have been found and are understood. Yet the known ex-
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istence of portable pictographs of this ascertained character renders

it proper to examine rock etchings and other native recoi'ds with

reference to their possible interpretation as designating events chrono-

logically.

A query is naturally suggested, whether intercourse with mission-

aries and other whites did not first give the Dakotas some idea of

dates and awaken a sense of want in that direction. The fact that

Lone-Dog's winter count, the only one known at the time of its first

publication, begins at a date nearly coinciding with the first year of

the present centnry by our computation, awakened a suspicion that it

might be due to civilized intercourse, and was not a mere coincidence.

If the influence of missionaries or traders started any plan of chronology,

it is remarkable that they did not suggest one in some manner resem-

bling the system so long and widely used, and the only one they knew,

of counting in numbers from an era, such as tlie birth of Christ, the

Hegira, the Ab Urbe Condita, the First Olympiad, and the like. But
the chart shows nothing of this nature. The earliest character (the

one in the center or beginning of the spiral) merely represents the kill-

ing of a small number of Dakotas by Iheir enemies, an event of fre-

quent occurrence, and neither so important nor interesting as many
others of the seventy-one shown in the chart, more than one of which,

indeed, might well have been selected as a notable fixed point before

and after which simple arithmetical notation could have been used to

mark the years. Instead of any plan that civilized advisers would

naturally have introduced, the one actually adopted—to individualize

each year by a specific recorded symbol, or totem, according to the

decision of a competent person, or by common consent acted ui)on by a

person charged with or undertaking the duty whereby confusion was
prevented—should not suffer denial of its originality merely because it

was ingenious, and showed more of scientific method than has often

been attributed to the. northern tribes of America. The ideographic

record, being preserved and understood by many, could be used and

referred to with sufiicient ease and accuracy for ordinary purposes.

Definite signs for the first appearance of the small-pox and for the first

capture of wild horses may be dates as satisfactory to the Dakotas as

the corresponding expressions A. D. 1802 and 1813 to the Christian

world, and far more certain than much of the chronological tables of

Eegiomoutanus and Ai'chbishop Usher in terms of A. M. and B. C.

The careful arrangement of distinctly separate characters in ^u out-

ward spiral starting from a central point is a clever expedient to dis-

pense with the use of numbers for noting the years, yet allowing every

date to be determined by counting backward or forward from any other

that might be known ; and it seems unlikely that any such device, so

different from that common among the white visitors, should have been

prompted by them. The whole conception seems one strongly charac-

teristic of the Indians, who in other instances have shown such expert-
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ness in ideograpby. The discovery of the other charts presented or

referred to in tliis paper, which difl'er in their times of commencement
and ending from that of Lone-Dog and from each other, removed any

inference arising from the abo%'e-mentioned coincidence in beginning

witli the present century.

Copies of the paper publishing and explaining Lone-Dog's record were

widely circulated by the present writer among Army oiHcers, Indian

agents, missionaries, and other persons favorably situated, in hopes of

obtaining other examples and further information. The result was a

gratifying verification of all the important statements and suggestions

in the i)nblication, with the correction of some errors of detail and the

supply of much additional material. The following copies of the chart,

substantially the same as that of Lone-Dog, are now, or have been, in

the possession of the present writer

:

1. A chart made and kept by Bo-i-de, The-Flame (otherwise trans-

lated The-Blaze), who, in 1877, lived at Peoria Bottom, 18 miles south

of Fort Sully, Dakota. He was a Dakota and had generally dwelt

with the Sans Arcs, though it was reported that he was by birth one

of the Two Kettles. The interpretation was obtained (it is under-

stood originally at the instance of Lieutenant Mans, First United States

Infantry) directly from The-Flame by Alex. Laruvey, ofiflcial interpreter

at Fort Sully, in the month of April, 1877.

The facsimile copy in the writer's possession, also made by Lieutenant

Eeed, is on a cotton cloth about a yard square and in black and red

—

thus far similar to his copy of Lone-Dog's chart, but the arrangement is

wholly different. The character for the first year mentioned appears in

the lower left hand corner, and the record proceeds toward the right to

the extremity of the cloth, then crossing toward the left and again toward

the right at the edge of the cloth—and so throughout in the style called

boustrophedon ; and ending in the upper left-hand corner. The gen-

eral effect is that of seven straight lines of figures, but those lines are

distinctly connected at their extremities with others above and below,

so that the continuous figure is serpentine. It thus answers the same
purpose of orderly arrangement, allowing constant additions, like the

more circular spiral of Lone-Dog. This record is for the.years 178G-'7

to lS76-'7, thus commencing earlier and ending later than that of Lone-

Dog.

2. The-Swan's chart was kindly furnished to the writer by Dr. Charles

Rau, of the Smithsonian Institution. It was sent to him in 1872 by
Dr. John R. Patrick, of Belleville, Saint Clair County, Illinois, who re-

ceived it from Dr. Washington West, of Belleville, Illinois, who became

an acting assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, November 2, 18C8, and was

assiigned to duty at Cheyenne Agency, Dakota, established by General

Harney, as one of a number of agencies to become useful as rendezvous

for Dakotas to keep them from disturbing the line of the Union Pacific

Railroad. He remained there from November, 1868, to May, 1870.
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The agency was specially for the Two Kettles, Sans Arcs, and Min-

neconjous. A Miunecoiijou chief, The-Swan, elsewhere called The-Lit-

tle-Swau, kept this record on the dressed skin of an antelope or deer,

claiming that it had been preserved in his family for seventy years.

The title of the written interpetation of this chart was called the His-

tory of the Miunecoiijon Dakotas, its true use not being then under-

stood. In return for favors, Dr. West obtained permission to have some

copies made on common domestic cotton cloth and employed an Indian

expert of the Two Kettle band to do the work in facsimile. From one

of these he had a photograph taken on a small plate, and then enlarged

in printing to about two thirds of the original size and traced and

touched up in India ink and red paint to match the original, which

was executed in some black pigment and ruddle.

The characters are arranged in a spiral similar to those in Lone-Dog's

chart, but more oblong in form. The course of the spiral is from left

to right, not from right to left. The interpretation of this chart was
made at Cheyenne Agency in 1808 for Dr. Washington West by Jean

Premeau, interpreter at that agency.

A useful note is given in connection with the interpretation, that in

it all the names are names given by the Minueconjous, and not the

names the parties bear themselves, e. g., in the interpretation for the

year 1829-'30, (see Plate XVIII, and page 114,) Bad Arrow Indian is a

translation of the Dakota name for a band of Blackfeet. The owner
and explainer of this copy of the chart was a Miuneconjou, and there-

fore his rendering of names might differ from that of another person

equally familiar with the chart.

3. Another chart examined was kindly loaned to the writer by Brevet

Maj. Josei)h Bush, captain Twenty-second United States Infantry. It

was procured by him in 1870 at the Cheyenne Agency, from James C.

Robb, formerly Indian trader, and afterwards post trader. This copy

is one yard by three-fourths of a yard, spiral, beginning in the center

from right to left. The figures are substantially the same size as those

in Lone-Dog's chart, with which it coincides in time, except that it ends

at 1869-'70. The interpretation differs from that accomjiauying the

latter in a few. particulars.

4. The chart of Mato Sapa, Black-Bear. He was a Minneconjou

warrior, residing in 1808 and 1809 on the Cheyenne Agency Eeserva-

tion, on the Missouri River, near Fort Sully, Dakota, near the mouth of

the Cheyenne River. In order to please Lieut. O. D. Ladley, Twenty-
second United States Infantry, who was in charge of the reservation,

he drew or copied on a piece of cotton cloth what he called, through the

interpreter, the History of the Minneconjous, and also gave through

the same interpreter the key or translation to the figures. Lieutenant

Ladley loaned them to an ex-army friend in Washington, who brought

them to the notice of the present writer.
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This copy is on a smaller scale than that of Lone-Dog, being a flat

and elongated spiral, 2 feet 6 inches by 1 foot C inches. The spiral reads

from right to left. This chart, which begins as does that of Lone-Dog,

ends with the years 186S-'G9.

The present writer has had conversation and correspondence concern-

ing other copies and other translated interpretations of what may be

called for convenience and with some right, on acconntof priority in

pnblication, the Lone-Dog system of winter counts. But it also was dis-

covered that there were other systems in which the same pictographic

method was adopted by the Dakotas. An account of the most import-

ant of these, viz.: the charts of Baptiste or Battiste Good, American-

Horse, Oloud-Shield, and White-cow-killer has been communicated by
Dr. William H. Corbusier, assistant surgeon. United States Army, and
is presented infra., page 127, under the title of The Corbusier Winter
Counts.

The study of all the charts, with their several interpretations, ren-

ders plain some points remaining in doubt while the Lone-Dog chart

was the only example known. In the first place, it became clear that

there was no fixed or uniform mode of exhibiting the order of continuity

of the year-characters. They were arranged si)irally or lineally, or in

serpentine curves, by boustrophedon or direct, starting backward from

the last year shown, or proceeding uniformly forward from the first

year selected or remembered. Any mode that would accomplish the

object of continuity with the means of regular addition seemed to be

equally acceptable. So a theory advanced that there was some sym-

bolism in the right to left circling of Lone-Dog's chart was aborted, es-

pecially when an obvious reproduction of that very chart was made by
an Indian with the spiral reversed. It was also obvious that when
copies were made, some of them probably from memory, there was no

attempt at Chinese accuracy. It was enough to give the graphic or

ideographic character, and frequently the character is better defined on

one of the charts than on the others for the corresponding year. One
interpretation or ratherone translation of the interpretation would often

throw light on the others. It also appeared that while different events

were selected by the recorders of the diflerent systems, there was some-

times a selection of the same event for the same year and sometimes for

the next, such as would be natural in the progress of a famine or epi-

demic, or as an event gradually became known over a vast territory.

To exhibit these points more clearly, the characters on the charts of The-

riame. Lone Dog, and The-Swan have been placed together on Plates

VII-XXXIII, and their interpretations, separately obtained and trans-

lated, have also been collated, commencing on page 100. Where any
information was sujjplied by the charts of Mato Sapa or of Major Bush
and their interpretation, or by otlier authorities, it is given in connection

with the appropriate year. Reference is also made to some coincidences

or explanatory manner noticed in the Corbusier system.
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With regard to the Loue-Dog' system, with which the prcseut writer

is more familiar, and upou which he has examined a large number ot

Indians during the last eight years, an attempt was made to ascertain

whether the occurrences selected and represented were those peculiar

to the clan or tribe of the recorder or were either of general concern or

of notoriety throughout the Dakota tribes. This would tend to deter-

mine whether the undertaking was of a merely individual nature, lim-

ited by i)ersonal knowledge or special interests, or whether the scope

was general. All inquiries led to the latter supposition. The persons

examined were of difl'erent tribes, and far apart from each other, yet all

knew what the document was, i. e., that "some one thing was put down
for each year;" that it was the work of Lone-Dog, and that he was the

only one who " could do it," or jierhajis was authority for it. The iuternal

evidence is to the same effect. All the symbols indicate what was done,

experienced, or observed by the nation at large or by its tribes without

distinction—not by that of which Lone-Dog is a member, no special feat

of the Yanktonais, indeed, being mentioned—and the chiefs whose

deaths or deeds are noted appear to have belonged indifferently to

the several tribes, whose villages were genei'ally at great distance each

from the other and from that of the recorder. It is, however, true that

the Minneconjous were more familiar than other of the Dakotas with

the interpretation of the characters on Lone-Dog's chart, and that a

considerable proportion of the events selected relate to that divi.sion of

the confederacy.

In considering the extent to which Lone-Dog's chart is understood

and used among his people, it may be mentioned that the writer has

never shown it to an intelligent Dakota of full years who has not known
what it was for, and many of ihem knew a large part of the years \>ot-

trayed. When there was less knowledge, there was the amount that

may be likened to that of an uneducated person or child who is exam-

ined about a map of the United States, which had been shown to him

before, with some explanation only partially apprehended or remem-

bered. He would tell that it was a map of the United States; would

probably be able to point out with some accuracy the State or city

where he lived
;
perhaps the capital of the country

;
probably the names

of the States of peculiar position or shape, such as Maine, Delaware,

or Florida. So the Indian examined would often point out in Lone-

Dog's chart the year in which he was born or that in which his father

died, or in which there was some occurrence that had strongly im-

pressed him, but which had no relation whatever to the character for

the year in question. It had been pointed out to him before, and he

had remembered it, though not the remainder of the chart.

With the interpi-etatious of the several charts given below some ex-

planations are furnished, but it may be useful to set forth in advance a

few facts relating to the nomenclature and divisions of the tribes fre-

quently mentioned. In the literature on the subject the great linguistic
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stock or family embracing not only the Sioux or Dakotas proper, but the

Missouris, Omahas, Ponkas, Oaages, Kansas, Otos, Assiniboines, Gros

Ventres or Minnitaris, Crows, lowas, Mandans, and some others, has

been frequently styled the Dakota Family. Major Powell, the Director

of the P)Ureau of Ethnology, iVom considei-atiuns of priority, has lately

adopted the name Siouan for the fiimily, and for the grand division of

it popularly called Sioux has used the term Dakota, which the people

claim for themselves. In this general respect it is possible to conform

in this paper to Major Powell's dassitication, but, specially in the details

of the Winter Oouiits, the form of the titles of the tribes is that which

is generally used, but with little consistency, in literature, and is not

given with the accurate philologic literation of special scholars, or with

reference to the synonomy determined by Major Powell, but not yet

published. The reason for this temporarj' abandonment of scientific

accuracy is that another course would require the correction or anno-

tation of the whole material contrilmted from many sources, and would

be cumbrous as well as confusing prior to the publication, by the

Bureau of Ethnology, of the synonomy mentioned.

The word "Dakota'' is translated in Piggs's Dictionary of that lan-

guage as ''leagued, or allied." Dr. J. Hammond Tiumbull, the distin-

guished ethnographer and glossologist, gives the meaning to be more

precisely "associated as comrades," the root being found in other dia-

lects of 'he same group of hingnages for instance, in the Minitari,

where ddid is the name I'or the clan or band, and dak6e means friend

or comrade. In the Sioux (Dakota) dialect, cota or coda means friend,

and liakota may, literally trarslated, signify "our friends."

The title Sioux, which is indignantly repudiated by the nation, is either

the last syllable or the two last syllables, accordiugto i)ronunciation, of

" Nadowesioux," which is the French plural of the Algonkiu name for

the Dakotas, '' Is'^adowessi," "enemy," though the English word is not

so strong as the Indian, " hated foe" being nearer. The Chippeways
called an Iroquois ''Nadowi," which is also their name for I'attlesnake

(or, as others translate, adder) ^ in the plural, Nadowek. A Sioux they

called Nadowessi, which is the same word with a contemptuous or di-

minutive termination
;
plural, Nadowessiwak or Nadawessyak. The

French gave the name their own form of the jtlural, and the voyageurs

and trapi^ers cut it down to " Sioux."

The more important of existing tribes and organized bands into

which the nation is now divided are given below, being the dislocated

remains of the "Seven Great Council Fires," not only famed in tradi-

tion, but known to early white pioneers:

Yaiditou and Yanktonai or Ihailkto^wa", both derived from a root

meaning " at the end," alluding to the former locality of their villages.

Sihasapa, or Blackfeet.

Oheno"pa, or Two Kettles.

4 ETH 7
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Itaziptco, Without Bow. The French translation, Sans Arc, is, how-

ever, more commonly used.

Miuneconjou, translated Those who plant by the water, the physical

features of their old home.

Bitca°gu, Burnt Hip or Brule.

Santee, subdivided into Wahpeton, Men among Leaves, ('. e., forests,

and Sisseton, Men of Prairie Marsh. Two other bands, now practically

extinct, formerly belonged to the Santee, or, as it is more correctly

spelled, Isanti tribe, from the root Issan, knife. Their former terri-

tory furnished the material for stone knives, from the manufacture of

which they were called the " knife people."

Ogallalla, Ogalala, or Oglala. The meaning and derivation of this

name, as well as the one next mentioned (Uncpapa), have been the sub-

jects of much controversy.

Uncpapa, Unkpapa, or Hunkpapa, the most warlike and probably the

most powerful of all the bauds, though not the largest.

Hale, trallatin. and Riggs designate a " Titon tribe" as located west

of the Missouri, and as much the largest division of the Dakotas, the

latter authority subdividing into the Sichangu, Itazipcho, Sihasapa,

Miuneconjou, Oheuo"pa, Ogallalla, and Huucpapa, seven of the tribes

specified above, which he calls bands. The fact probably is that " Titon "

(from the word ti"fan, meaning, "at or on land without trees, or prai-

rie") was the name of a tribe, but it is now only an expression for all

those tribes whose raTiges are on the prairie, and that it has become a

territorial and accidental, not a tribular distinction. One of the Da-

kotas at Fort Rice spoke to the writer of the "hostiles" as " Titous,"

with obviously the same idea of locality, " away on the prairie ;" it be-

ing well known that they were a conglomeration from several tribes.

It is proper here to remark that throughout the charts the totem of

the clan of the person indicated is not generally given, though it is

often used in other kinds of records, but instead, a pictorial represent-

ation of his name, which their selection of proper names rendered ])rac-

ticable. The clans are divisions relating to consanguinity, and neither

coincide with the political tribal organizations nor are limited by them.

The number of the clans, or distinctive totemic groups, of the Dakota

is less than that of their organized bands, if not of their tribes, and con-

siderably less than that of the totems appearing on the charts. Although

it has been contended that the clan-totem alone was used by Indians,

there are many other specimens of picture-writings among the Dakota

where the name-totem appears, notably the set of fifty-five drawings in

the library of the Army Medical Museum narrating tlie deeds of Sitting-

Bull. A pictured message lately sent by a Dakota at Fort Rice to an-

other at a distant agency, and making the same use of name signs, came

to the writer's notice. Captain Carver, who spent a considerable time

with these Indians (called by him Nadowessies) in 176G-'77, explains that

"besides the name of the animal by which every nation or tribe [clanj
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is denominated, there are others that are personal, which the children

receive from their mother. * * * The chiefs are distinguished by a

name that has either some reference to their abilities or to the hiero-

glyphic of their families, and these are acquired after they have arrived

at the age of manhood. Such as have signalized themselves either in

their war or hunting parties, or are possessed of some eminent qualifi-

cation, receive a name that serves to perpetuate the fame of their ac-

tions or to make their abilities conspicuous." The common use of these

uamesigus appears in their being afiixed to old treaties, and also to

some petitions in the office of Indian Affairs. Their similarity in char-

acter, use, and actual design, either with or without clan designation,

affords an instructive com])arisou with the origin of heraldry and of

modern surnames. Further remarks about the name system of Indians

appear on page 1G9.

With reference to the Winter Counts, it is well known that the Dakotas

count their years by winters (which is quite natural, that season in their

high levels and latitudes practically lasting more than six mouths),

and say a man is so many snows old, or that so many snow seasons

have passed since an occurrence. They have no division of time into

weeks, and their months are absolutely lunar, only twelve, however,

being designated, which receive their names upon the recurrence of

some prominent physical phenomenon. For example, the period partlj'

embraced by February is intended to be the " raccoon moon"; March,

the "sore-eye moon"; and April, that "in which the geese lay eggs."

As the appearance of raccoons after hibernation, the causes inducing in-

flamed eyes, and oviposition by geese vary with the meteorological char-

acter of each year, and as the twelve lunations reckoned do not bring

back the point in the season when counting commenced, there is often

dispute in the Dakota tipis toward the end of winter as to the correct

current date. In careful examination of the several Counts it does not

appear to be clear whether the event portrayed occurred in the winter

months or was selected in the months immediately before or in those

immediately after the winter. No regularity or accuracy is noticed in

these particulars.

The next following pages give the translated intei-pretation of the

above mentioned charts of TheFlame, designated as No. I; of Lone-

Dog, designated as "So. II; and of The-Swan as No. Ill ; and are ex-

planations of Plates YIl to XXXIII. As The-FIame's count began be-

fore the other two and ended later than those. Plates YU, VIII, and
XXX] II are confined to that count, the others showing the three in

connection. The red color frequently mentioned appears in the corre-

sponding figures in Plate VI of Lone-Dog's chart as rejiroduced, but

black takes its place in the series of plates now under consideration.

Mention of the charts of Mato Sapa and of Major Bush is made where

there seems to be any additional information or suggestion in thenu

When those charts are not mentioned they agree with that of Lone-Dog.
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Eeference is also made to the counts in tbe Corbusier system when cor-

respoudeuce is to be noted.

1786-'87.—No. I represents an Uncpapa chief who wore an "iron"

suieltl over his head. It is stated that he was a great warrior, liilled by
the llees. This word is abbreviated from the word Arikaree, a corrupt

form of Arikara. This year in the Anno Domini style is ascertained by
counting back from several well-known historical events corresponding

with those on the charts.

Battiste Good's count for the same year says: " Iron-hand band- went-

on-war-path winter,'' and adds, " They formerly carried burdens on their

backs hung from a band passed across their forehead. This man had
a band of iron which is shown on his head."

1787-88.—No. I. A clown, well known to the Indians ; a mischief-

maker. A Minueconjou. The interpreter could not learn how he was
connected with this ,vear. His accoutrements are fantastic. The char-

acter is explained by Battiste Good's winter count for the same year as

follows:

"Left-the-heyoka-man-behind winter." A certain man was beyoka,

that is, in a peculiar frame of mind, and went about the village bedecked

with feathers singing to himself, and, while so, joined a war party. On
sighting the enemy the party tied, and called to him to turn back also,

but as he was beyoka, be construed everything that was said to him as

meaning the very opposite, and, therefore, instead of turning back he

went forward and was killed. The interpreter remarked if they had only

had sense enough to tell him to go on, be would then have run away, but

tbe idiots talked to him just as if he had been an ordinary mortal, and,

of course, w^ere responsible for his death.

The figure by Battiste Good strongly resembles that in this chart,

giving indications of fantastic dress with the boW'. Tbe independent

exi>lanations of this figure and of some on the next page referring to

dates so remote have been of interest to the present writer.

1788-89.—No. I. Very severe winter and much sutiering among the

Indians. Crows were frozen to death, which is a rare occurrence.

Hence the figure of the crow.

Battiste Good says : " Manycrows-died winter."

Cloud Shield says: The winter was so cold that many crows froze

to death.

White-Cow-Killer calls the preceding year, 1787-'88, " Manyblack-
crows-died winter."

For the year 1789-'90, American-Horse says: "Tbe cold was so in-

tense that crows froze in the air and dropjied dead near the lodges."

This is an instance of where three sets of accounts refer to tbe same
severe cold, api)arently to three successive years; it may really not have

been three successive years, but that all charts referred to tbe same

season, the fractioi s of years not being regarded, as above explained.
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1789-'90.—No. I. Two Mandans killed by Minneconjous. The pecu-

liar arraDgemeut of the hair distinguishes the tribe.

The Mandans were in the last century one of the most numerous and
(dvilized tribes of the Siouan stock. Lewis and Clarke, in 1804, say that

the Mandans settled forty years before, /. e., 1764, in nine villages, 80

miles below their then site (north of Knife Kiver), seven villages on the

west, and two on the east side of the Missouri. Two villages, being

destroyed by the small-pox and the Dakotas, united and moved up op-

posite to the Arickaras, who probably occupied the same site as exhib-

ited in the counts for the year 1823-24.

Battiste Good says :
" Killed two-Gros-Ventreson-the ice winter."

1790-'91.—No. I. The first United States flag in the country brought

by United States trooi)s. So said the interpreter. No special occasion

or expedition is noted.

Battiste Good says: "Carried-flag-about-with-them winter," and ex-

plains; they went to all the surrounding tribes with the flag, but for

what i^urpose is unknown.

WhiteGowKiller says :
" AUthe-Indians-see-the-flag winter.''

1791-'92 —No. I. A Mandan and a Dakota met in the middle of the

Missonri; each swimming half way across, they shook hands, and made
lieace.

Mulligan, post interpreter at Fort Buford, says that this was at Fort

Berthold, and is an historic fact ; also that the same Maudan, long-

afterwards, killed the same Dakota.

Cloud-Shield says : The Sioux and Omahas made peace.

1702-93.—No. I. Dakotas and Kees meet in camp together, and are

at peace.

The two styles of dwellings, viz., the tipi of the Dakotas, and the earth

lodge of the Arickaras, are apparently depicted.

Battiste Good says: " CampneartheGros-Ventres winter," and adds:

"They were engaged in a constant warfare during this time." The Gros

Ventres' dirt-lodge, with the entry in front, is depicted in Battiste

Good's figure, and on its roof is the head of a Gros Ventre.

See Cloud-Shields's explanations of his figure for this year, page 133.

1793-'94.—No. I. Thiu-Face, a noted Dakota chief, was killed by Rees.

Battiste Good says :
" Killedalong-haired-mau-at-Raw-Hide-Butte

winter," adding that the Dakotas attacked a village of fifty-eight

lodges, of a tribe [called by a correspondent the Cheyennes], and killed

every soul in it. After the fight they found the body of a man whose

hair was done up with deer-hide in large rolls, and on cutting them
open, found it was all real hair, very thick, and as long as a lodge-pole.

(Mem.: Catlin tells of a Crow called Long-Hair, whose hair, by actual

measurement, was 10 feet 7 inches long.) The fight was at Raw-Hide
Butte, now so-called by the whites, which they named Butfalo-Hide

Butte because thej' found so many buffalo hides in the lodges.

According to Cloud-Shield, Long-Hair was killed iu 1780-87 ; and,
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according to Americau-Horse, Long-Hair (a Cheyenne) was killed in

1796-'t)7.

White Cow-Killer says: " Little-Face-kill winter."

Battiste Good says in his count for the succeeding year, 1794-'05,

"Killed-little facel'awuee winter." The Pawnee's face was long, flat,

and narrow like a man's hand, but he had the body of a large man.

179-i-'95—No. 1. A Maudan chief killed a noted Dakota chief with

remarkably long hair, and took his scalp.

White-Cow-Killer says: " Long-Hair-killed winter."

1795-96—No. I. While surrounded by the enemy (Mandans) a Black-

feet Dakota Indian goes at the risk of his life for water for the party.

The interpreter states that this was near the present Cheyenne

Agency, Dakota Territory. In the original character there is a bloody

wound at the shoulder showing that the heroic Indian was wounded.

He is shown bearing a water vessel.

Battiste Good gives a ligure for this year recognizably the same as

that in The-Flame's chart, but with a different explanation. He calls

it " The IJees-stood-the-trozen-man-up-with-the-butt'alo stomach-in-his-

hand winter," and adds: "The body of a Dakota who had been killed

in an encounter with the Eees, and had been left behind, froze. The

Eees dragged it into their village, propped it up with a slick, and hung
a buffalo stomach fillt'd with ice in one hand to make sport of it. The
buffalo stomach was in common use at that time as a water-jug."

White-Cow Killer calls it " Water-stomach-killed winter."

179G-'97—No. I. A Mandan chief, "The-Man-with the-Hat," becomes

noted as a warrior. The character is precisely the same as that often

given for white man. Some error in the interpretation is suggested in

the absence of knowledge whether there actually was a Mandan chief

so named, in which case the pictograph would be consistent.

Battiste Good says: " Wears-the-war-bonnet-died winter," adding:

He did not die this winter, but received a wound in the abilomen from

which the arrow head could not be extracted, but he died of the belly-

ache years after.

White-Cow-Killer says :
" War-Bonnet-killed winter."

The translated expression, "killed," has been noticed to refer often

to a fatal wound, though the death did not take place immediately.

1797-'98.— No. I. A Ree woman is killed by a Dakota while gather-

ing "pomme-blanche," a root used for food. Pomme-blanche, or Navet
de prairie, is a white root somewhat similar in appearance to a white

turnip, botanically Psoratert esculenta (Nuttal), sometimes P. argophyUa.

It is a favorite food of the Indians, eaten boiled down to a sort of

mush or hominy. A forked stick is used in gathering these roots.

It will be noticed that this simple statement about the death of the

Arikara woman is changed by other recorders or interpreters into one

of a mvthical character.
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Battiste Good says: "Took-the-god-woman-captive winter," adding:

a Dakota war party captured a woman of a tribe unknown, wlio, in order

to gain their respect, cried out, "I am a 'Wankan-Tanka' woman,"

meaning that she feared or belonged to God, the Great Spirit, where-

upon they let her go unharmed.

A note is added : This is the origin of their name for God [Waka"-

Tanka], the Great Iloly, or Supernatural Cue, they having ne\er heard

of a Supreme Being, but had offered their prayers to the sun, earth,

and many other objects, believing they were endowed with spirits.

White-Cow-Killer says: "Caught-a-medicine-god-woman winter."

179S-'99.—No. I. Blackfeet Dakotas kill three Rees.

1799-1800.—]Sro. I. Uncpapas kill two Eees. The figure over the

heads of the two Bees is a bow, showing the mode of death. The hair

of the Arickaras in this and the preceding character is represented in

the same manner.

ISOO-'Ol.—No. I. Thirty one Dakotas killed by Crows.

No. II. Thirty Dakotas were killed by Crow Indians.

The device consists of thirty parallel black lines in three columns,

the outer lines being united. In this chart, such black lines always-

signify the death of Dakotas killed by their enemies.

Tlie Absaroka or Crow tribe, although classed by ethnographers as

belonging to the Siouan family, has nearly always been at war with

the Dakotas i)roi)er since the whites have had any knowledge of either.

The oflBcial tables of 187.5 give the number of Crows then living as

4,200. They are tall, well-made, bold, and noted for the extraordinary

length of their hair.

No. III. Thirty Dakotas killed by the Gros Ventres Indians between

Forts Berthold and Union, Dakota.

Mato Sapa's record has nine inside strokes in three rows, the inter-

pretation being that thirty Dakotas were killed by Gros Ventres be-

tween Forts Bertbold and Union, Dakota.

Major Bush says the same, adding that it was near the present site of

Fort Bnford.

1801-'02.—No. I. Many died of small-pox.

No. II. The small pox broke out in the nation. The device is the

head and body of a man covered with red blotches.

No. III. All the Dakotas had the small-pox very bad ; fatal.

Battiste Good's record says :
" Small-pox-used-them-upagain winter."

White-Cow-Killer says : "AUsick winter."

Major Bush adds " very badly " to " small-pox broke out."

1802-03.—No. I. First shod horses seen by Indians.

No. II. A Dakota stole horses with shoes on, i. e., stole them either

directly from the whites or from some other Indians who had before

obtained them from whites, as the Indians never shoe their horses.

The device is a horseshoe.
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No. III. Blackfeet Dakotas stole some American horses liaviug shoes

on. Horseshoes seen for the first time.

Mato Sapa says: Blackfeet Dakota stole American horses with shoes

on, then first seen by them.

Major Bush agrees with Mato Sapa.

White-Cow Killer calls it "Brought in-horseshoes winter."

Battiste Good says: •'Brought-home-Pawneehorses-with-iron shoes-

ou winter."

1803-04:.—Xo. I. A Blackfeet steals many curly horses from the As-

sinaboines.

No. II. They stole some " curly horses " from the Crows. Some of

these horses are still seen on the plains, the hair growing in closely-

curling tufts, resembling in texture the negro's woolly pile. The device

is a horse with black marks for the tufts. The Crows are kuown to have

been early in the ])ossession of horses.

No. III. Uncpapa Dakotas stole five woolly horses from the Eee In-

dians.

WhiteCow-Killer calls it "Plenty-woollyhorses winter."

Mato Sapa says : Uncpapa stole from the Rees five horses having

curly hair.

Major Bush same as last, using " woolly " instead of " curly."

Battiste Good says: "Bronght-homcPawneehorses-with-their-hair-

rough-and-curly winter."

1804-05.—No. I. Calumet dance. Tall-Mandan born.

No. IT. The Dakotas had a calumet dance and then went to w^ar.

The device is a long pipe-stem, ornamented with feathers and streamers.

The feathers are white, with black tips, e\ idently the tail feathers of

the adult golden eagle (Aquila chrysactos)^ highly prized by all Iniliaiis.

The streamers anciently were colored strips of skin or fiexible bark

;

now gayly colored strips of cloth are used. The word calumet is a cor-

ruption of the French chahimeau, and the pipe among all the Mississippi

tribes was a symbol of peace. Ca])tain Carver, in his Three Years'

Travels Through the Interior Parts of Nortii America, Philadelphia,

1796, which travels began in 1760, after puzzling over the etymology

of the word calumet (that honest "captain of Provincial troops" obvi-

ously not understanding French), reports it as "about i feet long,

bowl of red marble, stem of a light wood curiously painted with hiero-

glyphics in various colors and adorned with feathers. Every nation

has a ditferent method of decorating these pipes and can tell at once to

what band it belongs. It is used as an introduction to all treaties, also

as a flag of truce is among Europeans." The event commemorated in

the figure was probably a council of some of the various tribes of the

nation for settlement of all internal ditBculties, so as to act unitedly

against the common enemy. J. C. Beltrami, who visited the Dakotas

not long after this date, describes them in his Pilgrimage, London,

1828, as divided into independent tribes, managing their separate aftairs
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each by its own council, and sometimes coming into conflict with eacli

other, but uniting in a general council on occasions affecting the wliole

nation.

No. III. Danced calumet dance before going to war.

Battiste Good says: " Sung- over- each-other whileonthe war-path

winter." He adds: "The war party while out made a large pipe and

sang each other's praises." A memorandum is also added that the pipe

here seems to indicate peace made with some other tribe assisting in

the war. But see pages 118 and 139.

1805-'0G.—No. I. Eight Dakotas killed by Crows.

No. ir. The Crows killed eight Dakotas. Again the short parallel

black lines, this time eight in number, united by a long stroke. The

interpreter, Fielder, says that this character with black strokes is only

used for grave marks.

No. III. Eight Minneconjou Dakotas killed by Crow Indians at the

mouth of Powder River.

Battiste Good says: "They-came-and-killed-eight winter." The

enemy killed eight Dakotas.

WhiteCow-Killer calls it " Eight-Dakotaskilled winter."

Mato Sapa says : Eight Minneconjous killed by Crows at month of

Powder Kiver.

Major Bush same as last.

18()0-'O7.—No. I. Many eagles caught. This is done by digging a hole

and baiting the eagles to the hole in which the Indian is concealed, who
then catches the eagle.

No. II. A Dakota killed an Arikara as he was about to shoot an

eagle. The sign gives the head and shoulders of a man with a red spot

of blood on his neck, an arm being extended, with a line drawn to a

golden eagle. The Arickaras, a branch of the Pawnee (Paui) family,

were at the date given a powerful body, divided into ten large bands.

They migrated in recent times from southeast to northwest along the

Missouri River.

No. III. A Ree Indian hunting eagles from a hole in the ground killed

by the Two Kettle Dakotas,

Battiste Good says: " Killed-themwhile-hunting-eagles winter."

Some Dakota eagle-hunters were killed by enemies.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Killed-while-liunting-eagles winter."

Mato Sapa says : A Ree hunting eagles from a hole in the ground was
killed by Two Kettles.

Major Bush says the same without the words "hole in the groiifld."

There is no doubt that the drawing represents an Indian in the act

of catching an eagle by the legs, as the Arickaras were accustomed to

catch eagles in their earth-traps. They rarely or never shot war eagles.

The enemies probably shot the Arikara in his trap just as he put his

hand up to grasp the bird.

1807-'08.—No. I. Red-Shirt killed by Rees.
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No. II. Recl-Coat, a chief, was killed. Tlie figure shows the red coat

pierced by two arrows, with blood dropping from the wounds.

No. III. Uncpapa Dakota, named Red-Shirt, killed by Eee Indians.

Battiste Good says: "Came andkilledman-withred-shirton winter."

White (3ow-Killer calls it "Red-shirt-killed winter."

Mato Sapa says: Redshirt, an Uncpapa Dakota, was killed by Rees.

Major Bush same as last.

1808-'09.—No. I. Broken-Leg (Dakota) killed by Rees.

No. II. The Dakota who had killed the Ree shown in this record for

1806-07 was himself killed by the Rees. He is represented running,

and shot with two arrows; blood dripi)ing. These two figures, taken

in connection, afford a good illustration of the method pursued in the

chart, which was not intended to be a continuous history, or even to

record the most important event of each year, but to exhibit some one

of special peculiarity. War then raging between the Dakotasand sev-

eral tribes, probably many on both sides were killed in each of the

years ; but there was some incident about the one Ree who was shot as

in fancied security he was bringing down an eagle, and whose death

was avenged by his brethren the second year afterward. Hence the

selection of those occurrences. It would, indeed, have been impossible

to have graphically distinguished the many battles, treaties, horse-

stealings, big bunts, etc., so most of them were omitted and other events

of greater individuality and better adapted for portrayal were taken for

the calendar, tlie criterion being not that they were of national mo-

ment, but that they were of general notoriety, or perhaps of special in-

terest to the recorders.

No. III. A Blackfeet Dakota, named Broken-Leg, killed by Ree Indians,

dians.

Mato Sapa says : Broken-Leg, a Blackfeet Dakota, was killed by Rees.

Major Bush same as last.

1800-'10.—No. I. Little-Beaver, a white trapper, is burnt to death by

accident in his house on the White River. He was liked by Indians.

No. II. A chief, Little-Beaver, set fire to a trading store, and was

killed. Tlie character is simply his name-totem. The other interpreta-

tions say that he was a white man, but he probably had gained a new
name among the Indians.

No. III. White French trader, called Little-Beaver, was blown up by

powder on the Little Missouri River.

Battiste Good says: " Li ttle-Beaver's-house-burned winter." Little-

Bearer was an English trader, and his trading house was a log one.

White-Cow-Killer says: Little-Beaver's house was burned.

1810-11.—No. I. Black-Rock, a Miunecoujou chief, killed. See page

135.

No. II. Black-Stone made medicine. The " medicine men" have no

connection with therapeutics, feel no pulses, and administer no drugs, or,

if sometimes they direct the internal or external use of some secret prep-

aration, it is as a i^art of superstitious ceremonies, and with main reli-
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aiice upon those ceremonies they "put forth the charm of woven paces

and of waving hands,'' utter wiUl cries, and muddle in blood and filth

until they sometimes work themselves into an epileptic condition. Their

incantations are not only to drive away disease, but for many other jmr-

poses, such as to obtain success in war, avert calamity, and very fre-

quently to bring within reach the buffalo, on which the Dakotas de-

pended for food. The rites are those known as Shamanism, noticeable

in the ethnic jieriods of savagery and barbarism. In the ceremonial of

•'making medicine," a buffalo head, and especially that of an albino,

held a prominent place among the plains tribes. Many references to

this are to be found in the Prince of Wied's Travels in the interior of

North America; Loudon, 1843; also see infra, pages 118, 122 and 105.

The device in the chart is the man-figure, with the head of an albino

buffalo held over his own.

Xo. III. A Minncconjou Dakota, named Little-Tail, first made "medi-

cine" with white buffalo cow-skin.

Mato Sapa says : A Minueconjou, named Little-Tail, first made medi-

cine with white buffalo cow-skin.

Major Bush same as last.

American -Horse gives for the preceding year, 1809-10: Black-Eock

was killed by the Crows.

1811-12.—No. I. Twenty-seven Mandans surrounded and killed by

Dakotas.

No. II. The Dakotas fought a battle with the Gros Ventres, and

killed a great many. Device, a circle inclosing three round objects

with fiat bases, resembling heads severed from trunks, which latter the

copy shows too minute in this device for suggestion of what they prob-

ably represent; but they appear more distinct in the record for 18Cl-'65

as the beads of enemies slain in battle. In the sign-language of the

plains, the Dakotas are always denoted by drawing a hand across the

throat, signifying that they cut the throats of their enemies. The Da-

kotas count by the fingers, as is common to most peoples, but with a

peculiarity of their own. When they have gone over the fingers and

thumbs of both hands, one finger is temporarily turned down for one

ten. At the end of the next ten another finger is turned, and so on to a

hundred. Opaichnje [Opawi",re], one hundred, is derived h'ljm paitinga

[pawi"xa\, to go around in circles, to make gyrations, and contains the

idea that the round of all the fingers has again been made for their re-

spective tens. So the circle is never used for less than one hundred, but

sometimes signifies an indefinite number greater than a hundred. The
circle, in this instance, therefore, was at first believed to express the

killing in battle of many enemies. But the other interpretations remove

all symbolic character, leaving the circle simply as the rude drawing of a

dirt lodge, being an instance in which the present writer, by no means

devoted to symbolism, had supposed a legitimate symbol to be indicated,

which supposition full information on the subject did not support.
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There are two wholly distiuct tribes called hy the Canadiaus Gros

Ventres. One, known also as Hidatsa and Minnetari, is classed in the

Siouau family, and nnmbered, in 1804, according to Lewis and Clarke,

2,5()(t souls. The other "Big Bellies," properly called Atsina, are the

northern division of the Arapahos, an Algonkin tribe, from which they

separated in the early part of this' century, and, wandering eastward,

met the Dakotas, bj^ whom they were driven oif to the north. It is

probable that this is the conflict recorded, though the Dakotas have

also often been at feud with their linguistic consins, the Minnetari.

No. III. Twenty of the Gros Ventres killed by Dakotas in a dirt lodge.

They were chased into a deserted Ree dirt lodge and killed there.

Mato Sajiasays : Twenty Gros Ventres were killed by the Dakotas in

a dirt lodge. In this record there is a circle with only one head.

Major Bush's interpretation is the same as the last.

1812- 13.—No. I. Many wild horses caught.

No. II. The wild horses were first run and caught by the Dakotas.

The device is a lasso. The date is of value, as showing when the

herds of prairie horses, descended from those animals introduced by the

Spaniards in Mexico, or those deposited by them on the shores of Texas

and at other points, had multiplied so as to extend into the far northern

regions. The Dakotas undoubtedly learned the use of the horse and

perhaps also that of the lasso from southern tribes, with whom they were

in contact; and it is noteworthy that notwithstanding the tenacity with

Avhich they generally adhere to ancient customs, in only two generations

since they became familiar with the horse they have been so revolution-

ized in their habits as to be utterly heljdess, both in war and the chase,

when dejirived of that animal.

No. III. Dakotas tirst used lariat (sic) for catching wild horses.

Battiste Good says for the preceding year, 1811-'12: "First-hunted-

horses wiuter." He adds: "The Dakotas caught wild horses in the

sand-hills with braided lariats."

Amtrican-Horse also, for 181 1-'12, says: They caught many wild horses

south of the Platte Itiver.

White-Cow-Killer calls 1811-'12 " Catching-wild-horses winter."

Major Bush says: Dakotas first made use of lariat in catching wild

horses.

1813-14—No. I. Many Indians died of cold (consumption).

No. II. The whooping-cough was very prevalent and fatal. The sign

is ludicrously suggestive of a blast of air coughed out by the man-figure.

No. III. Dakotas had whooping-cough, verj' fatal.

The interruption in the cough is curiously designed. An attempt at

the same thing is made in Chart 1, and a less marked attempt appears

in No. II.

1814-'15—No. I. Hunchback, a Brule, killed by Utes.

No. II. A Dakota killed an Arapaho in his lodge. The device repre-
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sents a tomahawk or battle-ax, the red being blood from the cleft skull.

The Arapahos long dwelt near the head-waters of the Arkansas and
Platte Rivers, and in 1822 numbei-ed by report 10,000.

No. III. A Wetapahata (a stranger Indian, whose natiouality-was not

identified by the interpreter) Indian killed by a Brule Dakota, while

on a visit to the Dakota.

Mato Sapa says : a Wetopahata Indian was killed by a Brul6 Sioux

while on a visit to the Dakotas.

Major Bush says the same, but spells the word Watahpahata.

Riggs gives Wi-ta pa-ha, the Kiowas, and Maqpiyato, the Arapa-

hos, in the Dakota Dictionary.

I81.j-'1G.—No. I. Large dirt lodge made by Sans Arcs. The figure

at the top of the lodge is a bow.

No. II. The Sans Arcs made the first attempt at a dirt lodge. This

was at Peoria Bottom, Dakota Territory. Crow-Feather was their chief,

which fact, in the absence of the other charts, seemed to explain the

fairly-drawn feather of that bird i)rotruding from the lodge top, but

the figure must now be admitted to be a badly drawn bow, in allusion

to the tribe Sans Arc, without, however, anj' sign of negation. As
the iuterpreter explained the figure to be a crow feather, and as Crow-

Feather actually was the chief, Lone-Dog's chart with its interpretation

may be indei)endently correct.

No. in. Sans Arc Dakotas built dirt lodges at Peoria Bottom. A
dirt lodge is considered a permanent habitation. The mark on top of

the lodge is exideiitly a strung bow, not a feather.

Battiste Good says: " The-Sans-Arcs-madelarge house winter."

White-Cow-Killer calls it: ''Made a-house winter."

Jlajor Bush's copy also shows a clearly drawn figure of a bow, strung.

181G-'17.— No. I. lUiflalo very plenty.

No. II. " Buffalo belly was plenty." The device rudely portrays a

side or perhaps hide of buffalo.

No. III. Dakotas had unusual (juantities of butfalo.

18'7-'18.—No. I. Trading store built at Fort Pierre.

No. II. La Framboise, a Canadian, built a trading store with dry

timber. The dryness is shown by the dead tree. La Framboise was
an old trader among the Dakotas. He once established himself in the

Minnesota Valley. His name is mentiored by various travelers.

No. III. Trading post built on the Missouri River 10 miles above Fort

Thompson.

Battiste Good says: " Chozebuilt-a-house-ofdead-logs winter.''

Mato Sapa says: A trading house was built on the Missouri River 10

miles above Fort Thompson.
Major Bush says the same as last, but that it was built by Louis La

Conte.

181S-'l!l.—No. I. Alany Indians died of cholera [sic].
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Xo. II. Tiie measles broke out and many died. The device in the

copy is the same as that for lS01-'02, relating to the smallpox, except a

very slight diflerence in the red blotches ; and though Lone Dog's artis-

tic skill might not have been sulBcient to distinctly vary the appear-

ance of the two patients, both diseases being eruptive, still it is one of

the few serious defects in the chart that the sign for the two years is so

nearly identical that, separated from the continuous record, there would

be confusion between them. Treating the document as a mere aideth-

memoire, no inconvenience would arise,- it probably being well known
that the smallpox epidemic preceded that of the measles ; but such

care is generally taken to make some, however minute, distinction be-

tween the characters, that possibly the figures on Lone-Dog's robe show

a more marked difference between the spots indicating the two erup-

tions than is reproduced in the copy. It is also to be noticed that the

Indian diagnosis makes little distinction between small-pox and measles,

so that no important pictographic variation could be expected. The

head of this figure is clearly distinguished from that in lS0l-'02.

No. III. A.11 the Dakotas had measles, very fatal.

Battiste Good says : " Smallpox-used-them-upagain winter.''

at this time lived on the Little White River, about 20

miles above the Rosebud Agency. The character in

Battiste Good's chart is presented here in Figure 41, as

a variant from those in the plates.

CloudShield says : Many died of the small-pox.

White-Gow-Killer calls it "Littlesmall-pox winter."

In Mato Sapa's drawing the head of the figure is dis-

tinguished from that of 1801-'02.

1819-'20.—No. I. Another trading store built. riG.4i.-Mea8ies
^ or small-pox.

No. II. Another trading store was built ; this time

by Louis La Conte, at Fort Pierre, Dakota. His timber, as one of the

Indians consulted specially mentioned, was rotten.

No. III. Trading post built on tlie Missouri River above Farm Island

(near Fort Pierre).

Battiste Good says: "Ohoz6-built-a-house-of-rotten-wood winter."

WhiteCowKiller calls it: "Made-ahouseofoldwood winter."

1820-'21.—No. I. Large dirt lodge made by Two-Arrow. The pro-

jection at the top extends downward from the left, giving the impres-

sion of red and black cloth streamers.

No. II. The trader. La Conte, gave Two-Arrow a war-dress for his

bravery. So translated an interpreter, and the sign shows the two ar-

rows as the warrior's totem ; likewise the gable of a house, which brings

in the trader ; also a long strip of black tipped with red streaming from

the roof, which possibly may be the piece of particolored material outof

which the dress was fashioned. This strip is not intended for sparks

and smoke, as at first sight suggested, as the red would in that case be

nearest the roof, instead of farthest from it.
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No. III. A Miiinccoiijou Dakota, iiamecl Two-Arrows, built himself a
dirt nicdiciiie-lodge. This the interpreter calls, rather iiiaccuratelj, a

headquarters for dispensing medicines, charms, and nostrums to the

different bands of Dakotas. The black and red lines above the roof are

not nniteil and do not touch the roof.

Wliite-Gow-Killer calls it: " Two-Arrows-made a-warbonnet winter."

Battiste Good saj's: They made bands of strips of blankets in the

winter.

Major Bush says: A Minuecoujou, named Two-Arrow, made medicine

in a dirt-lodge.

It will be observed that the interpreters vary in the details.

1821-22.—No. I. Large ball of Are with hissing noise (ai^rolite).

No. II. The character re])resents the falling to earth of a very brilliant

meteor, and though no such appearance is on record, there were in 1821

few educated observers near the Upper Mississippi and Missouri who
would take the trouble to notify scientific societies of the phenomenon.

No. III. Dakota Indians saw an immense meteor passing from south-

east to northwest which exploded with great noise (in Dakota Territory).

Ked-Cloud said he was born in that year.

Battiste Good says: " Star-passed-by-with loud-noise winter." His

device is shown in Figure 42, showing the meteor, its

pathway, and the clouds from which it cam(>.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "One star-made-a-great-

noise winter." See also Cloud-Shield's count, page 130.

1822-'23.—No. I. Trading store built at Little Mis-

souri, near Fort Pierre.

No. II.—Another trading house was built, which was
by a white man called Big-Leggings, and was at the

mouth of the Little Missouri or Bad Kiver. The draw-

ing is distinguishable from that for 1819-20.

No. III. Trading post built at the mouth of Little

Missouri River.

182;5-'24.—No. I. Whites and Dakotas light Kees.

No. II. White soldiers made their tirst appearance in the region. So
said the interpreter, Clement, but from the unanimous interpretation of

others the event portrayed is the attack of the United States forces,

accompanied by Dakotas, upon the Arikara villages, the liistoric ac-

count of which is as follows, abstracted from the annual report of J. C.

Calhoun, Secretary of War, November 29, 1823 :

General William H. Ashley, lieutenant-governor of the State of Mis-

souri, a licensed trader, was treacherously attacked by the Ai'ickara

Indians at their village on the west bank of the Missouri River, about

midway between the present Fort Sully and Fort Rice, on June 2, 1823.

Twenty-three of the trading party were killed and wounded, and the

remainder retreated in boats a considerable distance down the river,

I'll.. 4J— ill lL-(.r.
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Avhence tliey sent appealiug for succor to the cominaudiiiff officer at

Tort Atkinson, tlie present site of Council Blufls. This officer was Col.

H. Leaveuwortli, Sixth Uniteil States Infantry, who marched June

22, with 220 men of that regituent, SO men of trading companies, and

two Gpound cannon, a 5i-inch brass liowitzer, and some small swivels,

nearly 700 miles through a country filled with hostile or unreliable In-

dians to the Ilee villages, which, after much hardship and some losses,

he reached on the 0th of August. The Dakotas were at war with the

Arickara or Kees, and 700 to 800 of their warriors had joined the United

States forces on the way ; of these Dakotas .500 are mentioned as Yank-

tons, but the tribes of the remainder are not designated in the official

rei)orts. The Reeswerein two villages, the lower one containing seventy-

one dirt lodges and the upper seventy, both being inclosed with pali-

sades and a ditch, and the greater part of the lodges having a ditch

around the bottom on the inside. The enemy, having knowledge of

the expedition, had fortified and made every preparation for resistance.

Their force consisted of over 700 warriors, most of whom were armed
with rifles procured from British traders. On the 9th of August the

Dakotas commenced the attack, and were driven back until the regular

troops advanced, but nothing decisive resulted uutil the artillery was

employed on the 10th, when a large number of the Rees, including

their chief, Grey-Eyes, were killed, and early in the afteruoou they

begged for peace. They were much terrified and luimbled by the effect

of the cannon, which, though small, answered the purpose. During

the main engagement the Dakotas occupied themselves in gathering

and carrying off all the corn to be found, and before the treaty was

concluded, which, at the supplication of the Rees, Colonel Leaven-

worth agreed to, the Dakotas all left in great disgust at not being

allowed to kill and scalp the surrendered warriors with their scpiaws

aiul pai)pooses, take possession of the villages, horses, etc., and in 'fact

to exterminate their hereditary foes. However, the Rees, having be-

come i)auicstricken after the treaty and two days of peaceful inter-

course with the soldiers, deserted their homes, and the troops, embark-

ing on the 15th to descend the river, shortly saw the villages in flames,

which was the work either of the Dakotas or of inimical traders.

The device is believed to represent an Arickara i)alisaded village and

attacking soldiers. Not only the remarkable character and triumphant

result of this expedition, but the connection that the Dakotas them-

selves had with it, uuide it a natural subject for the year's totem.

All the winter counts refer to this expedition.

yo. III. United States troops fought Ree Indians.

Battiste Good says :
" General flrst-appearedand-the-Dakotas-

aided-hun iu-au-attack-on-the-Rees winter," also " Much corn winter.'"

P'or his character see Figure 09, page 160. The gun and the arrow in

contact with the ear of corn show that both whites and Indians fought

the Rees.
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WhiteCow-Killcr calls it "Old-corn-i)lenty winter."

Mato Sapa's chart gives the human figure with a military cap, beard,

and goatee.

lS2-4-'25—No. I. All the horses of Little-Swan's father are killed Ity

Indians through spite.

No. ir. Swan, chief of the Two Kettle tribe, had all of his horses

killed. Device, a horse pierced by a lance, blood flowing from the

wound.

No. III. Swan, a Minneconjou Indian, had twenty horses killed by a

jealous Indian.

Mato Sapa says : Swan, a Minneconjou chief, lost twenty horses killed

by a jealous Indian.

Major Bush says the same.

1825-'2G.—No. I. Kiver overflows the Indian camp ; several drowned.

The-Flarae, the recorder of this count, born. In the original drawing

the five objects above the line are obviously human beads.

No. II. There was a remarkable flood in the Missouri River, and a

number of Indians were drowned. With some exercise of fancy, the

symbol may suggest heads appearing above a line of water, or it may
simply be the severed heads, several times used, to denote Indians other

than Dakotas, with the uniting black line of death.

No. III. Thirty lodges of Dakota Indians drowned by a sudden rise

of the Missouri Eiver about Swau Lake Creek, which is in Horsehead
Bottom, 15 miles below Fort Rice. The five heads are more clearly

drawn than in No. II.

Battiste Good says : " Manj -Yanktonais-drowned winter ; " adding

:

The river bottom on a bend of the Missouri River where they were

encamped was suddenly submerged, when the ice broke and many
women and children were drowned. This device is

presented in Figure 43. 9 ? ^j
All the winter counts refer to this flood.

1826-'27.— No. I. All of the Indians who ate of a

buffalo killed on a hunt died of it, a peculiar sub- Fir.. 43—Eiver freshet..

stance issuing from the mouth.

No. II. "An Indian died of the dropsy." So Basil Cl(5ment was un-

derstood, but it is not clear why this circumstance should have been
noted, unless the appearance of the disease was so unusual in 1826 as

to excite remark. Baron de La Hontan, a good authority concerning

the Northwestern Indians before they had been greatly affected by in-

tercourse with whites, although showing a tendency to imitate another

baron—Munchausen—as to his personal adventures, in his Nouveaux
Voyages dans I'Ameriqne Septentrionale specially mentions dropsy
as one of the diseases unknown to them. Carver also states that this

malady was extremely rare. Whether or not the dropsy was very un-

common, the swelling in this special case might have been so enormous

4 ETH 8
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as to render the patient an object of general curiosity and gossip, whose

aiHiction thereby came within the plan of the count. The device merely

shows a man-figure, not much fatter than several others, but distin-

guished by a line extending sidewise from the top of the head and in-

clining downward. The other records cast doubt upon the interpreta-

tion of dropsy.

No. III. Dakota war party killed a buffalo ; having eaten of it they

all died.

Battiste Good says : "Atea-whistleanddied winter," and adds: "Six

Dakotas, on the war-path, had nearly perished witli hunger, when they

found and ate the rotting carcass of an old buffalo, on which the wolves

had been feeding. They were seized soon after with pains in the stomach,

their abdomens swelled and gas poured from the mouth, and they died

of a whistle, or from eating a whistle." The sound of gas escaping from

the mouth is illustrated in his figure which see in Figure 146, page 221.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Long-whistle-sick winter."

1827-'28.—No. I. A Minneconjou is stabbed by a Gros Ventre, and

his arm shrivels up.

No. II. Dead-Arm was stabbed with a knife or dirk by a Mandan.
The illustration is quite graphic, showing the long-handled dirk in the

bloody wound and the withered arm. Though the Mandans are also of

the great Siouan familj', the Dakotas have pursued them with special

hatred. In 1823, their number, much diminished by wars, still ex-

ceeded 2,500.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota wounded with a large knife by a Gros

Ventre. The large knife was a sword, and the Indian who was wounded

was named, afterwards, Lame-Shoulder. This is an instance of a

change of name after a remarkable event in life.

182S-'29.—No. I. Chardrau, a white man, builds a house at forks of

Cheyenne Eiver. This name should probably be spelled Chadron, with

whom Catlin hunted in 1832, in the region mentioned.

No. II. A white man named Shardrau, who lately (as reported in 1877)

was still living in the same neighborhood, built a dirt lodge. The hatted

head appears under the roof.

III. Trading post opened in a dirt lodge on the Missouri a little be-

low the mouth of the Little Missouri Eiver.

1829-'30.—No. I. A Dakota found dead in a canoe.

No. II. Bad-Spike killed another Indian with an arrow.

No. III. A Yanktonai Dakota killed by Bad-Arrow Indians.

The Bad-Arrow Indians is a translation of the Dakota name for a cer-

tain band of Blackfeet Indians.

Mato Sapa says: aTauktouai was killed by the Bad-Arrow Indians.

Major Bush says the same as Mato Sapa.

1S30-''31.—No. I. Mandans kill twenty Crows at Bear Butte.

No. II. Bloody battle with the Crows, of whom it is said twenty-three
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were killed. Nothing in the sign denotes number, it being only a nian-

flgnre with red or bloody body and red war bonnet.

No. III. Twenty Crow and one Cheyenne Indians killed by Dakota*

at Bear Butte.

Mato Sapa says: One Cheyenne and twenty Crows were killed by Da-

kotas at Bear Butte.

Major Bush says the same as Mato Sapa.

lS31-'32.

—

jSTo. I. Two white men killed by a white man at Medicine

Creek, below Fort Sully.

No. II. Le Beau, a white man, killed another named Kermel. An-

other copy reads Kennel. Le Beau was still alive at Little Bend, 30

miles above Fort Sully, in 1877.

No. III. Trader named Le Beau killed one of his employes on Big

Cheyenne Eiver, below Cherry Creek.

1832-''33.—No. I. Lone-Horn's father broke his leg.

No. II. Lone-Horn had his leg "killed," as the interpretation gave it.

The single horn is on the figure, and a leg is drawn uj) as if fractured

or distorted, though not unlike the leg in the character for 1808-'09,

where running is depicted.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, Lone-Horn's father, had his leg

broken while running biiflalo.

Mato Sapa and Major Bush also say Lone-Horn's father.

Battiste Good says: "Stiff-leg-With-warbonneton-died winter." He
was killed in an engagement with the Pawnees on the Platte Eiver.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " One-Horn's-leg-broken winter."

In Catlin's "North American Indians," New York, 1844, Vol. I, page

211, the author, writing from themouth of Teton Eiver, Upper Missouri,

site of Fort Pierre, described Ha-wonje-tah, The One-Horn, head chief

of all the bands of the Dakotas, which were about twenty. He was a

bold, middle-aged man of medium stature, noble countenance, and fig»

lire almost equalling an Apollo. His portrait was painted by Catlin in

1832. He took the name of One-Horn, or One-Shell, from a simple

small shell that was hanging on his neck, which descended to him from

his father, and which he valued more than anything else which he pos-

sessed, and he kept that name in preference to many others more hon-

orable which he had a right to have taken, from his many exploits.

On page 221, the same author states, that after being the accidental

cause of the death of his only son. Lone-Horn became at times partially

insane. One day he mounted his war-horse, vowing to kill the first

living thing he should meet, and rode to the prairies. The horse came
back in two hours afterwards, with two arrows in him covered with

blood. His tracks were followed back, and the chief was found man-

gled and gored by a buffalo bull, the carcass-of which was stretched

beside him. He had driven away the horse with his arrows and killed

the bull with his knife.
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Another account in the catalogue of Catlin's cartoons gives the por-

trait of The One-Horn as number 354, with the statement that having

killed his only son accidentally, he became deranged, wandered into

the prairies, and got himself killed by an infuriated buffalo bull's horns.

This was at the mouth of Little Missouri lliver, in 1834.

1833-'34.—No. I. Many stars fell (meteors). The character shows six

black stars above the concavity of the moon.

No. II. '=The stars fell," as the Indians all agreed. This was the

great meteoric shower observed all over the United States on the night

of November 12th of that year. In this chart the moon is black and

the stars are red.

No. III. Dakotas witnessed magnificent meteoric showers; much

terrified.

Battiste Good calls it " Storm-ofstars winter," and gives as the device

a tipi, with stars falling around it. This is presented in Figure 44.

The tipi is colored yellow in the original, and so

represented in the figure according to the heraldic

scheme. .

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Plenty-stars winter."

All the winter counts refer to this meteoric dis-

play. See page 138.

1834-'35.—No. I. A Eee killed by a Dakota.

No. II. The chief, Medicine-Hide, was killed. The

device shows the body as bloody, but not the war

bonnet, by which it is distinguished from the char-

acter for 1830-'31.

No. III. An Uncpapa Dakota Medicineman killed fio. 44.—Meteoric shower.

by the Eee Indians.

Mato Sapa says : An Uncpaiia medicine-man was killed by Rees.

There is no red on the figure.

1835-'36.—No. I. Lame-Deer killed by a Dakota. The Dakota had

only one arrow. He pulled it out and shot Lame-Deer many times.

No. II. Lame-Deer shot a Crow Indian with an arrow; drew it out

and shot him again with the same arrow. The hand is drawing the

arrow from the first wound. This is another instance of the principle

on which events were selected. Many fights occurred of greater mo-

ment, biat with no incident precisely like this.

No. III. Minneconjou chief named Lame-Deer shot an Assiniboine

three times with the same arrow. He kei)t so close to his enemy that

he never let the arrow slip away from the bow, but pulled it out and

shot it in again.

Mato Sapa says a Minneconjou named Lame-Deer shot an Assiniboine

three times running with the same arrow.

Lame-Deer was a distinguished chief among the hostiles in 1876.

His camp of five hundred and ten lodges was surprised and destroyed
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by General Miles, and four hundred and fifty horses, mules, and ponies

were captured.

1836-'37.—No. I. Father-ofthe-Mandans died.

No. II. Band's-Father, chief of the Two Kettles, died. The device is

nearly the same as that for 1816-17, denoting plenty of buffalo belly
;

and the question might be raised, what the buffalo belly had to do with

the demise of the lamented chieftain, unless he suffered from a fatal

indigestion after eating too much of that delicacy.

Interpreter Fielder, however, throws light on the subject by saying

that this character was used to designate the year when The-Breast,

father of The-Band, a Miuneconjou, died. Tbe-Band himself died in

1875, on Powder River. His name was O-ye-a-pee. The character was
therefore the buffalo breast, a name-totem.

No. III. Two Kettle, Dakota, named The-Breast, died.

Mato Sapa say^ : A Two Kettle, named The-Breast, died.

Major Bush same as Mato Sapa.

1837-'38.—No. I. Many elk and deer killed. The figure does not show
the split hoof

No. II. Commemorates a remarkably successful hunt, in which it is

said one hundred elk were killed. The drawing of the elk is good
enough to distinguish it from the other quadrupeds in this chart.

No. III. The Dakotas killed one hundred elk at the Black Hills.

Mato Sapa says : The Dakotas killed one hundred elk at the Black

Hills. His figure does not show the split hoof.

1838-'39.—No. I. Indians built a lodge on White Wood Creek, in the

Black Hills, and wintered there.

No. II. A dirt lodge was built for Iron-Horn. The other dirt lodge

{1815-'16) has a mark of ownership, which this has not. Perhai)s it was
not so easy to draw an iron horn as a crow feather, and the distinction

was accomplished by omission. A chief of the Minneconjous is men-

tioned in General Harney's report in 185G, under the name of The-One-

Iron-Horn.

No. III. A Minneconjou chief, named Iron-Horn, built dirt lodge

(medicine lodge) on Moreau River (same as Owl River).

This Miuneconjou chief, Iron-Horn, died a few years ago and was
buried near Fort Sully. He was father-in-law of Dupuis, a French

Canadian.

183tt-'40.—No. I. Dakotas killed twenty lodges of Arapahos.

No. II. The Dakotas killed an entire village of Snake Indians. The
character is the ordinary tipi pierced by arrows. The Snakes, or

Shoshoni, were a numerous and wide-spread people, inhabiting South-

eastern Oregon, Idaho, Western Montana, and portions of Utah and
Nevada, extending into Arizona and California.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, named The-Hard (with band), killed

seven lodges of the Blue Cloud Indians.

The Blue Clouds are the Arapahos, so styled by the Dakotas, origi-

nal Maqpiyato.
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Mato Sapa says: A Minneconjou Dakota uamed The-Hard killed

seveu lodges of the Blue Cloud Indians.

Major Bush same as Mato Sapa.

184:0-'41.—No. I. Eed-Anu, a Cheyenne, and Lone-Horn, a Dakota,

make peace.

No. II. The Dakotas made peace with the Cheyennes, a well-known

tribe belongiug to the Algonkiu family. The symbol of peace is the

common one of the approaching palms of two persons. The different

coloration of the two arms distinguishes them from the approximation

of the palms of one person.

No. III. Dakotas made peace with Cheyenne Indians.

1841-'-l:2.—No. I. Feather in-the-Bar steals horses from the Crows.

No. II. Feather-iu-the-Ear stole thirty spotted ponies. The spots are

shown red, distinguishing them from those of the curly horse in the

character for lS03-'04.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, named Featherinbis-Ear, stole

nineteen spotted horses from the Crow Indians.

Mato Sapa says : A Minneconjou named Feather-inthe-Ear stole

nineteen spotted horses from the Crows.

Major Bush says the same, except that he gives the number as nine

instead of nineteen.

A successful theft of horses, demanding skill, patience, and daring,

is generally considered by the plains Indians to be of equal merit with

the taking of scalps. Indeed, the successful horse-thief is more popular

than a mere warrior on account of the riches gained by the tribe, wealth

until lately being generally estimated in ponies as the unit of value.

1842-'43.—No. I. A Minneconjou chief tries to make war. The tip of

the feather is black. No red in it.

No. II. One-Feather raised a large war party against the Crows.

This chief is designated by his long solitary red eagle feather, and holds

a pipe with black stem and red bowl, alluding to the usual ceremonies

before starting on the war path. For further information on this sub-

ject see page 139. The Red-War-Eagle-Feather was at this time a chief

of the Sans Arcs.

No. III. Feather-in-the-Ear made a feast, to which he invited all the

young Dakota braves, wanting them to go with him. A memorandum is

added that he failed to persuade them. See Corbusier Winter Counts

for same year, page 111.

Mato Sapa says: The same man (referring to last year), Feather-in-the-

Ear, made a feast inviting all Dakota young men to go to war.

Major Bush says same as Mato Sapa.

1843-'44.—No. I. Buffalo is scarce ; an Indian makes medicine and

brings them to the suffering.

No. II. The Sans Arcs made medicine to bring the buffalo. The

medicine tent is denoted by a buffalo's head drawn on it.
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No. III. No buffalo ; Indians made medicine to the Great Spirit by
painting a buffalo's head on lodge

;
plenty came.

Mato Sapa says: Dakotas were starving; made medicine to Great
Spirit by painting buffalo head on their lodges

;
plenty came.

Major Bush substantially same as Mato Sapa.

1844-'45.—No. I. Mandans wintered in Black Hills.

No. II. The ]\Iinueconjous built a pine fort. Device: A pine tree con-

nected with a tipi.

No. III. Unusually heavy snow ; had to build corrals for ponies.

Major Bush says : Heavy snow, in which many of their ponies per-

ished.

Probably the Indians went into the woods and erected their tipis

there as protection from the snow, thus accounting for the figure of the

tree.

lS45-'46—No. I. Dakotas have much feasting at Ash Point, 20 miles

above Fort Sully.

No. II. Plenty of buffalo meat, which is represented as hung upon
poles and trees to dry.

No. HI. Immense quantities of buffalo meat.

1840-'47.—No. I. Broken-Leg dies.

No. II. Broken Leg died. Rev. Dr. Williamson says he knew him.

He was a Brul6. There is enough difference between this device and
those for 180S-'09 and 1832-'33 to distinguish each.

No. III. A Minnecoujou Dakota named Broken-Leg died.

Battiste Good calls this :
" The-Teal-brokehisleg winter." The arm in

hischaracter, given in Figure 45, is lengthened so as nearly

to touch the broken leg, which is shown distorted, instead

of indicating the injury by the mere distortion of the leg

itself as in the charts on Plate XXIV. The bird over

the head and connected by a line with it, probably repre-

sents the teal as a name-totem. He was perhaps called

Broken-Leg after the injury, or perhaps the other inter-

preters did not remember his name, only the circumstance.

Mato Sapa says: A Minnecoujou named Broken-Leg
died.

The Corbusier records for 1847-48 refer to a number of

accidents by which legs were broken. See page 142.
nc, 45—The-

1847-'48—No. I. Mandans kill two Miuneconjous. Teai-bioiie.hia-

No. II. Two-Man was killed. His totem is drawn—two
small man-tigures side bj- side.

No. III. Two Minneconjou Dakotas killed by the Assiniboine In-

dians.

Major Bush says : the wife of an Assiniboine chief named Big-Thun-

der had twins.

1848-'49.—No. I. Humpback, a Minneconjou, killed.
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No. II. Humpback was killed. An ornamented lance pierces the dis-

torted back.

No. III. A Miiineconjou Dakota named Broken-Back was killed by the

Crow Indians at Black Hills.

Major Bush says: A Miuneconjou, Broken-Back, was killed by Crows.
1849-50.—No. I. Crows steal all tbe Dakotas' horses.

No. II. The Crows stole a large drove of horses (it is said eight hun-

dred) from the Brules. The circle may denote multitude, at least one

hundred, but probably is a simple design for a camp or corral from

which a number of horse-tracks are dei)arting.

No. III. Crow Indians stole two hundred horses from the Minneconjou

Dakotas near Black Hills.

Interpreter A. Lavary says : Bruits were at the headwaters of White
liiver, about 75 miles from Fort Laramie, Wyoming. The Dakotas sur

prised the Crows in 1849, killed ten, and took one prisoner, because he

was a man dressed in woman's clothes, and next winter the Crows
stole six hundred horses from the Brules. See page 142.

1850-51.—No. I. Cow with old woman in her belly. Cloven hoof

not shown.

No. II. The character is a distinct drawing of a buffalo containing a

human figure. Clement translated that "a buffalo cow was killed in

that year, and an old woman found in her belly"; also that all the In-

dians believed this. Good-W^ood, examined through another intei pre-

fer, could or would give no explanation, except that it was "about their

religion." At first tbe writer suspected that the medicine men had
manufactured some pretended portent out of a fa*tus taken from a real

cow, but the Dakotas have long believed in the appearance from time

to time of a monstrous animal that swallows human beings. This

superstition was perhaps suggested by the bones of mastodons, often

found in the territory of those Indians ; and the buffalo being the largest

living animal known to them, its name was given to the legendary mon-

ster, in which nomenclature they were not wholly wrong, as the horns

of the fossil Bison lafifrons are 10 feet in length. The medicine men,

perhaps, announced, in 1850, that a squaw who had disappeared was

swallowed by the mammoth, which was then on its periodical visit, and

must be propitiated.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, having killed a buffalo cow, found an

old woman inside of her.

Memorandum from interpreter : A small party of Dakotas, two or

three young men, returning unsuccessful from a buffalo hunt, told this

story, and it is implicitly believed by the Dakotas.

Major Bush suggests that perhaps some old squaw left to die sought

the carcass of a buffalo for shelter and then died. He has known that

to occur.

1851-'52.—No. I. Peace made with the Crows.
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No. II. Peace with the Crows. Two Indians, with differiug arrange-

lueiit: of hair, showing two tribes, are exchanging pipes for a peace-

smoke.

No. III. Dakotas made peace with the Crow Indians. It was, as

usnal, broken immediately.

The treaty of Fort Laramie was in 1851.

1852-'53.—No. I. A Crow chief, Flat-Head, comes into the tipi of a

Dakota chief, where a council was assembled, and forces them to smoke
the pipe of peace. This was a daring act, for he was in danger of im-

mediate death if he failed.

No. II. The Nez Perces came to Lone-Horn's lodge at midnight. The
device shows au Indian touching with a pipe a tipi, the top of which is

black or opaque, signifying night. The Nez Percys are so styled by a

blunder of the early travelers, as they never have been known to pierce

their noses, although others of their family, the Sahaptin, do so. The
tribe was large, dwelling chiefly in Idaho.

No. III. An enemj- came into Lone-Horn's lodge during a medicine

feast and was not killed. (The enemy numbered about fourteen and
had lost their way in a snow-storm.) The pipe is not in the man's hand,

and the head only is drawn with tlie pii)e between it and the tipi.

Mato Sapa says : Several strange Indians came into the Dakota camp,

were saved from being killed by running into Lone Horn's lodge.

Major Bush says: An enemy came into Lone-Horn's lodge during a

feast and was not killed.

Touch-the Clouds, a Minneconjou, son of Lone-Horn, on being shown
Chart No. II by the present writer, designated this character as being

particularly known to him from the fact of its being his father's lodge.

He remembers all about it from talk in his family, and said it was the

Nez Perces who came.

1853-'54.—No. I. Spanish blankets introduced by traders. The blan-

ket is represented without the human figure.

No. II. Spanish blankets were first brought to the country, A fair

drawing of one of those stri])ed blankets, held out by a white trader.

No. HI. Dakotas first saw the Spanish blankets.

See Corbusier records for 1851-'52, page l'I2.

1854-'35.-No. L Brave-Bear killed by Blackfeet.

No, II. Brave-Bear was killed. It does not appear certain whether
he had already invested in the new style of blanket or whether the ex-

tended arms are ornamented with pendent stripes. The latter is more
probable.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota named Brave-Bear was killed by the

Upper Blackfeet. [Satsika 1]

See Corbusier winter-counts for the same year, page 143.

18o.5-'oG.—No. I. General Harney (Putin ska) makes a treaty.

No. II. General Harney made peace with a number of the tribes or
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bands of the Dakotas. This was at Fort Pierre, Daliota. The figure

shows an officer iu uniform shaking hands with an Indian.

Executive document No. 94, Thirty-fourth Congress, first session, Sen-

ate, contains the "minutes of a council held at Fort Pierre, Nebraska,

on the 1st day of March, 1850, by Brevet Brig.-Gen. William S. Barney,

U. S. Army, commanding the Sioux expedition, with the delegations

from nine of the bauds of the Sioux, viz., the Two-Kettle band, Lower
Yankton, Oncpapas, Blackfeet Sioux, Minneconjous, Sans Arcs, Yanc-

tonuais (two bands), Brules of the Platte."

No. III. Dakotas made peace with General Harney (called by them
Putinska, white beard or moustache) at Fort Pierre, Dakota.

1856-'57.—No. I. Four-Horns, a great warrior.

No. II. Four-Horn was made a calumet or medicine-man. This was
probably the result of an important political struggle, as there is much
rivalry and electioneering for the oitice, which, with its triple character

of doctor, priest, and magician, is one of far greater power than the

chieftainship. A man with four horns holds out the same kind of orna-

mented i)ipe-stem shown in the character for 1804-'05, it being his badge

of oflice. Four-Horn was one of the subchiefs of the Uncpapas, and

was introduced to General Harney at the council of 1856 by Bear-Eib,

head chief of that tribe.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, named EedFish's-Son, danced calu-

met dance.

Mato Sapa says the same as last.

Major Bush says, "A Minneconjou, Red-Fish's Son, The-Ass, danced

the Four-Horn calumet."

Interpreter GI6ment, in the spring of 1874, said that Four Horn and

Sitting-Bull were the same person, the name Sitting-Bull being given

him after he was made a calumet man. No other authority tells this.

1857-'58.—No. I. White-Eobe kills a Crow woman. There is but one

arrow and one blood spot in the character.

No. II. The Dakotas killed a Crow squaw. The stripes on the blan-

ket are shown horizontally, Brave-Bear's, 1854-'55, and Swan's, 186G-'67,

being vertical. She is pierced by four arrows, and the peace made with

the Crows in 1851-'52 seems to have been short lived.

No. III. A party of Crow Indians, while on a visit to the Dakotas, had

one of their number killed by a young Dakota. The figure has blood

from the four arrows running down each side of the body.

Mato-Sapa says : A Crow was killed by a Dakota while on a visit to

the latter.

Major Bush says substantially the same as Mato Sapa.

185S-'59.—No. I. Lone-Horn makes medicine. "At such times In-

dians sacrifice ponies, etc., and fast." In this character the bufl'alo-

head is black.

No. II. Lone-Horn, whose solitary horn appears, made buffalo medi-

cine, probably on account of the scarcity of that animal. Again the
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head of an albino bison. One-Horn, doubtless the same individual, is

recorded as the head chief of the Minnecoujous at this date.

No. III. A Minneconjou chief, named Lone-Horn, made medicine with

wbite buffalo-cow skin.

Lone-Horn, chief of Minneconjous, died in 1874, in his camp on the

Big Cheyenne.

1859-'G0.—No. I. Big-Orow killed.

No. II. Big-Crow, a Dakota chief, was killed by the Crows. The

crow, transfixed by an arrow, is di-awn so as to give quite the appear-

ance of an heraldic crest.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, named Big Crow, was killed by the

Crow Indians. Ho had received his name from killing a Crow Indian

of unusual size.

Mato Sapa says: Big-Crow, a Minneconjou, was killed by Crows.

Major Bush says same as Mato Sapa.

1860-'61.—No. I. The-Elk-wboshows himself-when-he-walks makes

medicine.

No. II. Device, the head and neck of an elk, like that part of the ani-

mal in 18.37-38, with a line extending from its mouth, at the extremity' of

of which is the albino buffalo head. " The elk made you understand his

voice while he was walking." The interpreter persisted in this oracular

I'endering, probably not being able to fully catch the Indian explanation

from want of thorough knowledge of the language. The ignorance of

professed interpreters, who easily get beyond their i)hilological depth,

but are ashamed to acknowledge it, has occasioned many oflticial blun-

ders. This device and its interpretation were unintelligible to the writer

until examiuation of General Harney's report above referred to showed
the name of a prominent chief of the Minnecoujous, set forth as "The-

Elk-that-HoUows-Walking." It then became probable that the device

simply meant that the aforesaid chief made buffalo medicine, which con-

jecture, published in 1877, the other records subsequently discovered

verified.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota, named Eed-Fish's-Son, made med-

icine with white buffalo-cow skin.

Mato Sapa's record agrees with No. III.

Major Bush says the same, adding, after the words "Eed-Fish's-Son,"

" The-Ass."

Interpreter A. Lavary said, in 1867, that The-Elk-that-Hollows-Walk-

ing, then chief of the Minneconjous, was then at Spotted-Tail's camp.

His father was Red-Fish. He was the elder brother of Lone-Horn.

His name is given as A-bag-a-hoo-man-ie, translated The Elk's-Voice-

Walkiiig, compounded of He-ha-ka, elk, and Omani, walk—this accord-

ing to Lavary's literation. The correct literation of the Dakota word

meaning elk is heqaka; voice ho; and to walk, walking, mani. Their

compound would be Heqaka ho mani, the translation being the same as

above given.

1861-'62.—No. I. Buffalo very plenty.
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No. II. Buifalo were so plenty that their tracks came close to the

tipis. The cloveu hoof-mark is cleverly distinguished from the tracks

of horses in the character for l,S49-'5().

No. III. Dakotas had unusual abundance of buffalo.

18C2-'63.—No. I. Red-Plume kills an enemy.

No. II. Red-Feather, a Miiiueconjou, was killed. His feather is shown
entirely red, while the "one-feather" in 1842-'43 has a black tip.

No. III. A Minneconjou Dakota killed an Assiniboiue named Red-

Feather.

Mato Sapa says : Minneconjous kill an Assiniboinenamed Red-Feather.

Major Bush agrees with Mato Sapa.

It is to be noted that there is no allusion to the great Minnesota mas-

sacre, which commenced in August, 1802, and in which many of the

Dakotas belonging to the tribes familiar with these charts, were en-

gaged. Little-Orow was the leader. He escaped to the British pos-

sessions, but was killed in July, 1SC3. Perhaps the reason of the omis-

sion of any character to designate the massacre, was the terrible retri-

bution that followed it, beginning with the rout by Colonel Sibley, on

September 23, 1862. The Indian cai)tives amounted in all to about

eighteen hundred. A military commission sentenced three hundred and

three to be hanged and eighteen to imi)risonmeut for life. Thirty-eight

were actually hanged, December 20, 1802, at Camp Lincoln.

1803-'0-t.—No. I. Crows kill eight Dakotas on the Yellowstone.

No. II. Eight Dakotas were killed. Again the short parallel black

lines united by a long stroke. In this year Sitting Bull fought General

Sully in the Black Hills.

Iiiterjjretcr Lavary says General Sully killed seven or eight Crows at

The-Place Tbey-Shot-Tlie-Deer, Ta cha-con-tc, about 90 miles southwest

of Fort Rice, Dakota. Mulligan says that General Sully fought the

Yanktoiinais and the Santees at that place.

No. III. Eight Minneconjou Dakotas killed by Crow Indians.

See Corbusier Winter Counts for same year, page 144.

lS04-'05.—No. I. Four Crows caught stealing horses from the Dakotas

were tortured to death. Shoulders shown.

No. II. The Dakotas killed four Crows. Four of the same rounded

objects, like several heads, shown in lS25-'26, but these are bloody, thus

distinguishing them from the cases of drowning.

No. III. Four Crow Indians killed by the Minneconjou Dakotas.

Necks shown.

1805-'(>G.—No. I. Many horses died.

No. II. Many horses died for want of grass. The horse here drawn

is sufficiently distinct from all others in the chart.

No. III. Dakotas lost many horses in the snow.

See Corbusier's Winter Counts, No. II for same year, page 144.

1800-07.—No. I. Little Swan, a great warrior.

No. II. Swan, father of Swan, chief of the Minneconjous in 1877, died.
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With the assistance of the name the object intended for his totem may
1)0 recognized as a swan swinuniug on the water.

No. III. Minneconjou Dakota chief, named Swan, died.

Mato Sapa's recoid has a better representation of a swan.

Interpreter Lavary says: Little-SwandiedinthisyearonCherry Creek,
75 miles northwest of Fort Sully.

Major Bush says this is historically correct.

18a7-'CS.—No. I. Much medicine made.

No. II. Many flags were given them by the Peace Commissiou. The
flag refers to the visit of the Peace Commissioners, among whom were
Generals Sherman, Terry, and other prominent military and civil officers.

Their report appears in the Annual Eeport of the Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs for 1868. They met at Fort Leavenworth, August 13, 1867,

and between August .'iO and September 13 held councils with the various

bands of the Dakota Indians at Forts Sully and Thompson, and also at

the Yankton, Ponka, and Santee Eeservations. These resulted in the

great Dakota treaty of 1868.

No. III. Made peace with General Sherman and others at Fort Lara-

mie.

Mato Sapa says : Made peace with General Sherman and others at

Fort Laramie.

Major Bush agrees with Mato Sapa.

See Corbusier's Winter Counts, No. II, page 144.

186S-'69.—No. 1. First issue of beef by Government to Indians.

No. IL Texas cattle were brought into the country. This was done

by Mr. William A. Paxton, a well-known business man, resident in Da-

kota in 1877.

No. III. Dakotas had plenty of white men's cattle (the result of the

peace).

Mato Sapa agrees with No. 111.

1869-'70.—No. I. Eclipse of the moon.

No. II. An eclipse of the sun. This was the solar eclipse of August

7, 1869, which was central and total on a line drawn through the Dakota

countrj'. This device has been criticised because the Indians believe

an eclipse to be occasioned by a dragon or aerial monster swallowing

the sun, and it is contended that they would so represent it. An an-

swer is that the design is objectively good, the sun being painted black,

as concealed, while the stars come out red, i. c, bright, and graphic

illustration prevails throughout the charts where it is possible to employ

it. In addition, it is learned that Prof. Cleveland Abbd, who was famed

as an astronomer before he became so as a meteorologist, was at Sioux

Falls, with a corps of assistants, to observe this very eclipse, and ex-

plained the subject to a large number of Indians there at that time, so

that their attention was not only directed specially to that eclipse, but

also to the white men as interested in it, and to its real appearance as

apart from their old superstition.
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In addition to this fact, Dr. Wasliington Matthews, assistant surgeon

United States Armj", communicates the statement that the Indians had
numberless other opportunities all over their country of receiving the

same information. He was at Fort Rice during the eclipse and remem-

bers that long before the eclipse occurred the officers, men, and citi-

zens around the post told the Indians of the coming event and discussed

it with them so much that they were on the tiptoe of expectancy

when the day came. Two-Kears and his baud were then encamped at

Fort Rice, and he and several of his leading men watched the eclipse

along with the whites and through their smoked glass, and then and
there the phenomenon was thoroughly explained to them over and over

again. There is no doubt that similar explanations were made at all

the numerous posts and agencies along the river that day. The path of

the eclipse coincided nearly with the course of the Missouri for over a

thousand miles. The duration of totality at Fort Eice was nearly two

minutes (!"' 48'.)

No. III. Dakotas witnessed eclipse of the sun; frightened terribly.

It is remarkable that the Corbusier Winter Counts do not mention

this eclipse.

1870-71.—No. I. The-Flame's sou killed by Kees. The recorder, The-

Flamc, evidently considered his family misfortune to be of more im-

portance than the battle referred to by the other recorders.

No. II. The Uncpapas had a battle with the Crows, the former losing,

it is said, 14 and killing 29 out of 30 of the latter, though nothing ap-

pears to show those numbers. The central object in the symbol is not

a circle denoting multitude, but an irregularly rounded object, clearly

intended for one of the wooden inclosures or forts frequently erected

by the Indians, and especially the Crows. The Crow fort is shown as

nearly surrounded, and bullets, not arrows or lances, are flying. This

is the first instance in which any combat or killing is portrayed wheie

guns explicitly appear to be used by Indians, though nothing in the

chart is at variance with the fact that the Dakotas had for a number
of years been familiar with fire arms. The most recent indications

of any weapon were those of the arrows piercing the Crow squaw in

1857-58 and Brave-Bear in 1854-55, while the last one before them was

the lance used in 184)S-'49, and those arms might well have been em-

ployed in all the cases selected for the calendar, althougli rifles and

muskets were common. There is also an obvious practical difficulty in

picturing by a single character killing with a bullet, not arising as to

arrows, lances, dirks, and hatchets, all of which can be and are in the

chart shown projecting from the wounds made by them. Pictographs

iu the possession of the Bureau of Ethnology show battles in which

bullets are denoted by continuous dotted lines, the spots at which they

take effect being sometimes indicated. It is, however, to be noted that

the bloody wound on the Bee's shoulder (180C-'07) is without any pro-

truding weapon, as if made by a bullet.
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No. III. A Crow war party of 30 were surprised ami siirronndert in the

Blaek Hills by the Dakotas aud killed. Fourteeu of the Dakotas were

killed ill the eugageiiieut.

lS71-'72.—Xo. I. The-Flaiiie's second son killed by Rees.

1872-73.—No. I. Sans-Arc John killed by Eees.

1873-74.—No. I. Brules kill a number of Pawnees.

Cloud-Shield says they killed many Pawnees on the Eepublican Eiver.

1874-'7o.—No. i. A Dakota kills one Ree.

187.5-70.—No. I. Council at Spotted Tail Agency.
1870-77.—No. I. Horses taken by United States Government.

White Cow-Killer calls it "General-Mackenzie-took-the-RedCloud-

Indians'-horses away-from-them winter."

In the account of Lone-Dog's chart, published in 1877, as above men-

tioned, the present writer, on the subject of the recorder's selection of

events, remarked as follows:

" The year 1870 has furnished good store of events for his choice, and
it will be interesting to learn whether he has selected as the distin-

guishing event the victory over Custer,' or, as of still greater interest,

the general seizure of ponies, whereat the tribes, imitating Rachel,

weep and will not be comforted, because they are not."

It now appears that two of the counts have selected the event of the

seizure of the ponies, and none of them yet seen make any allusion to

the defeat of Custer.

After examination of the three charts it will be conceded that, as

above stated, the design is not nai-rative, the noting of events being

subordinated to the marking of the years by them, and the pictographic

serial arrangements of sometimes trivial, though generally notorious, in-

cidents, being with special adaptation for use as a calendar. That in a
few instances small personal events, such as the biith or death of the

recorder or members of his family, are set forth, may be regarded as in

the line of interpolations in or unauthorized additions to the charts. If

they had exhibited a complete national or tribal history for the years em-
braced in them, their discovery would have been, in some respects, more
valuable, but they are the more interesting to ethnologists because they

show an attempt, before unsuspected among the tribes of American In-

dians, to form a system of chronology.

THE COItBlSIER WINTER C0FNT8.

While the present paper was in preparation, a valuable and elaborate

communication was received from Dr. William H. Corbusier, assistant

surgeon. United State Army, styled by him the Dakota Winter Counts,

which-title was adopted for the whole subject-matter, including the

charts with their interpretations which had before been known to the

present writer, and those from Dr. Corbusier, which furnish a different
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system, are distinguished by his name. It is necessary to explain that

all references in the text to colors, other than black, must be understood

as applicable to the oiigiuals. Other colors could not be reproduced in

the plates without an expense disproportionate to the importance of the

colors for significance and comprehension.

A more important exi)lanatioii is due on account of the necessity to omit

from Dr. Corbusier's contribution the figures of Battiste Good's count

and their interpretation. This count is in some respects the most im-

portant of all those yet made known. As set down by Battiste Good, it

begins in a peculiar cyclic computation with the year A. D. 900, and in

thirteen figui'es includes the time to A. D. 1700, all these figures being

connected with legends and myths, some of which indicate European in-

Huence. From 1700-'01 to ]S7'J-'80 a separate character for each year

is given, with its interpretation, in a manner generally similar to those

in the other charts. Unfortunately all of these figures are colored,

either in whole or in largo part, five colors being used besides black,

and the drawing is so rude that without the colors it is in many cases

unintelligible. The presentation at this time of so large a number of

colored figures—in all one hundred and ninety-three—in addition to the

other illustrations of the present ijaper, involved too great expense.

It is hoped that this count can be so far revised, with the elimination of

unessential coloration and with more precision in the outlines, as to

allow of its publication. Several of its characters, with references also

to its interpretation when comi^ared with that of other counts, are given

in various parts of the present paper. Where it was important to

specify their coloration the heraldic scheme has been used.

The pages immediately following contain the contribution of Dr.

Corbusier, diminished by the extraction of the parts comprising Battiste

Good's count. Its necessary omission, as above explained, is much
regretted, not only on account of its intrinsic value, but because with-

out it the Avork of Dr. Corbusier does not appear to all the advantage

merited by his zeal and industry.

The Dakotas reckon time by winters, and apply names to them in-

stead of numbering them from an era. Each name refers to some no-

table occurrence of the winter or year to which it belongs, and has

been agreed upon in council on the expiration of the winter. Separate

bands have often fixed upon dift'erent events, and it thus happens that

the names are not uniform throughout the nation. Ideographic records

of these occurrences have been kept in several bands for many years,

and they constitute the Dakota Winter Counts (wauiyetu wowapi) or

Counts Back (hekta yawapi). They are used in computing time, and

to aid the memoi-y in recalling the names and events of the different

years, their places in the count, and their order of succession. The enu-

meration of the winters is begun at the one last recorded and carried

backward. Notches on sticks, war-shirts, pipes, arrows, and other de-
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vices also serve a mnemonic purpose. The Courts were formerly exe-

cuted in colors on the hides of animals, but the present recorders make
use of paper, books, pens, pencils, and paints obtained from the whites.

The alignment of the ideographs depends to some extent upon the ma-

terial on which they are depicted. On robes it is spiral from right to

left and from the center outward, each year being added to the coil as

the snail adds to its whorl. The spiral line, frequently seen in etchings

on rocks, has been explained to me as indicating a snail shell. On
paper they are sometimes carried from right to left, sometimes from left

to right, and again the two methods are combined as in Battiste Good's

winter-count, which begins at the back of the book and is carried for-

ward, i. e., from right to left, but in which the alignment on each page
is from left to right. The direction from right to left is that followed

in many of their ceremonies, as when tobacco is smoked as incense to

the sun and the pipe is passed around, and when the devotees in the

dance to the sun enter and leave the consecrated lodge in which they

fulfill their vows.

Among the Ogliilas and the Brul<5s there are at least five of these counts

kept by as mauj' different men, each man seeming to be the recorder

for his branch of the tribe. I obtained copies of three of them in 1879

and 1880, while stationed at Camp Sheridan, Nebraska, near the Pine

Ridge Agency, Dakota. One winter count was made forme by Bat-

tiste Good, a Brul(5 Dakota, at the Eosebud Agency, Dakota, being a

copy of the one of which he is the recorder. He explained the meaning
of the pictographs to the Eev. William J. Cleveland, of the Rosebud
Agency, to whom I am indebted for rendering his explanations into

English. Several Indians and half-breeds had informed me that his

count formerly embraced about the same number of years as the other

two, but that Battiste Good gathered the names of many years from the

old people and placed them in chronological order as far back as he was
able to learn them.

Another winter count is a copy of the one in the possessioTi of

American-Horse, an Oghila Dakota, at the Pine Ridge Agency, who
asserts that his grandfather began it, and that it is the production of

his grandfather, his father, and himself. I received the explanations

from American-Horse through an interpreter.

A third winter count is a copy of one kept by Cloud-Shield. He is

also an Oglala Dakota at the Pine Ridge Agency, but of a different

band from American-Horse. I also received his explanations through

an interpreter. The last two counts embrace nearly the same number
of years. I have added the dates to both of them, beginning at the last

year, the date of which was known, and carrying them back. Two
dates belong to each figure, as a Dakota year covers a portion of two of

our calendar years.

I have seen copies of a fourth winter count which is kept by White-

4 ETH 9
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Cow-Killer at tlie Pine Eiilge Agency. I did not obtain a copy of it,

but learned most of the names given to the winters.

On comparing the winter counts, it is found that they often corre-

spond, but more frequently differ. In a few instances the differences are

in the succession of the events, but in most instances they are due to

an omission or to the selection of another event. When a year has the

same name in all of them, the bands were probably encamped together

or else the event fixed upon was of general interest; and, when the

name is different, the bands were scattered or nothing of general interest

occurred. Differences in the succession may be due to the loss of a

record and the depiction of another from memory, or to errors in copy-

ing an old one.

The explanations of the counts are far from complete, as the recorders

who furnished them could in many instances recall nothing except the

name of the year, and in others were loth to speak of the events or else

their explanations were vague and unsatisfactory, and, again, the in-

terpreters were sometimes at fault. Many of the recent events are fresh

in the memory of the people, as the warriors who strive to make their

exploits a part of the tribal traditions proclaim them on all occasions

of ceremony—count their coups, as it is called. Declarations of this kind

partake of the nature of afBrmations made in the presence of God.

War-shirts on which scores of the enemies killed are kept, and which

are carefully transmitted from one generation to another, help to refresh

their memories in regard to some of the events. By testing many In-

dians I learned that but few could interpret the significance of the

figures; some of them could point out the year of their birth and that

of some members of their families; others could not do so, or pretended

that they could not, but named the year and asked me to point it out

and tell their age.

In the following explanation of the winter counts, [figured on Plates

XXXIY-LI,] Xo. I refers to that of American-Horse and No. II to that

of Cloud-Shield.

1775-'7G.— Xo. I. Standing-Bull, the great-grandfather of the present

Standing-Bull, discovered the Black Hills. He carried home with him

a pine tree of a species he had never seen before. (In this count the

Dakotas are usually distinguished by the braided scalp-lock and the

feather they wear at the crown of the head, or by the manner in which

they brush back and tie the hair. It will be noticed that tlie i)rofile of

most of the faces is given, whereas Battiste Good gives the full face.

The Dakotas have of late years claimed the Black Hills, probably by

right of discovery in 1775-'7G; but the Crows were the former posses-

sors.)

This is also the first winter of WhiteCow-Killer's count and is called

" Two-warriors-killed winter."

177G-'77.—Xo. I. Many of their horses were killed by some of their

own people, who were jealous because they were fatter than their own.
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1777-'78.—No. I. It was an intensely cold winter, and the Man-who-
has-no-skin-on-his-penis froze to death. The sign for snow or winter,

i. e., a cloud with snow falling from it, is above his head. A haka-stick,

which, in playing that game, they cast after a ring, is represented iu

front of him.

Battiste Good's record is that a Dakota named SkinnedPenis was
killed in a fight with the Pawnees, and his companions left his body
where thej' supposed it would not be found, but the Pawnees found it,

and as it was frozen stiff, they dragged it into their camp and played

haka with it.

No. II. A war party brought in the lone j)!ne tree from the enemy's

country. They met no enemies while out. This event is also the first

in No. I, in which it marks the winter of 177.5-'76.

I77S-'79.—No. L The Ponkas came and attacked a village, notwith-

standing peace had just been made with them. The people repulsed

and followed them, killing sixty. Some elk-hair and a feather repre-

sent Ponka. Horse tracks are used for horses. Attack is indicated by

signs which were said to represent bullet marks, and which convey the

idea that the bullet struck. The sign seems to be derived from the

gesture-sign for " it struck."

No. II. Many of their horses were killed, but by whom is not known.

The same event is recorded in No. I, 1770-77.

1779-80.—No. I. Long-Pine was killed in a fight with the Crows.

The absence of his scalp denotes that he was killed by an enemy. The
wound was made with the bow and arrow.

No. II. Skinned-his-penis was used in the ring-and-pole game.

17S0-'81.—No. I. Many died of smallpox.

No. II. "The policeman" was killed by the enemy.

1781-'82.-No. I. Many died of small-pox.

No. II. Many people died of small-pox. They all record two sucres-

sive winters of small pox, but No. I makes the first year of the epidemic

one year later than that of Battiste Good, and No. II makes it two years

later.

1782-'83.—No. I. A Dakota named Stabber froze to death. The sign

for winter is the same as before.

No. II. Many people died of small-pox again.

1783-84.—No. I. The Maudans and Eees made a charge on a Dakota

village. The Dakotas drove them back, killed twenty five of them,

and captured a boy. An eagle's tail, which is worn on the head, stands

for Mandan and Ilee.

No. II. The-Stabber froze to death. The man's name is suggested

by the spear iu the body over his head, which is connected with his

mouth by a line.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Big-fire winter," possibly because big-

fires were required to keep them warm.
1784-'85.—No. I. A young man who was afflicted with the small-pox.
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and was iu his tipi, off by himself, sang his death-song and shot himself.

Suicide is more common among Indians than is generally suspected, and

even boys sometimes take their own lives. A Dakota boy at one of the

agencies shot himself rather than face his companions after his mother

had whipped him, audaPaiUte boy at Camp McDermit, Nevada, tried

to poison himself with the wild parsnip because he was not well and

strong like the other boys. The Pai-Utes usually eat the wild pars-

nip when bent on suicide.

No. II. An Omaha woman who was living with the Ogl^las attempted

to run away from them, and they killed her. A war between the two

tribes was the result.

1785-'86.—No. I. Bear's-Ears, a BruhJ, was killed in an Ogl41a vil-

lage by the Crows.

No. II. The Oghilas killed three lodges of Omahas.

1786-87.— No. I. Broken-Leg-Duck, an Oglala, went to a Crow vil-

lage to steal horses and was killed. A line connects the name with the

mouth.

No. II. Long-Hair was killed. To what tribe he belonged is not

known.
1787-88.—No. I. They went out in search of the Crows in order to

avenge the death of Broken-Leg-Duck. They did not find any Crows,

but, chancing on a Mandan village, captured it and killed all the people

in it.

No. II. A year of famine. They lived on roots, which are represented

in front of the tipi.

178S-'89.—No. I. Last-Badger, an Ogldla, was killed by the Eees.

No. II. The winter was so cold that many crows froze to death.

White-Cow-Killer calls 1787-88 "Many -black-crows-died winter."

1789-90.—No. I. The cold was so intense that crows froze iu the air

and dropj)ed dead near the lodges.

No. II. White-Goose was killed in an attack made by some enemies.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Goose-Feather-killed winter."

1790-'91.—No. I. They could not hunt on account of the deep snow,

and were compelled to subsist on anything they could get, as herbs

(pezi) and roots.

No. II. Picket-Pin went against the Cheyennes. A picket-pin is

represented in front of him and is connected with his mouth by the

usual line. The black band across his face denotes that he was brave

and had killed enemies. The cross is the symbol for Cheyenne. The

mark used for Cheyenne stands for the scars on their arms, or stripes on

their sleeves, which also gave rise to the gesture sign for this tribe,

given in Sign Language among the North American Indians, etc.. First

Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 405, viz. : Draw the ex-

tended right index, or the inner edge of the open right hand, several

times across the base of the extended left index or across the left fore-

arm at different heights.
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White-Cow-Killer calls it " All-tbe-Iudians-see-tbe-flag winter."

1791-'92,—No. I. Glue, aa Ogldla, froze to death on his way to a Brul6

village. A glue-stick is represented back of bis bead. Glue, made
from the hoofs of buffalo, is used to fasten arrow-heads on, and is car-

ried about on sticks.

No. II. The Dakotas and Omahas made peace.

1792-'93.—No. I. Mauy women died in child-birth.

No. II. The Dakotas camped on the Missouri Eiver near the Gros

Ventres and fought with tbem a long time. The Dakota tipi and the

Gros Ventre lodge are shown in the figure.

Wbite-Cow-Killer calls it " Rees-bouse-winter."

1793-94.—No. I. A Ponka who was captured when a boy by the OgUi-

las was killed while outside the village by a war party of Ponkas.

No. II. Bear's-Ears was killed in a fight with the Rees.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Little-Face-killed winter."

179I-'95.—No. I. The-Good -White-Man came with two other white

men. He promised that if they would let him and his companions go

undisturbed he would return and bring with him weapons with which

they could kill game with but little labor. They gave them buffalo

robes and dogs to pack them on and sent the party off. The sign for

white man is a hat, either by itself or on a head, and the gesture-sign

indicates one who wears a hat. Draw the open right hand horizontally

from left to right across the forehead a little above the eyebrows, the

back of the hand to be upward and the fingers pointing toward the left,

or draw the index across the forehead in the same manner.

No. II. Bad-Pace, a Dakota, was shot in the face.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Long-Hair-killed winter."

1795-'9G.—No. I. The-Man-Who-Owns-the-Plute was killedby the Chey-

ennes. His flute is represented in front of him with sounds coming from

it. A bullet mark is on his neck.

No. II. The Dakotas camped near the Rees and fought with them.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Water-Stomach-killed winter."

179C-'97.—No. I. They killed the long-haired man in a fight with the

Cheyennes while on an expedition to avenge the death of The-Mau-

Who-Owns-the-Flute, who was killed by the Cheyennes the year before.

No. II. Badger, a Dakota, was killed by enemies, as shown by the

absence of his scalp.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "War-Bonnet- killed winter."

1797-'98.—No. I. Little-Beaver and three other white men came to

trade, having been sent by the Good-White-Man. Their goods were

loaded on three sleds, each drawn by six dogs.

No. II. The-Wise-Man was killed by enemies.

White-Cow- Killer calls it " Caugbt-themedicine-god-woman-winter."

1798-'99.—No. I. Ownsthe-Pole, the leader of an Ogbila war party,

brought home mauy Cheyenne scalps. The cross stands for Cheyenne.

No. II. Many women died in child-birth.
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White-Cow-Killer says, "Manysquaws-died winter."

1799-lSOO.—No. 1. Tbe-GoodWhite-Man returned and gave guns to

tlie Dakotas. The circle of marks represents the people sitting around

him, the flint lock musket the guns.

No. II. A woman who had been given to a white man by the Dakotas

was killed because she ran away from him. [See No. I, 180I:-'0o.]

White-Cow-Killer says, "The-Good-White-Man-came winter."

ISOO-'Ol.—No. I. Nine white men came to trade with them. The cov-

ered head with short hair stands for a white man and also intimates

that the eight dots over it are for white men. Accoi'ding to this count

the first whites came in 17!)-t-'95.

No. II. The Good-White-Man came. He was the first white man to

trade and live with the Dakotas.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Don't-Eat-Heart-makes-a-god-house win-

ter."

lS01-'02.—No. I. The Oglalas, Brules, ]\Iinneconjous, Sans Arcs, and

Cheyenues united in an expedition against the Crows. They surprised

and captured a village of thirty lodges, killed all the men, and took the

women and children prisoners. The three ti^jis stand for thirty ; the red

spots are for blood.

No. II. A trader brought them their first guns.

White-Cow-Killer says, " All-sick-winter."

1802-'03.—No. I. The Ponkas attacked two lodges of Ogh'ilas, killed

some of the people, and made the rest prisoners. The Oglalas went to

the Ponka village a short time afterward and took their people from

the Ponkas. In the figure an Oglala has a prisoner by the arm leading

him away. The arrow indicates that they were ready to fight.

No. II. The Omahas made an assault on a Dakota village. Arrows

and bullets are flying back and forth.

White Cow-Killer calls it " Brought-in-horse-shoes winter."

1803-01.—No. I. They made peace with the Gros Ventres.

No. II. Little- Beaver, a white trader, came.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Plenty- of-woolly-horses winter."

1804-05.—No. I. An Indian woman who had been unfaithful to a

white man to whom she was married was killed by an Indian named
Ponka. The symbol for Ponka indicates the name.

No. II. The Omahas came and made peace to get their people, whom
the Dakotas held as prisoners.

180j-'0G.—No. I. The Dakotas had a council with the whites on the

Missouri liiver, below the Cheyenne Agency, near the mouth of Bad
Creek (the Lewis and Clarke Expedition ?). They had many flags,

which the Good- White-Man gave them with their guns, and they erected

them on poles to show their friendly feelings. The curved line is to

represent the council lodge, which they made by opening several tipis

and 'iuitiug them at their sides to form a semicircle. The marks are for

the people. American-Horse's father was born this year.
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No. II. Nine white men came to trade. The thiee covered heads

represent the white men.

WhiteCow-Killer calls it " Eight-Dakotas-killed winter."

lS()6-'07.—No. I. Black-Kock, a Dakota, was killed by the Crows. A
rock is represented above his head. He was killed with a bow and

arrow and was scalped.

No. II. The Dakotas killed an Omaha in the night.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Killed-while-hunting-eagles winter."

1807-'08.—No. I. Broken-Leg was killed by the Pawnees. His leg

had been broken by a bullet in a previous fight with the Pawnees.

No. II. Many people camped together and had many flags flying.

White-Cow-killer calls it " Redshirtkilled Winter."

1S08-'09.—No. I. Little-Beaver's trading house was burned down.

No. II. A Brul(5 was found dead under a tree which had fallen on

him.

'SVhite-Cow-Killer calls it " Blue-Blanket's father-dead winter."

1809-'10.—No. I. Black-Rock was killed by the Crows. His brother,

whose name he had taken, was killed by the Crows three years before.

No. II. Little-Beaver's house was burned.

White-Cow-Killer says," Little-Beaver's (the white man) house-burned-

down winter."

ISlO-'ll.—No. I. Red-Shirt, a Dakota, was killed by the Crows while

looking for his i)onies near Old Woman's Fork.

No. II. They brought in a fine horse with feathers tied to his tail.

White Cow-Killer calls it "Came-with-medicine-on-horsc's-tail winter."

18ll-'12.—No. I. They caught many wild horses south of the Platte

River.

No. II. They had very little buft'alo meat, as the empty drying pole

indicates, but plenty of ducks in the fall.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Catching-wild-horses winter."

1812-'13.—No. I. Big-Waist's father killed.

No. II. Big-Owl killed.

White-Cow-Killcr calls it " Big-Belly'sfather-killed winter."

18L3-'14.—No. I. Many had the whooping-cough. The cough is rej)-

resented by the lines issuing from the man's mouth.

No. II. Food was very scarce and they had to live on acorns. The
tree is intended for an oak and the marks beneath it for acorns.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Six-Rees-killed winter."

181-l-'15.—No. I. The Dakotas went to a Kaiowa village, about 6 miles

from Scott's Blufl', and near the mouth of Horse Creek, to treat for

jieace ; but their intentions were frustrated by one of their number, who
drove his hatchet into a Kaiowa's head.

No. II. They made peace with the Pawnees. The man with the blue

forehead is a Pawnee, the other is a Dakota, whose body is smeared
with clay. The four arrows show that they had been at war, and the

clasped hands denote peace.

White Cow-Killer calls it " Kaiowa-hit-on-head-with-axe winter."
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Toung-Man's-Horses-Afraid, i. e., whose horses are afraid, was born

this year. He is now called " Old-Man- afraid-of-his Horses" by the

whites, and his son, the present chief of the Ogh'ilas, is known as

" Young-Manafraid-of-his- Horses." [The present writer has heard an-

other interpretation about " afraidof-hishorses," i. e., that the man
valued his horses so much that he was afraid of losing them. The

present representative of the name, however, stated to the writer that

the true meaning was " The-young-manwhose horses-they-fear."]

1815-'lG.-T-No. I. The figure is intended to represent a white man's

house.

No. II. Some of the Dakotas built a large house and lived in it dur-

ing the winter.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Made-a-house winter."

181C-'17.—No. I. They made peace with the Crows at Pine Bluff. The

arrow shows they had been at war.

No. II. They lived in the same house that they did last winter.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Made-a-house winter."

1817-'18.—No. 1. The Oglalas had an abundance of buffalo meat and

shared it with the Brulcjs, who were short of food. Tbe buffalo hide

huug on the dryiug pole, with the buflalo head' above it, indicates an

abundance of meat.

No. II. The-Brave-Man was killed in a great fight. The fight is shown

by the arrows flying to and from him. Having been killed by an enemy,

he is scalped.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Plenty-ofmeat winter."

181S-'19.—No. I. A large house was built.

No. II. Many died of the small-pox.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Little-small-pox winter."

1819-20.—No. I. Another house was built. The Dakotas made medi-

cine in it.

No. II. In an engagement with the Crows, both sides expended all of

their arrows, and then threw dirt at each other. A Crow is represented

on the right, and is distinguished by the manner in which the hair is

worn.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Made-a-house-of-old-wood winter."

1820-'21.—No. I. The Dakotas assaulted and took a Crow village of

a hundred lodges. They killed many and took many prisoners.

No. II. A Dakota, named Glue, froze to death.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Two-arrowsmade-a-war-bonnet winter."

1821-22.—No. I. They had all the mini ivakan (spirit water or whisky)

they could drink. They never had any before. A barrel with a waved

or spiral line running from it represents the whisky, the waved line sig-

nifying spirit.

No. II. A large roaring star fell. It came from the east, and shot

out sparks of fire along its course. Its track and the sparks are shown

in the figure. See also page 111.
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White-Cow-Killer says, " Onestar-made-a-great-noise winter."

Battiste Good, alias Wa-po-ctan-qi (Browu-Hat), historian and chief,

dcsifiuated this year as that of his birth. Omaha bullets were whizzing

through the village and striking and piercing his mother's lodge as she

brought him forth. Ked-Cloud also was born.

18l22-'23.—No. I. Dog, an Ogliila, stole serenty horses from the

Crows. Each of the seven tracks stands for ten horses. A lariat,

which serves the purpose of a long whip, and is usually allowed to trail

on the ground, is shown in the man's hand.

No. II. A Brul6, who had left the village the night before, was found

dead in the morning outside the village, and the dogs were eating his

body. The black si^ot on the upper part of the thigh shows he was a

Brul(S.

White- Cow-Killer says,"White-man-peels-the-stick-in-hls-hand-broke-

his-leg winter."

1823-'24.—No. I. They had an abundance of corn, which they got at

the Eee villages.

No, II. They joined the whites in an expedition up the Missouri Eiver

against the Eees.

White-CowKiller calls it " Oldcorii-plenty winter." For further ex-

planation of the record of this year, see page 111.

1824-'25.—No. I. Cloud-Bear, a Dakota, killed a Dakota, who was a

long distance off, by throwing a bullet from his hand and striking him

in the heart. The spiral line is again used for tcakan. The gesture-

sign for imA-rtft (holy, supernatural) is: With its index-finger extended

and pointing upward, or all the lingers extended, back of hand outward,

move the right hand from just in front of the forehead spirally upward

nearly to arm's length from left to right. [See '-Sign Language N. A.

Indians," p. 380, by the present writer, in the First Annual Keport of the

Bureau of Ethnology.]

No. II. Cat-Owner was killed with a spider-web thrown at him by a

Dakota. The spider-web is shown reaching to his heart from the hand

of the man who threw it. The blood issuing from his mouth and nose

indicates that he bled to death. It is a common belief among them that

certain medicine men possess the power of taking life by shooting

needles, straws, spider-webs, bullets, and other objects, however distant

the person may be against whom they are directed.

White-Cow-Killer calls it ''Killed-the-wonien-picking-cherries win-

ter."

1825-'26.—No. I. Some of the Dakotas were living on the bottom-

lands of the Missouri Eiver, below the Whetstone, when the river,

which was filled with broken ice, unexpectedly rose and flooded their

village. Many were drowned or else killed by the floating ice. Many
of those that escaped climbed on cakes of ice or into trees.

No. II. Many of the Dakotas were drowned in a flood caused by a

rise of the Missouri Eiver, in a bend of which they were camped. The
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curved liue is the beud ia the river ; the waved line is the water, above

which the tops of the tipis are showu.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Great-flood-aud-many-Iudiausdrowued

winter." [See page 113.]

182C-'27.—Xo. I. The brother of the Good-White-Man came.

No. II. Held a commemoration of the dead. The pipe-stem and the

sknll indicate this.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Long-Whistle-sick winter."

1827-28.—No. I. The snow was very deep.

No. II. In a fight with the Mandans, Crier was shot in the head with

a gun.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Snow-shoe-making winter."

1828-'29.—No. I. They provided themselves with a large supply of

antelope meat by driving antelope into a corral, in which they were

easily killed.

No. II. They drove many antelope into a corral and then killed them.

White-Cow-Killer calls it '' Many-Eeeskilled winter."

182!)-'30.—No. I. Striped-Face stabbed and killed his son-in-law for

whipping his wife.

No. II. Spotted-Face stabs his son-in-law for whipping his wife.

White-CowKiller calls it " Spotted-Face-heldou-long winter."

1830-31.—No. I. They saw wagons for the first time. Eed-Lake, a

white trader, brought his goods in them.

No. II. The Crows were approaching a village at a time when there

was a great deal of snow on the ground and intended to suri:)rise it, but

some herders discovering them the Dakotas went out, laid in wait for

the Crows, surprised them, aud killed many. A Crow's head is repre-

sented in the figure.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Killed-many-whitebuft'alo winter."

183l-'32.—No. I. Eed-Lake's house, wliich he had recently built, was

destroyed by fire, and he was killed by the accidental explosion of some

powder.

No. II. A. white man, whom they called Gray-Eyes, shot and killed

a man who was working for him.

lS32-'33.—No. I. They killed many Gros Ventres in a village which

they assaulted.

No. II. All of Standing-Bull's horses were killed, but by whom is

unknown. Hoof-prints, bloodstains, and arrows are shown under the

horse.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "One-Horu's-leg-broken winter."

1833-'34.—No. I. The stars moved around.

No. II. It rained stars.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Plenty-stars winter."

The records [see page IIG] all undoubtedly refer to the magnificent

meteoric display of the morning of November 13th, 1833, which was wit-

nessed throughout North America, and which they have correctly as-
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signed to the winter corresponding with that of 1833-'34. All of them
represent stars as having four points.

1834-35.—No. I. They were at war with the Cheyennes. The Chey-

enne is the one with the stripes on his arm.

No. II. They fought with the Cheyennes. The stripes on the arm are

for Cheyenne as before.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Cheyennes-came-andone-killed winter."

1835-'36.—No. I. They killed a very fat buffalo bull.

No. II. They killed a very fat buffalo bull.

WhiteCow-Killer calls it " Two warriors-killed winter."

183C-'37.—No. I. The Dakotas and the Pawnees fought on the ice on

the North Platte Eiver. The former M'ere on the north side, the right-

hand fide in the figure, the latter on the south side, the left in the fig-

ure. Horsemen and footmen on the right are opposed to footmen on the

left. Both sides have guns and bows, as shown by the bullet-marks and

the arrows. The red marks are for blood-stains on the ice.

No. II. They fought the Pawnees aicross the ice on the North Platte.

The man on the left is a Pawnee.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Fight-on-ice winter."

1837-38.—No. I. Paints-His-Cheeks-Eed and his family, who were

camping by themselves, were killed by Pawnees.

No. II. Paints-His-Face-Eed, a Dakota, was killed in his tipi by the

Pawnees.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Five-Fingersdied winter."

lS38-'39.—No. I. Spotted-Horse carried the pipe around and took the

war path against the Pawnees, to avenge the death of his uncle, Paints-

His-Cheeks-Eed.

No. II. Crazy-Dog, a Dakota, carried the pipe around and took the

war path. The waved or spiral lines denote crazy.

White-Cow-Killer says, " Paints-hisChin's-lodge all-killed winter.'^

W^hen a warrior desires to make up a war party he visits his friends

and ofl'ers them a filled pipe as an invitation to follow him, and those

who are willing to go accept the invitation by lighting and smoking it.

Any man whose courage has been proved may become the leader of a

war party. Among the Arapahos the would-be leader does not invite

any one to accompany him, but publicly announces his intention of going

to war. He fixes the day for his departure and states where he will

camp the first night, naming some place not far off. The morning on

which he starts, and before leaving the village, he invokes the aid of

the sun, his guardian bj^day, and often, to propitiate him, secretly vows
to undergo penance, or offer a sacrifice on his return. He rides oft' alone,

carrying his bare pipe in his hand, with the bowl carefully tied to the

stem to prevent it from slipping off". If the bowl should at any time

accidentally fall to the ground, he considers it an evil omen, and imme-

diately returns to the village, and nothing could induce him to proceed,

as he thinks that only misfortune would attend him if he did. Some-
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times he ties eagle or hawk j)lames to the stem of his pipe, and, after

quitting the village, repairs to the top of some hill and makes "an ofiter-

iug of them to the snn, taking them from his pipe and tying them to a

pole, which he erects in a pile of stones. (Some of the stoaeheaps seen

on the hills in the Arapaho country originated in this way, but most of

them were made by dreamers, who withdraw from their people to de-

vote themselves in solitude to contemplatiou, fasting, and prayer, in

order to work themselves into a state of rapture, hoping to have visions

and receive messages from spirits.) Those who intend to follow him
usually join him at the first camp, equipped for the expedition; but

often there are some who do not join him until he has gone further on.

He eats nothing before leaving the village, nor as long as the sun is up;

but breaks his fast at his first camp, after the sun sets. The next morn-

ing he begins another fast, to be continued until sunset. He counts his

party, saddles his horse, names some place six or seven miles ahead,

where he says he will halt for awhile, and again rides oft" alone with his

pipe in his hand. After awhile the party follow him in single file. When
thej- have reached his halting place he tells them to dismount and let

their horses graze. They all then seat themselves on the ground on

the left of the leader, forming a semicircle, facing the sun. The leader

fills his pipe, all bow their heads, and, pointing the stem of the pipe up-

ward, he prays to the snn, asking that they may find an abundance of

game, that dead-shots may be made, so that their ammunition will not

be wasted, but reserved for their enemies ; that they may easily find

their enemies and kill them ; that they may be preserved from wounds
and death. He makes his petition four times, then lights his pipe, and

after sending a few whifl's of smoke skyward as incense to the sun,

hands the pipe to his neighbor, who smokes and i)asses it on to the next.

It is passed from one to another, toward the left, until all have smoked,

the leader refilling it as often as necessary. They then proceed to their

next camp, where i)robably others join them. The same programme is

carried out for three or four days before the party is prepared for

action.

1839-'40.—Xo. I. Left-Handed-Big-Xose was killed by the Shoshoni.

His left arm is represented extended, and his nose is very conspicuous.

American-Horse was born in the spring of 18iO.

No. II. They killed a Crow and his squaw, who were found on a trail.

White-CowKiller calls it " Large war-party-huugry-eat Pawnee-

horses winter."

1840-41.—No. I. Sitting-Bear, American-Horse's father, and others,

stole two hundred horses from the Flat Heads. A trailing lariat is in

the man's hand.

No. II. They stole one hundred (many) horses from the Snakes.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Little-Thunder's-brothers-killed winter."

1841-'42.—No. I. The Oglalas engaged in a drunken brawl, which re-
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suited in a division of the tribe, the Kiyuksas (Cut-Ofifs) separating from

the others.

No. II. The Oglalas got drunk on Chug Creek, and engaged in a

quarrel among themselves, iu which EedCloud's brother was killed,

and Red-Cloud killed three men. Cloud-Shield (Mahpiya-Wahacanka)

was born.

1842-'43.—No. I. Feather-Ear-Rings was killed by the Shoshoni.

The four lodges and the many bloodstains intimate that he was killed

at the time the four lodges of Shoshoni were killed.

No. II. Lone-Peather said his prayers, and took the war path to

avenge the death of some relatives.

Wliite-Cow-Killer calls it " Crane'sson-killed winter."

1843-44.—No. I. The great medicine arrow was taken from the Paw-
nees by the Oglalas and Bruits, and returned to theCheyennes, to whom
it rightly belonged.

No. 11. In a great fight with the Pawnees they captured the great

medicine arrow which had been taken from the Cheyennes, who made
it, by the Pawnees. The head of the arrow projects from the bag which

contains it. The delicate waved lines (intended probably for spiral

lines) show that it is sacred.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "The Great-medicine-arrow-comes-in win-

ter."

Battiste Good's record gives the following for the same year:

"Brought-home-the-magic arrow winter. This arrow originally be-

longed to the Cheyennes, from whom the Pawnees stole it. TheDakotas
ca[itured it this winter from the Pawnees, and the Cheyennes then re-

deemed it for one hundred horses." His sign for the year is somewhat
difierent, as shown in Figure 40. As before mentioned, au attempt is

made to distinguish colors bj^ the heraldic sclieme, which

in this instance may require explanation. The upper part

of the body is sable or black, the feathers on the arrow

are azure or blue, and the shaft, gules or red. Tbe i-emain-

der of the figure is of an undecided color not requiring

specification.

1844-'4").—No. I. Male-Crow, an Oglala, was killed by

the Shoshoni.

No. II. Crazy-Horse says his prayers and goes on the war
path. The waved lines are used again for crazy.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " White-Buffalo-Bull-killed by-

theCrows winter." fig. 46—Magic

1845-'46.—No. I. White-Bull and thirty other Ogliilas "'""''

were killed bj' the Crows and Shoshoni.

No. II. White Bull and many others were killed in a fight with the

Shoshoni.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Many-sick winter."
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1846-'47.—No. I. BigCrow and Oonquering-Bear had a great feast

and gave maiij- presents.

No. II. Long-rine, a Dakota, was killed by Dakotas. He was not

killed by an enemy, as be bas not lost bis scalp.

WbiteCowKiller calls it " Diver's-neck-broken winter."

18I:7-'48.—No. I. There were a great many accidents and some legs

were broken, the ground being covered with ice.

No. II. Many were tbi'own from their horses while surrounding buffalo

in the deep snow, and some bad their legs-broken.

WhiteOow-Killer calls it " Many-legs-broken winter."

1848-'49.—No. I. American-Horse's father captured a Crow who was

dressed as a woman, but who was found to be an hermaphrodite and
was killed.

No. II. American-Horse's father captured a Crow woman and gave

her to the young men, who discovered that she was an hermaphrodite

and killed her.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Halfmanandhalf-woman-killed winter."

It is i^robable that this was one of those men, not uncommon among
the Indian tribes, who adopt the dress and occupation of women. [This

is sometimes compulsory, e. g., on account of failure to pass an ordeal.]

1849-50.—No. I. Many died of the cramps. The cramjis were those

of Asiatic cholera, which was epidemic in the United States at that time,

and was carried to the plains by the California and 'Jregon emigrants.

The position of the man is very suggestive of cholera.

No. II. Making-the-Hole stole many horses from a Crow tipi. The
index points to the hole, which is suggestive of the man's name.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " The-iieoi)le-had-the-cramps winter,"

1850-'51.—No. I. Wolf-Eobe was killed by the Pawnees.
No. II. Many died of the smallpox.

White-Crow Killer calls it " AU-the-time-sick-with-the-big-small-pox

winter."

18.~)l-'52.—No. I. They received their first annuities at the mouth of

Horse Creek. A one-point blanket is depicted and denotes dry-goods.

It is surrounded by a circle of marks which represent the people.

No. II. Many goods were issued to them at Fort Laramie. They were

the first they received. The blanket which is represented stands for the

goods.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Large-issue-of-goods-on-the-Platte-River

winter."

lS52-'53.—No. I. The Cheyennes carry the pipe around to invite all

the tribes to unite with them in a war against the Pawnees.

No. II. A white man made medicine over the skull of Crazy-Horse's

brother. He holds a pipe-stem in his hand. This pi'obably refers to

the custom of gathering the bones of the dead that have been placed on

scaffolds and burying them.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Great-snow winter."
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1853-'54.—No. I. Antelope-Dung broke his neck while snrrounding

buffalo.

"No. II. Antelope-Dung broke his neck while running antelope. His
severed head is the only part of his body that is shown.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Oak-wood-house winter."

185J:-'55.—No. I. Conquering-Bear was killed by white soldiers, and
thirty white soldiers were killed by the Dakotas 9 miles below Fort

Laramie. The thirty black dots in three lines stand for the soldiers,

and the red stains for killed. The head covered with a fatigue-cap

further shows they were white soldiers. Indian soldiers are usually

represented in acircle or semicircle. The gesture-sign for soldier means
all in line, and is made by placing the nearly closed hands with palms
forward, and thumbs near together, in front of the body and then
separating them laterally about two feet.

No. II. Brave-Bear was killed in a quarrel over a calf. He was killed

by enemies; hence his scalp is gone.

White-Cow-Killer says, "Mato-wayuhi (or Conquering-Bear) killed-

by-white-soldiers winter."

1855-'56.—No. I. A war party of Oghilas killed one Pawnee—his scalp

is on the pole—and on their way home froze their feet.

No. II. Torn-Belly and his wife were killed by some of their own
people in a quarrel.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "A-medicine-man-made-buffalomedicine
winter."

185G-'57.—No. I. They received annuities at Eaw-Hide Butte. The
house and the blanket represent the agency and the goods.

No. II. They have an abundance of buffalo meat. This is shown by
the full drying pole.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " White-bill-house winter."

lSo7-'58.—No. I. Little-Gay, a white trader, was killed by the explo-

sion of a can of gunpowder. He was measuring out powder from the

can in his wagon whde smoking his pipe.

No. II. They surrounded and killed ten Crows.

White Cow-Killer calls it " Bull-hunting winter."

1858-'59.—No. I. They made peace with the Pawnees. The one on
the left is a Pawnee.
No. II. They bought Mexican blankets of John Richard, who bought

many wagon-loads of the Mexicans.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Yellow-blanket-killed winter."

1859-60.—No. I. Broken-Arrow fell from his horse while running buf-

falo and broke his neck.

No. II. Black-Shield says prayers and takes the warpath to avenge

the death of two of his sons who had been killed by the Crows.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Black-Shield's-two boys-go-huntiug-and-

are-killed-by-the-Crows winter."
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1860-'61.—No. I. Two-Face, an Ogliila, was badly burnt by the ex-

plosion of bis powder-horn.

No. II. They capture a great many antelope by driving them into 'a

pen.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Babies-all sick-and-many-die winter."

18G1-'G2.—No. I. Spider was killed (stabbed) in a fight with the

Pawnees.

No. II. Young-Rabbit, a Crow, was killed in battle by Eed-Cloud.

White-Cow Killer calls it " Crow-Indiau-Spotted-Horsestole-many-

horses-and-was-killed winter."

1SGL'-'G3.—No. I. The Crows scalped an Oglala boy alive.

No. II. Some Ci'ows came to their camp and scalped a boy.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Crows-scalp-boy winter."

1SG3-'G1.—No. I. The Oglalas and Minneconjous took the war path

against the Crows and stole three hundred Crow horses. The Crows
followed them and killed eight of the party.

No. II. Eight Dakotas were killed by the Crows. Here eight long

marks represent the number killed.

AVhite-Cow-Kiiler calls it " Dakotas-and-Crows-bave-a-big-fight-eight-

Dakotas killed winter."

18G4-'C5.—No. I. Bird, a white trader, went to Powder Eiver to trade

with the Cheyennes. They killed him and appropriated his goods.

No. II. Bird, a white trader, was burned to death by the Cheyennes.

He is surrounded by flames in the picture.

AYhite-Cow-Killer calls it " Big-.Lips-died-suddenly winter."

1S65-'6C.—No. 1. General Maynadier made peace with the Oglalas and

Brules. His name, the sound of which resembles the words "many
deer," is indicated by the two deers' heads connected with his mouth by

the lines.

No. ir. Many horses were lost by starvation, as the snow was so deep

they couldn't get at the grass.

18GG-'G7.—No. I. They killed one hundred white men at Fort Phil.

Kearny. The hats and the cap-covered head represent the whites;

the red spots, the killed ; the circle of characters around them, rifle or

arrow shots ; the black strokes, Dakota footmen ; and the hoot-i)rints,

Dakota horsemen. The Phil. Kearny massacre occurred December 21,

18GG, and eighty-two whites were killed, including officers, citizens, and

enlisted men. Capt. W. J. Petternian was in commaud of the i)arty.

No. II. Lone-Bear was killed in battle.

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Oue-hundred-white-meu-killed winter."

1867-'G8.—No. I. They captured a train of wagons near Tongue liiver.

The men who were with it getaway. The blanket re^jresents the goods

found in the wagons.

No. II. Blankets were issued to them at Fort Laramie.

White-CowKiller calls it "Seveu-Pawnees-killed winter."

18G8-'C9.—No. I. They were compelled to sell many mules and horses
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to enable them to procure food, as they were in a starving condition.

They willingly gave a mule for a sack of flour. The mule's halter is

attached to two sacks of flour.

No. II. They had to sell many mules and horses to get food, as they

were starving.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Mules-sold-by-hungry-Sioux winter."

1869-70.—No. I. Tall-Bull was killed by white soldiers and Pawnees

on the south side of the South Platte River.

No. II. John Richard shot a white soldier at Fort Fetterman, Wyo-
ming, and fled north, joining Red-Cloud.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Tree-fellon-woman-who-was-cutting-wood-

and-killed-her winter."

1S70-'71.—No. I. High-Back-Bone, a very brave Oglala, was killed by
the SLoshoni. They also shot another man, who died after he reached

home.

No. II. High-Back-Bone was killed in a fight with the Snakes (Sho-

shoni).

White-Cow-Killer calls it "Iligb-Back-Bone-killedby-Snakelndians

winter."

1871-72.—No. 1. John Richard shot and killed an Oglala named Yel-

low-Bear, and the Ogh'das killed Richard before he could get out of the

lodge. This occurred in the spring of 1872. As the white man was
killed after the Indian, he is placed behind him in the figure.

No. II. Adobe houses were built by Maj. J. W. Wham, Indian agent

(now paymaster, United States Army), on the Platte River, about 30

miles below Fort Laramie.

White-Cow-Killer calls ic '' Major-Wham's-housebnilton-Platteliiver

winter."

1872-73.—No. I. Whistler, also named Little-Bull, and two other

Oglalas, were killed by white hunters on the Republican River.

No. II. Antoine Janis's two boys were killed by Joe (John "?) Richard.

White Cow-Killer calls it " Stay-at-plenty-ashwood winter."

1873-74.—No. I. The Oglalas killed the Indian agent's (Seville's)

clerk inside the stockade of the Red Cloud 2^gency, at Fort Robinson,

Nebraska.

No. II. They killed many Pawnees on the Republican River.

lS71-'75.—No. I. Tlic Oglalas at the Red Cloud Agency, near Fort

Robinson, Nebraska, cut to ])ieces the flag staff which their agent had
had cut and hauled, but which they would not allow him to erect, as they

did not \^ish to have a flag flying over their agency. This was in lrs74.

The flag which the agent intended to hoist is now at the Pine Ridge

Agency, Dakota.

No. il. Tlie Utes stole all of the Brule horses.

lS75-'70.—No. I. The first stock cattle were issued to them. The
figure represents a cow or spotted buflalo, surrounded by people. The
gesture-sign also signifies spotted buffalo.

4 KTH 10
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No. II. Seven of Eed-Cloud's band were killed by the Crows.

WhiteCow-Killer calls it "FiveDakotas-killod winter."

187G-'77.—No. I. Tbe Oglalas Lelped General Jlackeuzie to whip the

Cheyennes. The Indian's head represents the man who was the first to

enter the Cheyenne village. The white man bolding up three fingers is

General Mackenzie, who is placed uiiou the head of the Dakota to iinli-

cate that tbe Dakotas backed or assisted him. The other white man is

General Crook, or Three Stars, as indicated by the three stars above

him.

[This designation might be suggested from tbe uniform, but (leneral

Crook did not probably wear during tbe year mentioned or for a long

time before it the uniform either of liis rank as major-general of volun-

teers or as brevet major general in the Army, and by either of those

ranks he was entitled to but two stars on his shoulder-straps.]

No. II. Three-Stars (General Crook) took Kcd-Cloud's young men to

help him fight the Cheyennes. A red cloud, indicating the chief's

name, is represented above his head.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " General-Mackenzie-took-the-Eed-Clond-

Indians'-horses-away- from-them winter."

1877-78.—No. I. A soldier ran a bayonet into Crazy- Horse, and killed

him in the guard house, at Fort Eobinson, Nebraska (September 5,

1877).

No. II. Crazy- Horse's band left the Spotted Tail Agency (at Camp
Sheridan, Nebraska), and went nor.h, after Crazy-Horse was killed at

Fort Eobinson, Nebraska. Hoof-prints and lodge pole tracks run north-

ward from the house, which rejiresents the Agency. That the horse is

crazy is .shown by the waved or spiral lines on his body, running in,m

his nose, foot, and forehead.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Crazy-Horse-killed winter."

1878-'79.—No. I. Wagons were given to them.

No. II. The Cheyenne who boasted that he was bullet and arrow

proof was killed by white soldiers, near Fort Eobinson, Nebraska, in

the intreuchments behind which the Cheyennes were defending them-

selves after they had escaped from the fort.

White-Cow-Killer calls it " Wagons-givento-the-Dakota-Indians win-

ter."
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NOTIFICATION.

This is an important division of the purposes for which pictographs

are used. The pictographs and the objective devices antecedent to pic-

tographs under tliis head that have come immediately to the writer's at-

tention, may bo grouped as follows: 1st. Notice of departure, direction,

etc. 2d. Notice of condition, suffering, etc. 3d. Warning and guidance.

4th. Charts of geographic features. 5th. Claim or demand. 6th. Mes-
sages or communications. 7th. Kecord of expedition.

NOTICE OF DEPARTURE AND DIRECTION.

Dr. W. J. Hoffman obtained the original of the accompanying draw-
ing, Fig. 47, from Naumoffan Alaskan native, in San Francisco, -Califor-

12 345678 9 10 11 12

Fig. 47.—Alaskan notice of hunt.

nia, in 1882, also the interpretation, with text in the Kiatexamut dialect

of the Innuit language.

The drawing was in imitation of similar ones made by the natives, to

inform their visitors or friends of their departure for a certain purpose.

They are depicted upon strips of wood which are placed in conspicuous

places near the doors of the habitations.

Dr. Hoffman has published a brief account of this drawing as well as

the succeeding one, in the Trans. Autlirop. Soc. Washington, II, 1883,

p. 134, Fig. 3, and p. 132, Fig 2.

The spelling adopted in the Innuit text, following in each case the

explanation of characters, is in accordance with the system now used

by tlie Bureau of Ethnology.

The following is the explanation of the characters

:

1. The speaker, with the right hand indicating himself, and with the

left pointing in the direction to be taken.

2. Holding a boat paddle—going by boat.

3. The right hand to the side of the head, to denote sleep, and the left

elevated with one linger elevated to signify o«e—one night.

147
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4. A circle with two marks in the middle, signifying an island with

huts upon it.

5. Same as No. 1.

G. A circle to denote another island.

7. Same as No. 3, with an additional finger elevated, signifying two—
two nights.

8. The speaker with his harpoon, making the sign of a sea lion with

the left hand. The flat hand is held edgewise with the thumb elevated,

then i)iished outward from the body in a slightly downward curve.

9. A sea lion.

10. Shooting with bow and arrow.

] 1. The boat with two persons in it, the paddles projecting down-

ward.

12. The winter, or permanent habitation of the speaker.

The following is the text in the Aigaluxamut dialect, with an inter-

linear translation:

Hui tawa-ut ai-wi-xa-na kui-gi-qtaniun a-xi-lii-muk ka-wa-xa-lii-a,

I tliL-ro go (with boat) that ishxiid one sleep there,

(to that place)

tcali hui ai-wi-liia a-xamuu kui giqta-muu, ta-wd-ni nia-luqnnk
then I go another that island, there two

(indicated)

ka-wd-xa-lu-a, hui pi-qlua a-xi-lii-muk' winamuk tcali a-nixliia
sleeps, I catch one sea lion then return

(nights)

nu-nau m'nun.
(to) place mine.

The following is of a similar nature, and was obtained under circum-

stances similar to the preceding.

12 3 4 5 6 7 _ 8

Pig. 48.—Alaskan notice of departure.

The explanation of the above characters is as follows:

1, 3, 5, 7, represent the person spoken to.

2. Indicates the speaker with his right hand to the side or breast, in-

dicating self, the left hand pointing in the direction in which he is going.

4. Both hands elevated, with Angers and thumbs signifies many, ac-

cording to the informant. When the hands are thus held up, in sign-

language, it signifies ten, but when they are brought toward and back-

ward from one another, many.

6. The right hand is placed to the head to denote sleep

—

muny Kleeps,

or, in other words, many nights and days ; the left hand points down-

ward, at that place.

8. The right hand is directed toward the starting-point, while the left

is brought upward toward the head

—

to go home, or whence he came.
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The following is the text in tlie same dialect last mentioned, with

translation

:

Hui a-qtcikua a-xla man nn-n4-mun, am-lic-ka uui'-ik ha-wa-xa-lua,
I go (to) another place, many sleeps

(settlement) (nights)

tawa-ni, tcali' hui a-niqlvi-a.

there, then I return.

The drawing presented in Fignre 49 was made by a native Alaskan,

and represents information to the effect that the artist contemplates

making a journey to hunt deer. The drawing is made upon a narrow
strip of wood, and placed somewhere about the door of the house, where

visitors will readily perceive it.

2 3 4567 8 9

Flc. 49.—Alaskan notice of hunt.

1. Eepresents the contour lines of the country and mountain peaks.

2. Kative going away from home.

3. Stick placed on hill-top, with bunch of grass attached, pointing in

the direction he has taken.

4. Native of another settlement, with whom the traveler remained

over night.

5. Lodge.

6. Line rei)resenting the end of the first day, i. e., the time between
two days; rest.

7. Traveler again on the way.

8. Making signal that on second day (right hand raised with two ex-

tended fingers) he saw game (deer, 9) on a hill-top, which he secured,

so terminating his journey.

9. Deer.

Figures 50, 51, and 52 were drawn by Naumoff, under the circum-

stances above mentioned, and signify "Have gone home."

riG. 50.—Aluskon notice of direction.

His explanation of Figure 50 is as follows:

When one of a hunting party is about to return home and wishes to

inform his companions that he has set out on snch return, he ascends

the hill-top nearest to which they became separated, where he ties a bunch
of grass or other light colored material to the top of a long stick or pole.

The lower end of the stick is placed firmly in the ground, leaning in the

direction taken. When another hill is ascended, another stick with
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Flc. 51.—Alaskan notice of direction.

similar attachment is erected, again leaning in the direction to be taken.

These sticks are placed at proper intervals until the village is sighted.

This device is employed by Southern Alaskan Indians.

He also explained Figure 51 as follows:

Seal hunters adopt the following

method of informing their comrades
that they have returned to the settle-

ment. The tirst to return to the regu-

lar lauding place sometimes sticks a

piece of wood into the ground, leaning

toward tiie village, ujjon which is drawn
or scratched the out-line of a baidarka,

or skin canoe, heading toward one or

more outlines of lodges, signifying that

the occui)ants of the boat have gone
toward their homes. This is resorted

to when the voyage has been a danger-

ous one, and is intended to inform their

companions of the safe arrival of some of the party.

This device is used by coast natives of Southern Alaska and Kadiak.

He also explained Figure 52 as follows

:

When hunters become separated, the one first re-

turning to the forks of the trail puts a piece of wood
in the ground, on the top of which he makes an in-

cision, into which a short piece of wood is secured

horizontally, so as to point in the direction taken by

the individual.

The following instance is taken from the Narrative

of an Expedition to the Source of St. Peter's River,

* * under the command of Stephen H. Long, major

U. S. Top. Eng. [commonly known as Keating's Long's

Expedition]. Philadelphia, 1S24. Vol. I, ]». 217.

Wheu we stopped, says Major Loug, to (Hdc, White Tlnindcr,

(the Wiuuubago eliief tliat accompauied me,) siispictiug that

the rest of his party were in the neighborhood, reriuested a piece of paper, jieu and ink,

to coaimuuieate to them the intelligence of his having come up with me. He then

seated himself and drew three nide figures, which at my reqnest he explained to me.

The first represented my boat with a mast and flag, with three benches of oars and a

helmsman ; to show that we were Americans, our heads were represented by a rude

cross, indicating that we wore hats.

The representation of himself was a rude figure of a bear over a kind of cypher

representing a hunting ground. The second figure was designed to show that his

wife was with him ; the device was a boat with a squaw seated in it ; over her head
lines were drawn in a zigzag direction, indicating that she was the wife of White
Thunder. The third was a boat with a bear sitting at the helm, showing that an

Indian of that name had been seen on his way up the river, and had gi\en intelli-

gence where the party were. This paper he set up at the mouth of Kickapoo Creek,

up which the party had gone on a hunting trip.

Fig. 52.—Alastan notic:-

of direction.
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The following is extracted from an Account of an Expedition from

Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, * * under the command of

Major Stephen H. Long [commonly known as James' Long's Expedi-

tion]. Philadelphia, 1823. Vol. I, p. 478.

At a. little, distance [on the Ijank of the Platte River], in front of the entrance of this

breastwork, was a semicircular,row of sixteen bison skulls, with their noses pointing

down tbe river. Near the center of the circle which this row would describe, if con-

tinued, w-is another skull marked with a number of red lines.

Our interpreter informed us that this arrangement of skulls and other marks here

discovered, were designed to communicate the following information, namely, that

the camp li.ad been occupied by a war party of the Skeeree or Pawnee Loup Indians,

who had lately come fro;u .an excursion against the Cuuiancias, letaus, or some of the

western tribes. The number of red lines traced on the painted skull indicated the

number of the party to have been thirty-six; the position in which the skulls were

placed, that they were on their return to their own country. Two small rods stuck

in the ground, with .a few h.airs tied in two parcels to the end of each, signified that

four scalps had been takeu.

When a li anting party of the Hidatsa has arrived at any temporary
camiiing ground, from wliich point a portion of the members might leave

on a short reconnoitering expedition, the remainder, upon leaving for a

time, will erect a pole and cause it to lean in the direction taken. At
the foot of this pole a bnftalo shoulder-blade or otlier flat bone is placed,

upon which is depicted the object causing dejjarture. For instance,

should buffalo or antelope be discovered, an animal of the character

sighted is rudely drawn with a piece of charred wood or red lead, the

latter being a substance in the possession of nearly every warrior to

use in facial decoration, etc.

When a Hidatsa party has gone on the war path, and a certain num-
ber is detailed to take another direction, the point of separation is

taken as the rendezvous. After the return of the tirst party to the

rendezvous, should the second not come up in a reasonable length of

time, they will set sticks in the ground leaning in the direction to be

taken, and notches are cut into the upper ends of the sticks to repre-

sent the number of nights spent there by the waiting party.

A party of Hidatsa who may be away from home for any purpose

whatever often ai)point a rendezvous, from which iioiut they return to

their respective lodges. Should an individual return to the rendezvous

before any others and wish to make a special trip for game or plunder,

he will, for the information of the others, place a stick of about 3 or 4

feet in length in the ground, upon the njjper end of which a notch is

cut, or perhaps split, for the reception of a thinner piece of twig or

branch having a length of about a foot. This horizontal top piece is

inserted at one end, so that the whole may point in the direction to be

taken. Should the iierson wish to say that the trail would turn at a

right angle, to either side, at about one-half the distance of the whole

journey in prospect, the horizontal branch is either bent in that direc-

tion or a naturally-curved branch is selected having the turn at the

middle of its entire length, thus corresponding to the turn in the trail.

Any direction can be indicated by curves in the top branch.
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NOTICE OF CONDITION.

According to Masta, chief of the Abnalii, members of tliat tribe re-

move llie bark of trees in prominent ])laces to denote that the inhabit-

ants of tlie nearest lodge are in a starving condition.

The Ottawa and tlie Potawatomi Indians indicate hunger and starva-

tion by drawing a black line across the breast or stomach of the fig-

ure of a man. (See Fig. 145, page 221.) This drawing is jdaced upon
a piece of wood, either incised or witli a mixture of powdered charcoal

and glue water, or red ocher. This is then attached to a tree or fas-

tened to a piece of wood, and erected near the lodge on a trail, where
it will be observed by passers by, who are expected to alleviate the snf-

ferings of the native wlio erected the notice.

Figure 53 illustrates information with regard to distress in another

village, which occasioned the departure of the party giving the notifi-

cation. The drawing was made for Dr. W. J. Hoft'man, in 1882, by Nau-
moff, in imitation of drawings prepared by Alaska natives. The designs

are traced upon a strip of wood, which is then stuck upon the roof of

the house belonging to the recorder.

13 3 4 5

Fi*;. 53.—Alaskan notice of distress.

1. The summer habitation, showing a stick leaning in the direction to

be taken.

2. The baidarka, containing the residents of the house. The first

I)erson is observed pointing forward, indicating that they " go by boat

to the other settlement."

3. A grave stick, indicating a death in the settlement.

4,5. Summer and winter habitations, denoting a village.

Tiie drawing, Figure 54, made for Dr. Hoffman in 1882, by a native, in

imitation of originals in Alaska, is intended to be placed in a conspicu-

ous portion of a settlement which has been attacked by a hostile force

and finally deserted. Tlie last one to leave prepares the drawing upon

a strip of wood to inform friends of the resort of the survivors.

/\^^^ f /«» y^
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i'Ui. 34.—Alaslian notice ot departure and refuge.

1. Eepresents three hills or I'anges, signifying that the course taken

would carry them beyond that number of hills or mountains.
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2. The reconU-r, iiulicating tbe direction, with the left baud pointing

to tbe grouud, one bill, and tbe rigbt band indicating tbe number tico,

tbe number still to be crossed.

3. A circular piece of wood or leather, with tbe representation of a

face, placed upon a pole and facing the diiection to be taken from the

settlement. In this instance the drawing of tbe character denotes a

hostile attack upon tbe town, for which misfortune such devices are

sometimes erected.

4. 5. Winter and summer habitations.

6. Store house, erected upon upright poles.

This device is used by Alaska coast natives generally.

In connection with these figures reference may be made to a paper by
the present writer in tbe First Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy, p. 3G9, showing the devices of the Abnaki.

Dr. George Gibbs (Contributions to N. A. Ethnology, Yol. I, p. 222).

says of "symbolic writing" of the northwest tribes:

I am not aware how far this may be carried among the Sound tribes. Probably

there is no great essential difference between them and their neighbors of the jilains

in this art. It may perhaps be best explained by an example given me by a veteran

mountaineer, Dr. Robert Newell, of Cliampoeg. A party of Snakes are going to hunt
strayed horses. A tigure of a man, with a long (jueue, or scalp lock, reaching to his

heels, denoted Shoshonee; that tribe being in the habit of braiding horse- or other

hair into their own iu that manner. A number of marks follow, signifying the strength

of the party. A foot-priut, pointed iu the direction they take, shows their course,

and a hoof-mark turned backward, that they expect to return with animals. If well

armed, and expecting a possible attack, a little powder mixed with sand tells that

they are ready, or a square dotted about the figures indicates that they have fortified.

The design shown in Figure 65 is in imitation of etchings made by
natives of Southern Alaska to convey to tbe observer the information

that tbe recorder bad gone away to another settlement the inhabitants

of which were in distress. Tbe drawings were put on a strip of wood
and placed at the door of the bouse where it might be seen by visitors

or inquirers.

1 2 :i 4 3 7 8

Flu. 55.—Notice of de]iartuie to relieve distress. Alaska.

Naumoif gave the following explanation:

1. A native making tbe gesture of indicating se{/" with the right hand,

and with the left indicating direction and going.

2. The native's habitation.

3. Scaffold used for drying fish. Upon tbe top of the pole is placed

a piece of wood tied so that tbe longest end points in the direction to be

taken by tbe recorder.

4. The baidarka conveying the recorder.

5. A native of tbe settlement to be visited-

6. Summer habitation.
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Fig. 56.—Ammimition
wantud. Alaska.

7. "Shaman stick "or grave stick, erected totbe memory of a recently

deceased person, the cause of which has necessitated the journey of the

recorder.

8. Winter habitation. This, together with No. C, indicates a settle-

ment.

Fig. 50, also drawn by Nanmoff, means "ammunition wanted."

When a luinter is tracking game, and exhausts

his ammunition, he returns to the nearest and most

conspicuous part of the trail and sticks his ihii"uk

in the ground, the top leaning in the direction taken.

The ihu"iik is the pair of sticks arranged like the

letter A, used as a gun-rest. This method of

transmitting the request to the first jjasser is re-

sorted to by the greater number of coast natives of

Southern Alaska.

Fig. 57, also drawn by Naumott', means "discovery of bear; assist-

ance wanted."

When a hunter discovers a bear, and requires assist-

ai'ce, he ties together a bunch of grass, or other fibrous

matter, in the form of an animul with legs, and places it

ui)on a long stick or pole wliiih is erected at a conspicuous

point to attract attention. The head of the effigy is directed

toward the locality where the animal was last seen.

This device is also used at times by most of the South-

ern Alaskan Indians.

Figure 58 was also drawn by Naumoft', and signifies

"starving hunters."

Flo. 57.—As-
Bistance
wanted i n
bunt. Al-
a.ska.

1 2 3 4

Fig. 58.—Starving hunters. Alaska.

Hunters who have been unfortunate, and are suffering from hunger,

scratch or draw upon a piece of wood characters similar to those figured,

and place the lower end of the stick in the ground on the trail where

the greatest chance of its discovery occurs. The stick is inclined toward

the locality of the habitation. The accompanying explanation will

serve to illustrate more fully the information contained in the drawing.

1. A horizontal line denoting a canoe, showing the persons to be

fishermen.

2. An individual with both arms extended signifying nothing, corre-

sponding with the gesture for negation.

3. A person with the right hand to the mouth, signifying to eat, the

left hand pointing to the house occupied by the hunters.

4. The habitation.
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The whole siguifies tluit there is nothing to eat in the house. This is

used by natives of Southern Alaska.

±±^M.
1 2 3 4

Fit;. 59.—Starving hunters. Alaska.

Figure 59, with the same signification, and from the same hand, is

similar to the preceding in general design. This is placed in the ground
near the landing place of the canoenien, so that the top points toward

the lodge.

The following is the explanation of the characters

:

1. P>aidarka, showing double projections at bow, as well as the two
individuals, owners, in the boat.

2. A man making the gesture for nothing. (See in this connection

Figure 155, page 235.)

3. Gesture drawn, denoting to eat, with the right hand, while the left

points to the lodge.

4. A winter habitation.

This is used bv the Alaskan coast natives.

WARNING AND GUIDANCE.

An amusing instance of the notice or warning of" No thoroughfare"

is given on page 383 of the present writer's paper, Sign Language among
North American Indians, in the First Annual IJeportof the Bureau of,

Ethnology. It was taken from a rock-etching in Canon de Chelly,

New Mexico. A graphic warning against trespass appears in School-

craft, Vol. I, Plate 48, Figure B, op. page 338.

During his connection with the geographic surveys west of the one

hundredth meridian under the direction of C;ipt. G. M. Wheeler, U. S.

Army, Dr. Hoffman observed a practice which prevailed among the

Tivatikai Shoshoni, of Nevada, in which heaps of stones were erected

along or near trails to indicate the direction to be taken and followed

to reach springs of water.

Upon slight elevations of ground, or at points where a trail branched

into two or more directions, or at the intersection of two trails, a heap
of stones would be phiced, varying from 1 to 2 or more feet in height,

according to the necessity of the case, to attract attention. Upon the

top of this would be fixed an elongated piece of rock so placed that

the most conspicuous point projected and ijointed in the course to be
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followed. This was continued sometimes at intervals of several miles

unless indistinct portions of a trail or intersections demanded a repeti-

tion at shorter distances.

A knowledge of the prevalence of this custom proved very beneficial

to the early prospectors and pioneers.

Stone circles and stone heaps of irregular form were also met with,

which to a casual observer might be misleading. These resulted from

Ijrevions deposits of edible pine nuts, which had been heaped ui)on the

ground and covered over with stones, grass, and earth to prevent their

destruction by birds and rodents. These deposits were placed along

the trails in the timbered regions to aftbrd sustenance to Indians who
had failed in the hunt, or who might not reach camp in time to prevent

suffering from hunger.

Plate LXXX (A, B, C) represents colored pictographs found by Dr.

Hoft'man in 1SS4 on the Xorth Fork of the San Gabriel Kiver, also

known as the Azuza Cation, Los Angeles County, California. Its de-

scription is as follows:

A and B are copies, one-sixteenth natural size, of rock painting

found in the Azuza Canon, 30 miles northeast of Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

The bowlder upon which the paintings occur measures 8 feet long,

about 4 feet high, and the same in width. The figures occur on the

eastern side of the rock, so that the left arm of the human figure on

the right points toward the north.

The map (C) at the bottom of the plate presents the topography of

the immediate vicinity and the relative ))ositions of the rocks bearing

the two illustrations. The map is drawn on a scale of 1,000 yards to

the inch.

The stream is the North Fork of the San Gabriel Eiver, and is

hemmed in by precipitous mountains, with the exception of two points

marked c, c, over which the old Indian trail passed in going from

the Mojave Desert on the north to the San Gabriel Valley below, this

course being the nearest for reaching the mission settlements at San

Gabriel and Los Angeles. In attempting to follow the water-course

the distance would be greatly increased and a rougher trail encoun-
' tered. The pictograph A, painted on the rock marked h on the map C,

shows characters in pale yellow, u])on a bowlder of almost white gran-

ite, which are paitly obliterated by weathering and annual floods,

though still enough remains to indicate that the right hand figure is

directing the observer to the northeast, although upon taking that

course it would be necessary to round the point a short distance to the

west. It may have been placed as a notification of direction to those

Indians who might have come up the cahon instead of on the regular

trail. Farther west, at the spot marked a on the map, is a granite

bowlder bearing a large number of paintings part of which have be-

come almost obliterated. These were drawn with red ocher (ferric
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oxide). A selection of these is sliowii in B on the plate. This is on the

western face of the rock, almost vertical. This also appears to refer

to the conrse of the trail, which uiigh^ readily be lost on account of

the numerous mountain ridfjes and spurs. Tlie left-hand figure appears

to place the left hand upon a series of ridges, as if showing pautomiin-

ically the rough and ridged couutry over the mountains.

The middle figure represents gesture, which in its present connection

may indicate direction of the trail, i. c, toward the left, or northward

in an up-hill course, as indicated by the arm and leg, and southward,

or downward, as suggested by the lower inclination of the leg, and
lower forearm and hand on the right of the illustration.

The right-hand figure, although similar in manner of delineating ges-

ture and general resemblance to the Shoshonian method, is not yet de-

termined in that connection.

These illustrations, as well as other pictographs on the same rock, not

at present submitted, bear remarkable resemblance to the general type

of Shoshonian drawing, and from such evidence as is now attainable it

api)ears more than i)robal)le that they are of Chemehuevi origin, as that

tribe at one time ranged thus far west, though north of the mountains,

and also visited the valley and settlements at Los Angeles at stated

intervals to trade. It is also known that the Moja^es came at stated

l^eriods to Los Angeles as late as 1845, and the trail indicated at point

a of the map would appear to have been their most practicable and
convenient route. There is strong evidence that the Mokis sometimes

visited the Pacific coast and miglit readily have taken this same course,

marking the important portion of the route by drawings in the nature

of guide boards.

CHARTS OF GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

Dr. W. J.Hotfman states that when at Grapevine Springs, Nevada, iu

1871, the PaiUta living at that locality informed the party of the ex-

act location of Las Vegas, the objective point. The Indian sat upon
the sand, and wiih thepalmsof his hands formed an oblong ridge to rep-

resent Spring i\[()untain, and southeast of this ridge another gradual

slope, terminating on the eastern side more abruptly; over the latter

he jtassed his lingers to represent the side valleys running eastward.

He tiien took a stick and showed the direction of the old Spanish trail

running east and west over the lower portion of the last-iu^med ridge.

When this was completed the Iiulian looked at tiie members of the

party, and with a mixture of English, Spanish, PaiUta, and gesture

signs, told them that from where they were now they would have to go
.southward, ea.st of Si)ring Mountain, to the camp of Pai-Uta Charlie,

where they would have to sleep ; then indicating a line southeastward to
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another spring (Stump's) to complete the second day ; then he followed

the line representing the Spanish trail to the east of the divide of the

second ridge above named, where he left it, and jiassing northward to the

first valley, he thi'ust the short stick into the ground and said, "Las

Vegas."

It is needless to say that the information was found to be correct and

of considerable value to the party.

Schoolcraft (Vol. I, p. 334, PI. 47, Fig. B) mentions that the discovery,

on one of the tribntaries of the Snsquehanna lliver, "of an Indian map
drawn on stone, with intermixed devices, a copy of which appears in

the first volume of the collections of the Historical Committee of the

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, proves, although it is

thus far isolated, that stone was also employed in that bi'anch of inscrip-

tion. This discovery was in the area occupied by the Lenapees, who
are known to have practiced the art, which they called Ola Walum."

The Tegua Pueblos, of New Mexico, "traced upon the ground a sketch

of their country, with the names and locations of the pueblos occupied

in New Mexico," a copy of which, " somewhat improved," is given in

Vol. Ill, Pacific R. E. Explorations, 1850, Part III, pp. 9, 10.

A Yuma map of the Colorado River, with the names and locations

of tribes within its valley, is also figured in the last mentioned volume,

jjage 19. The map was originally traced upou the ground.

A Pai Uta map of the Colorado River is also figured in the same con-

nection, which was obtained by Lieutenant Whipple and party.

Fig. 60.—Lean-Wolf3 map. Hidatsa.

Lean-Wolf, of the Ilidatsa, who drew the picture of which Figure

60 is a fac-simile, made a trip on foot from Fort Berthold to Fort Bu-

ford, Dakota, to steal a horse from the Dakotas encamped there. The
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returning horse tracks show that he attained the object in view, and

that lie rode lionie. The following explanation of characters was made
to Dr. Uotliiian, at Fort Berthold, in ISSl

:

1. Lean-Wolf, the head only of a man to which is attached the out-

line of a wolf.

2. Hidatsa earth lodges, circular in form, the spots representing the

pillars supporting the roof. Indian village at Fort Berthold, Dakota.

3. Human footprints; the course taken by the recorder.

4. The CTOveruiuent buildings at Fort Buford (square).

6. Several Hidatsa lodges (round), the occupants of which had inter-

married with the Dakotas.

6. Dakota lodges.

7. A small square—a white man's house—with a cross marked upon

it, to represent a Dakota lodge. This denotes that the owner, a white

man, had married a Dakota woman who dwelt there.

8. Horse tracks returning to Fort Berthold.

9. The Missouri River.

10. Tule Creek.

11. Little Knife River.

12. White Earth River.

13. Muddy Creek.

14. Yellowstone River.

15. Little Jlissouri River.

16. Dancing Beard Creek.

CLAIM OR DEMAND.

Stephen Powers states that the Nishinam of California have a curi-

ous way of collecting debts. " When an Indian owes another, it is held

to be in bad taste, if not positively insulting, for the creditor to dun
the debtor, as the brutal Saxon does ; so he devises a more subtle method.

He prepares a certain number of little sticks, according to the amount
of the debt, and paints a ring around the end of each. These he carries

and tosses into the delinquent's wigwam without a word and goes his

way ; whereupon the other generally takes the hint, pays the debt, and
destroys the sticks." See Contrib. to N. A. Ethnology, Vol. Ill, 321.

Dr. W. J. Hoffman says, " When a patient has neglected to remuner-

ate the Shaman [VViktcom'ni of the Yokotsan linguistic division] for his

services, the latter prepares short sticks of wood, with bands of colored

porcupine quills wrapped around them, at one end only, and every time

he passes the delinquent's lodge a certain number of them are thrown

in as a reminder of the indebtedness." See San Francisco (Cal.) West-

ern Lancet, XI, 1882, p. 443.
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MESSAGES AND COMMUNICATIONS.

Figure 61 is a letter sent by mail from a Soutliern Cheyenne, named
Turtle-followingliis-Wife, at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, In-

dian Territory, to his son, Little-Man, at the Pine Kidge Agency, Da-

kota Territorj'. It was drawn on a half-sheet of ordinary writingpaper,

without a word written. It was inclosed in an envelope, which was ad-

dressed to " Little-Man, Cheyenne, Pine Eidge Agency," in the ordinary

manner, written by some one at the tirstnamed agency. The letter

was evidently understood by Little-Maii, as he immediately called upon

Dr. V. T. McGillycuddy, Indian agent at Pine Kidge Agency, and was

Fig. 61.—Letter to Little-Man IVom his father (Hieyenne.

aware that the sum of $53 had been placed to his credit for the purpose

of enabling him to i)ay his exi)enses in going the long.journey to his

father's home in Indian Territory. Dr. McGillycuddy had, by the same
mail, received a letter from Agent Dyer, inclosing $53, and exi)laining

the reason for its being sent, which enabled liiui also to understand the

pictographic letter. With the tibove explanation it very clearly shows,

over the heatl of the figure to the left, the turtle following the turtle's

wife united with the head of tlie tigure by a line, and over the head of

the other figure, also united by a line to it, is a little man. Also over
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the right arm of the last-mentioned figure is another little man in the act

of springing or advancing toward Tnrtlefollowiug-his-Wife, from whose

mouth jiroceed two lines, curved or hooked at the end, as if drawing

the little figure towards him. It is suggested that the last-meutioned

]tart of the pictograph is the substance of the communication, i. e., "come

to me," the larger figures with their name totems being the persons ad-

dressed and addressing.. Between and above the two large figures

are fifty-three round objects intended for dollars. Both the Indian fig-

ures have on breech-cloths, corresponding with the information given

concerning them, which is that they are Cheyennes who are not all civ-

ilized or educated.

The illustration, Figure 02, was made by a native Alaskan, and i-epre-

sents a native of the Teninahs making a smoke signal to the peoiile of

the village on the opposite shore of a lake, so that a boat may be sent to

cany the sigualist across. The K'niqamut band of the Teiiina have

no boats, as they live inland, and therefore resort to signaling with

smoke when desiring transportation. On account of this custom they

are termed " Signal People." If the pictograjth could be transmitted

in advance of the necessity, the actual use of the smoke signal, with

consequent delay in obtnining the boat, would be avoided.

5 6 4 2 3

Fig. 62.—Drawing of smoke si^ual. Alaska.

1. Eepresents the mountain contour of the country.

2. A Teniua Indian.

3. Column of smoke.

4. Bird's eye view of the lake.

5. The settlement on opposite shore of lake.

6. Boat crossing for the sigualist.

Under this head of messages aiul communications may be included

the material objects sent as messages, many accounts of which are pub-

lished. It is to be expected that graphic representations of the same

or similar objects, with corresponding arrangement, should have similar

significance. Among the Indians jjainted arrows, bearing messages

when discharged, are familiar. The Turkish Selam, or flower letters,

are in the same category.

The following account of a " diplomatic packet" is extracted from

Schoolcraft, Vol. Ill, p. 30G, et acq.

:

In tbo month of August, 1852, a message reached the President of the United States,

Ijy a delegation of the Pueblos of Tesuquo in New Mexico, ofl'ering him friendship

and intercommunication; and opening, symbolically, a road from the Moqui country

to Washington. • » *

4 ETH 11
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This unique diplomatic packet consists of several articles of symbolic import. The

first is the official and ceremonial ofl'er of the peace-pipe. This is symbolized by a

joint of the maize, five and a half inches long, and half an inch in diameter. The

hollow of the tube is filled by leaves of a plant which represents tobacco. It is

stopped to secure the weed from falling out, by the downy yellow under plumage of

some small bird. Externally, around the center of the stalk, is a tie of white cotton

twisted string of four strands, (not twisted by the distaft',) holding, at its end, a small

tuft of the before-mentioned downy yellow feathers, and a small wiry fe.ather of the

sani6 species. The interpreter has written on this, "The pipe to be smoked by the

President." * * The object is represented in the cut. A, [represented iu Figure 63. ]

Fig. 63.—Part of diplomatic packet.

The second symbol consists of two small columnar round pieces of wood, four and

a half inches long, and four-tenths in diameter, terminating in a cone. The cone is

one and a half inches long, and is colored black; the rest of the pieces are bine; a

peace color among the Indians south, it seems, as well as north. This color has the

\»S-'

Fig. 64.—Part of diplomatic packet. Fig. 65.—Part of dii)lomatic packet.

appearance of being produced by the carbonate of copper mixed with aluminous

earth ; and reminds one strongly of the blue clays of the Dacotahs. The wood, when

cut, is white, compact, and of a peculiar species. A notch is cut at one end of one of
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the pieces, and colored yellow. A shuck of the maize, one end of which, rolled in the

shape of a cone, is bound up by cotton strings, with a small bird's feather, in the man-
ner of the symbolic pipe. There is also tied up with the symbolic sticks, one of the

secondary feathers and bits of down of a bird of dingy color. The feather is naturally

tipped with white. Together with this, the tie holds a cou^jle of sticks of a native

plant or small seed of the prairie grass, perhaps. It may, together with the husk of

the maize, be emblematic of their cultivation. The whole of the tie represents the

Moquis. The following cut, B, [reproduced in Figure 64,] represents this symbol:

The third object is, in every respect, like B, [reproduced in Figure (i4,] and symbol-

izes the President of the United States. A colored cotton cord, four feet long, unites

these symbols. Six inches of this cord is small and white. At the point of its being

tied to the long colored cord there is a bunch of small bird's feathers. This bunch,

which symbolizes the geographical position of the Navajoes, with respect to Wash-
ington, consists of the feathers of six species, the colors which are pure white, blue,

brown, mottled, yellow, and dark, like the pigeon-hawk, and white, tipi)ed with
brown. (See the preceding cut, C.)

The interpreter appends to these material efiSgies or devices [which are arranged

as in D, reproduced in Figure 66] the following remarks.
" These two ligures represent the Moqui people and the President; the cord is the

road which separates them; the feather tied to the cord is the meeting point; that

\

EJ^raca'^Gzagas

Fig. G6.—Part of diplomatic packet.

part of the cord which is white is intended to signify the distance between the Presi-

dent and the place of meeting ; and that p.irt which is stained is the distance between

the Moqui and the same point. Your Excellency will perceive that the distance be"

tween the Moqui and place of meeting is short, while the other is very long.

Fig. 67.—Part of diplomatic packet.

" The last object of this communication from the high plains of New Mexico, is the

most curious, and themost strongly indicative of the wild, superstitious notions of the
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Moqui mintl. It consists of a small quantity of wild honey, wrapped up in a wrapper

or inner fold of the husk of the maize, as represented in E, [reproduced in Figure 67. ]

It is accompanied by these remarks

:

"A charm to call down rain from heaven.—To produce the effect desired, the Presi-

dent must take a piece of the shuck which contains the wild honey, chew it, and spit

it upou the ground which needs rain; and the Moquis assure him that it will come."

The Maori used a kind of hieroglypbical or symbolical way of com-

munication ; a chief inviting another to join in a war party sent a tat-

tooed potato and a fig of tobacco bound up together, which was inter-

preted to mean that the enemy was a Maori and not European by the

tattoo, and by the tobacco that it represented smoke ; he therefore

roasted the one and eat it, and smoked the other, to show be accepted

the invitation, and would join him with his guns and powder. Another

sent a water-proof coat with the sleeves made of patchwork, red, blue,

yellow, and green, intimating that they must wait until all the tribes

were united before their force would be water-proof, i. e., able to en-

counter the European. Another chief sent a large l)ipe, which would

hold a pound of tobacco, which was lighted in a large assembly, the

emissary taking the first whiff, and theu passing it round; whoever

smoked it showed that he joined in the war. See Te Ika a Maui, by

Eev. Eichard Taylor, London, 1870.

RECORD OF EXPEDITION.

Under this bead, many illustrations of which might be given besides

several in this paper, see account of colored })ictograpbs in Santa Bar-

bara County, California, page 34 et seq., Plates I aud II, also Lean-

Wolf's trip, Figure 60, page 158. Also, Figures 135 and 136, pages

214 and 215.



TOXEMIC.

This is one of the most striking of the special uses to which picto-

graphy has been applied by the Xorth Ameiican Indians. For con-

venience, the characters may be divided into: First, tribal; Second,

gentile; and Third, personal designations.

TRIBAL DESIGNATIONS.

A large number of these graphic distinctions are to be found in the

Dakota Winter Counts.

Kev. J. Owen Dorsey reports that the Tsiou side of the Osage tribe,

when on a war party, have the face painted red, with mud upon the

cheek, below the left eye, as wide as two or more fingers.

The Ilauka side of the tribe paint the face red, with a spot of

mud upou the right cheek, below the eye, as wide as two or more

fingers.

For an ingenious method of indicating by variation of incisions oa

trees, the tribal use of paint by the Absaroka and Dakota respectively,

see page 62.

Figure 68 shows the tribal designation of the Kaiowa by the Dakota,

taken from the winter count of Battiste Good, 1S14-'15.

He calls the winter " Smashed-a-Kaiowa's-head-in winter."

The tomahawk with which it was done is in contact with

the Kaiowa's head.

The sign for Kaiowa is made by passing the hands

—

naturally extended—iu short horizontal circles on either

side of the head, and the i)ictnre is probably drawn to

reiiresent the man iu the attitude of making this gesture,

and not the involuntary raising of the hands upon re-

ceiving the blow, such attitudes not ajipeariug in Bat-

tiste Good's system.

Fig. 6H.—Kaiowa.

165
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Fig. (;9.—Ankara.

Figure 69 is the tribal sign of the Arikara made by the Dakotas, taken

from the winter count of Batti.ste Good for the year 1823

-'24, which he calls "General firstappeared-and-

theDakotas-aided-in-an-attack-on-tbe-Eees winter "
; also

" Much corn winter."

The gun and the arrow in contact with the ear of corn

show that both whites and Indians fought the Eees.

The ear of corn signifies ''Ree" or Arikara Indians,

who are designated in gesture language as " Corn Shell-

ers."

Figure 70 is the tribal designation of the Oniahas by

the Dakotas, taken from the winter count of Battiste

Good.

A human head with cropped hair and red cheeks signifies Omaha
This tribe cuts the hair short and uses red paint upon the

cheeks very extensively. This character is of frequent occur-

rence in Battiste Good's count.

Figure 71 is the tribal designation of the Paui by the Da-

kotas, taken from Battiste Good's winter count for the year

1704-'O5.

He says: The lower legs are ornamented with slight projections re-

sembling the marks on the bottom of an ear of corn

[husksj, and signifies Paui.

A pictograph for Cheyenne is given in Figure 78, page

173, with some remarks.

Figure 72 is the tribal designation for Assiniboine by

the Dakotas from winter count of Battiste Good
for the year 170'J-'iO.

The Dakota pictorial sign for Assiniboine or

Hohe, which means the voice, or, as some say,

the voice of the musk-ox, is the outline of the j-,o 72._a8-

vocal organs, as they conceive them, and rep-
'"°'i'<"°''-

resents the upper lip and roof of the mouth, the tongue, the lower lip,

and chin and neck. The view is lateral, and resembles the sectional

aspect of the mouth and tongue.

Figure 73 is the tribal designation of the Gros Ventres, by the same

tribe and on the same authority.

Two Gros Ventres were killed on the ice by the Dakotas in 1789-'90.

The two are designated by two spots of blood on the ice, and lillcd is

expressed by the blood-tipped arrow against the fig-

ure of the man above. The long hair, with the red

forehead, denotes the Gros Ventre. The red fore-

head illustrates the manner of applying war paint,

and applies, also, to the Arikara and Absaroka In-

dians, in other Dakota records. The horizontal blue

band signifies ice.

Stephen Powers says (Coutrib. to N. A. Ethnology, III, p. 109) the

Pani.

f

Gros Ventre.
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Mattoal, of California, differ from other tribes iu that the men tattoo.

" Tlieir distinctive mark is a round blue spot in the center of the fore-

head."

He adds : Among the Mattoal

—

The women t.ittoo pretty much all over their faces.

lu resjject to this matter of tattooing there is a theory entertained by some old

pioneers which may be worth the mention. They hold that the reason why the women
alone tattoo in all other tribes is that in case they are t.aken captives their own peo-

ple may be able to recognize them when there comes an opportunity of ransom.

There are two facts which give some color of j)robability to this reasoning. One is

that the California Indians are rent into such infinitesimal divisions, anyone of which

may be arrayed in deadly feud against another at any moment, that the slight differ-

ences in their dialects would not suffice to distinguish the captive squaws. A second

Is that the squaws almost never attempt any ornamental tattooing, but adhere closely

to the plain regulation mark of the tribe.

Paul Marcoy, in Travels in South America, N. Y., 1875, Vol. II, page

353, says of the Passes, Yuris, Baire.s, and Chumanas, of Brazil, that

they mark their faces (in tattoo) with the totem or emblem of the nation

to which they belong. It is i)Ossible at a few steps distant to distinguish

one nation from another.

GENTILE OR CLAN DESIGNATIONS.

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey reports of the Osages that all the old men who
have been distinguished in war are painted with the decorations oftheir

respective gentes. That of the Tsiau wactake is as follows : The face is

first whitened all over with white clay; then a red spot is made on the

forehead, and the lower part of the face is reddened ; then with the

fingers the man scrapes off the white clay, forming the dark figures, by
letting the natural color of the face show through.

In Schoolcraft, V, 73, 74, it is stated that by totemic marks the various

families of the Ojibwa denote their affiliation. A guardian spirit has

been selected by the progenitor of a family from some object in the

zoological chain. The representative device of this is called the totem.

A warrior's totem never wants honors in their reminiscences, and the

mark is put on his grave-post, or acljcdaiig, when he is dead. In his

funeral pictograph he invariably sinks his personal name in that of his

totem or family name. These marks arc, in one sense, the surname of

the clan. The personal name is not indicative of an Indian's totem.

The same custom, according to Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, prevails among
the Omahas ; and with the exception of that portion which relates to

the drawing of the totemic mark upon the grave post the above reniarks

apply also to the Dakotas, of jSTorthern Dakota, according to the observa-

tions of Dr. Hoffman. The Pueblos, remarked Mr. James Stevenson in

a conversation with the writer, depict the gens totems upon their vari-
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ous forms and styles of ceramic manufacture. The peculiar forms of

secondary decoration also ijermit the article to be traced to any partic-

ular family by which it may have been produced.

PERSONAL DESIGNATIONS.

This head may be divided into (1) Insignia, or tokens of authority.

(2) Connected with personal name. (3) Property marks. (4) Status

of the individual. (5) Signs of particular achievement.

INSIGNIA OR TOKENS OF AITHORITV.

A large number of examples are presented in connection with other

divisions of this paper. Many more are noted in Schoolcraft, especially

in Vol. I, i)lates 58 and 59, following page 408. In addition the follow-

ing may be mentioned

:

Fig. 74.—Lean-Wolf. Parti.san.

Figure 74 is a copy of a drawing made by Lean-Wolf, second chief of

the Hidatsa, to rei^rcsent himself. The horns on his head-dress show

that he is a chief The eagle featliers on his war-bonnet, arranged in

the special mannerportrayed, also showhighdistiiiction as a warrior. His

authority as "partisan," or leader of a war party is represented bj' the

elevated pipe. His name is also added with the usual line drawn from

the head. He explained the outline character of the wolf, having a

white body with the mouth unfinished, to show that it was hollow, noth-

ing there, i. e., lean. The animal's tail is drawn in detail and dark to

distinguish it from the body.

The character for "partisan" is also shown in the Dakota winter

counts for the year 1842-'43. See Plate XXIII.
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Fiffure 75 (extracted from tbe First Annual Report Bureau of Eth-

nology, Fig. 227), drawn and explained by an Oglala Dakota, exhibits

four erect pipes to sbow that be had led four war parties.

Fig. 75.—Two-Strike aa Pixiiisan.

PERSONAl NAME.

The names of Indians as formerly adopted or bestowed among them-

selves were and still remain connotive, when not subjected to white

influence. They very often refer to some animal, prediiiating an attri-

bute or position of that animal. On account of their objective, or at

least ideographic, character, they almost invariably admit of being ex-

pressed in sign-language ; and for the same reason they can with the

same ease be portrayed in pictographs. Abundant proof of this is

given iu two collections infra, viz., the Ogalala Roster and the Red-Cloud

Census. The device generally adopted by the Dakotas to signify that

an object drawn in connection with a human head or figure was a name
totem or a personal name of the individual, is to connect that object with

the figure by a line drawn to the head or more frequently to the mouth
of the latter. The same tribes make a distinction in manifesting that

the gesture- sign for the object gestured is intended to be the name of an

individual, by passing the index forward from the mouth in a direct

line after the conclusion of the sign for the object. This signities,

" that is his name,"—the name of the person referred to.

A similar designation of an object as a name by means of a connected

line is mentioned in Kingsborough's Mexico, Vol. I, Plate 33, part 4, and

text. Vol. VI, page 150. Pedro de Alvarado, one of tbe companions of

Cortez, was redheaded. Because of this tbe Mexicans called him Tona-

tihti, the "Sun," and in their picture-writing his name was represented

by a picture of that luminary attached to his person by a line.
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As a general rule Indians are named at first according to a clan or

gentile sj'stcm, but in later life one generally acquires a new name, or

perhaps several names in succession, from some special exploits or ad-

ventures. Frequently a sobriquet is given which is not complimentary.

All of the names subsequently acquired as well as the original names

are so connected with material objects or with substantive actions as

to be expressible in a graphic picture, and also in a pictorial sign. The
determination to use names of this connotive character is shown by the

objective translation, whenever possible, of such European names as it

became necessary for them to introduce frequently into their speech.

William Penn was called Onas, that being the word for feather-quill in

the Mohawk dialect. The name of the second French governor of Can-

ada was Montmaguy, erroneously translated to be " great mountain,"

which words were correctly translated by the Iroquois into Onnnlio, and

this expression becoming associated with the title has been ai)plied to

all successive Canadian governors, though the origin having been gen-

erally forgotten, it has been considered to be a metaphorical compli-

ment. Governor Fletcher was named by the Iroquois Cajenquiragoe,

" the great swift arrow," not because of his speedy arrival at a critical

time, as has been supposed, but because they had somehow been in-

formed of the etymology of his name, "arrow-maker" (Fr.ftechier). A
notable example of the adoption of a graphic illustration from a simi-

laritj" in the sound of the name to known English words is given in the

present paper in the Winter Count of American- Horse for the year

1865-66, page 14i, where General Maynadier is made to figure as " many-

deer."

While, as before said, some tribes give names to children from con-

siderations of birth and kinship according to a fixed rule, others confer

them after solemn deliberation. They are not necessarily permanent.

A diminutive form is frequently bestowed by the affection of the parent.

On initiation a warrior always assumes or receives a name. Until this

is established he is liable to change his name after every fight or hunt.

He will genei'ally only acknowledge the name he has himself assumed,

perhaps from a dream or vision, though he may be habitually called by

an entirely ditferent name. From that reason the same man is some-

times known under several different epithets. Personal peculiarity, de-

formity, or accident is sure to fix a name, against which it is vain to

struggle. Girls do not habitually change names bestowed in their child-

hood. It may also be remarked that the same precise name is often

given to different individuals in the same tribe, but not so frequently in

the same band, whereby the inconvenience would be increased. For

this reason ic is often necessary to specify the band, sometimes also the

father. For instance, when the writer asked an Indian who Black-Stone,

a chief mentioned in the Dakota winter counts, was, the Indian asked,

first, what tribe was he; then, what band; then, who was his father;

and, except in the case of very noted persons, the identity is not proved
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without an answer to these questions. A striking instance of this plu-

rality of naniesamong theDakotas was connected with the name Sitting-

Bull, belonging to the leader of the hostile band, wliile one of tliat name
was almost equally noted as being the head soldier of the friendly Dakotas

at RedCloud Agency. The present writer also found a number of Da-

kotas named Lone- Dog when in search of the recorder of the winter count

above explained. Tlie case may be illustrated by christian names among
civilized peoi)le. At the time when a former President of the United

States was the leading toi)ic of conversation, nearly any one being asked

who bore the name of Ulysses would be able to refer to General Grant,

but few other christian names wouhl convey any recognized identity.

Indeed, the surname may be added and multiplicity with confusion still

remain. Very few men liave names .so peculiar as not to tiud them with

exact literatiou iu the directories of the large cities.

Among the many peculiarities connected with Indian personal names,

far too many for discussion here, is their avoidance of them in direct

address, terms of kinship or relative age taking their i)hice. Major J.

W. Powell, iu some rennirlfs before the Anthroiiological Society of

Washington, on the functions performed by Jcinship terms among Indian

tribes, stated that at one time he had the Kaibab Indians, a small tribe

of northern Arizona, traveling with him. The j'oung chief was called

by white men " Frank.'' For several weeks he refused to give his Indian

name, and Major Powell endeavored to discover it by noticing the term

by which he was addressed by the other Indians; but invariably some
kinship term was employed. One day in a quarrel his wife called him

"(Umarumpik (Yucca-heart.)" Subsequently Major Powell questioned

the youug chief about the matter, who explained and ai^ologized for the

great insult which his wife had given him by stating that she was
excused bj' great provocation. The insult consisted in calling the man
by his real name.

The following is quoted for comparison with the name-system of the

Indians of Guiana, from Everard F. iin Thurn, op. cit., p. 219, et seq.i

The system under which the Indi.ins have their personal names is intricate, and
difficult to explaiu. In the first place, ,aname, which maybe called the proper name,

is always given to a youug child soou after birth. It is said to be proper that the

peaiman, or mediciue-mau, should choose and give this name ; but, at any rate uow,

the uamiufT seems moie often left to the parents. The word selected is generally the

name of some plant, bird, or other natural object. Among Arawak proper names may
be mentioned Taiiibeiiassi (night-monkey) and r'Hri-(o/iO)'o(tobacco-fiower), and among
Macusi names Ti-ti (owl), Gheripung (starf), and Simiri (locust-tree). But these

names seem of little use, in that owners have a very strong objection to telling or

using them, apparently on the ground that the name is part of the man, and that he

who knows the name h.as part of the owner of that name in his power.

To avoid any danger of spreading knowledge of their names, one Indian, therefore,

generally addresses another only .according to the relationship of the caller and the

called, as brother, sister, father, mother, and so on ; or, when there is no relationship,

as boy, girl, companion, .and so on. These terms, therefore, practically form the

names actually used by Indians amongst themselves. But an Indian is jtist as un-
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willing to tell his proper name to a white man as to an Indian ; and, of course, be-

tween the Indian and the white man there is no relationship the term for which can

serve as a proper name. An Indian, therefore, when he has to do with a European,

asks the latter to give him a name, and if one is given to him, always .afterwards

uses this. The n.ames given in this way are generally simple enough—John, Peter,

Thomas, and so on. But sometimes they are not sufficiently simple to be compre-

hended and remembered by their Indian owners, who therefore, having induced the

donor to write the n,ame on a piece of paper, preserve this ever after most carefully,

and whenever asked for their name by another European, exhibit the document as

the only way of answering. Sometimes, however, an Indian, though he cannot pro-

nounce his English names, makes it possible bj' corruption. For instance, a certain

Macusi Indian was known to me for ,a long time as Shassapoon, which I thought was
his projier name, until it accidentally appeared that it was his 'English name,' he

having been named by and after one Charles Appun, a German traveler.

The original of Figure 7G was made by Lean-Wolf, second chief of tlie

Hidatsa, for Dr. W. J. IJofl'mau in 1881, and represents the method
which this Indian has employed to designate himself

for many years past. During his boyhood he had an-\^—>~». other name. This is a current, or perhaps it may be

'VV^—>s ) called cursive, form of the name, which is given more
elaborately in Figure 74,

Figure 7T is taken from the winter count of Bat

tiste Good for the year 18'tl-'4:2. He calls the year

„ „^ , ^ ,, "Pointer-madea-commemoration-ofthe dead winter."
Fig. 76.—Leau-Wolf.

Also "Deep-snow winter."

The extended index denotes the man's name, " Pointer," the ring

and spots, deep snow.

The spots denoting snow occur also in other portions of this count,

and the circle, denoting quantity, is also attached in

Figure 141, p..2L9,to a foiked stick and incloses a buf-

falo head to signify mnch meat. That the circle is in-

tended to signify qnantity is probable, as the gesture

for " much " or "quantity " is made by passing the hands

upward from both sides and together before the body,

describing the upper half of acircle, i. e., showing a heap.

Figure 78 is also from the winter count of Battiste

Good for the year 1785-'86. This year he calls " The-

Cheyenneskilled-Shadow's-father winter."

-Pointer. The Umbrella signifles Shadow; the three marks

under the arrow, Cheyenne ; the blood-stained arrow

in the man's body, killed; Shadow's name and the umbrella in the figure

intimates that he was the first Dakota to carry an umbrella. The ad-

vantages of the umbrella were soon recognized by the Dakotas, and the

first they obtained from the whites were highly prized.

In the record prepared by Battiste Good this is the only instance

where the short vertical lines below the arrow signify Cheyenne. In

all others these marks are numerical, and denote the number of persons

killed. That these short lines signify Cheyenne may be attributable
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Fir.. TS.— Shallow.

to a practice of that tribe, to make transverse cuts iu the forearm after

or before goins' into a contlict, as an offering or vow to the Great Spirit

for success. Chejeunes are thus represented in tlie

winter count of Cloud-Sliicld for 1834-35 (see page
139) atul lS7S-'79(see page 14C.)

Mr. P. W. Norris has presented a buffalo robe con-

taining a record of exploits, which was drawn by
Black-Crow, a Dakota warrior, several years ago.

The peculiarity of the drawings is, that the warrior

is represented iu each instance in an upright posi-

tion, the accompanying figure being always iu a re-

cumbent posture, representing the enemy who was
slain. Instead of depicting the personal name above

the fallen personage with a line connecting the two,

the name of the enemy is placed above the head of

the victor iu each instance, a line extending between

the character and tlie speaker or warrior whose exploits the characters

represent. The latter seems to proclaim the name of his victim. A
pipe is also figured between the victor and the vanquished, showing
that he is entitled to smoke a pi])e of celebration.

A copy of the whole record was shown to the Mdewakantawan Da-
kotas, near Fort Snelling, Miunesota, iu 1883, and the character re-

produced iu Figure 79, about

which there was the most

doubt, was explained as sig-

nifying "many tongues," i.e.,

Loud-Talker, being the name
of the per.sou killed.

The circle at the end of the

line running from the mouth
coutains a number of lanceo-

late forms, the half of each

of which is black, the other

white. They have the ap-

pearance of feathers. These

figures signify voice, the

sounds as issuing from the

mouth, aud correspond in

some respect to those drawn
by the Mexicans with that significance. The considerable number of

these figures, signifying intensity, denotes loud voice, or, as given liter-

ally, "loud talker," that being the name of the victim.

It is however to be noted that " Shield," an Oglala Dakota, says the

character signifies Feather-Shield, the name of a warrior formerly living

at the Pine Eidge Agency, Dakota.

Fig. 79.—Loud-Talker.
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AN OGAIAIA ROSTER.

PlatesLIItoLYIII represent a pictorial roster of tbe Leads of families,

eigbty-four in uiuuber, in the baud or perhaps clan of Chief Big-Koad,

and were obtained by Eev. S. D. Hinniau at Standing Eock Agency,

Dakota, in 1883, from tlio United States Indian agent, Major McLaugh-

lin, to whom the original was submitted by Chief Big-Eoad when brought

to that agency and required to give an account of bis followers.

Chief Big Eoad and his jieople belong to the Northern Ogalala (accu-

rately Oglala), and were lately hostile, having been associated with

Sitting-Bull in various depredations and hostilities against both settlers

and the United States authorities. Mr. liiumau states that the trans-

lations of the names were made by the agency interpreter, and al-

though not as complete as might be, are, in tbe whole, satisfactory.

Chief BigEoad " is a man of tifty years and upwards, and is as igno-

rant and uncompromising a savage, in mind and appearance, as one

could well tind at this late date."

The drawings in the original are on a single sheet of foolscap paper,

made with black and colored pencils, and a few characters are in yellow

ocher—water-color paint. On each of the seven plates, into which the

original is here divided from the requirements of the mode of publica-

tion, the tirst figure in the upper left-hand corner represents, as stated,

tbe chief of the sub-band, or perhaps, "family" in the Indian sense.

On five of the plates the chief has before him a decorated pipe and

pouch, the design of each being distinct from the others. On Plates

LIV and LV the upper left hand figure does not have a pipe, which

leads to the suspicion that, contrary to the information so far received,

the whole of the figures from JSTos. 11 to 45 inclusive, on Plates LIU,

LIV, and LV, constitute one band under the same chief, viz.. No. 11.

In that case Nos. 23 and 36 would appear to be leaders of subordinate

divisions of that band. Each of the five chiefs has at least three

transverse bands on the cheek, with differentiation of the pattern.

It will be noticed that each figure throughout the plates, which car-

ries before it a war club, is decorated with three red transverse bands,

but that of No. 30, on Plate LIV, and No. 48 on Plate LVI, have the

three bands without a war club.

The other male figures seem in some instances to have each but a

single red band ; in others two bands, red and blue, but the drawing is

so indistinct as to render this uncertain.

It will be observed, also, that in four instances (Nos. 14, 44, 45, and 72)

women are depicted as the surviving heads of families. Their figures

do not have the transverse bands on the cheek.

Also that the five chiefs do not have the war club, their rank being

shown by pipe and pouch. Those men who "are armed with war clubs,

which are held vertically before the person, indicate (in accordance with

a similar custom among other branches of the Dakota Nation, in which,

however, the pipe is held instead of the club) that the man has at some

time led war parties on bis own account. See pages 118 and 139.
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English names of the Jigures in the Ogalala Roster.

No. 1. Big-road.

2. Bear-looking-beliiud.

3. Brings- back- plentj-.

4. While biiaalo.

5. The-real-bawk.

6. Sliiekl boy.

7. TLe-bear-stops.

8. Wears-tlie-featbcr.

9. Dog-eagle.

10. Red-lioru bull.

11. Low-dog.
12. Charging bawk.
13. White tail.

14. Blue-cloiid (woman).
15. Shield.

16. Little-eagle.

17. Spotted-skunk.

18. White-bear.

19. White-hair.

20. His-flght.

21. Center-feather.

22. Kills-Crows (Indians).

23. The-bear-spares-him.

24. White-plume.

25. Fears-nothing.

2C. Red crow.

27. The-last bear.

28. Bird-man.

29. Horse-with-horus.

30. Fast-elk.

31. Chief-boy.

32. Spotted-elk.

33. Carries-the-badger.

34. Red-earth-womau.

35. Eagle-clothing.

36. Has-a-war club.

37. Little-buffalo.

38. Has-a-point (weajjon.)

39. Returningscout.

40. Little-killer.

41. Whistler.

42. Tongue.
43. Hlack-elk.
44. Loue-womau.

'. 45,
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The information yet obtained from the antlior of the pictograph con-

cerning its details is meager, and as it will probably be procured no

unimportant conjectures are now hazarded. It is presented for the

ideography shown, which may in most cases be understood from the

translation of the several names into English as given in the preceding

list. A few remarks of explanation, occurring to the writer, may be

added

:

No. 34, on plate LIV, with the translation Redearthwoman, appears

from the scalp-lock and the warrior's necklace to be a man, and Red-

earth-woman to be his name.

No. 02 oTi Plate LVIT, probably refers to an Ogalala who was called

Arapaho, the interpretation, as well as the blue cloud, being in the

Dakota language " Blue cloud," a term by which the Arapaho Indians

are known to the Dakotas, as several times mentioned in this paper. In

No. Co, Plate LVII, the cloud is drawn in blue, the scnrchliuj being de-

rived from the expression of that idea in gesture bypassing the extended

index of one hand (or both) forward from the eye, then from right to

left, as if indicating various uncertain localities before the person, i. e.,

searching for something. The lines from the ej'es are in imitation of

this gesture.

In No. 77, Plate LVIII, is a reproduction of the character given in

Red-Cloud's Census, No. 133. See Plate LXA'II. The figure appears,

according to the explanation given by several Ogalala Dakota Indians,

to signify the course of a whirlwind, with the transverse lines in imita-

tion of the circular movement of the air, dirt, leaves, etc., observed

during such aerial disturbances.

In No. 78 of the same plate the lines above the bird's head again

ajipear to signify sacred, mystic, usually termed " medicine" in other

records. Similar lines are in No. 04, Plate LVII.

RED-CL01II)'S CE.VSCS.

The pictorial census, shown in Plates LIX to LXXIX, was prepared

tinder the direction of Red-Cloud, chief of the Dakota at Pine Ridge

Agency, Dakota Territory, about two years ago. The individuals re-

ferred to and enumerated are the adherents of Red-Cloud, and do not

represent all the Indians at that Agency. Owing to some disagreement

the agent refused to acknowledge that chief as head of the Indians at

the agency, and named another as the olticial chief. The Indians under

Red-Cloud exhibited their allegiance to him by attaching, or having

their names attached, to seven sheets of ordinary manilla paper, which

were sent to Washington and, while in the custody of Dr. T. A. Bland,

of that city, were kindly loaned by him to the Bureau of Ethnology to

be copied by photography. The dift'erent sheets were apparently drawn
by different persons, as the drawings of human heads vary enough to

indicate individuality.

The first sheet of the original series contains in the present series of

plates Nos. 1-130; the second sheet, Nos. 131-174; thiid sheet, Nos. 175-
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210; fonrtli sheet, Nos. 211-235; fifth sheet, Kos. 236-253 ; sixth sheet,

Nos. 254-277 ; seventh slieet, Nos. 278-289. This arraugement seems

to imply seven bands or, perhaps, genres.

Dr. V. T. McGillycuddy, Indian agent at Pine Eidge Agency, DaliOta,

in correspondence, gives the impression that the several pictographs,

representing names, were attached as signatures by the several individ-

uals to a subscription list for Dr. T. A. Bland, before mentioned, the

editor of The Council Fire, in support of that publication, and with an
agreement that each should give twenty-five cents. The subscribers

were, in fact, the adherents of Red Cloud. The motive for the collec-

tion of pictured names is of little consequence, its interest, as that of the

foregoing Ogalala Eoster, being in the mode of their portrayal, together

with the assurance that they were the spontaneous and genuine work
of the Indians concerned.

Many suggestions regarding the origin of heraldry and that of proper

names can be obtained from this and the preceding series of plates.

The translation of the names corresponding with the figures is as fol-

lows :

English names of the figures in Bed-Cloud's census.

1.
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No. 53.
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No. 23G.
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translated here as "good," without sufflcieat emphasis, being probably

more with the idea of "mystic."

No. 15. The gesture for come or to call to one's self is shown in this

figure.

No. 24. The semicircle for cloud is the reverse in conception to tliat

shown above in No. 2.

No. 26. Arapaho, in Dakota, raagpij'ato— &i«e cloud—is here shown

by a circular cloud, drawn in blue in the original, inclosing tlie head

of a man.

No. 38. Night appears to be indicated by the black circle around the

head, suggested by the covering over icith darkness, as shown in the

gesture for night bypassing both flat hands from their respective sides

inwards and downwards before the body. The sign for kill is denoted

here by the bow in contact with the head, a custom in practice among
the Dakota of striking the dead enemy with the bow or coup stick. See

also Figure 130, page 211.

No. 43. Night is here shown by the curve for sly, and the suspension,

beneath it, of a star, or more propeily in Dakota signification, a night

sun—the moon.

No. 59. Cloud is drawn in blue in the original; old is signified by

drawing a staff in the hand o" he man. The gesture for old is made
in imitation of walking with a staff.

No. 09. This drawing is similar to No. 38. The diflerentiation is suf-

ficient to allow of a distinction between the two characters, each rep-

resenting the same name, though two different men.

No. 131. The uppermost character is said to be drawn in imitation of

a number of fallen leaves lyiug against one another, and has reference

to the season wlieu leaves fall—autumn.

No. IGl. The thunder-bird is here drawn w'ith five lines—voices—is-

suing from the mouth.

No. 201. The waving lines above the head signify sacred, and are

made in gesture in a similar manner as that for prayer and voice in

No. 9.

No. 236. This person is also portrayed in a recent Dakota I'ecord,

where the character is represented by the "woman seated" only. The

name of this man is not " Sits-likea-Woman," but High-Wolf—Shiiuka

mAnita wa"gatia. This is an instance of giving one name in a picto-

graph and retaining another by which the man is known in camj) to his

Companions.

No. 250. The word medicine is in the Indian sense, before explained,

and would be more correctly expressed by the word sacred, or mystic,

as is also indicated by the waving lines issuing from the mouth.

No. 289. The character for sacred again appears, attached to the end

of the line issuing from the mouth.
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PROPERTY MARKS.

The Serrano Indians in the vicinity of Los Angeles, California, formerly

practiced a metliod of marking trees to indicate the corner boundaries of

patches of land. According to Hon. A. F. (Joronel, of the above-named
city, the Indians owning areas of territory of whatever size would cut

lines upon the bark of the tree corresponding to certain cheek lines drawn
on their own faces, i. e., lines running outward and downward over the

cheeks or perhaps over the chin ouly, tattooed in color. These lines

were made on tlie trees on the side facing the propertj*, and were under-

standingly recognized by all. The marks were personal and distinctive,

and when adopted by land owners could not be used by any other per-

son. This custom still prevailed wheu Mr. Coronel iirst located in

Southern California, about the year 1843. So is the account, but it may
be remarked that the land was probably owned or claimed by a gens

rather than by individuals, the individual ownership of land not belong-

ing to the stage of culture of any North American Indians. Perhaps
some of the leading members of the gens were noted in connection with

the occupancy of the land, and their

tattoo marks were the same as those on

the trees. The correspondence of these

marks is of special importance. It is

also noteworthy that the designations

men and the trees were understood and

Fig. 80.—Boat paddle. Arikara.

common to the

respected.

Anumg the Arikara Indians a custom prevails of draw-

ing upon the blade of a canoe or bull-boat paddle such

designs as ai'e worn by tiie chief and owner to suggest

his personal exploits. This has to great extent been

adopted by the Hidatsa and the Mandaus. The marks

are chiefly horseshoes and crosses (see Figure 80), referring

to the capture of the enemy's ponies and to covjys in war-

fare or defense against enemies.

The squaws being the persons who generally use the

boats during the course of their labors in collecting wood
along the river banks, or in ferrj'iug their warriors across

the water, have need of this illustration of their husbands'

prowess as a matter of social status, it being also a mat-

ter of pride. The entire tribe being intimately acquainted

with the courage and bravery of any individual, imposi-

tion and fraud in the delineation of any character are not

attempted, as such would surely be detected and the im-

postor would be ridiculed if not ostracised. See in con-

nection with the design last figured, others under the head-

ing of Signs of Particular Achievements, page 186.

The brands upon cattle in Texas and other regions of the United

Fig. 81.—African
property mark.
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States where ranches are common, illustrate the modern use of prop-

erty marks. A collection of these brands made by the writer compares

unfavorably for individuality and ideography with the marks of Indians

for similar purposes.

The following translation from Kunst and Witz der Neger (Art and
Ingenuity of the Xegro) is inserted for the purpose of comparison be-

tween Africa aud America. The article was published at Munich,

Bavaria, in Das Ausland, 1884, No. 1, p. 13.

" Whenever a i)umpkin of surprisingly fine appearance is growing,

which promises to furnish a desirable water-vase, the proprietor hurries

to distinguish it by cutting into it some special mark with his knife,

and probably superstitious feelings may cooperate in this act. I have

reproduced herewith the best types of such property marks which I

have been able to discover."

These property marks are reproduced in Figure 81.

STATUS OF THE INDIVIDUAL.

Several notices of pictographs under this head appear in other parts

of this paper ; among others, designations of chiefs, sub-chiefs, parti-

sans, medicine men or shamans, horse thieves, and squaw men, are shown
in the Winter Counts and in the Ogalala Eoster. Sec also Figure 120,

j»age 201. Captives are drawn in Figure 180, page 242. With reference

to the status of women as married or single see pages 04 and 232. For
widow, see page 197. Marks for higher and lower classes are mentioned

on page 04.

To these may be added the following, contributed by Mr. Gatschet:

Half-breed girls among the Klamaths of Oregon appear to have but

one periiendicular line tattooed down over the chin, while the full-

blood women have four perpendicular lines on the chin. Tattooing,

when practiced at this day, is performed with needles, the color being-

prepared from charcoal.

SIGNS OF PARTICULAR ACHIEVEMENTS.

Eagle feathers are worn by the Hidatsa Indians to denote acts of

courage or success in war. The various markings have different signi-

fications, as is shown in the following account, which, with sketches of

the features made from the original objects, were obtained by Dr. Hoff-

man from the Hidatsa at Fort Berthold, Dakota, during 1881.
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Fig. 82.—First Fig. 83.—Second
to .strike ene- to strike enemy,
my. Hidatsa. Hidatsa.

Fig. ,';4.—Third to

strike enemy.
Hidatsa.

A feather, to the tip of which is attached a tuft of down or several

strands of horsehair, dyed red, denotes that the wearer has killed an

enemy and tliat he was the first

Si
to touch or strike him with the

coup stick. Figure 82.

A feather bearing one red bar,

made with vermilion, signifies the

wearer to have been the second

person to strike the fallen enemy
with the coup stick. Figure 83,

A feather bearing two red bars

signifies that the wearer was the

third person to strike the body.

Figure 84.

A feather with three bars sig-

nifies that the wearer was the

fouith to strike the fallen enemy.

Figure 85. Beyond this number
honors are not counted.

A red feather denotes that

the wearer was wounded in an encounter with an enemy. Figure 80.

A narrow strip of rawhide or buckskin is wrapped from end to end

with porcupine quills dyed red, though sometimes a few white ones are

inserted to break the monotony of color; this strip is attached to the

inner surface of the rib or shaft of

the quill by means of very thin

fibers of sinew. This signifies that

the wearer killed a woman belong-

ing to a hostile tribe. The figure

so decorated is shown in Figure

87. In very fine si)ecimens it will

be found that the quills are di-

rectlj' applied to the shaft with-

out resorting to the strap of

leather.

The following scheme, used by

the Dakotas, is taken from Dah-

cotah, or Life and Legends of the

Sioux around Fort Snelling, by

Mrs. Mary Eastman. New York,

18-10. (Colors are not given, but red undoubtedly predominates, as is

known from personal observation.

A spot upon the larger web denotes that the wearer has killed ajj

enemy. Figure 88.

'W

Fig. 85.—Fourth Fig. 86.—Woand-
tostiikeenemy. ed by au enemy.
Hidatsa. Hidaisa.

Fig.87.—Killed
a woman. Hi-
datsa.
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Figure 89 tlenotes that the wearer has cut the throat of his enemy^

and taken his scalp.

Fir,. 88.—Ki'li d au fnemy.
Ddkota.

Fig. 8D. —Cat tbroat and scalped. Fig. 90.—Cut enemy's throat
Dakota. Dakota.

Figure 90 denotes that the wearer has cut the throat of his enemy.
Figure 91 denotes that the wearer was the third that touched the

body of his enemy after he was killed.

Fig. 91.—Third to strike. Dakota. Fig. 92. - Fourth to strike. Dakota.

Figure 92 denotes that the wearer was the fourth that touched the

body of his enemy after he was killed.

Fig. 93.—Fifth to strike. Dakota. FiG. 94.—Many wounds. Dakota.

Figure 93 denotes that the wearer was the fifth that touched the

body of his enemy after he was killed.
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Figure 94 denotes the wearer has been wounded iu many places by

Lis enemy.

The following variations in the scheme were noticed in 1883 among the

Mdewakantanwan Uakotas near Fort Snelling, IMinuesota.

In personal ornamentation, and for marks of distinction in war, feathers

of the eagle are used as among the other bands of Dakotas.

A plain feather is used to signify that the wearer has killed an enemy,

without regard to the manner in which he was slain.

When the end is clipped transversely, and the edge colored red, it

signities that the throat of the enemy was cut.

A black feather denotes that an Ojibwa woman was killed. Enemies

are considered as Ojibwas, the latter being the tribe with whom the

Mdewakantawan Dakotas have had most to do.

"When a warrior has been wounded a red si)Ot is painted upon the

broad side of a feather. If the wearer has been shot in the body, arms,

or legs, a similar spot, in red, is painted upon his clothing oi- blanket,

ImTuediately over the locality. These red spots are sometimes worked

in ijorcupine quills, or in cotton fiber as obtained from the traders.

Marks denoting similar exploits are used by the Hidatsa, Mandan,

and Arikara Indians. The Hidatsa claim to have been the originators of

the devices, which were subsequently adopted by the Arikara with slight

variation. All of the information with reference to the following fig-

ures, 95 to 103, was obtained by Dr. W. J. Hofl'man, from chiefs of the

several tribes at Fort Berthold, Dakota, during the summer of 1881.

The following characters are marked upon robes and blankets, usually

in red or blue colors, and often upon the boat paddles. Frequent!}' an

Indian may be seen who has them even painted upon his thighs, though

this is generally resorted to only on festal occasions, or for dancing :

Figure 95 denotes that the wearer success-

t
fully defended himself against the enemy by
throwing up a ridge of earth or sand to pro-

tect the body.

Figure 96 signifies that the wearer has upon
two different occasions defended himself bv

cessfni defense. Fig. 96 -Two hiding his body withiu low earthworks. The
Hidat.sa, etc. sacceastul de- ^ ^

fenses. Hida- character is merely a compound of two of the

preceding marks placed together.

Figure 97 signifies that the one who carries this mark upon his blanket,

leggings, boat paddle, or any other property, or his person,

nhas distinguished himself by capturing a horse belonging to

a hostile tribe.
'

FiG.97.—Cap- Figure 98 signifies among the Hidatsa and Mandans that

Hidatsa, etc' the wcarer was the first person to strike a fallen enemy with

a coup stick. It signifies among the Arikara simjily that

the wearer killed an enemy.
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Figure 99 represeuls among the Hidatsa and Mandaus the second per-

son to strike a fallen enemy. It represents among the Ankara the first

person to strike the fallen enemy.

Figure. 100 deuotes the third person to strike the enemy, according to

Fio. 98.—First to strike ^<'- 99-—Secoud to strike j-,g loo.—Tbird to strike
an enemy. Hidatsa. ^'^ enemy. Hidatsa. ^n enemy. Hidatsa.

the Hidatsa and Mandan; the secoud person to strike him, according

to the Arikara.

Figure 101 shows among the Hidatsa and Mandan the fourth person

to strike the fallen enemy. This is the highest and last number ; the

fifth person to risk the danger is considered brave for venturing so near

the grouud held by the enemy, but has no right to wear the mark.

The same mark among the Arikara represents the person to be the

third to strike the enemy.

Figure 102, according to the Arikara, represents the fourth person

to strike the enemy.

According to the Hidatsa, the wearer of the accompanying mark,

Figure 103, would have figured in four encounters ; in the two lateral

X" > f-
ric. 101—Fourtli t.i strike FiG. 102.—Fifth to .strike Fio. 103.—Struck four en-

an enemy. Hidatsa. an enemy. Arikara. emies. Hidatsa.

ones, each, he was the second to strike the fallen enemy, and in the

upper and lower spaces it would signify that he was the third person

upon two occasions.

The mark of a black hand, sometimes made by the impress of an

actually blackened palm, or drawn natural size or less, was found upon

articles of Ojibwa manufacture in the possession of Hidatsa and Arikara

Indians at Fort Berthold, Dakota, in 1881. These Indians say it is an

old custom, and signifies that the person authorized to wear the mark has

killed an enemy. The articles upon which the designs occurred came
from Red Lake Reservation, Minnesota, theludiansof the latter locality

frequently goiug west to Fort Berthold to trade bead and other work
for horses.

Further signs of particular achievements are given in Figures 174, 175,

176, 177, and 179, and others may be noticed frequently in the Dakota
Winter Counts.



JRELIGIOUS.

Under tliis head pictograplis already kuown may be divided iuto

those relating to— .

1. Mythic personages.

2. Sliauianisiu.

3. Dances and ceremonies.

4. Mortnary practices.

5. Charms and fetiches.

MYTHIC PERSONAGES.

Eeference may be made to the considerabh; number of pictographs

of this character in Schoolcraft, more particularly in his first volume;

also to the WalumOlum or Bark-Eecord of the Lenni-Lenape, which

was published in Beach's "Indian Miscellany," Albany, 1877; and since

in The Lenape and their Legends: By Dr. D. G. Brinton. Several ex-

amples are also to be found in other parts of the j^resent paper.

Some forms of the Thunder-Bird are here presented, as follows:

.IG. 104— TbuD<ler-Bird. Dakota.

188
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Fig. 105.—Tlmndt-r bird. Dakota.

Fig. IOC—Thunner-bird.
Wingless. Dakota.

Figures 104 and 105 ai-e forms of the tbuuderbird foniid in 1S83

amoug the Dakotas near Fort Snelling, drawn and interpreted by

themselves. They are both winged and have waving lines extending

froTu the mouth downward, signifying

lightning. It is noticeable that Figure

105 placed vertically, then appearing

roughly as an upright human figure, is

almost identically the same as some of

tlie Ojibwa meda or spirit figures repre-

sented in Schoolci'aft, and also on a

bark Ojibwa record in the possession of

the writer.

Figure 100 is another and more cur-

sive form of the thunder-bird obtained

at the same place and time as those im-

mediately preceding. It is wingless, and, with changed position or

point of view, would suggest a headless human
figure.

The blue thunder-bird, Figure 107, with red

breast and tail, is a copy of one worked in beads,

found at Mendota, Minnesota. At that place

stories were told of several Indians who had pre-

sentiments that the thunder-bird was coming to kill them, when
they would so state the case to their friends that they might retire

to a place of safety, while the victim of super-

stition would go out to an elevated point of land

or upon the pi-airie to await his expected doom.

Frequently, no doubt on account of the iso-

lated and elevated position of the person in a

thunder storm, accidents of this kind do occur,

thus giving notoriety to the presentiment above

mentioned.

A still different form of the Dakota thunder bird

is reproduced in Mrs. Eastman's Dahcotah, oj). cit.,

page 2V>'2. See also page ISl supra.

Figure 108 is " Skam-sou," the thunder bird, a tat-

too mark copied from the back of an Indian belong-

ing to the Laskeek village of the Ilaida tribe, Quetn Charlotte's Island,

by Mr. James G. Swan.

Figure 109 is a Twana thunder bird, as reported by Kev. M. EeUs in

Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey, III, p. 112.

There is at Eueii, on the reservation [Wa-shingtou Territory], an irregular basaltic

rock, abi ut .3 feet by 'i feet and 4 inches, and a foot and a half higb. On one sido

there has bten hammered a face, said to be the representation of the face of the thun-

der bird, which could also cause storms.

107.— Tbundcr-bird.
D.ikota.
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The two eyes are about 6 inebes in diameter aucl 4 inches apart and the nose about

9 inches long. It is said to have been made by some man a long time ago, who felt

very badly, and went and sat on the rock, and with another stone hammered out the

Fig. 108.—Thunder-bird. Haida.

eyes and nose. For a long time they believed that if the rock was shaken it would

cause rain, probably because the thunder bird was angry.

Graphic representations of Atotarko and of tlie Great Heads are

Fig. 109.—Thunder-biul. IVaua.

shown in Mrs. Erminnie A. Smith's Myths of the Iroquois, in the

Second Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. Mythic Person-

ages are also presented in aboriginal drawing by Mr. Charles G. Lelaud

in his work, the Algonquin Legends of New England, etc. Boston, 1884.

SHAMANISM.

The term Shamanism is a corrupted form of the Sanscrit word for

ascetic. Its original application was to the religion of certain tribes of

northern Asia, but in general it expresses the worship of spirits with

magic arts and fetich-practices. The Shaman or priest pretends to con-

trol by incantations and ceremonies the evil spirits to whom death, sick-

ness, and other misfortunes are ascribed. This form or stage of religion
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is SO prevalent among the North American Indians that the adoption of

the term Shaman here is substantially correct, and it avoids both the

stupid expression "medicine-man" of current literature and the indefi-

nite title priest, the associations with which are not appropriate to

the Indian religious practitioner. The statement that the Indians wor-

sliip one " Great Spirit" or single overruling personal god is erroneous.

That philosophical conception is beyond the stage of culture reached by

them and was not found in any tribe previous to missionary influence.

Their actual jihilosophy can be expressed far more objectively and

therefore pictorially.

Many instances of the " Making Medicine " are shown in the Dakota

Winter Counts ; also graphic expressions regarding magic. Especial ref-

erence may be made to American-Horse's count for the years 1824-'25

and lS4o-'44, in the Corbusier Winter Counts.

Figure 110 was copied from a piece of walrus ivory in the museum of

the Alaska Commercial Company, of San Francisco, California, by Dr.

Hoffman, and the interpretation is as obtained from an Alaskan native.

:^ ^^v^ ^^y^
8765 4 3 2 1

Fig. 110.—Shaman esorciaiug Deu;on. Alaska.

J, 2. The Shaman's summec habitations, trees growing in the vicinity.

3. The Shaman, who is re])resented in the act of holding one of his

" demons." These " evil spirits " are considered as under the control of

the Shaman, who employs them to drive other "evil beings" out of the

bodies of sick men.

4. The demon or aid.

5. The same Shaman exorcising the demons causing the sickness.

6. 7. Sick men, who have been under treatment, and from whose
bodies the "evil beings" or sickness has been expelled.

8. Two "evil spirits" which have left the bodies of Nos. and 7.

Fig. Ill represents a record of a Shamauistic nature, and was copied

by Dr. Hoffman from an ivory bow in the museum of the Alaska

Commercial Company in 1S82. The interpretation was also obtained at

the same time from an Alaskan native, with text iu the Kiatexamut
dialect of the Innuit language.

The rod of the bow upon which the characters occur is here repre-

sented in three sections. A, B, and C. A bears the beginning of the

narrative, extending over only one-half of the length of the rod. The
course of the inscription is then continued on the adjacent side of the

rod at the middle, and reading in both directions (section B and C),

towards the two files of approaching animals. B and C occupy the

whole of one side.
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The following is the explauatiou of the characters.
A. No. 1. Baidarka or skin boat resting on poles.

2. Winter habitation.

3. Tree.

4. Winter liabitations.

5. Store-house.

6. Tree. Between this and tlie store-house is placed a piece of
timber, from which are suspended Ash for diving-.

7. Storehouse. From 1 to 7 represents an accumulation of
dwellings, which signifies a settlement, the home of the
person to whom the history relates.

8. The hunter sitting on the ground, asking for aid, and mak-
ing the gesture for supplication.

9. The Shaman to whom application is made by the hunter
desiring success in the chase. The Shamau has just fin-

ished his incantations, and while still retaining his left
arm in tlie positiou for that ceremony, holds the right
toward the hunter, giving him the success requested.

10. The Shaman's winter lodge.

11. Trees.

12. Summer habitation of the Shaman.
13. Trees in vicinity of the Shaman's residence.

B. No. 14. Tree.

15. A Shaman standing upon his lodge, driving back game
which had approached a dangerous locality. To this
Shaman the hunter had also made application for success
in the chase, but was denied, hence the act of the Shamau.

16. Deer leaving at the Shaman's order.
17. Horns of a deer swimming a river.

18. Young deer, apparently, from the smaller size of the body
and unusually long legs.

C. No. 19. A tree.

20. The lodge of the hunter (A. 8), who, after having beeu
granted the request for success, placed his totem ujion the
lodge as a mark of gratification and to iusuiegreater luck
in his undertaking.

21. The hunter in the act of shooting.
22-23. The game killed, consisting of five deer.

24. The demon sent out by the Shaman (A. 9) to drive the game
in the way of the hunter.

25-28. The demon's assistants.

The original text above mentioned with interlinear translation, is as
follows:

Nu-num'cu-a u-xlaqa, pi-cu-qi-a ku da ku-lu-ni, ka-xa-qa-hik'.
SeUIemeiitmau came, huntmg go wanted(to), (and) Shaman (Ue;

asked.
4 ETH 13
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KA-xaqlum' miiiii qa In-qu ta xli-mu-nuk tu du ia-nnk. Ka sli'i Ifik
Shaman gave to him five deer. Shaman

li-qliui u"-ilum' kai iia nun' ka-xa lin pi-gu, i u-ui
went to lodge (where), srand- spirits [incaiitation&l devil
the top (winter habitation) ins on i op made he,

of

auqkna-glubu t^-ito-lti-gi' t6 xle men' tnu du-iagut, taii-ua-ciik
sent to him [the hiin- brought to him five deer, same man

ter] (and)

pi-xlii-ni' taxli-mu-nuk tun-dui'-axa-nuk' tu gu-xli-u-qi. A-xlilum
lie caufiht five deer killed. Another
[securedl

K4 xlaqlum' tu-muqtcu-gi.
Shaman not gave them.
(To whom application had been made previously.)

DANCES AND CEREMONIES.

Plate LXXXI exhibits drawings of various masks used in dancing,

the characters of which were obtained by Mr. G. K. Gilbert from rocks

at Oakley Springs, and were ex])lained to biin by Tubi, the <;hief of the

Uraibi Pueblos. They probably are in imitation of masks, as used by

the Moki, Zuiii, and Eio Grande Pueblos.

Many examples of masks, dance ornaments, and fetiches used in

ceremonies are reported and illustrated in the several papers of Messrs.

Gushing, Holmes, and Stevenson in the Second Annual Eeport of the

Bureau of Ethnology. Paintings or drawings of many of them have

been found on pottery, on shells, and on rocks.

In this connection the following extract from a letter dated Port

Townsend, Washington, June 1, 1883, from Mr. James G. Swan, will

be acceptable: "You may remember my calling your attention about

a year since to the fact that a gentleman who bad been employed on a

preliminary survey for the Mexican National Construction Company
had called on me and was astonished at tlie striking similarity between

the wooden-carved images of the Haida Indians and the terracotta im-

ages he had found in the railroad excavations in Mexico.

"I have long entertained the belief that the coast tribes originated

among the Aztecs, and have made it a subject of careful study for many
years. I received unexpected aid by the plates in Habel's Investiga-

tions in Central and South America. I have shown them to Indians of

various coast tribes at various times, and they all recognize certain of

those pictures. No. 1, Phite 1, represents a priest cutting off the head

of his victim with his stone knife. They recognize this, because they

always cut off the heads of their enemies slain in battle; they never

scalp. The bird of the sun is recognized by all who have seen the pic-

ture as the thunder bird of the coast tribes. But the most singular evi-

dence I have seen is in Cushing's descrijition of the Zuui Indian, as

published in the Century Magazine. Tlie Haidas recognize the scenes,

particularly the masquerade scenes in the February [1883] number, as

similar to their own tomaiiawos ceremonies. I have had at least a dozen
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Haida men and women at one time looking at those pictures and talk

and explain to eacli other their meaning. One chief who speaks Eng-

lish said to me after he had for a long time examined the pictures,

'Those are our people ; they do as we do. If you wish, I will make you

just such masks as those in the pictures.'

"These Indians know nothing, and recognize nothing in the Hebrew
or Egyptian, the Chinese or Japanese ])ictures, but when I show them

anj- Central or South American scenes, if they do not understand them

they recognize that they are ' their people.'

"

According to Stephen Powers (in Contrib. to N. A. Ethnol. Ill, p. 140),

there is at the head of Potter Valley, California, " a singular knoll of red

earth which the T;'itu or Hfichnom believe to have furnished the mate-

rial for the creation of the original coj'ote-man. They mix this red

earth into their acorn bread, and employ it for painting their bodies on

divers mystic occasions." Mr. Powers supposed this to be a ceremonial

performance, but having found the custom to extend to other tribes he

was induced to believe the statements of the Indians " that it made the

bread sweeter and go further."

See also the mnemonic devices relative to Songs, page 82, and to Tra-

ditions, page 84 ; also page 237.

Plate LXXXII represents stone heaps surmouuted by buffalo skulls

found near thejunction of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers by Prince

Maximilian zu Wied, and described in his Keise in das Innere Nord-

America. Coblenz, 1841, II, p. 435. Atlas plate 29. The description

by him, as translated in the London edition, is as follows: "From the

highest points of this ridge of hills, curious signals are perceived at

certain distances from one another, consisting of large stones and granite

blocks, i)iled up by the Assiniboins, on the summits of each of which are

placed Buffalo skulls, and which were erected by the Indians, as alleged,

for the purpose of attracting the Bison herds, and to have a successful

hunt."

This objective monument is to be compared with the pictographs above,

"making buffalo medicine," frequent in the Dakota Winter Counts.

Descriptions of ceremonies in medicine lodges and in the initiation

of candidates to secret associations have been published with and with-

out illustrations. The most striking of these are graphic ceremonial

charts made by the Indians themselves. Figure 38, on page 30, is con-

nected with this subject, as is also No. 7 of Figure 122, page 205. A
good illustration is to be found in Mis. Eastman's Dahcotah, or Life and

Legends of the Sioux, page 206. Sketches, with descriptions of draw-

ings used in the ceremonials of the Zuiii and Navajo, have been made
by Messrs. Cushing and Stevenson and Dr. Matthews, but cannot be

published here.

Figure Ilia was drawn and interpreted by Naumoft", a Kadiak native,

in Sau Francisco, California, in 1882.

It represents the ground plan of a Shaman's lodge with the Shamau
curing a sick man.
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The following is tbe explanation

:

No. 1. The entrance to the lodge.

No. 2. The fire place.

No. 3. A vertical piece of wood upon which is placed a cross-piece,

upon each end of which is a lamp.

No. 4. The musicians seated upon the raised seats furnishing drum-

ming and music to the movements of the Shaman during his incanta-

Fig, lllo. Shaman's lodge. Alaska.

tions in exorcising the "evil spirit" supposed to have possession of the

patient.

No. 5. Visitors and friends of the afflicted seated around the walls of

the lodge.

No. 6. The Shaman represented in making his incantations.

No. 7. The patient seated upon the floor of the lodge.

No. 8. Represents the Shaman in another stage of the ceremonies,

driving out of the patient the "evil being."

No. 9. Another figure of the patient; from his head is seen to issue a

line connecting it with No. 10.

No. 10. The "evil spirit" causing the sickness.

No. 11. The Shaman in the act of driving the " evil heing" out of the

room. In his hands are sacred objects, his personal fetish, in which the

power lies.

No. 12. The flying "evil one."

Nos. 13, 14. Are assistants to the Shaman, stationed at the entrance

to hit and hasten the departure of the evil being.
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A chart of tliis eliaracter appears to have beeu seen among the

natives of New Holland b.v Mr. James Manning, but not copied or fully

described in his i^otes on the Aborigines of Kew Holland (Jour, of

Eoyal Society, iSTew South Wales, Vol. XVI, p. 167). He mentions it

in connection with a corrobery or solemn religious ceremony among
adults, as follows: "It has for its form the most curious painting upoji

a sheet of bark, done in various colors of red, yellow, and white ochre,

which is exhibited by the priest." Such objects would be highly im-

portant for comparison, and their existence being known they should

be sought for.

MORTUARY PRACTICES.

Several devices indicating death are presented under other headings

of this paper. See, for example, page 10.3 and the illustrations in con-

nection with the text.

According to Powers, "A Yokaia widow's style of mourning is pecu-

liar. In addition to the usual evidences of grief she mingles the ashes

of her dead husband with pitch, making a white tar or unguent, with

which she smears a band about 2 inches wide all around the edge of the

hair (which is previously cut off close to the head), so that at a little

^distance she appears to be wearing a white cha])let." '(See Contrib. to

N. A. Ethnol., Ill, p. 1G6.) Mr. Dorsey reports that mud is used by a

mourner in the sacredbag war party among theOsages. Many object-

ive modes of showing mourning by styles of paint and markings are

known, the significance of which are ajjparent when discovered in

pictographs.

Figure 112 is copied from a piece of ivory in the museum of the Alaska

Commercial Company, San Francisco, California, and was interpreted

by an Alaskan native in San Francisco in 1882.

No. 1. Is a votive offering or "Shaman stick," erected to the memory
of one departed. The "bird" carvings are considered typical of "good
spirits," and the above was erected by the

remorse-stricken individual, No. 3, who had
killed the person shown in No. 3.

No. 2. The headless body represents the

man who was killed. In this respect the

Ojibwa manner of drawing a person "killed"

is similar.

No. 3. The individual who killed No. 2, and fig. 112.—Votive ofleiing. Alaska.

who erected the "grave-post" or "sacred

stick." The arm is thrown earthward, resembling the Blackfeet and

Dakota gesture for " kill."
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The lollowiuy is tlie text in Aigaluxamut:

Nu-uaiau-quk' a-x'1-xik' ai-ba-li to-qgu-qlu gii nd-hu tcuk nac-qui

Place two quairel (with) one an- (one) killed him (the large knite took head
other. other) (with a)

qlu-gu,iii6-qtclugu; Ka-sil-halik'ua-bou'cagu-ltika-gu-iiu-qua-qlu-Lu'.

oil'. laid him down

;

Shamau stick bird to set (or place) on the
(buried) (oileriuji) (wooden) top of (over).

That portion of the Kauvuja tribe of Indians in Southern Oalifoniia

known as the Playsanos, or loidanclers, formerly inscribed characters

upon the gravestones of their dead, relating to the pursuits or good

qualities of the deceased. Dr. W. J. Hoffman obtained several pieces

or slabs of linely-grained sandstone near Los Angeles, California, during

the summer of 18S4, which had been used for this purpose. Upon these

were the drawings, in incised lines, of the Fiu-back whale, with figures

of men pursuing them with harpoons. Around the etchings were close

parallel lines with cross lines similar to the drawings made on ivory by
the southern Innnit of Alaska.

(iR.\VE.POST.S.

Figures 113 and 114 were procured from a native Alaskan by Dr.

Hoffman in 1882, and explained to him to be drawings made upon

grave-posts.

Drawings similar to these are made on slabs of wood by devoted

friends, or relatives, to present and perpetuate the good qualities of a

deceased native. The occni^ation is usuallj- referred to,

J
* .

J

as well as articles of importance of which the departed

^nT one was the possessor.

Figure 113 refers to a hunter, as land animals ai-e

+
shown as the chief pursuit. The following is the expla-

2 nation of the characters

:

1. The baidarka, or boat, holding two persons; the

occupants are shown, as are also the paddles, which

project below the horizontal body of the vessel.

/imtT ^ 2. A rack for drying skins and fish. A pole is added

above it, from which are seen floating streamers of calico

or cloth.

^.^ ' 3. A fox.

4. A land otter.

5. The hunter's summer habitations. These are tem-

porary dwellings and usually constructed at a distance

from home. This also indicates the profession of a skin-

^'ost"^Ai?8kr' hunter, as the permanent lodges, indicated as winter

houses, i. e., with round or dome-like roof, are located

near the sea-shore, and summer bouses are only needed when at some

distance from home, where a considerable length of time is spent.
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The following is the explanation of Figure 114. It is another design

for a grave-post, but refers to a fisherman :

1. The double-seated baidarka, or skin canoe.

2. A bow used in shooting seal and other marine animals.

3. A seal.

4. A whale.

The summer lodge is absent in this, as the fisherman did

not leave the sea-shore in the pursuit of game on land. 2 x:^
Figure 115 is a native drawing of a village and neighbor-

ing burial-ground, prepared by an Alaskan native in imita-

tion of originals seen by him among the natives of the

mainland of Alaska, especially the Aigaliiqamut. Carvings

are generally on walrus ivory; sometimes ou wooden slats.

In the figure. No. 7 is a representation of a grave-post in posi-

^
T

Fig. 114.—

tion, bearing an inscription similar in general character to Gravspost.

those in the last two lireceding figures.

.^g^_®_ JjS1234 S 678
Fig. 115.—Village and burial-frrounds. Alaska.

The details are explained as follows

:

No. ], 2, 3, 4. Various styles of habitations, representing a settlement.

5. An elevated structure used for the storage of food.

6. A bos with wrappings, containing the corpse of a child. The
small lines, with ball attached, are ornamented appendages consisting

of strips of cloth or skin, with charms, or, sometimes, tassels.

7. Grave-post, bearing rude illustrations of the weapons or imple-

ments used by a person during his life.

8. A grave scaffold, containing adult. Besides the ornamental ap-

pendages, as in the preceding, there is a " Shaman stick" erected over

the box containing the corpse as a mark of good wishes of a sorrowing

survivor. See object No. 1, in Figure 112.

The following extract from Schoolcraft (Hist. Indian Tribes of the

United States, 1851, Vol. I, p. 350, Fig. Ki) relates to the burial posts

used by the Sioux and Chippewas. Plate LXXXIII is after the illus-

tratiou given by this author in connection with the account quoted:

Among the Sioux aud Western Chippewas, after the body has been wrapped in its

best clothes aud oruaments, it is then placed ou a scafford, or in a tree, where it re-

mains unlil the flesh is entirely decayed ; after which the bones are buried, and the

grave- posts fixed. At the head of the grave a tabular piece of cedar, or other wood,

called the adjedatig, is set. This grave-board contains the symbolic or representative

figure which records, if it be a wairior, his totem; that is to say, the symbol of his

family, or surname, and such arithmetical or other devices as serve to denote how
many times the deceased has been in war parties, and how many scalps he had taken
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from the enemy ; two facts from which his reputation is essentially to he derived. It

is seldom that more is attempted iu the way of inscription. Often, however, distin-

guished chiefs have their war-ll.ag, or, in modern days, a small ensign of American
fabric, displayed on a standard at the head of their graves, which is left to fly over

the deceased till it is wasted by the elements. Scalps of their enemies, feathers of

the bald and black eagle, the swallow-tailed falcon, or some carnivorous bird, are

also jdaced, iu such instances, on the adjedatig, or suspended, with oflerings of various

kinds, on a separate staff. But the latter are super-additions of a religious character,

and belong to the class of the ke-ke-wa-o-win-au-tig. The building of a funeral fire

on recent graves, is also a rite which belongs to the consideration of their religious

faith.

The following quotatious aud illiustratious are taken from Dr. Ferdi-

nand vou Hocbstetter's New Zealand, before cited. That author says

on page 437 et scq :

The carved Maori-figures, which are met with on the road, are the memorials of

chiefs, who, while journeying to the restorative baths of Rotorua, succumbed to their

ills on the road. Some of the figures are decked out with i)iecc8 of clothing or ker-

chiefs; and the most remarkable feature in them is the close imitation of the tattoo-

FlG. 1!G.—Xcw Zealaud ffr.tve etiifiy.

ing of the deceased, by which the Maoris are able to recognize for whom the monu-

ment has been erected. Certain lines are peculiar to the tribe, others to the family,

and again others to the individual. A close imitation of the tattooing of the face,

therefore, is to the Maori the same as to us a photograjihic likeness; it docs not re-

quire any description of name.

A representation of one of these car\ed posts is given in Figure 116.

Another carved post of like character is represented in Figure 117,

concerning which the same author says, page 338:
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"Beside my teut, at Tabuahu, on the right bank of the Mangapu, there

stood an odd half decomposed figure carved of

wood; it was designated tome by tbe natives as

a Tiki, marking tbe tomb of a chief."

The same author states, page 423: "The dwell-

ings of the chiefs at Ohiuemutu are surrounded

with inclosures of pole-i'ences ; and the Whares
and Wharepunis, some of them exiiibiting very

fine specimens of the Maori order of architecture,

are ornamented with grotesque wood-carvings.

The annexed wood-cut [here reproduced as Figure

IISJ is intended as an illustration of some of them.

The gable figure, with the lizard having six feet

and two heads, is very remarkable. Tbe human
figures are not idols, but are intended to represent

departed sires of the present generation."

Fig. 117.—Xiw Zealand
gravu-post.

Tig. 118.—New Zealand house posts.

CHARM.S AND FETICHES.

The use of objects as charms and fetiches is well known. Their

graphic representation is not so well understood, although in the at-

tempted interpretation of pictographs it is to be sujjposed that objects
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of this character would be pictorially represented. The following is an

instance where the use in action of a charm or fetich was certainly por-

trayed in a pictograph.

Figure 119, drawn by the Dakota Indians near Fort Snelling, Minne-

sota, exhibits the use for a fetichistic purpose of an instrument which is

Fig. 119.—Mdcwakjintawan Fetich.

usually included among war clubs, though this particular object is more

adai)ted to defense than to offense.

The head of the fetich is a grooved stone hammer of moderate size,

measuring from an inch and a half to as much as 5 inches in length.

A withe is tied about the middle of the hammer in the groove provided

for the purpose, having a handle of from 2 to 4 feet in length. The

latter is frequently wrapped with buckskin or rawhide to strengthen

it, as well as for ornamental purposes. Feathers attached bear mne-

monic marks or designs, indicating marks of distiuctioii, perhaps fetich-

istic devices not understood.

These objects are believed to possess the peculiar charm of warding

off an euemy's missiles wheu held upright before the boily. In the pic-

tograph made by the Dakota Indian, the manner of holding it, as well

as the act of shooting an arrow by an enemy, is shown with consider-

able clearness. The interpretation was explained by (he draftsman

himself.

Properties are attributed to this instrument similar to those of the

small bags prepared by the Shaman, which are carried suspended from

the neck by means of string or buckskin cords.

Subject-matter connected with this heading appears in several parts

of this paper, e. g., Figure 46, on page 141, and the characters for 1824-

'25 on plate XLII.



CtST03IS.

PictogTaphs in the writer's possession, to be classed under this very

general heading, in addition to those that are more intimately con-

necited with other headings, and therefore arranged in other parts of

this iiaper, may be divided into those relating to Associations and those

exhibiting details of daily life and habits.

ASSOCIATIONS.

It is well known that voluntary associations, generally of a religious

character, have existed among the Indians, the members of which are

designated by special paintings and marks entirely distinct from those

relating to their clan-totems and name-totems. This topic requires too

minute details to be entered upon in this paper after the space taken

by other divisions. That it may become a feature in the interpretation

of pictographs is shown by the following account:

Dr. W. J. Hoffman obtained a copy of drawings on a pipe-stem,

which had been made and used by Ottawa Indians. Both of the flat

surfaces bore incisions of figures, which are represented in Figure 120.

On each side are four spaces, upon each of which are various charac-

ters, three spaces on one side being reserved for the delineation of

human figures, each having diverging lines from the head upward,

denoting their social status as chiefs or warriors and medicine-men.

Upon the space nearest the mouth is the drawing of a fire, the flames

passing upward from the horizontal surface beneath them. The blue

cross-bands are raised portions of the wood (ash) of which the pipe-stem

is made; these show peculiarly shaped openings which pass entirely

through the stem, though not interfering with the tube necessary for

the passage of the smoke. This indicates considerable mechanical skill.

Upon each sideof the stem are spaces corresponding in length and posi-

tion to those upon the opposite side. In the lower space of the stem is

a drawing of a bear, indicating that the two persons in the corresponding-

space on Ihe opposite side belong to the Bear gens. The next upper

figure is that of a beaver, showing the three human figures to belong to

the Beaver gens, while the next to this, the eagle, indicates the oppo-

site persons to be members of the Eagle gens. The upper figure is that

of a lodge, the lodge containing a council fire, shown on the opposite

side.

203
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FKi. 120.—Ottawa pipe-stem.
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The signification of the whole is that two members of the Bear gens,

three members of the Beaver gens, and three members of the Eagle
gens have united and constitute a society living in one lodge, around
one fire, and smoke through the same i)ipe.

DAILY LIFE AND HABITS.

Examples of daily life and habits are given in Figures 121 and 122:

Figure 121 represents aa Alaskan native in the water killing a wal-

rus. The illustration was obtained from a slab of walrus ivory in the

museum of the Alaska Commercial Com-
pany, of San Francisco, California, and
interpreted by a native.

The carving. Figure 122, made of a

piece of walrus tusk, was copied from

the original in the museum of the Alaska
Commercial Company, San Francisco,

California, during the summer of 18S2. Interpretations were verified

by Naumofl; a Kadiak half breed, iu San Francisco at the time. The
siiecial purport of some of the characters and etchings is not apparent.

Fig. 121.— Walriisliuntcr. Ala.ska.

7 8 9 10 II 12 13

Fig. 122.—Ivory carvinji with records. Alaska.

In 'No. 1 is a native whose left hand is resting against the house,

while the right hangs toward the ground. The character to his right

represents a ''Shaman stick" surmounted by the emblem of a bird, a

"good spirit," in memorj' of some departed friend. It was suggested

that the grave stick had been erected to the memory of his wife.

No. 2. Eepresents a reindeer, but the special import in this drawing

is unknown.

No. 3. Signifies that one man, the recorder, shot and killed another

with an arrow.
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No. 4. Denotes that the narrator has made trading expeditious with

a dogsledge.

No. 5. Is a sail-boat, although the elevated paddle signifie.s that that

was the manner iji which the voyage was best made.

No. 6. A dog-sled, with the animal bitched up for a journey. The
radiating lines in the upper left hand corner, over the head of the man,

is a representation of the sun.

No. 7. A sacred lodge. The four figures at the outer corners of the

square represent the young men i)laced on guard, armed with bows and

arrows, to keep away those not members of the band, who are depicted

as holding a dance. The small square in the center of the lodge rep-

resents the fire-place. The angular lines extending from the right side

of the lodge to the vertical partition line are an outline of the sub-

terranean entrance to the lodge.

No. 8. A pine tree, upon which a porcupine is crawling upward.

No. 9. A pine tree, from which a bird (wooditecker) is extracting

larvje for food.

No. 10. A bear.

No. 11. The recorder in his boat, holding aloft his double-bladed

paddle to drive flsh into a net.

No. 12. An assistant fisherman driving flsh into the net.

No. 13. The net.

The figure over the man (No. 12) represents a whale, with harpoon

and line attached, caught by the narrator.

It will be understood that all personal customs, such, for instance, as

the peculiar arrangement of hair in any tribe, are embodied in their

pictorial designation by other tribes and perhaps by themselves. See

in this connection, page 230.

Among the many customs susceptible of graphic portrayal which do

not happen to be illustrated in this paper, an example may be given in

the mode in several tribes (e. g., Apache, Muskoki, Dakota and Miztec,

of punishing the infidelity of wives, namely, by cutting otf the nose.

The picture of a noseless woman would, therefore, when made by those

tribes, have distinct meaning. The unfaithful wife mentioned on page

134 is drawn with a nose, but in her case the greater i)unishment of

death was inflicted.



TRIBAL, HISTORT.

It is very diflficult, if not impossible, to distinguish in pictographs, or,

indeed, orally, between historical and traditional accounts obtained

from Indians, so that this heading may be connected with one before

presented, having relation to Traditions as mnemonically pictured. See

l)age 84.

The Walum-Olum, or Bark Eecord of the LenniLenapfe, before men-

tioned, as also some of Schoolcraft's pictographic illustrations, may be, in

accordance with the judgment of the reader, more or less properly con-

nected with history. The Dakota Winter Counts, including the Corbu-

sier Winter Counts, in the present paper, while having their chief value

as calendars, contain some material that is absolute and veritable tribal

history, though seldom of more than local and transient interest. An
example from Battiste Good's count for the year 1862-'63, is given in

addition, explaining the origin of the title "Brule" Dakota.

He calls the year " The-people-were-burnt winter," and adds:

They were living somewhere east of their present country, when a

prairie fire destroyed their entire village. Many of their children and

Fig. 123.—Oii;;m lit Biulu. Dakota.

a man and his wife, who were on foot some distance away from the vil-

lage, were burned to death. Many of their horses were also burned to

death. All the people that could get to a long lake which was near by

saved themselves by jumj)iug into it. Many of these were badly

burned about the thighs and legs, and this circumstance gave rise to

the name, H-can gtt, translated as Burnt Thigh, and Brulc', by which

they have since been known. Battiste Good's character for the year is

here given as Figure 12.3.

This is of later date than the mythical times, even among Indians,

and, being veritied as it is, must be accepted as historical.

207



BIOGRAPHIC.

The liictograplis under tbis head that have come to the writer's notice

have been grouped as, First, a continuous account of the chief events in

the life of the subject of the sketch; Second, separate accounts of some

particular exi)loit or event in the life of the person referred to. Picto-

graphs of both of these descriptions are very common.

CONTINUOUS RECORD OF EVENTS IN LIFE.

An example of a continuous record is the following "autobiography"

of Running-Antelope :

The accompanying illustrations, Figures V2i to 134 are copied from a

record of eleven drawings prepared by Running- Antelope, chief of the

Fig. 124.—Killed an Arikai-a.

Uncpapa Dakota, at Grand River, Dakota, in 1873. The sketches were

painted in a large drawing-book by means of water colors, and were made

for Dr. W. J. Hofl'man, to whom the following interpretations were given

by the artist

:

The record comprises the most important events in the life of Run-

ning-Antelope as a warrior. Although frequently more thau one per-

208
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son is represented as slain, it is uot to be iuferred that all were killed

in one day, but during the duration of one expedition, of which the re-

corder was a member or chief. The bird (Falco cooperi f) upon the shield

Fig. 125.—Shot and scalped an Ankara.

refers to the clan or band totem, while the antelope drawn beneath the

horses, in the act of running^, signifies the personal name.

Figure 124. Killed two Arikara Indians in one day. The lance held

in the hand, thrusting at the foremost of the enemy, signifies that he

Flo. 126.—Shot an Arikara.

killed the person with that weapon ; tlie left-hand figure was shot, as

is shown, by the discharging gun, and afterwards struck with thelance.

This occurred in 1853.

4 ETH 14
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Figure 125. Shot aud scalped au Arikara Indian in 1853. It appears

that the Arikara attempted to inform l!iiiiiiiiig-x\iitclope of his being

unarmed, as the right Land is tlirowu outward with distended fingers,

in imitation of making the gesture for negation, having nothing.

Fig. 127.— Killed two warriors.

Figure 126. Shot and killed an Arikara in 1853.

Figure 127. Killed two warriors on one day in 1854.

Fig. 128.—Killed ten men and three women.

Figure 128. Killed ten men and three squaws in 1856. The grouping

of persons strongly resembles the ancient Egyptian method of drawing.
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Figure 129. Killed two Arikara chiefs in 1856. Their rank is shown by

the appendages to the skeves, which consist of white weasel skins. The
arrow in the left thigh of the recorder shows that he was wounded. The

Fig. 129. —Killed two chiefs.

scars are still distinct upon the person of Eunning-Antelope, showing

that the arrow passed through the thigh.

Fig. 130.—Killed one Arikara.

Figure 130. Killed one Arikara in 1857. Striking the enemy with a

bow is considered the greatest insult that can be offered to another.
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The act of so doiug also entitles the warrior to count one coup when
relating bis exploits in the council chamber.

Figure 131. Killed an Arikara in ISu'J ;ind captured a horse.

Fig. 131.—Killed one Arikara.

Figure 132. Killed two Arikara hunters in 1859. Both were shot, as

is indicated by the iigure of a gun in contact with each Indian. The

cluster of lines drawn across the body of each victim represents the

Fig. 132.—Killed two Arikara hunters.

discharge of the gun, and shows where the ball took effect. The up-

per one of the two figures was in the act of shooting an arrow when he

was killed.
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Figure 133. Killed five Arikara in one clay in 18G3. The dotted line

indicates the trail which Eunning-Antelope followed, and when the

Indians discovered that they were pursued, they took shelter in an iso-

FlG. 133.—Killed five Arikara.

lated copse of shrubbery, where they were killed at leisure. The five

guns within the inclosure represent the five persons armed.

Figure 134. An Arikara killed in 1865.

Fig. 134.—Killed an Arikara.

The Arikara are delineated in the above, in nearly all instances, wear-

ing the top-knot of hair, a custom similar to that practiced by the Absa-
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roka, though as the latter were the most inveterate euemies of the

Sioux, aud as the word Palldni for Ariliara is applied to all enemies,

the Crow custom may have been depicted as a generic mark. The
practice of painting the forehead red, also an Absaroka custom, serves

to distinguish the pictures as individuals of one of the two tribes.

PARTICULAR EXPLOITS AND EVENTS.

A record on ivory shown as Figure 135, was obtained by Dr. W. J.

Hoflman in San Francisco, California, in 1882, and was iutei'preted to

him by an Alaskan native. The story represents the success of a hunt;

the animals desired are shown, as well as those which were secured.

*j^ ^^iSh^^JB^

-HI"* .^^ ^^^^.rf^^^.j0r: ^>n IhrfF^ ^^yfs^

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Fig. 135.—Record of hunt. Alaska.

The following is the explanation of the characters :

1, 2. Deer.

3. Porcupine.

4. Winter, or permanent, habitation. The cross-piece resting upon

two vertical poles constitutes the rack, used for drying fish.

5. One of the natives occupying the same lodge with the recorder.

6. The hunter whose exploits are narrated.

7. 8, 9. Beavers.

10-14. Martens.

15. A weasel, according to the interpretation, although there are no

specific characters to identify it as different from the preceding.

16. Laud otter. 19. A walrus.

17. A bear. 20. A seal.

18. A fox. 21. A wolf.

By reference to the illustration it will be observed that all the

animals secured are turned toward the house of the speaker, while the

heads of those animals desired, but not captured, are turned away from

it.

The following is the text in the Kiatexamut dialect of the Inuuit Ian-
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guage as dictated by the Alaskan, with his own literal translation into

English :

Hui uuui'igahuipu-qtu-api-cu-quluamus'-quli quut. Pa mil qtu-lit'

I, (from) my place. I went hunting (for) skins. martens
(settlement.) (animals)

taqi-m6n, ami-da-dnk' axla-luk', a-qni-amuk pi qii-aa-xlaluk' ; kuqii-
five, weasel one, land utter cauglit one;

In hu namuk'a-xla-luk',tun'-da-muktiigu-qli-u gaine-lu-ga-uuk',p(5 luk
wolf i>ne. deer (I) killed two, beaver

pi-uai-u-nnk, nu-nnk i)it'-qn-ni, uia klak-muk' pit' qii-ni, a-ci-a-nainuk
three, porcupine (I) caught none, seal tl) caught none, walrus

])it' qu-ni, uaqi-la-mnk pit'-qu-ni, ta-gixxa-mnk pit'-qu-ni.
(I) caught none, fox (I) caught none, bear (I) caught none.

The following narrative of personal exploit was given to Dr. W. J,

Holfman by " Pete," a Shoshoni chief, during a visit of the latter to

Washington, in 1880. The sketch. Figure 136, was drawn by the nar-

rator, and the following explanation of characters will be sufiflcient in-

terpretation to render the figures intelligible.

c^^,

Fig. 136.—Shoshoni horse raid.

a. Pete, a Shoshoui chief.

b. A Nez Perces Indian, one of the party from whom the horses were

stampeded, and who wounded Pete in tlie side with an arrow.

c. Hoof marks, showing course of stampede.

d. Lance, which was captured from the Nez Perces.

e. e, e. Saddles cajitured.

/. Bridle captured.

g. Lariat captured.

h. Saddle-blanket captured.
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i. Body-blanket captured.

j. Pair of leggings captured.

]c. Three single legs of leggings captured.

Figure 137, copied from Schoolcraft, IV, p. 253, PI. 32, is taken from the

shoulder-blade of a buffalo, found on the plains in the Comanche country

of Texas. No. 5 is a symbol showing the strife for the buffalo existing

between the Indian and white races. The Indian (1), presented on

Fig. 137.—Comanche drawiup on sboolder-blade.

horseback, protected by his ornamented shield and armed with a lance,

kills a Spaniard (3), the latter being armed with a gun, after a circui-

tous chase (6). His companion (4), armed with a lance, shares the same
fate.

Figure 138 is taken from the winter count of Battiste Good for the

year 1853-'54.
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He calls the year Cross-Beardied-on the-hunt winter.

The "travail" means, they moved; the buffalo, to hiint buffalo-, the

bear with mouth open and paw advanced, cross-bear. The involute

character frequently repeated in Battiste's record sig-

nifies pain in the stomach and intestines, resulting in d|V^
death. In this group of characters there is not only ^'^w?^
the brief story, an obituary notice, but an ideographic

mark for a particular kind of death, a noticeable name-

totem, and a i)resentation of the Indian mode of trans-

l)ortation.

The word "travail" appearing above, as given bv fio. i38.--cro3s-

the interpreter, requires explanation. It refers to the

peculiar sledge which is used by many tribes of Indians for the purpose

of transportation. It is used on the sui-face of the ground when not

covered with snow, even more than when snow prevails. The word is

more generally found in print in the plural, where it is spelled "tra-

vaux" and sometimes "travois."

The etymology of this word, which has not yet been found in auy In-

dian language, has been the subject of considerable discussion. The
present writer considers it to be one of the class of words which de-

scended iu corrupted form from the language of the Canadian voy-

ageurs, and that it was originally the French word "traineau," with its

meaning of sledge.

Figure 139 is taken from a roll of birch bark obtained from the Ojibwa
Indians at Ked Lake, Minnesota, in 1882, known to be more than sev-

enty years old. The interpretation was given by an ludian from that

reservation, although he did not know the author nor the history of

the record. With one exception, all of the characters were understood

and interpreted to Dr. Ilofl'man, iu 18S3 by Ottawa Indians at Harbor
Springs, Michigan. This tribe at one time habitually used similar

methods of recording historic and mythologic data.

No. 1. Represents the person who visited a country supi)oscd to have

been near one of the great lakes. He has a scalp in his hand which he

obtained ft-om the head of an enemy, after having killed him. The line

from the head to the small circle denotes the name of the person, and

the line from the mouth to the same circle signifies (in the Dakota
method), "That is it," having reference to proper names.

No. 2. The person killed. He was a man who held a position of some
consequence iu his tribe, as is indicated by the horns, marks used by
the Ojibwas among themselves for Shaman, Wabeno, etc. It has been

suggested that the object held in the hand of this figure is a rattle,

though the Indians, to whom the record was submitted for examina-

tion, are in doubt, the character being indistinct.

No. 3. Three disks connected by short lines signify, in the present

instance, three nights, i. <?., three black suns. Three days from home
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was the distance the person in Ko. 1 traveled to reach the country for

which started.

No. 4. Eeprescnts a shell, and denotes the primary object of the

journey. Shells were needed for making ornaments and to trade.

Fig. 139.—Bark record from Red Lake, Minnesota.

No. 5. Two parallel lines are here inserted to mark the end of the

present record and the beginning of another.



IDEOGRAPHS.

The number of instances in this paper in which the picture has been

expressive of an idea, and not a mere i)ortraiture of an object, and has

aiuonnted sometimes to a grapliic representation of an abstract idea,

is so great as to render cross-references superfluous. As examples,

attention may be invited to Figure 72, page IOC, for the idea of " voice,"

Figure 17fl, page 241, for that of " war," and tlic Corbusier winter counts

for the year 187(J-'77—No. I, page 146, for that of "support." In ad-

dition to them, however, for convenience of grouping under this special

heading, the following illustrations (some of which would as properly

appear under the head of Conventionalizing) are i^resented.

ABSTRACT IDEAS.

Fig. 140.-

for pipe,
kota.

Sign
Da-

Figure 140 is taken from the winter count of Battiste Goon, and is

drawn to represent the sign for pipe, which it is intended to signify.

The sign is made by placing the right hand near the up-

per portion of the breast, the left farther forward, and

both held so that the index and thumb approximate a

circle, as if holding a pipe-stem. The remaining fingers

are closed.

The i)oint of interest in this character is that instead

of drawing a pipe the arti.st drew a human figure making
the sign for pipe, showing the intimate connection be-

tween gesture-signs and pictographs. The pipe, in this instance, was
the .symbol of peace.

Figure 141, taken from the winter count of Battiste Good for the year
1703-'04, signifies plenty of bulialo meat.

The ibrked stick being one of the supports of a drying-

pole or scaftold, indicates meat. The circle may repre-

sent a pit or " cache " in which buffalo meat was placed

during the winter of 1703-04, or it may mean "heap"

—

i. e., large quantity, buffalo having been very plentiful

that year. The buffalo head denotes the kind of meat
stored. This is an abbreviated form of the device im-

mediately following, and being fully understood aftbrds a

suggestive comparison with some Egyptian hieroglyphs

and Chinese letters, both in their full pictographic origin and in their

abbreviation.
219

Flu.141.—I'leiity
Buffalo meat.
Dakota.
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Figure 142 is taken from the same count for the year 1745-'46, in

which the drying-pole is supported by two forked sticks or poles, only

one of which, without the drying-jjole, was indicated in

the preceding figure, which is an abbreviated or conven-

tioTialized form of the objective representation in the pre-

present figure, viz., a scattbld or pole upon which buffalo

meat was placed for drying. Buffalo were very plentiful

during the winter of 1745-46, and the kind of meat is de-

noted by the buffalo head placed above the pole, from

which meat appears suspended.

Figure 143 is taken from Prince Maximilian's Travels, 07). c/Y. p. 352.

The cross signifies, I will barter or trade. Three animals are drawn on

the right hand of the cross ; one is a buffalo (probably albino) ; the two

others, a weasel {Mvslcla Canadensis) and an otter. The pictographer

Fig
Plenty Buffalo
meat. Dakota.

"%

%

4?
Fig. 143.—Pictograph for trade. Dakota.

offers in exchange for the skins of these animals the articles which he

has drawn on the left side of the cross. He has there, in the first place,

dei)icted a beaver very plainly, behind which there is a gun ; to the left

of the beaver are thirty strokes, each ten separated by a longer line

;

this means: I will give thirty beaver skins and a gnn

f^^ for the skins of the three animals on the right hand

_LL_^ of the cross.

The ideographic character of the design consists in

theuseof the cross—beingadrawiugof the gesture-sign

for "trade"—the arms being in position interchanged.

Of the two things each one is i)ut in the place before

occupied by the other thing—the idea of exchange.

Figure 144, from the record of Battiste Good for

the year 1720-'21, signifies starvation, denoted by the

bare ribs.

This design survives among the Ottawa anil Potta-

watoini Indians of Northern Michigan, but among the

latter a single line only is drawn across the breast,

shown in Figure 145. This corresponds, also, with one of the gesture-

signs for the same idea.

Fig. 144 —Starvation
Dakota.
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Figure 146, from the record of Battiste Good for the year 1826-27, signi-

fies "paiu." He calls the year "Atea-wbistle-and-died winter," and ex-

plains that six Dakotas, on the war path, had nearly perished with hun-

ger when they found and ate the rotting carcass of au old buffalo, on

wliicii the wolves had been feeding. Thev were seized soon after with

Fig. 1-1.5.—Starvation. Ottawii
ami Pottawatomi.

Fig. 116.— I'aiu. Died of
" whistle." Dakota.

pains in the stomach, their bellies swelled, and gas poured from the

mouth and the anus, and they died of a whistle, or from eating a whistle.

The sound of gas escaping from the mouth is illustrated in the figure.

The character on the abdomen and on its right may be considered to be
the ideograith for paiu iu that part of the body.

SYMBOLISM.

The writer has, iu a former publication, suggested the distinction to

be made between a pictorial sign, au emblem, and a symbol; but it is

not easy to preserve the discrimination iu reference to ideographic char-

acters which have often become conventionalized. To partly express

the distinction, nearly all of the characters in the Dakota Winter Counts

are regarded as pictorial signs, and the class represented by tribal signs,

personal insignia, etc., is considered to belong to the category of em-

blems. There is no doubt, however, that true symbols exist among the

Iiidian.s, as they must exist to some extent among all peoples not devoid

of poetic imagination. Some of them are shown in this paper. The
pipe is generally a symbol of peace, although in certain positions and
connections it sometimes signifies iJreparatiou for war, and agaiu sub-

sequent victory. The hatchet is a common symbol for war, and closed

hands or approaching palms denote friendship. The tortoise has beeu

clearly used as a symbol for laud, and many other examples can be

admitted. If Schoolcraft is to be taken as uncoutroverted authority,

the symbolism of the Ojibwa rivalled that of the Egyptians, and the

recent unpublished accounts of the Zuui, Moki, and Navajo before men-

tioned indicate the frequent employment of symbolic devices by those

tribes which are notably devoted to mystic ceremonies. Nevertheless,
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the writer's personal experience is, that often when he has at first sup-

posed a character to be a genuine symbol it has resulted, with better

means of understanding, in being not even an ideograph but a mere

objective representation. In this connection, the remarks on the circle

on page 107, and those on Figure 200, on page 246, may be in point.

Another case for consideration occurs. The impression, real or rep-

resented, of a human hand is used in several regions in the world with

symbolic significance. For instance, in Jerusalem a rough representa-

tion of a hand is reported by Lieutenant Conder (Palestine Exploration

Fund, January, 1873, p. IG) to be marked on the wall of every house

whilst in building by the native races. Some authorities connect it

with the five names of God, and it is generally considered to avert the

evil eye. The Moors generally, and especially the Arabs in Kairwan,

employ the marks on their houses as prophylactics. Similar hand

prints are found in the ruins of El Baird, near Petra. Some of the

quaint symbolism connected with horns is supposed to originate from

such hand marks. Among the North American Indians the mark so

readily applied is of frequent occurrence, an instance, with its ascer-

tained significance, being given on page 187, .mpta.

It has been recenth' ascertained that the figure of a hand, with ex-

tended fingers, is very common in the vicinity of ruins in Arizona as a

rock-etching, and is also frequently seen daubed on the rocks with col-

ored pigments or white clay. This coincidence would seem at first to

assure symbolic significance and possibly to connect the symbolism of

the two hemispheres. But Mr. Thomas V. Keam explains the Arizona

etchings of hands, on the authority of the living Moki, as follows:

" These are vestiges of the test formerly practiced among young men
who aspired for admission to the fraternity of Salyko. The Salyko is a

trinity of two women and a woman from whom the Hopitus [MokiJ first

obtained corn. Only those were chosen as novices, the imprints of,

whose hands had dried on the instant."

While the subject-matter is, therefore, ceremonial, there is absolutely

no symbolism connected with it. The etchings either simply perpetu-

ate the marks made in the several tests or imitate them.

In the present stage of the study no more can be suggested than that

symbolic interpretations should be accepted with caution.

With regard to the symbolic use of matei'ial objects, which would

probably be extended into grai)hic portrayal, the following remarks

may be given:

The Prince of Wied mentions (op. cit., Vol. I, p. 244) that in the Sac

and Fox tribes the rattle of a rattlesnake attached to the end of the

feather worn on the head signifies a good horse stealer. The stealthy

ai)i)i-oach of the serpent, accompanied with latent power, is here clearly

indicated.

Mr. Schoolcraft says of the Dakotas that "some of the chiefs had tiie

skins of skunks tied to their heels to symbolize that they never ran, as
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that auimal is noted for its slow aud self-possessed movements." See
Personal Memoirs of a Residence of Thirty Years with the Indian

Tribes on the American Frontier, etc., Philadelphia, 1851, p. 214.

This is one of the many customs to be remembered in the attempted
interpretations of pictographs. The present writer does not know that

a skunk skin, or a strip of skin which might be supposed to be a skunk
skin, attached to a human heel, has ever been used pictorially as the

ideograph of courage or stead ftistness, but with the knowledge of this

objective use of the skins, if they were found so represented pictorially,

as might well be expected, the interpretation would be suggested,

without any direct explanation from Indians.



IDENTIFICATION OF THE PICTOGRAPHERS.

The first point in the examination of a pictograph is to determine by

what body of people it was made. This is not only because the marks

or devices made by the artists of one tribe, or perhaps of one linguistic

stock if not disintegrated into separated divisions distant from each

other, may have a diflereut significance from figures virtually the same

Fn;. 147.—Algonkian petroglyph. Millsboroogh, Pennsylvania.

produced by another tribe or stock, but because the value of the record

is greatly enhanced when the recorders are known. In arriving at the

identiflcatiou mentioned it is advisable to study : 1st. The general style

or type. 2d. The presence of characteristic objects. 3d. The apparent

224
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subject-matter. 4tb. The localities with reference tc^ the known habi-

tat of tribes.

GENERAL STYLE OR TYPE.

Although the collection of pictographs, particularly of petrogiyphs, is

not complete, and their study, tlierefore, is only commenced, it is possi-

ble to present some of the varieties iu general style and type.

Figure 147 is presented as a type of the Eastern Algoukian pictographs.

It was copied by Messrs. J. Sutton Wall and William Arison, in 1882,

from a rock opposite IMillsborough, in Fayette County, Pennsylvania,

and is mentioned on page 20, svpra, in connection with the local distri-

bution of i^etroglyphs. The locality is within the area once occupied

by the tribes of the Algonkian linguistic family, and there is apparent

a general similarity to the well-known Dighton Eock inscription.

Mr. J. Sutton Wall, of Monongahela City, Pennsylvania, who has

kindly furnished the drawing of the etchings, states that the outlines of

figures are formed by grooves carved or cut in the rock from an inch to

a mere trace iu depth. The footprints are carved depressions. The
character marked Z (near the lower left-hand corner) is a circular cavity

7 inches deej). The rock is sandstone, of the Waynesburg series.

Mr. Wall has also contributed a copy of the " Hamilton Picture Rock,"

^rr^^

k*

Fig. 148.—Algonkiau petroglyph. HamUtou Farm, West Virginia.

of which Figure 148 is an illustration. The etchings are on a sand-

stone rock, on the Hamilton farm, 6 miles southeast from Morgantown,
West Virginia. The turnpike passes over the south edge of the rock.

4 ETH 15
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Mr. Wall iiiruishes the foUowiug interpretatiou of the figures:

A. Outliue of a turkey.

B. Outline of a jianther.

0. Outliue of a rattlesnake.

D. Outline of a huraau form.

E. A "spiral or volute."

F. Impression of a horse foot.

G. Iui[)ressiou of a human foot.

H. Outline of the top ])ortion of a tree or branch.

1. Imjiression of a human hanil.

J. Impression of a bear's Ibrefoot, but lacks the proper number of toe

marks.

K. Impression of two turkey tracks.

L. Has some appearance of a bare or rabbit, but lacks the correspond-

ing length of ears.

M. Impression of a bear's hindfoot, but lacks the proper uumber of

toe marks.

N. Outliue of infant human form, with two arrows in the right hand.

O, P. Two cui)shai)ed depressions.

Q. Outline of the hind i)art of an animal.

K. Might be taken to represent the impression of a horse's foot were

it uot for the line bisecting the outer curved line.

S. Represent buftalo and deer tracks.

Tiie turkey A, the rattlesnake O, the rabbit L, and the "footprints"

J, M, and Q, are specially noticeable as typical characters iu Algonkian

pictograjihy.

Mr. P. W. Sheafer furnishes in his Histoiical Map of Pennsylvania,

S^ (I « »
(hrvS\

Polt 1^
Fig. 149 Algonkian petio^lvph. Safe Harbor, Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia, 1875, a sketch of a pictograph on the Susquehanna River,

Pennsylvania, below the dam at Safe Harbor, part of which is repro-
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duced in Figure 149. Tbis appears to be purely Algonkiaii, and has more
resemblance to Ojibwa characters than any other petroglyph yet noted

from the Eastern United States.

The best type of Western Algonkian petroglyphs known to the writer

is reported as discovered by members of the party of Capt. William A.

Jones, United States Army, in 1873, and published in his report on

Northwestern Wyoming, including the Yellowstone National Park,

Washington, 1875, p. 267, et seq., Fig. 50, reproduced in this paper by

Fig. 150.—Algonkian petroglyph. Wyoming.

Figure 150, in which the greater number of the characters are shown
about one-fifth of their size.

An abstract of his description is as follows:

* * Upon a nearly vertical wall of the yellow .sandstones just back of Murphy's
rancL, a nnmljer of rude figures had been chiseled, apparently at a period not very re-

cent, as they had become much worn. » » • No certain cine to the connected mean-
ing of this record was obtaiued, although Pinat.si attempted to explain it wheu the

sketch was shown to him some days later by Mr. F. \V. Boud, who copied the inscrip-

tions from the rocks. The tigure on the left, iu the upper row, somewhat resembles

the design commonly used to represent a shield, with the greater part of the orna-

mental fringe omitted, perhaps worn away in the inscriptiou. We shall possibly be

justified in regarding the whole as an attempt to record the particular.s of a tight or

battle which once occurred iuthis neighborhood. Piuatsi's remarks conveyed the

idea to Mr. Bond that he understood the figure fthe second in the upper line] to sig-

nify cavalry, and the six figures [three iu the middle of the upper line, as also the three

to the left of the lower line, ] to meau iufautry, but he did not appear to recognize the
hieroglyphs as the copy of any record with which he was familiar.

Several years ago Dr. W. J. Hoifmau showed these (as well as other

pictographs from the same locality) to several prominent Shoshoni In-

dians from near that locality, who at once pronounced them the work
of the Pawkees (Satsika, or Blackfeet), who formerly occupied that

country. The general resemblance of many of the drawings from this

area of country is similar to many of the Eastern Algonkin records.

The Satsika are part of the great Algonkian stock.

Throughout the Wind Kiver country of Wyoming many pictographic

records have been found, and others reported by the Shoshoni Indians.

These are said, by the latter, to be the work of the " Pawkees," as they

call the Blackfeet, or more properly Satsika, and the general style of
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many of the figures bears strong resemblance to similar carvings found

in the eastern portion of the United States, in regions known to have
been occupied by other tribes of the same linguistic stock, viz., the Al-

g'onkian.

The four specimens of Algoukian petroglyphs presented above in

Figures 147-150 show gradations in type. In connection with them
reference may be made to the Ojibwa bark record, Figure 139, page 218;

the Ojibwa grave posts, Plate LXXXIII; the Ottawa pipe-stem. Fig-

ure 120, page 204, in this paper; and to Schoolcraft's numerous Ojibwa
pictographs; and they may be contrasted with the many Dakota and
Innuit drawings in this paper.

5Ir. G. K. Gilbert has furnished a small collection of drawings of Sho-

shouian petroglyphs, from Oneida, Idaho, shown in Figure 151. Some of

fl

9 J>

l'"H4. 151.—SbosboDian petroglyph. Idaho

them appear to be totemic characters, and to record the names of visit-

ors to the locality.

Five miles northwest from this locality, and one-half mile east from

Marsh Creek, is another group of characters, on basalt bowlders, appar-

ently totemic, and by Shosboni. A copy of these, also contributed by

Mr. Gilbert, is given in Figure 152.

All of these drawings resemble the jietroglyphs found at Partridge

Creek, northern Arizona, and in Temple Creek Caiion, southeastern

Utah, mentioned ante, pages 30 and 26 respectively.
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Mr. I. C. Russell, of the Uuited States Geological Survey, has fur-

nished drawings of rude pictographs at Black Rock Spring, Utah, repre-

sented in Figure 153. Some of the

other characters not represented in

the figure consist of several horizon-

tal lines, placed one above another,

above which are a number of spots,

the whole appearing like a numeri-

cal record having reference to the

figure alongside, which resembles,

to a slight extent, a melon with tor-

tuous vines and stems. The left-

hand upper figure suggests the

masks shown on Plate LXXXI.
Mr. Gilbert Thompson, of the

United States Geological Survey,

has discovered pictographs at Fool

Creek Caiion, Utah, shown in Fig-

ure 154, which strongly resemble

those still made by the Moki of Ari-

zona. Several characters are ident-

ical with those last mentioned, and

represent human figures, one of

which is drawn to represent a man,

shown by a cross, the upper arm of

which is attached to the periuieum.

These are all drawn in red color and were executed at three difierent

periods. Other neighboring pictographs are pecked and unpainted,

while others are both pecked and painted.

Both of these pictographs from Utah may be compared with the Moki
pictographs fi'oui Oakley Springs, Arizona, copied in Figure 1, page 30.

Dr. G. W. Barnes, of San Diego, California, has kindly furnished

sketches of pictographs prepared for him by Mrs. F. A. Kimball, of

National City, California, which were copied from records 25 miles north-

east of the former city. Many of them found upon the faces of large

rocks are almost obliterated, though suflicient remains to permit ti-ac-

ing. The only color used appears to be red ocher. Many of the char-

acters, as noticed upon the drawings, closely resemble those in New
Mexico, at Ojo de Benado, south of Zufii, and in the canon leading

from the canon at Stewart's ranch, to the Kauab Creek Caiion, Utah.

This is an indication of the habitat of the Shoshouian stock apart from

the linguistic evidence with which it agrees.

The power of determining the authorship of pictographs made on

materials other than rocks, by means of their general style and type,

—Sliiishouiau petrogjyph. Idaho-
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cau be estimated by a comparison of those of the Ojibwa, Dakota,

Haida, and lunuit of Alaska presented in various parts of this paper.

Fig. 153.—Sbosbonian petrogI.\T)h. Utah.

PRESENCE OF CHARACTERISTIC OBJECTS.

With regard to the study of the individual characters themselves to

identify the delineators of pictograplis, the various considerations of

fauna, religion, customs, tribal signs, indeed,

most of the headings of this paper will be ap-

plicable. It is impracticable now to give fur-

ther details in this immediate connection,

except to add to similar particulars before

presented the following notes with regard to

the arrangement of hair and display of i>aint

in identification.

A custom obtains among the Absaroka,

which, when depicted in pictogra^ihs, as is

frequently done, serves greatly to facilitate

identification of the principal actors in events

recorded. This consists in wearing false hair,

attached to the back of the head and allowed

^jV^ to hang down over the back. Horse hair,

J^ taken from the tail, is arranged in 8 or 10
i-.G,i54.-Shosbonianrock.pamtog.

gt^ands, cach about as thick as a finger, and
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laid i)<arallel witli spaces between them of tlie width of a single strand.

Pine sum is then mixed with red ocher, or vermilion, when the iudi-

vidual can aft'ord the expense, and by means of other hair, or fibers of

any kind laid cross-wise, the strands are secured, and around each in-

tersection of hair a ball of gum is plastered to hold it in place. About
4 inches further down, a similar row of gum balls and cross strings are

placed, and so on down to the end. The top of the tail oruament is

then secured to the hair on the back of the head. The Indians fre-

quently incorporate the false hair with their own so as to lengthen the

latter without any marked evidence of the deception. Nevertheless

the transvei-se fastenings with their gnm attachments are present. The
Arikara have adopted this custom of late, and they have obtained it

from the Hidatsa, who, in turn, learned it of the Absaroka.

In picture-writing this is shown upon the figure of a man by the

presence of i>arallel lines drawn downward from the back of the head,

with cross lines, the whole appearing like small squares or a piece of net.

Dr. George Gibbs mentions a pictograph made by one of the North-

western tribes (of Oregon and Washington) upon which "the figure

of a man, with a long queue, or scalp-lock, reached to his heels, de-

noted a Shoshonee, that tribe being in the habit of braiding horse- or

other hair into their own in that manner." See Contrib. to N. A.

Ethnol., Vol. I, p. 222.

This juay have reference to the Shoshoui Indians among the extreme

Northwestern tribes, but it can by no means be positively afiflrmed that

the mark of identification could be based ui)on the custom of braiding

with their own hair that of animals to increase the length and appear-

ance of the queue, as this custom also prevails among the Absaroka
and Arikara Indians of Montana and Dakota, respectively, as above

described.

Pictures drawn by some of the northern tribes of the Dakota, the

Titon, for instance, show the characteristic and distinctive features for a

Crow Indian to be the distribution of the red war paint, which covers

the forehead. A Dakota upon the same picture is designated by paint-

ing the face red from the eyes down to the end of the chin. Again,

the Crow is designated by a top-knot of hair extending upward from

the forehead, that lock of hair being actually worn by that tx-ibe and
brushed upward and slightly backward. See the seated figure in the

record of Running- Antelope in Fig. 127, page 210.

The Pueblos generally, when accurate and particular in delineation,

designate the women of that tribe by a huge coil of hair over either

ear. This custom prevails also among the Coyot^ro Apaches, the women
wearing the hair in a coil to denote a virgin or an unmarried person,

while the coil is absent in the case of a married woman.
The following remarks are extracted from the unpublished "Catalogue

of the Relics of the Ancient Builders of the Southwest Tablelands," by
Mr. Thomas Y. Keam

:
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"The Maltese cross is the emblem of a virgin; still so recognized by

the Mokis. It is a conventional development of a more common em-

blem of maidenhood, the ibnn in which the maidens wear their hair

arranged as a disk of three or fonr inches in diameter npon each side

of the head. This discoidal arrangement of their hair is typical of the

emblem of frnctification, worn by the maiden in the ]\Iuingwa festival.

Sometimes the hair, instead of being worn in the complete discoid form,

is dressed from two cnrved twigs, and presents the form of two semi-

circles npon each side of the head. The partition of these is sometimes

horizontal and sometimes vertical. A combination of both of these

styles presents the form from which the Maltese cross was convention-

alized. The brim decorations are of ornamental-locks of hair which a

maiden trains to grow npon tiie sides of the forehead."

This strongly marked form of Midtese cross, the origin of which is

above explained, appears frequently in the pottery, and also in the

petroglyphs of the Moki.

Ivcgarding the a]»pareut subject matter of pictographs an obvious

distinction may be made between liuming and land scenes such as

would be familiar to interior tribes and those showing fishing and water

transportation common to seaboard and lacustrine peoples. Similar

and more perspicuous modes of discrimination are available The gen-

eral scope of known history, traditions, and myths may also sen'e in

identification.

Knowledge of the priscan homes and of the migrations of tribes nec-

essary to ascertain their former habitat in connection with the probable

age of rock-etchings or paintings is manifestly desirable.



MODES OF INTERPRETATION.

It is obvious that before attempting the iuterpretation of pictograpbs,

conceruiug wbieh uo direct iuformatiou is to be obtained, tbere should

be a full collection of known characters, in order that through them
the unknown may be learned. Wiien any considerable number of ob-

jects in a i)ictograph are actually known, the remainder may be ascer-

tained by the context, the relation, and the position of the several

designs, and sometimes by the recognized principles of the art.

The Bureau of Ethnology has been engaged, therefore, for a consid-

erable time in collating a large number of characters in a card-catalogue

arranged primarily by similarity in forms, and in attaching to each char-

acter any sigiiiticance ascertained or suggested. As before explained,

the interpretation ui)on which reliance is mainly based is that which

has been made known by direct information from Indians who them-

selves were actually makers of pictograpbs at the time of gi\ iug the

interi)retatiou. Apart from the comparisons obtained by this collation,

the onlj- mode of ascertaining the meaning of the characters, in other

words, the only key yet discovered, is in the study of the gesture-sign

included in many of them. The writer several years ago suggested that

among ])eople where a system of ideographic gesture-signs prevailed, it

would be expected that their form would ap[)ear in any mode of artistic

representation made by the same jteople with the object of conveying

ideas or recording facts. When a gesture-sign had been established

and it became necessary or desirable to draw a character or design to

convej' the same ideas, nothing could be more natural than to use the

graphic form or delineation which was known and used iu the gesture-

sign. It was but one more step, and an easy one, to fasten upon bark,

skins, or rocks the evanescent air pictures of the signs.

Tlie industrious research of Dr. D. G. Brinton, whose recent work,

The Lenap6 and their Legends, before mentioned, is received as this

l^aper passes through the press, has discovered passages in Eafinesque's

generally neglected and perhaps unduly discredited volumes, by which

that eccentric but acute writer seems to have announced the general

pioposition that the graphic signs of the Indians correspond to their

manual signs. He also asserted that he had collected a large number

of them, though the statement is not clear, for if all Indian i)ictograi)hs

are, iu a very general sense, -'based upon their language of signs,'' all

of those pictograpbs might be iucluded in his alleged collection, without

an ascertained specific relation between any pictograi)h and any sign.

It is probable, liowever, that Ilafluesque actually had at least valuable

notes on the subject, the loss of which is greatly to be regretted.

233
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lu the paper "Sign Language among the Nortli American Indians,"

publisheil iu the First Annual Eeport of the Bureau of Ethnology, a large

number of instances were given of the reproduction of gesture lines in

the pictographs made by the North American Indians, and they ap-

peared to be most frequent when there was an attempt to convey sub-

jective ideas. These were beyond the range of an artistic skill limited

to the rough presentation of objects in outline. It was suggested, there-

fore, that the part of pictograi)hs which is the most difficult of inter-

pretation in the absence of positive knowledge, was the one in the

elucidation of which the study of sign-language would assist. Many
pictographs in the present paper, the meaning of which is definitely

known from direct sources, are noted in connection with the gesture-

signs corresponding with the same idea, which signs are also under-

stood from independent evidence.

So numerous and conclusive are these examples, that it is not neces-

sary to add to them save by presenting the pictograph copied in Figure

155, as one of special importance in this connection.

During the summer of 1882 Dr. W. J. Hoffman visited the Tule River

Agency, California, where he found a large rock jtainting, of which Fig-

ure 155 is a copy made by him, the following being his description

:

The agency is located upon the western side of the Sierra Nevada in

the headwater caiions of the branches of the south fork of Tule River.

Tlie country is at present occupied by several tribes of the Yokuts lin-

guistic stock, and the only answer received to inquiries respecting the

age or origin of the record was, that it was found there when tlie an-

cestois of the present tribes arrived. The local migrations of the vari-

ous Indian tribes of this part of California are not yet known with suffi-

cient certainty to determine to whom the ret-ords may be credited, but

all appearances with respect to the weathering and disintegration of the

rock upon which the record is etched, the appearance of the coloring

matter subsequently applied, and the condition of the small depressions

made at the time for mixing the pigments with a viscous substance

would indicate that the work had been performed about a century ago.

The Tulare Indians have been residents of that part of the State for

at least one hundred years, and the oldest now living state that the

records were found by their ancestors, though whether more than two

generations ago could not be ascertained.

The drawings were outlined by pecking with a piece of (piartz or other

.silicious rock, to the depth of from a mere visible depression to a third

of au inch. Having thus satisfactorily depicted the several ideas, col-

ors were applied which upon examination appear to have penetrated the

slight interstices between the crystalline particles 6f the rock, which

had been bruised and slightly fractured by hammering with a piece of

stone. It appeai-s probable, too, that the hammering was repeated after

application of the colors to insure better results.

Upon a small bowlder, under the natural archway formed by the
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breaking' of the large rock, small depressious were fouucl which had
been used as mortars for grinding and mixing the colors. These de-

pressions average 2 inches in diameter and about 1 inch in depth.

Traces of color still remain, mixed with a thin layer of a shining sub-

stance resembling a coating of varnish, though of a flinty hardness.

I

This coating- is so thin that it cannot be removed with a steel iustru-

meut, and appears to have become part of the rock itself.

From the animals depicted upon the ceiling it seems that both beaver

and deer were found in the country, and as the beaver tail and the hoofs

of deer and antelope are boiled to procure glue, it is probable that the
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tribe wliich made these pictographs was as far advanced iu respect to

tlie making of glue and preparing of paints as other tribes throughout

the United States.

Examination shows that tlie dull red color is red ocher, found iu vari-

ous places in the valley, while the yellow was an ocherous clay, also

found there. The white color was probal)ly obtained there, and is evi-

dently earthy, though of what nature can only be surmised, not suffi-

cient being obtainable from the rock jncture to make satisfactory analy-

sis with the blow pipe. The composition of the black is not known, un-

less it was made by mixing clay and ])owdered charcoal from the embers.

The latter is a preparation common at this day among other tribes.

An immense granite bowlder, about 20 feet in thickness and 30 in

length, is so broken that a lower quarter is removed, leaving a large

square passageway thi-ough its entire diameter almost northwest and

southeast. Upon the western wall of this passageway is a collection

of the colored sketches of which Figure 155 is a reduced copy. The en-

tire face of the rock upon which the piciograph occurs measures about

12 or 15 feet in width and 8 in height. The ceiling also contains many
characters of birds, quadrupeds, etc. No. 1 in the figure measures 6

feet in height, from the end of the toes to the top of the head, the others

being in proportion as represented.

The attempt at reproducing gestures is admirably ])ortrayed, and the

following explanations are based upon such natural gestures as are

almost universally in use :

No. 1 represents a person weeping. The eyes have lines running down

to the breast, below the ends of which are three short lines on either

side. The arms and hands are in the exact position for making the

gesture for rain. It was evidently the intention of the artist to show

that the hamls in this gesture should be passed downward over the face,

as probably suggested by the short lines upon the lower end of the tears.

This is a noticeable illustration of the general term used by Indians

when making the gesture for weeping ; i. e., " eyerain." It is evident

that sorrow is portrayed in this illustration, grief based upon the suf-

ferings of others who are shown in connection therewith.

Nos. 2, 3, 4. Six individuals apparently making the gesture for "hun-

ger," by passing the hands towards and backward from the sides of

the body, denoting a "gnawing sensation," as expressed by Indians.

No. 4 occupying a horizontal position, may possibly denote a "dead

man," dead of starvation, this position being adopted by the Ojibwa,

Blackfeet, and others as a common way of representing a dead person.

The varying lengths of bead ornaments denote different degrees of posi-

tion as warriors or chiefs.

Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are individuals in various shapes making gestures

for negation, or more specifically nothing, nothing here, a natural and

universal gesture made by throwing one or both hands outwaixl toward

either side of the body. The hands are extended also, and, to make the

action apparently more emphatic, the extended toes are also shown on
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Nos. 5, G, 7, and 'J. The several lines npon the leg of No. 9 refer evi-

dently to trimmings upon the leggings.

No. 10 is strikingly similar to the Alaskan pictographs (see No. 1 of

Figure 55, page 153) indicating self with the right hand, and the left

pointing away, signifying to go.

No. 11 is an ornauiented head with body and legs, and is nnintelligi-

ble. This may probably refer to a Shaman, the head being similar to

like personages as represented by the Ojibwa and Iroquois.

Similar drawings occur at a distance of about 10 miles southeast of

this locality, as well as at other places toward the northwest, and it

ap[)ears probable that the present record was made by a portion of a

tribe which had advanced for the purpose of selecting a new camping
place, but failing to find the necessary (piautities of food for sustenance,

this notice was erected to advise their successors of their misfortune

and ultimate departure toward the northwest. It is noticeable, also,

that the picture is so placed upon the rock that the extended arm of

No. 10 ])oints toward thejiorth.

The foregoing description is substantially the same as published by

Dr. Hoffman in Transactions of the Anthropological Society, Washing-
ton, II, 1883, pages 138-132.

The limits of this paper do not allow of presenting a list of the charac-

ters in the pictographs which have become known. It may be properly

demanded, however, that some of the characters in the petroglyph. Fig-

ure 1, should be explained. The following is a list of those which were
interpreted to Mr. Gilbert, as mentioned on page 29 svpra.

CD

Flc. 157.

Figure 156 is an inclosure, or pen, in which ceremonial dances are

performed. Figure 157 is a head-dress used in ceremonial dances.

Fig. 158.

Figure 158 shows different representations of houses.
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Figure 159 sketches tbe frames or sticks used in carrying wood on the

back. Figure 160 shows different forms of arrows.

*®^!aj#
Figure 161 represents the blossoms of melons, squashes, etc.

rrrn
rv^^yy ca

Fig. :62.

Figure 162 shows three ways in which lightning is represented. Fig-

ure 163 represents clouds.

/~^,

¥u:. 164.

Figure 164 represents clouds with rain descending.

n + ® *
+ X

Fig. 165.

Figure 165 shows various forms of stars.
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+ ^^

Fl(i. 166.

Figure 166 shows various represeutatious of the sun.

\ / /

i<^
Figure 167 shows various representations of sunrise.

It is of interest in this connection that in the i)ictorial notation of

tlie Laplanders the sun bears its usual figure of a man's head, rayed, as

reported in Schoolcraft, op. cit. I, 426. See drawings in ScheSer's Hist,

of Lapland, London ed., 1704.

It may be desirable also to note, to avoid misconception, that where,

through this paper, mention is made of particulars under the headings

of Customs, Religious, etc., which might be made the subject of graphic

illustration in pictographs, and for that reason should be known as pre-

liminary to the attempted interpretation of the latter, the suggestion is

not given as a mere hy])othesis. Such objective marks and conceptions

of the character indicated which can readily be made objective, are in

fact frequently found in pictographs and have been understood by
means of the preliminary information to which reference is made.

When interpretations obtained through this line of study are jiroperly

verified they can tslke places in the card-catalogue little inferior to those

of interpretations derived directly from aboriginal pictographers.

HOMOMORPHS AND SYMMORPHS.

It has been already mentioned that characters substantially the same,
iir homomorphs, made by one set of people, have a ditl'erent signification

among others. Differing forms for the same general conception or idea

are also noticed. These may be termed symmorphs. Some examples
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uuder these titles are noted as follows, uot for the purpose of giving an

even approximately complete list, but merely to show the manner in

which they may be compared and sometimes confused with

K, similar characters, some of which ai)pear in other parts of

/\ X this i)ai)er.

Figure 168 represents Dakota lodges as drawn by the Hi-

Fig. los. datsa. These characters when carelessly or rudely drawn

can only be distinguished from personal marks by their

position and their relation to other characters.

Figure 109 signities earth lodges amoug the Hi-

datsa. The circles resemble the ground plan of the

©/TN lodges, while the central markings are intended to^ represent the upright poles, which support the roof

(^ on the interior. Some of these are similar to the

Kadiak drawing for island. Figure 47, page 147.
Fio 169

' <^ / ^ V-.

Figure 170 represents buildiugs erected by white

men ; the character is generally used by the Hidatsa to designate Gov-

erument buildiugs and traders' stores.

D
O

Fl.^. 171.

< •

Fig. 172.

Q
laclosure withFigure 171 is the Hidatsati, the home of the Hidatsa.

earth lodges within.

The Arikara sometimes simply mark dots or spots to signify men

;

when in connection with small crescents to

^^ denote horses. The numerical strength of —
a war party is sometimes shown in this man-

ner, as in Figure 172.

Figure 173 was drawn for dead man by the

Arikara. Of. "nothing there," page 168.

Figure 174. In records of personal events

the two lines above the head of the fallen

enemy denote among the Hidatsa that the

person to whom the exploit refers was the second to strike the body.

Fig. 174.

Fic. 176. Fig. 177.
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Figure 175 shows the third person to strike the enemy, as drawn by

the Hiilatsa.

Figure 176 means a scalp taken. Hidatsa.

Figure 177 signifies, in Hidatsa drawing, the man who struck the

enemy, and who took his gun.

The following specimens from the writer's card collection are jire

seuted as having some individual interest

:

Figure 178 was drawn by a Dakota
Indian, at Memlota, Minnesota, and

represents a man holding a scalp in

one hand, while in the other is the gun,

the weapon used in the destruction of

the enemy. The short vertical lines

below the periphery of the scalp indi-

cate hair. The line crossing the leg

of the Indian is onlj' an indication of

the ground upon which the figure is

supposed to stand.

Figure 179 is taken from the winter

count of Battiste Good for the year

1840-'41. He names it " Gameand-
killedfive-ofLittleThunders-brothers

winter" and " Battiste-aloue-returns winter," He explains that the

five were killed in an encounter with the Pants. Battiste Good was the

only one of the party to escape. The capote is shown,

and signifies war, as in several other instances of

the same record. The five short vertical lines below

the arrow signify that five were killed.

Figure 180 is taken from Mi-s. Eastman's Dahcotah,

or Life and Legends of the Sioux, New York, 1849,

p. xxvii, and shows a Dakota method of recording

the taking of prisoners. Nos. 1 and 3 are the pris-

oners ; No. 1 being a female, as denoted by the pres-

ence of mamma?, and No. 3 a male. No. 2 is the per-

son making the capture. It is also noted that the

l)risoners are without hands, to signify their help-

lessness.

In this connection the following quotation is taken from the Historical

Collections of Louisiana, Part III, 1851, p. 124, describing a pictograph,

as follows :
" There were two figures of men without heads and some

entire. The first denoted the dead and the second the prisoners. One
of my conductors told me on this occasion that when there are any
French among either, they set their arms akimbo, or their hands upon

their hips, to distinguish them from the savages, whom they represent

with their arms hanging down. This distinction is not purely arbitrary;

4 ETH 16

Fig. 179.
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it proceeds from these people baving observed that the French often put

themselves in this posture, which is not used among them."

Figure 181 is taken from the winter count of Battiste Good for the year

lS51-'52. In the year ]851-'52, the first issue of goods was made to

Tig. 181.—Circle of mi'ij.

Dak..tii.

4-f
Fig. Itf2.—Shootiugfjoin
river Viauks. Dakota.

the Indiaus, aud the character represents a blauket surrounded by a

circle to show how the Iiidiaus sat awaiting the distribution. The

]>eople are represented by small lines running at right angles to the

circle.

Figure 182 is also from Battiste Good. An encounter is represented

between two tribes, each on the banks of a river, from which arrows

were fired across the water at the opposing party. The vertical lines

represent the banks, while the opposing arrows denote a fight or an

encounter.

Flu. 1?3.— I*aiilliiT. liuiilu.

The drawing, Figure 183, was made by Mr. J. G. Swan while on a visit

to the Prince of Wales Archipelago, where he found two carved fig-

ures with panthers' beads, and claws upon the fore feet, and human feet

attached to the bind legs. These mythical animals were placed upon

either side of a corpse which was lying in state, awaiting burial.
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Fig. ig4._WuIf
head, llaidn.

This iinlou of the hnmau figure with that of otiier aniiuaLs is of in-

terest in comparisou with the well-known forms of similar character in

the art of Egypt and Assyria.

The feet of the accompanying Figure 184 cannot be

seen, being hidden iu the head of the figure beneath.

It is squatting, with its hands on its knees, and has a

wolfs head. Arms, legs, mouth, jaws, nostrils, and ear-

holes are scarlet ; eyebrows, irises, and edges of the ears

black. The figure is reproduced from The Nortliwest

Coast of America, being results of recent ethnological

researches from the collections of the Royal Museums
at Berlin. (Trans, from (Tcrman.) Xew York, PI. 7, Fig. 3.

The accompanying illustration. Figure 185, represents

a knife from Africa, which bears upon both sides of the

blade incised characters of the human form, strikingly

similar to those found among the Ojibwa. The lines

running upward from the head are identical with an
Ojibwa form of representing a meda, or Shaman, while

the hourglass form of body is also frequently found,

though generally used to designate a woman, the lower

part of the body representing the skirt. In the present instance, it may
have allusion to the i^eculiar skirt-like dress often worn by the men
among the tribes of JTorthern Africa.

The lines extending from the middle of the liody

downward to below the skirt and terminating in

an irregular knob somewhat resemble the Pueblo

method of designating sex, the male being shown
by a small cross, and the female by a simple,

short, vertical line attached to the i)erinaniin.

The upper character, in I>, in addition to the

line and circle extending downward from the lower

extremity, shows a bii'd's leg and toes at either

side. This is al.so, according to Schoolcraft, an

Ojibwa method of depicting a person or being who
is endowed with the power of flight into the upper

regions, hence one of superior knowledge.

The history of the knife here figured is received

from Mr. Thomas M. Chatard, of the National

Museum, who in turn obtained it from his father,

Mr. F. E. Chatard, Baltimore, Maryland, who
writes that it was obtained at Cape Mesurado,
Africa, in November, 1822, where the natives had
attacked a recently established colony. The Afri-

cans were re])ulsed, and the knife was subse-

(piently picked up on the battle-field and brought
to America by the late William Setou, an officer a.

of the United States Navy. ^"=-
''iJ^E^S^.

"" '"



CONVENTIONALIZING.

The course of couventionalizing is uoticeable in pictographs as well

as in gesture-signs, on the one hand, and, on the other, as it appears in

all forms of graphic art. The analysis of such conventions in form could

be pursued at great length with regard to the jnctographs now known
in the same manner as has been done with success by Dr. Harrison Allen

in his work " An analysis of the Life-form in Art," Philadeli>hia, 1875.

Some suggestions may be obtained from the present paper, especially

from examples given under the headings of Ideographs, page 219, and

Homomorphs and Symmorphs, page 239. See also conventionalized

sign for Ponka in "Winter Count No. I for 1778-79, on page 131, and for

Mandan in the same count for 1783-84, on the same page; also the con-

ventional sign for Cheyenne, Figure 78, page 173; also the device for

starvation. Figure 144, page 220, as conventionalized in Figure 145, page

221. The limits of this paper will only allow of submitting in addition

the following conventionalized forms of the human figure, in some cases

being merely marks arbitrarily used to represent humanity:

^ \» t

Fig. 186. Fig. 187. Fig. 188. FiG. 169.

Figure 180 signifies men among the Arikara. The characters are used

in connection with horse-sho.es, to denote "mounted men." In other

pictographs such spots or dots are merely numerical.

Figure 187 is draw •: by the Kiat^xamut branch of the Innuits for man.

It is an abbreviated form and rare.

Figure 188, drawn by the Blackfeet, signifies " Man—dead." This

is from a pictograph in Wind River Mountains. See Jones's North-

western Wyoming, etc., op. cit.

Figure 189 is the Kiat6xamut Innuit drawing for man. This figure is

armless
;
generally represents the person addressed.

t i t
Fio. 191). Fig. 191. Fig. 192. Fig. 19?.

Figure 190 is also a Kiat6xamut Innuit drawing for man. The fig-

ure makes the gesture for negation.

244
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Figure 191, from a Californian pictograph, is a man, also gesturing

negation.

Figure 192 is another Californian pictograph for man, making the

same gesture.

Figure 193, from Schoolcraft, I, PI.59,Xo, 91, is theOjibwa "symbol"
for disabled man.

Fig. 191. Fii;. 193. Fio. 196. Fig. 197.

Figure 194 is the Kiat^xamut luuuit drawing for Shaman.
Figure 195, used by the Kiatexamut Innuit, represents man suppli-

cating.

The five fignres, 196 to 200, are reproduced from Schoolcraft, Vol. I, PI.

58, opp. p. 408. The Numbers attached are those given by that author:

Figure 196, No. 6, is the Ojibwa representative figure for man.
Figure 197, No. 10, is used by the Ojibwa to denote a spirit or man

enlightened from on high, having the head of the sun.

n
Fig. 199. Fio. 2fl0.

Figure 198, No. 20, is drawn by the Ojibwa for a " wabeuo" or Shaman.
Figure 199, No. 30, is the Ojibwa " symbol " for an evil or one-sided

" meda " or higher grade Shaman.
Figure 200, No. 29, is the Ojibwa general "symbol" for a meda.
Figure 201 is drawn by the Hidatsa for man.

I
Fig. 202. Fig. 203. Fig. 204.

Figure 202, from Schoolcraft, I, PI. 58, No. 3, is an Ojibwa dra wiug of

a headless body.

Figure 203, from Schoolcraft, I, PI. 58, No. 2, is another Ojibwa figure

for a headless body, perhaps female.

Figure 204, contributed by Mr. Gilbert Thompson, is a drawing for

man, made by the Moki in Arizona.

Figure 205, reproduced from Schoolcraft, I, PI. 64, opposite page 424,

is a drawing from the banks of the River Yenesei, Siberia, by Von Strah-
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Fig. 2i)e.

lenberg, in liis historical and geographical descrijitiou of the northern

and eastern parts of Europe, Asia, etc. London, 1738.

The similarity to characters on Figure 185 is obvious.

Figure 206, also from Strahlenberg, and quoted in Schoolcraft, Vol.

I, PL 66, Fig. 4, oi)p. p. 342, was found in Siberia,

and is identical with the character which, according to

Schoolcraft, is drawn by the Ojibwa to represent speed
and the power of sui)erior knowledge by exaltation to the

regions of the air, being, in his opinion, a combiuatiou of

bird and man.
It is to be noticed that some Ojibwa recently examined regard the

character merely as a human figure with outstretched arms, and fringes

pendant therefrom. It has, also, a strong resemblance

to some of the figures in the Dakota Winter Counts

{those for 1854-'r)ij and 1866-'67, pages 121 and 124,

respectively), in which there is no attempt understood

to signify any thing more than a war-dress.

Figure 207, according to Schoolcraft, Vol. 1, Tl. 58,

No. 58, is the Ojibwa drawing symbolic for an American.
Flu. 207



ERRORS A'ST) FRAUDS.

No lai'ge amount of space need be occupied in the mention of recog-

nized pictographic frauds, their importance being small, but much more

than is now allowed would be required for the discussion of contro-

vei'ted cases.

There is little inducement, beyond a disposition to hoax, to commit

actual frauds in the fabrication of rock-carvings. The instances where

inscribed stones from mounds have been ascertained to be forgeries or

fictitious drawings have been about equally divided between simple

mischief and an attempt either to increase the marketable value of

some real estate, supposed to contain more, or to sell the specimens.

With regard to the much more familiar and more portable material

of engraved ])ii)es, painted robes and like curios, it is well known to

all recent travelers in the West who have had former experience that

the fancy prices paid by amateurs for those decorations have stimulated

their wholesale manufacture by Indians at agencies (locally termed

"coflfee-coolers"), who make a business of sketching upon ordinary

robes or plain pipes the characters in common use by them, without

regard to any real event or person, and selling them as curious records.

This pictorial forgery would seem to show a gratifying advance of

the Indians in civilization, but it is feared that the credit of the inven-

tion is chiefly due to some enterprising traders who have been known
to furnish the unstained robes, i)laiu pii)es, paints, and other materials

for the purpose, and simply pay a skillful Indian for his work, when
the fresh antique or imaginary chronicle is delivered.

Six inscribed copper plates were said to have been found in a mound
near Kiuderhook, Pike County, Illinois, which were reported to bear a

close resemblance to Chinese. This resemblance seemed not to be so

extraordinary when it was ascertained that the plate had been en-

graved by the village blacksmith, copied from the lid of a Chinese tea-

<',hest.

Mica plates were found in a mound at Lower Sandusky, Ohio, which,

after some attempts at interpretation, proved to belong to the material

known as graphic or hieroglyphic mica, the discoloratious having been

caused by the infiltration of mineral solution between the laminae.

The following recent notice of a case of alleged fraud is quoted from

Science, Vol. Ill, No. 58, March 14, 1884, page 331:

Dr. N. Roe Bradner exhibited [at the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania,] an inscribed stone found inside a skull taken from one of the ancient

mounds at Newark, Ohio, in 1865. An exploration of the region had been undertaken

247
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in consequence of the finding of stones bearing markings somewhat resembling He-
brew letters, in the hope of iinding other specimens of a like character. The explo-

ration was supposed to have been entirely unproductive of such objects until Dr.

Bradner had found the engraved stone, now exhibited, in a skull which had been given

to him.

This was supplemeutetl by au editorial note ia No. 62 of the same
piiblicatlon, page 467, as follows

:

A correspondent from Newark, Ohio, warns us that any inscribed stones said to

originate from that locality may be looked upon as spurious. Years ago certain par-

ties in that place made a business of manufacturing and burying inscribed stones

and other objects in the autuinu, and exhuming them the following spring in the

presence of innocent witnesses. Some of the parties to these frauds afterwards con-

fessed to them ; and no such objects, except such as were spurious, have ever been
known from that region.

The correspondent of Science probably remembered the operations of

David Wyrick, of Newark, who, to prove his theory that the Hebrews
were the mound-builders, discovered in 1860 a tablet bearing ou one
side a truculent "likeness" of Moses with his name in Hebrew, and ou
the other a Hebrew abridgment of the ten commandments. A Hebrew
bible afterwards found in Mr. Wyrick's private room threw some light

ou the inscribed characters.

As the business of making and selling archaeological frauds has be-

come so extensive in Egypt and Palestine, it can be no matter of sur-

prise that it has been attempted by the enterprising people of the

United States. The Bureau of Ethnology has discovered several centers

of that fraudulent industry.

Without further pursuing the subject of mercenary frauds, an ex-

ample may be meutioned which was brought forth during the researches

of the preseut writer and his assistant, Dr. Hoffmau, which is probably

as good a case of a modern antique iu this line as can be presented.

Figure 208 is a copy of a drawing taken from an Ojibwa pipe-stem, ob-

tained by Dr. Hoffman fi-om an officer of the United States Army, who had
procured it from an Indian iu Saiut Paul, Minnesota. Ou a later and

more minute examination, it appeared that the pipe-stem had been pur-

chased at a store in Saint Paul, which had furnished a large number of

similar objects, so large as to awakeu suspicion that they were iu the

course of daily manufacture. The figures and characters on the pipe-

stem were drawn iu colors. In the preseut figure, which is without

colors, the horizontal lines represent blue and the vertical red, accord-

ing to the heraldic scheme several times used in this paper. The out-

lines were drawn in a dark neutral tint, iu some lines approaching black;

the triangular characters, i-epresentiug lodges, being also in a neutral

tiut, or au ashen hue, and approaching black iu several instances. The
explanation of the figures, made before there was any suspicion of their

real character, is as follows

:

The first figure is that of a bear, representing the individual to whom
the record pertains. The three hearts above the line, according to au
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AAZ^AAAA

expression in gesture language, signifies a brave heart; increased num-
bers indicating much or many, i. e., a large brave heart.

The second figure, a circle inclosing a triradiate character, refers to

the personal totem. The character in the middle resembles, to some

extent, the pictograph sometimes found to rep-

resent stars, thongh in the latter the lines center

upon the disks and not at a common point.

The seven triangular characters represent the

lodges of a village to which the individual to

wh?m reference is made belongs.

The serpentine line immediately below these

signifies a stream or river, near which the village

is located.

The two persons holding guns Jn their left

hands, together with another having a spear,

appear to be the companions of the speaker, all

of whom are members of the turtle gens, as shown

by that leptile.

The curve from left to right is a representa-

tion of the sky, the sun having appeared upon

the left or eastern horizon when the transaction

below mentioned was enacted. In an explana-

tion by gesture, or by pictograph, the speaker

always faces the south, or conducts himself as

if be did so, and begins on the left side to con-

vey the idea of morning, if day ; the hand, or

line, is drawn all the way from the eastern hori-

zon to the western. The above, then, represents

the morning when a female—headless body of

a woman—a member of the ci-ane gens, was
killed.

The figure of a bear below is the same appar-

ently as number one, though turned to the right.

The heart is reversed to denote sadness, grief,

I'emorse, as expressed in gesture-language, and

to atone for the misdeed committed in the pro-

ceeding the i^ipe is brought and offering made
to the " Great Spirit."

Altogether, the act depicted appears to have

been accidental, the woman belonging to the

same tribe, as can be learned from the gens of

which she was a member. The regret or sorrow signified in the bear,

next to the last figure, corresponds with that supposition, as such feel-

ings would not be congruous to the Indian in the case of an enemy.

The point of interest in this pictograph is, that the figures are very

skillfully copied from the numerous characters of the same kind repre-

FlG :08.— Speciiiu-n ut iuiita.

ted pictogroiili.
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senting Ojtbwa pictograplis, and given by Schoolcraft. The arrange-

ment of these copied characters is precisely that which would be nat-

ural in the similar work of Indians. In fact, the groui)s constitute a

thoroughly genuine pictograph, and afford a good illustration of the

manner in which a record can be made. The fact that it was made
and sold under false representations is its objectionable feature.

An inscribed stone found in Grave Creek Mound, near the Ohio River,

in 1838, has been the subject of much linguistic contention among those

who admitted its authenticity. Twenty-four characters on it have been

considered to be alphabetic and one is a supposed hieroglyphic sign. Mr.

Schoolcraft says that twenty-two of the characters are alphabetic, but

there has been a difference of opinion with regard to their origin. One
scholar finds among them four characters which he claims are ancient

Greek; another claims that four are Etruscan ; five have been said to

be Runic; six, ancient Gaelic; seven, old Erse; ten, Phoenician; four-

teen, old British ; and sixteen, Celteberic. M. Levy Bing reported at

the Congress of Americanists at Nancy, in 1875, that he found in the

inscriijtion twenty-three Cauaanite letters, and translated it: "What
thou sayest, thou dost impose it, thou shinest in thy impetuous clan and
rapid chamois." (!) M. Maurice Schwab in 1857 rendered it: "The Chief

of Emigration who reached these places (or this island) has fixed these

statutes forever." M. Oppert, however, gave additional variety by the

translation, so that all tastes can be suited: "The grave of one who was
assassinated here. May God to avenge him strike his murderer, cutting

off the hand of his existence."

For further particulars on this topic reference may be made to Colonel

Charles Whittlesey's Archaeological Frauds, in several tracts, and to

The Mound Builders, by J. P. MacLean, Cincinnati, 1879, p. 90, etseq.

From considerations mentioned in the introduction of this paper, and
others that are obvious, any inscriptions purporting to be pre-Columbian

showing apparent use of alphabetic characters, signs of the zodiac, or

other evidences of a culture higher than that known among the North

American Indians, must be received with caution, but the pictographs

may be altogether genuiue, and their erroneous interpretation be the

sole ground of their being discredited.

In this connection some allusion may be made to the learned discus-

sions upon the Dighton rock before mentioned. The originally Algon-

kian characters were translated by a Scandinavian antiquary as an

account of the party of Thorfinn, the Hopeful. A distinguished Orient-

alist made out clearly the word melelc (king). Another scholar trium-

phantly established the characters to be Scythian, and still another

made them Phoenician. But this inscription has been so manipulated

that it is difidcult now to determine the original details.

The course above explained, viz., to attempt the interpretation of all

unknown American pictographs by the aid of actual pictographers

among the living Indians, should be adopted regarding all remarkable
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"finds." This course was pursued by Mr. Horatio N. Rust, of Pasadena,

California, regarding the much-discussed Davenport Tablets, in the

genuineness of which he believes, and which is not here placed in ques-

tion Mr. Bust exhibited the drawings to Dakotas, with the result

made i)ublic at the late Montreal meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, and also in a letter, an extract from

which is as follows

:

As I made the acquaintance of several of the older and more intelligent members
of the tribe, I took the opportunity to show them the drawings. Explaining that

they were pictures copied from stones found in a mound, I asked what they meant.

They leadily gave me the same Interpretation (and in no instance did either inter-

preter know that another had .seen the pictures, so there conld be no collusion). In

Plate I, of the Daveui)ort Inscribed Tablets [so numbered in the Proceedings of the

Davenport Academj-, Vol. II], the lower central figure represents a dome-shaped

lodge, with smoke issuing from the top, behind and to either side of which appears a

number of individuals with hands joined, while three persons are depicted as lying

upon the ground. Upon the right and left central margins are the sun and moon,

the whole surmounted by three arched lines, between each of which, as well as above

them, are numerous unintelligible characters. * * » The central figure, which

has been supposed by some to represent a funeral pile, was simply the picture of a

dirt lodge. The irregular markings apparently upon the side and to the left of the

lodge represent a fence made of sticks and brush set in the ground. The same style

of fence may be seen now in any Sioux village.

The lines of human figures standing hand-in-hand indicate that a dance was being

conducted in the lodge. The three prostrate forms at right and left sides of the lodge

represent two men iind a woman who, being overcome by the excitement and fatigue

of the dance, had been carried out in the air to recover. The difference in the shape

of the prostrate forms indicates the different sexes.

The curling figures or rings above the lodge represent smoke, and indicates that the

dance was held in winter, when fire was used.

An example of forced interpretation of a genuine petroglyph is given

by Lieutenant J. W. Gunnison, U. S.Top. Engineers, in his work entitled

The Mormons, or. Latter-day Saints, in the Valley of the Great Salt

Lake, etc., Philadelphia, 1852, pp. 62, 63. He furnishes two illustrations

of petroglyphs taken from the cliff in Sam Pete Valley, Utah, not repro-

duced in this paper, which resemble the general type of the Shoshonian

system. On account of various coincidences which have occurred to

strikingly kee]> alive in the mountain brethren their idea of being the

chosen of the Lord, these etchings confirm them in the belief of the in-

spiration of the Book of Mormon. One of their Regents has translated

one of them as follows:

I, Mahanti, the 'ind King of the Lamauites, iu five valleys in the mountains, make
this record in the 12 hundredth year since we came out of Jerusalem. And I have

three sons gone to the South country to live by hunting antelope and deer.

Among the curiosities of literature in connection with the interpreta-

tion of pictographs may be mentioned La Veritfe sur le Livre des Sauv-

ages, par L'Abb6 Em. Domenech, Paris, ISGl, and Researches into the

Lost Histories of America, by W. S. Blacket, London and Philadelphia,

1884.
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Under the head of errors some of the most marked have arisen from

the determination of enthusiastic symbolists to discover something mys-

tical in the form of the cross wherever found.

The followiug quotation is talien from a work by Gabriel de Mortillet,

entitled Le Signe de la Croix avant le Christianisme (Paris, Keinwald,

1866), p. 173

:

Ou voit qu'il ne peut plus y avoir de doute sur I'emploi de la Croix comme signe

religieus, bien longtenips avant le cbristianisnie. Le culte de la Croix, r^pandu en

Gaule avant la conqufte, existait di^a, dans I'fimilie il I'^poqne du bronze, plus de

mille ans avant JiSsus-Christ.

C'est surtout dans les sepultures de Golaseoca oh ce culte s'est r^v^l^ de la manifere la

plus complete; etli, chose strange, ou atrouv^ un vase portant le monogramme ancien

du Christ, figure 117 [reproduced iu the jireseut paper by Figure 209; the right-

hand figure being from the vase, and that ou the left

the recoguized uionograui of Christ], dessiu^ peut-

etre mille ans avant la venue de J<58us-Christ. La
presence Isolde de ce monogramme du Christ au milieu

de nombreuses Croix est-elle un fait accideutel eu-

ti&remeut fortuit ? Des recherches plus completes

Fig. 209—Symbols of the cross.
peuvent seules permettre de r^pondre ;\ cette question.

Un autre fait fort curieux, trfes-int6ressaut a con-

stater, c'est que ce grand d^veloppement du culte de la Croix, avant la venue du Christ,

semble toujours co'incider avec I'absence d'idoles et nidmo de tonte representation

d'objets vivauts. D&s que ces objets se montrent, on dirait que les Croix devienneut

plus rarea et finissent meme par dispai-aUre.

La Croix a done et^, dans la haute antiquity, bien longtemps avant la venue de

J^sus-Christ, I'emljleme sacr<5 d'nne secte religieuse qui repoussait I'idoliltrie ! ! I

The author, with cou.siderable naivete, has evidently determined that

the form of thecro.ss was significant ofa high state ofreligious culture, and

that its being succeeded by effigies, which he calls idols, showed a lapse

into idolatry. The fact is simply that, next to one straight line, the com-

bination of two straight lines forming a cross is the easiest figure to draw,

and its use before art could attain to the drawing of animal forms, or

their representation in plastic material, is merelj' an evidence of crude-

ness or imperfection in designing. It is worthy of remark that Dr.

Schliemaun, in his " Troja," page 107, presents as Fig. 38 a much more

distinct cross than that given by M. Mortillet, with the simple remark

that it is " a geometrical ornamentation." An anecdote told by Dr.

Eobert Fletcher, U. S. Army, in connection with his exhaustive paper

on Tattooing Among Civilized People, published in the Transactions of

the Anthropological Society of Washington, Vol. II, page 40, is also in

point. Some savants were much excited over the form of the cross found

in tattoo marks on an Arab boy, but on inquiry of the mother as to why
the cross had been placed there, she simply answered "because it looked

pretty." The present writer will add to the literature on the subject a

reference to the cross as shown upon the arm of a Cheyenne in Cloud-

Shield's winter count for theyear 1790-'91, page 132, ante. (See also page

173.) This is explained fully by one of the common gestures for the

tribal sign, Cheyenne.
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"The extended index, palui upward, is drawn across the forefinger of

the left hand, palm inward, several times, left hand stationary ; right

hand is drawn toward the body until the index is drawn clear ofi"; then

repeat. Some Cheyennes believe this to have reference to the former

custom of cutting the arm as offerings to spirits, while others thiuk that

it refers to a more ancient custom, the cutting of the enemy's fingers

for necklaces." The pictograph is simply a graphic representation of

this gesture sign. See also the Mold use of the Maltese cross, page 232,

the form of which in a rock-painting appears in x on Plate II, page 35.

There is no doubt that among the Eg.\ptians and several of the peo-

ples of the eastern hemisphere, ancient and modern, the form of the

cross was used symbolically, and there is no more doubt that it was
employed in a similar manner by many American tribes with reference

to the points of the compass, or rather the four winds. It was also

used with many differing significations. See in this paper Figure 60,

page 158, Figure 143, page 220, Figure 154, page 230, Figure 165, page

238, and Figure 168, page 240. The ease with which the design was made
would tend to its early adoption as a sign, an emblem, or a symbol.

Eev. S. D. Hinman states that among the Dakota, symbolic crosses

always have the members equal, or of the "Greek" pattern, and are

always worn resting on one foot, not two as in the St. Andrew's cross.

They represent the four winds issuing from the four caverns in which

the souls of men existed before embodiment. The top of the cross is

the cold, all-conquering giant, the north wind. As worn on the body it

is nearest the head, the seat of intelligence. The top arm, covering the

heart, is the east wind, coming from the seat of life and love. The foot

is the burning south wind, indicating as it is worn the seat of passion

and fiery lust. The right is the gentle west wind, blowing from the

si)irit land, coveriug the lungs, from which at last the breath goes out.

The center of the cross is the earth and man, sometimes indicated at

that point by a circle surrounding a dot. On the upper arm an ari'ow

is sometimes drawn, on the left a heart, on the right a star, and on the

lower a sun.



SUGGESTIONS TO COIjIjABORATORS.

The i)resent writer hopes to receive contributions from travelers and
observers, not only in North America, but in other parts of the world.

Such collaboration will always receive due credit, and when prsicticable

will be reproduced in the language of the collaborator.

The number and the importance of the contributions received upon

the collateral branch of sign-language encourages the hope of similar

success in this application for assistance in the monograph ou picto-

graphs now in prei)aration.

The main object of the classification both of the text and of the

illustrations in the present paper has been to stimulate the research

and assist the collaboration invited, so that reference to the various

preceding headings is unnecessary. Some practical suggestions may
however, be offered as follows

:

As a small drawing of large rock inscriptions may give an exagger-

ated idea of the degree of finish or fineness of the subject, it is desirable,

in every instance, to affix the scale of the drawing, or to give a principal

dimension that may serve as a guide. A convenient scale for ordinary

petroglyphs is one-sixteenth of full size. The drawing should be suffi-

ciently close and accurate to show the character of the work. It is de-

sirable to note the lithologic character of the rock or bowlder used;

whether the drawing has been etched into the ftice of the rock, or

pecked in more deeplyWith a sharp implement, and the depth of such

pecking; whether the design is merely outlined, or the whole body of

the figures pecked out, and whether paint has been applied to the

pecked surface, or the design executed with paint only. The composition

of paint should be ascertained when possible. The amount of weather-

ing or erosion, together with the exposure, or any other feature bearing

ou the question of antiquity, would prove important. If actual colors

are not accessible for representation the ordinary heraldic scheme of

colors can be used.

That sketches even by fair artists, are of not high value in accuracy,

is shown by the discrepant copies of some of the most carefully-studied

pictographs, which discrepancies sometimes leave in uncertainty ilie

points most needed for interpretation. Sketches, or still better, photo-

gra])hs are desirable to present a connected and general view of the

characters and the surface upon which they are found. For accuracy

of details ''squeezes" should be obtained when practicable.

A simple method of obtaining squeezes of petroglyphs, when the

lines are sufficiently deep to receive an impression, is to take ordinary
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maiiilla paper of loose texture, and to spread the sheet, after being

thoronghly wetted, over the surface desired, coniniencing at the top.

The top edge may be temporarily secured by a small streak of starch

or flour paste. The pai)er is then pressed upon the surface of the rock

by means of a soft bristle brush, so that its texture is gently forced into

every depression. Torn portions of the paper may be supplied by ap-

plying small patches of wet paper until every opening is thoroughly

covered. A coating of ordinary paste, as above mentioned, is now ap-

plied to the entire surface, and a new sheet of paper, similarly softened

by water, is laid over this and pressed down with the brush. This pro-

cess is continued until three or four thicknesses of paper have been

used. Upon drying, the entire mold will usually fall off by contraction.

The edge at the top, if previously pasted to the rock, should be cut.

The entire sheet can then be rolled up, or if inconveniently large can

be cut in sections and properly marked for future purposes. This

process yields the negative. To obtain the positive the inner coating of

the negative may be oiled, and the former process renewed upon the

cast.

Pietographs, when of bright colors and upon a light-colored surface,

may readily be traced upon tracing linen, such as is emjtloyed by topo-

graphers. Should the rock be of a dark color, and the characters in-

distinct, a simple process is to first follow the pictographic characters

in outline with colored crayons, red chalk, or dry colors mixed with

water and applied widi a brush, after which a piece of muslin is placed

over the surface and pressed so as to receive sufQcient coloring matter

to indicate the general form and relative positions of the characters.

After these impressions are touched up the true position may be ob-

tained by painting the lines upon the back of the sheet of muslin, or

by making a true tracing of the negative.

A mode of securing the outline once adopted was to clear out the

channels of the intaglios, then, after painting them heavily, to press a

sheet of muslin into the freshly-painted depressions. The objection to

this method is the obvious damage inflicted on the inscription. Before

such treatment, if the only one practicable, all i)articulars of the work

to be covered by paint should be carefully recorded.

The locality should be reported with detail of State (or Territory),

county, township, and distance and direction from the nearest i)ost-

of6ce, railway station or country road. In addition the name of any

contiguous stream, hill, bluff, or other remarkable natural feature

should be given. The name of the owner of the land is of some second-

ary value, but that indication is liable to frequent changes. The site or

station should be particularly described with reference to the surround-

ing country and to the natural circumstances and geological history of

the location.

When numbers and groups of petroglyphs or rock paintings occur,

their relation to each other, to the points of the compass, or to tojio-
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graphical features should be noted, if possible, by an accurate survey,

otherwise by numeration and sketching.

The following details should be carefully noted : The direction of the

face of the rock. The presence of probable trails and gaps which may
have been used in shortening distances in travel. Localities of mounds
and caves, if any, in the vicinity. Ancient camping grounds, indicated

by fragments of pottery, flint chips, etc. Existence of aboriginal relics,

particularly flints which may have been used in pecking; these may be

found at the base of the rocks upon which petroglyphs occur. The

presence of small mortar-holes which may have served in the prepara-

tiou of colors.

With reference to pictographs on other objects than rock the mate-

rial upon which they appear and the substauces used in their execution

should be reported, as indicated in another part of this paper.

With reference to all kiuds of pictographs, it should be noted that

mere descriptions without reproduction are of little value. Probable

age and origin and traditions relating to them should be ascertained.

Their iuterpretation by natives of the locality who themselves make
jjictographs or who belong to people who have lately made pictographs

is most valuable, especially in reference to such designs as do not repre-

sent objects of nature, and which may be either conventional or connected

with lines of gesture-signs.
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POTTERY OF THE ANCIENT PUEBLOS.

By William H. Holmes.

INTRODUCTORY.

A study of the pottery of tlie aucieut Pueblo peoples is here com-

menced in accordauce with plans formed years ago by the Director of

the Bureau of Ethnology. His aim was to present to the world a

monographic work upon the splendid material obtained by the Bureau,

including with it the important collections made previously by him-

self. The preparation of this work has been postponed from time to

time with the view of completing the collections, which were being en-

riched by annual visits to the Pueblo country. Meantime I began the

study of the collection for the purpose of securing at the start a satis-

factory classification of the material on hand.

The present paper is the first result of that study. I have, however,

taken up only the more ancient groups of ware, leaving the rest for

subsequent papers. A comparative study is not attempted, for the

reason that a detailed examination of all the groups to be considered is

absolutely essential to satisfactory results. Conclusions drawn from

partial observations lead generally to error.

There were great difficulties in the way of treating satisfactorily the

modern varieties of ware, as no one had sufficient fanuliarity with the

language of the Pueblo tribes to discuss the ideographic phases of the

ornamentation. Mr. F. H. Cusbiug's studies bid fair to supply this

want, and his recent return from Zuni has led to the preparation of the

valuable paper presented in this volume.

Mr. James Stevenson, who has ijrocured a large portion of the col-

lection of modern pottery, has published catalogues with copious illus-

trations. Most of the cuts have been prepared under my supervision,

and have been selected with the view of securing engravings of a full

series of tyjiical examples for a final work.
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PUEBIvO ART.

Distribution.—The ancient Pueblo peoples dweltin aland of canons

and liigli plateaus. They had their greatest development in the valley

of the liio Colorado, where they delighted to haunt the shadows of the

deepest gorges and build their dwellings along the loftiest cliSs. The
limits of their territory are still in a measure uudetined. We discover

remnants of their arts in the neighboring valleys of Great Salt Lake,

the Arkansas, and the Eio Grande, and southward we can trace them
beyond the Kio Gila into the table-lands of Chihuahua and Sonora.

Thus outlined, we have an area of more than one hundred thousand

square miles, which has at times more or less remote been occupied by

tribes of town building and pottery-making Indians.

Character.—High and desert-like as this land is, it has borne a

noble part in fostering and maturing a culture of its own—a culture

born of unusual needs, shaped by exceptional environment, and limited

by the capacities of a peculiar people. Cliff houses and cavate dwell-

ings are not new to architecture, and pottery resembling the Pueblo

ware in many respects may be found wherever man has develo]>ed a

corresi)onding degree of technical skill
;
yet there is an individuality in

these Pueblo remains that separates them distinctly trom all others and

lends u keen pleasure to their investigation.

Treatment.—The study of prehistoric art leads inevitably to in-

quiries into the origin of races. Solutions of these questions have gen-

erally been sought through migrations, and these have been traced in

a great measure by analogies in arcbiBologic remains; but in such inves-

tigation one important factor has been overlooked, namely, the laws

that govern migrations of races do not regulate the distribution of arts.

The itathways do not correspond, but very often conflict. The arts mi-

grate in ways of their own. They pass from i)Iaee to place and from

people to people by a process of acculturation, so that peoples of unlike

origin practice like arts, while those of like origin are found practicing

unlike arts. The threads of the story are thus so entangled that we
find it iuipossible to trace them backward to their beginnings.

For the present, therefore, I do not jjropose to study the arts of this

pi'ovince with the expectation that they will furnish a key to the origin

of the peoples, or to the birthj>lace of tlieir arts, but I shall treat them

with reference rather to their bearing upon the processes by which cul-

ture has been achieved and the stages through which it has passed,

keeping alwaj's in mind that a first requisite in this work is a system-

atic and detailed study of the material to be employed.
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THE CERAMIC ART.

Age.—The ceramic art of the ancient Pueblos is practically a unit.

We find in its remains few indications of distinct periods. There is

nothing to carry us back to a remote past. The oldest specimens known
are nearly as high in the scale as the latest. In the deposits of caves

and burial-grounds we find, so far, nothing more archaic than in the

ruins of once populous villages and beneath the fallen walls of hewn-

stonc cliff houses. In methods of manufacture and in styles of orna-

mentation there is no specific distinction.

Once introduced, there is much in the character of the country to de-

velop this art. The people were sedentary, and thus able to jiractice

the art continuously for a long period; and in a country so arid there

was often great need of vessels suitable for the transportation and stor-

age of water.

Material.—Nature was lavish in her supply of the material needed.

Suitable clay could be found in nearly every valley, both in the well-

exposed strata and in the sediment of streams. I have noticed that

after the passage of a sudden storm over the mesa country, and the

rapid disappearance of the transient flood, the pools of the arroyos

would retain a sediment of clay two or three inches thick, having a

consistency perfectly suited to the hand of the potter. This I have

taken without tempering and have made imitations of the' handsome
vases whose remnants I could pick up on all sides. In drying and

burning, these vessels were liable to crack and full to pieces
;
but I see

no reason why, with the use of proper tempering materials, this natural

paste might not be successfully employed. It would not be difficult,,

however, to find the native clay amoH^the sedimentary formations of

this district. Usually the clay has been very fine grained, and when

used without coarse tempering the vessels have an extremely even and

often a conchoidal fracture.

Tempering.—The materials used in tempering do not often come into

notice. It appears that, in a majority of cases, fine sand, probably de-

rived from naturally disintegrated rocks, was employed. A large j)er-

centage of rather coarse sand is found in the more roughly finished

coil-made ware, but vessels intended for smooth finish have little per-

cejitible tempering material.

The speckled appearance of some of the abraded snrfaces suggests

the use of pulverized potsherds, a practice frequently resorted to by

the modern tribes. In some localities, notably in the south, we find a

267
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slight admixture of mica, wLiob may have come from the use of pulver-

ized micaceous rock.

Construction.—Xo one can say just how the materials were manipu-
lated, fashioned into vessels, and baked; yet many facts can be gleaned

from a critical examination of the vessels themselves; and an approxi-

mate idea of the various processes employed may be formed by a study
of the methods of modern potters of the same region or of corresponding

grades of culture.

It is evident that the vessels were built and finished by the hands
alone; no wheel was used, although supports, such as shallow earthen

vessels, baskets, and gourds were certainly employed to a considerable

extent. Primitive processes of building have varied considerably. The
simplest method ])erhaps was that of shaping a single mass of clay by
pressure with the fingers, either with or without the assistance of a mold
or support. The mold would be useful in sha])ing shallow vessels, such

us plates, cups, and bawls. The walls of vessels of eccentric forms or

having constricted apertures would be carried upward by the addition

of small more or less elongated masses of clay, with no support but th^

hand or an implement held in the hand. Casting proper, in regularly

constructed molds, was practiced only by the more cultured races, such

as the Peruvians. A variety of methods may have been employed in

the construction of a single piece.

Surface Finish.—A great deal of attention was given to surface

finish. In the coiled ware the imbricate edges of the fillets were generally

either smoothed down and obliterated entirely, or treated in such a way
as to give a vai'iefy of pleasing effects of relief decoration. Vessels

with smooth surfaces, whether built by coiling, modeling, or molding,

very often received a thin coat of fine liquid clay, probably after par-

tial drying and polishing. This took the place of the enamels used by
more accomplished potters, and being usually white, it gave a beautiful

surface upon which to execute designs in color. Before the color was
applied the surface received a considerable degree of polish by rubbing

with a suitable implement of stone or other material. Attention was
given chiefly to surfaces exposed to view—the interior of bowls and the

exterior of narrow-necked vases.

Firing.—The firing of the ancient ware seems to have been carefully

and successfully accomplished. The methods probably did not differ

greatly from those practiced by the modern Pueblo tribes. The ware
is, as a rule, light in color, but is generally much clouded by the dark

spots that result from imperfections in the methods of applying the fire.

The heat was rarely great enough to produce anything like vitrifaction

of the surface, and the paste is seldom as hard as our stone ware.

Glaze.—A great deal has been said about the glaze of native Ameri-

can wares, which exists, if at all, through accident. The surface of the

white ware of nearly all sections received a high degree of mechanical

polish, and the effect of firing was often to heighten this and give
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at times a slightly traiisluceut effect; a result of the spreading or sink-

ing of the coloring matter of the designs.

Hardness.—The paste exposed in fractured edges can be scratched

with a steel point, and often with ease. Some of the white pottery of

ancient Tusayan can be carved almost as readily as chalk or sun-dried

clay. At the same time all localities furnish occasionally specimens

that through the accidents of firing have the ring and hardness of

stoneware. The ancient pottery is generally superior in hardness to

that joroduced by the historic tribes.

Color.—This pottery presents a pleasing variety of color, although

the light grays prevail, especially in the more archaic varieties. The
general color probably depended greatly upon the uatural constituents

of the clay and the degree of heat applied, and these conditions varied

with the locality and the people. Eeds and browns result from the

presence of iron, which may have been oxidized in burning, or the red

oxides may have been used in rare eases as coloring matter in kneading

the clay. The surface is often lighter than the mass; a condition prob-

ably resulting from the presence of vegetable matter in the clay, which
is destroyed on the surface and remains unchanged within. In the

south the colors of the paste are often slightly reddish or yellowish in

hue. It is notable that a small percentage of the ware of all localities

is red. This gives rise to tbe suggestion that vessels of this color prob-

ably had some especial or sacred use. Color is known to have an inti-

mate connection with superstitious observances among many barbarian

peoples.

Form.—In form the ancient ware is universally simple and pleasing.

Many shapes known to both civilized and barbarian art are absent.

High necked bottles and shallow plates are of rare occurrence, and
pitchers, canteens or lenticular bottles, and vessels with legs and stands

are unknown. There is a notable dearth of life forms, a circumstance

that would seem to indicate the rather tardy development of a taste for

modeling—a condition which may have resulted from the comparatively

recent origin or introduction of art in clay.

Vessels with full globular bodies prevail. The bottoms are generally

round or a little pointed, indicating primitive conditions of life and sug-

gesting great simplicity in methods of manufacture and in the models

copied.

Origin of Forms.—There can be no doubt that ceramic forms are

to a great extent derivative, and the search for their originals will

constitute a most important feature in our studies. Turning to nature

for possible originals, we find them liberally supplied by both the animal

and the vegetable kingdom. The shells of the sea shore were probably

among the first receptacles for food and drink. We have examples of

pottery from the mounds in the Mississippi Valley, representing three

or four distinct varieties of shells. The shells of turtles and the horns

01 cattle and other animals have also served as models.
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The vegetable world furnishes many originals ; the gourd, for example,

was utilized at a very early date. Its forms are greatly varied, and

Fig. 210 —OriKin of fonns.

must have given rise to many primitive shapes of vessels in clay, and

perhaps in wicker-work and wood. One of the ordinary forms cut off

Fig. 211.— Oriiiiu of forma.

midway would suggest the series of bowls outlined in Fig. 210. Simply

perforated it would give rise to the series illustrated in Fig. 211.

Fig. 212.—Origin of forms.

Wide-mouthed vases would be suggested as indicated in Fig. 212,

bottles as shown in Fig. 213, and eccentric forms as seen in Fig. 214.

Fig. 213.—Origin of form8.

Fig. 214.—Origin of forms.

These particular examples are presented in illustration of the manner

in which forms may be derived and nothing more, as there are manj
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possible origins ot" the same forms. In a separate paper I bave amplified

this topic, and have discussed the relative importance of the intlucnce of

natural and artificial products upon the conformation of utensils of clay.

Handles.—In searching for the first suggestions of handles we must
certainly go back to the very beginnings of art, when men and women
employed leaves or vines to carry their children or their food, or to sus-

pend them for safety from the trees of the forest. The art of basketry

would naturally fall heir to this use of handles. Clay, bronze, and iron,

when they came into use, would also inherit some of the forms thus de-

veloped. There are, however, other sources of equal importance, among
which are animal forms, such as horns, and various forms of vegetable

growth, such as the gourd. The latter may again serve as an illustration.

By cutting the body of the gourd longitudinally atone side of the axis,

we have dippers with straight or curved necks or handles. The primi-

tive potter would in like manner have the suggestion of a handled vessel

in clay, which, carried forward by the ever active spirit of improvement,

would in time give us the series shown in Figs. 215 and 216

:

Fig. 215.- Origin of handles.

Fio. 216.—Origin and development of bandies

Ornament.—The shapes of vessels are, in a measure, ornamental, but

it is difficult to say just how much the necessary or functional characters

of particular forms have given way to decorative modifications. Pure

ornament is a feature not essential to the vessel. Its ideas may be ex-

pressed by three principal methods: by relieved, by flat, and by intaglio

figures.

Relief ornament was not extensively employed by the ancient Pueblos.

The forms are few and simple, and nearly all are traceable to construc-

tional or to functional features. Thus the ornamental crenulated sur-

face of the coiled ware is constructional, consisting as it does of ridges,

resulting from the method of building. The knobs, isolated coils, and

festooned fillets are probablj', in some cases, atrophied forms of handles.

Intaglio decoration is still more rare. It consists of incised, impressed,

and punctured figures. No designs of importance are produced by this

method, the most notable being the simple patterns traced by the

finger or a sharp implement upon the relieved edges of fillets in the

coiled ware.
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With these people, the highest class of decoration consisted of designs

in color. This topic is fully discussed in a subsequent section.

Origin of ornament. — \t is probable that before pottery came into use

the decorative art had been cultivated in other fields, and we shall need

to look both to nature and to antecedent arts for the originals of many
decorative ideas.

From a remote period man has been able to appreciate beauty. The
first exercise of taste would probably be iu the direction of ])ersonal

adornment, and would consist in the choice of colors or articles thought

to enhance attractiveness, or in the grouping and modification of objects

at first functional in character. Later, taste would be exercised on a

variety of subjects, and finally it would extend to all things in use. Man
may have recognized the comeliness of the first simple articles em-

ployed in his humble arts, but when he came to attempt the multipli-

cation of these articles artificially, utility was probably the only thought.

In reproducing them, however, non-essential features would be copied

automatically, and the work of art would through this accident inherit

purely ornamental attributes.

Thus it appears that the first ideas of decoration do not necessarily

originate in the mind of the potter, but that, like the shapes of art pro-

ducts, they may be derived, unconsciously, from nature. This is an
important consideration. At a later stage new forms of ornament are

derived in a like manner from constructional features of the various

arts. Invention of decorative motives is not to be expected of a prim-

itive, tradition following people. Advance is greatly by utilization of

accidents.

Use.—A satisfactory classification of this pottery by functional char-

acters will be most difiicult to make. In the early stages of its manu-
facture it was confined chiefly, if not solely, to the alimentary arts. A
dift'erentiation of use would take place when certain vessels were set

aside for special departments of the domestic work. Thus we would
have vessels for eating, for cooking, for carrying, and for storage. Wlien
vessels came to be used in superstitious exercises, certain forms were
probably set aside for esi)ecial ceremonies. With some peoples, particu-

lar forms were dedicated to mortuarj' uses, but we have no clew to any
such custom among the ancient Pueblos, as the same vessel served for

food both before and after death, and cinerary vessels were not called

for. Certain classes of the ruder and plainer ware are found to be black-

ened by smoke. These were evidently cooking vessels. The painted

pottery rarely shows evidences of such use. Bowls were probably em-

ployed chiefly in preparing and serving food. The larger vessels were
devoted to carrying and storing water, fruits, grains, and miscellaneous

articles. Smaller vessels were used as receiitacles for paint, grease, and
the like. The ancient people had not yet devoted their ceramic art to

trivial uses—there are no toys, no rattles, and no grotesque figures.

Classification.—In treating a subject covering so wide a field, and
embracing such a diversity of products, a careful classification of the ma-
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terial is called for. Three grand divisions of the ceramic work of this

province may be made on a time basis, namely : prehistoric, transitional,

and modern. At present I have to deal chiefly with the prehistoric, but

must also pay some attention to the transitional, as it embraces many
features common both to the archaic and to the modern art. In dis-

cussing the prehistoric pottery I find it convenient to consider it under

the three heads, coiled ware, plain ware, and painted ware. This classi-

fication is unsatisfactory, as it is based upon somewhat imperfectly

differentiated characters. The smooth vessel is in many cases a coil-

built one with obliterated coils, and a i)ainted vessel a smooth one with

the addition of designs in color. Very little of the pottery was left

plain, but the coiled and painted varieties are fully represented in every

locality.

I place the coiled ware first because to all appearances it is the most

archaic variety and one which is rarely made at the present day. I

suspect that the pieces made by modern potters serve to supply the wants

of the collectors rather than to meet the requirements of traditional

art. Among the collections in the National Museum are found many
crude attempts to manufacture this ware by potters who did not com-

prehend the secrets of its construction, or who thought to produce the

coiled effect by the cheap device of scarifying and indenting the surface

of a plain vessel.

Close relations are established between the coiled and the painted

pottery, not only by the identity of materials, form, color, and time, but

by the union of the two methods of finishing, the coiling and painting,

in one and the same vessel, as may be seen in the examples given in

in the following pages.

COIL-MADE WARE.

Coiling.—The art of building vessels by means of coils of clay has

been practiced by many widelj' separated communities, and is, there-

fore, certainly not peculiar to the ancient Pueblos. A careful study of

the ceramic field shows considerable diversity in the treatment of the

coil. The most striking variation, the employment of the coil as a

means of embellishment, is, so far as my observation extends, peculiar to

the Pueblo peoples. With others it is a feature of construction simply.

The jireliminary steps are with all primitive potters in a general

sense the same. The first care is to secure suitable clay and to have it

properly purified and tempered. After this the treatment varies greatly.

Coiling of the Ptieblos.—The ancient Pueblo x>otter rolled out long,

slender fillets or ropes of clay, varying in width and thickness to suit

the size and character of the vessel to be constructed. They were usually

perhaps from one-fourth to one half of an inch in thickness. When they

were properly trimmed and smoothed the XJotter began by taking the

4 ETH 18
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end of a single strip between his fingers and proceeded to coil it upon

itself, gradually forming a disk, as shown in Fig. 217, which represents

the base of a large vase from the San Juan Valley.

I'lG. 217.—Be^^iumuM ,4 the coil.

At first the fillets overlapped only a little, but as the disk grew large

and was rounded ui)ward to form the body of the vessel, the imbrica-

tion became more pronounced. The fillet was placed obliquely, as shown

Fig. 218.—Section of coil-mailo vessel.

in the section, Fig. 218, and was exposed on the exterior side to probably

one-half of its width. Strip after strip of clay was added, the ends
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being carefully joined, so that the continuity might not be broken until

the vessel was completed. The rim generally consisted of a broad strij),

thickened a little at the lip, and somewhat recurved. The exterior im-

bricate edges were carefully preserved, while those on the inner surface

were totally obliterated, first by pressure, and finally by smoothing
down with an implement, or with the fingers, imprints of the latter being

frequently visible. So thoroughly were the fillets pressed down and
welded together that the vessels seldom fracture more readily along

the lines of junction than in other directions.

The fact that the spiral ridges of the bottom are frequently without

abrasion, as shown in Fig. 217, suggests an idea in regard to the manip-

ulation of the coil. While building the upper part of the vase the base

would necessarily rest ujjon some sort of support and the soft ridges

would suffer from abrasion. In preventing such defacement, an interior

support, such as a mold or the base of another vessel, must have been
used, in which case the vessel was necessarily built in an inverted posi-

tion. At the same time it is clear that this would be practicable only

with bowls or with very wide-mouthed vessels, as the mold, if rigid,

could not be removed through a restricted aperture.

In pressing the coil down, in welding it to the preceding turn, internal

support would be necessary, as otherwise the strain would warp the

walls. A curved trowel or a rounded pebble could be used as long as the

aperture would admit the hand, but no support excepting the fingers,

or an implement shajjed for the purjjose, could be used beyond this

stage. The whole process was a most delicate one, requiring patience

and skill. In this respect it contrasted strongly with the coiling of other

peojiles. As indicated by numerous specimens, the coil was sometimes

laid on the inside of a shallow basket or bowl, the surface of the vessel

showing a combination of basket-markings and nearly obliterated spiral

creases. This device served a good purpose in starting the vessel, the

upper part being completed by freehand coiling.

Coiling of other peoples.—The art, as practiced by the Indians of

Louisiana, is graphically described by Dumont. The following jiara-

grai)h is translated from his work

:

" Moreover, the industry of these (savage) girls and women is admi-

rable. I have already alluded to the skill with which, with their fingers

only, and without a wheel, they make large i)ieces of pottery. The fol-

lowing is their method of work : After having collected a quantity of

the proper kind of earth, and having cleaned it thoroughly, they take

shells which they break up and reduce to a very fine, loose powder

;

they mix this fine dust with the earth which they have collected, and,

moistening the whole with a little water, work it with their hands and

feet into a paste, from which they make rolls six or seven feet long and
as thick as they may desire. If they wish to make a dish or a vase,

they take one of these rolls by the end, and marking on this lump with

the thumb of the left hand the center of the vessel, they turn the roll
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around this center with admirable rapidity and dexterity, describing a

spiral. From tiuie to time they dip their Angers into the water, which

they are always careful to have near them, and, with the right hand,

they flatten the inside and the outside of the vase, which without this

would be uneven. In this way they make all kinds of earthen utensils,

dishes, plates, bowls, pots, and jugs, some of which hold as much as 40

or even 50 pints. This pottery does not recpiire much preparation for

baking. After having dried it in the shade, they make a large fire, and

as soon as they think they have enough embers they clean a place in

the middle, and, arranging the pieces of ])ottery, cover them with char-

coal. It is thus that the pieces are given the necessary heating (cook-

ing), after which they are as strong as our pottery. There is no doubt

but that we must attribute their strength to the mixture which these

women make of powdered shells with the earth which they employ."'

Professor C. F. Hartt has furnished many facts in regard to the manu-

facture of pottery by the Brazilian Indians. According to his account

the women of Santarem model tiie bottom of a vessel from a lump of clay

in the usual way. Then "a i)iece of clay is rolled under the hand into

a long, rope-like cylinder. This rope is then coiled around the edge of

the bottom of the vessel,"beii)g flattened sidev?ise by pinching with the

fingers of the left hand, and caused to adhere to the bottom. On this,

coil after coil is laid in like manner, each being flattened as before.

After a few have been added they are worked into shape with the fingers,

which are occasionally moistened in water, and the irregularities pro-

duced by the coils are caused to disappear. The vessel is formed by

the hand alone and the surface is smoothed down by means of a bit of

'gourd or a shell, which is from time to time dipped in water. If the

vessel be large it is now set away iu the shade for a while to dry a little,

after which new coils are added as above, no other instrument being

used except the hands and the gourd or shell, with which alone the ves-

sel may receive uot only an extremely regular form, but also a very

smooth surface. * * * The coils are so worked together that from

a simple inspection of the vessel it is impossible to determine how it

was built up. I should never have suspected that the pottery of Pacoval

had been made by coiling, were it not that I found the colls still un-

united on the inner surface of the heads of idols."-

Prof. Hartt states, also, on the authority of Dr. de Magalhaes, that

the pottery of the several tribes of the Araquaya River is always made
by coiling, the surface being worked down by the hand and water and

the aid of a spoon like trowel made of bamboo. Humboldt makes a

similar statement in regard to the tribes of the Orinoco.

Mr. E. A. Barber^ relates, on the authority of Captain John Moss, a

resident, for a long time, of southwestern Colorado, that the Ute lu-

'Mdinoires sur la Louisiane. Batel-Dumout. Vol. II, pp. 271-273. Paris, 1753.

-Hartt: Americau Naturalist, February, 1879, pp. 83-86.

'Barber: Americau Naturalist, Vol. X, p. 412.
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(liaus mauufacture pottery at the present time, and that they probably

follow the methods of the Mokis, from whom they learned the art.

Captain Moss states that "They use marl, which they grind between
two rocks to a very fine powder. They then mix this with water and
knead it as we would dough. Afterwards they roll it out into a rope-

like state about one inch in diameter and several yards in length. They
then commence at the bottom of the jar, or whatever vessel they may
be making, and coil the clay-rope layer on layer until they have the

bottom and tliree inches of the sides laid up. The tools for smoothing
and joining the layers together are a paddle made out of wood and per-

fectly smooth, and an oval-shaped polished stone." Both of these tools

are dipped in the water (salt water is preferred), the stone is held in the

left hand and on the inside of the vessel, and the paddle is applied vig-

orously until the surfaces are smooth. The method thus described by
these authors was, probably, almost universally practiced.

I have specimens from a number of the Eastern and Southern States

that fracture along the line of junction, showing clearly the width of

the fillets and the manner of their attachment. I picked up a small

specimen at Avoca, North Carolina, which has broken along the line of

junction, giving the section illustrated in Fig. 219. It will be seen that

r\

Fio. 219.—Ordinary superposition of coils.

'^

Section,

there is no overlapping as in the Pueblo work, the attachment being

accomplished by pressure and by drawing both edges of the coil down
over the convex edge of the i)receding coil. I have similar specimens

from the modern Pueblos, from Florida, from Mexico, and from Brazil.

It will readily be seen that this method of building differs essentially

from that i)racticed so successfully by the ancient Pueblos.

Origin of the Coil.—This use of the coil is but a reflneu.ent of the

most simi)le i)0ssible method of construction, that of building by the

addition of small masses of clay. A disk or shallow cup can be formed

successfully by the fingers alone from a single lumj) of clay, but to

carry the wall uj)ward by pressure or b^' blows from a paddle would

result in a weak, frayed edge. To counteract or x^revent this tendency

small elongated masses are used, which are laid one upon another along

the growing margin. From this, in the most natural manner possible.
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we arrive at the use of the long, even rope or fillet. The imbrication or

overlapping of the coil practiced by the Pueblos may have originated

in the effort to secure a more stable union of the parts which had to be

welded together by pressure. It would also almost necessarily arise

from the attempt to lay the coil upon or within a mold or support. There

is a possibility that it may have been suggested by features of construc-

tion observed in other arts—the overlapping parts of a roof, of a plate

or scale garment, or of a coiled basket. The latter is especially sug-

gestive, since we must generally look for the origin of features of the

ceramic art in the features of closely associated arts.

The Coil in Ornamentation.—Ordinarily the coil has not been ex-

pected to contribute to the beauty of the vessel, but the Pueblo tribes

made it a prominent feature in decoration. The primitive potter as he

laid his rude coils noticed that the ridges thus produced served to en-

hance the appearance of the vessel. He also observed that the series

of indentations left on the outer surface of the fillet in ])ressing it down
gave a pleasing effect, and made use of the suggestion. Improving

upon the accidents of manufacture, he worked out a variety of decora-

tive devices.

In some cases the coiled ridges are confined to particular parts of the

vessel, the other parts having been worked down or originally con-

structed by plain modeling. Numerous examples have the body quite

plain, the collar alone retaining the spiral ridges of the coil. Fig. 251

illustrates a very good example of this peculiarity.

Flc. 220.—Coiled and plain suii'ace. Section.

The fragment shown in Fig. 220 is from the neck of a pot-shaped

vase. The surface has been plain below and the fillets of the upper part

have been jiressed down evenly with the thumb, leaving the extreme

edge of the overlapping band in sharp relief, as shown more clearly in

the section.

/
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The wbole coil is sometimes left plaiu, as in Pigs. 221 and 222, in

which cases the edges have been carefully pressed down and smoothed
with the Augers.

A great variety of devices were resorted to to diversify and decorate

the ribbed spirals, and in this the innate good taste of the Indian ex-

FiG. 221.—Eib-like coil. Section

hibits itself to much advantage. The coil is often indented or crimped
throughout, from the center of the bottom to the rim of the vessel. At
times a few turns at the beginning are left plain, as shown in Fig. 217,

Fig. i;-:2.-iab.likr Section.

while again alternate bands, consisting of several turns each, are not

crimped, as clearly brought out by an example from Southern Utah,

illustrated in the Art Review for July, 1874, by P. W. Putnam, and also

by two fine specimens recently collected by E. W. Nelson near Spring-

erville, Arizona.

The decided taste of this ancient people for ornament is still further

indicated by attempts to elaborate more intricate patterns by means of

thumbnail indentations. The idea may have been borrowed from bas-

ketry. The fragment given in Fig. 223 illustrates the method of pro-

cedure. We have some very fine vessels of this class from Springer-

ville, and others from the province of Tusayan in which the entire sur-

face is covered with checkered or meandered patterns. An excellent
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example is shown in Fig. 253. We shall appreciate the cleverness of

this work more fully when we remember that the separate thumb iuden-

tations forming the figures of the pattern are made in each coil as it is

laid and pressed into 2)lace and before the succeeding turn is made.

These curious decorative effects were still further elaborated by di

versifying the character of the indentations of the coil. In Fig. 22i

Fig. J'_'4.— Xail iiidi:iitation3.

we have a most successful effort iu this direction. The fillets are alter-

nately crimped and plain. The thumb, in pressing down the oue, has
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been applied with such force that the nail has cut entirely through it,

indenting the plain layer below and causing the two to coalesce. This

specimen was obtained from the caQon of the Eio Maucos.

Certain districts are particularly rich in remains of this peculiar ware
and furnish many examples of crimi^ed ornament. The remarkable

desert like plateau lying north of the Grand Caiiou of the Colorado con-

tains many house and village sites. At intervals along the very brink

of the great chasm we come upon heaps of stones and razed walls of

houses about which are countless fragments of this ware. These are

identical in nearly every character with the pottery of Saint George on

the west, of the Sau Juan on the east, and of the Gila on the south.

A few miles south of Kanab stands a little hill—an island in the creek

bottom—which is literally covered with the I'uins of an ancient village,

and the great abuiulance of jiottery fragments indicates that it was, for

a long period, the home of clift-dwelling peoples. In no other case have I

found so complete an assortment of all the varieties of coil-orna-menta-

tiou. All the forms already given are represented and a number of

new ones are added.

Fig, 225.—Wave-like indeutatiuu. Fig. 226. Wave.like inileutatiou

lu the example given in Fig. 225 the fillets are deeply indented, giv-

ing a wave-like effect. Another pretty variety is seen in Fig. 22G.

One of the most successful of these archaic attempts at relief em-

bellishment is illustrated in the fragment shown in Fig. 227. The

raised edge of the fillet is pinched out at regular intervals, producing

/^-'.^-, ,«/.

Fig. 227.—Impressions of liuiier-tips. Fig. 22S.—Implement indentations

rows of sharp-pointed " beads." Over the entire surface impressions of

the fine lines of the finger-tips are still distinctly visible. The dotted

lines show the direction of the coil.
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The indenting was not always done with the thumb or finger-tips, but

a variety of implements were used. The vase, of which Fig. 228 shows

a small fragment, had a figure worked upon it by indenting the soft

coils with a sharp implement.

The coil ridges were sometimes worked down into more regular forms

by means of an implement and were left plain or were interrupted by
transverse lines. Lines of nail marking are shown in Fig. 229. These

lines are occasionally combined in rude patterns.

Fig. 229.—Nail markings. Fia. 230.—Incised lines

In the specimen illustrated in Fig. 230, incised lines are drawn across

the ridges of the coil.

Other varieties of ornament.—I have already remarked that cer-

tain styles of decoration are confined to somewhat definite geographic

limits. In the ancient Pueblo district

we find that painted designs and coil

ornaments are co-extensive, while

within this area there are but rare

examples of incised designs, stamped
figures, or cord-marking. We find

basket indentations, but these are in

all cases the accidents of manufacture.

The coil has often been laid upon the

inner surface of a basket.

The fragment shown in Fig. 231

was picked up on the site of an an-

cient Pueblo village near Abiquiu,

New Mexico. It is a portion of the

neck and upper jjart of the body of a small vase which was covered

by a simple pattern of intaglio lines, produced with a bone or wooden
stylus.

Ornaments in relief, aside from the coil and forms resulting directly

from its use, were sparingly employed and are of comparatively little

interest. They consist of straight, curved, or crimped fillets, applied

to the surface of the vessel as shown in Fig. 232. Additional exam-
ples are given in Figs. 233, 234, and 235.

Fig. 231.—lucisid pattern.
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Nodes, cones, and other forms are also used as seen in Figs. 236, 237,

and 238. These are usually placed about the neck of the vessel, occu-

pying the places of the handles.

Material.—The clay used in this ware was

in some sections tempered with a large per-

centage of rather coarse silicious sand, which

gives to the surface a rough, granular look. In

the south the paste seems to be finer graiued

than in the northern districts.

Color, etc.—The color of the paste is gen-

erally gray, but in the i^rovince of Tusayan it

is frequently yellow. In some cases the surface

has received a wash of fine liquid clay, and

a few bowls from the Little Colorado aud Gila

Valleys have designs in white paint covering

the exterior surface. This ware is alwavs well

baked aud extremely hard. ^"'- 232.-AppUe,. miet.

Form.—The forms are not nearly so varied as are those of the painted

ware. The leading variety is a round-bodied, wide-mouthed olla or pot,

with flaring rim. Bottles are of rare occurrence, and bowls are not

nearly so plentiful as in other varieties of pottery. Life and eccentric

Fig. 233. Fig. 235.

Fig. 236. Fig. 237.

Example.s of relief oraaiiients.

Fig. 238.

forms are occasionally found. Many small vessels of the more elon-

gated shapes are furnished with handles, which are in most cases

placed vertically upoQ the neck, and consist of single or double bands

or ropes or of two or more strands twisted together.

Use.—As a rule the forms are such as have been devoted by most

peoples to culinary uses, and in many cases the entire exterior surface

is coated with soot. Plain vessels of similar outlines are used by the

modern tribes of this province for cooking and serving food. Exam-
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pies having very neatly or elaborately finisbed siufaces have appar-

ently not been nsed over a fire. Tliose of large size donbtless served

for the transportation and storage of water.

ILLUSTRATIONS OP VESSELS.

As it is my desire to give this paper something of a monographic

completeness, I shall present a typical series of the best preserved ves-

sels of this class along with some notices of the circumstances under

which they were discovered. The treatment by districts or localities is

for convenience simply, and has no reference to distinctions in the

character of the ware.

DISTRICT OF THE RIO SAN JUAN.

Our tirst expeditious into the land of tlie clift'-dwellers were full of

interest. We wei'e not, however, the first explorers. The miners of

the silver-bearing mountains to the north had made occasional excur-

sions into the sinuous callous of the plateau district, and failing to bring

back the coveted gold, told tales of the marvelous cities of the cliffs,

and speculated upon discovering in the debris of ancient temples and

tombs a portion of the fabled gold and jewels of the provinces of Cibola

and Tusayan.

Notwithstanding our entire freedom from exi)ectations in this direc-

tion, the thought gave color to our anticipations, and it was not an un-

common occurrence to hear, about the slumbering camp fire, halfjocular

references to the "great pots of gold moons" that some one had whis-

pered might be hidden away in the inaccessible cliffs that over-

shadowed us.

I shall not soon forget the incidents connected with the discovery of

a pair of fine water-jars—one of which is illustrated in Fig. 239. On
the occasion of our first passage down the caiion of the liio Mancos'' I

made the discovery of a group of fine clift'-houses on the south side,

far up in the vertical walls. On our return I made it a point to camp
for the night directly below these houses, although a dense growth of

underbrush had to be cut away to give room for our beds by the side of

the sluggish stream.

The two finest houses were set in shallow, wind-worn caves, several

hundred feet above the valley. One was almost directly above the

other, the upper being reached by a number of notches picked in the

nearly vertical rock face.

I had ascended alone and was busily engaged in studying the upper

house and tracing the plans of its fallen walls, when I heard a voice

echoing among the cliff's. Descending hastily to the lower house I found

•Tenth Annual Report U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories, p. 3'.I4.
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that one of my men had followed me and was excitedly scratching with

a stick among the debris of fallen walls. He had just discovered the

rim of a buried pot, and was fairly breathless from the anticipation of
" piles of moons." By the aid of my geologic hammer we soon had the

upper part of the neck uncovered, but hesitated a moment with bated
breath before venturing to raise the rough stone lid. But there was
no treasure—only a heap of dust. I was content, however, and when
by a little further search we came upon a second vessel, a mate to the
first, the momentary shades of disappointment vanished.

These vessels had been placed in a small recess, where the falling

walls had not reached them, and were standing just as they had been

Fig. 239.—Coiled vase from a i liii-iioiisB in the Manius (Janou. Colorado.—J.

left by their ancient possessors. The more perfect one, which had lost

only a small chip from the rim, I determined to bring away entire.

This I succeeded in doing by wrapping it in a blanket, and by means of
straps, slinging it across my back. I carried it thus for a number of
days over the rough trails of the canons and plateaus. The other,

which was badly cracked when found, was pulled apart and packed
away in one of the mess chests. It is now with its mate in the National
Museum, perfectly restored.
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The unbroken vessel is shown in Fig. 239 about one-third its real

height. Its capacity is nearly four gallons. The clay is tempered with

a large portion of sand, some grains of which are quite coarse. The
color of the paste is a light gray, apparently not having been greatly

changed by the baking. A few dark contact clouds appear on the sides

of the body. The walls are quite thin for a vessel of its size and are

of very uniform thickness. The entire weight hardly exceeds that of a

common wooden pail of the same capacity. The mouth is wide and the

rim, which is made of a plain rough band, is one inch wide and abruptly

recurved. The vessel can hardly be said to have a neck, as the walls

round gradually outward from the rim to the periphery of the body,

which is full and nearly symmetrical. The narrow strands of clay have

been coiled with something less than average care, the exposed surfaces

being wide in places^md in others very narrow. The thumb indenta-

tions have been carelessly made. Two small conical bits of clay are

aflQxed to the neck as if to represent handles. These may have been

intended for ornaments, but are as likely to owe their presence to some
little superstition of the archaic artisans.

The companion vessel has also a capacity of about four gallons. Its

form differs from that of its mate, being considerably more elongated

above and having a more pronounced neck. The material is about the

same, but the color is darker and the workmanship is superior. The
surface is coated with soot, indicating use over a fire in cooking food or

in boiling water. The coil was laid with a good deiil of care and the

indentation was done in a way to produce a series of sharp points along

the margin of the coil. The interior of the rim was finished with a pol-

ishing stone. A small cord of clay was neatly coiled into a double scroll

and attached to the narrowest part of the vessel, corresponding in posi-

tion to the knobs in the other example. This ornament, though small,

is nevertheless effective. Similar scrolls are found upon vases from

many parts of the Pueblo Province.

It is an interesting fact that this vessel had been successfully mended
by its owners. A small perforation near the base had been stopped by
cementing a bit of pottery to the inside with clay paste. These
vases were evidently the most important of the household utensils

of the cliff-dwellers, especially as in this place water had to be carried,

at least during a part of the year, from the creek five hundred feet below.

It is probable that baskets and skins were sometimes used for carrying

water, and that the earthen vessels were used as coolers, as are similar

vessels among many primitive peoples. That they were used for carry-

ing water uj) the cliffs is indicated by the fragments that lie upon the

slopes and point out the location of houses invisible from the trails be-

low.

A large fragment of a similar olla was picked up in the valley of Ep-
som Creek, southeast Utah. This vessel was larger, neater in finish,

and more elegant in shape, than either of those described. A sufli-
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ciently large fragment was discovered to show satisfactorily tlie char-

acter of the rill), the outliue of the body, and the details of surface finish.

(Fig. 240.) The rim is but slightly recurved and the neck is high and
upright. The body swelled to a diameter of about eighteen inches at

the greatest circumference. The paste, as usual, indicates a gray clay

tempered with coarse sand. The inside is smooth and the walls are

remarkablj' thin for so large a vessel, being about one-fourth of an inch

in thickness. The coil is very neatly laid and indented, a variety to

the effect being given by leaving occasional plain bands. This vessel

is described by W. H. Jackson in the Bulletin of the U. S. Geological

Survey of the Territories, Vol. II.

Fig. 240.—Part of a large vase from Epsom Creek, Utah.—

J

Fragments of this class of ware are found throughout the canoned
region of southern Utah and for an undetermined distance into Nevada.
I have already described fragmentary specimens from Kauab and there-

fore pass on to the west.

DISTRICT OF THE RIO VIRGEN.

The most notable collection of this coiled ware ever yet made in any
one locality is from a dwelling-site tumulus near Saint George, Utah,
nearly three hundred miles west of the Rio Mancos.
About the year 1875, the curator of the National Museum obtained

information of a deposit of ancient relics at the above locality, and in

1876 a collector was sent out to make an investigation. The result, so

far as collections go, was most satisfactory, and the account furnished

gives an insight into the customs of this ancient people not yet obtained

from any other source. On the Santa Clara Eiver, a tributary of the

Eio Virgen, about three miles from the Mormon town of Saint George,

a low mound, which I suppose to have been a sort of village-site tumulus,

was found. The outliue was irregular, but had originally been approxi-
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mately circular. It was less than ten feet in height, and covered about

half an acre. One side had been undermined and carried away by the

stream. The work of exhumation was most successfully accomplished

by means of water. A small stream was made to play upon the soft

alluvium, of which the mound was chiefly composed. The sensations

of the collector, as skeleton after skeleton and vase after vase appeared,

must have been highly pleasurable.

It is thought that the inhabitants of this i>lace, like many other primi-

tive peoples, buried their dead beneath their dwellings, which were

then burned down or otherwise destroyed. As time passed on and the

dead wcreibrgotten, other dwellings were built upon the old sites, until

quite a mound was formed in which all the less jjerishable remains were

preserved in successive layers.

Following the customs of most primitive jieoples, the belongings of

the deceased were buried with them. Earthen vessels were found in

profusion. With a single body, there were sometimes as many as eight

vases, the children having been in this respect more highly favored

than the adults. There seems to have been no system in the arrange-

ment either of the bodies or of the accompanying relics.

The majority of the vases were either ijlain or decorated in color, but

many of the larger sj)ecimens were of the coiled variety. About sixty

vessels were recovered. Those of the former classes will be described

under their proper headings.

Fig. 241. --Vessel lioiii iLe Iuiiiulu.s. at Saiut George.—J.

The shapes of the corrugated vases are of the simplest kind. The

prevailing form corresi)onds very closely with the CliS' House specimen

illustrated in Fig. 239. One unusually large example was brought back

in fragments, but has since been successfully restored. It stands
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nearly seventeen inches hifjli and is sixteen inches in diameter. The

l)lain part of the riui is one and one-half inches wide, and the lip is well

rounded and stronoly recurved. Tlie lines are quite graceful, the neck

ex])andiDg below into a {^lobular body which is just a little pointed at

the base. The color is daik, from use over the Are. The fillets of clay

were narrow and very neatly crimped. Roughly estimated, there were

at least three hundred feet of the coil used. The vessel has a capacity

of about ten gallons.

Fig. 242.—V,iae from Ihe ttinuilus at Saint George.—J.

Vases of this particular outline may be found, varying in size from

these grand proportions to small cups an inch or two in height. Of a

somewhat difierent type is the vessel shown in Fig. 241. The outline is

symmetrical. The neck is comparatively high and wide and swells out

gently to the widest part of the body, the base being almost hemispherical.

A band about the neck is coiled and roughly indented, while the body is

quite smooth. The plain band about the mouth is broad and sharply

recurved. The coils are wide and deeply indented. They have been

smoothed down somewhat while the clay was still soft. The vase shown

in Fig. 242 is characterized by its upright rim, elongated neck, round

body, and plain broad coils. The fillets are set one upon another, ap-

parently without the usual imbrication. This latter feature occurs in

a number of cases in the vessels of this locality.

The bottle given in Fig. 243 is quite comely in shape. The neck ex-

pands gracefully from the rim to its junction with the body, which swells

out abruptly to its greatest fullness. The coil is not neatly laid. The

indentation began with the coil, but was almost obliterated on the lower

part of the vessel while the clay was yet soft. The fillets are not so well

i ETH 19
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smoothed down on the interior surface as usual, a ridged appearance

being the result. This comes from the diflBculty of operating within a

much restricted aperture. The color is gray, with a few effective clouds

'^

Fig. 2-13.—Vase rruiii thu tuuiulu6 ut Saint George.—^.

of black, the result of firing. Another, of similar form, was taken from

the collection by unknown persons.

The only example of coiled ware from this locality having a handle

is a small mug. Its body is shaped much like the larger vessels, but it

is less regular in outline. The single vertically placed handle, now par-

tially broken away, was attached to the side of the body near the top,

and consisted of a rough cord of clay less than half an inch in diameter.

The Saint George tumulus furnished a number of vessels with smooth,

uupainted surfaces, very similar in form and size to the coiled vessels.

They are generally blackened by use over fire, and, like the large coiled

l)ots, were evidently used for culinary purposes. A few smaller vessels

of the same style of finish exhibit forms characteristic of the painted

ware, as will be seen by i-eference to the illustrations of these two groups.

From the same source we have two bowls of especial interest, as they

have coiled exteriors and polished and painted interiors. One of these

is illustrated in Fig. 244. They form an important link between the two
varieties of ware, demonstrating the fact that both styles belong to

the same age and to the same people. A similar bowl, found in pos-

session of the Zuni Indians, is illustrated in another part of this paper,

Fig. 2.54. Another was obtained at Moki. Fragments of identical vessels
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are found occasionally throughout the whole Pueblo district. One piece

from the San Juan Valley has figures painted upon the coiled exterior

surface, the interior being polished and uupainted. Specimens from the

vicinity of Springerville, Arizona, have designs in white painted over

Fig. 244.—Bo-ni with coik-d exterioi' aud paiuted interior: Saint George.—*.

the coiled surface. A large number of well-made, hemispherical bowls

from this locality have a coiled band about the exterior margin, but are

otherwise plain aud well polished. Some are brownish or reddish in

color. Many of them have been used over the fire.

c

-':r-'"%^.

- -^^'^-X-''^

Fig. 245.—VasB liom I'aruwan, Utah.—J.

The ceramic remains of Utah present some puzzling features. As we

go north from the Eio Yirgen there is an apparent gradation from the
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typical Pueblo ware to a distinct group characteristic of Salt Lake Val-

ley. The iuterestiug problems suggested by tbis condition of things

cannot be discussed in this place, ajid 1 will stoj) only to present a

specimen of the coiled ware from Parowan, which is in some respects

the finest example known. The form, so lar as it is preserved, seems

unusually graceful, and the laying and indenting of the coil is surpris-

ingly perfect. This vase is in the Salt Lake Museum, and the cut, Fig.

;245, is made from a photograph furnished by Prof. Marcus E. Jones.

Vessels with similar finish have recently be( n obtained from graves at

Fillmore, Utah, by Dr. H. 0. Yarrow, and, singularly enough, identi-

cal work is seen in some very flue pieces obtained by Mr. Nelson from

ruined pueblos in middle enstern Arizona.

Fig. 240.- ip IVitui central Utah.—i.

An interesting little cup, said to have been found in central Utah,

illustrates some of the peculiar characters of the more northern exam-

ples of tliis ware. The vessel has apparently been built with coils, as

usual, but the surface is worked over in such a way as to obscure the

spiral ridges. The rim is upright and plain. The high, wide neck has

a series of narrow, vertical dutings, made with a round-pointed imple-

ment, or possibly with the finger tip. A band of four channels encir-

cles the middle of the body, the lower part of which is covered with

oblique markings.

The handle is large and round, and is attached above to the top of the

rim, and below to the middle of tiie body. This cup is now in the mu-

seum at Salt Lake. The photograph from which the engraving is

made was obtained through Professor Jones.

DISTRICT OF THE LITTLE ( OLORADO.

The region now inhabited by the Pueblo tribes seems to have been

a favorite residence of the ancient peoples. Euins and remains of

ceramic art may be found at every turn, and it is a common thing to
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tind ancient vessels in possession of tlie Pueblo Imlians. This is espe-

cially true of tlie Zunis and Mokis, from whom considerable collec-

tions bave been obtained. These vessels have apparently been culled

from the sites of ancient ruins, from cave and cliff-houses, and possibly

in some cases from burial places. Eecently, since they have become val-

uable in trade, the country about Moki has been ransacked by both In-

dians and whites, and many valuable specimens have been acquired.

Within recent years a number of expeditions have been sent into this

region. To these the canons and cliffs have yielded many specimens.

Both Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Victor Mindelefl' have brought in excellent

examples, a few of which have already been illustrated in the publi-

cations of the Bnreau of Ethnology. I must not fail to mention the

very extensive collection of Mr. T. V. Ke.ira and his associate, Mr. John
Stephen, examples from which I am permitted to illustrate in this paper.

Most of the pieces described by Mr. Stevenson are small and not at all

pleasing in appearance. They comprise ollas and handled mugs of

an elongated scrotoid or sack shape, the widest part of the body being,

as a rule, near the base, while the upper part is elongated into a heavy

neck, to which a recurved rim has been added.

A number of examples, illustrated in the Second Annual Report of

the Bureau of Ethnology, were obtained from the Zuni Indians, and are

thought by Mr. Stevenson to have come from the Canon de Chelly.

Flu. -Vessel I'toiu Zufii.

—

i-

A large, very badly constructed specimen is given in Fig. 247. The
rim is roughly finished, the body unsymmetrical, and the bottom slightly

flattened. The coils differ greatly in width, and are carelessly joined
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and unevenly indented. The rudeness of workmanship noticed in this

case is characteristic of many of the specimens from Zufii.

Fir.. 248.—Vessel I'roni Ziifii. —J.

A rudely constructed cylindrical cup, of the wide-monthed, narrow-

bodied variety, is illustrated in Fig. 248. The bottom was flattened by

contact with some hard, scarred surface before the clay hardened. Two

Tig. 249.—Handled mug from Tusayan.— J.

round, tapering, serpent-like fillets of clay have been fixed in a vertical

position upon opposite sides of the vessel.
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There are a uumber of handled vessels of this class. They are mostly

rather rudely made and unsymmetrical. They are small in size and
were probably devoted to ordinary domestic uses. A good specimen

from the Keam collection is shown in Fig. 249. The handle in this

case is a large loop made of three ropes of clay placed side by side. In

one case there are three strands set side by side, and joined near the

ends. In another case the strands have been twisted, giving a rope-

like effect. These forms closely resemble wicker handles in appear-

ance and manner of attachment, and are probably to some extent derived

from them, although there is no reason why the ropes of clay, in con-

stant use by potters, should not be.joined in pairs, or even twisted, if

greater sti'ength or variety were desired.

Vessels from the ]>rovince of Tusayan may often be identified by their

color, which, like that of the transition and modern wares of the same
region, is often a rich yellow, sometimes approaching an orange. This

color is probably a result of changes in the natural constituents of the

clay employed.

An excellent example of the yellow coiled vases is illustrated in Fig.

250. It has a new look, and probably belongs to a later period than the

Fig. 250,—YilluM va.-r hoiii Tusavan.

light gray ware of the district. I) is symmetrical, and the coil is neatly

laid and indented. Portions of the sides and base were blackened in

firing.

There are a number of fine specimens of this class in the Keam col-

lection, all obtained from the ancient province of Tusayan. A small,

wide-necked pot is shown in Fig. 251. The surface is smooth, with the

exception of a narrow baud or collar about the neck, formed of a few

indented coils. Other vessels closely resembling this in style are much
larger and heavier.
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A vessel of very arcbaic appearance is illustrated in Fig. 252. In

form, color, and finish it dift'ers from the preceding example. The

Fig. 251, isan.— i.

mouth 18 almost as wide as the body at its greatest circumference, the

color is gray, and the coils are narrow and regularly indented. A minute

coiled fillet is attached to the rim for ornament.

FiG. "Jutj.— \ is^i 1 iiniM 1 Qs;iyan.—i-

The vessel illustrated in Fig. 253 is one of the most noteworthy of

its class. In form and coustraction it does not difler essentially from

specimens already described, but the decoration is superior. The coils

are indented in such a way as to produce a pattern of triangular figures,

which is carried over the entire surface of the vessel. It belongs to the

Keam collection, and comes from the province of Tusayau.
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From Cibola we have a bowl, the exterior of which is coiled and the

interior polished and x^ainted. It is undoubtedly of the most archaic

Fig. 253.— Lai:;c \:l^l lu.ui Tusayan.—J.

variety of ware, and is almost a duplicate of the example from the Saint
George tumulus, shonn in Fig. 2U. The interior is encircled by a

Fig. 254.—Bowl from Cibola.—J.

series of five triangular volutes in black lines, and the exterior exhibits
a very neatly laid and indented coil. Fig. 254.
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PECOS AND THE BIO GRANDE.

In New Mexico, upwards of four hundred miles east of Saint George,

in the handsome upland valley of the Rio Pecos, we have the most east-

erly of the ancient Pueblo remains. The site was occupied at the time

of the conquest, but is now wholly deserted, a small remnant of the peo-

ple having gone to dwell with their kindred at J6mez.

The site of this village has been thoroughly examined by that learned

gentleman, Mr. A. F. Bandelier. It is his opinion that the remains show

at least two distinct periods of. occui)ation, the first being marked

chiefly by a stratum of ashes, pottery, etc., of great horizontal extent.

This underlies more recent deposits which belong to the peoi)le found

in possession, and whose arts are nearly identical with those of the ex-

isting Pueblos.

The underlying stratum is characterized by great quantities of frag-

mentary coiled ware uniform with that of more western localities. At

the svnne time there is almost a total absence of painted pottery.

The conclusion reached by Mr. Bandelier is that probably the coiled

pottery wherever found marks the occupancy of a people antecedent to

those who made painted ware. It is my impression, as already stated,

that the coiled form may be the most archaic of the ancient Pueblo

pottery, yet I think it best to notice two things in regard to the con-

ditions at Pecos.

In the first place, it should be remembered that the painted pottery

found by Mr. Bandelier is said to resemble that of Nambe of today,

nothing being said of the painted ware characteristic of the ancient

ruins of the west, and which is always found associated with the coiled

fragments, as at Saint George, in the same graves and even in the same

vessel. Fig. 2-14. We would not expect in Pecos, or in any other place,

to find modern Pueblo ware like the more recent pottery from Pecos in-

timately associated with the ancient ware either painted or corrugated.

The only strange feature at Pecos is that the coiled fragments are not

associated with ancient painted ware as in other places.

Mr. Bandelier advances the idea that this deposit of corrugated ware

may represent the site of an ancient pottery, where the vessels were

laid out in heaps surrounded by fuel and burned as by the modern

Pueblo potters, the broken pieces being left on the ground, forming

finally a considerable stratum. If this is correct, then the true explan-

ation probably is that on this spot only the one variety of pottery was

made, the painted pottery of the same locality, if such was in use, being

made by potters in other parts of the village. Unless there is an actual

superposition of the ancient painted ware upon deposits of the coiled

variety, we learn nothing of chronological importance.

The valley of the Eio Grande has furnished but few specimens of the

coiled ware, although it Is known to occur along nearly its entire course

through New Mexico.
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niSTIUl'T OF THE RIO GILA.

The broad area drained by the Gila River aud its tributaries abounds

in ruins aud relics, but its exploration is yet very incomplete. Coiled

pottery identical, in nearly every respect, with that of the more northern

valleys is abundant, but it is sometimes associated with painted wares

very ditt'erent in style from those of the clifl'-house districts. It will

probably lie found that the ceramic products of the Rio Gila and the

Rio Grande are mu(;h less homogeneous than those of the Colorado Chi-

quito, the San Juan, and the Rio Virgen.

IMITATION COIL-WARE.

1 have already mentioned the occurrence in the Pueblo towns of mod-

ern coiled pottery, and also that there are seen, occasionally, vessels in

which the coiled effect is rudely imitated by means of scarifying and

indenting the plastic surliice. Specimens of the latter class are gener-

ally small rude bottles with wide recurved lips and slightly conical

bases. They are very rudely made aud clumsy and are but slightlj'

baked, and on account of the omission of proi)er tempering material are

extremely brittle. They are new looking, and in no case show indica-

tions of use, and I have seen no example worthy of a place upon our

museum shelves save as illustrating the trickery of the makers. It is

possible that they are made by the Mokis, \»ut if so by very unskilled

persons who have neither understood the methods nor employed the

same materials as the professional potters. I consider it highly proba-

ble that some clever ISTavajo has thought, by imitating archaic types of

ware, to outwit collectors and turn an honest penny.

PLAIN WARE.

All the groups of pottery furnish examjiles of plain vessels. These

are generally rudely finished and heavy, as if intended for the more or-

dinary domestic uses, such as the cooking of food aud the storing of

provisions and water. The material is coarser than in the nicely finished

pieces and the surface is without the usual slip aud without polish or

applied color.

The characters of these utensils are quite uniform throughout very

widely separated districts, so that it is more difficult to assign a single

vessel to its proper family than in the case of decorated wares.

We have from Saint George and other localities examples of plain

vessels that belong, without a doubt, to the coiled variety, the resem-

blance in material, color, shape, aud finish being quite marked.
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These vessels are plentiful in the province of Tnsayan, and many of

them, as indicated by their color, constrnction, and texture, belong to

the yellow and orange groups of ancient coiled ware. There is in many

cases an easily discernible gradation from the wholly coiled through the

partially coiled to the plain ware. In some cases the coil has been so

imperfectly smoothed down that obscure ribs encircle the vessel indi-

cating its direction, and in other cases fractures extend along the juuc-

tiou lines, separating the vessel when broken, into its original coils.

These vessels are large and heavy, with wide mouths and full bodies,

which are occasionally somewhat compressed laterally, giving an oval

aiierture.

Similar pithoi like vessels are in daily use by the Mokis and also by

the Zunis, Acomas, Yumas, and others. They are employed in cooking

the messes for feasts and large gatherlugs, for dyeing wool, and for stor-

ing various household materials. The modern work is so like the ancient

that it is difficult in many cases to distinguish the one from the other.

Besides the typical pot or cask there are many varieties of plain ves-

sels, some of which appear to be closely related to, or even identical

with, the classes usually finished in color. These include bowls, pots,

and bottles. I present three examples from the tumulus at Saint

George, Utah. The little bottle, shown in Fig. 255, is remarkable in

Fig. 235.—Bottle froui tbu tunialu.s at Saiut George.—J.

having a subtriangular shape, three nearly symmetrical nodes occurring

about the most expanded part of the body. An interesting series of

similar vessels has been obtained from Tusayan, some of which are de-

cidedly askoidal in shape.

Similar to the last in general outline is the curious vessel given in

Fig. 256. It was obtained in Southern Utah, and is now in possession

of the Salt Lake City Museum. The three nodes are very prominent

and curve upwards at the points like horns. An upright handle is

attached to the side of the neck.
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A large bottlft-shaped vessel from the same locality is illustrated in

Fig. 257. The neck is short and widens rapidly below. The body is

large and globular, and is furnished with two small perforated ears

Fig. 25G.—Vase from the tumulus :it Saint Georj^t'

placed at the sides near the top. There are a number of similar exam-

ples in the collection from this place. We have also a number of han-

dled cups, mostly with globular bodies and wide ajjcrtures. All are

quite plain.

Fig. 257.—Vusc IVoiu the tuiuulus at Siiiul. George.—J.

Examples from this and other sections could be multiplied indefinitely,

but since the forms are all repeated in more highly finished pieces it is

needless to present them.
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PAINTED WARE.

Preliminary remarks.—It is with a peculiar sense ot delight tbat

we enter upon the study of a group of art products so full of new and

interesting features. Every object of antiquity has its charm for us, but

there is an especial fascination about the works of a people like the

"cliff-dwellers," whose long forgotten history takes the form of a ro-

luatice in our imaginations. In the study of these relics we have the

additional charm engendered by a contemplation of new forms of

beauty, and we follow the stages of their evolution from the initial steps

to the end with ever increasing zest.

The ceramic art of classic and oriental countries has exerted a pow-

erful iiiriuence upon existing culture, and is therefore much nearer the

heart of the general student than the work of the American races; but it

will not do for science to underrate the value of a study of the latter.

Its tiiorongh examination cannot fail to furnish many illustrations of the

methods by which arts grow and races advance in culture, and, supple-

mented by a study of the art of the modern peoples, it will serve to illus-

trate the interesting phenomena attending the contact of widely sepa-

rated grades of art. In the introductory pages I have considered many

of the technical questions of construction and ornamentation. Before

entering ui)on detailed descriptions of the specimens, I desire to give a

brief review of the subject of painted decoration.

Color of designs.—The colors employed are doubtless gener-

ally of a mineral character, although carbonaceous matter derived

directly from vegetable sources may have been used to some extent.

They comprised white, black, red, and various shades ot brown, and

were applied to the surfaces of the vessels by means of brushes not infe-

rior in eflQciency to those employed by the potters of more enlightened

races.

Execution.—The technical skill of the artist has not generally been

of a high order, although examples are found that indicate a trained eye

and a skilled hand. The designs are painted upon the show spaces of

the vessels, which have been tinted and polished with especial reference

to their reception. Large apertured vessels, such as dishes, cups, and

bowls, are decorated chiefly upon the inner surface. The design often

occupies only a band about the rim, but not infrequently covers the en-

tire inner surfiice. High or incurved rims have in some cases received

figures upon the exterior margin.

Vessels with constricted necks have exterior decorations only. The

placing of the designs was governed, to a great extent, by the contour

of the vessel, although there was no fixed rale. The grouping of the fig-

ures is possibly a little more irregular in the more archaic forms, but in

nearly all cases there is a tendency toward arrangement in zones hori-

zontally encircling the vessel. This feature is suggestive of the use of
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the wheel or of the influence of wheel-made decoration ; but there is

l>robably a pre-ceramic reason for this peculiarity, to be sought in the

decoration of antecedent vessels of more pronounced surface or con-

structional characters, such as basketry. This arrangement may also

be attributed in a measure to the conformation of the vessel decorated.

It will be observed that generally the neck furnishes the space for one

zone of devices and the body that for another, while the shoulder, where
wide or particularly accentuated, suggests the introduction of a third.

In vessels of irregular form the figures take such ])ositio:is as happen
to have been suggested to the decorator by the avaihible spaces, by the

demands of superstition, or the dictates of fancy pure and simple.

It appears that the artist never worked in a haphazard manner, yet

never by rule or by pattern. The conception of the intended design

was well formed in the mind, and the decoration commenced with a thor-

ough understanding of the requirements of the vessel under treatment

and of the effect of each added line upon the complete result. The ves-

sels, being for the most part freehand i)roducts, are necessarily varied

in form and proportion, and the mobility of method in decoration is

therefore a necessary as well as a natural condition. In accommodating
the ordinary geometric figures to the variously curved and uueven sur-

faces, there were no erasures and, a[)i)areutly, no embarrassments. This

feature of the art shows it to be a native and spontaneous growth—the

untrammeled working out of traditional conceptions by native gifts.

Stages of ornament.—In the transmission of a nation's art inher-

itance from generation to generation, all the original forms of orna-

ment undergo changes by alteratipns, eliminations, or additions. At
the end of a long period we find the style of decoration so modified as

to be hardly recognizable as the work of tlie same people; yet rapid

changes would not occur in the uninterrupted course of evolution, for

there is a wonderful stability about the arts, institutions, and beliefs of

primitive races. Change of en\iroiiment has a decided tendency to

modify, and contact with other peoples, especially if of a high gi-ade of

culture, is liable to revolutionize the whole character of the art. The
manufactures of our modern tribes show abundant evidence of the de-

moralizing eft'ect upon native art of contact with the whites. There are

no such features in the prehistoric art.

Fi7-)it stage.—In the early stages of art the elements used in embellish,

ment are greatly non-ideographic, and the forms of expression are chiefly

geometric. The elements or motives are limited in number and are in a

measure common to all archaic art. They embrace dots, straight lines,

and various angular and curvilinear figures, which in their higher stages

become checkers, zigzags, chevrons, complex forms of meanders, fretted

figures, and scrolls, with an infinite variety of combination and detail.

At the same time there is no confusion. The processes by which the

parts are segregated are as well regulated as are the processes of natural
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growth. This phase of decoration seems to be the prevailing one in

the earlier stages of Pueblo art.

Second stage.—A second phase or stage is marked by the free introduc-

tion of ideographic devices of pictorial origin into decoration. These

are drawn, to a great extent, from that most prolific source of artistic

conceptions, mythology. This stage is the second in Pueblo art. The

period or stage of culture at which such elements are introduced varies

with diiterent peoples. It is possible that ideographic and non-ideo-

graphic devices may enter art simultaneously. This is certainly to be

expected in the ceramic art, which comes into existence rather late in

the course of progress.

Third fitcKjc.—In strong contrast with the preceding stages is the state

of modern Pueblo decoration. Contact with the whites has led to the

introduction of life forms and varied pictorial delineations. These condi-

tions belong to a stage in advance of the position reached in tbe natural

course of growth. Ideographic, non-ideographic, and purely pictorial

characters are combined in the most heterogeneous manner in the dec-

oration of a single vessel. The decorator has ceased to work under the

guidance of his instincts as a rule unerring, and now, like the mass ot

his moi'e highly civilized brethren, he must grope in darkness until

culture shall come to his aid with canons of taste—the product of in-

tellect.

Classification of ware.—In the treatment of this great group, or

rather collection of groups, of pottery a scheme of classification is the

first thing to be considered. In glancing over the field we notice that

a whitish ware, having a certain range of material, finish, torm, and

decoration, is very widely distributed, that, in fact, it is found over

nearly the entire area known to have been occupied by the Pueblo

tribes. We find, however, that within this area there are varieties of

this particular group distinguished by more or less pronounced peculiari-

ties of color, form, and oi'nament, resulting from dissimilarity of environ-

ment rather than from differences in time, race, or method of construc-

tion. This group is associated, in nearly every locality, with the archaic

coiled ware, and together they are especially typical of the first great

period of Pueblo art. Its makers were the builders of the cliff dwell-

ings, of the round towers, and of countless stone pueblos.

Distinct from the preceding, and apparently occupying an intermedi-

ate place in time and culture between the i)rimitive and the recent wares,

we have a number of pretty well defined groups. At least two of these

are peculiar to the ancient province of Tusayan. The vessels of one of

these groups are noticeable for their rounded symmetrical bodies, their

finely textured paste, and their delicate creamy shades of color. The
designs are well executed and display unusual refinement of taste.

Another, and probably the more important variety, is characterized,

first, by peculiarities of form, the body being doubly conical and the

bottom deeply indented; second, by richness of color, orange and yel-
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low tints prevailing; and, third, by the striking individuality and re-

markable execution of the painted designs.

In the valley of the Little Colorado and exteuding southward to the

Gila, we find remnants of a group of highly colored pottery dift'ering from

the preceding and, in many respects, from the widely distributed red ware
of the north, specimens of which occur in connection with the white

ware. The surfaces are painted red and profusely decorated iu white,

black, and red lines and figures.

Still another variety is obtained from this region. As indicated by
collections from Saint John and Springerville, it consists greatly of

bowls, the colors, forms, and decorations having decided points of re-

semblance to corresponding features of the cream colored ware of ancient

Tusayan. There are still other groups, probably of intermediary periods,

whose limits are not yet well defined, examples of which are found in

possession of the Pueblo Indians.

At Pecos the art was practiced long after the advent of the conquer-

ors, and later specimens show the archaic decorative ideas worked out

in Spanish glaze. The deserted pueblos of the Elo Grande furnish an-

tique forms that show wide distinctions from the ancient wares of the

west. Another variety peculiar to the southwest shows indications of

having been carried down to the present in the work of the Indians of

the Lower Colorado Valley. Each of these groups and such new ones

as may be discovered will be made the subject of careful study.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to a single group—the

first mentioned in the preceding list.

WHITE WARE.

The coiled ware has already been presented iu some detail. Most
nearly related to it in material, form, color, and distributioii is the

archaic white ware, the itottery par excellance of the "Cliff Dwellers."

It is easily recognized, even from small fragments, whether found in the

valley of the Colorado, of the Rio Grande, or of the Gila, although each lo-

cality has its slight peculiarities of texture, tint, shape, and ornamenta-
tion. As a rule the material is a fine-grained clay, tempered with fine

sand, the surfiices of the vessels being coated with a thin wash of very

flue white clay. The ware is nearly always well baked and hard, breaking
with a saccharoidal, rarely with a conchoidal, fracture. The surface is,

as a rule, well polished, but often slightly undulating. The color of the

paste is generally gray within the mass and white upon the surface.

Associated with the white ware in most localities we find a small percent-

age of red ware nearly identical iu all save color with the white ware.
The forms are comparatively few and simple, a full, well-rounded

body, as with the coiled ware, being a strong characteristic. The or-

namentation is generally in black paint, exceptionally iu red and white,

and consists to a great extent of geometric figures, often rather rudely

drawn. Very rarely we observe au attempt to delineate a life form

—

human or animal, never vegetable.

4 ETH 20
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Classification by form.—The ware of each province is conven-

iently presented in form-groups, beginning with the more simple shapes

and advancing to the more complex.

Bowls.—Bowl-shaped vessels have been in great favor with all the

Pueblo peoples, and in ancient times, especially in the north and west,

predominated very decidedly over all other forms. This is naturally a

favorite shape with primitive peojiles, as it is the most simple and prob-

ably that first developed. A long experience would be necessary for

the evolution of narrow-necked or complex forms.

Our collections contain many examples of ancient bowls, perfectly

preserved, but if this were not the case the shapes are so simple that it

would be an easy matter to make satisfactory restorations from frag-

ments. There is considerable diversity of outline, yet all may be con-

veniently classed under two heads: the hemispherical and the heart-

shaped. The former are much more plentiful and were probably the

favorite food vessels of the people. As a rule they are plain segments

of spheres. The ritns are, in rare cases, oval in outline, and a few are

elongated at the ends.

Heart-shaped bowls are characterized by a somewhat conical base and

a deeply incurved rim, sometimes much depressed about the contracted

mouth. The forms are often elegant, and the painted designs are gen-

erally well executed and pleasing to the eye.

Ollas.—Between bowls and pot-shaped vases or olias there is but a

step—the addition of an upright or recurving band forming a neck.

In vessels of the latter class the body is almost universally globular,

often tapering a very little below. Occasionally there is a slight flat-

tening of the bottom and very rarely a concavity. The neck is seldom

high, but varies greatly in size and shape. These vessels correspond to

the water vases of the modern tribes.

Bottles.—Bottle-shaped vessels are very widely distributed. They
dift'er from the ollas in one respect only—the necks are narrower and

higher. They are rarely flattened, as are the modern Pueblo bottles

known as canteens.

Handled vessels.—Smaller vessels of nearly all shapes are at times

furnislicd with handles. The origin of certain forms of these has re-

ceived attention in the introductory pages. They vai\y in style with the

shape of the vessel to which they are attached. Bowls exhibit two well-

marked varieties—a cylindrical form and a simple loop. Those of the

former often imitate the handle-like neck of a gourd, and archaic speci-

mens from various parts of the Pueblo province are so literally copied

that the small curved stem of the gourd is represented. This feature in

some cases becomes a loop at the end of the handle, sei'ving to suspend

the vessel, like the ring attached to our dipper handles. Specimens

from the headwaters of the Colorado Chiquito have the ends of the han-

dles modeled to rejiresent the head of a serpents or other creatures. A
loop sometimes takes the place of the cylindrical handle, and is at-
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tached to the side of the bowl iu a vertical or a horizontal position. It

may be long or short, wide or narrow, simple or compound, and is not

always evenly curved. In certain forms of cups the vertically-placed

loop occupies the whole length of the vessel, suggesting well-known

forms of the beer-mug.

High-necked cups, vases, and bottles have I'ather long, vertically-

placed loops, giving a pitcher-like etiect. These may consist of two or

more strands placed side by side or twisted together. Karely an ani-

mal form is imitated, the fore feet of the creature resting upon the rim

of the vessel and the hind feet upon the shoulder. Perforated knobs

often take the place of the loops, and unperforated nodes and projec-

tions of varied shapes are not unusual. Some of these, placed upon
the upper part of the neck, represent the heads ot animals.

A novel handle is sometimes seen iu the ancient vases of Cibola and
Tusayan. While the clay was still soft a deep abrupt indentation was
made iu the lower part of the vessel, sufiBciently large to admit the

ends of two or three fingers, thus giving a hold that facilitated the

handling of the vessel. I have, seen no looped handles arching the

aperture of the vessel, as in the modern meal baskets of the Zunis.

Eccentric and life foems.—The simple potter of early Pueblo

times seems barely to have reached the period of eccentric and com-

pound forms, and animal and grotesque shapes, so common in the pot-

tery of the mound-builders of the Jlississippi valley, the Mexicans, and
the Peruvians, are of rather rare occurrence. The last section of this

paper is devoted to life and eccentric forms.

For convenience of treatment, the following illustrations will be pre-

sented by districts, beginning at the northwest.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

DISTKKT OF THE RIO TIRGEN.

Under the head of coiled jwttery I have given a detailed descrip-

tion of the remarkable dwelling-site tumulus at Saiut George, Utah,

which has furnished such a complete set of the fictile works of the cliff-

house potter, the first collection of importance known to have been

made by exhumation. I will now present the painted ware and i)oint

out its very interesting local peculiarities. All the ordinary shapes are

present excepting the olla. Vessels of this form are all of the plain or

coiled varieties. The paste is gray and the surface color is usually a

light gray. A small percentage of the vessels are painted or stained

red. The designs are all executed iu black, and are for the most part

nicely drawn. They differ slightly in a number of ways from those of

other districts, their relationships being, with a few exceptions, more
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intimate with tbe ware of the Rio San Juan. A characteristic of this

pottery is the thinness of the walls and the hardness and tenacity of

the paste. In form a striking feature is the occurrence of bowls of

oval form, and in one case such a bowl has sides cut down or scalloped

and ends prolonged. The oval form is sometimes seen in other dis-

tricts, and the elongation of portions of the rim is a feature especially

characteristic of the Pima and Mojave work of today.

Bowls.— I have already shown in Fig. 244 a small bowl from this

locality, in which a coiled exterior is combined with a i)olished and

painted interior. This is an unusual combination, the exterior com-

monly being plain. The following examples are grouped, as far as

possible, according to their painted designs. A usual and very widely

distributed decoration consists of a belt of figures encircling tbe inner

margin. In its simplest condition it is only a single broad line, but

more fiequently it is elaborated into a tasteful border so wide as to

leave oidy a small circle of the plain surface in the bottom of the vessel.

The figures present much variety of effect, but combine only a few ele-

ments or ideas, as the following figures will amply show. All are rec-

tilinear, or as nearly so as the conformation of tbe vessels will permit.

No example of exterior decoration occurs. As my illustrations are

necessarily limited to a few pieces, those having the simpler combina-

tions of Hues are omitted, and such only are given as exhibit the decora-

tions of this district to the best advantage.

The bowl shown iti Fig. 2.58 may be regarded as a typical example.

Fig. 258.—Bowl : Tumulus Eit Saint George.—i-

It is a plain hemisphere of gray clay, with roughly finished exterior

ami whitened and polished interior surface. It is eight inches in diam-

eter and nearly four inches deep. The painted design occupies a band

about two inches wide, and consists of two broad bordering lines in-

closing meandered lines. The triangular interspaces are occupied by

serrate figures, giving to the whole ornament an appearance character-

istic of textile borders.

Two small bowls have borders in which the meandered lines are in

the natural color of the ground, the triangular spaces being filled in with
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black. In oue case the effect of the guilloche is given in the same
manner.

Few vessels exhibit a more cliaracteristic example of the ornamenta-

tion of this ware than that given in Fig. 259. It is identical in snrface

finish with the last, excei)ting that the exterior has been painted red.

An exce])tional feature may be noticed in the shajnng of the rim, which
has been brought to a sharp edge.

Fig. 259 —Bowl : Tumulus at Saint (leorge.-

Tlie design occupies the usual s[)ace, and consists of a very elab-

orately meandered or fretted line, which is so involved that the eye

follows it with ditticulty. Four units of the combination complete the

circuit of the vessel. In another specimen, which also has the design

divided into four parts, the lower line of each ])art is made straight, by

which means the sjiace left in the bottom of the vessel is square instead

of round, as in the other cases.

Fig. 260.—Bowl: Tuiuijus at SaiDt George.—J.

Another variety of decoration, quite characteristic of this region,

consists of a band of fret- work dashed boldly across the inner surface
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of the bowl, giving a most striking result. These figures appear to

be fragments of continuous borders, taken from their proper connec-

tions and made to do duty on a surface that had ordinarily been left

without decoration. This observa-

tion has led to the i)roper inter-

pretation of many enigmatic combi-

nations at first thought to have

e.special application and signifi-

cance.

The handsome shallow bowl pre-

sented in Fig. 260 has been badly

broken and carefully mended while

still in the hands of its aboriginal

owners. It is ten and one-half in-

ches in diameter, and only three

and three-fourths inches in depth.

"The surface finish is identical with
FIG, 26i._PaiDted device.

^^^^^ ^^- ^j^^ preceding example. The

design, which consists of a single segment of a chain of fret-work, is

drawn in broad, steady lines. Fig. 261.

Not unlike the last in its leading features is the vessel illustrated in

Fig. 262. The laberiudicates that it was collected at Kanab, Utah, a

Mormon village ninety miles east of Saint George. The design is carried

over the whole inner surface, and is somewhat difdcult to analyze.

There is little doubt, however, that it consists of portions of fretted or

meandered patterns arbitrarily selected from basketry or other geomet-

FlG. 2C2.-rowl li. .,b.-i.

rically embellished articles, and applied to this use. The complete

device is shown in Fig. 263.

The following examples are unique in theif styles of decoration. The

first. Fig. 264:, resembles the preceding save in its painted device. Like

a few others, it has been badly fractured and carefully mended by its

Indian owners. It was obtained also at Kanab, and is nine inches in
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diameter by four and one-half iu height. The design is cruciform in

arrangement, the four parts being joined in pairs by connecting lines.

It exhibits some very unusual fea-

tures (Fig. 265), and we are led to

suspect that it may in some way have
been significant, or at least that it is

a copy of some emblematic devicg.

The almost total absence of life

iorms in the art of the primitive

Pueblos has often been remarked.

One example only has been discov-

ered in this region. This occurs in

a subject iiainted on the inner sur-

face of a rather rude, oblong, bowl,

from the Saint George tumulus. Fig.

266. A checkered belt in black ex-

tends longitudinally across the bowl.

At the sides of this, near the middle, are two ^uman figures, executed

Fig. 2C3.—Paiuted device.

Fio. 264.—Bowl from Kanab.

in the most primitive style, as shown iu Fig. 267. Their angular forms

are indicative of textile influence.

The middle part of the bowl is

broken out, so that the feet of one
figure and the head of the other are

lost.

These figures resemble those

painted upou and picked in the

rocks of the pueblo region, and the

triangular head is sometimes seen

in the ceramic decoration of modern
tribes. A bowl with similar figures

was brought from Tusayan by Mr.

Mindeleff. It is illustrated in Fig.

2"°- Fig. 265.—Paiuted device.
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Among the many fine things from the mound at Saint George are a

few red bowls. They were made of a slightly reddish clay, or the paste

has reddened uniformly in burning, and a slip or wash of bright red

Fig. 266.—Bowl wiiii Iniiiiau ti^mcs; Tniuulu.i .it Saint George.—i.

color has been applied to the surface. The designs are ]iainted in black,

but difler in style from any of the preceding. This work corresponds

Fig. 267.—Painter! design.

very closely indeed with the decorations of similar vessels from the

Little Colorado. The marked peculiarities of the ornamentation and

Fig. 268.—Bowl with liuuian tignres: Province of Tusayan.—^.

color of these bowls give rise to the idea that they may have been in-

tended for some especial service of a ceremonial character. It is not
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impossible, however, tbat these vessels reached very distant localities

by means of trade. A representative example is shown in Fig. 269.

The broad interior baud of ornament is divided into four compartments
by vertical panels of reticulated lines. The compartments are occu-

pied by groups of disconnected rectangular fret-links on a ground of

oblique stripes.

Fig. 2C0.—Red bowl: Tumulus at .Saint George.— J.

The heart-shaped bowls previously mentioned iuclude medium sized

and small vases, with slightly conical basos, distended sliouklers, and
much constricted, often depressed, apertures. They are of very general

distribution, but like the hemis])herical red bowls are rarely found in

numbers. It is probable that they were devoted to ceremonial rather

than to domestic uses. The shaj)es are generally pleasing to the eye;

the tinish is exceptionally tine, and the designs, though simple, are ap-

plied with more than usual care.

A very good specimen from the tumulus at Saint George is illustrated

in Fig. 270.

Fig. 270.- Heart-sbaped V>ou 1 ni i,a ware: Tumulus at Saiot George.—j.

The bottom in this case is slightly flattened, and the incurved lip but
slightly sunken. The paste is a light red and the surface has received
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a coat of bright red color. The design is in black, is extremely simple,

and rather carelessly drawn. The principal figure seems to be a very

simple form of the favorite device—the meander.

A large fine bowl much like the preceding, and obtained from the

same locality, is owned by the Salt Lake City Museum. The design is

of the same class, but very much more elaborate. Another example

from Saint George is smaller and yellowish-gray in color, with figures

in red and black. At Kanab I picked up fragments of a small vessel,

highly polished and of a rich, brownish-purple color, the designs being

in black. Another fragment showed designs in bright red and black

upon a yellowish ground.

Ollas.—T have already called attention to the fact, that the Saint

George tumulus furnished no example of ollas or large-necked vases

of tlie i)aintcd variety, vessels of this class being plain or of the coiled

ware. In the vicinity, however, I collected fragments of the white

painted pottery derived from large vessels of this class, very much like

the large, handsome vessels of ancient Tusayan. A number of such

fragments come from the vicinity of Kanab. Plain vessels of this

shape were obtained from the tumulus at Saint George. They are iden-

tical in every other respect, save the presence of designs, with the

painted pottery. Some have received a wash of red, while it is not im-

probable that others have lost their color or decorative figures by wear

or weather.

Fig. 271.—Ked pitcher: Tumulua at Saint Ireoige.—J.

Handled vessels.—From the tumulus at Saint George we have a

very excellent example of pitcher, which is shown in Fig. 271. The

shape is not quite satisfactory, the neck being clumsy, but the workman-
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ship is exceptionally good. The surface is even and well polished and

the color is a strong red. The painted design in black, upon the red

ground, consists of a number of meandered lines, to which are added

at intervals small dentate figures, as seen in the cut.

DISTRICT OF THE RIO SAN JUAN.

In a number of ways the valley of the Rio San Juan possesses un-

usual interest totheantiquariau. Until within the latterhalf of the nine-

teenth century, it remained wholly unknown. The early Spanish ex-

peditions are not known to have penetrated its secluded precincts, and

its cliff-houses, its ruined pueblos and curious towers have been so long

deserted that it is doubtful whether even a traditiou of their occupation

has been preserved, either by the nomadic tribes of the district or by the

modern pueblos of the south. Certain it is that no foreign hand has in-

fluenced the art of this district, and no Spanish adventurer has left

traces of his presence.

The ceramic remains are more uniform in'character and apparently

more archaic in decoration than those of any other district. They

belong almost exclusively to two varieties, the coiled ware and the white

ware with black figures. The former has ah'eady been described, the

latter must now pass under review.

It is unfortunate that so few entire vessels of the painted pottery

have been found in this region. The fragments, however, are very

plentiful, and by proper study of these a great deal can be done to re-

store the various forms of vessels. In my paper upon this region, in

the Annual Eeport of the Survey of the Territories for 1876, I gave a

pretty careful review of the material then in hand. Finding that in

very few cases were there whole vessels representing the achievements of

the ancient potter and decorator, I i)resented a number of restorations

from the better class of fragments. This was done in a way that could

lead to uo serious misapprehension, as the fragments used were always

clearly indicated. The expert need never go astray in his estimate of

the character of the vessel to which given pieces belonged, and his

restoration from them gives a completeness of conception to the reader

or student at a distance that could never be acquired by the most care-

ful study of illustrations of the fragments. The fragments are exceed-

ingly plentiful about camp sites and ruins, and fairly whiten the debris

slopes beneath the houses in the cliffs. I found my mind so diverted

by these fascinating relics that it was often diflicult to keep the geologic

problems of the district properly in view.

No tumuli or burial places were observed, but I suspect that careful

search will bring them to light, and that they will > ield much richer

results than the scattered fragments of the surface. The district now
under consideration comprises the entire drainage of the Rio San Juan.

It includes the well-known valleys of the Animas, the La Plata, the

Mancos, the McElmel, and the Montezuma on the north, and the Chaco
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and the de Clielly on the south. Ou the north I include also a portion of

the valley of the Kio Dolores. The center of the district will not be

very far distant from the corner stone of the four political divisions of

Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah.

The collections from the valley of the Rio de Chelly, one of the richest

sections of this district, are very badly scattered, and the vessels can-

not be identified. Many fine thiujjs have been carried away to the south

and are now in the collections from Cibola and Tusayan; while others

have been brought east by the various expeditions without a proper

record of the locality. This is to be regretted, as it makes it impos-

sible to study the shades of distinction between the wares of neighbor-

ing localities.

Bowls were very numerous and greatly varied in size, finish, and or-

namentation. Many have received painted designs both inside and
out. This occurs with those having nearly ui)right rims. Haudled-cups
of hemispherical shape are also common, but the heart-shaped bowls

are of rare occurrence. Bottle-slia])ed vessels and ollas have not, as in

the south, formed a prominent feature. For some of the latter very neat

lids have been made, the rims being shaped for their reception. Upright

vessels with handles are common. Eccentric or animal forms have not

been found.

Bowls.—The arrangement of the designs upon the bowls is far from

uniform. In a great majority of cases, however, they occupy belts en-

circling the inner and outer margin. The fragmentary condition of the

remains makes it impossible to restore designs that covered the entii'e

surface of the vessels. The decorations comprise nearly all the usual

elements and motives. In Fig. 272 we have a small bowl from Monte-

-Bowl; Moutezuiua C.Tuon Fig. 273.—Biiwl: Kio San Juan.— J.

zuuia Canon, Utah. In form it is a deep hemisphere. The design is

upon the interior surface, and consists of a broad band bordered by
heavy lines and filled in with vertical lines. The rim is ornamented
with seven jiairs of dots. Fig. 273 is restored from a fragment obtained

in southwest Colorado. It shows an interior ornament consisting of a

well-drawn chain of volutes.

Many of the bowls were large and handsomely finished, both surfaces

being whitened and polished. A superior example is given in Fig. 274.
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Neat borders have beeu applied to both interior and exterior surfaces.

They are suggestive of patterns produced through the technique of tex-

tile products, aud consist of iuterrupted forms of the meander. I have

restored from small fragments in this aud other cases, for the reason

tliat no large fragments of the finer vessels are preserved.

Tig. 274.—B.iwl: Ki.j S;ui Jium.

Pig. 275 illustrates a very pleasing vessel. It is hemispherical, and

about eleven inches in diameter. A narrow zone of ornament based

upon the meander encircles the exterior margiu of the rim, and a broad,

carefully drawn design, consisting of two x^arallel meanders, Fig. 27G,

occupies the iuterioi\ It will be seen that the meandered fillets are

in white, and the bordering stripes and the upper aud lower rows of

Ylii. 275.—Bowl: liio San Juan.

triangular interspaces are in solid black, while the median band and its

connectiug triangles are obliquely striped. It should be noticed tiiat

the oblique portions of the meanders are indented or stepped. This is

a very usual occurrence in these decorations, and may be taken as a

pretty decided indication that they were copied, more or less directly,
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from textile ornamentation in which all oblique lines are necessarily

stepped.

Fig. 276.—Painted design.

Handled cups.—Small cups were generally furnished with handles

and probably served as ladles and spoons. An entire specimen is rarely

found. Two are illustrated in Figs. 277 and 278. They were obtained

bj- W. II. Jackson from the ruins of Montezuma Caiion. The handles

of these vessels vary a great deal ; some are tlat, while others are round,

consisting either of a single or a looped roll of clay ; some are hollow,

FiGB. 277 and 278.—Handled cups: Monttzuma Canon.—J.

resembling the handles of gourds, and a few are made of twisted fillets.

Tills latter form belongs generally to upright cups.

Ollas.—It is quite impossible to make satisfactory restorations of

the vases or ollas from the small fragments recovered. The evidence is

sufHcient, however, to show that

vessels of this class were numer-
ous, and often large. I have
made two restorations of small

examples belonging to this class,

of which there are fragments

showing the neck and upper

part of the bodies. The bot-

toms are so universally rounded

that I have drawn full globular

shapes; Figs. 279 and 280. The
most striking character of Fig.

279 is the shape of the rim,

which is fashioned for the re-

ception of a lid. The same fea-

FlQ. 279.—Vase: Eio San Juan.

ture is noticed in a small vessel obtained at Zuni.
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Exiimples of lids from the San Juan Valley are shown in Figs. 281 and

283. They were evidently designed for vessels of the class just de-

scribed. The specimen given in Fig.

281 is neatly finished and embel-

lished, and the quality of the ware

is very superior.

Handled vases.— Many small

vessels were furnished with handles,

some horizontal and others vertical.

Of the first variety is the example

shown in Fig. 283. The fragment

was obtained from the great ruin at

"Aztec Si)rings," Colorado. It shows

a small, symmetrical vessel, with

black lines and devices. The handle,
, . , 1 , , , , Fig. 280.—Vase: RioSanJnaD.

which probably bad a companion on

the opposite side, is strong and neatly made.

Figure 284 represents a very pretty little vessel, brought by Mr. W.

'u

/

Fig. 281. e litl: Rio SaD Juan. Fig. CS'J.—Vaso lid: liio SaD Juan.

H. Jackson from the Canon de Chelly. It is of the usual gray polished

ware, the base being somewhat roughened by use. The design consists

of encircling lines combined with a

belt of disconnected triangular hooks

or tretlinks.

Handled mugs with round bodies

and wide high necks were in great

favor with the San Juan potter.

There are but two entire specimens

in the collection. These were ob-

tained by Capt. Moss, of Parrott, who
stated that they, with other relics,

had been exhumed from a grave in

the San Juan Valley. Both are com-

paratively rude in construction, and

seem to be considerably weathered.

The one shown in Fig. 285 is decor-
j,^^,^ 2g3.-Haz,.iioa bottle: k,., san j„au.

/'
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atert with a classic meander which encircles the body of the vessel. The
other, illustrated iu Fig. 2SC, has the upper part covered with simple

figures resembling bird tracks.

Among the most novel works of

the ancient potter are the tlat-bot-

tomed mugs with upright sides, and
with vertical handles which extend

the whole length of the vessel, giv-

ing very much the appearance of a

(rcrman beer mug. For a long time

it was thought improbable that a

vessel of this character should be

the honafide work of the cliff dweller,

for his status of culture seemed to

call for globular bodies and rounded

bases. But so many examples have

been found that there is no longer room for doubt.

Fig. 284.—Small 1

Fig. 285.—ILiuilloil mui;: l;io San .Juan.— J. Fig. 286.— Ilaii'lUil nm-: i:i.> San .Tuau.— J.

Fig. 287.—Handled mug: Kio Sun Juan.— i. Fig. 28ci.—Ilandledmug; Southern Utah. — A.

Fig. 2S7 is restored from a large fragment brought from the San Juan

Valley. Its walls widen a little below, and the very pretty ornament is
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somewhat unevenly ajiplicd. The handle is made of a double rope of

clay, and extends from the lip to the base. The example shown in Fig.

288 was obtained in the vicinity of Provo, Utah, by Oapt. G. M. Wheeler's

expedition. It is so like those from the San Juan that I place it here

for comparison. It is a little wider toward the base, and is nearly sym-

metrical. It is four inches in height and the same in diameter. A very

similar vessel, probably from the Province of Tusayau, is found in the

Keam collection.

DISTRICT OF THE COLORADO CHIQIITO.

The collection from this district, which includes the ancient provinces

of Cibola and Tusayan, is already very large, and much more material

will yet accrue, for pottery fanciers have taken up the search, and both

whites and Indians are on the qui vive for additional examples of the

artistic and showy specimens.

The N'ational Museum has procured many flue pieces through the

agents of the Bureau of Ethnology, and the collection of Mr. Keam is

especially rich in the pottery of Tusayan. Some of the finer examples

of the latter collection are selected for illustration.

It seems unaccountable that such a large number of the ancient ves-

sels should be preserved^ and that too in a country where vessels are

constantly in demand. Many have been picked up bj' the Pueblo tribes

and laid away for especial uses or i>ossibly as heirlooms ; but many of

those secured by recent collectors were obtained from the sites of an-

cient settlements, from burial places, and from caves, and brought di-

rectly to the market so recently matle for them.

There can be no doubt that maiiy of the specimens accredited to this

district have come from neighboring or distant provinces; yet within

the valley of the Little Colorado there are such wide variations from

predominant types that foreign pieces cannot be readily detected. Many
of the finer pieces of the white ware ai'e rather new looking and show
very superior taste and skill. The indications are that the manufacture

of this white ware was kept up in portions of this district down to a

comparatively recent date, possibly until the coming of the Europeans.

It will probably be impossible to determiue just why and how the

archaic types gave way to the transitional and modern. It may be

found, however, that the iuflueuce of the Spaniard was a factor in the

change.

Beside the archaic white ware and its closely associated red ware

the province of Tusayan furnishes two or three distinct varieties, all of

which, unlike that ware, are apparently confined to very limiteil dis-

tricts. These have been briefly described on a preceding page.

Many pieces of the white ware are of large size and of elegant shape

and finish. Some of the oUas and bottles are masterpieces of the art.

The texture of the paste is flue and the color is often quite white. The

4 ETH 21
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designs are uniformly in black and are superior in execiition and con-

ception to tlioso of the north.

Bowls.—The bowls are very generally hemispherical. The finish,

like that of the pottery of the San .Tuan and the Rio Virgen, is rather

rough on the exterior, and whitened and polished on the inner sm-face.

The painted figures are confined to the interior, and are highly elabo-

rated combinations of the usual geometric motives. They are gener-

ally made n|) of four sections of double-zoned borders such as occur

on the exterior of vases, cut out, as it were, and fitted into the bowl in

a cruciform arrangement, a plain square remaining in the bottom of the

vessel. See Fig. 291. There are, however, many examples which con-

sist of two encircling zones of ornament identical in style and arrange-

ment with examples from the Rio Virgen, Figs. 230 and 231, and from

the Rio San Juan, Figs. 248, 259, and 274.

In Fig. 289 we have a representative example of the bowls of ancient

Tnsayan. The outer surfiice is rudely trowel-finished, but the inside is

Fig. 289.—Bowl; rn)\!nt«- nf Tusayan.—J.

well polished. The painted design consists of four parts arranged about

a central square. Each i>art comprises a nmnber of alternate bauds of

straight and zigzag lines.

The suijerb bowl presented in Fig. 290 is nearly fifteen inches in di-

ameter and seven inches deep. It is hemispherical but not quite sj^m-

metrical. Having been broken, it was mended by its owners after their

aboriginal fashion. Two pairs of holes have been bored on opposite

sides of a long fracture for the insertion of thongs. Other perforations

have been commenced but do not penetrate the vessel. The walls are

upwards of one eighth of an inch in thickness near the rim, but are less

than that throughout the body of the bowl. The paste is of a dark gray

color, speckled with ashy-white particles, which may be pulverized

potsherds. The interior surface is finished with a slip of white clay
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and has received a fair degree of polish. The exterior is only trowel

finished and is much scarified by use. The interior is embellished with

a very elaborate design, which is given with all jjossible accuracy in a

Fig. 2UU.— iiuwl; Province oi Tusayau.—J.

plain projection, in Fig. 291. The work does not exhibit a great deal of

skill or neatness in execution, but the whole design is carefully made out

Fic. 291.—Painted design.

and well adjusted to the deeply concave surface. An analysis of this

figure is easily given. It is a cruciform arrangement of four portions of

rather elaborate double borders. Each part consists of two parallel
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bands, a principal and a subordinate, separated by parallel lines and

taking the relation to each other always noticed in the two belts of de-

signs painted upon the exterior of vases. Two of the sections are

alike. The others differ from these and from each other.

One figure, consisting of three linked volutes, is defined in white by

painting around it a black ground. The artist in painting this vessel

has probably not thought of achieving anything beyond the filling up
neatly of the four spaces, and has followed the usual practice of bor-

rowing his motives from other objects; yet it will not be wise to con-

clude that these figures are really meaningless combinations of lines-

The persistency and individuality of certain motives makes it almost

certain that they are not the result of aimless elaboration, and that the

potter understood their significance. They are too purely geometric,

however, to furnish any clew to us through internal evidence. We
have no resource beyond the analogies of historic art. Modern tribes

use the current meander to symbolize water, and a leading motive in

many of these designs—the linked scroll running through a field of

serrate lines—is wonderfully like some forms of the Aztec symbol for

water, as may be seen by reference to the Mexican codices.

Another very excellent example of these bowls is presented in Fig.

292. It is small and shallow, measuring six and a half inches in diam-

FlG. 292.—Bowl: Province of Tusayan.

—

^.

eter and two and a half in depth. The material is somewhat soft and

chalky. The walls are thick and the surface is well finished. The

painted design is cruciform, like the preceding, but is much more simple

and satisfactory. It is interesting to note the changes rung upon the

few simple motives employed in these designs. Again apparently each

of the four i)arts is a fragment of a double border, cut up and fitted

into the concave surface. The bands with oblique, dotted, or stepped

lines, Fig. 293, are repetitions of the neck belt of a bottle-shaped vase
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or basket, and the other bauds with their chaste fret-work repeat a

section of the body zone.

Bowls and cups of the hemispherical model are very often supplied

with handles. Like other bowls, they are embellished with painted de-

Fio. 293.—Painted design.

signs derived from vases or from textile sources. In order of evolution,

they probably follow the plain form—the handles being added to facil-

itate use.

The principal varieties of handles have already been described. The

bowl illustrated in Fig. 294 is furnished with a single semicircular loop.

Fia. 294.—Handled biiwl : Province of Tusayan.—J.

In form, finish, and color it is the same as that of the other bowls, and

the painted design has a similar derivation and arrangement.

In the collection we have a flue large red bowl, now in a fragmentary

state. It is eleven inches in diameter and six inches deep. A small

loop is attached to the outside near the margin. It has a very decided

resemblance in color, finish, and ornamentation to the red bowls of the

Eio Virgen. The color of both the surface and the mass is a dull red.

A broad band of bright red paint encircles the exterior, leaving a plain
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marginal band of the ground color and a i)laiu area of the same upon

tbe bottom. The painted design, which covers the inner surface is

shown in Fig. 295. We discover in it at first sight a type to all appear-

FlG. 295,—Painted dbsign.

auces totally distinct from the usual devices of this locality, but a closer

study reveals the existence of the favorite motive—the meander

—

doubled up across the middle in a way to challenge detection, with the

ever-present auxiliary baud above and below. The curiously comjilex

and very pleasing ornament is amplified in Fig. 296.

Fig. 296.—Oriiiinal form of painted design.

One small cup or bowl has two ears, not semicircular, but rectangu

lar, which are placed horizontally and project in sharp points at the

corners.

The neat little vessel given in Fig. 297 has a much elongated hori-

zontal loop, carelessly made and rudely attached. The bowl is hand-

somely finished. The margin is ornamented with a series of closely

placed transverse lines or dots, a character appearing more frequently

in the northern ware. The interior design is made up of four independ-

ent parts as usual.

The cup presented in Fig. 298 serves to illustrate another variety of

handle—a large vertical loop, extending from rim to base, like those on

the upright cups given in Figs. 287 and 28S. The paste is very fine
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grained, aud breaks with a conchoidal fracture. The color is gray and
the paint reddish from the tiring. The bottom is fiat, a rare occurrence

in the more archaic pottery. The painted design is based upon the

Fig. 297.—Handled cup: Province of Tusayan.— J.

meander, aud occupies nearly the entire exterior surface of tlie cup.

The handle has two bird-track shaped figures on its outer surface.

Fig. 298.—Handled cup : ProTince of Tusjyau.—J.

Vessels with long cylindrical handles are distributed over a very

extended district, but in Tusayan they are of a better class of ware than

elsewhere. Here the handles are long and stout and frequently termi-

FlG. 299. — Dipper : ProTinco of Tusayan.—J.

nate in a loop, probably intended for the attachment of a cord. The
bowl is often graceful in form and tasteful in ornament. One of the

finer examples is illustrated in Fig. 299. It is of the chalky ware, and
has a very good surface finish. The handle is one inch in diameter

and five inches long. It is hollow and terminates in a narrow loop. It

is decorated with two groups of spirally inclined lines. The interior

decoration of the bowl furnishes a most excellent example of the cru-
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ciform designs previously described. This is well shown in Fi^. 300.

The exterior surface is embellished with a most primitive drawing of a

bird, Fig. 301—a striking illustration of the pictorial accomplishments

FiC. 300.—Dipper: Pruviccu of Tusn>!»"'— i-

of these classic decorators. Subjects of this class are of rare occur-

rence upon the ancient white ware.

Fig. 301.—Figure of bird from exterior of dipper.

The dipper presented in Fig. 302 is somewhat inferior in workmanship

to the preceding example. The handle is plain and terminates in a hori

Fig. 302.—Dipper: Province of Tusayan.—J.

zontal loop. The i^ainted design is not arranged about a square, as in

the examples given, but leaves a space in the center of the bowl
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resembling a four-cornered star. This shape is, however, the result of

accident. The four parts are units of an elaborate border, not severed

from their original connection, but contorted from crowding into the cir-

FlG. 303.—Painted design.

Fig. 304.—Painted design.

Fig. 305.—Unit of the design drawn in black.

cular space. The design drawn upon a plain surface is shown iu Fig.

303, Projected in a straight Hue, as in Fig. 304, it is readily recognized

as the lower three-fourths of a zone of scroll ornamentation. A unit of
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the design drawn in black is shown in Fig. 305. The meander is de-

veloped in the white color of the ground, and consists of two charm

iugly varied threads running side by side through a field of black,

bordered by heavy black lines. The involute ends of the units are con-

nected by two minute auxiliary scrolls.

Bowls heretofore referred to as heart-shaped are of frequent occur-

rence in the valley of the Little Colorado. A number have been ob-

tained by the Bureau of Ethnology directly from the Pueblo Indians,

while a few very superior specimens are in the collection of Mr. Keam.

A somewhat globular example is represented in Fig. 30G.

It is remarkable in having four zones of devices. The narrow belt next

the lip contains a single lino of bird-track figures. The others exhibit

simple forms of the meander. It is interesting to notice the variety

Fig. 30G.—Heart-shaped bowl: Province of Tusayan.—^.

of treatment. In the upper baud we have a chain of units imperfectly

connected. In the others there are series of triangular links quite

disconnected from each other. All are defined in white by painting in

a ground of black.

This district has furuLshed few vessels of more exquisite form and dec-

oration than that shown in Fig. 307. It is from the Keam collection.

The outlines are exceptionally symmetrical, and the design, developed

in the white of the ground, is drawn with more than usual care. The

figures are severely simple, however, and comprise but one motive—the

typical scroll, which is arranged in three zones, separated by parallel

lines. The spaces are tilled in with serrate lines, parallel with the con-

necting fillets or stems of the volutes, as in the case given in Fig. 1390.

Another smaller vessel from the same collection is simple and unpre-

tentious, but so thoroughly satisfactory in every respect that one could

hardly suggest an improvement. The surface is well polished. The
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ground color is whitish, and the design—a chain of classic scrolls—is

produced in white by filling up the interstices with black. It is a note-

worthy fact that the base of this cup has been perforated, apparently for

use as a strainer. Nearly a hundred small round holes have been made
while the clay was still soft. A pottery ladle from this region, now in

the National collection, exhibits the same feature.

Fig. 307.—Jjuu 1 : 1'ruviut.u ut Tusayan.—J.

I add another example from the Keam collection, Fig. 301). The
margins of the figures are serrate and the volutes, which are in white,

have clumsy, disconnected stems.

The vessel presented in Fig. 310 has a flattened upper surface, an an-

gular shoulder, and a high body, slightly conical below. The painted

Fig. 308.—Bowl; J 1 usay.in.—J.

design is nearly obliterated iu places by abrasion or weathering, but is

correctly presented in Fig. 311, which gives the three zones in hori-

zontal projection. This brings out a very marked feature, the cruciform

arrangement of the parts, which would not be apparent iu a vertical

projection.
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The two inner cii'cles occupy the upper surface of the vessel and the

outer one the most expanded portion of tlie body. The inner belt is

separated into four panels or compartments by as many series of trans-

verse lines, the panels being filled in with longitudinal, broken lines.

Fig. 309.—Bowl: Proviucc of Tusayan.—}.

The second band is als'O divided by four series of straight lines, but the

compartments are occupied by scrolls in white, bordered by serrate

wings in black. The outer band exhibits a very curious combination

of features, the whole figure, however, being based upon the meander

Fig. 310.—Bowl: Province of Tusayan.—*.

It is probable that the grouping in fours is accidental, the division of a

surface into four being much more readily accomplished than into any

other number above two.
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There are few better exami^les of the skill aud good taste of the an-

cieut potter than the bowl illustrated iu Fig, 312. The body is much
flatteued aud the incurved margin cousiderably depressed. The color

is reddish, both on the surface and in the mass, while the upper part is

paiuted a bright red. Upon this color, encircling the shoulder and

extending inward toward the lip, is a handsome design iu black and

Fig. 311.—Painted design.

white lines. This is nearly obliterated, but enough is left to sliow that

it consists of a highly elaborated rectilinear meander pattern, the idea

being developed apparently in the light ground color. The painted

lines are in black bordered with fine white stripes—a common occur-

ence in the south.
,

Fig- 31'J.—Red bowl: Province of Tusayan.—J.

We have in the Museum an exquisitely shaped vessel of this class

obtained from the Zuni Indians. The mateinal and color are identical

with the red specimen from Saint George. The whole surface is painted

red and a neat border design in black is worked over this. The lip is

not so much depressed as in the preceding examples. Two ijerforations
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occur near the margiu, through which the Zuiiis have passed a buck-

skin thoug. Another plaiu bowl is very much compressed vertically.

Oblong bowls are not a prominent feature in Pueblo pottery. A few

examples were found at Saint George, Utah, but these are of the shal-

low variety. The only oblong bowl with incurved rim yet sent in is

shown in Fiff. 313. It is six inches long and four inches wide. The

Fifl. 313.—(HI" .yan.—5.

ornamentation consists of three lines of meanders, that upon the flat

upper surface being irregular and not continuous.

In Fig. 314 we see another variation from the two usual forms of

bowls. This vessel is globular, and the aperture quite large. Two
small nodes attached to the sides and vertically perforated serve as

handles. The ornamentation consists of a number of disconnected and

Fig. 314.—Globular vase: Province ol'Tusayan.—J.

greatly varied bands of meandered lines and figures, obliquely placed.

The ornamented surface is separated into two parts by vertical panels

at the handles. This affords a suggestion of an adventitious or me-

chanical origin for the vertical bands which are so prominent a feature

in modern Pueblo pottery. One of these is partially visible at the right

side in the cut.
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Ollas.—A typical example of the chalky ware of Tusayan is illus-

trated in Fig. 315. It is a wide, low vase of symmetrical form. The
body is flattened above and hemispherical below. The material is almost

as white and as soft as chalk. The design comprises two zones of

devices. One occupies the upright neck, and consists of encircling lines

interrupted by vertical bands. The other, upon the flattened shoulder.

Vase: Province of Tnsayan.-

is based upon the meander. Both are bordered by wide bauds in the

dark color and an additional band encircles the body.

Another handsome little vase is presented in Fig. 31G, The two

meanders show very diverse styles of treatment. In the upper the

lines are all oblique, while in the lower they are chiefly rectangular and

Fig. 310.—Vase: Province ol Tusayan.—^.

much prolonged horizontally. Corresponding treatment of the two
bands occurs in other vessels.

The vessel shown in Fig. 317 is very difl'ereut in appearance from the

two preceding, and is much larger and ruder iu finish. The surface has

been finished with the trowel or hand without polishing. It is teu

inches high and the same iu width. The whole decoration consists of
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interlinked meander-units not arranged in belts, but thrown together

in a careless manner across the body of the vase. In the Keam col-

lection there is a water bottle nearly twice as large as this, similar

Fic. 317.—Vaae: Province of Ttisayan.—

i

Fig. 318.—Va.sc: Province of Tu.s.ivan —i.

in shape and finish, but having a very different though equally rude
painted design. This collection contains also the large pot-like vessel
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or c';uil(lron .sbowii in Fig. 318. The walls are heavy, the lip is rouuded,

aud the form is such as to be very serviceable for ordinary domestic use.

The ornamentation consists of two bands of figures, the upper, as

usual, being very simple. The figures of the body zone are in black upou
the light gronud. Two sets, or jiairs, of the triangular links make the

circuit of the vessel, the entire ornament appearing in Fig. 310.

T\r.. 31!l —raiulcil lli .si;;n.

There is, however, something less simple and consistent in the orna-

ment seeu in Fig. 320. The connecting stems of the uuits are heavy dark
lines. The ends of the links are but imperfectly developed or are ob-

scured by elaboration giving a suggestion of degeneracy, but the whole

Fig. ;i20.—Vase; ri-ovince of Tusayau.—^.

result is highly pleasing. The shape is an exceptional one, the body
being flattened to a greater degree than usual. The ground color aud

the paste arc quite white, yet there is in the design aud its treatment a

suggestion of the decoration of the cream colored ware of Tusayan.

This suggestion is emphasized by the occurrence of the two pairs of

dark strokes on the neck—a feature more usual iu the yellow wares.

4 ETH 22
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lu 1883 Mr. Miiideleff brought in two superb examples of ancient

water vases. They are excellent illustrations of the skill and taste of

the ancient Pueblo potter. The example illustrated in Fig. 321 is ten

and a half inches in height and twelve inches in diameter. Its form

Fig. 321.— \'ase; I'lovimu of Tuaayau. -J.

is symmetrical and graceful. The surface has been whitened, but is

somewhat uuev'en and not highly polished. The painted design is

well preserved, and consists of two broad belts of devices. The upper,

occupying the sloping neck, is a very simjile combination of lines, based

Fig. 322.—Paiuted deaign.

upon a single white meandered line, and the lower is quite complex and
encircles the widest part of the body. The latter appears at first sight

to be rather complicated, but is easily resolved into its elements.
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The zone is five and a half inches in width and consists of two lines

of highly elaborated meanders combined in a most ingenious and pleas-

ing manner. The design is projected in Fig. 322 and comi)ares favora-

bly with the exquisite diaper patterns of orieutal decorators. A single

Fig. 323.—Unit ol the design.

unit of its structure is given in Fig. 323. The triangular spaces along

the boi'der are filled in with fragments of designs harmonious in style

wilh the principal figures. Certain spaces of the expanded connecting

Fig. 324.—Vaae: rioMuoe of Xuaayan.—J.

fillets of the units, are filled in with serrate or dotted lines. Some por-

tion of the design seem to be developed in the white ground, as, for in-

stance, the figures in the lateral triangles.
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The boldness of the primitive decorator is well shown in the manipu-

lation of these large vases. Simplicity and breadth were not sacrificed

when it became necessary to carry the oft-repeated figures over the

broad surface of such a vessel as that shown in Fig. 324, whose height

and width measure fourteen inches each. In shape, in surface treat-

ment, and iu the arrangement of the broad belts of decoration this

Fig. 325.—Painted design.

vessel corresponds very closely with the preceding, but the favorite

motives are executed in the white color of the ground, and are thrown

across the surface of the vessel with charming freedom and boldness.

The upper zone encircliug the neck is occupied by a large, rather

rudely drawn chain of scrolls developed in the white ground by paint-

ing the interspaces black. The broad belt of figures encircling the body

Fig. 326.—Unit of tlie design.

of the vase is not filled out as iu the preceding case, the lower series

of triangular spaces being plain. The principal feature consists of a sin-

gle line of the fret work developed in the white ground. This is shown

in Fig. 325. A unit of the design is given in black in Fig. 320. The

connectingcurve or stem of the unit incloses a rectangular space, through
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whicli the fillet returns in a series of fine scrolls. The interlocked ends

of the units of the principal chain haAC terminations or hooks angular

in two cases and curved in another, demonstrating the identity of the

curvilinear and the rectilinear forms of this ornament. The small iso-

lated stepped figure between the hooks tells, I imagine, of a textile

ancestry.

In Fig. 327 we have another vase of still higher grade—a very master-

piece of fictile work. It is next to the largest piece of the ancient ware

yetdescribed.beingtwenty-fourinchesin diameter and upward of twenty

inches in height. The form is not quite .symmetrical, but the outline

is highly' satisfactory. The body is full and slightly conical at the

Fig. 327.-Lai'j rrovince of Tusayan.-

base, and above joins the neck with a graceful convex curve. The sur-

face is even and well polished, and the painted design is executed with

great precision. The motives employed are identical with the preced-

ing. Scrolls and fretted figures are carried around the neck, shoulder,

and body in three bands suited exactly in width and in size of parts to

the conformation of the vessel. The simple scrolls of the upper part

need no explanation, and a careful analysis of the broader band, as

projected in Fig. 328, furnishes a key to its rather extraordinary con-

struction. The dark lines are drawn with mechanical exactness, and

the delicate white lines, in which many of the finer details are worked
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out, are left with a nicety of handling worthy of the most skilled deco-

rator. I5y a reference to the outline given in Fig. 329 it will be seen that

the whole ornament hangs upon a single thread woven into a chain of

delicate fret-work running through the middle of the design. The long

Fig. 328.—Painted design.

connecting band of each unit consists of two lines (taking the black

lines as representative of the idea or motive), which separate in the

middle part, inclosing a wide rectangular space. This is filled with geo-

metric ornamentation in white lines upon a black ground, as shown in

Fig. 329.—Uuit of the design.

Fig. 328. The triangular spaces above are occupied by checker-work

of light and heavy lines. The very marked rectangular character of

this handsome design indicates familiarity with the textile embodiment

of the motive.
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Bottles.—Uuder this head I desire to present a number of vases

having high, narrow necks. Few examples of the pottery of any people

Fig. y3u.—Vase: Provrnce of Tuaayau.-

show bolder and more successful treatment than the specimen illus-

trated in Fig. 330. It is a lar.uc, full-bodied bottle, the neck and lip of

Fig. 331.—Vase: I'roviuce ofCibula.— ^.

which unfortunately are lost. The restored outline can profess to be ap-

proximate only. The surface is well polished, though gray from age.
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Two masterly scrolls, formed each of a broad black line bordered by
wbite lines, are thrown across opposite sides of the vase. The ground

upon which they aro drawn is filled in with series of lines which accom

niodate themselves very gracefully to the surface of the vessel and to

the scrolls.

A number of ancient vessels, found in the hands of the Zufii Indians,

were probably obtained by them from some of the neii^hboring ruins,

although in a few cases they may have been carried from distant places

iu the north or west. The finer examples correspond very closely to

the ware of which multitudes- of fragments are found at old Zuui,

San Antonio Sjirings, Nutria, and other places in or near the province

of Cibola. They seem to be identical also in many respects with the

better class of the white ware of Tusayan. The forms are very much
the same aud the ornaments exhibit similar arrangements of identical

motives.

The superb vessel illustrated in Fig. 331, is a typical example of

the woric of the ancient potters of Cibola. In form it falls but little

')'• '}

Fig. 332.—Vaso: Proviuce oi Cibola.—

J

short of perfect symmetry. The body is nearly globular, being slightly

compressed vertically. The neck is small aud the lip slightly recurved.

The surface, originally white, now darkened from use, is well polished

excepting; where roughened by age. In Fig. 333 we have a partial pro-

jection of the painted design obtained by viewing the vase vertically.

This may be described as a rosette of spiral rays which consist of grace-

fully meandered lines alternating with groups of plain stripes. These
are developed iu the light color of the vase by painting in a black ground.
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Viewed from the side tbe decoration is seen to consist of the two usual

zones—a narrow one about the neck, occupied by a meander, and a

broad one covering the greater part of the body, crossed obliquely by a

number of bands of ornament.

A similar vase, also from Zm~ii, is ilhistrated in Fig. 332. It is much
darkened by use and age and has suliered considerably from wear and
tear. The ornament consists of three zones, a band of stepped figures

about the neck, a handsome meander-chain with terraced links upon
the rounded collar, and a broad belt of radiating meanders encircling

the body. A vertical view showing thetwo outer lines of decoration is

given in Fig. 334. A peculiar feature in tliis vessel is the indented fin-

ger-hold seen in the lower part of the body, Fig. 332.

In both form and ornament these bottles exhibit decided resemblances

to wicker vessels. The introduction of stepped figures and spiral rays

sufficiently demonstrates the textile origin of the painted designs.

Fig. 333.—Painted design. Fig. 334.—Painted design.

A few bottles are larger than the examples given. One having a

high narrow neck is seventeen inches high and sixteen in diameter

of body. Generally vases of this shape are below medium size, and
they are very often supi)lied with handles or perforated knobs, either

upon the shoulder or the neck. In a few cases only the necks are high

and slender like the bottles of the mound-builders of the middle Missis-

sippi region.

The vessel illustrated in Fig. 335 is not properly classified either with

the preceding or with the following group, but I place it here on account

of its i)eculiar painted device, which appears iu other forms and connec-

tions in the two succeeding figures. The ornament as usual occupies

two zones, each of which has three groups of vertical lines alternating

with as many star-like figures resembling somewhat the Maltese cross.

The latter device may possibly have been introduced to represent some

idea, and I have no doubt that almost anj- member of the modern tribes
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could be indiictd to give a full explanation of its significance. It would,

however, be his idea only and not necessarily that of the ancient potter.

Fig. 335.—Va&e: Province of Tiisavan.

—

h

Handled vessels.—Handled vessels of this province are greatly va-

ried. Examples of the dippers have already been given. Besides them

there is a long series of vessels with more or less constricted necks, the

Fig. 336.—Handled vasu ; l*roviuco of Xuaayan.—fe.

handles of which are of three or four pretty distinct varieties, including

the long vertical loop connecting the rim with the shoulder or body, the
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strong horizontal loop set at the base of the neck, and the perforated

knob placed npon the shonlder. There are also a few examples of cnp-

shaped projections, Fig. 3ol, and heads of animals, Fig. 352, which are

set upon the neck near the rim and seem to be survivals of handles or

ornaments merely.

The vessel shown in Fig. 336 has an interesting combination of dec-

orative features. I jiresent it here, although a little out of place iu my

Fig. 337.—Painted de.sign.

classification by form, in order to point out the similarity between its

decoration and that of Fig. 335. It is a handsome mug of hard gray

ware, finished with a white slip, and decorated with i)ainted designs in

the prevailing arrangement. Four equidistant nodes of large size are

placed about the shoulder of the vessel. These occur along the middle

of the lower zoile of painted deA'ices, the notable feature being that the

Fig. 338.—Handled mug: Province of Tusayan.—i.

volutes of the painted scroll-work encii'cle the nodes and inclose, between

their interlinked points, cross-like devices, resembling those found upon
the preceding specimen. These crosses occui)y the apices of the nodes,

as shown in the illustration. The painted design is given in Fig. 337.
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The design proper—the interlinked >scri)lls—is in white, the dark color

being used as a ground to develop it. This is true of a great majority

of the examples presented. The same device, with a slightly different

combination, is seen in Fig. 338, which illustrates a small jug from the

Fig. 339.—Painted design.

Kcam collection. The design is well shown in Fig. 339, and in this case

it will readily be seen that the motive pro])er is in white, while the bluck

hooks and the connecting lozenge-shaped figures, forming the cross,

represent the ground. This association of the cross with the linking of

Fig. 340.— Vase: I'ruviiict; (if Tusayan.— J.

the scrolls is suggestive of a possible oi-igin of the device as used inde-

pendently in the instance given in Fig. 335.

I shall now present a small group of handled vessels of varying char-

FlG. 341.—Painted desisn.

acters upon which we have some illustrations of a peculiar treatment of

meander motives.
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The vessel illustrated in Fig. 340 belongs to the Keam collection. The

decoration is very simple and consists of a novel combination of run-

ning scrolls. The design is produced by filling in the space between

two separate chains of scrolls in black with flue oblique lines, Fig. 3J:1.

Fig. 342—Hanilkil <up; Province of Cibola.—J,

Identical treatment of the meander is found upou a mug brought from

ZuQi and illustrated by Mr. Stevenson iu the Second Auuual lleport of

the Bureau of Ethnology. Fig. 342. This will be apparent when the

Fig. 343.—Painted ornament.

design, Fig. 343, is placed by the side of the preceding. The first is

drawn in curved black lines, the ground remaining white, the second
is in rectilinear white lines, the ground being black.

Fig. 344.—Painted ornament.

Two others of like character, one angular and the other curvilinear,

are found upon small red vessels from Tusayan, Figs. 344 and 345. Still
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another noteworthy example is found upon the interior surface of a red

bowl from Cibola, which, when projected in a straight line, gives the

handsome ornament illustrated in Fig. 346.

3-15.—Paiutt'il oraament.

There is in the Keam collection a very interesting vessel, having two
heavy horizontal loops attached to opposite sides of the body. The

Fig. 346.—Painted ornament.

painted figure consists chiefly of a rectangular meander in white bor

dered by black and forming a wide zone about the body of the vessel.

The spaces are filled in with fine parallel oblique lines. With the addi-

Fig. 347.—Handled vaae: i'rovince of Tusayan.—J.

tion of a foot this vessel would be found to resemble, in both form and
ornament, some early varieties of the Greek kylix.

The wide-mouthed vase shown in Fig. 348 differs very decidedly in

style from the last. It is finer iu texture and much more carefully fin-

ished. The form is decidedly antique. The painted design is quite
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indistinct, the color having rubbed off or faded out. The work has been

neatly done with a fine brush and exhibits some new features in point

of detail. If we trace out the figures, however, we will see that there

Fig. 348.—V a Fioviiicc' (! Xuyayan.—i.

are no new motives, the meander forming the basis of all. There is a

double line of figures, the ujiper one being the more simple, as usual.

In the bottle illustrated in Fig. 349 the usual motives have been em-

FlG. 349—Bottle: Pioviuce of Tusayan.—J.

ployed. A few heavy lines serve to give emphasis to the lip, while a
band of linked scrolls is carried around the shoulder, bordered by sim-

ple parallel lines. Unpreteutious as the work is, it has a very pleasiug

effect. The shape is repeated in modern Pueblo pottery. It is the
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original of the canteen, which has ac'quired the flattened form throngh

accident, or change in the habits of the people employing it. A very

superior exam])le of these bottles is given in Fig. 350. The body is

somewhat flattened and the sides are nearly perpendicular, giving two

'^^

Fig. SSO.-JJuttk: I'L

well defined spaces for decoration, the one above and the other about

the middle of the body. The latter space is occupied by a very slen-

der, meandered line in white, the interspaces being filled in with black.

Four links encircle tlie vessel, two oblong ones occurring upon the sides

/

Fig. 351.—Bottle: Province of Tusayan.

—

h.

and two short ones beneath the handles. The upper surface is deco-

rated with a band of scrolls, four in number, partially defined in white

by painting the space on one side black. There are two low, knob-

like, vertically perforated handles on the shoulder of the vessel.
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The vessel showu iu Fig. 351 is interesting on account of the peculiar

knobs or ears placed on the sides of the neck, near the lip. They rudely

resemble the corolla of a flower, but suggest as well the wheel-like coils

of hair gathered up at the sides of the head by the women of Moki.

They were probably associated with some superstition of the ancients.-

The neck of the bottle is unusually high. The shape is quite graceful

and the painted decoration is simple and effective.

In acollection recently sent from the vicinity of Springerville, Arizona,

by E. W. Nelson, there are a number of vessels similar in appearance to

the preceding, but with shorter necks and rounder bodies. They are

small, well-finished, and in some cases quite new-looking. The designs

in black are nicely executed and exhibit considerable refinement of taste.

One having a small animal head attached to the side of the neck is illus-

trated in Fig. 352. A broad meandered border encircles the neck, and

Fig. 352.—Vnae: Eastern AiizoDa.

a superb pattern, consisting of four ingeniously combined horizontal

chains of meanders in white covers the upper three fourths of the body.

Eccentric and life forms.— In the collection made by Mr. Xelsou there

are several eccentric forms. One, a two-storied vessel of good propor-

tion, neat finish and ornamentation, is illustrated in Fig. 353. The form

is an exceptional one in the ancient ware, but is frequently seen in mod-

ern work of the Pueblos and other tribes. It had its origin perhaps in

a donble-lobed form of the gourd, or possibly the idea was suggested

by the superposition of one vessel upon another.

As previously observed, the Pueblo ware is characterized, in a general

way, by great simplicity of form. There is, however, one small group

of eccentric forms within which we find a pretty wide range of outline,

a few specimens exhibiting undoubted resemblances to life forms. Near-

ly all are bottles with handles and lobed bodies, often unsymmetrical.

4 ETH. 23
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The handle in each case connects the lip with the shoulder or body of the

vessel. The lobes are generally three in number and are rarely of equal

dimensions, one being more or less prolonged.

Fig. 353—Vase of eccentric form : Eastern Arizona.—J.

It is very difficult to say where these curious forms originated, or in

what direction they were developing. Did the archaic potter, by exag-

gerating the accidental eccentricities of early and simple forms, arrive

at these grotesque shapes, did use determine their conformation, or must

we look for their originals in antecedent utensils derived from, or made

in direct imitation of, life forms 1

Fig. 354.—Vase

.

iorm : Tiisayan.

—

k.

It is manifestly useless to seek for their antecedents within the limits

of the ceramic art. A few are of such a shape as to suggest the skin

vessels so often used by primitive peoples, and their origin in this
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manner would be entirely consistent with the laws of art growth. One
variety is shaped somewhat like a shoe or moccasin. Another takes

the form of a bird. In regard to their origin it would indeed be
a marvel if they should be found to represent an intermediate step be-

tween the skin vessels of primitive peoples and the conventional pitcher

of civilization, as corresponding shapes are thought to do in Eastern

countries.

Fig. iifij.— Vilac oi eccelitrie Juliu : 'i usayaD.—^.

Within the Pueblo ijrovince these vessels are widely but not very

generally distributed, so far as specimens at hand show. I have already

described two examples, Figs. 255 and 250, from Saint George, Utah,
which are of the simplest type, having three nodes with no suggestion

of life form.

Fig. 356.—Vase i iMiiu : Tuaayau.—

^

In Fig. 354 we have a small, well-tinished cup of white ware, from

Tusayan, similar in outline to the Saint George specimens. One of the

three somewhat pointed nodes is considerably more prominent than the

others. The handle is unique, being modeled apparently after the

curved neck of a gourd, the pointed tip touching but not uniting with

the body of the vessel. This vessel is handsomely decorated with two
bands of scrolls. That upon the neck is of a usual form consisting

of three sets of linked scrolls with zigzag or stepped connecting iillets.

The scrolls of the lower bauds interlock upon the three nodes and are
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connected by broad Zshaped stems also stepped or notched. This spe-

cimen is from the Keam collection.

Another smaller vessel, still more nnique in character, is illustrated in

Fig. 355. One of the nodes is very much prolonged, giving, with the

upright neck, a form rudely suggestive of a bird. The ornament, like

the last, consists of two bauds. The u])per is of diamond-shaped figures

in white upon a black ground, and the lower of a cleverly managed

meander, whicli is m.ade to conform neatly to the eccentricities of the

body. The hooks encircle the nodes as iu the preceding case.

A smaller specimen is given in Fig. 356. The node uext the handle

being prolonged resembles the tail of a bird, while the other nodes,

which would occupy the place of the two prominences of the breast, are

barely suggested. The decoration is extremely simple.

A fine specimen of these novel vessels is illustrated in Fig. 357. The

body is nuich prolonged on one side and has no prominence whatever

at the breast points. The handle is but slightly arched and connects

the rim with the extreme point of the projecting lobe. There is here a

rather decided suggestion of a skin or intestine vessel. It is but a

step from this form to the well-known shoe or moccasin shape of a later

Fig. 357.—V.isr I'lisayan.—A.

period ot Pueblo art, a form known iu nearly all centers of ancient

American culture. The decoration is simple and unique, consisting of

a meandered figure in white upon a black ground, with parallel border-

ing lines iu black. It connects opposite sides of the rim passing be-

neath the projecting lobe.

A uumber of the best examples are in the National collection. One

of these, Fig. 358, is figured by Mr. Stevenson in the Third Annual Ee-

port of the Bureau of Ethnology. It might be described as shoe-sliaped,

yet we are forcibly reminded of the headless body of a bird, the rather
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square projectiug breast being a marked feature. The painted orna-

ment consists of broad zigzag, meandered bands filled in with fi ne oblique

stripes.

One of the finest specimens is presented in Fig. 359. The triangular

or three lobed form of body is still noticeable, two of the points forming

the breast, and the other, mncli prolonged, standing for the tail of the

bird. The meaning of the latter feature is made plain by the painted

figure. A conventional design, consisting of concentric, plain and
zigzag lines, occupies the back, and terminates behind in a row of pin-

nate marks, evidently a conventional drawing of the tail. The wings
are indicated at the sides by a design like that upon the back. The
breast is embellished with a series of oblong dots probably intended for

feathers. In this case the neck, which is high and narrow, has three

prominences near the top; one at the front represents the bill of the

Fig. 358.—Vase of ecceutric form : CiboLa.—J.

bird, and others at the sides are meant for eyes. A handle has con-

nected the bead with the middle of the back. This is nearly all broken

away and the stumps have been perforated for the insertion of cords.

A serrate collar in black encircles the neck. The original of this vase

was obtained in the Pueblo country and belongs to Dr. Sheldon Jack-

son. A specimen recently acquired by the National Museum is supe-

rior to this in its decorative treatment. The body has four lobes, one
for the breast, another for the tail, and one for each of the wings.

Each of these lobes is made the center about which the volutes of the

very elaborate scroll-work are turned.

I shall give one more illustration. Fig. 3G0. This is taken from the

Keam collection and represents a bird. The vessel is quite distinct in
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shape from those previously given, being much like the bird vessels of

the mound-builders. It is a cup with constricted rim, the head, tail,

and wings of the bird projecting horizontally from the outer margin of

Fig. 359.— Bii<lhli.i|..a vase; Ari7.ona.-4.

the rim. It is of the white ware and has had a painted design in black

lines, now nearly obliterated.

Fig. 350.—Bird-shaped cup; Tusayan.-

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Two great groups of ceramic products have now been presented—the

coiled ware and the white decorated ware. These groups belong to the

first great period of pueblo art in clay. Their chronological identity is

sometimes questioned, the coiled ware to all appearances being the more

archaic. It is simple in form and rude in finish, is without i)ainted or-

nament, and was relegated to the more oi-dinary uses. These and other

features give countenance to the theory of greater antiquity ; but the
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intimate association of the two groups in nearly every locality indicates

close indentity in time. It cannot be said that the other classes of ware

found within the same province belong to difi'erent times or to distinct

races, but they are widely separated in many Important characters from

the two leading groups. They exhibit greater variety of form, less

constraint in decoration, and greatly improved technique, points tend-

ing to prove advance in culture, and, presumably, in time.

The more closely the ceramic art of the ancient peoples is studied the

more decidedly it appears that it was profoundly intiuenced by the text-

ile arts, and especially by basketry. The latter art was practiced from

remote antiquity, and within historic times the manufacture of baskets

has been the most important industry of the tribes of the Pacific slope

of temperate North America. Ceramic shapes, wherever found within

this region, coincide closely with textile outlines, aud the geometric

ornamentation can be traced to textile prototypes originating in the

teclinical peculiarities of construction.

Another point brought out by the preceding studies follows naturally

the foi'egoing statement. There are in the pueblo country no primitive

forms of earthenware. This may lead to the inference that the pueblo

tribes migrated from other regions iu which the earlier stages of the art

had existed, but taken in connection with the lack of individuality in

the potter's art, and its evident dependence upon the textile art, it

leads decJidedly to the conclusion that art in clay was acquired by these

tribes in comparatively recent times. The ancient pueblos practised

the art of basketry, but clearly remained ignorant of the plastic art,

until by some accident of environment it was introduced or discov-

ered. Under the influence of the sister art, pottery at once took a high

stand. During the first stages, however, it was a servile art, repro-

ducing the forms and decorations of basketry. The true plastic char-

acters of clay remained practically undiscovered, and is only now, under

the influence of the European, dawning upon the conservative mind of

the inhabitant of the plateaus.

Besides basketry, it is probable that the early pueblos made use of

gourds and of tissue vessels, traces of their influence occurring quite

frequently, but there is no indication whatever of the presence of carv-

ings in shell, wood, and stone.

1 do not wish in this place to dwell upon the details of pueblo orna-

ment. A single example will serve to illustrate the origin and char-

acter of the leading decorative conceptions. Glancing through the

series of vases illustrated under painted ware, we find that ninety-four

out of one hundred designs are meanders, or are based upon the

meander. Beginning with the simple waved or broken line we pass up
through all grades of increasing complexity to chains of curvilinear and

rectilinear meanders iu which the links are highly individualized, being

composed of a sigmoid line, terminating in reversed hooks ; but in no
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case do we reach a loop in the curved forms or au intersection in the

angular forms. The typical intersecting Greek fret does not therefore

occur, nor, I may add, is it found anywhere in native American art.

The constructional characters of the art in which these linear forms

developed, although they encouraged geometrical elaboration, forbade

intersections or crossings of a line upon itself, and the genius of the

decorator had never freed itself from this bondage. The forms im-

posed upon decoration by the textile art are necessarily geometric and

rectilinear, and their emi)loyment iu other and less conventional arts,

has been too limited to destroy or even greatly modify these characters.

The study of Pueblo art embodied in the preceding pages tells the

simple story of the evolution of art—and especially of decorative art

—

in a i)erio(l when the expanding mind of primitive man, still held in the

firm grasj) of instinctive and traditional njcthods—the bonds of nature

—

was steadily working out its aesthetic destiny.
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Bv William H. Holmes.

INTRODUCTORY.

This paper is the third of a series of preliminary studies of aboriginal

ceramic art which are intended to be absorbed into a final work of a

comprehensive character.

The groups of relics selected for these studies are in all cases of lim-

ited extent, and are such as can lay claim to a considerable degree of

completeness. It is true that no series of archaeologic objects can ever

be considered complete, but in exceiJtional cases the sources of supply

may be so thoroughly explored that the development of new features of

importance cannot reasonably be expected. If any series of American
ceramic products has reached such a condition, it is that of the middle

portions of the Mississippi Valley; yet, even in this case, I consider it

unwise to attempt a monographic study, and prefer to single out a par-

ticular collection, making it the subject of a thorough investigation.

When the idea of preparing such a paper was first conceived, the col.

lection presenting the greatest advantages was that of the Academy of

Natural Sciences at Davenport, Iowa, which was, therefore, chosen.

Other museums, especially those at Cambridge, Saint Louis, and Wash-
ington, were rich in material from this region, but none of these collec-

tions were so homogeneous and satisfactory.

The National Museum has recently received important accessions

from the Mississippi Valley, through the agency of the Bureau of Eth-

nology, and ere the publication of this paper will probably excel all

others in the number and variety of its mound relics. Some of its ma-

terial has already been jmblished by Dr. Charles Rau, Prof. C. C. Jones,

Dr. Joseph Jones, and myself, and several additional examples are given

in this paper.

Professor P. W. Putnam has described and illustrated many pieces

belonging to the Peabody Museum, and Professor W. B. Potter and

Dr. Edward Evers have issued an important work on the Saint Louis

collections, in Contributions to the Archieology of Missouri.

367
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This study is intended to pave the way to a thorough classification of

the multitude of relics, aud to the discovery of a method of procedure

suited to a broad and exhaustive treatment of the ceramic art.

I do not expect to discuss ethnical questions, although ceramic studies

will eventually be of assistance in determining the distribution and

migrations of peoples, and in fixing the chronology of very remote

events in the history of pottery making races.

Some of the results of my studies of the evolutionary phase of the

subject are embodied in an accompanying jiaper upon the " Origin and

Development of Form and Oriianu'nt," and a second i)aper will soon

follow." Before the final work is issued 1 hope to make close studies of

all the principal collections, public and private. In such a work the

importaiu^e of great numbers of examples cannot be overestimated.

Facts can be learned from a few specimens, but relationships aud prin-

ciples can only be derived from the study of multitudes.

I shall i»robably have occasion to modify many of the views advanced

in these preliminary papers, but it is only by pushing out such advance

guards that the final goal can be reached.

Since the original issue of this paper in the Proceedings of the Daven-

l)ort Academy of Sciences, a careful revision of the text has been made
and much additional matter and a number of illustrations have been

added.

I wish in this place to express my obligations to the otficersand mem-

bers of the Davenport Academy of Sciences, and especially to Mrs. M.

L. D. Putnam and Prof. W. H. Pratt, whose generous aid has been of

the greatest service to me.



CERAMIC GROUPS.

In studying the collections from the Mississippi Valley, I find it con

venient to classify the ceramic products in three great groups, which be

long to as many pretty well-defined districts ; these I have named, for

convenience of treatment, the Upper Mississippi, the Middle Mississippi,

and the Lower Mississippi or Gulf provinces. Other pottery occurs within

the limits of these areas, but the examples found in the museums are so

few that very little of importance can be learned from them.

The three groujJS enumerated are not equally represented. The great

body of our collections is from the middle province. The ware of the

Lower Mississippi or Gulf district, of which we have but a small num-

ber of pieces, has many features in common with the pottery of the mid-

dle district, and at the same time is identical in most respects with

that of the Gulf coast to the east. No well defined line can be drawn

between them ; but the ware of tlie north is wholly distinct and need

never be confounded with the other groups.

MIDDLE MISSISSIPPI PROVINCE.

Distribution.— It must not be inferred that there is perfect uni-

formity in the pottery of this, or any other, extended region ; local pe-

culiarities are always to be found. The products of contiguous districts,

such, for example, as those of Mississippi County, Arkansas, and New
Madrid County, Missouri, have much in common, and will at once be

recognized as belonging to the same family, yet the differences are so

marked that the unskilled observer could point them out with ease.

As indicated by decided family resemblances, the wares of this group

extend over the greater part of the States of Missouri, Arkansas, and

Tennessee, cover large portions of Mississippi, Kentucky, and Illinois,

and reach somewhat into Iowa, Indiana, Alabama, Louisiana, and

Texas. The types are better marked and the products more abundant

about the center of this area, "which may be defined roughly as includ-

ing contiguous parts of Missouri, Arkansas, and Tennessee, with a

pretty decided focal center, at least in the abundance of relics, at Pecan

Point, Arkansas.

The borders of the district are necessarily not clearly defined. The

characters of the art products blend more or less with those of neigh-

1 in'H
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boring sectious. This is a usual plienonienoii, aud is i)rol)ably due to a

variety of causes. The mere coutact of peoples leads to the exchange

of ideas, and, consequently, to similarities in the products of industry.

A change of habitat, with its consequent change of en\ironment, is ca-

pable of modifying art to a great extent. Groups of relics and remains

attributed by archieologists to distinct stocks of people, may, in cases,

be the work of one and the same people executed under the influence of

different environments and at widely separated periods of time.

Mixed couditious iu the remains of a locality are often due to the

presence of different peoples, synchronously or otherwise. This occurs

in many places on the outskirts of this district, a good illustration being

found in East Tennessee, where three or four distinct groups of ware
are intermingled. As would naturally be expecte<l, the distribution is

governed somewhat by the great water-ways, and pottery of this prov-

ince is found tar up the Ohio, Tennessee, and Arkansas Rivers.

How FOUND.—All peoples have resorted, at some period of their his-

tory, to the practice of burying articles of use or value with the dead.

It is to this custom that we owe the preservation of so many entire

pieces of these fragile utensils. Tiiey are exhumed from burial mounds
in great numbers, and to an equal extent, perhaps, from sirajile, un-

marked graves which are constantly being brought to light by the

plowshare. Fragmentary ware is found also in refuse heaps, on

house and village sites, and scattered broadcast over the face of the

land.

This pottery, at its best, was probably not greatly sui)erior in Imrd-

ness to our own soft earthenware, and the disintegrating agencies of

the soil have often reduced it to a very fragile state. Some writer

has expressed the belief that a considerable portion of the ware of this

province was suu-baked merely. This view is hardly a safe one, how-
ever, as clay, unmixed with lime or other like indurating ingredient,

no matter how long exposed to the rays of the sun, would, from ages

of coutact with the moist earth, certainly return to its original con-

dition. I have seen but few ])ieces that, even after tbe bleaching

of centuries, did not show traces of the daik mottliugs that result from

imperfect firing. There probably was a period of unbaked clay preced-

ing the terracotta epoch, but we cannot expect to find definite traces

of its existence except, perhaps, in cases where large masses, such as

mounds or fortifications, were employed.

The relations of the various articles of pottery to the bodies with

which they were associated seem to be quite varied. The position of

each vessel was determined by its contents, by its sj'mbolic use, or by
the pleasure of the depositor. Uniformity cannot be expected in this

more than in other features of burial. In other sections of the country

the pieces of pottery are said to have been broken before final iniiuma

tion took place, but such was certainly not the practice in this province.
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Age.—There can be no reasonable doubt that the manufactui'e of

this ware began many centuries before the advent of the white race,

but it is equally certain that the art was extensively practiced until

quite recent times. The early explorers of Louisiana saw it in use, and

the processes of manufacture are described by Dumont and others.

Possibly Du Pratz had in mind some of the identical vessels now upon

our museum shelves when he said that "the women make pots of au

extraordinary size, jars with a medium-sized opening, bowls, two-pint

bottles with long necks, pots or jugs for containing bear's oil, which

hold as much as forty pints, and finally plates and dishes in the French

fashion."'

Vessels were certainly made in great numbers by the Natchez and

other tribes within our period, and it is reasonable to suppose that they

belonged to the great group under discussion. If not, it will be necessary

to seek the cause of their total disappearance, since, as I have already

said, the pottery of this district, as shown by the relics, is practically

a unit.

The introduction of metal utensils was a death-blow to the native in-

dustry, although some of the southern tribes, the Cherokees, for example,

seem to have pra(;ticed the art continuously, in a very limited way,

down to the present time. There is but little evidence of the influence

of the art of the whites upon the ceramic i^roducts of this province,

although the forms are sometimes thought to be suggestive of European

models. It is certain, however, that the art had reached its highest

stage without the aid of civilized bands, and in the study of its many
interesting features we can feel assured that we are dealing with purely

aboriginal ideas.

The pottery of this province is remarkably homogeneous in character,

and we are warranted in assigning it to a single period of culture, and,

in concluding, that the peoples who developed and practiced the art be-

longed to a group of closely-allied tribes. We can also state without

fear of precii)itating a controversy that the people who made this pot-

tery were "mound-builders." At the same time, they were not neces-

sarily of the same people as the builders of the mounds of Wisconsin,

Ohio, or Georgia or contemporaneous with them.

Use.—It is difficult to determine the functions of the various forms

of vessels. We are safe in stating that in very primitive times nearly

all were intended for use in the domestic arts, and that as time went on

uses were differentiated—form, as a consequence, undergoing many
changes. Early writers on the Southern States mention a number of

ordinary uses, such as cooking, the carrying and boiling of water, the

manufacture of sugar and salt, and the preservation of honey, oil, and

paint.

Only a small percentage of the vessels, and these generally of the

pot-shaped variety, show indications of use over fire. It is well known

' Du Pratz: Histoire de la Louisiaue, Vol. II, p. 179
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that with most peoples particular forms were devoted to especial cere-

monial uses. The construction of vases exclusively for mortuary i)ur-

poses was probably not generally practiced, although a few examples,

notably those illustrated in Figs. 372 and 420, point decidedly in this

direction.

The simple conditions of life with these peoiile are indicated by the

absence of certain forms. Lam ps, whistles, toys, bricks, tiles, and other

articles in common use with many barbaric nations, are not found in this

l>rovince. Pii)es, so neatly shaped by other mound-building peoples, are

here of a very rude character, a point indicating decided distinctions be-

tween the tribes of this province and those of neighboring sections.

Construction.—The methods of manufacture have evidently been

of a primitive character. The wheel or lathe has not been used. At
the advent of the whites, the natives were observed to build their ves-

sels by a process known as " coiling," and by modeling over gourds,

and over blocks of wood and masses of indurated clay shaped for the

l)urpose.

It is probable that iu many cases the sui)port was not a mold in

the ordinary sense, but was simply a rounded object of small size held

iu one hand while the base of the vessel was formed over it by the

other. Rounded pebbles, or the mushroom-shaped objects of clay some-

times found in the mounds, would have served the purpose perfectly.

Trowels, paddles, stamps, polishing-stones, and other implements were

used in finishing.

Baskets were also used as molds, and pliable fabrics, such as nets

and coarse cloths, were employed in some sections. The methods of

baking have apparently not been described in much detail by early

writers, but the ware itself bears the marks of those simple processes

known to our modern tribes. It is highly probable that the work was
done by the women, and that each community had its skilled potters,

who built and baked the ware iu the open air, going through those

simple mummeries that accompany the work among most primitive

peoples.

Material.—The material employed was usually a moderately fine-

grained clay, tempered, in a great majority of cases, with pulverized

shells. The shells used were doubtless obtained from the neighboring

rivers. In many of the vessels the particles are large, measuring as

much as one-fourth or even one-half of an inch in width, but iu the

more elegant vases the shell has been reduced to a fine powder. Pow-
dered potsherds were also used. The clay was, apparently, often

impure or loamy. It was, probably, at times, obtained from recent

alluvial deposits of the bayous—the sediment of overflows—as was the

potter's clay of the Nile. There is no reason for believing that the

finer processes of powdering and levigation were known. A slip or

wash of very finely comminuted clay was sometimes applied to the

surface of the vessel. The walls of the vessels are ofteu thick and un-
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even, aud are always quite porous, a feature of no little importance in

the storage of drinking-water, but one resulting from accident rather

than from design.

Color.—The i)aste of this ware presents two marked varieties of

color, a dark and a light hue. In a majority of cases it is dark, ranging

from a rich black to all shades of brown and gray. The lighter tints

are usually warm ochrey grays, raielj' approaching reddish or terra

cotta hues. It is highly probable that the differences of color were, to

some extent, intentionally produced, and that the material or methods

of firing were regulated in a way to produce one tint or another at pleas-

ure. This theory is confirmed by the fact that certain forms of vases

are pretty generally dark, while certain other forms are as uniformly

light—the latter in nearly all cases being used for the application of

color, or of designs in color.

Form.—This ware exhibits a great variety of forms, many of wliicii

are extremely pleasing. In this respect it is far superior to the other

prehistoric groups of the eastern United States. The shapes are as

varied and elegant as those of the ancient Pueblo pottery, but are infe-

rior to those of Mexico, Central America, and Peru. They take a higher

rank than the prehistoric wares of central and northern Europe, but as

a matter of course lack the symmetry and refinement of outline that

characterize the wheel-nuide wares of J'editerranean countries.

As I classify by form farther on, and discuss the origin of form as

each form-group is presented, I shall not make further refereuce to this

topic here.

Finish.—The finish, as compared with the work of civilized nations,

is rude. Tiie surface is often simply hand or trowel smoothed. Gen-

erally, however, it was more or less carefully polished by rubbing with

an implement of stone, shell, bone, or other suitable substance, the

markings of these tools being distinctly visible. Nothing resembling

a glaze has been found on x^ieces known to be ancient. The surface

was sometimes washed or coated with a slip or film of fine clay which

facilitated the polishing, and in very many cases a coat of thick red

ocher was applied.

Ornament.—The ancient potter of the middle province has taken

especial delight in the embellisliment of his wares, and the devices used

are varied and interesting. They include, first, fanciful modifications

of form ; second, relief ornament; third, intaglio figures; and, fourth,

designs in color.

Modification of shape.—It can hardly be claimed that the ancient peo-

ples of this region had a very refined appreciation of elegance of out-

line, yet the simple, essential forms of cups and pots were by no means
satisfactory to them. There are many modifications of shape that indi-

cate a taste for higher types of beauty, and a constant attempt to realize

them. The aesthetic sentiment was considerably developed.
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There is also a decided tendency toward the grotesque. To such an

extreme have the dictates of fancy been followed, in this respect, that

utility, the true office of the utensil, has often taken a secondary place,

although it is never lost sight of entirely. Bowls have been fashioned

into the shipcs of birds, lishes, and reptiles, and vases aud bottles into

a multitude of animal and vegetable forms without apparent regard to

convenience. All of these modifications of essential forms were doubt-

less looked upon as, in a sense, ornamental. So far as I can determine

they were in no case intended to be humorous.

Relief ornament.—Decorative ideas of a purely conventional character

are often worked out in both low and salient relief. This is generally

accomplislied by the addition of nodes and fillets of clay to the plain

surfaces of the vessel. Fillets are applied in various ways over the

body, forming horizontal, oblique, and vertical bands or ribs. When
placed about the rim or base, these ti.lets are often indented with

the finger or an implement in a way to imitate, rudely, a heavy twisted

cord—a feature evidently borrowed from basketry. Nodes are like-

wise attached in various ways to the neck and body of the vessel. In

some cases the entire surface of the larger vessels is varied by i)inching

up small bits of the clay between the nails of the fingers aud thumb.

An implement is sometimes used to produce a similar result.

InUuilio designs. — The assthetic tendencies of these potters are well

shown by their essays in engraving. They worked with points upon

both the plastic and the sun-dried clay, as well as at times upon the

fire-baked surface. Figures thus produced exhibit a wide range of

artistic achievement. They illustrate all stages of progress from the

most archaic type of ornament— the use of dots aud straight lines—
to the most elegant combinations of curves; and, finally, to the delinea-

tion of life forms and fanciful conceptions.

Generally, when a blunt implement is employed, the line is produced

by a movement that I shall call irailinfi, in contradistinction to incisiaH,

in which a sharp point is used, and excision or excavation, which is

more easily accomplished with the end of a hollow reed or bone. Im-

pressed or stamped ornameut is of rare occurrence, and anything like

repoussee work is practically unknown. The practice of imi)ressing

cords aud fabrics was common among many of the northern tribes, and

nets have been used in the manufacture and ornameutation of vases at

many points within this province. The use of stamps, especially pre-

pared, was in vogue in most of the Gulf States, and to a limited extent

in northern Iccalities.

Designs in color.—The colors used in painting are white, red, Itrown,

and black, and have generally consisted of thick, opaque, clayey paste,

white or colored with ochers. Occasionally the colors used seem to

have been mere stains. All were probably laid on with coarse brushes

of hair, feathers, or vegetable fiber. The figures are in most cases sim-
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pie, and are applied iu broad, bold Hues, indicative of a strong talent

for decoration. The forms are, to a great extent, curvilinear, and
enihnice meanders, scrolls, circles, and combinations and gronpings of

curved lines iu great variety. Of rectilinear forms, lozenges, guilloches,

zigzags, and checkers are best known.
The decided iirevaleuce of curved forms is worthy of remark. With

all tlieii fertility of invention, the inhabitants of this valley seem never

to have achieved the rectangular linked meander, or anything more

nearly approaching it than the current scroll or the an;;ular guilloche,

while other peoples, such as the Pueblos of the Southwest and the

ancient nations of Mexico and Peru found in it a chief resource. The
reasons for this, as well as for other peculiarities of the decorative art

of the mound-builders as embodied in pottery, must be sought for in

the antecedent and coexistent arts of these tribes. These peoples

were certainly not highly accomplished in the textile arts, nor had

they felt the influence of advanced architecture such as that of Mex-

ico. The influence of such arts inevitably gives rise to angular geo-

metric figures. Taken as a whole, the remains of the mound-builders

would seem to point to a hyperborean origin for both the people and

their arts.

The origin of decorative ideas, the processes by which they are

acquired by the various arts, and their subsequent mutations of form

and significance are matters of the greatest interest, and a separate

paper will Le devoted to their consideration.

Classification of forms.—Form cannot l)e made a satisfactory

basis of classification, yet within a given group of j)roducts, defined by

general characters, a classification by shaj)e will be found to facilitate

description. In making such a classification we must distinguish

essential from non-essential features, that is to say, for example,

that bowls nuist be placed with bowls, bottles with bottles, etc., dis-

regarding the various fanciful modifications given to rims, necks, and

bodies for the sake of embellishment. To recognize these adventitious

features, which are almost infinite in variety, would be to greatly em-

barrass form classification.

There is also another difiBculty in the employment of form in classifi-

cation—the nomenclature is very imperfect. We cannot use Greek

names, as our forms correspond in a very few instances only with the

highly developed forms known to classic art. Our own plain tei'ms, al-

though defective, are better and far more appropriate. All necessary

correlations of form can readily be made when the comparative study of

the pottery of the world is undertaken.

If we take a full set of these primitive vessels and arrange them in

the order of increasing complexity we have an unbroken series ranging

from the simplest cup to the high-necked bottle with perforated foot or

with tripod. A partial series is shown iu the upper line, Fig 361. A
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multitude of variations from these outlines are found, a few of which

are suggested in the lower line.

^2? O
Fig. 361.—Scale of forms.

Compound, eccentric, and life forms are giveu elsewhere.

In deciding upon the order of arrangement for the various form

groups, I shall be governed by what appears to be the natural order

of evolution—a progress from simple to complex. First then we have

basin like vessels, such as dishes, cups, and bowls. Second, vases with

wide mouths and somewhat globular bodies, the larger of which would

be very generally recognized as jiots. Third, vases with fall bodies and
narrow mouths, such as are ofteu termed jVfrs, but which are as properly

called bottles. Fourth, vessels with high, narrow necks, universally

denominated bottles. Vessels that cannot be grouped with either of

these classes will have to be described in sub-groups, arranged in the

order of their complexity or importance.

OKKiiN OF FORM.—The derivation and subsequent mutations of

form will be treated somewhat in detail as the various forms come up,

and a subsequent paper will dwell ui)on the topic at considerable length.

BOWLS.

Basin or bowl-.shaped vessels exhibit great diversity of shape and or-

nament. In size they range from less than one inch in diameter and

depth to more than twenty inches in diameter and a foot in depth. In

color and finish they are uniform with vessels of the other classes.

Their uses were doubtless chiefly domestic.

Form.—The forms are greatly varied, as will be seen in Fig. 362.

Many are simply segments of spheres and vary from a shallow saucer

to a hollow perforated globe. Others have elongated, compressed, or

D ^ O O
Fig. 362.—Forms of bowls.

conical bodies, with round or flattened bases. Rectangular and irregu-

lar forms are sometimes found. Stands and legs are but rarely attached,

and handles, excepting those of a grotesque character, are exceptional.
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It will probably be safe to assume that some form of shallow vessel

—

a dish, cup, or bowl, was the first artificial form produced. Such a ves-

sel would be most easily fashioned in clay and may have been suggested

by accident, or by natural or artificial vessels.

Whatever the origin or whichever the method of construction, the

difficulties encountered would at first prevent the manufacture of other

than the simplest forms.

Ornament.—The ornamentation of bowls was accomplished in a

variety of ways. These have been already described in a general way,
under the head of ornament. Kim modifications constitute an im-

portant feature. The margin or lip may be square, oblique, round, or

grooved, as indicated in Fig. .303 a, b, c, and d. The scallop may be

employed as in eand/, and relief ornament may be added, such as fil-

lets and nodes, and various horizontal projections, as shown in the

a bed

Fig. 363.—Modification of rims.

second line. Fig. 363, to say nothing of incised lines and indentations,

which are the heritage of wicker-work.

Not satisfied with these simple ideas of decoration, the fancy of the

potter led him to add embellishments of most varied and often of ex-

traordinary character. The nodes and ridges have been enlarged and

prolonged, and fashioned into a thousand natural and fanciful forms.

Shells, fish, birds, beasts, human and impossible creatures have been

utilized in a multitude of ways. Many illustrations of these are given

on subsequent pages.

The body of the bowl is somewhat less profusely ornamented thau the

rim. The interior, as well as the exterior, has received painted, relieved,

and intaglio designs. In the painted ones the favorite idea for the in-

terior is a series of volutes, in broad lines, radiating from the center of

the basin. Groups of festooned lines, either painted or engraved, and

arranged to give the effect of imbricate scales, form also a favorite mo-

tive. The exterior surface of the incurved rims of globular vessels

offers a tempting surface to the artist and is often tastefully decorated

in all the styles.
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Illustrations.—Ordinary forms.—I have not thought it necessary

to present many cuts of simple undecorated vessels, as their shapes are

repeated numberless times in elaborated forms. The crude examples

teach nothing as to stage of culture. They are of the same time and

people as the finer specimens.

The small bowl given in Fig. 364 is unusually well made, and is pe-

culiar in having its interior surface decorated with a rather chaste in-

FiG. 361.—Bowl : Arkansas

cised design consisting of festooned lines. This was a favorite idea with

the ancient potters and may be seen on both exterior and interior

surfaces of a variety of vessels. The rim is beveled on the inner edge

and has a beaded or indented fillet encircling the outer margin. The
bottom is somewhat flattened. This specimen is from Arkansas.

In Fig. 305 we have a good example of the dark, nicely-finished ware

of Arkansas. The widely exi)audiug rim is neatly scalloped on the

Fig. 365.—Bowl: Arkansas.— 5.

margin and is finished on the inside with a pattern of incised lines.

These lines appear to have been engraved in the hardened clay. The
form is rendered graceful by a shallow encircling depression or groove

at the base of the rim. The bottom is somewhat flattened.

Occasionally we find very deep bowls with sloping sides and flat bot-

toms resembling our common flower pots. One example irom Arkansas
is seven inches in diameter at the top and four at the base, and five

inches deep. A heavy band of clay has been added to the outer margin
of the rim, leaving a channel above and beneath. A number of perfora-

tions occur in this rim, as if made for the passage of thongs or filaments.

A similar specimen of larger dimensions may be seen in the National

Museum.
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We have a number of bowls with incurved rims. This form is more

characteristic of the south and.is common along the Gulf coast.

A very small example is shown in Fig. 3GG. The lower part of the

body is nearly hemispherical while the rim contracts slightly, giving a

rather graceful outline. The exterior is embellished with a simple iig-

FlR. SOS.—Uup: Arkausas.— J.

ure consisting of four linked scrolls which have been traced with a blunt

point in the moist clay.

A much larger vessel resembling the above in shape is given in Fig.

367. It is of the dark brownish shell-tempered ware, characteristic of

Arkansas. The lip is much incurved and the base considerably flat-

tened , so that the form is that of a greatly compressed oblate spheroid.

The outer surface has been moderately well polished, and is ornamented

in a very effective manner by a series of figures, outlined by incised

lines, alternate spaces being filled in with minute punctures.

A favorite form is a bowl with i'ull deep bodj and incurved lip. A
vessel of this class is illustrated in Fig. 3(iS. The rim is but slightly in-

curved, while the body is considerably constricted below the greatest

circumference. It is a unique and handsome specimen. The color of

the slip is a pale, reddish-gray, a little darker than an ordinary flesh

tint. The paste is seen to be yellowish where the surface has been in-

jured. The ornament is a simple meander, consisting of three incised

lines. It is said to have been found in Arkansas. Other bowls of like

form and of elegant finish are found in the collection. They are gener-

ally dark in color, and have large apertures, low walls and flattened

bases. The meander, mostly in its more simple forms, is the favorite

decoration.
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There are many red vessels of the class under consideration, but the

majority are less contracted at tlie aperture and thus are somewhat pot-

shaped. They are rather rudely coustructed and finished, and but for

the color, would seem to be intended for ordinary cooking purposes. I

observe in a number of cases that circular medallion like ornaments have
been set around the rim. These are from one-half to one inch in diam-

eter, and are generally perforated or punctured in two or three places,

Fig. 368.—13owl; Arkauaas.— J.

apparently with the idea of representing a face. The effect is very much
like that of the small perforated disks, riveted upon the exterior of cop-

per or tin kettles for the purpose of attaching handles. Occasionally

a tail-like appendage is added to the under side of these discoidal heads,

suggesting the tadj)ole figures upon the sacred water vessels of the

Pueblo Indians.

One large basin with slightly incurved rim has a series of triangular

figures in red and brown upon both the inner and the outer surfaces.

It is rudely finished and of large size, being eleven inches in diameter
and seven and a half in height.

Eccentricforms.—Before proceeding with the discussion of life-forms

as exhibited in bowls, I must present a few unique shapes.

Fig. 369. Fig. 37u.

Cupa: Arkansas (?).—^.

These consist of ladle-shaped vessels, and of bowls or basins with

rectangular, oval, or nn.symmetrical outlines. Ladles are of rare occur-

rence. In the Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology I have
illustrated the best example that has come to my notice. The Daven-
port collection contains but one specimen—a rude shallow cup with a
short thick handle. The form suggests the wooden and horn spoons of

the modern tribes and may have originated in their archaic prototypes.
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Fig. 3G9 illustrates a minute cup rudely made of coarse clay. The
outline is oval and slightly pointed at one end, as if intended for pour-

ing liquids.

In Fig. 370 we have another small vessel of rude finish with two
pointed lips. A much larger vessel of similar shape may be seen in

the Davenport collection. The projecting pointed lip is rarely found in

aboriginal pottery, although I see no reason why such a feature may
not readily have been suggested to the savage by the prolonged mar-

gins of his vessels of shell.

Eectangular vessels are of the rude shell-tempered ware, and, although

rare, are widely distributed.

Fig. 371 illustrates a specimen from Pecan Point, Arkansas. The sur-

face is rudely finished and without jiolish. The color is a dark gi'ay,

much flecked with large particles of white shell. Another example has

Fig. 371.—Kectaugiilar bowl: pecau Point, Arkansas.—J.

a square rim but a rounded bottom, and is covered with a coat or slip of

dark red clay.

A small vessel from the same region as the preceding has the rim

pressed in on the four sides, leaving sharp, projecting corners.

One of the most notable vessels in the collection is illustrated in Fig.

372. It is a heavy casket consisting of two i)arts, body and lid, and is

made as usual of clay and coarsely pulverized shell. It is brownish gray

in color and bears some marks of the baking. It was obtained by Cap-

tain W. P. Hall from a low mound at Hale's Point, Tennessee, and is de-

scribed by Mr. W. 11. Pratt, in the following language :
" It is of rude,

irregular, quadrangular form, made in two parts. The lower, or case

proper, is 12 inches long, 7 inches wide, and 5 inches deep, inside

measure, the upper edge being slightly bent inward all around. The
upper part or lid is of similar form and dimensions, being very slightly

larger, so as to close down over the other part, about one and a half

inches, and is somewhat more shallow. As the lid does not fit very per-

fectly, the joint around the edge had been plastered up with clay.

When found, it contained the remains of a very small child reduced to

dust, except that some of the bones of the skull, jaws, and limbs retained
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their form, crumbling rapidly, however, upon removal and exposure to

the air. Ttiere were also found two or three dozen small shell beads.

Excei>ting the remains described, the case was entirely empty. The

case weighs six and a quarter, and the lid just six pounds." This is

one of the very few vessels that would seem to have been constructed

especially for mortuary purposes.

I wish to add to the list of eccentric forms a singular example from

the collection of J. R. Thibault, of Little Eock, Arkansas. As shown

in Fig. 373 it is an obloug, trough-like, vessel with flat projecting wings

at the ends. It is extremely well-finished, with thin walls, symmetrical

form, and high polish. The color is quite dark and the material is as

usual. The engraved design consists of incised lines, which form a

Flo. 372,—Burial Liiskcl: ILilc 6 Puiiit, Ti'uufsstii--—^-

number of rectangular compartments extending around the exterior sur

face of the body. The wings are perforated. The form of this vessel

suggests the wooden trays of some modern tribes. A similar example,

which is illustrated in the Third Annual Eeport of the Bureau of Eth-

nology, is of much inferior interest, being plain and rude.

Life farms.—A very large percentage of the bowls of this district are

modified in such a way as to resemble, more or less closely, the form of

some living creature—bird, beast, or reptile. Especial attention has

been given to the heads. These are modeled in the round and attached

to the rim ur side, while other parts of the animal appear upon different

portions of the vessel.
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It will be diflQcult to determine the origin of this curious practice.

We shall not be able to say that it came from the elaboration of han-

dles, simply to please fancy, for the reason that vessels of this class are

rarely known to have had simple handles ; nor from the modification of

simple ornaments, as such were but little used. It is still less probable
that animal forms were first modeled independently, and afterwards
changed in such a way as to serve as vessels. There are no examples
of animal forms in clay independent of vessels. It would not be con-

sistent with primitive methods of procedure to copy nature direct, at

least until some mystic significance had become attached to the form

employed. It is possible, however, that the oi'igiu of this practice is

not to be found within the i^lastic art itself, but in the shapes of antece-

dent and co-existent vessels of other materials in which life forms had
been employed ; or in the use of natural objects themselves as utensils,

the origiual forms not having been lost sight of and having in time sug-

gested the employment of other natural forms. Examples of the latter

class may be cited.

Fig. 373.—Truush-sbiipcd ve.ssel ; Aikansas.—

J

[National Museum.]

Shells were primitive vessels. The hard cases of seeds and fruits were

also much used. These were doubtless antecedent to vessels of clay.

They were the natural models for the potter, the carver in wood or

stone, and their employment as such served to lead up gradually to a

more realistic and general use of natural shapes in works of art to

which they were not essential features. The importance of the various

animal forms was increased by their association with religious ideas.

Nearlj' all the vessels of this class presented in the following illustrations

come from the vicinity of Pecan Point, Arkansas.

Clay vessels imitating both marine and fresh-water shells are occasion-

ally obtained from the mounds and graves of the IMississippi Valley.

The conch shell appears to have been a favorite model, especially in its

modified form. Fig. 374, a and h. The clam shell is also imitated in c and

d. The more conventional forms of these vessels are exceedingly in-

teresting, as they point out the tendencies and possibilities of modifica-

tion. An instructive example illustrated iu e has four groups of nodes,
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each consisting of a large central node with four or five smaller ones,

surrounding it, set about the rim, the conception being that of four

shells joined in one vessel, with the noded apexes turned outward and
the bases inward.

A still more highly conventionalized form is shown in/. The cup is

unsymmetrical in outline, and has a few imperfect nodes near one cor-

FlG. 374.—Clay vessels imitating shells.

ner, but its resemblance to a shell would hardly be recognized by one
unacquainted with more realistic renderings of like subjects. In g we
have an imitation of a shell cup placed within a plain cup.

A very good illustration of thisclass of vessel is given in Fig. 375. It is

evidently intended to imitate a trimmed conch shell. The apex and a few
of the surrounding nodes are shown at the right, while the base or spine

forms a projecting lip at the left. A coil of clay forms the apex. This

Fig. 375.—Bcwl iuiitatiii'.; a (iified couch shell.— ^.

is carried outward in a sinistral spiral to the noded shoulder. We have
here a suggestion of the origin of a favorite decorative motive, the

scroll, a clew, however, which tlie paucity of examples makes it difficult

to follow up satisfactorily.

Although we may not be able to arrive at any definite conclusion in

regard to the origin and signifiiiance of the practice of modeling life

forms in clay, we are certain of one thing, that it became an important
feature in the potter's art, and that in due course of time the practice

broke loose from the restraints of birth and tradition and asserted its
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freedom in the production of any fonn tbat suijerstition or fancy hap-

pened to select.

The artist probably did not follow nature with great accuracy in all the

details of species and varieties, but some definite model must have been

Fig. 376.—Frog-shaped bowl : Craigshe.id Point, Arkansas.—

J

in view, in nearly all cases, and such characters as came to be re-

garded as essential to that creature were never lost sight of, consistency

/4

Fig. 377.—Frog-shaped bowl ; Pecan Point, Arkansas.—J.

being a most notable characteristic of the art of a savage or barbaric

people.

FlG. 378.— Aniinal-sliaped bowl : Arkansas.—i.

The sun-fish was a favorite model, but its form was generally em-
ployed in vessels with upright necks. A number of examples occur

4 ETH 25
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in the uext section. Of reptilian forms the frog seems to have been

the favorite.

Few examples occur, however, in the shallower vessels. In the bowl

illustrated in Fig. 376, the various members of the body are boldly

Fig. 379.—Bird-shaped bowl ; Arkansas.—J.

Fig. 380.—Bird-shaped bowl : Arkansas.—§.

modeled, and appear about the most expanded portion of the vessel.

The rim is ornamented with a series of notches, and two small loops

connect the rim with the head and tail of the creature. The legs are

characteristic, and the long toes extend beneath the body. The bottom
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of the vessel is flat. The make and finish are as usual, but the surface
has been painted red. A similar vessel is shown in Fig. 377, the view
being taken from the front. It is well polished and has a rounded bot-

tom. The color is dark.

Pig. 381.—Bird-shaped bowl : Arkansas.—J.

Another remarkable example of this use of animal forms is seen in

the vessel presented in Fig. 378. A deep globular bowl of dark, well-

polished ware is made to represent the head of an animal. A long

snout, with teeth and nostrils and accompanied by a pair of knobs

Fig. 382.—Bowl with grotesque heads : Arkansas.—J.

for eyes, embellishes the right side—as seen in the cut—ears appear

at the front and back, and a circular node standing, perhaps, for the

severed neck, is placed at the left. The head has a decidedly porcine

look, yet it may have been intended for a raccoon or an opossum.
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Fig. 379 illustrates a large shallow bowl or pan of ordinary form and
finish. The head of a bird resembling a turkey is attached to one side,

with the bill turned inward. On the opposite side there is a small

handle-like projection that represents the bird's tail.

A vessel of somewhat extraordinary form is shown in Fig. 380. The
bowl is smaller and deeper than the last, and serves as the body of

a bird, the head and tail of which are of unusual proportions. The
neck is very long and thick and is gracefully curved, but the head

is not modeled with sufficient care to make apparent the species in-

tended.

The vessel shown in Fig. 381 is also finished in imitation of a bird.

In this ca.se the bird is placed upon its back, the neck and head being

looped up to form a sort of handle on one side, while the legs answer a

like purpose on the opposite side. The wings are represented by a

number of lines rudely engraved upon the sides of the vessel. The
resemblance of this bowl to the wooden basins made by Northwest

Coast Indians is very striking.

The vessel shown in Fig. 382 is one of the most unique yet brought to

light. It is a heavy, rather rudely finished bowl, to the rim of which
two grotesque heads, apparently of nondescript character, have been
attached. One resembles the oft-occurring plumed serpent of aborigi-

nal American art iu a number of its characters. The other has a double

comb somewhat resembling that of a domestic fowl. No description

can convey as clear a conceiJtion of these monstrosities as the accom-

panying illustration.

bed
Fig. 383.—Heads of birds.

Fig. 384.—Grotesque heads.

A good degree of skill is shown in the modeling of varieties of birds.

A fair idea of the accuracy of these potters in this direction will be

conveyed by the series of heads shown in Fig. 383. Several species of
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ducks arc apparently differentiated, one of whicli, resembling the sum-
mer duck closely, is given in a, while the head given in 6, although
possibly also intended for a duck, is much like a grouse or partridge.

The pigeon or dove is seen in c, the vulture or eagle in r?, and the owl
in e.

Flo. 385.—Bowl with grotesque- Lead ; IVcau Point, Arkansas.—|.

It would be difficult to imagine more grotesque and outlandish heads
than those attached to the bowls illustrated in Figs. 385 and 3SG. The
vessels themselves are of the usual type, rudely modeled and finished

Fig. 386.—Bowl with grotesque bend: Pecan Point, Arkansas.

—

h.

and very heavy. The first is dark in color, the other red. The strange

animal here represented is certainly not a close copy of anything in
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nature. It is characterized by upright ears, a high bulbous snout and

a grinning mouth. The teeth in some cases resemble the fangs of a

serpent. The eyes consist of rounded nodes ; and often curved lines,

Fig. 387.—Bowl with grotesque Uaudlo : Scanlou'a Landing, Arkansas.—J.

incised or in relief, extend from them or the mouth down the sides of

the neck. The tail at the opposite end of the vessel is turned upward

Fig. 3S8. — Animal-abapid bowl : Arkansas.—J.

and coiled. The type specimens of this form are from Pecan Point,

Arkansas.
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The peculiar character of this class of heads is well shown iu the

series giveu in Fig. 384. My observations have led me to suspect that

they may be the result of attempts to model iu clay the mythical plumed
serpent which is so graphically delineated in the engraving upon the

little vase shown in Fig. 407. The fact that in one case legs have been
added to the base of the body militates against this theory. Their re-

semblance to the gargoyle heads of mediseval architecture suggests

the i:)ossibility of early European influence.

If possible, a still more novel conceit is embodied in the handle of

the vessel shown in Fig. 387. It can be likened to nothing in nature

more readily than to the antler of an elk. This vessel is of a dark

brownish color, and is but slightly polished. A duplicate specimen of

inferior size and finish has recently been added to the National Museum
from a grave at Pecan Point.

Similar to the preceding in general appearance are a number of bowls

or deep pans, embellished with the heads of animals. A very good
example is given in Fig. 388. The head has a decided resemblance

to that of a female deer or fawn. The tail appears upon the oppo-

site side of the basin, and is pendant, as iu nature. Legs have been

added to the base of the bowl ; these terminate beneath the body in

cloven hoofs.

The small bowl, shown in Fig. 389, is nearly hemispherical in shape.

Fig. 389.—Animal-abaped bowl : Arkansas.

—

1-

A small head, representing some animal, has been attached to the

rim. The exterior surface is covered with a number of groups of

roughly-worked concentric ridges, which may be meant to imitate hair.

These ridges have apparently been made by pinching up the clay be-

tween the nails of the fingers and thumb. Figures of similar form are

generally incised. This vessel is probably from the vicinity of Pecan

Point.

The creature represented by the head, shown in Fig. 390, would not

be recognized from the cut, or perhaps not even with certainty from

any single specimen, but with a number of examples in view, there

need be no hesitation. The animal intended is a bat. In a number of

features the likeness is striking. The high top head, the angular ears,

and the small eyes crowded down upon the mouth are characteristic.
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The tail is flat, curved a little upward, and ridged along the middle

in imitation of the attenuated caudal column. The general consistency

of this work is demonstrated by the fact that this particular form of

tail accompanies this form of head iu all cases, and is not associated

Fig. 390.—Bowl with bat's head : Pecan Point, Arkansas.—J.

with any other. The face of the bat is always turned toward the vessel

;

in imitation of other varieties of animals, it is nearly always turned out.

In one case. Fig. 391, we have, what appears to be, a human head
attached to the side of the bowl. This head is furnished with a tri-

FlG. 391.—Bowl: Arkansas.—J.

angular crest, notched on the edges, and enlarged at the top. The case
is a perplexing one, especially as a tail like that attached to the bird

bowls occurs on the side opposite the head.

POT-SHAPED TESSEIS.

There is no hard line of demarkatiou between the class of vessels now
to be considered and those already described. The distinction is made
chiefly for convenience of treatment.
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Material, etc.—As a rule, pot-sbaped vessels are of co.arser ma-
terials and of ruder finish than other forms, indicating, perhaps, their

exclusive relegation to the culinary arts, where nice finish was not es-

sential. In many cases they show use over Are.

In size, they have a wide range. The larger are often as much as

fifteen inches in diameter, and twenty in height. Tbere are a score or

more of very large size in the Davenport museum.
Form.—The form characteristics are a full globular body—sometimes

elongated, sometimes compressed vertically—a low neck, and a wide
aperture. The bottom is very generally rounded. A few of the form
modifications are shown in Fig. 392. The rim or neck is always short,

Fig. 392.—Forms of pots.

and is upright or slightly recurved. Many vessels resembling the shapes

here presented are placed with the succeeding group, as they appear to

be functionally distinct from this. There are no examples with legs or

stands.

Handles.—Looped handles are confined almost wholly to this class

of vessels. They are generally ranged about the rim or neck. In a ma-

jority of cases there are four handles to a vessel. We rarely find less

than that number, but often more. It is a usual thing to see fifteen or

twenty handles set about the rim. Originally the handles may have

been exclusively functional in character; they were so at least in ante-

cedent forms. These potters have certainly, at times, employed them
for purposes of embellishment. In some cases they are too fragile for

use, in others they are flattened out against the neck of the vessel and

united with it throughout their whole length. Again, they have degen-

erated into mere ridges, notched and otherwise modified to suit the fancj'.

In many instances their place is taken by incised lines or indentations

which form effective and appropriate ornamental figures. A series of

vessels showing gradations from perfect handles to their atrophied rep-

resentatives is shown in Fig. 393.

Fig. 393.—Handles.

Origin of Handles.—Handles were doubtless originally attached

to facilitate the suspension and handling of vessels and other articles.

They probably had their typical development in basketry, and there
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are good reasons for supposing that certain forms of the handles upon
pottery owe their existence to contact with the sister art. This idea

is confirmed by their shapes, and by the fact that a large percentage

of the pottery handles are useless as aids to suspension or transporta-

tion.

Ornament.—Rim margins are modified for decorative purposes, very

much as they are in bowls. See Fig. 363.

The bodies of these vessels are often elaborately ornamented, mostly

by incised figures, but often by punctures, nodes and ribs. The incised

lines are arranged principally in groups of straight lines forming an-

gular figures—a very archaic style—and in groups of festooned lines so

placed as to resemble scales. The punctures are made with a sharp

point, and form encircling lines and various carelessly executed pat-

terns. A rude sort of ornamentation is produced by pinching up the

soft clay of the surface between the nails of the fingers and thumb.

Kelief ornament consists chiefly of applied fillets of clay, arranged to

form vertical ribs. Rows of nodes are sometimes seen, and in a few

cases the whole body is covered with rude nodes.

Illustrations.—The specimens selected for illustration are intended

to epitomize the forms and decorations of a very great number of ves-

sels, and are not always the most showy examples to be found.

A vessel of rather exceptional shape is given in Fig. 394. It could

as well be classed with bowls as with pots. The ware is of the rude

Fig. 394.—Pot: Arkulisas (.').—J.

kind generally used over the fire. The body is high and cylindrical,

the rim flaring, and the bottom quite flat. The form is suggestive of

our domestic crockery.

Another bowl-like pot is illustrated in Fig. 395. It is of the dark,

rudely hand-polished variety. The body is globular, the neck is very

short and is ornamented with a dentate band. Below this are two
pairs of perforations, probably used for suspending the vessel. There

are a number of vessels of this variety, mostly smaller than the example
given.
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The vessel shown in Fig. 396 is still more pot-like. The neck is higher

than the preceding and is slightly constricted. It is of very rude con-

struction and finish. The rim is furnished with two small horizontal

Fig. 395.—Pot : Arkansas (?).— J. Flo. 396.—Pot : Waverly, Tennessee.-J.

projections, and the body is somewhat obscurely lobed. It represents

a very numerous class, especially plentiful in Southeast Missouri.

The little pot presented in Fig. 397 has the body covered with rude

nodes. The neck is surrounded by a heavy fillet, notched obliquely in

imitation of a twisted cord. Four rude handles have also been attached.

Fig. 397.—Pot: Arkansas (?).—!. Fig. 398.—Pot ; Arkansas.-

In Fig. 398 we have one of the rudest examples in the collection.

The neck is furnished with four handles, which alternate with four ver-

tical ribs. The body is misshapen and rough, and is ornamented with

a series of nearly vertical ridges, a rather usual device, and one which

is sometimes very neatly executed.

The body of the nicely finished pot shown in Fig. 399 is embellished

with short, incised markings, arranged in vertical lines. The neck is

furnished with a heavy indented band and four strong handles. The
locality given is " Four-Mile Bayou, Alabama."

The specimen given in Fig. 400 illustrates the use of great numbers

of handles. In this case there are sixteen. They are gracefully formed

and add much to the appearance of the vessel, which is really a bowl

with wide, flaring rim. In most of its characters it resembles the pots.
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Another curious variation in the shape of handles is shown in the
little cup given in Fig. 401. This can hardly be called a usual feature,

although occurring in vessels of various localities. I have seen an ex-

FiG. 399.—Pot: Alabama (0—i- Fro. 400.—Pot : Arkansas (?).—J.

ample from the Missouri Valley in which a great number of perforated

handles were set about the rim, and another in which there was a con-

tinuous, partially free, collar perforated at intervals. There is a speci-

men of this class in the Davenport Academy collectiou in which the

flattened handles are so placed about the neck as to form a series of

Flfi. 401.—Pot : Arkansas (!)

—

h- Fig. 402.—Pot : Aikau-saa (?).—J.

arches. These, I take it, are partially atrophied forms. The body is

ornamented by a scale-like pattern of incised lines—a favorite method
of decoration with the ancient potter.

In Fig. 402 we have an illustration of total atrophy. The handles

are reiiresented by simple incised lines. There is no relief whatever.

In many cases the form of the handles is shown in low relief, the outer

surface being plain or ornamented with incised lines or punctures.

The body of the vessel last mentioned is covered with rudely incised

scroll designs.

Another good illustration of this class of vessels is shown in Fig. 403.

The cut is taken from my paper in the Third Annual Eeport of the

Bureau of Ethnology. The handles are indicated by incised lines.

The body was ornamented by pinching up the clay between the nails

of the thumb and forefinger. Locality: Pecan Point, Arkansas.
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A good example of the larger pots is illustrated in Fig. 404. It is

engraved a little less than oue-fourth the dimensions of the original.

Fig. 403.—Pot: Tecan Point. Arkansa.-i.—J.

[yational Mitseum
]

Fit:. 404.—Put: Hale's Point, Tennessee.—J.

The height is seventeen inches and the greatest diameter eighteen inches.
It is very well made. The walls are even and only moderately thick.
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The dark, unpolished surface is profusely speckled with fragments of

white shell. There are four wide, strong handles. The rim and neck
are ornamented with encircling lines of finger-nail indentations.

A masterpiece of this class of work is shown m Fig. 405. It was ob-

FlG. 405.—Pot: Pecan Point, Arkansas J.

tained at Pecan Point. It is not quite symmetrical in form but is

carefully finished. The color is gray, with niottlings of dark spots, the

result of firing. The height is eleven inches, and the aperture is ten

inches in diameter. There are ten strong, well-proportioned handles,

each having a knob resembling a rivet head, near the upper end. The

margin of the rim has a circle of indentations. There are a few red ves-

sels of this shape which have figures of reptiles attached to the neck.

WIDE-MOITHED BOTTLES OR JABS.

Vessels of this class were probably not devoted to the ordinary uses

of cooking and serving food. They are handsome in shape, tasteful in

decoration, and generally of small dimensions. They are found, as are

all other forms, buried with the dead, placed by the head or feet, or

within reach of the hands. Their appearance is not suggestive of their

original office, as there is no indication of wear, or of use over fire.

Form.—1 include under this head a series of forms reaching from
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the wide-moutlied pot to the well-developed bottle. They really cor-

respond closely to the high-necked bottles in all respects save in height

of neck, and the separation is therefore for convenience of treatment

only. The following illustration ( Pig. 406) will give a good idea of the

forms incliaded.

Fig. 406.—Forms of jar-shaped bottles.

There are also many eccentric and many extremely interesting life

forms included in this group. A number of vases, modeled after the

human head, are, by their general outline, properly included.

Oknamentation.—The rims, bodies, and bases are embellished much
after the fashion of the vessels already described, with the exception

that handles or handle-like appendages or ornaments seldom appear.

The painted designs are in one, two, or three colors, and the incised

figures have been executed both in the soft and in the thoroughly dried

clay.

The style of execution is often of a very high order, especially in some
of the more southerly examples, a number of which are from the mounds
of Mississippi and Louisiana. We note the fact that in a few of the

designs there is a slight suggestion of Mexican forms.

In illustrating this group, I am compelled, for the want of space to

omit many interesting examples. I present only such as seem to me
especially instructive.

Illusteations.—Ordinary forms.—The vesselshown in Fig. 407 may
be taken as a type of a very large class. It is most readily described

as a short-necked, wide-mouthed bottle. It is symmetrical in shape

Fig. 407.—Bottle: Pecan Point, Arkansas.-4.

and very nicely finished. The lip is supplied with a narrow, horizontal

rim. The body expands somewhat abrui)tly from the base of the up-
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right neck to the squarish shoulder, and contracts below in an even

curve, giving a hemispherical base. There are a niultitude of varia-

tions from this outline, a few of which are suggested in Fig. 406. These

vessels are nearly all of the dark, grayish-brown, fire-mottled ware. A
few are yellowish, and such are often painted red or decorated with

designs in red and white

Fig. 408.—

I

r,in8a.s.— J.

Two charming vases are shown in Figs. 408 and 409. The surface

flni.sh is in both cases very superior. The lines of the figures are care-

fully drawn, and seem to have been produced by the trailing, under

even pressure, of a smooth rather blunt point. It is difiQcult to get so

nicely finished and even a line by sim])le incision, or by excavating the

clay. The design in Fig. 408 consists of eight groups of curved lines

P'IG. 409.—Bottle; Arkansas.—J.

arranged in pairs, which are separated by plain vertical bands. It might

be considered an interrupted or imperfectly connected form of the run-

ning scroll. This grouping of lines is frequently met with in the dec-

orative designs of the Southern States. The design upon the other

vase. Fig. 409, is still more characteristic of the South. It consists of

an encircling row of round, shallow indentations, about which series
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of incised scrolls are linked, and of two additional rows of depressions,

one above and the otber below, through which parallel lines are drawn.

Many other interesting illustrations of the simpler forms could be

given, but nearly all are very similar in their more important features

to the examples that precede or follow.

As skilled as these peoples were in modeling life forms, and in engrav-

ing geometric devices, they seem rarely tohave attempted the linear rep-

resentation of life forms. We have, however, two very good examples.

Fig. 410.—Eograved bottle: Arkansas.

The first of these is shown in outline in Fig. 410. It is a large bottle

embellished with four rude drawings of the human figure, executed

with a sharp point in the soft clay. Height of vessel, eight inches.

The work is characteristic of a very early stage of art. The figures

could be duplicated in the work of the ancient Pueblos, and in the picto-

FlG. 411- :lDSaS.— |.

graphic art of many of our savage tribes. They are probably derived

from symbolic art, and possibly relate to the guardians of the four

points of the compass, or to some similar mythical characters.

The work upon the neat little bottle, presented in Fig. 411, is of the

4 ETH 26
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same class as the above but of a inucli higher grade, both iu execution

and coiiceiition. The engraved design

is one of the most remarkable ever ob-

tained from the mounds. It consists of

two winged and crested rattlesnakes,

which encircle the most expanded part

of the vessel, and of two snnflower-like

figures, alternating witli them. These
designs are very carefully engraved with

a needle-like point, and are adjusted to

the form of the vase in a way that sng-

gcsts foretlnjught and an appreciation

of the decorative value of the figures.

By dint of rubbings, photographs and
sketches, I have obtained the complete

drawingof the various figures wliich are

given in Fig. 412 on a scale of one-half

the original.

The serpent, especially the rattle-

snake, has always taken a leading place

in the mythology and the art of the more
-r cultured An.erican races, and crest-

$ plumes, and wings have often been con-

& sidered its proper attributes. The con-

^ ventional method of representation is

g also characteristically aboriginal. The
o plumes, the figure connected with the
^ eye, the bands npon the neck, the

stepped figures of the body, and the

semi-circular patches on the wings are

all characters that appear again and

again iu the ancient art of the United

States. The peculiar emblematic treat-

ment of the heart is almost univei'sal iu

temperate North America. And just

here I may be permitted to suggest that

the remarkable feature of the great

earth-work serpent of Adams county,

Ohio, which has been regarded as the

"symbolic egg," and which in its latest

phase has become the issue of a frog

and the prey of the serpent, is possibly

intended for the heart of the serpent,

the so-called frog being the head. The

rosette figures are not often duplicated

in Indian art. There can be little doubt that the figures of this design

are derived from mythology.
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Eccentric forms.—A form of vessel of which civilized men make pecu-

liar use is depicted iu Fig. 413. There is a marked resemblance to a

commou tea-pot. A very few examples have been found, two of which

are illustrated in the Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy. The specimen here giveu is well made and carefully finished.

Fig. 413.—TtiM r.ssul: Arkun.sas.-

The neck is low and wide, and the body is a compressed sphere. The

spout is placed upon one side and a low knob upon the other. The ab-

sence of a handle for grasping indicates that the vessel was probably

not intended for boiling water. These characters are uniform iu all the

sijecimens that have come to my notice. Two small circular depres-

FlG. 414.— Vessel ul t-ccL'iitiic iuiiii; ArkaDsa.'^.— i-

sions occur on the sides of the vessel alternating with the spout and

the knob and with these features form centers for four rosettes of in-

volute incised lines. The origin of this form of vessel is suggested by

a fiue red piece from " Mississippi," now in the national collection. The

knob is the head of a turtle or other full-bodied reptile, and the spout

takes the place of the creature's tail. Many of the animal-shaped

vases would resemble this form closely if an opening were made through

the top of the body and through the tail.

In connection with the teapot-like vessels it will be well to describe

another novel form not wholly unlike them in appearance, an example
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beiDg shown in Fig. 414. The sboulder is elongated on opposite sides

into two curved, liorn-like cones, which give to the body a somewhat
crescent-shaped outline. It is of the ordinary jdaiu, dark ware, and
has had a low stand or base which is now broken away.

The specimen given in Fig. 415 has been considerably mutilated, but

evidently belongs to the same class as the preceding. It probably also

Fig. 415.—Vessel of occentnc fwm: Pecan Poiut, Arkansas.—J.

resembled the vessel which follows; it serves at least as a link between

the two. The body is ornamented with carelessly drawn, deeply in-

cised, involute designs.

Lifeforms.—A further elaboration of the preceding forms is illustrated

in Fig. 416. On one side the conical projection is greatly elongated and

fashioned to resemble the head of some grotesque beast, with horns,

Fig. 41U.—Animal-sbaped vase; Pecan Point, Aikansaa.—J.

expanded nostrils, and grinning mouth. The opposite point is elongated

and looped, forming a tail, while the base of the body is furnished with

four feet. On the sides of the vessel are engraved figures, consisting

of clusters of involute lines, as in the specimen just given. It is of the

ordinary dark jjottery, and was obtained at Pecan Point.
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Equally noteworthy as plastic representations are the two examples

that follow. The vessel shown in Fig. 417 is modeled in imitation of a

snnflsh. The body is much flattened and is neatly polished. The head is

well modeled, as are aLso the fins and tail. Many examples of this form

are found, some of which are elaborately treated, the scales being

minutely shown. The body of the fish is sometimes placed in the nat-

FiG. 417.—Simflsli vii Arluinsas.—^.

ural upright position, the neck of the vessel rising from the back, pro-

ducing a lenticular shape.

The animal so carefully modeled in the vessel given in Fig. 418 re-

sembles a raccoon or an opossum. The mouth of the vessel is wide and

the neck upright and short. The body is ornamented with a pattern

Fig. 418.—Opossum vase: Arkausaa.—i.

made up of triangular groups of incised lines, which may or may not

be meant for hair.

The love of modeling life forms shows itself again in the little vase

illustrated in Fig. 419. The head of some animal, rudely suggested,

projects from one side, while a curved tail on the other carries out the
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idea of the complete creature. The round body is decorated with broad

vertical lines iu dark red. A red line encircles the rim.

Fig. 419.—Auiiiialhh;iiK-il vaac: Ark.TDsas.—J,

It is not strange that a people who had successfully engaged in the

modeling of life forms, and especially the heads of animals, should at-

tempt the human head. Their remarkable success in this direction is

shown in a number of vases, one of which is given in Fig. 420. This

and kindred peoideshad made considerable progress in carving in stone

and other materials, evincing a decided talent for scul])ture ; but clay is

so much more readily manipulated than either wood, stone, or shell,

that we are not surprised to find their best work in that material.

It is an interesting fact that with all tiiis cleverness in the handling

of clay, and in the delineation of varied models, the art had not freed

itself from the parent stem—the vessel—and launched out into an inde-

pendent tield. In a few cases such an end seems to have been ai^hieved

by certain groups of mound builders, notably those whose works at

Madisonville, Ohio, Lave recently been explored by Professor Putnam.
Modeling in clay was probably confined to vessels for the reasou that,

through their humble agency, the art was developed.

Up to the present time I have met with but eight of these curious

headslia])ed vases. All were obtained from the vicinity of Pecan Point,

Arkansas, and, like other vessels, have been associated with human re-

mains in graves or mounds. It is true that in all cases the bones of the

dead have not been found, but this only indicates their complete decay.

The question as to whether or not these vases were made exclusively

for sepulchral purposes must remain unanswered; there is no source of

information upon the subject. Such a purpose is, however, suggested

in this case by the semblance of death given to the faces.

The finest example yet found is shown in Fig. 420. In form it is a

simple head, five inches in height and five inches wide from ear to ear.

The aperture of the vase is in the crown, and is surrounded by a low,

upright rim, slightly recurved. The cavity is roughly finished, and fol-

lows pretty closely the contour of the exterior surface, excepting in pro-

jecting features such as the ears, lips, and nose. The walls are generally
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from oueeighth to oiie-fourtb of au iucb iu thickness, the base being

about three-eighths. The bottom is flat, and takes the level of the chin

and jaws.

The material does not differ from that of the other vessels of the same

locality. There is a large percentage of shell, some particles of which

are quite large. The paste is yellowish gray in color and rather coarse

in texture. The vase was modeled in the plain clay and permitted to

harden before the devices were engraved. After this a thick film of fine

yellowish -gray clay was applied to the face, partially filling up the en-

graved lines. The remainder of the surface, including the lips, received

a thick coat of dark red paint. The whole surface was then highly

polished.

The illustration will convey a more vivid conception of this striking

head than any description that can be given. The face cannot be said

Fig, 420.— Head-sb.'vpcd vase: Pecan Poiul, Arkansas.— i-

to have a single feature strongly characteristic of Indian phjsiognomy.

We have instead the round forehead and the projecting mouth of the

African. The nose, however, is small and the nostrils are narrow. The

face would seem to be that of a youiigi.sh person, perhaps a female.

The features are all well modeled, and are so decidedly individual in

character that the artist must have had in his mind a pretty definite

concej)tion of the face to be produced as well as of the expression ap-
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propriate to it, before beginning his work. It will be impossible, how-

ever, to prove that the portrait of a particular personage was intended.

The closed eyes, the rather sunken nose, and the parted lips were cer-

tainly intended to give the effect of death. The ears are large, cor-

rectly placed, and well modeled ; they are perforated all along the mar-

gin, thus rev^ealiug a practice of the people to whom they referred. The
septum of the nose appears to have been pierced, and the horizontal de-

pression across the upper lip may indicate the former presence of a sus-

pended ornament.

Fig. 4-1.—The CDgraved figures.

Perhaps the most unique and striking feature is the pattern of in-

cised lines that covers the greater part of the face. The lines ai'e

deeply engraved and somewhat " scratchy," and were apparently exe-

cuted in the hardened clay before the slip was applied. The left side

of the face is plaiu, with the exception of a figure somewhat resem-

FiG. 422.—Head covering.

bling a grappling hook in outline which partially surrounds the eye.

The right side is covered with a comb-like pattern, i)laced vertically,

with the teeth ujj wards. The middle of the forehead has a series of
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vertical lines and a few short horizontal ones just above the root of the

nose. Tliere are also three carved lines near the corner of the mouth
not shown in the cut.

The diagram iiresented herewith (Fig. 421) gives in dotted lines the

correct ontline of the front face, and shows projected in solid lines the

engraved figures. The significance of these markings can oulj' be sur-

mised in the most general way. Their function is probably the same as

that of the tattooed and painted figures upon the faces of living races.

It will be well to observe that upon the forehead, at the top, there is

a small perforated knob or loop. Similar appendages may be seen

upon many of the clay human heads from this valley. A Mexican terra-

cotta head now in the museum at Mexico has a like feature, and, at the

same time, has closed eyes and an open mouth.

The head dress should be noticed. It seems to have been modeled

after a cloth or skin cap. It extends over the forehead, falls back over

the back of the head, and terminates in points behind, as seen in Fig.

422. Two layers of the material are represented, the one broad, the

other narrow and pointed, both being raised a little above the surface

upon which they rest. This vase head is somewhat smaller than the

average human head.

Fig. 423.—Head-shaped vase: Pecan Poiut, Arkansas.—J.

[N'ational Mxiseum.]

Another of a very similar character now in the Davenport Museum is

about one-half the size of this. The face is much mutilated.

A third is somewhat larger than the one illustrated, but is nearly the
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same in finisli aiul color. The face also has the seml)lance of death, but

the features are difterent, possessing very decided Indian cliaracteris-

tics. There is no tattooing.

All of these heads, including also some of those in the National Mu-
seum, are much alike in conception and execution.

This fact will be forcibly impressed upon the mind by a study of Fig.

423, which represents a specimen recently exhumed at Pecan Point by
agents of the Bureau of Ethnology, In size, form, color, finish, mod-

eling of features, and expression, this head closely resembles the one

first described. The work is not quite so carefully executed and the

head has probably not such pronounced individuality. The curious

device that in the other example appeared near the left eye here occurs

on both sides. The lower part of the face is elaborately engraved.

Thiee lines cross the upper lip and cheeks, reaching to the ear; a band

of fret-like devices extends across the mouth to the base of the ears, and
another band filled in with oblique reticulated lines passes around the

chill and along the jaws. The ears are perforated as in the other case

and the septum of the nose is partially broken away as if it had once

held a ring. A perforated knob has occupied the top of the forehead

as in the other case. The face is coated with a light j-ellowish gray slip,

and the remainder of the surface is red.

%-

Fig. 424.—Hea(l-.shapc<l vase : Arkan.sas.—^J.

[TliibauU CiilUclimi.]

Fig. 424: illustrates a very interesting specimen of the red pottery of

Arkansas. It belongs to the collection of Mr. Thibault, of Little Eock,

and was obtained from a mound in the vicinity of that city. The body

is slightly' lenticular and the human face, which is modeled upon one
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side, interferes but little with the outline. The face is sliglitly relieved

and extends from the neck of the vase to the widest part of the body,

and later.illy occupies about one-third of thecircumference. The middle

portion of the face is finished with a light flesh colored slip, the re-

mainder of the surface of the vessel being painted a bright rich red.

Like the preceding exami)le, the countenance is made to give the aj)-

pearance of death or sleep. Other face-vessels of scarcely less interest

are found in the Thibault collection.

HlOn-NECKED BOTIIES.

High-necked, full-bodied bottles form a decided feature in the pottery

of this province. Similar vessels are rarely found in other sections of

the United States, but occur in Mexico and South America. The forms

are nowhere else so pronounced. They suggest the well-known water

bottles of eastern countries.

In material, finish, and decorative treatment they do not differ greatly

from the vases described in the preceding section.

Form.—Their forms are greatly and often happily varied as will be

seen from the series of outlines given in Fig. 425.

Fig. 425.—Scale of forma.

A striking feature is found in the presence of legs and stands. The

former exhibit globular, conical, cylindrical, and terraced forms. Fig.

426. No example has any striking resemblance to Emopean forms.

G-O (S
Fig. 420.—Tripoda.

All are tripods, and are attached to ordinary forms of vessels in a way

to suggest that they are superadded features probably rather recently

acquired ; at the same time legs were doubtless employed by the pre-

Columbian peoples. This is known to be true of Mexico, and Central

and South America. There is no reason why the mound-builders of the

Mississippi should not have discovered the use of such a device, readily

suggested by the use of supports in building, in baking, or in using the

vessels, and it would necessarily follow the modeling of life forms. It

is true that quadrupeds would not directly suggest the tripod, but birds
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modeled in clay were made to rest upon the feet and tail, thus giving

three supports ; besides it would readily be discovered that more than
three supports are unnecessary.

The stands attached to these bottles are not essentially different from
those described in the preceding section. They take the form of sim-

ple bands, as seen at «, Fig. 427 ; double bands, as shown in h and c

;

or perforated feet, as seen in d.

Fig. 427.—Stands.

Compound vessels are rather rare, nearly all of the varieties being
outlined in Fig. 428. Some of these are formed by uniting two or even
three simple forms in one. Others are only partially compound and re-

6
Fig. 428.—(.'ompound forma.

semble the askoidal shapes of Greek art. Attention will be called to

the probable origin of all these shapes elsewhere.

Life forms are found in all the groups of ware, but differ in the man-
ner in which they are employed. Fig. 429 shows the usual methods of

Fig. 429.—Adaptation of tbe human form.

adapting the human form to high-necked bottles. Quadrupeds, fishes,

and birds are treated in somewhat similar ways. The vessels repre-

sented in this and the four preceding illustrations belong to the various

museums of the country.

Ornament.—The styles of decoration are not distinct from those of

other classes of vessels. The incised scroll patterns are sometimes very

elaborate, and the designs in color are perhaps executed with greater

care than in other groups.
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Illustrations.—Or*:Mrtn//orws.—I Imve not thought it advisiible
to figure mauy speciineus of i)laiu bottles, as all the varieties of outline

Fig. 431.—Gouicl-shaped vessel; Aikauaaa.— i.

[Ifatiunal Museum.]

are repeated in the more highly elaborated or embellished pieces. Fig.
i30 represents a plain bottle of the ordinary dark porous ware. The
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neck is mirrow above und expands abruptly below. The body is globular.

Looking at this vessel with reference to a possible origin, we observe

its resemblance to a comraon form of gourd. By a review of the collec-

tion, we find that there are many similar vessels actually modeled in

imitation of gourds. Good examples are given in the Third Annual

Fig. 432.—Bottle : Arkansas.-

Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, from which Fig. 431 is taken, and
in a paper by Edward Evers in Contributions to the Archicology of

Fig. 433.-BuIi1,': Aikansas.-

[National Museum.]

Missouri. The markings of the original are often shown with a great

deal of truthfulness in the earthenware reproductions.
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Quite distinct in outline from the preceding forms is the bottle showu
in Fig. 432. Tiie iieclc is high and cylindrical and the body resembles

a slightlj'Hatteued globe. Sot about the shoulder are four medallion-

like faces, the features of which are modeled roughly in low relief. The
ware is of the ordinary dark, slightly polished variety.

^^'e have in Fig. 433 a good example of bottle-shaped vessels, the neck

of which is wide and short, and the body much compressed vertically.

There are a number of duplicates of it in the Museum. The specimen

illustrated is in the national collection, and was obtained in Arkansas.

It is a ha udsome vase, symmetrical in form, quite dark in color, and

highly polished. The upper surface of the body is ornamented with a

collar formed of a broad tillet of clay, or rather of two fillets, the pointed

ends of which unite on opposite sides of tlie vase.

:ii?^"

^

Fig. 434.—Bottle : Arkansas.—i.

{National Muscu7n.\

The handsome vase showu in Fig. 434 is of a somewhat different type

from the preceding. It was obtained, along with many other fine spec-

imens, from mounds near Little Eock, Arkansas. It is of the dark pol-

ished ware with the usual fire mottliugs. The form is symmetrical and
graceful. The neck is ornamented with a band of incised chevrons and
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the sloping upper surface t)f the body, viewed from above, has a cruci-

form arrangement of stepped figures engraved in the silastic clay.

One of the most striking of tlio bottle-shaped vases is shown in

Fig. 435. It is symmetrical in shape, well proportioned and well fin-

ished. The color is now quite dark and the surface is roughened by a

multitude of pits which have resulted from the decay of shell particles.

The paste crumbles into a brownish dust when struck or pressed for-

cibly.

Fig. 4;i5.—Engraved bottle: Arkiinsas.— J.

[National Museinn.]

By far the most remarkable feature of the piece is the broad, convex
hood like collar that encircles the neck and spreads out over the body
like au inverted saucer. This collar is curiously wrought in incised

lines and low ridges by means of which two grotesque faces are pro-

duced. The eyes are readily detected, being indicated by low knobs
with central pits surrounded each by three concentric circles. They
are arranged in pairs on opposite sides. Between the eyes of each pair

an incipient nose and mouth may be made out. The face is outlined

below by the lower edge of the collar and above, by a low indented

ridge crossing the collar tangent to the base of the neck.

The most expanded part of the body is encircled by an incised pat-

tern consisting of five sets of partially interlocked scrolls—au ornament
characteristic of the pottery of Arkansas.
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Modifications of the simple outlines of bottles exhibit many interest-

ing peculiarities. Compound forms are not unusual and consist gen-

erally of imitations of two vessels, the one superimi)Osed upon or set

in the mouth of another. A good exami)le in the ordinary plain dark

ware is given in Fig. 436. Similar shapes are suggested by lobed forms

of the gourd.

Fig. 430.—Eottle; Arkansas.—i.

Other specimens may be seen in which there is only a gentle swelling

of the neck, but all gradations occur between this condition and that

in which forms of two vessels distinctly appear.

A very usual form is illustrated in Fig. 4'57. Below the overhanging

lip the neck contracts and then expands until quite full, and at the base

contracts again. This feature corresponds to the uj^per vessel sug-

gested in the preceding case. Four flattened handles are jilaced about

Fig. 437.—Bottle; Pucaii Point, Arkausas.—^.

the upper part of the neck and three rows of small conical pits en-

circle the most expanded portion. The body is plain and much com-
i BTH 27
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pressed vertically. A low wide stand is attached to the base. A uiim-

ber of good examijles, now in the TSTational Museum, were found in

Arkansas.

The vase shown in Fig. 438 has also the double body, the vesvsels

copied having been somewhat more elaborately modeled than in the

preceding cases. A bottle is set within the month of a pot. The neck

is high, wide, and flaring and rests upon the back of a rudely modeled

frog, which lies extended upon the upper surface of the body. The
notched encircling ridge beneath the feet of the reptile rei^resents the

rim of the lower vessel, which is a pot with compressed globular bodj'

Flo. 438.—Bottle: Arkansas.— i-

and short, wide neck. I'his vase is of the dark, dead-surfaced ware and

is quite plain. Four vertical ridges take the i)lace of handles. I have

observed other examples in which two vessels, combined in this way,

served as models for the potter ; one, a shell set within a cup, is illus-

trated in the Third Annual Keport of the Bureau of Ethnology; an-

other is given in Contributions to the Archaeology of Missouri.

Fig. 439 illustrates a rather graceful form of bottle. It is furnished

with a rather high perforated stand or foot, and the body is fluted ver-

tically with narrow, widely separated channels. The neck is high and
flaring and has a narrow notched collar at the base.
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Tliere are mauy good examples of engraved geometric designs iipou

bottle-shaped vessels. One of the most elaborate is presented in Fig.

Fig. 439.—Flated bolll. ; Arkansa8.-4.

440. This vessel has a full, wide neck, a heavy, flattened body, and a

broad rudimentary foot. The color is quite dark, and the surface well

polished. The engraved design consists of four elaborate, interlinked

Fig. 440.—Engraved bottle : Arkansas. (.')—J.

scrolls, comprising a number of lines, and bordered by wing-like, tri-

angular figures, filled iu with reticulated lines. This latter feature is

often associated with native delineations of mythic reptiles, and it is
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not impossible tliat this scroll work is a highly conventionalized form

of some such conception. The four volute centers are slightly concave.

Three excellent examples of tripod bottles are illustrated in the ac-

companying Ingurcs. The first, Fig. Ml, is a large-necked, rather clumsy
vessel of ordinary workmanship, which rests upon three globular legs.

Fig. 441.—Tripod bottlu: Ark:insas.{?)

These are hollow and the cavities connect with that of the body of the

vessel. The whole surface is well i^olished and very dark.

The vessel depicted in Fig. 442 has a number of noteworthy features.

In shape, it resembles the preceding with the exception of the legs, which

are flat and have stepped or terraced margins. The whole surface of the

vessel is decorated with characteristic designs in red and white upon a

warm gray ground. A stepped figure, resembling the Pueblo emblem-

atic " rim of the sky," encircles the neck, aud semicircular figures in white

appear on opposite sides at the top and base. The body is covered with

scroll work in broad red lines, the spaces being filled in with white in

the form of a thick earthy paste. Each of the legs has one-half red

aud the other white.

The vessel illustrated in Fig. 443 is of ordinary-, dark, polished ware,

and is entirely plain. It is peculiar in the shape of its extremities.

The neck resembles a long truncated cone, and the legs are heavy aud
conical, being not unlike those of a common iron pot.

Eccentric forms.—In this place I am able to give but one example of

what I have denominated eccentric forms. Others liave been indicated
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on preceding pages. The vase given in Fig. 444 has a flattish, ovoidal

body from the opposite ends of which springs a hoIl(»w arch—a sort of

double neck. This has been perforated at the highest point, and a low

Fig. 443.—Tripod Ijoulf: Arkansas J.

recurving rim, which serves as the mouth of the vessel, has been

attached.
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Another example of this form has recently been received at the

Davenport Museum. It is in fragments, but was originally nicely fin-

ished and painted. Illustrations of others may be seen in the Third
Annual Eeport of the Bureau of Ethnology, and in Contributions to

Fin. 444.—Bottle of cccfu :au Poiut, ArkaDsas— ^.

the Archaeology of Missouri. The specimen illustrated was found at

the foot of a skeleton in a grave at Pecan Point.

This shape is common to the art of many countries, and was a great

favorite in ancient Peru.

Flo. 445.—Owl-shaped bottle: Arkausas

Life forms.—In the introduction to this section, I have indicated the

many ways in which the human form is employed in the embellishment
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or the elaboratiou of bottles. Birds, beasts, fishes, aud reptiles are

treated in a similar manner.

The owl was a favorite subject witli the potter, probably on account

of the npriglit, compact figure of the body, or possibly because of some
especial regard in which this bird was held.

A rather handsome specimen is shown in Fig. 44.3. The modeling is

more than usually successful, and the surface is carefully finished. The
wings are treated iu a pleasing but highly conventional manner. The
plumage is indicated by alternate bands of palered and yellow-gray,

the latter being the ground color. These bands are outlined by fine

incised lines. The remainder of the body is painted red. The vessel

rests upon the feet and tail—a natural tripod. In many cases the head
of the bird forms the top of the neck of the bottle—the body of the ves-

sel itself being i^lain and globular.

Fio. 446.—Ilale's Point, Tennessee.— J. Fig. 447.—Arkansas (.').— J.

The heads of animals are treated iu the same manner, as may be seen

by reference to Figs. 446 and 447.

The head shown in Fig. 440 is clearly that of a bear. The whole ves-

sel is painted red. Fig. 447 illustrates a small dark bottle, surmounted
by a head of nondescript character. The aperture in these vessels is

generally at the back of the head.

Fish aud reptiles appear somewhat more rarely iu connection with

high-necked bottles. The Davenport Museum has recently acquired a

fine example, painted in red aud wliite, which has the head and other

features of a fish, modeled in relief upon the sides aud bottom of the

body. A small, dark vessel of like character is illustrated in the Third

Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology.

In the example given in Figs. 448 and 449 the upper part of the neck

has been modified in such a way as to accommodate a curious, medalliou-

like relievo of the human face, while in Figs. 450 and 451 the neck is re-

placed by grotesque heads, the latter being intended apparently for an

owl.

These potters dealt with the human figure iu a very bold numner for

savages. They were evidently capable of representing many creatures

with accuracy, but preferred grotesque or conventional forms. A man
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or a woman is generally modeled with a large body and a curious hunched
back, the vertebrae appearing along the proininent ridge. The shoulder

blades are usually shown with anatomical distinctness, if not with pre-

cision ; the arms are long and slender and the hands rest tipou the

knees or the sides. The position assumed is mostly that of kneeling or

Fig. 448.—Bottle: Arkansas—J. Fig. 440—Bottle: Arkans.TS—

4

squatting, the feet being doubled n^j beneath and uniting with the bot-

tom of the vessel.

These eiBgy vases are numerous, and greatly varied in size and color.

They are mostly of the dark ware, but are found painted plain red or

in red and white figures, some of which represent parts of the costume,

#

Fig. 450.—Bottlo: Arkansas.

—

}. Fig. 451.—Bottle: Arkansae.-

others, emblematic devices. The largest specimen with which I am
acquainted is illustrated in Fig. 452. It is well modeled, a good deal of

attention having been given to the details of anatomy. The back is

very much humped, and the vertebrae are represented by a series of

knobs. The position of the feet beneath the body is, perhaps, worthy
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of notice. This is shown in Fig. 4536. It will be seen that the knees,

calves, ankles, and the various parts of the feet are indicated with an

approach to accuracy. The projecting back is seen below. The bottom

of the vessel is nearly flat, and the legs are modeled in low relief upon
it. Other positions are shown in Fig. 453.

Fig. 452.—Effigy bottle: Arkansas.— J.

Fig. 454 illustrates a characteristic profile.

One of these vases has a cross painted upon the breast of the person-

age represented. The kneeling position, taken in connection with the

cross, leads to the thought that iierhaps the potter lived in the period

Fig. 453.—Positions of feet.

of the French missionary, and attempted to model him in clay. There

is, however, no indication of costume, and the painting, with the excep-
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tiou of the cross, is in a purely aboriginal style of design. The ground
color of the vase is, as usual, a moderately dark gray brown, and the

painted figures are laid on in thick, blackish paint. Lines partially en-

circle the eyes, and extend down over the cheek to the neck, and a line

passes around the mouth and extends down over the chin, neck, and
chest to the base of the body. The horizontal bar of the cross connects

the nipples. The shoulder blades and the hands are also painted black.

The back is very curiously modeled and painted.

Fig. 454.—Effigy bottle ; Arkansas.—J. Fig. 455.—Effig.rbottlu: Aikansaa.— J.

There are in the collection a number of specimens that do not come
under either of the preceding heads. Of these I may mention three

small figures from Paducah, Kentucky, which represent a snake, a man,
and a deer. They are very rudely done, and are possibly modern work.

Attention should be called to some small specimens resembling toad-

stools or mushrooms in shape, some of which may have been stoppers

for bottles, while others could have served as implements in some of

the arts. One of these pieces has a distinctly vitrified surface. Its age,

however, cannot bo determined.

There are a few rude pipes of usual forms and of no special interest.

The comparative scarcity of these articles, so plentiful in some of the

mound districts, is certainly worthy of the attention of archaeologists.

UPPEE MISSISSIPPI PROVINCE.

I have already pointed out the fact that most of the pottery of the

Upper Mississippi region belongs to a distinct family. It has never

been as abundant as the pottery of the more southern sections of the

country and is not well represented in our museums. There are only a

few pieces in the Davenport collection and these are all in a more or less
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fragmentary state. A majority are from a mound near the city of

Davenport, but a limited number came from Wisconsin.

At this time it is impossible to define, witl; any degree of precision,

the geographical limits cf this class of ware. The tribes by whom it

\yas manufactured Iias'e evidently, at one time or another, oecu])ied the

greater part of the Mississippi basin north of the mouth of the Missouri

River. Similarities of material, shape, methods of manufacture, and
ornamentation, tend to show that we must include the greater parts of

the States of Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio,

in the area covered by this or closely related ceramic groups, and indi-

cations of its presence are discovered far beyond these limits. The
mounds of Manitoba have recently furnished examples of this class of

ware, and it has decided relationships with the ware of the Eastern and
jSTortheastera States. It is not yet time to draw close distinctions, as

snfHciently detailed studies of the products of the various districts

have not been made.

On the shelves of our museums the difference between the two great

families of the middle and Upper Mississii>pi are strikingly manifest.

The ware of the former district, as already shown, exhibits variously

tinted pastes tempered with coarsely pulverized shells or potsherds

;

the vases, as a rule, having full bodies, well rounded bases, and in very

many cases, narrow necks. They exhibit great variety of decoration

and no little care in finish. The northern family shows a dark paste

tempered with sand, often apparently granitic ; a rough fracture, and
generally a rude finish. The shapes are comparatively simple, often

long, tapering below, and flat bottomed. The ornamentation is totally

unlike that of the southern variety. It consists of cord impressions,

incised lines, and implement indentations arranged in figures peculiar

to the district. There are many other features that, like the subtile char-

acters of human physiognomy, cannot easily be described, but which
are of first importance as indices of relationship or the lack of it.

The best preserved of the Davenjiort specimens was described and
illustrated in the first volume of the proceedings of the Davenport
Academy. This vessel. Fig. 45G, was found in a mound near Daven-
port along with human remains, and closely associated with other relics,

among which were several copper implements covered with coarse woven
fabrics. Its height is eleven inches, \yidth of aperture seven and a half

inches, and diameter of base four inches. It is estimated to contain a
little over one gallon.

There is a broad, shallow constriction at the neck. The walls are

from one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch thick, and the margin of

the rim is squared off, showing the full thickness—a strong character-

istic of the northern pottery. The form is nearly symmetrical, and
the surface is hand-smoothed but not polished. The paste is now
dark and crumbling, and shows a rough fracture. A large percentage

of sand was used in tempering. The color is a dark gray-brown. The

v
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entire surface, with the exception of a uarrow banil about the base, has

beeu covered ^yith oruameiitatiou. This is executed with considerable

care, and shows a great deal of ingenuity and some taste. There is ap-

parently no feature copied from nature or from ideographic art. Two
or three distinct implements have been used. A part of the neck orna-

ment was made by rolling back and forth a circular tool, a roulette,

the edge of which was notched. A row of indented nodes has been

produced upon the exterior surface of the neck by impressing upon the

inside the end of a reed or hollow bone about one-fourth of an inch in

diameter. Patterns of bold, rather carelessly drawn lines cover the

body and seem to have beeu made by trailing, under pretty strong

Fig. 456.—Vase : Davenport, Iowa.—J.

pressure, the smooth point of a stylus—probably the bone or reed al-

ready suggested. Some of the larger iudentations upon the lower part

of the neck may have been made by the same implement held in an

oblique position. The use to which this vessel was applied can hardly

be guessed. It was found with the remains of its owner, and probably

contained food or drink.

Another smaller vessel from the same locality and found under simi-

lar conditions shows the same characteristics of material, form, and orna-

ment. There are also a few other fragments of the same ware from

this group of mounds. One of these shows that decoration by the in-

dentation of twisted cords was practiced here as elsewhere. A similar
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vase tastefully decorated with indented lines about the ueck, and a

baud of decoration consisting of broad, plain, sinuous bauds upon the

body, comes from a mound in Scott County, Iowa. Height six inches,

diameter the same. The rims of all these vessels are square on the

edge, showing the full thickness of the walls.

A very interesting vessel obtained by Captain Hall from a mound in

Wisconsin is represented by a number of large fragments, probably

comprising about one-half of the walls. It must have been somewhat
larger than the vase given in Fig. 456, and in a general way resembles it

closely. It appears to be more pointed below than the other, and has a

slightly flaring rim. The walls are one-fourth ofan inch thick. The paste

is coarse and is tempered with sand, as in the cases already described.

The lower part of the body is covered with nearly vertical cord marks.

The upper part was smoothed, rather rudely, for the reception of addi-

tional decoration, which consists of several bands of indented figures.

Fig. 457.—Vase: Wiacousm.—J.

[National Mitseum.]

The principal implement used was ai»parently a stiff cord, or a slender

osier wrapped with flue thread, which has been laid on and impressed

with the fingers, forming nearly continuous encircling lines. Bands of

short oblique lines made in the same manner also occur. Just below

the margin there is a line of annular indentations made from the exte-

rior, leaving nodes on the inside—the reverse of the treatment noticed

in the vessel already illustrated. Fragments of identically marked
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ware from tbe vicinity of Prairie du Chien may be seen in the National

Museum.
A large fragment from Baraboo County, Wisconsin, sbows a full

body and a slightly flaring rim. The upper part is ornamented with

horizontal lines of annular indentations, and the body is cov^ered with

rather rude patterns made by rolling a notched wheel or roulette back

and forth in zigzag lines.

Two handsome pieces of this ware were recently obtained by the

Bureau of Ethnology from a mound in Vernon County, ^yisconsin.

The finest of these, which is shown in Fig. 457, is six and a half inches

in height, and in symmetry and finish rivals the best work of the south.

The i)aste is dark, compact, and fine grained, and tempered ajiparently

with sand. The color of the surface is a rich, mottled brown. The
most striking feature of the decoration consists of a number of polished

bands, extending in divers directions over the surface, the interstices

being filled in with indented figures. The lip is smooth and the margin

rounded. The exterior surface of the narrow collar is ornamented with

oblique lines made by a roulette, and crossed at intervals with flue

incised lines. The neck is slightly constricted, and is encircled by a

polished zone one and one-fourth inches wide, having a line of indenta-

tions along the upper edge. The body is separated into four lobes by

four vertical, depressed, polished bands about one inch wide. Two of

these lobes are crossed obliquely by similar polished bands. These

bands were all finished with a polishing implement, and are somewhat

depressed, probably the result of strong x^ressure with this tool. They

are bordered by wide incised lines. The intervening spaces are indented

with a roulette.

Fig. 458.—Vase ; Illinois.—J.

A handsome little vessel, obtained from a mound at Albany, White-

sides County, Illinois, is illustrated in Fig. 458. It apparently belongs

to the silicious ware of the north. The shape and ornamentation are
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somewhat uovcl. Four large flattish lobes occur about the body, on

each of which a figure soiuewhat resembling a Maltese cross has been

made by incising or impressing broad, shallow lines. The remainder

of the body is covered with marks that resemble impressions of a coarse

osier basket. This specimen was collected by Mr. G. A. Dodge, and a

short descrijjtion was jjublislied by Prof. W. H. Pratt in the third vol-

ume of the proceedings of the Davenport Academy.

GULF PROVINCE.

Our museums contain but few pieces of pottery from the Lower Mis

sissippi, and in the Davenport Academy collection there are probably

not more than a dozen typical examples of the leading varieties of ware

of the Gulf States. Louisiana and Mississipi)i have furnished some
very fine specimens of the pottery of the middle province, more refined,

perhai)s, in form, material, and finish than the ware of Arkansas and
Missouri, but still differing decidedly from the typical pottery of Ala-

bama and Georgia. Not wishing at present to enter upon the detailed

study of the latter class of ware, I shall present only the few examples

contained in the Davenport collection. The southern ware is charac-

terized by refinement of outline, color, finish and ornament, and is dis-

tinguished from that of the Middle jMississippi by its material, which is

a finegrained paste, temijered with very fine silicious matter instead of

pulverized shells.

The little cup given in Fig. 459 is from Mobile, Alabama. It is

pointed at opposite ends and was probably modeled after or within some

Fig. 459.—C'lil): Alabama.—J.

basket or fruit shell, the imi)ressious from which are seen on the sur-

face. The paste contains no perceptible tempering material.

The largest and most pleasing vessel of this class is from Alabani;i,

and is shown in Fig. 460.

The aperture is ten and a half inches in diameter, and the lieigbt

nine and one-lialf inches. The form is full above and somewhat conical

below. The walls are thin and even and the surface well polished.

The color is dark and shows the usual fire mottlings. There is no ad

mixture of shell material, finely pulverized micaceous matter appear-

ing in its place. The ornamentation is simi)le, but is applied in a way
to greatly enhance the beauty of the vessel. It consists of a single

broad zone of incised figures. Three zigzag lines meander the middle
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of the band and the intervening triangles are filled in with groups of

straight lines. All the lines are well drawn and appear to have been

cut with a sharp point in the dry clay.

:^

Fig. 460.—Bowl: AJabama.—i.

Bottle-shaped vases are not found to any great extent outside of

the Mississippi Valley, and are quite rare in Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida.

The piece illustrated in Fig. 461 is from Mississippi, and in most re-

FlG. 461.—Bottle: Mississippi.—i.

spects is identical with the ware of the Gulf Province. The paste is

silicious, fine-grained, and quite hard. The color is slightly ferruginous
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aud cloiuled with fire stains from the baking. The body is oruamented
with the engraved iigure of a bird apjiarently intended for an eagle.

The head, with its notched and strongly curved beak and convention-

alized crest, occupies one side. The wings may be seen at the right and

left, while the tail appears on the side opposite the head. The flat-

tened base of the vessel occupies the place of the body. The lines have
been scratched with a sharp point in the hardened clay. Certain spaces

in the plumes, wings, and tail are filled in with reticulated lines.

The bottle presented in Fig. 4(53 is embellished with a rather remark-

able design in color. The material is tine grained and without admix-

ture of shell. The color of the paste is a pale, salmon gray. The
surface is coated with a thick slip or enamel of whitish clay, very fine

grained and smooth; upon this the design was painted, not in the

thick earthy color employed farther north, but in what appears to be a

dark ])urplish-gray stain. The design upon the body is wholly unlike

anything yet described. It is developed in the light ground tint by
filling in the interstices with the dark color. The peculiar character of

Fig. 462.—Bottle : Alabama.—J.

this design inclines me to the view that it })robably had an ideographic

origiu, although possibly treated here as pure decoration. The open

hand is sometimes seen, in both the decorative aud the symbolic work

of the Gulf coast tribes, and is not unknown elsewhere. The figures

alternating with the hands are suggestive of a highly conventionalized

face, the eyes being indicated by the volutes and the mouth and teeth

by the lower x>art of the figure, as will be seen in the fully projected

design. Fig. 463. The neck has two indistinct bands of triangular den-

tate figures apparently painted in the dark color. The bottom is flat-

4 ETH ^28
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tish and without the coatiug of light clay. Both paste and slip can be

readily scratched with the finger nail. This vase was found in Frank-

lin County, Alabama, near the Mississiiijji line.

Fig. 463.—Painted design.

Attention has been called to the great numbers of pieces of earthen-

ware recovered from the mounds and graves of the middle province of

the Mississippi Valley. In certain districts—as remarked by one of our

collectors—we have but to dig to fill museums. Such districts must

have been occupied for a long period by a ruimerous people who recog-

nized the claims of the dead upon their worldly treasures. The burial

grounds of many other sections of the American continent are corre-

sjiondingly rich in ceramic remains.

The vessels were not to any extent cinerary, and probably not even

mortuary in the sense of having been constructed especially for inhuma-

tion with the dead. They were receptacles for food, drink, paint, and

the like, placed in the grave along with other possessions of the de-

jiarted in obedience to the demands of an almost universal custom.

The material employed in manufacture embraced clay in all grades

of refinement, from coarse loamy earths to the refined slips used in sur-

face finish. The tempering materials—used in greater or lesser quan-

tity according to the character of the vessel to be made—consisted of

shell, sand, and potsherds reduced to various degrees of pulveruleuce.

The stage of the art represented by this ware is one of hand building

purely. No lathe or other revolving device was known, although vari-

eties of improvised molds—baskets, gourds, and the like, such as are

known to nearly all pottery-making peoples—were frequently enployed.

The highest degree of finish known was attained by the application

of a slip or wash of fine clay which was given a good degree of mechani-

cal polish by means of a smooth imi)lement held in the hand. Orna-

ment was produced by both flat and i^lastic methods. The colors used

in painting were white, black, and red earths. The plastic subjects

were incised, stamped, relievi d, and modeled in the round.

The period was one of open-air baking, a moderate degree of hard-
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ness being secured. The texture was porous aud tbe vessels were with-

out resouauce. The paste exhibits two distinct varieties of color which
may be described roughly as light and dark. A certain range of dark
hues—blacks, browns, and grays—were probably produced by " smother
baking." Another set of colors embracing light reddish and yellowish

grays resulted from changes in the clay produced by simple open air

baking.

A feature worthy of especial note is the great diversity of form—indi-

cating a long practice of the art, a high specialization of uses, and a con-

siderable variety in the originals copied. The manual skill exhibited

is of no mean order. Symmetry of form combined with considerable

grace of outline has been achieved without the wheel—a result attained

in still greater ijerfection by other American races. Notwithstanding

the great diversity of the forms of vessels, the very primitive condition of

the art is indicated by the absence of bricks, tiles, whistles, lamps, spin-

dle- whorls, toys, and statuettes. The models from which the vessels

were copied must have been quite varied, comprising shells of mollusks

—

marine and fresh- water—gourd shells of varying shapes, and vessels of

wicker, bark, horn, and wood, such as are in common use with our

western and northern tribes.

The execution of the ornamental designs indicates a rather low grade

of skill. This is especially true of work in color, which has the appear-

ance of a newly acquired art. Intaglio and relief work evinces much
greater skill—the incised forms especially giving evidence of long ex-

perience.

In subject-matter the ornament employed bespeaks nothing higher

perhaps than could be expected of our historic tribes. The great body
of the devices are geometric, and comprise such motives as could have
developed within the art or that might have been borrowed from closely

associated arts. A small percentage of incised linear designs come, ap-

parently, from mythologic sources, and delineate, in a rude way, both
men and animals.

The modeling of life forms in connection with earthen vessels consti-

tutes a feature of considerable interest, the highest known achievement

being represented by a series of vases imitating human heads. Ani-

mal forms are generally rudely modeled, the imitation of nature hav-

ing been apparently a secondary consideration—the associated idea or

the fancy for the grotesque being the stronger motive. The animal

forms are inferior to those carved in stone by some of the mound build-

ing peoples.

That any of these images were idols in the ordinary acceptation of the

term is an idea that cannot be entertained. They are alwaj's associated

directly with vessels, and could not be more than representations of the

tutelary deities suj)posed to be interested in the uses or ceremonies to

which the vessels were assigned.

In form there are many suggestions of the characteristic utensils of
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the north, in ornament there are occasional hints of the south—of Carib-

bean aud Mexican art.

With the Pueblo peoples, notwithstaudiug their proximity, there is

hardly a hint of relationship of any kind. Unlike the Pueblos, the

ethnical environment of I he Mississippi Valley races would seem to have

been considerably diversified; there was less isolation; yet there are

strong indications that the art is mainly of indigenous growth, as there

is unity and consistency in all its features.

In reference to the period of culture represented by this ware, a few

words may be added. There is no feature in it that could not reasonably

be expected of the more advanced historic tribes of the valley. It in-

dicates a culture diffei-iug in many ways from that of the Pueblos, an-

cient and modern, but on the whole rather inferior to it. The work of

Mexico, Central and South iVmerica is decidedly superior in every essen-

tial feature.

There are many difficulties in the way of instituting a comparison of

this work with that of the primitive work of the Old World. These I

shall not stop to present in this place. In the most general way, I may
say that the ceramic art of the Middle Mississippi is apparently superior

to that of the stone age in Europe, but little can be inferred in regard

to relative grades of culture. In classic countries it is difficult to find

its true equivalent. To reach a stage of art correspondingly low we
shall have to go behind the heroic age—to i)ass down through more thau

the five prehistoric cities of the hill of Hissarlik and descend into the

lowest archseologic substratum. Even this, unless it represent the first

achievement of that grade of art upon the continent, would aftbrd uncer-

tain data for comparative study.

A given grade of ceramic achievement runs so freely up and down
the scale of culture that alone its evidence is of little value iu determin-

ing culture status.
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ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FORM AND ORNA-
MENT IN CERAMIC ART.

By William H. Holmes.

INTRODUCTORY.

For the iuvestigatiou of art in its early stages and in its widest seute-

there is probably no fairer field tlian that afforded by aboriginal Amer
ica, ancient and modern.

At the period of discovery, art at a number of places on the American

continent seems to have been developing surely and steadily, through

the force of the innate genius of the race, and the more advanced na-

tions were already approaching the threshold of civilizatiou; at the

same time their methods were characterized by great simplicity, and

their art products are, as a consequence, exceptionally homogeneous.

The advent of European civilization checked the current of growth,

and new and contiicting elements were introduced necessarily disas-

trous to the native development.

There is much, however, in the art of living tribes, especially of

those least iniiuenced by the whites, capable of throwing light upon the

obscure passages of ijrecolumbian art. By supplementing the study

of the prehistoric by that of historic art, which is still in many cases in

its incipient stages, we may hope to peneti'ate deeply into the secrets

of the past.

The advantages of this field, as compared with Greece, Egypt, and

the Orient, will be apparent when we remember that the dawn of art

in these countries lies hidden in the shadow of unnumbered ages, while

ours stands out in the light of the very present. This is well illustrated

by a remark of Birch, wlio, in dwelling upon the antiquity of the fictile

art, says that "the existence of eartheu vessels in Egypt was at least

coeval with the formation of a written language.'" Beyond this there

is acknowledged chaos. In strong contrast with this, is the fact tliat

all precolumbian American pottery precedes the acquisition of written

language, and this contrast is emphasized by the additional fact that it

also antedates the use of the wheel, that great perverter of the plastic

tendencies of clay.

' Birch.: History of Ancient Pottery, 1873, p. 8.
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The material presented in the following notes is derived chiefly from

the native ceramic art of the United States, but the; principles involved

are applicable to all times and to all art, as they are based upon the

laws of nature.

Ceramic art presents two classes of phenomena of importance in the

study of the evolution of ijesthetic culture. These relate, first, to form
and second, to ornament.

Form, as embodied in clay vessels, embraces, 1st, useful shapes, which

maj' or may not be ornamental, and, 2d, wsthetic shapes, which are orna-

mental and may be useful. There are also grotesque and fanciful shapes,

which may or may not be either useful or ornamental.

'No form or class of forms can be said to cliaracterize a particular age or

stage of culture. In a general way, of course, the vessels of primitive

peoples will be simple in form, while those of more advanced races will

be more varied and highly specialized.

The shapes first assumed by vessels in clay depend upon the shape

of the vessels employed at the time of the introduction of the art, and

these depend, to a great extent, upon the kind and grade of culture of

the people acquiring the art and upon the resources of the country in

which they live. To illustrate: If, for instance, some of the highly ad-

vanced Alaskan tribes which do not make pottery should migrate to

another habitat, less suitable to the practice of their old arts and well

adapted to art in clay, and should there acquire the art of pottery, they

would doubtless, to a great extent, copy tlieir highly developed utensils

of wood, bone, ivory, and basketry, and thus reach a high grade of

ceramic achievement in the first century of the practice of the art;

but, on the other hand, if certain tribes, very low in intelligence and

having no vessel-making arts, should undergo a corresponding change

of habitat and acquire the art of pottery, they might not reach in a

thousand years, if left to themselves, a grade in the art equal to that

of tlie liypothetical Alaskan potters in the first decade. It is, there-

fore, not the age of the art itself that determines its forms, but the grade

and kind of art with which it originates and coexists.

Ornament is subject to similar laws. Where pottery is employed by

Ijeoples in very low stages of culture, its ornamentation will be of the

simple archaic kind. Being a conservative art and much hami)ered

by the restraints of convention, the elementary forms of ornament

are carried a long way into the succeeding periods and have a very

decided effect upon the higher stages. Pottery brought into use for

the first time by more advanced races will never pass through the

elementary stage of decoration, but will take its ornament greatly from

existing art and carry this up in its own peculiar way through succeed-

ing generations. The character of the ornamentation does not there-

fore depend upon the age of the art so much as upon the acquirements

of the potter and his people in other arts.
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ORIGIN OF FORM.

In order to couvey a clear idea of the bearing of the preceding state-

ments upon the history of form and ornament, it will be necessary to

present a number of points in greater detail.

The following synopsis will give a connected view of various possible

origins of form.
rBy adventition.

O^^nottoru. By tai.ation
{ gf ^^^Si/™;]^:^,.

I By invention.

FORMS SICGESTED BY ADVEMITION.

The suggestions of accident, especially in tlie early stages of art, are

often adopted, and become fruitful sources of improvement and progress.

By such means the use of clay was discovered and the ceramic art came
into existence. The accidental indentation of a mass of clay by the

foot, or hand, or by a fruit-shell, or stone, while serving as an auxiliary

in some simple art, may have suggested the making of a cup, the sim-

plest form of vessel.

The use of clay as a cement in repairing utensils, in protecting com-

bustible vessels from injury by fire, or in building up the walls of shal-

low vessels, may also have led to the formation of disks or cups, after-

wards independently constructed. In any case the objects or utensils

with which the clay was associated in its earliest use would impress

their forms upon it. Thus, if clay were used in deepening or mending
vessels of stone by a given people, it would, when used independently

by that people, tend to assume shapes suggested by stone vessels. The
same may be said of its use in connection with wood and wicker, or with

vessels of other materials. Forms of vessels so derived may be said to

have an adventitious origin, yet they are essentially copies, although

not so by design, and may as readily be placed under the succeeding

bead.

FORMS DERIVED BY IMITATION.

Clay has no inherent qualities of a nature to impose a given form

or class of forms upon its products, as have wood, bark, bone, or stone.

It is so mobile as to be quite free to take form from surroundings, and
where extensively used will record or echo a vast deal of nature and of

coexistent art.

In this observation we have a key that will unlock many of the mys-

teries of form.

In the investigation of this point it will be necessary to consider the

processes by which an art inherits or acquires the forms of another art

or of nature, and how one material imposes its peculiarities upon an-

other material. In early stages of culture the iirocesses of art are closely

akin to those of nature, the human agent hardly lanking as more than
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a part of the environmeut. The primitive artist does uot proceed by
methods identical with our own. He does not deliberately aud freely

examine all departments of nature or art and select for models those

things most convenient or most agreeable to fancy; neither does he

experiment with the view of inventing new forms. What he attempts

depends almost absolutely upon what happens to be suggested by pre-

ceding forms, and so narrow and so direct are the processes of his

mind that, knowing his resources, we could closely i)redict his results.

The range of models in the ceramic art is at first very limited, and

includes only those utensils devoted to the particular use to which the

clay vessels are to be applied ; later, closely-associated objects aud
utensils are copied. In the first stages of art, when the savage makes
a weapon, he modifies or copies a weapon; when he makes a vessel, he

modifies or copies a vessel.

This law holds good in an inverse ratio to culture, varying to a cer-

tain extent with the character of the material used.

Natural originals.—Natural originals, both animal and vegetable,

necessarily differ with the country and the cliuiate, thus giving rise to

individual characters in art forms often extremely jiersistent and sur-

viving decided changes of environment.

The gourd is probably the most varied and suggestive natural vessel.

We find that the primitive jjotter lias often copied it in the most literal

manner. One example only, out of the many available ones, is neces-

sary. Tliis is from a mound in southeastern Missouri.

In Fig. 404, a illustrates a common form of the gourd, while b repre-

sents the imitation in clay.

a, Gouid. h, Clay vessel.

I IG. 464.—Form derived froQi a fiuuid.

All nations situated ui)on the sea or upon large rivers use shells of

mollusks, which, without modification, make excellent receptacles for

water and food. Imitations of these are often found among the prod-

ucts of the potter's art. A good example from the Mississippi Valley

is shown in Fig. 4G5, « being the original and h the copy in clay.

In Africa, and in other countries, such natural objects as cocoauut

shells, and ostrich eggs are used in like manner.
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Another class of vessels, those made from the skins, bladders, and
stomachs of animals, should also be mentioned in this connection, as it

is certain that their influence has frequently been felt in the conforma-

tion of earthen utensils.

In searching nature, therefore, for originals of primitive ceramic forms

we have little need of going outside of objects that in their natural or

slightly altered state are available for vessels.

a. Sht'll. b, Clay.

Fig. 465—Form derived from a oonch shell.

True, other objects have been copied. We find a multitude of the

higher natural forms, both animal and vegetable, embodied in vessels

of clay, but their presence is indicative of a somewhat advanced stage

of art, when the copying of vessels that were functionally proper ante-

cedents had given rise to a familiarity with the use of clay and a

capacity iu handling it that, with advancing culture, brought all nature

within the reach of the potter and made it assist in the processes of

Niiiiation and development.

Artificial originals.—There is no doubt that among most peoples art

had produced vessels in other materials antecedent to the utilization of

clay. These would be legitimate models for the potter and we may
therefore expect to find them repeated in earthenware. In this way
the art has acquired a multitude of new forms, some of which may
be natural forms at second hand, that is to say, with modifications

imposed upon them by the material in which they were first shaped.

But all materials other than chij* are exceedingly intractable, and im-

press their own characters so decidedly upon forms produced in them
that ultimate originals, where there are such, cannot often be traced

through them.

It will be most interesting to note the influence of these peculiarities

of originals upon the ceramic art.

A nation having stoue vessels, like those of California, on acquiring

the art of ])ottery would use the stone vessels as models, and such

forms as that given in Fig. 4G6 would arise, a being in stone and b iu

clay, the former from California and the latter from Arizona.

Similar forms would just as readily come from gourds, baskets, or

other globular utensils.

Nations having wooden vessels would copy them in clay on acquir-

ing the ait of ])ottery. This would give rise to a distinct group of

forms, the result primarily of the peculiarities of the woody structure.
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Tbus in Fig. 467, a, we have a form of wooden vessel, a sort of winged

trongli that 1 have frequently found copied in clay. The earthen vessel

giv(Mi in Fig. 4li7, h. was obtained from an ancient grave in Arkansas.

a, stone. 6, clay.

Fir.. 466.—Form derived from Ji stone pot.

The carai)ace of some species of turtles, and perhaps even the hard

case of the armadillo, could be utilized in :i similar way.

The shaping of a knot of wood often gives rise to a dipper-shaped

a, wood. 6, clay.

Flu. 467.—Form di/rived from a wooden tray.

vessel, such as may be found in use by many tribes, and is as likely an

original for the dipper form in clay as is the gourd or the couch shell;

the familiar horn vessel of the western tribes. Fig. 46S, a, would have

a, Horn. ('. Cluy.

Fig. 468.—Form derived from a horn spoon.

served equally well. The specimen given in h is from Arkansas. As
a rule, however, such vessels cannot be traced to their originals, since

n, ri:iik. h. Clay.

P"ii;. 469.—Foini derived from a hark vessel. \

by copying and recoi)ying they have varied from the parent form, tend-

ing always toward uniform conventional shapes.
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A vessel of rectangular outline might originate in wood or bark. In

Fig. 400, n, we have a usual form of bark tray, whicb is possibly the pro-

totype of the square-rimmed earthen vessel given in b.

Basketry and other classes of woven vessels take a great variety of

forms and, being generally antecedent to the potter's art and cou-

rt, Wicker. &. Clay.

Fig. 470.—Form originating in basketry.

stantly present with it, have left an indelible impression upon ceramic
forms. This is traceable in the earthenware of nearly all nations. The
clay vessel is an intruder, and usurps the place and appropriates the

a. Wicker.
Fig. 471.—Form i-i i^inatiui: in basketry.

b. Clay.

dress of its predecessor in wicker. The form illustrated in Fig. 470, a,

is a common one with the Pueblo peoples, and their earthen vessels

often resemble it very closely, as shown in b. Another variety is given

o, Net. 6, Cl.iy.

Fig. 472.—Form originating in basketry

in Fig. 471, a and b. These specimens are from southwestern Utah.
Fig. 472, b, illustrates a form quite common in the Southern States, a

4 ETH 29
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section in which pouch-like nets and baskets, a, were formerly in use

and in which the pots were often modeled.

INVENTION OF FORM.

In the early stages of art, forms are rarely invented outright and I

shall not stop to consider the subject here.

MODIFICATION OF FORM.

The acquisition of new materials, the development of new uses, the

employment of new processes of manufacture, and many other ageinties

lead to the multiplication of forms through modification. The jiroc-

esses by which highly differentiated forms are reached are interesting

thi'oughout and repay the closest study.

A preliminary classification of the various causes that lead to modi-

fication is given in the following- synopsis:

f ( To aseuine form,
lucapacitj* of material { ^ . ^

^ To retain lorm.

Infapacily of tlie artisaD.

10(1 of manufacture.

Modification of form - <

Bv adventition

By intention

I

Changes in metli(

1 Changes of envinironment.

I
Changes of use.

Lack of use.

t Iijfluencc of new or exotic forms, etc.

j- To enhance usefulness.

j
To please fancy

( For the beaiiti:

^ For the grotest

ful,

grotesque.

MODIFICATION BY .\DVENTITION.

Incapaciti/ of material.—It is evident at a glance that clay lacks the

capacity to assume and to retain many of the details of form found in

antecedent vessels. This necessarily results in the alteration or omission

of these featui'es, and hence arise many modifications of original forms.

The simple lack of capacity on the part of the potter who undertook

to reproduce a model would lead to the modification of all but the most

simple shapes.

The acquisition of the art by a superior or an inferior race, or one of

different habits would lead to decided changes. A people accustomed

to carrying objects upon the head, on acquiring earthen vessels would

shape the bases and the handles to facilitate this use.

Improvements in the methods of manufacture are of the greatest im-

portance in the progress of an art. The introduction of the lathe, for

example, might almost revolutionize form in clay.

As arts multiply, clay is applied to new uses. Its employment in the

manufacture of lamps, whistles, or toys would lead to a multitude of dis-

tinct and unique forms.
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The acquisitiou of a new vessel-making material by a nation of pot-

ters and the association of the forms developed through its inherent

qualities or structure would often lead ceramic shapes into new chan-

nels.

The contact of a nation of potters with a nation of carvers in wood

would tend very decidedly to modify the utensils of the former. One

example may be given which will illustrate the possibilities of such ex-

otic influences upon form. In Fig. 473, a, we have an Alaskan vessel

(I. wot.d. &, clay.

Fio. 473.—Coincident forms.

carved in wood. It represents a beaver grasping a stick iu its hands

and teeth. The conception is so unusual and the style of vessel so char-

acteristic of the people that we should not expect to find it repeated iu

other regions ; but the ancient graves of the Middle Mississippi Valley

have furnished a number of very similar vessels in clay, oneof whicii is

outlined in b. While this remarkable coincidence is suggestive of ethnic

relationships which do not call for attention here, it serves to illustrate

the possibilities of modification by simple coutact.

A curious example illustrative of possible transformation by adventi-

tious circumstances is found in the collection from the province of an-

cient Tusayan. A small vessel of sphynx-like appearance, possibly

derived moi'e or less remotely from a skin vessel, has a noticeable re-

semblance to some life form, Fig. 474, a. The forelegs are represented

Fig. 474.—Form resulting from accident.

by two large bosses, the wide-open mouth takes the place of the sev-

ered neck, and a handle connects the top of the rim with the back

of the vessel. The handle being broken off and the vessel inverted,
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i, there is a decided cbauge ; we are struck by the resemblance to a

frog or toad. The original legs, having dark concentric lines painted

around them, look like large prolruding eyes, and the mouth gapes in the

most realistic manner, while the two short broken ends of the handle

resemble legs and serve to support the A'essel in an upright position,

completing the illusion. The fetich-hunting Pueblo Indian, picking

up this little vessel in its mutilated condition, would jjrobablj' at once

give to it the sacred character of the water animal which it resembles,

and it might readily transmit its peculiarities of form to other genera-

tions of vessels.

It is not necessary in this study to refer at length to the influence of

metallic vessels upon ceramic forms. They do not usually appear until

the ceramic art is far advanced and often receive a heritage of shape

from earthen forms. Afterwards, when the inherent qualities of the

metal have stamped their individuality upon utensils, the debt is paid

back to clay with interest, as will be seen by reference to later forms in

many parts of the world.

MODIFICATION BV INTENTION.

To enhance usefulness.—There can be no doubt that the desire upon
the part of the archaic potter to increase the usefulness and convenience

of his utensils has been an important agent in the modification of form.

The earliest vessels employed were often clumsy and difficult to handle.

The favorite conch shell would hold water for him who wished to drink,

but the breaking away of spines and the extraction of the interior whorl

improved it immeasurably. The clumsy mortar of stone, with its thick

walls and great weight, served a useful purpose, but it needed a very

little intelligent thought to show that thin walls and neatly-trimmed

margins were much preferable.

Vessels of clay, aside from the forms imposed upon them by their

antecedents and associates, would necessarily be subject to changes sug-

gested by the growing needs of man. These would be worked out with

ever-increasing ease by his unfolding genius for invention. Further

investigation of this phase of development would carry me beyond the

limits set for this paper.

To please fancy.—The skill acquired by the handling of clay in con-

structing vessels and in efforts to increase their usefulness would open

an expansive field for the play of fancy. The potter would no sooner

succeed in copying vessels having life form than he would be placed

in a position to realize his capacity to imitate forms not peculiar to ves-

sels. His ambition would in time lead him even beyond the limits of

nature and he would invade the realm of imagination, embodying the

conceptions of superstition in the plastic clay. This tendency would
be encouraged and perjietuated by the relegation of vessels of particular

forms to particular ceremonies. *
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ORIGIN OF ORNAMENT.

The biitb of the embellishiug art must be sought in that stage of

animal development when instinct began to discover that certain attri-

butes or adornments increased attractiveness. When art in its human
sense came into existence ideas of embellishment soon extended from

the 2)erson, with which they had been associated, to all things with which

man had to deal. The processes of the growth of the Besthetic idea are

long and obscure and cannot be taken up in fhis place.

The various elements of embellishment in which the ceramic art is

interested may be assigned to two great classes, based upon the char-

acter of the conceptions associated with them. These are ideographic

and non-ideographic. In the present paper I shall treat chiefly of the

non ideographic, reserving the ideographic for a second paper.

Elements, non-ideographic from the start, are derived mainly from

two sources : 1st, from objects, natural or artificial, associated with the

arts; and, 2d, from the suggestions of accidents attending construction.

Natural objects abound in features highly suggestive of embellishment

and these are constantly employed in art. Artificial objects have two
classes of features capable of giving rise to ornament : these are construc-

tional and functional. In a late stage of development all things in na

ture and in art, however complex or foreign to the art in its pi-actiee,

are subject to decorative treatment. This latter is the realistic pictorial

stage, one of which the student of native American culture needs to

take little cognizance.

Elements of design are not invented outright: man modifies, com-

bines, and recombines elements or ideas already in existence, but does

not create.

A classification of the sources of decorative motives employed in the

ceramic art is given in the following diagram :

j- Suggestions of fe.aturea of natural utensils or objects.

Origin of ornament

.
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SUGGESTIONS OF NATURAL FEATURES OF OBJECTS.

The first articles used by men in their sim])le arts have in many
cases possessed features suggestive of decoration. Shells of mollusks

are exquisitely embellished with ribs, spines, nodes, and colors. The
same is true to a somewhat limited extent of the shells of the turtle and
the armadillo and of the bard cases of fruits.

These decorative features, though not essential to the utensil, are

nevertheless inseparable parts of it, and are cast or unconsciously

copied by a very primitive people when similar articles are artificially

produced in plastic material. In this way a utensil may acquire orna-

mental characters long before the workman has learned to take i^leasure

in such details or has conceived an idea beyond that of simple utility.

This may be called unconscious embellishment. In this fortuitous

fashion a ribbed variety of fruit shell would give rise to a ribbed vessel

in clay ; one covered with spines would suggest a noded vessel, etc.

When taste came to be exercised upon such objects these features

would be retained and copied for the pleasure they afforded.

Passing by the many simple elements of decoration that by this un-

conscious process could be derived from such sources, let me give a

single example by which it will be seen that not only elementary forms

but even so bighly constituted an ornament as the scroll may have been

brought thus naturally into the realm of decorative art. The sea-shell

has always been intimately associated with the arts that utilize clay and
abounds in suggestions of embellishment. The Bust/con was almost

universally employed as a vessel by the tribes of the Atlantic drainage

of North America. Usually it was trimmed down and excavated until

a.—Shell vessel b. —Copy in clay.

Fig. 475.—Scroll derived from the spire of a conch shell

only about three-fourths of the outer wall of the shell remained. At
one end was the long spike like base which served as a handle, and at

the other the flat conical apex, with its very pronounced spiral line or

ridge expanding from the center to the circumference, as seen in Fig.

475 a. This vessel was often copied in clay, as many good examples

now in our museums testify. The notable feature is that the shell has

V
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been copied literally, the spiral appearing in its proper place. A spec-

imen is illnstrated in Fig. 47.") b wbicli, although simple and highly con-

ventionalized, still retains the spiral figure.

In another example we have four of the noded apexes placed about

the rim of the vessel, as shown in Fig. 476a, the conception being that

of four conch shells united in one vessel, the bases being turned inward

and the apexes outward. Now it is only necessary to suppose the addi-

tion of the spiral lines, always associated with the nodes, to have the

result shown in /*, and by a still higher degree of convention we have

Fig. 476.—Possible derivation of the current scroll.

the classic scroll ornament given in c. Uf course, no such result as this

could come about adventitiously, as successful combination calls for the

exercise of judgment and taste ; but the initiatory steps could be taken

—

the motive could enter art—without the conscious supervision of the

human agent.

SUGfiESTMNS BY FEATURES OF ARTIFICIAL OBJECTS.

Functional features.—Functional features of art products liable to in-

fluence ornament comprise handles, legs, feet, rims, bands, and other

peculiarities of shape originating in utility. Handles, for instance, may
have been indigenous to a number of arts; they are coeval and coex-

tensive with culture. The first load, weapon, or vessel transported by
man may have been suspended by a vine or filament. Such arts as have
fallen heir to handles have used them according to the capacities of the

material employed. Of all the materials stone is ijrobably the least

suited \b their successful use, while clay utilizes them in its own peculiar

Fig. 477.—Ornament derived through the luoditication of handles.

way, giving to them a great variety of expression. Tliey are copied m
clay from various models, but owing to the inadequate capacities of the

material, often lose their function and degenerate into mere ornaments,

which are modified as such to jjlease the potter's fancy. Thus, for ex-

ample, the series of handles placed about the necli of the vessel become,

\
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by modification in frequent copying, a mere band of ornamental figures

in relief, or even finally in engraved, punctured, or piiinted lines, in the

manner suggested in Fig. 477. Legs, pedestals, spouts, and other feat-

ures may iu a like manner give rise to decoration.

Constructional feainres.—Features of vessels resulting from construc-

tion are infinitely varied and ofteu highly suggestive of decoratiou.

Constructional peculiarities of the clay utensils themselves are espe-

cially, worthy of notice, and on account of their actual presence in the

art itself are more likely to be utilized or copied for ceramic ornament

than those of other materials. The coil, so universally employed in con-

struction, has had a decided influence upon the ceramic decoration of

certain peoples, as I have shown in a pajier on ancient Pueblo art.

From it we have not only a great variety of surface ornamentation pro-

duced by simple treatment of the coil in place, but ])robably many
forms suggested by the use of the coil iu vessel building, as, for instance,

the spiral formed in beginning the base of a coiled vessel. Fig. 478 a,

a.— Coiled flllet of clay. 6.—Doul)!,- i-oil.

Fig. 478.—ScroU derivf il from coil of clay.

from which the double scroll fe, as a separate feature, could readily be

derived, and finally the chain of scrolls so often seen in border and zone

decoratiou. This familiarity with the use of fillets or ropes of clay

would also lead to a great variety of applied ornament, examples of

which, from Pueblo art, are given in Fig. 479. The sinuous forms as-

Flu. 479.—Ornamental nse of fillets.

sumed bj' a rope of clay so employed would readily suggest to the

Indian the form of the serpent and the means of representing it, and
might thus lead to the introduction of this much revered creature into

art.

Of the various classes of utensils associated closely with the ceramic

art, there are none so characteristically marked by constructional feat-

I
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ures as nets and wicker baskets. The twisting, interlacing, knotting,

and stitching of filaments give relieved figures that by contact in man-

ufacture impress themselves upon the plastic clay. Such impressions

come in time to be regarded as pleasing features, and when free-hand

methods of reproducing are finally acquired they and their derivatives

become essentials of decoration. At a later stage these characters of

basketry influence ceramic decoration in a somewhat different way. By
the use of variously-colored fillets the woven surface displays figures in

color corresponding to those in relief and varying with every new com-

bination. Many striking patterns are thus produced, and the potter

who lias learned to decorate his wares by the stylus or brush repro-

duces these patterns by free-hand methods. We find pottery in all

countries ornamented with patterns, painted, incised, stamped, and re-

lieved, certainly derived from this source. So well is this fact known
that I need hardly go into details.

In the higher stages of art the constructional characters of architec-

ture give rise to many notions of decoration which afterwards descend

to other arts, taking greatly divergent forms. Aboriginal architecture

in some parts of America had reached a development cap.able of wield-

ing a strong influence. This is not true, however, of any part of the

United States.

SUCGESTIOVS OF ACCIDENTS.

Besides the suggestions of surface features impressed in manufac-

ture or intentionally copied as indicated above, we have also those of ac-

cidental imprints of implements or of the fingers in manufacture. From
this source there are necessarily many suggestions of ornament, at first

of indented figures, but later, after long employment, extending to the

other modes of representation.

IDEOGRAPHIC AND PICTORIAl SIBJECTS.

Non-ideographicforms of ornament may originate in ideographic feat-

ures, mnemonic, demonstrative, or symbolic. Such significant figures

are borrowed by decorators from other branches of art. As time goes

on they lose their significance and are subsequently treated as purely

decorative elements. Subjects wholly ])ictorial in character, when such

come to be made, may also be used as simple decoration, and by long

processes of convention become geometric.

The exact amount of significance still attached to significant figures

after adoption into decoration cannot be determined except in cases of

actual identification by living peoples, and even when the signification is

known by the more learned individuals the decorator may be wholly

without knowledge of it.

)
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MODIFICATION OF ORNAMENT.

There are comparatively few elementary ideas prominently and gen-

erally employed in primitive decorative art. New ideas are acquired,

as already sLown, all along the pathway of progress. None of these

ideas retain a uniform expression, however, as they are subject to modi-

fication by environment just as are tbe forms of living organisms. A
brief classification of the causes of modification is given in the follow-

ing sj"nopsis:

ilodification of ornament ; Through form

[Through material.

Through form.

Through methods of realization.

ThroiKjh material.—It is evident at a glance that material must have a

strong intluence upon the forms assumed by the various decorative

motives, however derived. Thus stone, clay, wood, bone, and copper,

although they readily borrow from nature and from each other, necessa-

rily show different decorative results. Stone is massive and takes form

slowlj' and by peculiar processes. Clay is more versatile and decoration

may be scratched, incised, painted, or modeled in relief with equal fa-

cility, while wood and metal engender details having characters peculiar

to themselves, producing dift'erent results ft-om the same motives or ele-

ments. Much of the diversity displayed by the art products of different

countries and climates is due to this cause.

Peoples dwelling in arctic climates are limited, by their niiiterials, to

particular modes of expression. Bone and ivory as shaped for use in

the arts of subsistence afford facilities for the employment of a very

restricted class of linear decoration, such chiefly as could be scratched

with a hard point upon small irregular, often cylindrical, implements.

Skins and other animal tissues are not favorable to the development of

ornament, and the textile arts—the greatest agents of convention—do

not readily find suitable materials in which to work.

Decorative art carried to a high stage under arctic environment would

be more likely to achieve unconventional and realistic forms than if

developed in more highly favored countries. The accurate geometric

and linear patterns would hardly arise.

Through form.—Forms of decorated objects exercise a strong influ-

ence upon the decorative designs employed. It would be more difihcult

to tattoo the human face or body with straight lines or rectilinear pat-

terns than with curved ones. An ornament applied originally to a ves-

.sel of a given form would accommodate itself to that form pretty much

as costume becomes adjusted to the individual. When it came to be

required for another form of vessel, very decided changes might be

necessary.

With the ancient Pueblo peoples rectilinear forms of meander pat-

terns were very much in favor and many earthen vessels are found/ in

/

>
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which bauds of beautiful angular geometric figures occupy the peripheral

zone, Fig. 480 a, but when the artist takes up a mug having a row of

hemispherical nodes about the body, h, he finds it very difiicult to apply

his favorite forms and is almost compelled to run spiral curves about the

nodes iu order to secure a neat adjustment.

,1 h

Fig. 4t0.—V.iri.itiuna in a motive througb the influence of form.

Through methods of realization.—It will readily be seen that the forms

assuQied by a motive dei)eud greatly upon the character of the mechan-

ical devices employed. In the potter's art devices for holding and turn-

ing the vessel under manii)ulation ])roduce peculiar results.

In applying a given idea to clay much depends upon the method of

executing it. It will lake widely differing forms when executed by in-

cising, by modeling, by painting, and by stamping.

Intimately associated with methods of execution ai-e peculiarities of

construction, the two agencies working together in the processes of

modification and development of ornament.

I have previously shown how our favorite ornament, the scroll, in its

disconnected form may have originated in the copying of natural forms

or through the manii)ulatioii of coils of clay. I present here an ex-

ample of its possible origin through the modification of forms derived

from constructional features of basketry. An ornament known as the

guilloche is found in many countries. The combination of lines resem-

bles that of twisted or platted fillets of wood, cane, or rushes, as may be

seen at a glance. Fig. 481 a. An incised ornament of this character,

possibly derived from basketry by copying the twisted fillets or their

impressions in the clay, is very common on the pottery of the mounds
of the Mississippi Valley, and its variants form a most interesting study.

In applying this to a vessel the careless artist does not proi)erly connect

ids of the lines which pass beneath the intersecting fillets, and the

become disconnected, b. In many cases the ends are turned in

'ly as seen in c, and only a slight further change is necessary to

the result, d, the running scroll with well-developed links. All

'. steps may be observed in a single group of vessels.

..^ay be thought by some that the processes of development indi-

cateAabove are insuflicient and unsatisfactory. There are those who,

«
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seeing these, forms already endowed with symbolism, begin at what I

conceive to be the wrong end of the process. They derive the form of

symbol directly from the thing symbolized. Thus the current scroll is,

with many races, found to be a symbol of water, and its origin is attrib-

uted to a literal rendition of the sweep and curl of the waves. It is more
probable that the scroll became the symbol of the sea long after its de-

velopment through agencies similar to those described above, and that

the association resulted from the observation of incidental resemblances.

This same figure, in use by tlie Indians of the interior of the continent,

is regarded as symbolic of the whirlwind, and it is probable that any
symbol-using people will find in the features and phenomena of their

environment, whatever it may be, sufficient resemblance to any of their

decorative devices to lead to a symbolic association.

Fig. 481.—Theoretical development of the carrent scroll.

One secret of modification is found in the use of a radical in more than

one art, owing to difterences in constructioir»j characters. For exam-
ple, the tendency of nearly all woven fabrics ^JUo encourage, even to

compel, the use of straight lines in the decoriftive designs applied.

Thus the attempt to employ curved lines would lead to stepped or

broken lines. The curvilinear scroll coming from some other art would
be forced by the constructional character of the fabric into square forms,

and the rectilinear meander or fret would result, as shown in Fig. 4p2,

a being the plain form, painted, engraved, or in relief, and h the s»ii2ft

idea developed in a woven fabric. Stone or brick-work would IcotI to

like results, Fig. 483 ; but the modification could as readily mov^« the

k
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Other direction. If an ornament originating in the constructional char-

acter of a woven fabric, or remodeled by it, and hence rectilinear, should

be desired for a smooth structureless or featureless surface, the difficul-

a, free-hand fonu. 6, form imposed by fabric.

Fig. 482.—Forms of tbr same motive expressed in dilferent arts.

ties of drawing the angular forms would lead to the delineation of

curved forms, and we would have exactly the reverse of the order

shown in Figs. 482 and 483. The two forms given in Fig. 484 actually
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when a similar idea derived from biiskefcry (as it could have no other

origin) is executed in color ui)on an earthen vessel, we observe a tend-

ency to depart from symmetry as well as from consistency. I call atten-

FlG. 485.—Geometric form of textile ornament.

tion here to the arrangement of the partH merely, not to the motives

employed, as I happen to have no examples of identical figures from

the two arts.

Fig. 486.—Loss of geometric accuracy in paiutin

It will be seen by reference to the design given in Fig. -480,

from the upper surface of an ancient vase, that although the

the decoration is wonderfully well preserved the idea of the'

all the rays in the center of the vessel is not kept in view ""
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carelessness in the drawing two of the rays are crowded out and ter-

minate against the side of a neighboring ray. In copying and recopy-

ing by freeiiaud methods, many curious modifications take phice in

these designs, as, for example, the uuconforniity which occurs in one

place in tli& example given may occur at a number of places, and there

will be a >r>,ries of independent sections, a small number only of the

bands of devices remaining true rays.

A chai dstic painted design from the interior of an ancient bowt

is shown 'g. 487, in which merely a suggestion of the radiation is

jireserved, csough the figure is still decorative and tasteful. This

process of u, <5cation goes on without end, and as the true geometric

Fig. 487.—L)esi;;u paiuted upon pottery.

textile forms recede from view innovation robs the design of all traces

of its original character, producing mnch that is incongruous and unsat-

isfactory.

T'le growth of decorative devices from the elementary to the highly

constituted and elegant is owing to a tendency of the human mind to

elaborate I5ecause it is pleasant to do so or because pleasure is taken in

the rea,ult, but there is still a directnig and shaping agency to be ac-

counted for.

,

l\hav(?talready shown >hat such figures as the scroll and the guilloche

areViot iflicessarili/ de' VI by processes of selection and combination

of siVupleVlements, 1 ^ave thought, since they may have (i\)me

into art a^ verj^ e? "vlmost full-fledged; but there is noth*"'~~

in ther"''^ ^s to thr "*^>cesses by which ot'~"-

lowecjf slar'T

In tF' \thf
op 111 in
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the general course of natm-e decorative forms began with simple ele-

. ments and developed by systematic methods to complex foi'ri»s. Take
for example the series of designs shown in Fig. 488. The meander a

made up of simple parts would, according to Mr. Hartt, by fi ^lier elab-

oration under the supervision of the muscles of the eye, d . ;> i 'o h.

This, in time, into c, and so on until the elegant anthemiun ved.

The series shown in Fig. 489 would develop in a similar w . i rwise

would be produced bv modification in free-hand copving ••'
-k > Jiuear

T r 1
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554.—The fret of pottery decoration 516

555.—Scroll as evolved from fret in pottery decoration 516

556.—Ancient Pueblo "medicine-jar " 517

557.—Decoration of above compared with modern Moki rain symbol 517

5.58.—Zuui prayer-meal bowl illustrating symbolism in form and decora-

tion 518

559.—Native paintings of sacred butterfly 519

560.—Native painting of sacred migratory "summerbird" 519

561.—Rectangular or Iroquois type of earthen vessel 519

562.—Kiduey-shaped type of vessel of Nicaragua 520

563.—Iroquois bark vessel, showing angles of juncture 520

564.—Porcupine quill decoration on bark vessel, for comparison with Fig.

.561 . 521



STUDY OF PUEBLO POTTERY AS ILLUSTRATIVE
OF ZUN I CULTURE-GROWTH.

By Frank H. Cushing.

HABITATIONS AFFECTED BY ENVIRONMENT,

It is conceded that the peculiarities of a culture-status are due chiefly

to the necessities eucount'ered during its development. In this sense

the Pueblo phase of life was, like the Egyptian, the product of a desert

environment. Given that a tribe or stock of people is weak, they will

be encroached upon by neighboring stronger tribes, and driven to new
surroundings if not subdued. Such we may believe was the influence

which led the ancestors of the Pueblo tribes to adopt an almost water-

less area for their habitat.

It is apparent at least that they entered the country wherein their

remains occur while com]>aratively a rude people, .and worked out there

almost wholly their incipient civilization. Of this there is important
linguistic evidence.

Fig. 490.—a Navajo hut.

A Navajo hogan, or hut, is a beehive-shaped or conical structure

(see Fig. 490) of sticks and turf or earth, sometimes even of stones

473
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chinked with mud. Yet its modern Zufii name is hdm' pon ne, from

ha we, dried brush, sprigs or leaves; and jw' an ne, covering, shelter or

roof (po a to place over and tie the nominal sufiflx); which, interpreted,

signifies a "brush or leaf shelter." This leads to the inference that

the temporary shelter with which the ZuiJis were acquainted when they

formulated the name here given, presumably in their earliest condition,

was in shape like the Navajo hogan, but in material, of brush or like

perishable substance.

The archaic name for a building or walled inclosure is he sho ta, a

contraction of the now obsolete term, he sho ta pon ne, from he sho, gum,
or resin-like; sho tai e, leaned or placed together convergingly; and
td po an ne, a roof of wood or a roof supported by wood.

The meaning of all this would be obscure did not the oldest remains of

the Pueblos occur in the almost inaccessible lava- wastes bordering the

southwestern deserts and intersecting them and were not the houses of

these ruins built on the plan of shelters, round (see Figs. 491, 492, 493),

Fig. 491.—Perspective view of earliest oi Round-liouse structure of lava.

rather than rectangular. Furthermore, not only does the lava-rock of

which their walls have been rudely constructed resemble natural as-

phaltum (/le sho) and possess a cleavage exactly like that of piiion-gum

and allied substances (also he sho), but some forms of lava are actually

known as a he sho or gum-rock. From these considerations inferring

that the name he sho ta pon ne derivatively signifies something like " a

gum-rock shelter with roof supports of wood," we may also infer that

the Pueblos on their coming into the desert regions dispossessed earlier

inhabitants or that they chose the lava-wastes the better to secure
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themselves from invasion; moreover that the oldest form of building

known to them was therefore an iuclosure of lava-stones, whence the

application of the contraction h6 sho ta and its restriction to mean a
walled inclosure.

Fig. 492.—Plan of Pueblo etrnctare of lava.

Fig. 493.—SectioD of Pueblo structure of lava.

RECTANGULAit FORMS DEVELOPED FROM CIRCULAR.

It may be well in this connection to cite a theory entertained by Mr.
Victor Mindeleflf, of the Bureau of Ethnology, whose wide experience

among the southwestern ruins entitles his judgment to high consider-
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ation. la his opinion the rectangular form of architecture, which suc-

ceeds the type under discussion, must have been evolved from the

circular form bj' the bringing together, within a limited area, of many
houses. This would result in causing the wall of one circular structure

to encroach upon that of another, suggesting the partition instead of

the double wall. This partition would naturally be built straight as a

twofold measure of economy. Supposing three such houses to be con-

tiguous to a central one, each separated from the latter by a straight

wall, it may be seen that (as in the accompanying plan) the three sides

Fig. 4&4.—Evolution of rectangular forms in primitive architecture.

of a square are already formed, suggesting the parallelogramic as a

convenient style of sequent architecture.

All this, I need scarcely add, agrees not only with my own observa-

tions in the field but with the kind of linguistic research above recorded.

It would also apparently explain the occurrence of the circular semisub-

terranean H fft tsi we, or estufas. These being sacred have retained the

pristine form long after the adoption of a modified type of structure for

ordinary or secular purposes, according to the well known law of sur-

vival iu ceremonial appurtenances.

In a majority of the lava ruins (for example those occurring near

Prescott, Arizona), I have observed that the sloping sides rather than

the level tops of viesa headlands have been chosen by the ancients as

building-sites. Here, the rude, square type of building prevails, not,

however, to the entire exclusion of the circular type, which is repre-

sented by loosely constructed walls, always on the outskirts of the main

ruins. The rectangular rooms are, as a rule, built row above row.

Some of the houses in the upper rows give evidence of having over-

lapped others below. (See section, Fig. 495.)
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FLAT AND TERRACED ROOFS DEVELOPED FROM SLOPING MESA-SITES.

We cauuot fail to take notice of the indications which this brings

before us.

(1) It is quite probable that the overlapping resulted from an in-

crease in the numbers of the ancient builders relative to available area,

this, as in the first instance, leading to a further massing together of

the houses. (2) It suggested the employment of rafters and the forma-

tion of the flat roof, as a means of supplying a level entrance way
and floor to rooms which, built above and to the rear of a first line of

houses, yet extended partially over the latter. (3) This is I think the
earliest form of the terrace.

Fig. 495.— Section illnatrating evolution of ilat roof and terrace.

It is therefore not surprising that the flat roof of today is named
te k'os'Jitc'in ne, from te, space, region, extension, k^os kici e, to cut off

iu the sense of closing or shutting in from one side, and kw'in ne, place

of. Nor is it remarkable that no type of ruin in the Southwest seems to

connect these first terraced towns with the later not only terraced but

also literally cellular buildings, which must be regarded nevertheless as

developed from them. The reason for this will become evident on fur-

ther examination.

The modern name for house is kHd kw'in ne, from kHd ice, water, and
kwin ne, place of, literally " watering place;" which is evidence that the

first properly so called houses known to the Pueblos were solitary and
built near springs, pools, streams, or well-places. The uuiversal occur-

rence of the vestiges of single houses throughout the less forbidding

tracts of the Pueblo country (see Figs. 496 and 497) leads to this infer-

ence and to the supposition that the necessity for protection being at

last overcome, the denizens of the lava-fields, where planting was well-

nigh impossible, descended, building wherever conditions favored the

horticulture which gradually came to be their chief means of support.

As irrigation was not known until long afterwards, arable areas were
limited, hence they were compelled to divide into families or small
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clans, each occupying a single house. The traces of these solitary farm-

houses show that they were at first single-storied. The name of an

upper room indicates how the idea of the second or third story was

developed, as it is 6sh ten u thlan, from 6sh ten, a shallow cave, or rock-

FlG. 496.—Pfrspective view of a typical solitary bouse.

Fig. 497.—Plau of a typical solitary house.

shelter, and « thla nai e, placed around, eaibracing, inclusive of. This

goes to show that it was not until after the building of the first small

farm-houses (which gave the name to houses) that the caves or rock-
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shelters of the cliffs were occupied. If predatory border-tribes, tempted

by the food-stores of the horticultural farm-house builders, made in-

cursions on the latter, they would find them, scattered as they were,

an easy prey.

ADDED STORIES FOR CLIFF DWELLINGS DEVELOPED FROM LIMI-

TATIONS OF CLIFF-HOUSE SITES.

Tbis condition of things would drive the peoijle to seek security in

the neighboring cliffs of fertile caiions, where not only might they build

their dwelling places in the numerous rock-shelters, but they could also

cultivate their crojis in comparative safety along the limited tracts

Fig. 498.—a typical iliff-dwelling.

which these eyries overlooked. The narrow foothold afforded by many
of these elevated cliff- shelves or shelters would force the fugitives to

construct house over house ; that is, build a second or upper story
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around the roof of the cavern. What more natural than that this upper
room should take a name most descriptive of its situation—as that por-

tion built around the cavern-shelter or osh ten—or that, when the inter-

vention of peace made return to the abandoned farms of the plains or a

changeof condition possible, theideaof the second story shoixld be carried

along and the name first applied to it survive, even to the present day?
That the upper story took its name from the rock-shelter may be further

illustrated. The word osh ten comes from 6 sho nan te, the condition of

being dusky, dank, or mildewy ; clearly descriptive of a cavern, but

not of the most oi>eu, best lighted, and driest room in a Pueblo house.

To continue, we may see how the necessity for protection would drive

the petty clans more and more to the cliffs, how the latter at every

available point would ultimately come to be occupied, and thus how the

" Cliff-dwelling'^ (see Fig. 498), was confined to no one section but was
as universal as the farm-house type of architecture itself, so widespread,

in fact, that it has been heretofore regarded as the monument of a great,

now extinct race of people

!

COMMUNAL PUEBLOS DEVELOPED FROM CONGREGATION OF CLIFF-

HOUSE TRIBES.

We may see, finally, how at last the canons proved too limited and
in other ways undesirable for occupation, the result of which was the

confederation of the scattered cliff-dwelling clans, and the construction.

til

Fig. 499.—Tyi)ical terraced commoiial pueblo.
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first on the overhanging cliflf-tops, then on mesas, and farther and farther

away, of great, many storied towns, any one of which was named, in

consequence of the bringing together in it of many houses and clans,

thlu el Ion ne, from thlu a, many springing up, and el Ion a, that which

stands, or those which stand ; in other words, " many built standing

together." This cannot be regarded as referring to the simple fact that

a village is necessarily com])osed of many houses standing together.

The name for any other village than a communal pueblo is ti na kw'in ne,

from tina—many sitting around, and kw'in ne, place of. This term is ap-

])lied by the Zuflis to all villages save their own and those of ourselves,

which latter they regard as Pueblos, in their acceptation of the above

native word.

Here, then, in strict accordance with the teachings of myth, folklore

and tradition, I have used the linguistic argument asbriefest and most

convincing in indicating the probable sequence of architectural types

in the evolution of the Pueblo ; from the brush lodge, of which only the

name survives, to the recent and present terraced, many-storied, com-

munal structures, which we may find throughout New Mexico, Arizona,

and contiguous parts of the neighboring Territories.'

1 See for confirmation the last Annual Report to the Archfeological Institute of

America, by Adolph F. Bandclier, one of the most indefatigable explorers and careful

students of early Spanish history in America.

4 ETH 31



POTTERY AFFECTED BY ENVIRONMENT.

There is no other section of the United States where the potter's art

was so extensively practiced, or where it reached such a degree of per-

fection, as within the limits of these ancient Pueblo regions. To this

statement not even the prolific valleys of the Mississippi and its tribu-

taries form an exception.

On examining a large and varied collection of this pottery, one would

naturally regard it either as the product of four distinct peoples or as

belonging to four ditterent eras, with an inclination to the chronologic

division.

When we see the reasonable probability that the architecture, the

primeval arts and industries, and the culture of the Pueblos are mainly

indigenous to the desert and semi-desert regions of North Americy,

we are in the way towards an understanding of the origin and remark-

able degree of develojjment in the ceramic art.

In these regions water not only occurs in small quantities, but is ob-

tainable only at points separated by great distances, hence to the Pueblos

the first necessity of life is the transportation and preservation of water.

The skins and paunches of animals could be used in the ettbrt to meet

this want with but small success, as the heat and aridity of the atmos-

phere would in a short time render water thus kept unfit for use, and

the membranes once empty would be liable to destruction by drying.

So far as language indicates the character of the earliest water vessels

which to any extent met the requirements of the Zuiii ancestry, they

were tubes of wood or sections of canes. The latter, in ritualistic recita-

tion, are said to have been the receptacles that the creation-i)riests filled

with the sacred water from the ocean of the cave-wombs of earth,

whence men and creatures were born, and the name for one of these

cane water vessels is sho torn me, from sho e, cane or canes, and torn me,

a wooden tube. Yet, although in the extreme western borders of the

deserts, which were probably the first penetrated by the Pueblos, the

cane grows to great size and in abundance along the two rivers of that

country, its use, if ever extensive, must have speedily given way to

the use of gourds, which grew luxuriantly at these places and were of

better shapes and of larger capacity. The name of the gourd as a vessel

is shop torn me, from sho e, canes, p6 pon nai e, bladder- shaped, and

torn me, a wooden tube; a seeming derivation (with the exception of

the interpolated sound significant of form) from sh6 torn me. The gourd

itself is called mo thld a, "hard fruit." The inference is that when used

482
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as a vessel, and called shop torn me, it must have been named after an

older form of vessel, instead of after the plant or fruit which produced it.

While the gourd was large and convenient in form, it was difficult of

transportation owing to its fragility. To overcome this it was encased

in a coarse sort of wicker-work, composed of fibrous yucca leaves or

of flexible splints. Of this we have evidence in a series of gourd-ves

sels among the Zuiiis, into which the sacred water is said to have been

transferred from the tubes, and a pair of which one of the priests, who

came east with me two years ago, brought from New Mexico to Boston

in his hands—so precious were they considered as relics—for the pur-

pose of replenishing them with water from the Atlantic. These ves-

sels are encased rudely but strongly in a meshing of splints (see Fig.

500), and while I do not positively claim that they have been piously

Fig. 500.—Gourd Tesael enclosed in wicker.

preserved since the time of the universal use of gourds as water-ves-

sels by the ancestry of this people, they are nevertheless of consider-

able antiquity. Their origin is attributed to the priest-gods, and they

show that it must have once been a common practice to encase gourds,

as above described, in osiery.

POTTERY ANTICIPATED BY BASKETRY.

This crude beginning of the wicker-art in connection with water-ves-

sels points toward the development of the wonderful water-tight bas-

ketry of the southwest, explaining, too, the resemblance of many of its

typical forms to the shapes of gourd-vessels. Were we uncertain of
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this, we alight again turn to language, whicb designates the impervious

wicker water-receptacle of whatever outline as torn ma, an evident de-

rivation from the restricted use of the woid toiii me in connection with

gourd or cane vessels, since a basket of any other kind is called t.si ) le.

It is readily conceivable that wa-ter-tight osiery, once known, however
difficult of manufacture, wpuld displace the general use of gourd-vessels.

While the growth of the gourd was restricted to limited areas, the mate-

rials for basketry were everywhere at hand. Not only so, but basket-

vessels were far stronger and more durable, hence more readily trans-

ported full of water, to any distance. By virtue of their rough surfaces,

any leakage in such vessels was instantly stopped by a daubing of i)itch

or mineral asphaltum, coated externally with sand or coarse clay to

harden it and overcome its adhesiveness.

We may conclude, then, that so long as the Pueblo ancestry were

seminomadic, basketry supplied the place of pottery, as it still does for

the less advan(!ed tribes of the Soutliwest, except in cookery. Possibly

for a time basketry of this kind served in place of pottery even for

cookery, as with one of the above-mentioned tribes, the Ha vasiipai or

Co9ouiuos, of Cataract Canon, Arizona. These people, until recently,

Fig. 501.—Havasnpaf clay-lined roasting.tray.

were cut off from the rest of the world bj- their almost impenetrable

canon, nearly half a mile in depth at the point where they inhabit it.

For example, when I visited them in 18S1, they still hafted sharpened

bits of iron, like celts, in wood. They had not yet forgotten how to boil

food in water-tight basketry, by means of hot stones, and continued to

roast seeds, crickets, and bits of meat in wicker-trays, coated inside with

gritty clay. (See Fig. 501.) The method of preparing and using the.se

roasting-trays has an important bearing on several questions to which

reference will be made further on. A round basket-tray, either loosely

or closely woven, is evenly coated inside with clay, into which has been

kneaded a very large proportion of sand, to prevent contraction and
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coiisequeut cracking from drying. Tliis lining of clay is pressed, while
still soft, into the basket as closely as i)Ossible with the hands and then
allowed to dry. The tray is thus made ready for use. The seeds or

other substances to be j)arched are placed inside of it, together with a

quantity of glowing wood-coals. The operator, quickly squatting, grasps

the tray at opposite edges, and, by a rapid spiral motion up and down,
succeeds in keeping the coals and seeds constantly shifting places and
turning over as they dance after one another around and around the

tray, meanwhile blowing or puf&ng the embers with every breath to

keep them free from ashes and glowing at their hottest.

That this clay lining sbonld grow hard from continual heating, and
in some instances separate from its matrix of osiers, is apparent. The
clay form thus detached would itself be a perfect roasting-vessel.

POTTERY SUGGESTED BY CLAY-LINED BASKETRY.

This would suggest the agency of gradual heat in rendering clay fit

for use in cookery and preferable to any previous makeshift. The mod-
ern Zuni name for a parching-pan, which is a shallow bowl of black-

ware, is tliK- mnn ne, the name for a basket-tray being ihlli' lin ne. The
latter name signifies a shallow vessel of twigs, or tliU ice; the former
etymologically interpreted, although of earthenware, is a hemispherical
vessel of the same kind and mnUrinl. All this would indicate that the
thlii' lin ne, coated with clay for roasting, had given birth to the tide

won ne, or parching-pan of earthenware. (See Fig. 502.)

Fig. 502.— Zuiii eaitlii-nwaio roastin"; tray.

Among the Hava.supai, still surviving as a sort of bucket, is the
basket-pot or boiling-basket, for use with hot stones, which form I have
also found in some of the cave deposits throughout the ancient Zuili

country. The.se vessels (see Fig. 503) were bottle-shaped and provided
near the rims of their rather narrow mouths with a sort of cord or strap-
handle, attached to two loops or eyes (Fig. 503 a) woven into the basket,
to facilitate handling when the vessel was filled with hot water. In
the manufacture of oue of these vessels, which are good examples
of the helix or spirally-coiled type of basket, the beginning was made
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at the center of the bottom. A small wisp of fine, flexible grass stems

or osiers softened in water was first spirally wrapped a little at one end

-d-

FiG. 503.—H.ivasupiii bolling-baaket.

with a flat, limber splint of tough wood, usually willow (see Fig. 504).

This wrapped portion was then wound uj>on itself; the outer coil thus

formed (see Fig. 505) being firmly fastened as it progressed to the cue
already made by passing the splint wrapping of the wisp each time it

was wound around the latter through some strands of the contiguous

inner coil, with the aid of a bodkin. (See Fig. 506.) The bottom was

Fig. 504. Fig. 505. Fig. 606.

Sketches illustrating manufacture of spirally-coiled basketry.

rounded upward and the sides were made by coiling the wisp higher and

higher, first outward, to produce the bulge of the vessel, then inward,

to form the tapei-ing upper part and neck, into which the two little twigs

or splint loop-eyes were firmly woven. (See agaiu Fig. 503 «.)
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These and especially kindred forms of basket-vessels were often quite

elaborately ornamented, either by the insertion at proper points of dyed
wrapping-splints, singly, in pairs, or in sets, or by the alternate painting

of pairs, sets, or series of stitches. Thus were produced angular de-

vices, like serrated bands, diagonal or zigzag lines, chevrons, even ter-

races and frets. (See Figs. 507, .50s, 509.) There can be no doubt that
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Fig. 507.—Tj^pical basket decoration.
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Fig. 508.—Typical basket di'coratiou.

Fig. 509.—Typical basket decoration.

these styles and ways of decoration were developed, along with the

weaving of baskets, simply by elaborating on suggestions of the lines

and figures unavoidably produced in wicker-work of any kind when
strands of different colors happened to be employed together. Even
.slight discolorations in occasional splints would result in such sugges-

tions, for the stitches would here show, there disappear. The proba-

bility of this view of the accidental origin of basket-ornamentation may
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be enhanced by a consideration of the etymology of a few Zuiii decora-

tive terms, more of which might be given did space admit. A terraced

iozenge (see Figs. 510, 511), instead of being named after the abstract

Fg. 510. Fig. .ill.

Terrarrd lozenge decoration, or " iloiible-splint-!*tit(li-lnmi.s."

word a wi ihlui ap i pii tehi xa, which signifies a double terrace or two

terraces ioined together at the base, is designated nhu /.'« tu H a tsi' nan,

from shu e, splints or tibers ; ¥i( tsu, a double fold, space, or stitch (see

Fig. 513.

Doublc-apliiit-stitch.
Fig. 513.

Figs. 512,513); H «,an interpolation referring to form ; and tsi' Maw,mark;

in other words, the "double splint-stitch-form mark." Likewise, a pat-

Fig. 514.—Diagonal iiar.TlleMine decoration.

tern, composed principally of a series of diagonal or oblique parallel

lines en masse (see Fig. 514), is called shu' kHsh pa tsi nan, from shii e,
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splints; kH'shpai e, tapering {JcHsh pon ne, neck or smaller part of any-

thing); and tsl nan, mark ; that is, " tapering" or " neck-splint mark."

Curiously enough, in a bottle-shaped basket as it approaches comple-

tion the splints of the tapering part or neck all lean spirally side by side

of one another (see Fig. 515), and a term descriptive of this has come

Fig. 515.— Splints at neck of nnfinialit^fl basket.

to be used as that applied to lines resembling it, instead of a derivative

from (i's sel lai e, signifying an oblique or leaning line. Where splints

variously arranged, or stitches, have given names to decorations—ap-

plied even to painted and embroidered designs—it is not difficult for us

to see that these same combinations, at first unintentional, must have
suggested the forms to which they gave names as decorations.

Pueblo coiled pottery developed from basketry.—Seizing the suggestion

afibrded by the rude tray-molded ]iarching-bowls, particularly after it

was discovered that if well burned they resisted the eflects of water as

well as of heat, the ancient potter would naturally attempt in time to

reproduce the boiling-basket in clay. She would find that to accom
plish this she could not use as a mold the inside of the boiling-basket, as

she had the inside of the tray, because its neck was smaller than its

body. Nor could she form the vase by plastering the clay outside of

the vessel, not only for the same reason, but also because the clay in

drying would contract so much that it would crack or scale off. Nat-

urally, then, she pursued the process she was accustomed to in the

manufacture of the basket-bottle. That is, she formed a thin rope of

soft clay, which, like the wisp of the basket, she coiled around and
around a center to form the bottom, then spirally upon itself, now
widening the diameter of each coil more and more, then contracting as

she progressed upward until the desired height and form were attained.

As the clay was adhesive, each coil was attached to the one already
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formed by pincliing or pressing together the counecting edges at short

intervals as the winding went on. This produced corrugations or in-

dentations marvelously resembling the stitches of basket-work. Hence
accidentally the vessel thus built up appeared so similar to the basket

which had served as its model that evidently it did not seem complete

until this feature had been heightened by art. At any rate, the ma-

FlG. 1516. Fir. 517.

Examples of indented decoration on corrugated ware.

joritj' of specimens belonging to this type of pottery—especially those of

the older periods during which it was predominant—are distinguished

by an indented or incised decoration exactly reproducing the zigzags,

serrations, chevrons, terraces, and other characteristic devices of water-

tight basketry. (Compare Figs. 516, 517 with Figs. 507, 508.) Evi-

FlG. 518.—Cooking.pot of corrugated ware, sbi:»wiug conical proJection.s near rim.

dently with a like intention two little cone-like projections were at-

tached to the neck near the rim of the vessel (see Fig. 518) which may
hence be regarded as survivals of the loops whereby it has been seen

the ends of the strap-handle were attached to the boiling-basket. (See

again Fig. 503, a.) Although varied in later times to form scrolls,
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rosettes, and other ornate figures (see Fig. 519), they continued ever

after quite faithful features of the spiral type of pot, and may even
sometimes be seen on the cooking-vessels of modern Zuiii. To add yet

another link to this chain of connection between the coiled boiling-

basket and the spirally-built cooking-pot, the names of the two kinds

Fig. 519.—Cooking-pot of corrugated ware, showing modified projections near rim.

of vessels may be given. The boiling-basket was known as w6 li a kHa
ni tu li a torn me, the corrugated cooking pot as wo U a kHa te' ni tu li a

ton ne, the former signifying " coiled cooking-basket," the latter "coiled

earthenware cooking-basket."

Other very important types of vessels were made in a similar way.

Fig. 520.—Wicker water-bottle, showing double loops for suspension.

I refer especially to canteens and water-bottles. The water-bottle of

wicker differed little from the boiling-basket. It was generally rounder-
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bodied, louger aud narrower necked, and provided at one side near the

shoulders or rim with two loops of hair or strong fiber, usually braided.

(See Fig. 520.) Tlie ends of the burden-strap i)a.ssed througli these

loops made suspension of the vessel easy, or when the latter was used

simply as a receptacle, the pair of loops served as a handle. Some-

^. I -f "" -—

Fig. 521.—\Vator-l)ottlc ot'<-(»n n^att-d ware, .'showing double handle.

times these basket- bottles were strengthened at the bottom with raw-

hide or buckskin, stuck on with gum. When, in the evolution of the

pitcher, this type of basket was rejiroduced in clay, not only was the

general form preserved, but also the details above described. That is.

Fig. 522.—Water-bottle of corrugated ware, allowing plain bottom.

without reference to usefulness—in fact at no small expense of trouble

—

the handles were almost always made double (see Fig. o21) ; indeed, often

braided, although of clay. Frequently, especially as time went on, the

bottoms were left plain, as ifto simulate the smooth skin-bottoming of the
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basket-bottles. (See Fig. 522.) At first it seems odd that with all these

points of similarity the two kinds of water-vessel should have totally dis-

similar names ; the basket-bottle being known as the kHd pu ¥ia torn me.

from ¥id pu Ma, " for carrying or placing water in," and torn me; the han-

dled earthen receptacle, as the imnsh ton ne. Yet when we consider that

the latter was designed not for transporting water, for which it was less

suited than the former, but for holding it, for which it was even prefer-

able, the discrepancy is explained, since the name ;' mush ton ne is from

i' mil, to sit, and torn me, a tube. This indicates, too, why the basket-

bottle was not displaced by the earthen bottle. While the former con-

tinued in use for bringing waterfrom a distance, the latter was employed

for storing it. As the fragile earthen vessels were much more readily

made and less liable to become tainted, they were exclusively used as

receptacles, removing the necessity of the tedious manufacture of a

large number of the basket-bottles. Again, as the pitcher was thus used

exclusively as a receptacle, to be set aside in household or camp, the name
i' mush ton ne sufficed without the inter])olation tc—"earthenware"—to

distinguish it as of terra cotta instead of osiery.

POTTERY INFLUENCED BY LOCAL MINERALS.

Before discussing the origin of other forms, it may be well to con-

sider briefly some influences, more or less local, which, in addition to the

general effect of gourd-forms in suggesting basket-types and of the lat-

ter in shaping earthenware, had considerable bearing on the develop-

Kent of ceramic art in the Southwest, pushing it to higher degrees of

perfection and diversity in some parts than in others.

Perhaps first iu importance among the.se influences was the mineral

character of a locality. Where clay occurred of a fine tough texture,

easily mined and manipulated, the work in terra cotta became propor-

tionately more elaborate in variety and finer in quality. There are to

be found about the sites of some ancient pueblos, potsherds incredibly

abundant and indicating great advancement in decorative art, while

near others, architecturally similar, even where evidence of ethnic con-

nection is not wanting, only coarse, crudely-molded, and painted frag-

ments are discoverable, and these in limited quantity.

An example iu point is the ruined pueblo of A' wat ui or Aguatohi, as

it was known to the Spaniards at the time of the conquest, when it was
the leading "city of the Province of Tusayan," now Moki. Over the

entire extent of this ruin, and to a considerable distance around it,

fragments of the greatest variety in color, shape, size, and finish of

ware occur in abundance. In the immediate neighborhood, however,

are extensive, readily accessible formations producing several kinds of
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clay and nearly all the color minerals used in the Pueblo potter's art.

Yet at the greatest ruin on the upper Colorado Chiquito (in an arm of

the valley of which river A' wat I't i itself occurs), where the fallen walls

betoken equal advancement in the status of the ancient builders and
indicate by their vast extent many times the population of A' wat u i, the

potsherds are coarse, irregular in curvature, badly decayed, and ex-

ceptionally scarce. In the immediate neighborhood of this ruin, I need

not add, clay is of rare occurrence and poor in quality.

A more reliable example is furnished by the farming pueblos of Zurii.

At He slio ta tsi nan or Ojo del Pescado, fifteen miles east of Zuui,

clays of several varieties and color minerals are abundant. The finest

pottery of the tribe is made there in great quantity, while, notwith-

standing the facilities for transi)ortation which the Zunis now possess,

at the opposite farming town of EHdp kwai na Icwin, or Los Ojos Cali-

entes, where clay is scarce and of poor texture, the pottery, although

somewhat abundant, is of miserable quality and of bad shape.

In quality of art quite as much as in that of material this local influ-

ence was great. In the neighborhood of ruined pueblos which occur

near mineral deposits furnishing a great variety of pigment-material,

the decoration of the ceramic remains is so surprisingly and universally

elaborate, beautiful, and varied as to lead the observer to regard the peo-

ple who dwelt there as different from the peoplewho had iidiabited towns

about the sites of which the sherds show not only meager skill and less

profuse decorative variety, but almost typical dissimilarity. Yet tra-

dition and analogy, even history in rare instances, may declare that

the inhabitants of both sections were ofcommon derivation, if not closely

related and contemporaneous. Probably, at no one i)oiut in the South-

west was ceramic decoration carried to a higher degree of development

than at A' vat u i, yet the Oraibes, by descent the modern representatives

of the J.' wat u i ana are the poorest potters and painters among the Mokis.

Near their pueblo the clay and other mineral deposits mentioned as

abundant at A' wat u i are meager and inaccessible. Still, it may be urged

that time may have introduced other than natural causes for change;

this could not be said of another example pertaining to one period and a

single tribe. I refer again to the Zuiiis. The manufactures of Pescado

probably surpass in decorative excellence all other modern Pueblo pot-

tery, while both iu their lack of variety and in delicacy of execution of

their painted patterns the flctiles of Ojo Caliente are so inferior and

diverse from the other Zuui work that the future archaeologist will have

need to beware, or (judging alone from the ceramic remains which he

finds at the two pueblos) he will attribute them at least to distinct pe

riods, perhaijs to diverse peoples.
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POTTERY INFLUENCED BY MATERIALS AND METHODS USED IN

BURNING.

Other inflnences, to a less extent local, had no inconsiderable effect

on primitive Pueblo pottery: materials employed and methods resorted

to in burning.

Only one kind of fuel, except for a single class of vessels, is now used
in pottery-firing; namely, dried cakes or slabs of sheep-dung. Anciently,

several varieties, such as extremely dry sage-brush or grease-wood,

piuon and other resinous woods, dung of herbivora when obtainable,

charcoal, and also bituminous or cannel-coal were employed. The prin-

cipal agent seems, however, to have been dead-wood or spunk, pulver-

ized and moistened with some adhesive mixture so that flat cakes could

be formed of it. I infer this not alone from Zuiii tradition, which is

not ample, but from the fact that the sheep-dung now used is called, in

the condition of fuel, Icii ne a, while its name in the abstract or as sheep-

dung simply is md he. Dry-rot wood or spunk is known as hu me. In

the shape of flat cakes it would be termed /.•« mo we or ku me a, whence
I doubt not the modern word TxA ne a is derived.

Of methods, four were in vogue. The simplest and worst consisted iu

burying the vessel to be burned under hot ashes and building a fire

around it, or inverting it over a bed of embers and encircling it with a

blazing fire of brush-wood, as is still the practice of the Marieopas and
other sedentary tribes of the Gila. The most common was building a

little cone or dome of fuel over the articles to be baked and firing; the

most perfect was to dig or construct under ground a little cist or kiln,

line it evenly with fuel, leaving a central space for the green ware, and
slowly fire the whole mass.

Irrespective of the kind of fuel used, the baking hy ash-burial made
the ware gray, cloudy, or dingy, and not very durable. Pottery burned
with sage or grease-wood was firm, light gray unless of ocherous clay,

less cloudy than if ash-baked, yet mottled. Turf and dung, although

easily managed, did not thoroughly harden the pottery, but burned it

very evenly ; dead wood or spunk-cakes baked as evenly as any of the

materials thus far mentioned, and more thoroughly than the others.

Resinous or pitchy woods, while they produced a much higher degree

of heat, could be used only when color was unimportant, as they still are

used to some extent in the firing of black-ware or cooking pots. The
latter, while still hot from a preliminary burning, if coated externally

with the mucilaginous juice of green cactus, internally with piilon gum
or pitch, and fired a second or even a third time with resinous wood-

fuel, are rendered absolutely fire-proof, semi-glazed with a black gloss

inside, and wonderfully durable. Tradition represents that by far the

most perfect fuel was found to be cannel coal, and that, where abundant,

accessible, and of an extremely bituminous quality, it was much used.
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The traces of little pit-kilus filled with cinders of mineral coal about many
of the ruins in the northwestern portion of the Pueblo region, coupknl

with tlie semi-fusion and well-preserved condition of most of the ancient

jars found associated with them, certainly give support to this tradition.

Happily I have additional confirmation. When, two years ago, I was
engaged iu making ethnologic collections at Moki for the United

States National Museum, some Indians of the Te tea jjueblo brought

me a quantity of pottery. It had been made with the i)urpose of de-

ceiving me, in careful imitation of ancient types, and was certainly

equal to the latter in lightness and the condition of the burning. I

paid these enterprising Indians as good a price as they had been

accustomed to getting for genuine ancient specimens, but told them

that, being a Zuni, I was almost one of themselves, hence they could

not deceive me, and asked them how they had so cleverly succeeded in

burning the ware. They laughingly replied that they had simply dug
some bituminous coal (« a ho) and used it in little pits. When I further

asked them why they did not burn their household utensils thus, they

said it was too uncertain ; representing that the iJots did not like to be

burned in the u a ko, probably because it was so hot, hence they broke

more frequently than if fired iu the common way with dried sheep-

dung ; furthermore the latter was less troublesome, requiring only to be

dug from the corrals near at hand and dried to make it ready for use.

This partially explains why the art of water-tight basketmaking has

here gradually declined since the Spanish conquest, as the ceramic

industry has increased with the introduction of the sheep, which fur-

nishes fuel for the burning, and the horse, before unknown, has facilitated

transportation, whereby trade for this class of basketry with the dis-

tant nomadic tribes who still make it is rendered easy. Withal, how-

ever, the quality of pottery has not improved, but has deteriorated

;

as sheep-dung is but an inferior fuel for firing.
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Bearing these statemeuts in mind, tbe discussion of the evoliition as

well as of the distribution of form, and later of the evolution of decora-

tion, in pottery will become easier. By lingering steps there was early

developed a method of building up vessels by a process difl'eriug in part

from the spiral. As the parching-bowl had been evolved from the roast-

ing-traj', so, we may infer, the food-bowl was suggested by the hemis-

pherical food- trencher of wicker-work. (See Fig. 523.) Yet, curiously

Fig. 523.—Food trencher of wicker-work.

enough, the inside of the latter seems not at first to have been used in

molding tbe food-bowl, as, it will be remembered, the tray bad been in

forming the parching-pan. On the contrary, the clay was coiled around

Fig. 524 —Food trencher of wicker-work inverted as used in formins food -bowls of earthenware.

and around the outside of the bottom of an inverted basket bowl (see Fig

524), instead of being pressed evenly into it. As with the cooking pot,
^

so with this; as tbe coiling progressed it was corrugated, not so mucb^^

4 ETH 32 ''^^
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however from necessity, as from habit. lu consiniueuce of the difficulty

experienced in removing these bowl-forms from the bottoms of the

baskets—wliich had to be done while tliey were still plastic, to keep

tliein from cracking—they were made very shallow. Hence the speci-

mens found among the older ruins and graves are not only corrugated

outside, but are also very wide in proportion to their height. (See Fig.

525.) As time went on it was touud that bowls might be made deeijer,

i-'ir,. 525.— Ainii'ut Ipowi ut coMuiiated ware.

and yet readily be taken off' from the basket bottoms, if slightly moist-

ened outside and pressed evenly all around, or, better still, scraped
;

fi)r, being ]>lasti(!, this proceeding cause<l them to grow thinner, conse-

quently larger, tliereby to loosen from the basket over which thc^' had
been molded. As a result of this scraping, however, the corrugated sur-

face was destroyed, nor could it easily be restored. Therefore bowls when
made deep were, as a rule, smooth on the outside as well as on the interior

surface. When by a perfectly natural sequence of events—as will be

shown further on—oriiaineutation by painting came to be applied first to

thei)lain interiors of the bowls, the smooth outer surface was found pref-

erable to the corrugated surface, not only because it took paint more
readily, but also because the bowl, when painted outside as well as inside,

formed a far handsomer utensil for household use than if simi)ly deco-

rated by the older methods. As a consequence, we find that, while the

larger vessels continued to be corrugated and indented, the smoothed

and painted bowl came into general use. Associated later on with this

secoiidarj- type of bowls occurred the larger ves.sels i)lain at the bot-

toms, still corrugated at the sides. Nor is this surprising, as the bowl,

molded on the basket bottom and there smoothed, coidd be afterward

built uj) by the spii-nl process. When in time the huge hemispherical

canteens or water carriers of earthen-ware replaced the basket bottles,

so also the water jar or oZZa replaced the handled sitter or pitcher, since

it could be made larger to receive more copious supplies of water than

the strength of the frail handles on the pitchers would warrant.

The water jar, like the food-bowl, is a conspicuous household article;

for which reason the Zuui woman ex[)ends all her ability to render them

handsome. Judging by this, the desire to decorate the water-vessel

with paint, like its constant ompanionthe food-bowl, would early lead

to the attempt to make its surface smooth. This would need to be ef-

fected while the article was still soft; which necessity probably led to

the discovery that ajar of the corrugated or simply coiled type may be
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smootbed while still plastic without danger of distortion, no matter what
ils size, if supported at the bottom in a l)asket or other mold so that it

may be shifted or turned about witliout direct handling. (See Fig. 52G.)

Fig. 52C.—Basket-bowl as base-niokl for large vessels.

After this discovery was made, the molding of large vessels was no

longer accomplished by the spiral method exclusively. A lump of clay.

Fig. 527.—Clay nucleus for a vessel.

hollowed out (see Fig. 527), was shaped bow rudely so ever on the bot-

tom of the basket or in the hand (see Fig. 528), then placed inside of a

Fig. 528.—Cl.ay nucleus shaped to form tlie base of a vessel.

iiemispherical basket-bowl and stroked until pressed outward to con-

form with the shape, and to project a little above the edges of its tern-
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porary mold, wheiico it was built up spirally (see Fig. 529) until tbe

desired form had been attained, after wbioh it was smoothed by scrap-

ing (see Fig. 530).

The necks and apertures of these earliest forms of the water jar were

made very small in proportion to their other dimensions, presumably

on account of the necessity of often carrying them full of water over

steep and rough mesa paths, coupled perhaps with the imitation of

Fig. .'i29.—Clay uiicltuj? in base-mold, with beginning of spiral building.

other forms. To render them as light as possible they were also made
very thin. One of the consequences of all this was that when large they

could not be stroked inside, as the shoulders or uttermost up])er pe-

ripheries of the vessel could not be reached with the hand or scraper

through the small openings. The effect of the i)ressure exerted in smooth-

ing them on the outside, therefore, naturally caused the u^jper parts to

Fig. 530.— Firat form of vessel.

sink down, generating the spheroidal shape of the jar (see Fig. 531),

one of the most beautiful types of the olla ever known to the Pueblos.

At Zuui, wi.shing to have an ancient jar of this form which I had seen,

reproduced, I showed a drawing of it to a woman expert in the manu-
facture of pottery. Without any instructions from me beyond a mere
statement of my wishes, she proceeded at once to sprinkle the inside of
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a basket-bowl with sautl, managiug the clay in a way above described

and continuing the vessel-shaping upward by spiral building. She did

not at first make tlie sbouldors low or sloping, but rounded or arched

Fig. 531.—Secondary furin in the mold.

them upward and a"*-ward (see again Fig. 529). At this I remon.strated,

but she gave no heL>. - her than to ejaculate " mv( na ni, and! " which

meant "just wait, willyW !
" When she had finished the rim, she easily

caused the shoulders to sink, simply by stroking them—more where un-

even than elsewhere—with a wet scraper of gourd (see Fig. 532, a) until

5;i2.—Scrapei'8 of gourd and earthenware for smootbiuj; pottery.

she had exactly reproduced the form of the drawing. She then set the

vessel aside in the basket. Within two days it shrank by drying at

the rate of about one inch in twelve, leaving the basket far too large.

(See Fig. 533.) It could hence be removed without the slightest diffi-

culty.

Fig. 5y3.—Finished form of vessel in mold, showing amount of contraction in drying.

The sand had preveuted contact with the basket which would have
caused the clay vessel to crack as the latter was very thin. This process
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exists in full force today wiHi the Oraibes in tlie modeling- of convex-
liottoiiied vessels, and the Ziiflis thus make their large bowls and linjje

(Iniuijars.

Upon the bottoms of many Jars of these forms, I have observed the

imi)ressions of the wicker bowls in which they Lad been molded—not

entirely to be removed, it seems, by the most assiduous smoothing be-

fore burning; for, however smooth any exceptional specimen may ap-

pear, a squeeze in plaster will still reveal traces of these impressions.

A characteristic of these older forms of the water-jar is that they arc

invariably Hat or round-bottomed, while more recent and all modern

Fig. 534.—VroUk- oi fiiui, m iiiodorn waler-jufi.

types of the olla (see Fig. 534) are concave or hollowed at the bast (see

Fig. ii3r>) to facilitate balancing on the head. Outside of this concavity

and entirely surrounding it (Fig. 530, n) is often to be observed an in-

dentation (see Fig. 5o(J, b) usually slight although sometimes pronounced.

\

Fig. 535.—Base of olla. Fig. £36.—Section of olla.

This has no use, but there is of course a reason for its occurrence which,

if investigated, may throw light on the origin of the modern type of the
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oUii itself. The older or rouiulbottomed jars were balanced on the head
in carr;\ing, by means of a wicker-work ring, a kind of " milk-maid's
boss." (See Fig. 537.) These annular mats are still found among the
ruins and cave-deposits, and continue in nsewith the modern Pueblos for

Fig. 537.—Annular lu.at nf wicker. ' ruilkniaids bcss.'

supporting convex- bottom cooking pots on the Hoor as well as for facili

tating the balancing of large food-bowls on the head. (See Fig. 538.)
Obviously the latter dishes have never been hollowed as the ollas have
been, because, since they were used as eating-bowls, the food could be
removed from a plain bottom more easily than from a convex surface,
which would result from the hollowing underneath. S»i)posiug that a

Fig. 538.— tT.se of aiiiial.-ir mat illiialr.Ttcil.

water-jar chanced to be modeled in one of the convex-bottom bread-
baskets (see Fig. 539), it would become necessary, on account of the thick-
ness of these wicker bowls, to remove the form from the uiold before it

dried. By absorption it would dry so rapidly that it would crack, espe-
cially in contracting against the convexity in Ihe center of the basket-
bottom. (See Fig. .530, a.) In order that this form might be supported
in an upright position until dry, it would tiatiirally be placed on one of
the wicker-rings. Moreover, that the bottom might not sink down or fall

out, a wad of some soft substance would be placed within the ring. (See
Fig 540, a.) As a consequence the weight of the plastic vessel would
press the still soft bottom against the central wad, (Fig. 540, a) and the
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wicker ring (Fig 540, c) suflBcieutly to cause the rounding upward of

the cavity (Fig. 540, h) first made by the convex-bottom of the basket-

mold, as well as form the encircling indentation (Fig. 540, c). Thus by
accident, probably, only possibly by intention, was evolved the most
useful and distinctive feature of the modern water-jar or olla, the con-

cave bottom. This, once produced, would be held to be peculiarly con-

FiG. 539.— Section of incipient vessel in basket-
mold.

Fig, 540.—Section of vessel supported for
drying.

venient, dispensing with the use of a troublesome auxiliary. Its repro-

duction would present grave difficnlties unless the bottom of the first

vessel, thickly coated with sand to prevent cracking, was employed as a

mold, instead of the absorbent convex-centered basket-bowl.

I infer this because, to-day, a Zuni woman is quite at a loss how to

hollow the bottom of a water-jar if she does not possess a form or mold

made from the base of some previously broken jar of the same type.

She therefore, carefully preserves these precious bottoms of her broken

ollas, even cementing together fractured ones, when not too badly

shivered, with a mixture of pitch or mineral asphaltum and sand. I

Fig. 541.—Base-mold (bottom of water-jar).

have seen as many as a dozen or more of these molds (see Fig. 541)

in a single store room.

As the practice of molding all new vessels of this class in the bot-

toms of older ones was general—I might say invariable—any peculiar-

ities of form in the originals must have been communicated to those

ensuing ; from the latter to others, and so on, though in less and less
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degree, to the present time. This theory is bat tentative, yet it would
also explain, on the score of association, why the Tiieblo women slightly
prefer thejars showing the indentation in question to more regular ones.
With the change from elevated cliff or mesa habitations to more acces-
sible ones, the Pueblo Indians were enabled to enlarge the apertures of
their water-jars, since not only did the concave bases of the latter make
the balancing of them more secure, but the trails over which they had
to be carried from watering place to habitation were less rugged. A
natural result of this enlargement of the openings, which admitted access
with the scraper to the interior peripheries of the thin-walled Jars, was
the rounding ui)ward of their shoulders, making them taller iii propor-
tion to their diameters. This modification of form in the water jar, taken
in connection with the fact that thus changed, it displaced the daily use
of the canteen, explains the totally dissimilar names which were ap-
plied to the two types. The older, or spheroidal olla, was known as the
k'idj) ton ne, from Md jni, to place or carry water in, and torn me ; while
the newer olla is called k'ld loih na JcHa te ele, from ¥id wih na hba na M%
for bringing of water: to, ear then ware, and e' le or (''/ lai e, to stand or
standing. The latter term, te e le, is generic, being applied to nearly
all terra cotta vessels which are taller than they are broad. Te, earthen
ware, is derived from feh', the root also of te ne a, to resound, to sound
hollow

;
while e le, from e'l le or c-l' lai e, to stand, is obviously applied in

significance of comparative height as well as of function.
Thus I have thrown together a few conjectures and suggestions rela-

tive to the origin of the Southwestern pottery and the evolution of its
principal forms.
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I might go on, appealing to language to account for nearly every va-

riety of pottery found existing as a type tliroughoiit the region referred

to; but a subject inseparably connected with this, throwing light on it

in many ways, and possessing in itself great interest, claims treatment

on the lew remaining pages of this essay. I refer to the evolution and
signiticance or symbolism of Pueblo ceramic decorations.

Before proceeding with this, however, I mast acknowledge that I am
as much indebted to the teachings of Mr. E. B. Tylor, in his remark-

able works on Man's Early History and Primitive Culture, to Lubbock,

Daniel Wilson, Evans, and others, for the direction or impetus of these

inquiries, as I am to my own observations and experiments for its de-

velopment.

The line of gradual development in ceramic decorations, especially

of the symbolic element, treateil as a subject, is wider in its ai)plica-

bility to the study of primitive man, because more clearly illustrative

of the growth of culture. I regret, therefore, that it must here be dealt

with only in a most cursory manner. Large collections for illustration

would be essential to a fuller treatment, even were space unlimited.

Decoratively, Pueblo pottery is characterized by two marked features:

angular designs predominate and ornamental eSect depends as much

a h

Fig. 542.—Example of Pneblo p.iinted ornamentation.

on the open or undecorated space as on the painted lines and areas in

the devices. (See Fig. 542.) While this is true of recent and modern
wares, it is more and more notably the case with other specimens in a
ratio increasing in proportion to their antiquity.

r>06
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We canuot explain these cbanicteristics, and tbe conventional aspect

of the higher and symbolic Pneblo ceramic decorations which grew out

of them, in a better way than to suppose them, like the forms of this

pottery, to be the survivals of the iuHuence of basketry. (See, for com-

parison, Figs. 543, 544.) I shall be pardoned, therefore, for elaborating

Fig. 543.

Amazonian basket, docoratioii.s.

suggestions alieady made in this direction, in the paragraphs which

treated of the ornamentation of spiral ware, and of the derivation of

basket decorations from stitch- and splint-suggested figures. All stu

dents of early man understand his tendency to reproduce habitual forms

in accustomed association. This feeling, exaggerated with savages by

a belief in the actual relationship of resemblance, is shown in the repro-

duction of the decorations of basket vessels on the clay vessels made

from them or in imitation of them.

In entire conformity with this, the succession in the methods of the

ornamentation of Pueblo pottery seems to have been first by incision or

indentation ; then by relief; afterward by i)ainting in black on a natural

or light surface; finally, by painting in color on a white or colored sur-

face.

As before suggested, the patterns on the coiled, regularly indented

pottery (which came to be first known to the world as a type, the " cor-

rugated," through the earlier explorations and reports of Mr. William B.

Holmes) were produced simply by emphasized indentation, more rarely

by incision, and were almost invariably angular, reproducing exactly

the designs on wicker work. Even in comparatively recent examples

of the corrugated ware this is true ; for, once connected with a type,

a style of decoration, both seem to have been ever after inseparable,

with at most but slight modification of the latter. One of these modifi-

cations, in both method and effect, was in the adoption of the raised or
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relief style of ornamentation found, with rare exceptions in the South-

west, only on corrugated ware, and on the class which in modern times

has replaced it there, vessels used in cookery. Although never univer-

sal, this style deserves passing attention as the outgrowth of an effort

to attain the effect of contrast produced by dyed or painted splints on

wicker work before the use of paint was known in connection with ])ot-

tery. Tlie same kind of investigation indicates that the Pueblos largely

owed their textile industries and designs, as well as their potter's art,

to the necessity which gave rise to the making of water-tight basketry.

The terms connected with the rudimentary pi'ocesses of weaving and
embroidery, and the principal patterns of both (on, for example, blank-

ets, kirtles, sacred girdles, and women's belts), are mostly susceptible

of interpretation, like the terms in pottery, as having a meaning con-

nected with the processes of basket plaiting and painting. Tliis ren-

ders the conventional character of Pueblo textile ornaments easy of

comprehension, as well as the very early, if not the earliest, origin of

loom-weaving among our Indians in the desert regions of America.

Henceforward, then, we have only to consider decoration by paint-

ing. The probability is that this began as soon as the smooth sur-

face in pottery was generally made; evidence of which seemingly

exists ; as eating bowls are, even to the present day, decorated principally

on the interior ; not, as may be supposed, because the exterior is more
hidden from view, but because, as we have seen on a former page,

bowls were made plain inside before the corrugated type formed on

basket bottoms had been displaced by the smoothed type ; and were

naturally first decorated there with paint. It must be constantly borne

in mind that a style of decoration once coupled with a kind of ware, or

even a portion of a vessel, retained its association permanently.

It must have been early observed that clay of one kind, applied even

thinly to the exterior of a vessel of another kind, produced, when
burned, a different color. With the discovery that clays of different

kinds burned in a variety of colors, to some extent irrespective of the

methods and the materials used in firing, there must likewise have been

hinted, we may safely conclude, the efficacy of clay washes as paint,

and of paint as a decorative agent.

Among the ceramic remains from the oldest pueblo sites of the South-

west, i)ottery occurs, mostlj' in ''lur varieties : the corrugated or spiral

;

the plain, yet rough gray ; white decorated with geometric figures in

black ; and red, either plaiif'b" decorated with geometric devices in

black and white. The gray or dingy brown, rough variety, resulted

when a corrugated or coiled jar had been simply smoothed with the

fingers and scraper before it was fired. A step in advance, easily and

soon taken, was the additional smoothing of the vessel by slightly wet-

ting and rubbing its outer surface. Even this was productive only of

a moderately smooth surface, since, as learned by the Indian potters

long before, in their experience with the clay-plastered parching-tray.
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it was necessary to mix the clay of vessels with a tempering of sand,

crushed potsherds, or the like, to prevent it from cracking while dry-

ing; this, of course, no amount of rubbing would remove. Hence, by

another easy step, clay unmixed with a grit-tempering, made into a thin

paste with water, and thickly applied to tlie half-dried jar with a dab

or brush of soft fiber, gave a beautifully smooth surface, especially if

polished afterward by rubbing with water-worn jiebbles. The vessel

thus prepared, when burned, assumed invariably a creamy, pure white,

red-brown or, other color, according to the quality or kind of the clay

used in making the paste with which it had been smoothed or washed.

Thus was achieved the art of 2)roducing at will fictiles of different

colors, with which simple suggestion painting also became easy. Black,

aside from clay paste, was almost the first pigment discovered
;
quite

likely because the mineral blacks from iron ores, coal, and the various

rocks used universally among Indians for staining splints, etc., would
be the earliest tried, and then adopted, as they remained unchanged by
firing. Thus it came about, as evidenced by the sequence of early

remains in the Southwest, that the white and black varieties of pottery

were the first made, then the red and black, and later the red with white

and black decoration. Take, as an example, the latter. Of course it

was a simple mode to employ the red (ocherous) clay for the wash, the

blue clay (which burned white) for the white pigment in making lines,

and any of the black minerals above mentioned for other mnrking.

In these earliest kinds of painted pottery the angular decorations of

the corrugated ware or of basketry were lepeated, or at the farthest only

elaborated, although on some specimens the suggestions of the curved

ornament already occurred. These resulted, I may not fear to claim,

from carelessness or awkwardness in drawing, for instance, the corners

of acute angles, which "cutting acrosslot" would, it may be seen, pro-

duce the wavy or meandering line from the zigzag, the ellipsoid from

the rectangle, and so on.

Precisely in accordance with this theory were the studies of my pre-

ceptor, the lamented Prof. Charles Fred. Hartt. In a paper "On
Evolution in Ornament," published in several ]ieriodical8, among them
the Popular Science Monthly of January, 1875, this gifted naturalist

illustrated his studies by actual examples found on decorated burial urns

from Marajo Ishxnd. I must take the I'berty of suggesting, however,

that upon some antecedent kind of vessel, the eyes of the Amazonian
Islanders may have been, to give Profpi- jr Hartt's idea, "trained to

take physiological and esthetic delight in regularly recurring lines and

dots"; not on the pottery itself, as he seemed to think, for decoration

was old in basketry and the textiles when pottery was first made.
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On every class of food- aud water-vessels, in collections of both ancient

and modern Pueblo pottery (except, it is important to note, on pitcheis

and some sacred receptacles), it may be observed as a singular, yet

almost constant feature, that encircling lines, often even ornatnental

Fig. 545.—roodliowl. Fig. 540.—Waterjar.

(Showing open or uujoined spaco in line near rim.)

zones, are left open or not as it were closed at the ends. (See Figs. 54:5, »,

546,a.) This is clearly a conventional quality and seemingly of inten-

tional significance. An explanation must be sought in various direc-

tions, aud once found will be useful in guiding to an understanding of

the symbolic element in Pueblo ceramic art. I asked tlie Indian women,

when I saw them making these little sjiaces with great care, why they

took so much pains to leave them open. They replied that to close

them was a'k ta ni, "fearful!"—that this little space through the line or

zone on a vessel was the "exit trail of life or being", o' ne yiiihl Iwdi

na, and this was all. IIow it came to be first left open and why re-

garded as the " exit trail," they could not tell. If one studies the my-

thology of this jieople and their ways of thinking, then watches them

closely, he will, however, get otiier clews. When a woman has uuxde

a ves.sel, dried, polished, and i)ainted it, she will tell you with an air of

relief that it is a " Made Being." Her statement is confirmed as a sort

of article of faith, when you observe that as she places the vessel in the

kiln, she also places in and beside it food. Evidently she vaguely gives

something about the vessel a i)ersonal existence. The question arises

how did these people come to regard food-receptacles or water-recepta-

cles as i)Ossessed of or accompanied by consciou.s existences. I have

found that the Zuiii argues actual aud essential relationship from simi-

510
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•larity in the appearance, fuuction, or other attributes of even generic-

ally diverse things.^

I here allude to this mental bias because it has both influenced the

decoration of pottery and has been itself influenced by it. In the first

place, the noise made by a pot when struck or when simmering on the

fire is supposed to be the voice of its associated being. The clang of a

pot when it breaks or suddenly cracks in burning is the cry of this

being as it escapes or separates from the vessel. That it has departed

is argued from the fact that the vase when cracked or fragmentary never

resounds as it did when whole. This vague existence never cries out

violently unprovoked; but it is supitosed to acquire the power of doing

so by imitation ; hence, no one sings, whistles, or makes other strange

or musical sounds resemljling those of earthenware under the circum-

stances above described during the smoothing, polishing, painting, or

other processes of finishing. The being thus incited, they think, would

surely strive to come out, and would break the vessel in so doing. In

this we find a partial explanation of tlie native belief that a pot is

accompanied by a conscious existence. The rest of the solution of this

problem in 1>elief is involved in the native philosophy and worship of

water. Water contains the source of continued life. The vessel liolds

the water; the source of life accomjxoties the water, hence its dwelling

place is in the vessel witli the water. Finally, the vessel is supposed

to contain the treasured source, irrespective of the water—as do wells

and springs, or even the places where they have been. If the encir-

cling lines inside of the eating bowl, outside of the water jar, were closed,

there would be no exit trail for this invisible source of life or for its in-

fluences or breath. Yet, why, it maybe asked, must the source of life or

its influence be provided with a trail by which to pass out from the

vessel! In reply to this I will submit two considerations. It has

been stated that on the earliest Southwestern potteries decoration was
effected by incised or raised ornamentation. Any one who has often

attempted to make vessels according to primitive methods as I have
has found how difficult it is to smoothly Join a line incised around a still

soft clay ])()t, and that this difficulty is even greater when the ornamen-

tal band is laid on in relief. It would be a natural outgrowth of this

]»redicament to leave the ends unjoined, which indeed the savage often

did. When paint instead of incision or relief came to be the decora-

ti\e agent, the lines or bands would be left unjoined in imitation. As
those acquainted with Tylor's " Early History" will realize, a " myth of

observation " like the above would come to be assigned in after ages.

2 1 wonkl refer those who may wieli to find this characteristic more fully set forth,

to the introductory pages of my essay ou Zufii Fetiches, published in the second vol-

ume of Coutributious to North American Ethnology by the Bureau of Ethnology ; also

to a i)aper read before the American Academy of Sciences ou the Relations to one an-

other of the Zuni Mvthologic aud Sociologic Systems, i)ublished, I regret to say, with-

out my revision, in the Popular Science Monthly, for July, 1882.
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This may or may not be true of the case in question ; for, as before

observed, some classes of sacred receptacles, as well as the most ancient

painted bowls, are not characterized by the unjoined lines. Whether
true or not, it is an insufficient solution of the problem.

It is natural for the Pueblo to consider water as the prime source of life,

or as accompanied by it, for without the presence of living water verj

few things grow in his desert land. During many a drought chronicled

in his oral annals, plants, animals, and men have died as of a contagious

scourge. Naturally, therefore, he has come to regard water as the milk

of adults, to speak of it as such, and as the all-sufficient nourishment

which the earth (in his conception of it as the mother of men) yields. In

the times when his was a race of cliff and mesa dwellers, the most com-

mon vessel appertaining to his daily life was the flat bellied canteen or

water carrier. (See Fig. 547.) This was suspended by a band across the

^l*

Fig. 547.—Conical or flat-bellied canteen.

forehead, so as to hang against the back, thus leaving the hands as well

as the feet free for assistance in climbing. It now survives only for use

on long journeys or at camps distant from water. The original sug-

gestion of its form seems to have been that of the human mammary
gland, or perhaps its peculiar form may have suggested a relationship be-

tween the two. (Compare Figs. .548, 549.) At any rate, its name in Zuiii

is me' he ton ne, while me' ha na is the name of the human mammary
glaud. Me' he ton ne is from me' ha na, mamma, e' ton nai e, containing

within, and to'm me. From me' ha na comes wo' ha na, hanging or

placed against anything, obviouslj' because the mammaries hang or

are placed against the breast ; or, possibly, »«e' ha na may be derived
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from n-o ha na by a reversal of reasoning, which view does not affect

the argument in question. It is probable that the me' he ton was at first

left open at the apex (Fig. 549, a) instead of at the top (Fig. 549, h) ; but,
being found liable to leak when furnished with the aperture so low, this
was closed. A surviving superstition inclines me to this view. When
a Zuili woman has completed the me' he ton nearly to the apex, by the
coiling-process, and before she has inserted the nozzle (Fig. 549, b), she
prepares a little wedge of clay, and, as she closes the apex with it, she
turns her eyes away. If you ask her why she does this, she will tell

you that it is a'k to, ni (fearful) to look at the vessel while closing it at this

J,, ij

I

v

Fig. 548. Fig, 549.

Conical canteen compared with human mammary gland.

point; that, if she look at it during this operation, she will be liable to
become barren

;
or that, if children be boru to her, they will die during

infancy; or that she maybe stricken with blindness; or those who
drink from the vessel will be afflicted with disease and wasting away!
My impression is that, reasoning from analogy (which with these people
means actual relationship or connection, it will be remembered), the
Zuni woman supposes that by closing the apex of this artificial mamma
she closes the exit-way for the " source of life

; " furtlier, tliat the woman
who closes this exit-way knowingly (in her own sight, that is) volun-
tarily closes the exit-way for the source of life in her oicn mainmie;
further still, that for this reason the privilege of beariug infants inay
be taken away from her, or at any rate (experiences showing the fallacy
of this philosophy) she deserves the loss of the sense (sight) which
enabled her to '^ knowimjhj" close the exit-way of the source of life.

By that tenacity of conservative reasoning which is a marked mental
characteristic of the sedentary Pueblo, other types of the cauteen, of
later origin, not only retained the name-root of this primeval form, but
also its attributed functions. For examiile, the mo' wi Ic'i lik ton nc
(See Fig. 550) is named thus from me we, mammaries, i ki lik toi c', joined
together by a neck, and to'm me.

4 ETH 33
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Now, wlien closing the ends (Fig. 5.50, c, c) of tliis curious vessel iu mold
iiig if, the women are as careful to turn the eyes away as iu closing

the apex of the older form. As the resemblance of either of the ends

of this vessel to the mamma is not striking, they place on either side of

the nozzle a pair of little conical projections, resembling the teats,

and so called. (Fig. 5.50, h.) There are four of these, instead of, as we
might reasonably expect, two. The reason for this seems to be that

the me' u-i A'/ lik ton ne is the canteen designed for use by the hunter in

preference to all other vessels, because it may be easily wrapped in a

blanket and tied to the back. Other forms would not do, as the hunter

must have the free use not only of his hands but also of bis bead, that

he may turn quickly this Wiiy or that iu looking for or watching game.

The i)ropernourishment of the hunter is tlie game he kills; hence, the

source of his life, like that of the young of this game, is symbolized in

the canteen by the mammaries, not of human beings, but of game-

animals. A feature in these canteens de[)endent upon all this brings us

nearer to an understanding of the question under discussion. When

Fi<', "riO,— llijuble lobed or hunter canteen.

ornamental bands are painted around either end of the neck of one of

'

them (Fig. 550, b), they are interrupted at the little projections (Fig.

550, ft,). Indeed, 1 have observed specimens on which these lines, if

placed farther out, were interrupted at the top (Fig. 550, a a) opposite

the little projections. So, by analogy, it would seem the Pueblos came
to regard paint, like clay, a barrier to the exit of the source of life.

This idea of the source of life once associated with the canteen would

readily become connected with the water-jar, which, if not the offspring

of the canteen, at least usurped its place iu the household economy of

these people. From the water-jar it would pass naturally to drinking-

vessels and eating-bowls, exi)laining the absence of the interrupted

lines on the oldest of these and their constant occurrence on recent and

modern examples; for the painted lines being left oi^en at the apexes,

or near the projections on the canteens, they should also be unjoined

on other vessels with which the same ideas were associated.

So, also, it will be observed that in iiaiutiugs of ai^imals there is not

only a line drawn from the mouth to the plainly depicted heart, but a
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little space is left down the center or either side of this line (see Figs.

551, 552), which is called the o neylithl kwa' to na, or the "entrance trail"

(of the source or breath of life).

Fig. 551.—Paintinsr of deer. Fig. 552.—Painting of sea-serpent.

By this long and involved examination of one element in the sym-

bolism of Pueblo ceramic decoration, we gain some idea how many
others not quite so striking, yet equally curious, grew up; how, also,

they might be explained. Their investigation, however, would be at-

tended with such intricate studies, involving so many subjects not at

sight related to the one in hand, that I must hasten to j)resent two other

points.

Much wonder has been expressed that the Pueblos, so advanced in

pottery decoration, have not attempted more representations of natural

objects. There is less ground for this wonder than at first appears.

It should be remembered that the original angular models which the

Pueblo had, out of which to develop his art, bequeathed to him an ex-

tremely conventional conception of things. This, added to his peculiar

way of interpreting relationship and personifying phenomena and even
functions, has resulted in making his depictions obscure. In point of

fact, in the decoration of certain classes of his pottery he has attempted
the reproduction of almost everything and of every phenomenon in

nature held as sacred or mysterious by him. On certain other classes

he has developed, iiiiitatively, many typical decorations which now have
no special symbolism, but which once had definite significance; and,

finally, he has sometimes relegated definite meanings to designs whicli

at first had no significance, except as decorative agents, afterward using

them according to this interpretation in his attempts to delineate natural

objects, their phenomena, and functions. I will illustrate by examjjles,

the last point first.

Going back to basketry, we find already the fully developed fret. (See

Fig. 553.) I doubt not that from this was evolved, in accordaucJe with

Professor Hartt's theory, the scroll or volute as it appears later on pot-

tery. (See Figs. .554, 555.) To both of these designs, and modifications

of them ages later, the Pueblo has attached meanings. Those who have
visited the Southwest and ridden over the wide, barren plains, during

late autumn or early spring, have been astonished to find traced on the

sand by no visible agency, perfect concentric circles and scrolls or vo-

lutes yards long and as regular as though drawn by a skilled artist.
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The circles are made by the wind driving partly broken weed-stalks
around and around their places of attachment, until the fibers by which
they are anchored sever and the stalks are blown away. The volutes
are formed by the stems of red-top grass and of a round-topped variety
of the chentrpodium, drifted onward by the whirlwind yet around and
around their bushy adhesive tops. The Pueblos, observiug these marks,
especially that they are abundant after a wind storm, have wondered
at their similarity to the painted scrolls on the pottery of their ancestors.
Even today they believe the sand marks to be the tracks of the whirl-
wind, which is a God in their mythology of such distinctive personality

Fig. 553—The fret of basket liocoration.

Flii. 554.— Tin- fret of polterv ili-

Fig. 555.—Scroll as evolviiii from fret in pottery decoration.

that the circling eagle is supposed to be related to him. They have
naturally, therefore, explained the analogy above noted by the inference

that their ancestors, in painting the volute, had intended to symbolize

the whirlwind by representing his tracks. Thenceforward the scroll

was drawn on certain classes of pottery to rejjresent the wbiilwiud,

modifications of it (for instance, by the color-sign belonging to any one
of the " SIS regions ") to signify other personified winds. So, also, the

semicircle is classed as emblematic of the rainbow (a' mi to Ian ne) ; the,

obtuse angle, as of the sky (a' po yan ne); the zigzag line as lightning
(«•;' lo lo (in ne)

; terraces as the sky horizons (a'lvi thlui a tee), and modi-
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ficatious of the latter as the mythic "ancient sacred place of the spaces"

(Te' Ihtii shi na lir'in), and so on.

By combining several of these elementary symbols in a single device,

sometimes a mythic idea was beautifully expressed. Take, as an ex-

ample, the rain totem adopted by the late Lewis IT. Morgan as a title

illumination, from Maj. J. W. Powell, who received it from the Moki
Pueblos of Arizona as a token of his induction into the rain gens of

Fig. 556.—Anfit'ut Pm-blo ' nitdicine-jar.'

that people. (See Fig. 557, a.) An earlier and simpler form of this

occurs on a very ancient "sacred medicine jar" which I found in the

Southwest. (See Fig. 556.) By reference to an enlarged drawing of the

chief decoration of this jar (see Fig. 557), it may be seen that the sky,

a, the ancient place of the spaces (region of the sky gods), b, the clond

lines, c, and the falling rain, d, are combined and depicted to symbolize
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Ill this, both form and ornamentation are significant. (See Fig. 558.)

In explaining bow the form of this vessel is held to be symbolic I will

quote a passage from the "creation myth " as I rendered it in an article

on the origin of corn, belonging to a series on "Zuni Breadstuff," pub-
lished this year in the "Millstone" of Indianapolis, Indiana. "Is not
the bowl the emblem of the earth, our mother! For from her we draw
both food and drink, as a babe draws nourishment from the breast of

its mother ; and round, as is the rim of a bowl, so is the horizon, ter-

raced with mountains whence rise the clouds." This alludes to a med-
icine bowl, not to one of the handled kind, but I will apply it as far as it

goes to the latter. The two terraces on either side of the handle (Fig.

558, a a) are in representation of the " ancient sacred place of the spaces,"

the handle being the line of the sky, and sometimes painted with the

rainbow figure. Now the decorations are a trifle more complex. We
may readily perceive that they represent tadpoles (Fig. .5.58, b 1>), dragon-

flies (Fig. 558, c c), with also the frog or toad (Fig. 558) ; all this is of

Fig. 558.—Zufii prayer-meal-bowl.

easy interpretation. As the tadpole frequents the pools of spring time
he has been adopted as the symbol of spring rains ; the dragon-fly hovers
over pools in summer, hence typifies the rains of summer; and the frog,

maturing in them later, symbolizes the rains of the later seasons; for

all these pools are due to rain fall. When, sometimes, the figure of the
sacred butterfly (see Fig. 559, a b) replaces that of the dragon-fly, or

alternates with it, it symbolizes the beneficence of summer; since, by a
reverse order of reasoning, the Zunis think that the butterflies and
migratory birds (see Fig. 560) bring the warm season from the "Laud of
everlasting summer."
Upon vessels of special function, like these we have just noticed, pe-

culiar figures may be regarded as emblematic; on other classes, no
matter how evidently conventional and expressive decorations may
seem, excepting always, totemic designs, it is wise to use great caution
in their interpretation as intentional and not merely imitative.

A general examination, even of the most modern of Pueblo pottery,
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shows us that certain types of decoration have once been confined to

certain types of vessels, all which has its due signification but an ex-

amination of which would properly form the subject of another essay.

Fig. 559.—Paintings of sacred butteriiy. Fig. 560.—Painting of "summer-bird.'

Happily, a work collateral to the one which I have here merely begun,

will, I have reason to hope, be carried to a high degree of perfection in

the forthcoming monographs on the exhaustless ceramic collections of

the United States National Museum by Mr. William H. Holmes. This

author and artist will approach his task from a standpoint differing

from mine, reaching thereby, it may be, conclusions at variance with the

foregoing; but by means of his wealth of material and illustration stu-

dents will have opportunity of passing a judgmentupon the merits of not

only his work, but of my own.

Fig. 5G1.—Kectangular typi* of eartbou vessel.

In conclusion, let me very briefly^ refer to two distinctive American

types of pottery, unconnected with the Southwestern, which, considered
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ill conjunction with those of the latter region, seem to me to iudicate

that the ceramic art has had independent centers of origin in America.

For the sake of convenience, I may name these types the rectangular (see

Fig. 501) or Iroquois, and the bisymuietrical or kidney-shaped (see Fig.

oGii), of Nicaragua. The one is almost constant in the lake regions of the

United States, the other equally constant in sections of Central America.

In collections gathered from any tribe of our Algonquin or Iroquois

Fig, 5G'2.—Kidney-shaped vessel, Nicaragua.

Indians, one may observe vessels of the tough birch- or linden-bark,

some of which are si)herical or hemispherical. To in-oduce this form of

utensil from a single piece of bark, it is necessary to cut i)ieces out of

the margin and fold it. Each fold, when stitched together iu the shaping

of the vessel, forms a corner at the upjier part. (See Fig. 503.) These

corners and the borders which they form are decorated with short lines

Fig. 563.— Iroquois bark-vessel.

and combinations of lines, composed of coarse embroideries with dyed

porcupine quills. (See Fig. 50J^.) May not the bark vessel have given

rise to the rectangular type of pottery and its quill ornamentation to

the incised straight-line decorations ! (Compare Fig. 561.)

So, too, in the unsymmetrical urns of Central and Isthmean America,

which are characterized by the location of the aperture at the upper part
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of one of the extremities aud by streak lilie decorations, we have a de-

cided snggestion of tlie animal pauncli or bladder and of the visible

veins on its surface when distended.

Fig. 504.—Porcupine-quill decoration.

If tliese conjectures be accepted as approximately correct, even in

tendency, we may hope by a patient study 6t the ceramic remains of a

people, no matter where situated, to discover what was the type of

their precerainic vessels, and thereby we might also learn whether, at

the time of the origin of the potter's art or during its development,

they had, like the Pueblos, been indigenous to the areas in which they

were found, or whether they had, like some of the Central Americans,

(to make a concrete example and judge it by this method) apparently im-

migrated in part from desert ISTorth America, in part from the wilderness

of an equatorial region in South America.
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Measles among Dakotas ... 110

Meda songs 82-84

Medicine men defined. 106, 107

Mendota, Minn.,Pictographat 189

Mended Pueblo pott-ery 286

Merriani, Col. Henry, discovered picto-

graphs 26

Messages by pictof^raphs 160-164

Meteors recorded Ill, 116, 136-137, 138-139

Mexican pictograpbs 38,169

Mexico, Coiled pottery from 277

Mexican pottery head 409,411

Mica plate frauds 247

Middle Mississippi province in pottery . . .309-426

Miles. Gen., destroyed Indian village 117

Milford, Utah, Pictographs at 27

Millsborougb. Pa., Petroglyphs at 20,224

Mindeleff, Victor, collected pottery . . 293, 311, 338

, on development of rectan-

gular architecture 475

Minerals influencing pottery 493

Minneconjou Dakotas 94, 96

defined 98

Minnesota pictographs 33

relic frauds 248-250

rock carvings 23

Minnetari 108

Miscellaneous ornamoutation of pottery . . 283

Mississippi, Pottery from 399,403,431.432

province in pottery. Middle . .309-426

, Upper... 426-431

River pictographs 33, 34

rock carvings 23

Valley, Ancient pottery of the

(W. H. Holmes) 361-436

Missouri, Pottery from 395, 396. 446

River flood recorded 113

Mnemonic devices 79-146

pictographs 79-81 , 161

Mobile, Pottery from 431

Mode of counting, Dakota 107

making pictographs 234

pottery vessels 499-500

weaving horsehair 230-231

Modes of interpretation 233-243

Modification of form in pottery 373, 450-453

ornaments in pottery 458

Modoc tattooing 63

Mojave pigments 52

Moki distinctive marks 232

pictographs 16, 25, 29, 36, 46, 157, 194,

222, 229

pottery 277, 290. 293, 299, 493

Monongahela River, Pictographs on 21
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Montezuma Cafion .315,318

Month nnnies 69

Montma^nir, Great Mountain name for 170

Moors. Symbols of 222

Mormons or Latter Daj Saints, by Lieut. J.

AV". Gunnison, cited 251

Mormon town 287, 310

Muitilkt, Gabriel (Ic, quoted 252

Mortuary poltury 272,372

practices 197-202

Moss, Capt. John, on "Ctc pottery 270,319

Motive to frauds 247

Monud-buiidera -^06

Monnd village, Utah 287-288

Monnds, Pottery from 370, 415, 429, 431, 446

Monnt Plf'asant, "W. Va., Eock carvings at. 22

Mourning 197

Mugs .307.320,347

Musliiiigum Eiver, Koclc carvings on 22

Mussellshell River, Pictographs on 62

Myths of the Iroquois 190

and songs from the South Pacific

cited on tattooing 76

Najowe Pass, Pictographa at 36

Kame systems of Indiana 169-173

Narrative of an expedition to the Saint

Peter's Eiver, quoted 150

Natchez pottery 371

National Museum, Pottery In 285,287,321,

331, 333, 357, 367, 378, 382, 391,

397. 403, 409, 413, 418, 422, 429

Native races. (H, H. Bancroft) .64, 65, 66, 73, 78. 88

Natural and Aboriginal History of Tennes-

see 21, 33

Naumoflf, Drawings and interpretations

of 147-150, 152, 153, 154, 155, 195, 205, 206

Navajo hogan, or hut 473

pottery 299

Nelson, E. W., obtained pottery 279,292,353

Nevada pictographs 24, 25, 60, 157

, Pueblo pottery in 287

New Albin, Iowa, Eock carvings at 23, 34

England, Eock carvings in 19

Holland ceremonial chart 197

Mexico, Pictographs in 28,34,37,158,229y pottery 282.298

Zealand, Redin 56

grave effigy 200, 201

tattooing 73,75,76

Newark, Ohio, Eock carvings at 21

Nez Percys, named by error 121

Nicaragua, Pictographs in 40

NicholsCounty, "West Virginia, Pictographs

in 22

Nishiuam claim synibola 159

Non-ideographic elements of decoration 453

Norris, P. "W., on pictographs .. 22,23,33,34,173

North American Indians, Pictographs of.. 3-256

North Carolina coiled pottery 277

Notched sticks a:S mnemonic aids 81

Notices by pictographs 147-155

Nutria pottery 344

Oakley Spiiuga, Arizona, Pictographs at ... 17,

29, 30, 46-47, 194

Objects represented in pictographs 46-47

4 ETH 34

Page.

Ogalala, Ogalalla, Oglala 132, 133, 134, 130,

137, 140, 141, 143, 144, 145, 140

Ogl.ila defined 98

roster 109.174-176

Winter counts. 129

Ohio mica plate frauds 247

, Mounds at Maflisouville 406

, lioc k carvmgs in 21

, Serpent earthwork in Aihnns County. 402

Ojibwa iiiclographs .17, 59, 186, 217-218, 227,

228, 243, 245, 246

pipe stone 248-250

Bong device 82-84

Ojo Caliente pottery 491

Ojo Pescado pictographs 28

O'Kiuakane, Fort 26

OlaWalum 84,158,188,207

Ollaa 283-287, 293, 306, 314, 318. 335, 498, 500

Omaha, Symbol for 160, 167

Omahas 101,132,133,134,135

Onepapas 122

Oneida, Idaho, Pictographs at 37

Orailji sacred stone 58

Oraibi chief, Tubi 29,46,194

Oregon, Eock carvings in 25

Origin and development of form and or-

nament in ceramic art (W. H.

Holmes) 437-465

of ceramic forms 269, 272, 376, 445^53

Dakota name of the Deity 103

ornament in pottery 453

thecoil 277

the "Winter counts 91,92

Orinoco, Coiled pottery of the 276

Ornament, Ceramic 271, 278-282,

303, 305, 337, 359, 373, 377,

393, 399, 412, 444, 463, 488

in pottery. Origin of 453-457

Ornamental elements modified by invention. 453

Ornauientiitiou of coiled basketry 487

Osage mnemonic chart esplained 84-86

tribal designation 165

OttawH pictographs 203, 217-2 18, 220

O wen's Valley pictographs 31

Pacific islands, Tattooing In the 73-77

Paddles ornamented 78

Paducah, Pottery from 426

Painted pottery 282, 302-307, 434

Painting, Manner of 48

Paint Lick Mountain, Ya 33

Pai-Uto attempt at suicide 132

Pai-Ute Creek, Pictographs on 33

Pai-U te pictographs 61, 158

Pan i (see Pawnees) 166, 241

Parowan pottery 292

Particular exploits and events 214-218

Partridge Creek, Rock carvings on 30

Passes totem mark 167

Patrick, Dr. John B., sent time chart 93

Patten's Valley, Origin of lock etchings in. 25, 20

Pawkees 227

Pawnees (Pani; .102,127,131,135,139, 141,

142, 143, 144

Paxton, William A., brought first Texas

cattle to Dakota 125
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Peabody Mnsenm collections 367

Pecan Point, Pottery from 309,381,390,391,

392, 396,397,398,309,404,406^09,410, 417,422

Pec03. (5ee RioPecoa.)

Pennsylvania, PetroKraphs in 20, 158, 224-225,

226-227

Peoria Bottom, Dakota, Sans Arc dirt

lodges at 109

Person, Pictures on the 61-78

Personal designations 168

name pictograpba 109-173

Peru, Pictograpbsiu 45

Peacado pottery 494

Petroglypbs in Nortb America 19

Pictograpb defined 13

Pictographs, Identification of 224-236

oftheNortbAmericanlndians. 3-256

Pictography influenced by civilization 46

Pied" Pintada Creels 27

Pilgriraage, Beltrami's, cited on Dakota. . . . 104

Pinart, Alphonse, on pictographs 30,40

Pine Bidge Agency, pictograpb letter lGO-161

.pictographs 176

Pipe-stone quarry 23,33

PitL'hei forms 307

Plain pottery - 299-301

Porame blanche defiucd 102

Ponio war symbols 88

Pouka llescrvation 125

Ponkas 131,133,13+

Pot-shaped vessels 392-398

Potter, Prof. W. B., Pnblication by 367

Pottawa'omi 220

Pottery affected by environment 482

anticip.ited by basketry 483-485

buried with the dead 370,434

Catalogue of James Stevenflon 265

declined in quality with introduc-

tion of domestic animals 496

developed from basketry 3.i9. 485

from Arkansas 394-398

California 447

Tusayan 451

Utah 449

.howcfdnred 50,51

mended by Pueblos 286

of the ancient Pueblos (W, H.

Holiue-s) 257-360

ofthe Mississippi Yalley, Ancient .
361-436

, Pueblo 257-300,437-521

Powell, Maj. J. W-, learned real name of In-

dian 171

, on classification of In-

dians 97

Powers, Stephen, on Indian customs -49, 04, 195, 197

Pratt, Prof. W.H., Aidof 368,382,431

Prairie du Cbien, Potteiy from vicinity of.. 430

Preraean, Jean, interpieted time chart 94

Prince of Wales Archipelago tattooing 67-73

Prince Maximilian zu Weid, cited .107, 195, 220, 222

Property buried with the dead 288

marks 182

Prove, Utah, Pottery from 321

Puebloart 206

coiled ware 273-275

Paga
Pueblo, Pottery as illnstrative of Znni cult-

ure-growth .467-521

primitive babitnl ions 475

totem marks 167

Pueblos, Communal. 480, 481

, Pottery df the ancient 257-360

Pntnam, Prof. F. \Y., cited 279,367,406

Putuam.Mra. M. L.D., Aidof 368

Pyramid Lake, Nevada, Rock carvings near. 24

Queen Charlotte Lslands' tattooing 66-73,189

Quipuof Peru, The 79

Raiinesque, cited 233

Ran. Dr. Charles, cited 93,367

Rectangular forms developed from circular

in architecture 475

Red Cloud census 169,176-181

Red Lake Reservation, Designs from 187

Reo, Derivation of 100

Reed, Lieut. H. T., on Dakota time chart

winter count 89-90, 93

Eees (see Arikara) 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 111,

116, 126, 127, 131, 132, 133, 137

,f5yrab'il for 166

Relic frauds 247-253

Relief ornament 271,282,374

Religious pictographs 188

Reveille, Nev., Piitograpb.s at 25

Riggs, on Indian names 97,98,109

Rio del Norte, Pictographs on the 27

de Chelley Valley 316

Dolores Valley 316

Gilapi.ltery 281,283,299

Grande pottery 298,305

Maneos cliff.houscs 284-286

, Pottery of the 261,284-286

Pecos, Pottery of the 298,305

San Juan, Pottery of the 315-321

Verde, Rock etchings on the 30

Virgcn, Pottery of the 287-292,307-315

Roasting tray 484

Robb, James C, time chart 94

Rock carvings 16,20-33

Rocks, Paintings on 58

Rocky Dell Creek, N. Mex., Pictographs on . 33

Ru.-sell, I. C, on pictographs 27,229

Russell, I. C, on tattooing in New Zea-

land 73,75,76

Rust, Horatio N., on Davenport tablets 251

Sage Creek, Wyoming, Rock carvings on. . . 24

Saint George tumulus, Utah, Pottery from. 281,

287-291,300,307,312,331

Saint John, Pottery from 305

Salt Lake City Museum, Pottery In 292,300

Salt Lake Valley , Pottery of 292

Samoa (Rev. George Turner), quoled 77

San Antonio Springs, Pictographs at 34

, Pottery at 341

Bernardino, Rock carvings at 30

Diego, Pictographs at 37

Gabriel herders' notched sticks 81-82

River, Pictographs on 66-57

Juan, Pictographs on the 34

pottery. 274, 281, 284-287, 291

San Marcos Pass, Pictographs at . . 36

Sans Arc .93,94,109,118,122,134
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Sans Arc defined '-*^

SaDta Barbara, Pictograplis at 35, 3C, ;i7

Clara Eiver, Pottery on 287

Santa Tnez Mountains, Pictographa on ... 34,36

Sautarem, Brazil, Coiled pottery at 276

Santeo defined ^8

Santeea 124

Satsikapetrograph 227

Scbeffer's History of Lapland, cited 239

Scblieniaii, Dr. Henry, cited 63,252

Stboniburgh, quoted by Humboldt on picto-

giajdia 39

Schoolcraft, H. H., quoted on Indian picto-

grapha and devices 17, 20,

21,59,82,155,158, 1G1-1C4

cited 167,168.188,189,199,

200. 216, 222, 239, 243, 245, 246

Science, quoted on relic frauds 247

Scott County, Iowa, Pottery from. {See

Davenport).

Scroll, Possible origin of the 459

Sculptures of San Lucia, Cosumahvbiiapa

(Habcl), quoted 80

Serrano Indian land-marka 61, 1S2

Serpent in pottery 402

Seton, William, U. S. N., African linife ... 243

Shaman .*. .190-194, 19.-), 2V.7. 243

Shamanism 190, 194,202

Sheafer, P. W., Pictograplis of Ptnnsylva-

nia .226-?27

Shells as primitive Teasels 383

copied in pottery 447

, Pictograplis on 60

used in pottery 372

Sherman, General VT. T 125

Shinumo rock carvings 25,228

Shoshoni 1 40, 14
1 , 229

petroglypbs 227,228

pictographs 25, 155. 215, 216, 231

Sbumeia war symbols 88

Siberia, Pictographs in 245, 246

Sibley, Colonel 124

Sierra Nevada, Pictographs of the 31

Sign language among Noitb American In-

dians, cited 24,132,137,155,234

Significance of color r.4

Signs of particular acbie .ements 183

Simpson, Lieut. J. U., on pictographa 28

Siouan adopted aa family term 97, 108, 114

Sioux 101,109, 122

defined 97

Falls 125

Skin vessels copied in piittcry 447

Small-pox among Dakolas 110,136

Smith, Capt. John, on tattooing 63

Smith, Mrs. E. A., Myths of the Iroquoia.. 390

Social status pictographa 183

Sobliera fight Roea 111-112

Songs of thoMeda 82

Sources of decorative motive in ceramic art. 453

South America, Petroghpha in 38

American pottery 411

Spanish blankets introduced among Dako-
taa rjl

Spiral ornament from coila 456

Page.

Springerville, Ariz., Pottery at. . . .279, 291, 305, 353

Sproat, cited 67

Stagea of ornament for painted pottery 303-304

Standing Rock Agency 174

Starvation symbol 154, 155

Status pictographa- 183

Stephen, John, on pottery 293

Stephenson, Dr. M. F., on rock carvinga 23

Stevenaon, James, on pictographa GO, 1G7, 194

, on pottery 265,293,357

Stock cattle first issued to Dakotas. 1^5

Stune vessels copied in pottery 447

Stones, Paintings on 58

Storage of water. Pottery for 284

veaaela of pottery 371

Stories added in clifif- buildings 479

Study of Pueblo pottery aa illustrative of

Zuiii culture growth, A (F. IJ.Cnsbing).- 467-521

Suggestions to collaborators 2'>I-25S

Suicide among Indiana., 131-132

Sully, General 124

Suifaco fiuish of Pueblo pottery 268

Susquehanna, Pictographs on the 158

Swan, James G., on Haida tattooing..... 56,66-73

189, 194-195, 242

Syllabaries 13

Symbolism 154.221

Symbols adopted rather than invented 400

Symmorphs 239

System of chronology attempted by Indians. 127

spelling of Bureau of Ethuc)logy. . 17

Tattooing 49,03-78,86, 183,252

Taylor, Rev. Richard, on New Zealand.. 49, 56, 74,

76, 88, 164

Tazewell Couuty, Virginii. Pictographa in 33

Te Ika a Maul or New iiealand (llov. K.

Taylor) 49,56,57,74,70,88,161

Technique modifies ornament 4GU-4G5

Tegua map '. .. 158

Tempering materials in pottery 207, 434

Temple Creek Cation, Pictographs in 20, 37

Tenina - 101

Tennessee, Pictographa in 33

, Pottery from.. 381-382, 395, 397,413,423

Terry, General 1 25

Teton defined 98

Textile construction limited and governed

Pueblo pottery ornament 360

The Flame, or Bo-i-de, Time chart of. . . -93, 99-127

The Swan's chart 93,99-127

Thibault. J. II., Pottery collection of . - - - 382,410

Tliliiikit pictographs 78

Thompson, Gilbert, on picto^iaphs 27,33,

34, 229, 245

Three Stars, an Indian name for General

Crook 146

Thunder Bird 188

Thurn, Everard F. im., on name system of

Guiana Indiana.. 171-172

on Indian customs

in Guiana.40, 53,61,77

Tillamuk 26

Time symbols 88-146

Tokens of authority 108

Tomanawaa ceremonies 70, 73.

^
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Tol em post G8

Totemic names, Dakota and "West Virginia. 17

pictograpbs 1C5, 231

Totems 98,107

Trading-house built 109,110,111

Traditions 84-86

Transportation of water, Pottery for 2S4

•'Travail" explained 217

Treaties 8G-87

Trees, Pictographs on 59

Tribal symbolic designation 165

bistorical pictogiupbs 207

Tripod bottles 420. 421

Troja cited. 63,252

Trumbull, Dr. J. Hammond, cited 97

Tschudi, Dr. J. J. vou, on pictograpbs 45

, on tbe Quipu of the

Peruvians 79-80

Tudlati Indian rock etchings 25,26

Tubi, Oraibi chief, quoted 29,46,194

Tulare Indians 234

Tule Eiver Agency, "Weaving grass figures

at 78

, Tokutsat 52,78

, Pictograpbs on 31,33,37,234

Tumulus. (See Saint George.)

Turner, Uev. George, quoted on tattooing.. 77

Tusaj an pottery 269. 279, 283, 294, 300, 304, 307,

311,316,321,358,451

, Province of. 493

Twana thunder-bird 189

Two Kettles OP.. 94, 105, U3, 117, 122

defined 97

Uncpapa 100, 103, 104, 106, 116, 122, 126

defined 08

Union County-, Georgia, Rock carvings iu .. 23

United States forces attack Arikaraa 111-112

Upper Mississippi province in pottery... 426-430

Utah, Pictographs in 37, 229

pottery. (See Saint George and

Springervillc) 279,286-291,300,449

, Kock carvings in 26, 251

Ute pottery 276-277

Utes 108,145

Utility modifies form in pottery 452

Vases 301,336-351

Vegetable forms copied in pottery 270

Venango County, Pennsylvania, Rock carv-

ing.-5 iu 20

Venezuela, Pictographs in 40

Vermillion cliff. Rock carvings on 20, 29

Vemou County, Wisconsin, Pottery from.. 428

Village site mound or tumulus 287

Virginia Indians tattooing 63

, Pictographs in ^3

VonStrahlenbeigoupictograpbsin Liberia. 245, 246

Wall, J. Sutton, on pictograpbs in Pennsyl-

vania 20-21 , 225

Walker Lake, Nevada, Rock carvings near. 24

"Walum 01um*'in The Ltnape and Iheir

Legends. 84,158,188,207

Wampum belts 8G-87

War party, how made up 139-1-10

symbols 87-88

Page.

Ward, James W., on rock carvings in Ohio. 21

Warning and guidance pictographs 155-157

Washington, Rock carvings in 25

Water important to Pueblos, Transporta-

tion and preservation of 482

, Pottery for transportation and stor-

age of 264

Waterson's Ranch petroglypha 31,32

Wcllsville, Ohio, Rock carvings at 21

Wrst, Dr. W., copied Dakota time chart... 93-94

West Virginia, Rock carvings in 22, 225

totem marks 17

Western Lancet cited on claim symbols 159

Wham, Maj. J. W., built adobe houses 145

Whipple, Lieutenant, on pictographs. 28, 29, 33, 1:8

Wbistle sickness 114, 138,221

White ware 269, 304 , 305-358

and coiled ware, Relative an-

tiquity of 358-359

Whitecow-killer Winter count chart (See

Corbusier W inter counts.) 95, 99-127, 129-130

Wbitesides County, Illinois, Pottery from.. 429

Whitfield, J., on pictographs in Brazil 44-15

Whittlesej-, Col. Charles, cited 250

Whooping-cough among Indians 108

Wicker cover for gourd vessels 483

Wild borsL'S first caught by Dakotas 108

Williamson, Rev. Dr., cited 119

Williams River, Rock carvings on 29

WinilKivcr Mountains, Rock carvings near. 24

Winter cuun ts 88-14 G, 191, 207

Wintun tattooing 64

Wisconsin efiigy mounds 61

, Pottery from 428,429

Wood, Paintings on 59

Wooden vessels copied in pottery .417, 451

Woodtborp, Lt. Col., on war symbols 88

Written language as related to ficlile art. .. 413

Wright, Charles D., on pictographs 34

Wyoming, Rock carvings in 24,227

Wyrick David, fraudulent Ilebrew inscrip-

tion 248

Yampais Springs, Pictographs at 29

Yankton defined 97

Reservation 125

Yauktons 112,122

Yanktonnais 122,124

Yarrow, DrH.C. obtained pottery in Utah. 292

Yokuts, Color used by 52

weave grass figures 78

Young, John W.,on sacred stoneof Oraibi. 58

Yuki, Color used by 62

tattooing 49

Yukon River tattooing 65

Yuma, Pottery of 300

paintings Ci\ 158

Yuris totem mark 167

Zuiii 194,195

culture growth illustrated by Pueblo

pottery 467-521

pictographs 16, 28, 60

pottery 78,290,293,300,333,344

priests' journey to the Atlantic 483

skill on water Jars 498,500

/
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